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The following materials continue the Addendum of Appellants' Brief. Descriptions
of separately-filed papers are in bold, followed by a description of the materials attached
to those papers. Portions of the attachments to the described papers that are not central to
Appellants' Brief have been omitted.
Description

Record Page

(Continued) Affidavit No. 2 of Peggy A. Tomsic in Opposition to PacifiCorp's
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Claim for Intentional Interference
With Existing Contractual Relations) and Williams/HRO's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information
2801-3331
Ex. 44
Ex. 45
Ex. 46
Ex. 47
Ex. 48
Ex. 49
Ex. 50
Ex. 51
Ex. 52
Ex. 53
Ex. 54
Ex. 55
Ex. 56
Ex. 57
Ex. 58
Ex. 59
Ex. 60
Ex. 61
Ex. 62
Ex. 65
Ex. 66
Ex. 68
Ex. 69
Ex. 70
Ex. 71

HRO invoice to PacifiCorp dated 5/12/04
HRO invoice to PacifiCorp dated 6/14/04
HRO invoice to PacifiCorp dated 7/14/04
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 4/30/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 5/31/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 6/30/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 7/31/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 8/31/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 9/30/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 10/31/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 11/30/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 12/31/01
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 1/31/02
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 2/28/02
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 3/31/02
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 4/30/02
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 5/31/02
Handwritten notes
Handwritten notes dated 3/4/03
Draft letter dated 3/10/03
Handwritten notes dated 3/21/03
Meeting Minutes dated 4/1/03
HRO invoice to USA Power dated 10/6/03
Letter dated 5/7/01
E-mail dated 6/20/01
1

2801-05
2807-11
2813-16
2818-19
2821-22
2824-25
2827-29
2831-32
2834-35
2837-39
2841-43
2845-46
2848-49
2851-53
2855-57
2859-60
2862-64
2866
2868-71
2875-76
2878-79
2886-95
2897-901
2903-05
2907

Ex. 72
Ex. 73
Ex. 74
Ex. 75
Ex. 76
Ex. 77
Ex. 78
Ex. 79
Ex. 80
Ex. 81
Ex. 82
Ex. 83
Ex. 84
Ex. 85
Ex. 86
Ex. 87
Ex. 88
Ex. 89
Ex. 90
Ex. 91
Ex. 92
Ex. 93
Ex. 94
Ex. 95
Ex. 96
Ex. 97
Ex. 98
Ex. 99
Ex. 100
Ex. 104
Ex. 105
Ex. 107
Ex. 108
Ex. 110
Ex. 111

Facsimile dated 7/20/01
2909-11
Handwritten notes dated 7/10/01
2913-20, R21 2911
Letter dated 10/3/01
R2 2913-17
E-mail dated 10/2/01
R2 2919
Letter dated 5/3/02
2921
Real Estate Purchase Contract dated 1/4/02
2923-32
Letter dated 2/7/02
2935-39
E-mail dated 8/12/01
2941
Memorandum: Annexation Law and Impact Fees
2943-48
Draft Annexation and Development Agreement
2950-62
Letter dated 7/22/03
2964
Letter dated 7/22/03
2966
Letter dated 8/4/03
2968
Letter dated 8/4/03
2970
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 8/16/02
2972-78
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 9/16/02
2980-86
Handwritten notes dated 9/12/02
2988-90
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 10/10/02
2992-98
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 11/6/02
3000-06
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 12/11/02
3008-10
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 1/13/03
3012-14
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 2/11/03
3016-19
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 3/12/03
3021-23
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 4/8/03
3025-27
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 5/7/03
3029-31
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 6/11/03
3033-35
HRO Invoice to USA Power dated 7/14/03
3037-39
Handwritten notes dated 8/27/02
3041-42
Handwritten notes dated 5/19/03
3044-47
Handwritten notes dated 8/6/03
3055-59
Memorandum dated 8/10/03
3061-63
E-mail dated 9/24/03
3065
E-mail dated 9/26/03
3067
Excerpts from hearing transcript dated 12/11/03
3069-74
Document: Questions from DPU/Spring Canyon
3076

ir
'In

assembling and numbering the record, the district court clerk has occasionally
duplicated page numbers previously used. "R2" denotes the second set of duplicate page
numbers.
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Ex. 135A
Ex. 136A
Ex. 137A
Ex. 138A
Ex. 139A
Ex. 140A
Ex. 141A
Ex. 142A
Ex. 143A
Ex. 144A
Ex. 145A
Ex. 164
Ex. 248
Ex. 249
Ex. 300
Ex. 301
Ex. 384
Ex. 386

Letter dated 2/5/02
Facsimile dated 9/11/02
Articles of Organization: Spring Canyon Energy
Operating Agreement: Spring Canyon Energy
Letter dated 8/20/02
Letter dated 8/23/02
Letter dated 9/13/02
Facsimile dated 9/17/02
Letter dated 9/17/02
KLM invoice to USA Power dated 6/30/02
HRO invoice to USA Power dated 7/5/02
Letter dated 9/25/03
Telephone bill dated 3/7/03
Telephone bill dated 4/7/03
Handwritten notes dated 7/26/02
Letter dated 1/31/03
PacifiCorp Board meeting minutes dated 9/22/03
Meeting minutes dated 10/24/03

3116-20
3122-34
3136-40
3142-65
3167
3169-75
3177
3179-86
3188
3190-91
3193-96
3229-31
3253-56
3258-61
3300
3302-08
3326-28
3330-31

Affidavit No. 3 of Peggy A. Tomsic in Opposition to PacifiCorp's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment (Claim for Intentional Interference
With Existing Contractual Relations) and Williams/HRO's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information
3332-3651
5/2/01 Facsimile: D. Hansen to J. Williams & D. Graeber
3352-55
5/15/01 E-mail: D. Johnson to USA Power
3357
6/15/01 E-mail: D. Hansen to USA Power
3359
10/19/01 E-mail: J. Williams to T. Banasiewicz, D. Graeber, and D. Hanson . 3361
12/19/01 Letter: J. Williams to M. Keyte
3363-64
1/31/02 Letter: D. Hansen & J. Williams to D. Graeber
3366-75
6/12/02 E-mail: D. Holland to T. Banasiewicz
3377-83
6/17/02 E-mail exchange: J. Riley and J. Williams
3385
6/25/02 E-mail: S. Vuyovich to W. Peterson
3387
7/5/02 E-mail exchange: W. Peterson and J. Williams
3389
7/5/02 E-mail exchange: W. Peterson and J. Williams
3391
7/23/02 E-mail: J. Williams to T. Banasiewicz
3393
7/24/02-7/25/02 E-mail exchanges re: Blake Garrett Option
3395-98
7/26/02 E-mail exchanges re: Blake Garrett Option
3400-03
7/31/02 KLM Invoice to USA Power
3405-06
7/30/02 Letter: J. Williams to M. Sperry
3408-09
3

8/1/02 Letter: J. Williams to M. Keyte
3411-49
8/1/02 Letter: S. Vuyovich to T. Banasiewicz
3451
8/5/02 Memorandum of Water Right Option (Garrett)
3453-56
8/5/02 Water Right Option/Purchase Agreement (Garrett)
3458-78
8/7/02 Letter: J. Williams to R. Sherman
3480-81
8/16/02 Letter: C. Noyes to J. Williams
3483-87
8/23/02 Letter: S. Vuyovich to M. Keyte
3489-92
8/26/02 Letter: S. Vuyovich to M. Sperry
3494-515
9/3/02 Facsimile: S. Noyes: Garrett Schedules
3517-33
9/9/02 Handwritten notes
3535
9/11/02 Letter: S. Vuyovich to R. Sherman
3537-42
9/24/02 Letter: S. Vuyovich to R. Sherman
3544-67
8/8/02 Letter: J. Williams to S. Skabelund
3569
8/8/02 Letter: J. Williams to M. Keyte
3571
8/8/02 Letter: J. Williams to W. Peterson
3573
8/15/02 Handwritten notes; E-mail: J. Williams to T. Banasiewicz
3575-77
9/4/02 Handwritten notes
3579-80
9/18/02 Letter: J. Williams to D. Graeber
3582-85
9/30/02 Memorandum: J. Williams & S. Vuyovich to D. Graeber re:
Garrett water right
3587-91
9/30/02 Memorandum: J. Williams & S. Vuyovich to D. Graeber re:
Keyte water right
3593-603
1/06/03 Handwritten notes
3605
1/22/03 Memorandum from Geneva Steel to Potential buyers of
water rights and emission credits
3607-16
7/30/03 E-mail: J. Williams to R. Thurgood, C. Conder, and M. Brimhall . 3635-37
7/30/03 Memorandum: J. Williams to R. Thurgood, C. Conder,
M. Brimhall re: Currant Creek water rights
3639-41
9/3/03 E-mail exchange: J. Williams, R. Thurgood, and M. Brimhall
3643-44
Affidavit No. 4 of Peggy A. Tomsic in Opposition to PacifiCorp's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment (Claim for Intentional Interference
With Existing Contractual Relations) and Williams/HRO's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information
3652-3794
Deposition Exhibits
Ex. 419
Expert Report of Robert Malko
Ex. 422
Expert Report of Wayne C. Micheletti
Ex. 429
Expert Report of John M. Koltick, Jr
Ex. 431
Expert Report of John K. Morris
4

3657-97
3699-714
3716-42
3744-54

John K. Morris' Analysis of Expert Report of Thomas Morgan
Expert Rebuttal Report of David L. Olive

3767-69
3771-94

Affidavit No. 5 of Peggy A. Tomsic in Opposition to PacifiCorp's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment (Claim for Intentional Interference
With Existing Contractual Relations) and Williams/HRO's Motion
for Partial Summary Judgment Re: Confidential Information
3795-3877
Excerpts
Excerpts
Excerpts
Excerpts

from
from
from
from

the deposition of Robert Malko
the deposition of Ted Banasiewicz
the deposition of Lois Banasiewicz
the deposition of Jody Williams

Deposition Exhibits
Ex. 118
E-mail: D. Graeber to J. Williams dated 11/6/03
Ex. 341
Handwritten notes
USA Power's Opposition to PacifiCorp's Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment (Claim for Intentional Interference with Existing
Contractual Relations)

5

3800-03
3825-34
3836-45
3847-68

3870
3872

3878-3918

Tabl

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
May 12, 2004
PacinCorp

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

Regarding: Currant Creek

31
666859
42764
00250

CONFIDENTIAL
Itemized Services

Date

Tkpr

04/01/04

JLW

Revise, edit comment on letter to Mona Irrigation; finalize
Amendment for WW Ranches signature.

5.75 $

04/01/04

SJV

Review modifications to Articles and Bylaws of Goshen
Irrigation Company; review and revise letter regarding issues
between PaciSCorp and Mona Irrigation Company.

2.50

450.00

04/01/04

KM

Provide chain of title to SJVuyovich.

1.00

100.00

04/02/04

GH

Telephone conference with SVuyovich; review memoranda,
etc.

0.50

152.50

04/02/04

JLW

Calls with PaciflCorp and Rich Waddinghaw regarding
Mona Irrigation and letter, conferences and e-mails on
amendment; conferences regarding Goshen Irrigation.

2.00

600.00

04/02/04

SJV

Review and revise Articles and Bylaws to be submitted to
Goshen Irrigation Company; phone call with GHansen.

3.50

630.00

04/04/04

GH

Review Christensen proposed articles of incorporation.

0.75

228.75

04/05/04

KM

Research chain of title regarding Maria Olscn to Kathryn
Olsen; continue research on corporate chain.

2.50

250.00

04/06/04

KM

Provide JL Williams and SJVuyovich information regarding
consumptive rights.

0.75

75.00

04/07/04

GH

Review miscellaneous documents; meet with SJVuyovich;
meet with JLWilliams and SJVuyovich to finalize Goshen
issues.

3.50

1,067.50

04/07/04

SJV

Meeting with GHansen and JLWilliams regarding response
to attorney representing Goshen Irrigation and Canal
Company regarding draft articlesan^jrvlpwsjevise article

2.50

450.00

Description

EXHIBIT

Hours

Value
1,725.00

HRO-PC 002724

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
May 12. 2004
Pase
Invoice No.:
Client Nc:
Matter No.:

PacifiCorp

Itemized Services

32
666859
42764
00250

CONFIDENTIAL
Hours

Value

Review documents regarding Goshen and draft of Third
Amendment.

0.50

152.50

JLW

Calls, e-mails with Rand Thurgood.

1.25

375.00

04/08/04

SJV

Begin draft of letter to Ron Christensen regarding adequacy
of Goshen articles and bylaws.

1.00

180.00

04/09/04

GH

Draft Third Amendment to Agreement regarding WW and
Goshen,

1.25

381.25

04/12/04

JLW

Review/revise Third Amendment; revise letter on Goshen
Articles.

4.50

1350.00

04/12/04

SJV

Draft letter to Ron Christensen regarding problems with
proposed articles and bylaws; revise articles; review draft of
Second Amended Agreement between PacifiCorp and WW
Ranches, LC; review and analyze articles and bylaws.

10.00

1,800.00

04/13/04

JLW

Revise comments to Goshen Irrigation articles and bylaws.

4.50

1,350.00

04/13/04

SJV

Review final letter to Ron Christensen.

0.25

45.00

04/14/04

JLW

Calls and e-maiis on Mona Irrigation appeal.

1.50

450.00

04/15/04

JLW

Revise Goshen .Articles and Bylaws; calls and e-mails
regarding Mona Irrigation Appeal; calls and draft closing
instructions.

3.50

1,050.00

04/15/04

SJV

Review draft articles and bylaws; conference with
JLWilliams regarding modifications to articles and bylaws;
phone calls with Bill White, Marc Wangsgard and
PacifiCorp regarding end of appeal period for Mona
Irrigatoin Company.

1.50

270.00

04/16/04

JLW

Calls, e-mails regarding Closing, review letter; e-mails to
WW Ranches regarding requirements.

1.25

;?5.oo

04/17/04

JLW

Draft Articles for Goshen Irrigation.

8.00

2,400.00

Date

Tkpr

04/08/04

GH

04/08/04

Description

HRO-PC 002725

aw

04/1S/U4

JLW

Kevise/orait tJyiaws ior uosnen irrigation.

I.W

Z71UU.UU

04/19/04

SJV

Review/revise and finalize modified Articles and Bylaws.

6.00

1,080.00

04/20/04

SJV

Finalize articles and bylaws for Goshen Irrigation and Canal
Company.

4.75

855.00

04/22/04

GH

Closing purchase with Goshen of Class A stock.

0.25

76.25

04/22/04

JLW

Calls, review doc's on water right purchase closing; review
fax from Ron Christensen.

3.25

975.00

04/22/04

SJV

Review/revise articles and bylaws.

3.00

540.00

04/23/04

GH

Review draft documents related to Goshen closing.

0J0

152.50

04/23/04

SJV

Research Utah Statutory Law; review/revise bylaws.

2.00

360.00

04/24/04

JLW

Review docs for closing.

030

150.00

04/26/04

GH

Finalize agreement for sale of stock; attend closing.

1.25

381.25

04/26/04

JLW

Closing at PacifiCorp; review documents; calls with WW
Ranches; conferences regarding Goshen Irrigation.

2.50

750.00

95.25

S 23,327.50

Rate

Hours

Value

Total Fees Through April 30, 2004:

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Position

Initials

Name

GH
JLW

Gordon Hansen

Parmer

S 305.00

8.50

Jody L. Williams

Partner

300.00

45.50

13,650.00

Steven). Vuyovich
Karen Matthews

Associate

180.00

37.00

6r660.00

Other

100.00

4.25

425.00

SJV
KM

S

2,592.50

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
May 12, 2004
PacifiCorp

Initials

Timekeeper Rate Summar-y
Position

Name

Rate

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

34
666859
42764
O025O

Hours

Value

Total Fees:

95.25 S 23,327.50

* Please note that some individual timekeeper hourly rates have increased effective December 1, 2003

Itemixed Disbursements
Date

Description

Qty

04/01/04

Long Distance Telephone: 4359400842, 15 Mins, TranTime:9:23

Amount
S

1.50

04/07/04

24

Photocopy

0.00

04/08/04

39

Photocopy

0.00

04/18/04

24

Photocopy

0.00

04/20/04

36

Photocopy

0.00

04/20/04

12

Photocopy

0.00

04/22/04

102

Photocopy

0.00

04/22/04

88

Photocopy

0.00

04/22/04

41

Photocopy

0.00

04/24/04

3

Photocopy

0.00

04/24/04

4

Photocopy

0.00

04/24/04

3

Photocopy

0.00

04/27/04

l

Photocopy

0.00
Total Disbursements:

$

1.50

HRO-PC 002727

31304

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
May 12, 2004

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No..

PacifiCorp

I

Disbursement Summarv

<ZL

^+ri>J>i: ^

Photocopy

0.00

Long Distance Telephone

L50

Total Disbursements:

S

35
666859
42764
00250
* *

»

r

1.50

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

660819

03/10/04

23,154.85

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 660819:
663116

Amount

Description

04/06/04

Bill

04/06/04

Replication

S

23,154.85
26,868.13
-0.11

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 663116:

5

26,868.02

$

50,022.87

Trust Appbed to Matter

$

0.00

Current Fees and Disbursements

$

23,329.00

Total Balance Due This Matter

S

73,351.37

Total Outstanding Invoices:

HRO-PC 002728

7m

Attorneys at Law
1700 Lincoln Street
Suae 4100
Denver, CO 80203

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

Tel (303)86]- 7000
FOJ (303)866-0200
EW 84-0415155

June ]A, 2004
PacifiCorp
Attn; Susan Phillips
825 NE Multnomah Suite ] 800
Portland, OR 97232

•

Invoice No.: 669935
Client No.: 42764
Matter No.: 00250
Jody L. Willi ams

CONFIDENTIAL
Regarding: UT Currant Creek CPCN (1129)
INVOICE SUMMARY
Current Fees

S

8,34625

Current Disbursements

S

87.20

Net Outstanding Balance

$

73351.£7

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

s

njss32

Total Due This Invoice (No. 669935)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
$

73,351.87
0.00

>*e encourage our dientt ID remit paymeot* v» wire using the following instructions:
Remit To:
Wells Farpo Bank, N.A.,
Account N o 1010034*52
ABA Rooting No.:
1C2000076
Please include Client Number and Invoice Number in rbr wire comanexitt
To remit via U-S. Postal Service, please mail your payment to:
Holme Roberts & Owes LLP
P.O. Boi 1618
I>enver,CO M201-liJ8

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE Julv 9. 2004

EXHIBIT

5

I

/I , \

//

\i)j/jL+7»*

CONFTOENTlAL/rRrVILEGED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUN1 CATION
s

b » y include fees ano di&buracraeziis of Holme Robots it Owta. a Mutit-Nauotul Panooxaip of Sobcnois and Repscrrd roreien L a w ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ J C Q
London England

n

HRO-PC 002729
=>&-

mu\

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
June 14,2004
Page
invoice

PacifiCorp

No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

669935
42764
00250

Regarding: UT Currant Creek CPCN (1129)

Itemized Services
Description

Value

Date

Tkpr

05/13/04

JLW

Calls, e-mails, conferences regarding water issues

7.50

05/17/04

JLW

Calls and e-mails regarding Goshen Irrigation shareholders
meeting and Articles and Bylaws.

LOO

300.00

05/] 8/04

GH

Conference with JWilliams; research re notice; renew draft
articles of incorporation.

LOO

305.00

05/18/04

JLW

E-mails, calls regarding Goshen Irrigation meeting and
articles and by-laws.

0.50

150.00

05/19/04

GK

Review latest articles and bylaws from Goshen; conference
with SVuyovich, JWilliams; dictate draft memorandum.

3.25

99125

05/19/04

JLW

Review Goshen Articles and Bylaws: conferences with
GH arisen and SJVuyovich.

1.25

375.00

05/19/04

SJV

Review articles and bylaws from Goshen Irrigation
Company attorney; discuss issues and approval with
GHansen and JLWilliams.

LOO

185.00

05/20/04

GH

Complete letter to Goshen regarding amended articles of
incorporation and bylaws: conference with JWilliams.

2.00

610.00

05/20/04

JLW

Call with Rand Thurgood regarding articles and bylaws and
letter to shareholders; conference with GHansen, review
letter.

1.75

525.00

05/21/04

JLW

Revise and mail Goshen shareholders letter.

LOO

300.00

05/21/04

SJY

Review documents and draft letter to Goshen irrigation
Company shareholders regarding articles and bylaws to be
adopted at special meeting of shareholders.

3.00

555.00

05/24/04

JLW

Calls and e-mails regarding Goshen Irrigation.

0.50

150.00

05/25/04

JLW

Shareholder meeting in Goshen; travel.

5.50

1.650.00

Total Fees Through May 31, 2004;

Hours

29.25

S

S

2,250.00

8.346.25

HRO-PC 002730

TttOt

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
June 14. 2004
Page
Invoice

PacifiCorp

3
669935
42764
00250

No.:
Client No :
Matter No.:
:

•-

•

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Initials

Name

Position

GH
JLW
SJV

Gordon Hansen
Jody L. Williams
Steven J. Vuyovich

Parmer
Partner
Associate

Rate
S 305.00
300.00
185.00

Total Tens:

Hours
6.25 S
19.00
4.00

Value
1,906.25
5,700.00
740.00

29.25

8,346.25

$

Please Dote that some individual timekeeper hourly rates have increased effective December 1, 2003

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Qty

04/30/04

Description
Outside Courier: VENDOR LMI Legal Messenger Inc.; INVOICED
04302004; DATE: 4/30/2004 - Courier. 04-08, PacinCorp

Amount
S

6.00

05/10/04

6

Photocopy

0.00

05/17/04

1

Photocopy

0.00

05/18/04

25

Facsimile

0.00

05/18/04

Long Distance Telephone: 8013617355, 12 Mins.s TranTime: 15.21

05/18/04

Other Expense: VENDOR: Utah County Recorder, INVOICE*:
051804; DATE: 5/18/2004 - Maps from County Recorder

1.20
80.00

05/18/04

13

Photocopy

0.00

05/18/04

26

Photocopy

0.00

05/18/04

13

Photocopy

0.00

05/19/04

21

Photocopy

0.00

05/19/04

159

Photocopy

0.00

05/25/04

4

Photocopy

0.00

05/25/04

628

Photocopy

0.00
Total Disbursements:

87.20

HRO-PC 002731

mtf\

Photocopy
Facsimile

0 00

Long Distance Telephone

120

Outside Courier

6 00
80 00

Other Expense
Total Disbursements:

5

8720

Accounts Receivable Detail
invoice

Date

660819

03/10/04

Description
Ball

23.154 85

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 660819
663116

04/06/04

Bill

04/06/04

Reappbcation

05/12/04

s

-on

s

Bill

26,868 02
23,329 00

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 666859
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

23 J 54 85
26,868 13

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 663116
666859

Amount

s

23,329 00

5 73,351.87
S
S

0.D0
81.78532

Holme Rotors & Owen LLP
June 34 2004
PacifiCorp

Page
Invoice
No
Client No

5
669935
42764
00250

Matter No

CONFIDENTIAL

Remittance Advice

s

W&fs'i

Net Outstanding Balance

s

73,351 87

TOTAL DUE

s

81,785.32

Current Billing This Invoice (No 669935)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Apphed

$
$

73,351 87
0 00

Please return this page with your payment

Tfte epcourage our chents to remit 13 S Dollar payments via wire nsmg the following instructors
Remit To
"Wells Fargo Bank, N-A
Account No
1010034952
ABA Routing No
102000076
Please include Client Number and invoice Number in the wire comments

HRO-PC 002733

9811

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lincoln Street
Suite 4100
Denver. CO 80203

Tel (303)861- 7000
Fax (303)866-0200
EIN 84-0415155

July 14, 2004
Invoice No.: 672506
Client No.: 42764
Matter No.: O0250
Jody L. Williams

PacifiCorp
Attn: Susan Phillips
825 NE MultnonJah Suite 1800
Portland, OR 97232

^ - TL~ v x

;

Regarding: VT Currant Creek CPCN (1129)
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

5

Current Disbursements

S

Total Due This Invoice (No. 672506)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

81,78532
-50,022.87

Net Outstanding Balance

5

31,762.45

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

S

31,762.45

y e encourage nor d i e n o tc remit payments via wire using the folk>wiw« instructions:
Renut To:
Wells Farp> Bank, N.A.,
Acc»UBtNc^
IOIO034952
ABA Rooting No.:
1 €2000076
Please in dude Client Number and invoicx Number in the wire comments
Tt> remit >ia U.S. Postal Service, please mail your payment to:
Holme Roberts A. Owen LLP
P.O. Box 1618
Denver, CO S02DJ-16I8

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE August 8. 2004

•Smn

!

HRO-PC 002734
C O N F l D E m A U P R I V I L E G E D ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
Amounis m*y mdude fees and disbursements of Hoxme Roberts & Owen., a Muh>Nananai ranncrsmp o r Solicitors rod Registered Faragn Lawycn., wttn ofnes* n>
London. Engand

a?i5

Holme Roberts &. Owen LLP
July 14. 2004

PageInvoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

PacinCorp

2
672506
42764
00250

CONFIDENTIAL
Regarding: UT Currant Creek CPCN (1129)
* Piease note that some individoal timekeeper hourly rates have increased effective December 1, 20Q3

Itemized Disbursement!;

Date
06/09/04

Qty
30

Description

Amount
5

Photocopy

0.00
0.00

Total Disbursements:

Disbursement Summary
0.00

Photocopy
Total Disbursements:

S

0.00

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

660819

03/10/04

Bill

07/06/04

Cash Receipt

Amount

Description

23,154.85
-23,154.85
0.00

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 660819:
663116

04706/04

Bill

07/06/04

Cash Receipt

26,868.13
-26,868.02

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 663116:
666859

05/12/04

0.00

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 666859:

23,329.00
5

23,329.00

HRO-PC 002735

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
July 14, 2004
PacifiCorp

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

AccauDts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

669935

06/14/04

COM t-vJ\ENTIAL

Description

Amount

Bill

8,433.45

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 669935:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
TotaJ Balance Due This Matter

3
672506
42764
00250

S

8,433,45

$ 31,762.45
S
0.00
S 31,762.45

ERO-PC 002736

SfflS

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
July 14,2004
Page
invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

PacifiCon?

4
672506
42764
00250

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 672506)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

81,785.32
-50,022.87

Net Outstanding Balance

$

31,762.45

TOTAL DUE

5

31,762.45

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit TJ.S. Dollar payments via wire using the following instructions:
Remit To:
Account No.:
ABA Routing No.:
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Wells Far^o Bank. N JL
10100MS>S2
102000076
Number in the wire comments

HRO-PC 002737

3Slb

1aa

12 CI

11:04a

KKUSE, L o o A £L }^UYCOCK. L.L.C

STATEMENT

L-^nr, Fiacr frsnt On* T«rwr:
F*K: Ofircr Ik;: r=5c
5ii: Laur »iiv Uah M.J^.05^1
(801; 5;.-''(HC'

lioo act refkcr: awymeris ot ciurjtJ aft*' :»<
rriiiiaj aair o' lerncn rendered owe uan oc :at
nu ucricJcrrnJ to rsmD J » c / t i ; a; 12S: a«r*=l or
jraounaeve* JJ<UYtpa»iG*c

Paoe: I
JSA P-owe!"
ACCOUNT NC: 7DS1-00M
STATEMENT KG:
1

c/o P. David G~aeber
B623 No r :h Kail STreei. Suite 620
Dal ".is TX 75219
General

04/30/CI :LW Ca'1 w/David Hansen; research trcah Counry irate r
n gfrts
507.5C

FDR CUR.HENTT SERVICES RENDERED

RECAPJTULA1 ION
HOURS HOURLY RATE
2.TO
S225.00

•mEKEEPER

3o:fy L . lrillianrs
04/3G/01

TOTAL

S607.S0

ircar, G e o l o g i c a l s u r v e y - m a r s

30.3S

TOTAL EXPENSES

30.3S
637.*8

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUKT

Sc37

PAYKEKT MAY BE H*DE E v ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANS .-ER
*TTH A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Payment in "Full due on receipt

I

s

EXHIBIT

i

42.

JLkjLtdtr>v~\

/iAc^:

uc** r v w c n r*K r rwrrtt, LAX.
117,7001
Utah Courry Wanr Rizhc

Bank of Americt -Chedc"

6T7.«

;S^B5"

<

»

KJVJSL. LAND* £L MAYCOCX, L.L.C.

STATEMENT

DOES BO<* rcfirr. ©»vfn-nti or r:t*rT?;
tnliinj o n e cr xmaczi rcnocrei ocnr* :
matter reicrrrfl to rtsrnr.. Intersj:a: ". T'V
amount uvrr 30 a;> saa&t Que

Eighth MOCJ- Eank On? Tower

ros: 0fhc:3cx 4556:
in Lake Ciry Ulan M»4S-05eI

Frdcx

No JT-C5

^aae: 1
USA Power Partners, LLC
c/o F. David Graeber
3E25 North Hall Street, suite 520
Dallas TX 75219

ACCOUKT NC: 7061
STATEMENT NC:

General
0 5 / 0 1 / C - l : L W C o n f .w/UT S t a t e
County water
0 5 / 0 2 / G 1 3LW R e v i e w w a t e r
Regulators

E n g i n e e r and w a t e r

right

information;

broker

on Utah

conf.w/UT

State

0 S / C 3 / C 1 3LW T e l . w / D a v e Hansen and Dave G r a e b e r ; r e v i e w w a t e r
i n f o r m a t i o n on Green R i v e r ; r e s c h e d u l e c o n f e r e n c e
call
B3W R e s e a r c h w a t e r

rights

0 5 / 0 4 / C I JLW R e v i e w Endangered S p e c i e s A c t i s s u e s ;
c o n f . w / R e c o v e r y Team B i o l o g i s t
' 5 5 / 0 6 / 0 1 3LW R e v i e w r i g h t s and ESA i s s u e s ;
f a x t o USA Power
0 5 / 0 7 / 0 1 3LW C o n f e r e n c e c a l l
Engineer, water

draft

letter

and

on o p t i o n s ; t e l . w / U T s t a t e
b r o k e r and D a v i d Hansen

0 5 / 0 8 / C l 3LW C o n f , w / 3 e r r y o l d s ( S t a t e E n g i n e e r )
w a t e r ; s e t up m e e t i n g

on Green

0 5 / 0 9 / C 1 3LW C o n f . w / i r r S t a t e E n g i n e e r and Dave H a n s e n :
U t e Compact ana a p p r o p r i a t i o n p o l i c y

River

review

0 5 / 1 4 / 0 1 3LW C o r . f . w / T o d d S m i t h and Dave Hansen on G~een
water; conf.w/water broker
0 5 / 1 5 / 0 1 3 L W C o n f . w / s e l l e r ' s r e p r e s e n t a t i v e on u r a h Lake
f o r Mona s i t e ; c o n f . w / D i v i s i o n o f w a t e r
R e s o u r c e s on Green R i v e r B o a r d f i l i n g

River

water

FDR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

TIMEKEEPER
3ody L". w i l l i a i c s
Ba-bara 3. w a l l i n

5/;l''Cl

6.240.00

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY J U T E
Z7.20
S225.00
2.00
60.00

.eleohone Cnaroes - : o r f e - e n c e

TOTAL
S6.12G.OC
12C.DC

call

~TAL' IXPEKSES
5/09/::

-r-avrl - 3iw
~TA'

ADVANr^; '•

EXHIBIT

tOjUUr~~S\

a**i

Paoe: 2

OS/Sl/Cl

USA Power Partners, LLC

ACCOUNT NO: 7D61-D0*
rATHMENT NC:
2
Gene ral

6,353.89

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

OS/2 9 /CI

PREVIOUS BALANCE

S637.88

Cash Receipts Zees

-E37.gg
So.353.89

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

Your T r u s t Account balance i s
05/79/01

OPENING BALANCE
Retainer

SO. 00
10,000.00

CLOSING BALANCE

SID,000.00

PAYHHKT KAY BE MADE B v ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRAN5-ER
WTTH A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Jul

IS

0 1

04:J3p

STATEMENT
'Tl.u.^ difc -JP .vrr-.sc. renac.cJj otter u**r- oc IAT

ri£hil; pir-m-. i^n-c Crw TDWC:

POM Gtf.ct 5os ««-:5<il
Sail Late Civ.. Utah &H5-0M-.

Page: 1
06/50/01

USA Power p a r m s r s , LLC
c/o c . Davie G r a e n c
3525 M o r a H a r l S i ~ e e t , S u v
Dal 1 i s
rx
75215

ACCOUNT HZ: 7 0 5 1 - 0 O 1
r.A"rE«!-^r NO:
3

•General

0 6 / 0 7 / 0 1 DLW T e l . K / u t a r :

Lak- s a r f

0 6 / D R / 0 1 T.w T e l . * . T c 6 r ? Sirrirr
0 6 ' ' 1 5 / 0 1 }LW T e l . w / u r e
06/19/CI

DL# co^f.w/urp

0 6 / 2 0 / 0 1 2LW E - m a i l

rs:

0 6 / 2 6 / 0 1 3L*i T e l . w / D a v e
0 6 ^ 2 9 / 0 1 3LW T e l e p h o n e

Tr.b«

w~. _•*:•* * ? . - - -

and Dav*
~rV

Sc^en

. " ^ . ^ t:r:.— r|r.

2nd « c r n e y

Indian
T

fcroktrr*

"•*?-s5e^--":vv*

Jte IncH an r r . t e ' -

Hansen.
CcfHs or. t ; t = Inrf-.?-. . n L - :
a

.E-VD6n.*ir

.-0* CURHEKT SERVICES

,642.50

R£CAPIT.-_£-TON
OUffLV .-ATE

TIMEKEEPER
?ody L. v r ^ ' H a n s
06/30/0:
06/3O/C1
06/3C/0L

urart G e o l o g i c a l Survey
K-ink.QTs
Telephone charges

- 80
L'.CO
1:. 3*

ne~s

3-".. 14

TCTAL EXPENSED

1.676.c4

TOTAL CURRENT tfORj;

S6.353.89

PREVIOUS BALANCE

c-LEASF PA^- TnTS *40L\r

0-25
2,<576.64

30-59
6,35:5.3?

P'oT DUE AMOUNTS
T5"-8^
50-119

o oc

'-5!
OPENING EALAk'CE
CLOSING BALANCE

58.030.53

Li 0-149
p,Q0

-: :;•

ACCDunt bBianCS

ISO-

:. oc

is
S10,000.00
SID,000.00

USA1S98

USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC
7/22O00I

Kmsc, Landa <fc Maycocfc, LX-C

2011

r? \MA

Binfc of America -Qiecki

X,030-53

axs H061-WW" Statement No 3

USA1S39

llxust. L O O A &. MAYCOOL L.L.C-

Doc; tic. rctteri Daymetm cr cnarges »hr- tnr
billing caic or servers renosred otner inan on tnc
irj.ucr rrierred 10 h e m e , inreres: at 125. marfto or
amounts over 30 a* v* nail due.

STATEMENT

r

j£nth Floor. Bank One lo^rr
r Offict 5or *55e:
.j.i\ Late City. Utan &4i*< 5-056;
(8C;,> 55^-^090

LD Nc r-C517<-5

Paae: 1
07/31/01
ACCOUNT NC: 7061-00M
STATEMEKT NO:
*

USA Power Partners, LLC
i / o F. David Graeoer
3625 North nail S t r e e t , Suite 620
Dallas TX 75215
General

07/02/01 JLW Conf.w/Larry Anderson on Flaming Gorge water;
t e l . w / K e n n e c o t t ' s lawyer
07/03/01 JLW Meeting "in Boulder, CO w / t r i b a l a t t o r n e y ;
conf.w/uSA Power p r i n c i p a l s ; t e l . w / Kennecott
attorney; s e t meeting
C7/O5/01 JLW Conf.w/UT S t a t e Engineer, Kenneco.tr, Dave Hansen
on Kennecott water
07/D6/01 JLW Tel.w/JCennecott. Dave Graeber and Dave Hansen
C7/O9/01 JLW Telephone c a l l s and meeting W/USA Power and
Kennecott a t t o r n e y s
JRK Conf.w/JLW r e : p r e s e n t a t i o n

strategy

07/10/01 JLW Telephone c a l l s w/Kennecott lawyers; meeting
W/USA Power and Kennecott

07/12/01 JLW Conf.w/Jim Riley (LT s t a t e Engineer) on water use
a t Mona
07/15/01 JLW Tel.W/Dave Graber and Dave Hansen
07/17/01 JLW Telephone c a l l s , research Nephi water;

strategy

07/18/C1 JLW Travel to Nephi w/David Hansen; l o c a t e and review
well l o c a t i o n s
07/19/01 JLW Review water r i g h t s summary; e-mail t o David
Hansen
07/20/01 JLW Review water r i g h t information; tel.w/Dave Hansen
and Dave Graeber
07/24/01 JLW Telephone c a l l s and e-mails on conference
anc Nepm" water

call

>LW Tel.w/David Hansen on s t a t u s of Neohi wate~:
tel.w/Dave G~aebe~: cor.f.w/ UT Department of
Natural Resources Director Kathleen C"a~ke
->_* ^or.rerence zz •
JLW

Te~

^£v£ Hansen an: :a ve
ar.c strateo-v

"aeoe*" or. Neon WE

a©i

Paoe: 2
USA ?Dwer P a r t n e r s :

07/31/01

LLC
ACCDUrT* NO:

7051-OOM

STATEMENT NO:

4

General

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE

TIMEKEEPER
3ames R. k r u s e
3ody L. W i l l i a m s

07/31/01

07/01/01
07/03/01
07/05/01
07/10/01
07/lg/01

TTT0

TOTAL

S112.5C
10 ..575.00

S 2 23700
225.00

47.00

Telephone Charges

1.S2

TOTAL EOC FEWS'ES

1.82

Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel
Travel

513.50
6.50
1,95
21.39
6.90

~ 3LW
- 3LW
- 3LW
- 3LW
- 3LW

550.24

TOTAL ADVANCES

07/26/01

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

11,239.56

PREVIOUS BALANCE

S8.030.53

Cash R e c e i o t s

-8,030.53

Fees

$11,239.55

E PAY THIS AMOUNT

Your T r u s t A c c o u n t b a l a n c e

is

OPEKING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

'A^MENT KAY

MADE BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS
•i A M.A30R C R E i r t CARD

510.000.00
510,000,00

rRANS FEP.

USA POWB* PARTNERS. LLC
KTust. Land* & WiaycccsL. LJLC.

9.-25;*200l

2017
i.m.6-

Bank of America -Caccb

Acet No 706]-80m Statancm >ic 5

2Jt\£7

333$

STATEMENT

Ksvss.. LOOA SL MATOXX. L . U C
Z.fair, ?Uar Eank Or*

Woes MM rrfwn p t v n m t : V rtJUfCl «*«er u*
b:!?ra; 4»*c or M / V U O tmaxraL acncr i**r, an rra

to*m

Sar. Ufa; Cry. u a h ^ h V O t t i
i ^ .Nu r - « j 5 ; ^ i :

Pzwi: 1
08./§l/'01
ACCOUNT NG: 70E1-0O*
STATHMErn- NC:
5

USA Ponder Partners, LLC
C/o P. Oa\nd Craeber
5525 nortn Hal! s r - e € t , S i n t e 62C
Dallas TX 75219
General
D&/1D/C1 3LW T e l . w / D a v e Hansen and Dave C r a e b e r or. k e p h i ;
t e l .w/Tod Snnth

Q K / 1 3 / 0 1 5 j v Researcn s t a t u t e s and c a s e l a w on a n n e x a t i o n and
i n r o a d f e e s ; s u w n a r i z e "sun and -impact f e e s
0 & / 1 4 / D I 3LW Review i n f o r m a t i o n
S j v work on d r a f t

on a n n e x a t i o n and -ropact

sunroary f o r i m p a c t

0 5 / 1 5 / 3 1 JLW v-eerinc i n * e p h i

*/Graeber,

0 8 / 1 7 / 0 1 DLW Tel.W/Tod Sffritn;

e-mail

O S / 2 1 / 0 1 B3* R e v i s e a n n e x a t i o n
0E/2A/Q1 s : v P l o t p a r c e l
rights

te«5

Hansen and Mephi

OS/2 7/01 5JV Con^.w/E-ic Anderson;
appurtenant TO land

City

x o G^aebcr and Hansen

and oe-velwptterrt

2nd a n a l y z e

fees

sc^eeiw't

database f i l e s

on w a t e r

r-eses.-rh *arer —Jgh-rs

FDR CURRE^ SERVICES RENDERED
TIMEKEEPER
-ody L. Williams
5 t e v e n 2. v u y o v i c h
aarbara 3 . wall i n

,805.00
HOURS HOUKL'T' RATE
b.80
S225.00
J4.00
90.00
4.00
6D.C0

TUT Ad.
11.305.00
1.260.CO
2*0.QC

0E/31/01
08/31/01

outside CDpy
OPY Service
i
Te"»epnone Cnar
Charges

1.53
10.78

TCTAL EXPENSES

12.41

OS/15/01
0&/27/G1

Travel - 3LW
Travel - S3V

62.22

TOTAL ADVANCES

$4 .2b

TOTAL CURREtH WORK

Ci/2C7u:

2.SE1.G7

PREVIOUS BALANCE

Sli,23S.3c

Czsr- Receipts

-11.23S.3 5

"res

Knuc. Lancfe & KteycociL • } .r

1L26/2001
Nsphi

,^r

'dV2*
040.71

Bank of America -Checid
6J240.71

!
s * * u r- C
'^M r wD

ai59

•10V C3 20CJ

I S : 2«Rf1

DaVIU

ERREBE5 RMD BSSO

cl4SSSE4S2

sxj*TEME>rr

Kxusfc, LOJD* 5L MAYCOCK. LX.C.
£:JA± Ficci b*nk One Tcwrr

Ooe* aot reiser p**Miiu or rftarpe *f:*t ac
telunj tut pr «rr«ieej re»4cr«4 «*«: L*»« «« «

4?v

*4l: Late 2:*. Utaft S4}*S-0$$:

USA Power Partners, LLC
c/o F. pavid Graecer
3525 worth Hall Street. Suite 520
Dallas TX 75219

h*cn\ ID. *=>. n-tti:5i:»

Page; 1
09/30/02

.P

ACCOUNT NO: 7061-00*4
STATEMENT MO:
5

General
09/10/01 JL* Set up meeting; telephone calls
09/1&/01 3L* Conference on Nephi project
SJV Review watc" rights appurtenant to land purchase;
te1.*/Eric Anderson; suBonar-.2e #rater rights
09/19/CI 3LW Meeting tt/Neptri and USA. Power teaa
SJV Revise anoejearion antf inpact fee memo
09/21/01 JLW Tel .fc/Ted.fcanasiewicz and Ted Guth
C9/24/CI S7W Tel.tf/Ted ar.d m'.lc* about copies and pick up
09/25/01 &M Tel.tfAec and Kilka about copies and pick up
FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
iECAPITU L ATJtDH

TIMEKEEPER
3ody L. tfillians
Steven 3. vuyovicn
Barbara : . wall in
09/30/01
09/30/01
09/30/01
09/30/01

09/19/01
09/25/01

2,670.00
HOURS HOURLY RATE

"STK

4.50
1.C0

90.00
60.00

TUTAL
S2,205."0O
405.00
60.00

Overnight Express Delivery
Maps/Film
Reproduction
Telephone Charges

IP. 36
IS. 96
15.00
2.W

TOTAL EXPENSES

55.92

Tr-ivel - JLW

Division of Mr Quality

71.50
7. SO

TOTAL ADVANCES

79.00

TOTAL CURRENT.WORK

09/30/01

a s : as

2, S04.S2

PREVlCSiS BALANCE

S2, M l . 67

Cash Receipts ?t*s

-2, SSI.67

PLEASE PAY THIS AKOJKT

52. 8C*.92

US A1S0 7

*0V G3 2001

iC-:25Bf!

F. C*vr2 GRREBEF.

RNJI

HS SG

2 l

* B 3 ^ D
age; 2
O9'!o/0!
XCCOUWT NC: 7DE2-00*
STAT WENT MO:
6

USA power. Psrmers. LLC
General
Your Trust Account balance i s
DPENING BALANCE
CLQ5ING BALANCE

$10,000.00
S10,OO0.OC

PAYMENT MAY Et *kDZ BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A HODR CREDIT CARD

Payment in f u l l

due en r e c e i p t

USA190S

offi¥b

NOV

13

2QD1

5:2Sr*M

UHVil]

tfKHfcbtr

nnu

nas>u

Doe, noi rxftecl p r « s r < * c bar pes ahrr »J*
htfc:s* tot*. « KTVJCES »c»*eraj <*•*- Ui«a »n <K
»unxci«.iMTtitohercto-lr.oncxir-12*cfc*rj»cup
a r r a n t J *rr30O*)*p*B Hue.

STATEMENT

KXUSE, LAND* &L MAYCOO^ L-L.C.

C. l t o s o < : r c c

Sipiih Flocr. S w * One Ttower
^ Office Box 45561
Sait U t e ar>, Dtth 4414^-0561
(801) 535-7 WO

: D. *«. r4>5ran
Pioe: 1
1Q/31/01
4CCDUKT NO: 7 0 6 1 - 0 0 *
STATEMENT NO:
7

USA Power p a r t n e r s , LLC
c / o F, David Grabber
362S North Hall S t r e e r , S u i t e 620
D a l l a s TX 7S219
General

10/03/01 3L*/ Tel .*/PacifiCcrp t o f^nd t r a r s e s s i o n department;
e-mail to David Hansen or. water
10/09/01 3LW Tel.K/Dave Hansen, Dave Graeber t o s e t meeting;
t e l . i i / p o s s i b l e land iran
10/10/Cl 3Ltf Tel .a/attorney for Dcr. Jones re: water purchase
and appraisal
10/15/01 DL* Conf.*/Dave Hansen ard Ted E
10/18/01 3LW Tel.w/Dave Hansen; review watsr
S3V Research water right
10/19/01 3LW Telephone c a l l s and conferences */UT state
Engineer on Gardner Canyon water; e - * a i l s
53V Tel.w/Eric Anderson re: itater f o r sale
1 0 / 2 1 / 0 1 53V Evaluate w a t e r r i g h t 5 3 - U f i l end d r a f t

zunrnzry

1 0 / 2 2 / C 1 2mi Conf.w/S}V on Don J)ones w a t e r
1 0 / 2 3 / 0 1 3LW Tel.fT/NiC lawyer r e : Don Dones w a t e r
53V Review water r i g h t 5 3 - 1 4 8 4 ; t e l . w / E r i c Anderson;
complete surmr-ary o f water r i g h t s
1 0 / 2 4 / 0 1 3LW C o n f . w / a t t o r n e y f o r Don 3 o n e s
1 0 / 2 5 / 0 1 3LW T e l . w / o a v e Graeber, Dave Hansen and a t t o r n e y fc-r
Don 3ones on water r i g h t s ; review new t^ater
1 0 / 2 5 / 0 1 3LW T e l , a / D a v e Hansen e n water
FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
TIMEKEEPER
3ody L. Williams
S t e v e n 3 . vuyovi ch

10/31/01
10/31/Q1

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE
11.80 '
$225.00
S.50
90.00

3,420.00
T3TAL

I2,6"3$~0"0
7S5.O0

Overnight Express Delivery
Telephone Charges

12.27
2.6C

TOTAL EXPENSES

14.1?

USA1909

2%bl

NOV 19 2001 5:E5PH

F- DAVID GRREBER RrtD RSSO

P-2

21 V ->62*22

USA Power Partners, LLC
ACCOUNT
^TATEMEhTT

Paoe: 2
10/51/01
NO: 7061-OOw
KO:
7

General
3,434.87

TOTAL CURRENT WORK
PREVIOUS &ALANCE

$2,804.92

FINANCE CHARGE

0.92
$6,24-0.71

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT
PtKST DUE AWOUfcTS

0-29
3,435.79

30-59
2,*04.S2

60-89
0.00

90-119
0.00

12C-149

o.oo

150+
0.00

Your Trust Account balance is
OPEKING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

510,000.00
$10,000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE HADE BY ELECTROKIC FUtfDS TRANSFER
WITh A *VtfOR CREDIT CARD

Payment in full due on receipt

USA1910

6M

(

t
3

r 5

I

h n

r
n
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rTV

v

rm\
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s
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USA1911

3B<?

DEC IS E0Q1 12:31Prt

F. DAVID GRREBER BMC BSSO

c. 1

21459S2422

STATEMENT

Trr>c> i»nj rrf.c; •- p«y»nsRB - v chary;i a i m inr
»r.^:erTtfr»»e»iU/hcrr!n. Jncrc.'»" *i ' ? ^ C^B.'^rC c

rjjt;:h rk^r. .-ia^Vc Dot !a*»:
>a l Lite Cfh. Usaii *4 H y j i v ;

:"sae#al| !i> w

USA Power p a r t n e r s , I.LC
c/o F. David Graeber
3625 North H a l l S t r e e t , Su'-te £20
D a l l a s Tx 7S219

*V*lTSi-

?age: 1
11/30/01

:

ACCOUNT" N 0: 7051-00*1
STATEMENT NO;
8

General
U / 0 4 / 0 1 JLW D r a f t o p t i o n p c r n t s
1 1 / 0 5 / 0 1 JLW C o n f . w / s t a t e Engineer DH Nephi supply;
Hansen

tel.w/savs

l l / C S / 0 1 DLW D r a f t o p t i o n o u t l i n e ; cor.f.«r/Dave Hansen
SJV Re\r.e*/Revise r»ater r i g h t s agreement;
o p t i o n p o i n t s ; e-reail t o Dave Hansen

~evi$e

1 1 / 0 7 / 0 1 3LW Tel .w/David Hansen. Do^ Dones' 3 t t c r n e
I r r i g a t i o n attorney
1 1 / 0 9 / 0 1 Dlvi conf .tf/Nephi I r r i g a t i o n
acquisition

S;ehpi

a t t o r n e y on water

1 1 / 1 2 / 0 1 JLW Cor.f .tf/Dave Graeber and Dave nans en or. * a t e r
rights
1 1 / 1 3 / 0 1 3LW conf.*/Dave Hansen on water and zoning issue?.
Nephi p r o j e c t
S3W Research water r i g h t

x

or

53-1304

r

1 1 / 1 4 / 0 1 JLW Conf.w/Dave Graeoe . Dave Hansen. Ted.
t e 1. vi/ r»ie r r i"? 1 so nr-a n
1 1 / 1 6 / 0 1 :LW Conf.w/Don t o n e s ' a t t o r n e y ;

e-mails

1 1 / 3 0 / 0 1 JU: Conf . W / M e r r m Norrsar.
1 1 / 2 7 / 0 1 DLVC Tel.w/Appel and Hansen
1 1 / 3 0 / 0 1 JLW l e l . w / T e d and Don t o n e s ' a t t o r n e y ;
annexation agreement

draft

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

6,003.75

RECAPITULATION
TIMEKEEPER
: o d y l . v i l l i arcs
S t i v e r J . v^yDvizh
Barbara D. w a l l m

11/30/01

SOUTHS HOURLY R ^ T E

25.50
0.50

S22S.OO
225. OS
50.00

POTAL

55,692.50
252.25
30.00

Telephone charges

7.70

TOTAL EXPENSES

7.70

USA1912

dW

DEC

19 2 0 0 1

32:31Pr

F.

DP.VIB

GRREEE3

RliD

RSSO

2148SG2422

p.2

Page.; 2
11/30/01
ACCOUNT NO: 70£l-00»*
5TATEME-VT SO:
S

_:SA Power Partners, LLC
General
11,''10/01

Lodging/Meals - 3Lw
TOTAi

28.16
28 .15

ADVANCES

6.039 .61

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

56,2*0,.71

PREVIOUS BALANCE

27,.66

FINANCE CHARGE

S12.307,,98

PLEASE PAY THIS *V\OUKT

PAST DUE AMOUNTS

0-29
6,067.27

30-59
3,435.79

60-89
2,304.92

YOLT T r u s t

Account

90-119
0.00

balance

120- 149
0.00

150+.
0.00

is

OPENINC BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

S10.000.00
S10.000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE *IADE BY ELECTRONIC PUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Payment in f u ' l due on receipt
USA1913

USA rowcK fAK i Ntna, u.u
Krusc, Landa & Maycock, LJ-C

C U O O

2/22/2002

53*2-50

K-

<N//

Bank of America -Chccki

\l^

7061-0QM Stsemenr No J 0

53S2J0

USA1914

MS

STATEMENT

KRUSE, LANDA &. MAYCOOC, L.L.C.

Dots not reflect payments or charges after tbe
billing date or services rendered other than on :ht
matter referred to herein Interest at 12% charged or
amounts over 30days past due.

Eighth Floor, Bank One Tower
Posi Office Box 45561
Salt Lake City. Utah 84145-0561
(801) 531-7090

FedrraJ LD. No. S7-05H513

Page: 1
12/31/01
ACCOUNT NO: 7061-00M
STATEMENT NO:
9

USA Power partners, LLC
c/o F. David Graeber
3625 North Hall Street, Suite 620
Dallas TX 75219
General
12/03/01 JLW Conf.w/USA Power and Dave Hansen; revise
annexation agreement; draft water option
BJW Revise annexation agreement

12/04/01 JLW Draft water option; conferences on land and water
at Mona
12/05/01 JLW Conf.W/Wendy Crowther
12/06/01 3LW Tel.W/Wendy Crowther
12/10/01 JLW Tel.W/Graeber and Appel
12/12/01 JLW Tel.w/Dave Hansen and Michael Keyte
12/17/01 JLW Tel.W/wendy Crowther, Jeff Appel and Ted B;
review fax
12/18/01 JLW Prepare offer; tel.w/Michael Keyte
BJW Revise addendum for water purchase
12/19/01 SJV Tel.w/Ted B. and JLW re: Michael Keyte
JLW Prepare

offer to Michael Keyte

BJW Revise purchase contract and addendum "A"
12/20/01 JLW Telephone call on Michael Keyte
12/21/01 JLW Tel.w/Michael Keyte
12/22/01 JLW Tel.w/Ted, Dave and Michael Keyte
12/27/01 JLW Tel.w/Dave Hansen
12/28/01 JLW Tel.w/Michael Keytet Dave Graeber and Dave Hansen
12/31/01 JLW Tel.w/Jeff Appel and Michael Keyte
FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
TIMEKEEPER
Jody L. Williams
Steven J. Vuyovich
Barbara J. wallin

4,653.75

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE

19720
0.75
4.00

$2~2~5T(JO
125.00
60.00

TOTAL
$4,320". 00
93.75
240.00

2«46

Page: 2
12/31/01

USA Power p a r t n e r s , LLC

ACCOUNT NO: 7061-00M
STATEMENT NO:
9
General

12/17/01
12/31/01

Department of Natural Resources - photocopies
Overnight Express Delivery

5.00
16.55

TOTAL EXPENSES

21.55

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

4,675,30

PREVIOUS BALANCE
12/18/01
12/28/01

512,307.98

Cash Receipts Fees
Cash Receipts Fees

-6,240.71
-6,039.61

TOTAL PAYMENTS

-12,280.32

FINANCE CHARGE

0.01
PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

54,702.97

PAST DUE AMOUNTS

0-29
4,675.31

30-59
27.66

60-89
0.00

90-119
0/00

120-149
0.00

150+
0.00

Your Trust Account balance is
OPENING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

$10,000.00
510,000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Payment in full due on receipt
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USA1915

VISA POWBl PARTNERS, LLC

2044

Kmac, Landa &. Maycock, T-I-C

3/27/2002

Spring O yon Energy

J.049.93

\ ^ \
•^
c"~V\

\9
'0
Bank of America -Cbedd

Iv n

7061-OOB State
5,049.93

USA1916

3&<#

KXUSE, LVND* &. MAYCOCK, L.L.C.

STATEMENT

D o « not rcflec! payments ar cruTyes afi-; ihr
billing daic or services renturrtd other than on ihe
maticr rtfcrrrd to herein. Imcrcs; at L ^5? enarjee oc
unounts over 30 c»ys put due.

"ehrh Fioor Rsnk One To*rr
;; Offia Box 455©I
^al; LaJcc Csry. U»b &*j<S-056l
(501) 53) -7090

Febenl I.S. No. S^-Q5r75L3

Page: 1

02/28/02

USA Power Partners, LLC
c/o Lois Banasiewicz
P 0 Box 774000-359
Steamboat CO B0477

ACCOUNT NO: 7061-OOM
STATEMENT NO:
11

General
02/01/02 DLW Tel.W/D.tones' a t t o r n e y on water
02/04/02 LLR Prepare a r t i c l e s o f o r g a n i z a t i o n ; e-mail w/3LW
S3V Tel.W/Michael Keyte and Ted B; r e v i s e addendum A
02/05/02 S3V Revise addendum A; c a l l s and faxes t o Ted B and
Michael Keyte; d r a f t l e t t e r t o Michael Keyte
02/06/0.2 LLR Conf.w/S3V r e : LLC formation and r e l a t e d issues
53V Tel.W/Michael Keyte and Ted B; conf.w/LLR r e :
LLC; revise l e t t e r t o M i c h a e l ; f a x l e t t e r
02/07/02 LLR voice Mail/E-Mail w/Lois and Ted Banasiewicz;
tel.w/same; revise a r t i c l e s o f o r g a n i z a t i o n
S3V Tel.w/Michael Keyte and L o i s ; review addendum A
02/08/02 LLR Tel.w/CT Corp and Lois Banasiewicz;
a r t i c l e s of organization
L3

revise

Tel.W/CT/Denver; complete a r t i c l e s o f
o r g a n i z a t i o n ; review questionnaire from CT;
prepare questionnaire; f a x a r t i c l e s and
questionnaire t o c l i e n t s

02/11/02 L3 Receive signature page f o r a r t i c l e s , approval f o r
q u e s t i o n n a i r e ; prepare a r t i c l e s f o r f i l i n g w/utah
02/12/02 L3 E-mail representation questionnaire t o CT Denver;
prepare 55-4
LLR Prepare operating agreement; conf.w/JLW r e : road
and easement issues; t e l .w/L.Banasiewicz;
tel.w/Bruce P i t t
3LW Tel.w/Ted B; conf.w/LLR and Michael Keyte
02/13/02 L3 Complete SS- 4 ; receive stamped a r t i c l e s ; f a x t o
Lois and CT Corp,
L3

Receive sianed SS-4; prepare
IR5

LLR T e l . w / B . P i t t ; e-mail

l e t t e r and fax: t o

w/T.Banasiewicz
|

USA19V

EXHIBIT

3851

Page: 2
02/28/02
ACCOUNT NO: 7DS1-00M
STATEMENT NO:
H

USA Power Partners, LLC
Gene r a l
02/15/02 SJV Tel.w/Michael Keyte and Ted B
02/19/02 JLW Telephone c a l l s on appraiser

02/21/02 SJV Tel.w/Michael and Steve Skabelund r e : purchase o f
water; research
02/22/02 SJV Tel.W/Steven Skabelund on water r i g h t ;

draft

l e t t e r t o Steven; f a x same; t e l . w / E r i c Anderson
02/2S/02 SJV Tel.w/steve Skabelund
02/27/02 LLR Tel .w/T.Banasiewicz and o f f i c e of Bruce P i t t

5,647.00

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE

TIMEKEEPER
Lyndon L. Ricks
Jody L. Williams
Steven J . Vuyovich
Lynn Javadi

" O
2.00
23.95
3.20

J200.00
225.00
140.00
70.00

TOTAL

51,6200
450.00
3,353.00
224.00
-700.00

02/28/02 SJV COURTESY DISCOUNT FOR LEGAL FEES
TOTAL CREDITS FOR FEES
02/28/02

02/08/02

-700.00

Telephone Charges

23.27

TOTAL EXPENSES

29.27

Filing Fees - State of Utah

50.00

TOTAL ADVANCES

50.00

5,026.27

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

02/26/02

PREVIOUS BALANCE

S5 ,406.16

Cash Receipts Fees

-5 ,382.50

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

55.,049.93

Your T r u s t Account balance i s
OPENING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

510,000.00
510,000.00

USA191S

386D

U5*A rUWtK KAK I N c « i , LLl»*

204S

-srn- at:

USA", 919

3852

KR'JSZ, LANDA (SL MAYCOCK,

L.UC.

STATEMENT

Docs nol rc^ec: pjymcnu or rh«rjri lficr iht
bHlinj dare or services rendered other ihar. on IT*
mazierrcierreo 10 ncreia. imerssx a: : -Se cbarjta or
imounu over 30d*ys pas: oue.

^.ichin Floor. Eank One To^wt:
3$:-Office Box 4556)
oil: Ukt City. Utah &4145-056'.

esc:; 55:- 7 o9o

=sdcrai
\--

l.D. No. gT-C5i7f 13

Page: 1
03/31/02

USA Power P a r t n e r s , LLC
c / o Lois Banasiewicz
P 0 Box 774000-359
Steamboat CO 80477

ACCOUNT NO: 7061-00M
STATEMENT NO:
12

General
03/04/02 3LW Conf.w/appraiser
S3V Tel.w/JLW r e : water a p p r a i s a l ;
03/07/02 3LW Telephone c a l l s on water

conf.w/LLR

appraisers

03/08/02 JLW Telephone c a l l s , research and e-mail on water
a p p r a i s a l s ; t e l . w / J e f f Appel
03/18/02 3LW T e l . w / P a u l M e i l i n g and Ted B on a p p r a i s a l ; update
w/Dave H

03/19/02 :LW Tel.w/Michael Keyte and Paul Meiling
SJV Review p o i n t s o f d i v e r s i o n f o r Don 3ones, Michael
Keyte and Blake G a r r e r t
BJw Research and prepare f o r meeting
03/21/02 DLw Conf.w/Paul M e i l i n g and David Hansen r e :
water a p p r a i s a l

project

SJV Tel.w/Michael Keyte
BJW Prepare f o r meeting w/Dave Hansen and Paul
Meiling
03/24/02 3LW Tel.w/Michael

Keyte

03/25/02 JLW Conf.w/Paul

Meiling

03/26/02 JLW C o n f ^ / P a u l

Meiling

03/28/02 LLR T e l .w/T.Banasiewicz and Bruce P i t t ' s

office
2, 322 .50

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
TIMEKEEPER
Lyndon L. Ricks
Jody L. w i l l i a r c s
Steven D. Vuyovich
Barbara 3. w a l l i n
03''31/02
03/31/02

Telephone Charges
Matthews EnterSrises

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE

~OB

5200.00

S.30

225.00

1.75
2.50

140.00
60.00

TOTAL

00
1,557 50
2^5 00
150 00
SDW

USA192 0

36 .-fs
2 SO 00

4856

Page: 2
USA Power P a r t n e r s ,

03/31/02

LLC

ACCOUNT NO: 7D61-OOM
STATEMENT NO:
12

General

316.26

TOTAL EXPENSES

2,638.76

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

03/29/02

PREVIOUS BALANCE

S5.049.93

Cash R e c e i p t s

-5,049.93

Fe^s

S2.638.76

PLEASE PAY THIS AMOUNT

Your T r u s t A c c o u n t b a l a n c e

is

OPENING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

510,000.00
510,000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MA30R CREDIT CARD

USA1921

Payment in full due on receipt

MATTHEWS ENTERPRISES
KAREN G. MATTHEWS, BROKER
Summary of
Work performed for USA Power
February <L March, 2002

Locate appraiser and obtain qualifications,
Ploi points of diversion on 53-143 (Michael S. Keyte), 53-376 (Don E. JonesJ. 53-86 (Don E Jones..
55-9T (R. Blakt Ganwi)
Prepare ID obtain infonnaDon from Wcbcr County Recorder

USA1 222

Ttf'o)

Kjtfjst,

LANDA 6L MAYCOCK,

L.L-C.

STATEMENT

Docs not rt fleet pay menu or tnarjes i h e : iac
m'lling iaic o: servers nsnaenuJ oiftcr tnin oc vfi<
Trader referred to nercin. '.tnierest *i I 2^e cnir^co or
imounts ovtr3C»dayi oxs*» out.

znin Floor. Bank One Tower
s: Office Box 45561
Sal: L.aXc City. Uuft 84H5-056}

Fsdcrau ID. No. P-Q5]7y.3

Page: 1
04/30/02

USA Power P a r t n e r s , LLC
c/o Lois Banasiewicz
P 0 Box 774000-359
Steamboat CO 80477

ACC0UKT NO: 7061-OOM
STATEMENT NO:
13

General
04/01/02 LLR Tel.w/SJV, Lois Banasiewicz and Bruce P i t t ' s
o f f i ce
S3V Tel.w/Ted B; conf.w/LLR
04/03/02 3LW Conf.W/USA; t e l . w / M i c h a e l

Keyte

04/12/02 S3V Tel.w/Michael Keyte
04/15/02 LLR Review/Revise Duab Valley Energy, LLC
organizational documents
U

Review voice mail frons L o i s ; prepare a r t i c l e s ,
o p e r a t i n g agreement, and CT q u e s t i o n n a i r e f o r
3uab v a l l e y Energy; r e v i s e o p e r a t i n g agreement
f o r Spring Canyon Energy; e-mail documents t o
Lcis

04/16/02 3LW Tel.w/Michael Keyte
04/17/02 Ll

Review f a x from Lois

3LW T e l .W/Dave Graeber on Keyte w a t e r ;
04/18/02 L3

conf.w/S3V

v o i c e Mail w/Lois re m i s s i n g s i g n a t u r e page

S3V T e l . w / K e y t e and Ted B r e : purchase o f Keyte
water; review f i l e s on water r i g h t
04/1S/02 S3V T e l . w / K e y t e , Ted s and Blake G a r r e t t on sale o f
water; d r a f t l e t t e r t o B l a k e , i n c l u d i n g o p t i o n
points
04/22/02 L3

Review f a x from L o i s ; r e v i s e a r t i c l e s f o r
p a g i n a t i o n ; o b t a i n CT s i g n a t u r e ; prepare f o r
f i l i n g , s u b m i t t a l t o CT

04/23/02 S3V Tel.w/Keyte
04/24/02 S3V T e l . w / B l a k e , Keyte and Ted 3; conf.w/DLw
04/25/02 3LW Tel.w/Tec B; review zoning app
S3V T e l . w / K e y t e
04/26/02 LLR Review c o n d i t i o n a l use p e r m i t language and
issues; tel.w/T.Banasiewicz

USA1324

Paoe: 2
04/30/02

USA Power Partners, LLC

ACCOUNT NO: 7O61-0OM
STATEMENT NO:
13

General
04/30/02 LLR Conf.w/3LW and B3W r e : c o n d i t i o n a l use penr.it
issues
S3V T e l . w / G a r r e t t and Keyte; conf.w/LLR r e :
c o n d i t i o n a l use permits
L3

Receive r e g i s t r a t i o n from s t a t e ; review f i l e ;
conf.w/LLR; prepare SS-4; docket reminders; memo
to f i l e

3LW Conf .W/S3V* and LLR on zoning and water r i g h t s ;
conf.w/oave Hansen on schedule f o r water
3 ,777.50

FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE
S200.00
0.50
225.00
5.20
225.00
4.30
140.00
9.15
3.70
70.00

TIMEKEEPER
Lyndon L. R i c k s
Lyndon L. R i c k s
3ody L. W i l l i a m s
S t e v e n 3. V u y o v i c h
Lynn 3 a v a d i
04/30/02
>4/30/02

04/18/02

TOTAL

1,170.00
967.50
1,281.00
259.00

Reproduction
T e l e p h o n e Charges

4.95
11.06

TOTAL EXPENSES

16.01

F i l i n g Fees - S t a t e o f

50.00

Utah

50.00

TOTAL ADVANCE5

3, 843.51

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

04/30/02

PREVIOUS BALANCE

n, 6BS.76

Cash R e c e i p t s

- 2 , 638.76

Fees
PLEASE PAY T H I S AMOUNT

S3, 843.51

Your T r u s t Account balance i s
OPENING BALANCE
CLOSING BALANCE

510,000.00
510,000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MA30R CREDIT CARD

USA1925
Payment in full due on receipt

XRI'SI. "LOO* £L V^YCOCK. L - L J

STA.TEMEN1

aillinf cat: cr ir-v;cei rrncrrrc oms: tr.in or in:
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LL No P - D

aoe: 1
OS/51/02
ACCDUK~ NC: 7051-00*.

USA ^ower P a r t n e r s , L .
c/c Lois Sanas^ewicz
P J 3ox 774000-:5r__
Stsamocat CO 804//

STATEMENT NC:

14

General
05/21/02 _^R Conf.'*/--*'
"Ltf Tel .w/_c"s: d.-a*t l e t t e ' t o Nepr.i or sp-ing
Can van tarring
S3V Tel-W/Keyte and L_R; research and review
documents
05/02,'02 13

Receive sig.nec SS-4; c r a f t l e t t e r - t o IRS: fax t o
IRS and Lois

S2V Tel .w'Keytt

*>5/05/C2 LLR Review/Revise l e t t e r t o Bruce ~ i t t
£iv Call *.yKey*te; draft water purcna.se opt'on &
05/07/C2 S5V Draft water option agreement; cal" w/ ~ed E
05/05/02 s ; v D r a f t water o r t i o r . purcnase agreement;

calls

W / L O - S 5 4- Keyte

05/09/02 JLW Revise water option; rr.tgs w/Ted & Lois, c a l ' s
v\/Gath. Roger & Blaine Rawson on a i r oe rir.it
B:w Revise wate" option agreement
05/10/02 53V Call */<eyte
05/15/02 s;v Review ore*on contract
:_v. Call w/Ted it Dave; revise option
- i a*ce vaEn"£c:
CaV: 5 v. «c^. s 5 & Keyte; ~eview Ag"~rr.ts: rnor~~y
Aorj.ts t o r Gz~~ec~
"ec on a* r pe~rr*t & De-nr.it
issues:

t o 5WCA

i-V Review & modi*"/ agrnt ro~ Ga~~et
Gz~-ett. ~eo 5 £ l a t n r v n CD~~=~S

ca • ; v. • keyte .

Calls v,-''Garrett. Kevte £ 2-lv.' on aoreemert

a##

= oe:
L3A

Power " a r c r - e r s . LLC

7

ACCDUKT KC:
~A~"EMEVT NO:

0S1-0D"

General

J L W Review G a r r e t t

lease

EJW Comr-Te i n ~ o f o r Dave H o l l a n d a t SWCA
03/23/02

S3\' G a l l s
water

w . ' K e y t e ; G a r r e t t and Tec E: r e v i e w
p u r c h a s e & o p t i o n agreement

C5/24/G2 S3V Revise agreement; cell

w/Gar-ett

:-LW " - g w / G u t h &• Ted B; mtg V ' S W C A ;
=>eterson r e : B l a k e D o t " or.
03/28/02

J L W C o r f w / s ; v on K e y t e ' s
52V C a l l s

etty's

S?v F i n i s n

03/30/02

LLR O f f i c e c o n f e r e n c e s w / JLw and s : v ~ e :
a g r e e m e n t and r e l a t e d i s s u e s

SDV C a l l s

v\/Keyte

r e v i e w docs on Keyte
w/Ted &• L o i s ;

w'warrer

Agreement

05/29/C2

CLW C a l l s ;

call

call

request

w / Keyte & St E n g ; r e v i s e
assignment:

& -evisi

'nnish

escrow

option
extension:

retc

w "'Keyt*

5,354.00

-OR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED
RECAP— ULA—ON
HOJRS HOUR LN' RA z.
'

Lynoon ... R i c k s
: b c y L. w i - l i a r c s
Steven 3. v u y o v - c r
Lvnn Cevadi

05/21/02
05/31/02
ni'/sT'/r?
03/31/02

L~\

LA. 50
SA. DO
0. ' C
3. 02

Sl^S 00
225.00
- _^r nr.

"COO
50.00

:S5.00
"50.00
"• L n n

L8C* 55

T e l e p h o n e Cr.arges.
O v e r s i g h t Expness D e l i v e r y
C o u r i e r charges
C o u r i e r ChRrge.s
TCTAL £K?EHSES

TOTAL CURRENT WORK
PREVIOUS BALANCE
.

J

' -J ^." •«,»

Cash Receipts Pees

HIS

ANOJV

^* OPEKZNC- BALANCE

a^i3

P3L0S :

USA Power ^ i t n e r s ,

<

1-z '21/02
ACCDUKT NO: ? 0£.2-00*
rATEME NT K!C:
14

LLC

3£n^ra

•'3C/C2 Oction f a r w a t e r r i g h t
?AYE£: Duas T i t l e & a b s t r a c t

*/R
c;

CLOSING BALANCE

--^MEN"* MAV BE MADE 5V

E L E ~R O N E :

r

J^o

471

rRAN5~EH

* " - ' A MOD?. Cr.ECIT
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DRAFT 3-10-03.mj

CONFIDENTS
March

_, 2003

Geneva Steel LLC
P. O. Box 2500
Provo,UT 84603
Contact: K. Richard Ross

Re:

PACIFICORP PROPOSAL TO PURCHASE WATER RIGHTS

Dear Richard,
It was a pleasure to visit with you the other day about the possibility of PacifiCorp
purchasing water rights from Geneva SteeL As we discussed, please find below our proposal to
purchase water rights. Please accept this proposal as an expression of interest by Pac] fiCorp,
although it is not yet a firm offer to purchase. PacifiCorp, as you know, must complete an
internal approval process before making a firm offer. The outcome of our internal approval
process, in turn, will depend partly on the due diligence activities noted below and your initial
reaction to this expression of interest
PacifiCorp proposes as follows:
Seller: Geneva Steel LLC
P. O. Box 2500
Provo,UT 84603
Contact K. Richard Ross
801-227-9405

Buyer: PacifiCorp
201 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Contact: K. Ian Andrews
801-220-4286
801-652-4648 Fax

Buyer proposes to purchase water rights from Seller pursuant to the following terms and
conditions:
Buyer will purchase either 3,500 acre feet of water or 6,000 acre feet of water made
available by Seller's water rights listed on Appendix 3 to Seller's January 22, 2003 Sales
Memorandum (the crWater Rights"). If Buyer purchases 3,500 acre feet, the purchase price
shall be $2,300.00 per acre foot, or $8,050,000.00. If Buyer purchases 6,000 acre feet, the
purchase price shall be $2,100.00 per acre foot, or $12,600,000.00.
Buyer's offer is limited to Seller's Water Rights in which 100% of the water that is diverted
may be consumed. Within 10 days of the date of this Proposal, Buyer shall designate which
of Seller's Water Rights that Buyer proposes to purchase.
Within 21 days following Buyer's designation of Seller's Water Rights that Buyer proposes
to purchase, Buyer shall complete any due diligence it deems necessary to investigats and

HRO-PC 000028
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DRAFT 3-10-03.mj

CONFIDENTIAL

confirm the nature and sufficiency of the designated Water Rights for Buyer's purposes. At
the end of the due diligence period, Buyer may: (a) designate substitute Water Rights that
will meet Buyer's purposes or object to the nature, sufficiency or title of any Water Right
designated by Buyer; (b) notify Seller of deficiencies in the designated Water Rights in
which case Seller shall have up to 30 days from Buyer's notice of said deficiencies to cure
said deficiencies to Buyer's reasonable satisfaction; or (c) notify Seller that the designated
Water Rights are adequate and that Buyer would like to proceed with negotiating a Water
Rights Purchase Agreement.
•

Not later than June 15, 2003, Buyer and Seller shall enter into a definitive Water Rights
Purchase Agreement The definitive Water Rights Purchase Agreement shall set a date for
Closing, at which Seller shall deliver good and marketable title to the Water Rights subject to
no liens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or adverse easements or interests of any kind or
nature, and Buyer shall make payment by electronic funds transfer.

•

Upon execution of the definitive Water Rights Purchase Agreement, Seller shall file a
Change Application with Buyer as a co-applicant at the Utah Division of Water Rights to
divert the water made available by the Water Rights year-round from Buyer's locations and
to use the Water Rights for Buyer's purposes. Seller, with the support of Buyer, shall
diligently prosecute the Change Application to final, non-appealable approval. Closing shall
not occur prior to receipt of the final, non-appealable approval.

•

Each party shall be responsible for any broker fees, costs and expenses it may incur in
connection with the purchase of the Water Rights.

•

Execution of the definitive Water Rights Purchase Agreement shall be subject to approval of
Seller's Creditor's Committee and Buyer's Board of Directors. Closing shall be subject to
approval of the United States Bankruptcy Court having jurisdiction over Seller's assets.

We hope that you will find this proposal acceptable and can indicate Geneva's intent to work
with PacifiCorp to develop a Water Rights Purchase Agreement along these lines. We are
mindful of the constraints imposed by Geneva's bankruptcy status and would be happy to rework the form of this proposal as needed to best meet your needs. Please do not hesitate to call
with any questions or concerns. We look forward to working with you on this important project.

Sincerely,

J. Rand Thurgood
cc:

HRO-PC 000027
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Generation Investment Committee Meeting
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For Approval
For Discussion

'

For Noting

j

April 1, 2003

Title:

Water Rights Acquisition

Objective:

Acquire 6,000 acre-ft of water for use in a gas-fired generation project to mtet
IRP requirements

Decisions Required:

Approval to expend up to 516,200,000 for acquisition of 6,000 acre-ft of water

Executive Summary:

In response to the Company^ recently filed IRP, PacifiCorp acquired Panda
Energy's project position near the Mona substation. This site represents a
viable opportunity to construct up to 1,000 MW of gas-fired generation
resources to meet a portion of the IRP requirements. The most economic
technology for such a plant is a water-cooled, combined-cycle combustion
turbine (CCCT) facility. A large source of water is critical to develop such a
facility.

Geneva Steel (now in bankruptcy) recently issued a Request for Proposal
K (RFP) to interested parties to acquire any or all of its assets. These assets
&

include significant/water rights. Discussions were held with Geneva and an
offer was made to Geneva to purchase up to 6,000 acre-ft of water at 2(2,100
per acre-ft for a total of SI2,600,000. The offer is contingent upon PIC and
PPW Board approval. This amount of water would be sufficient for a 1,000
MW resource. However, it is expected that the rirst offer of 52,100 per acre-ft
will not be adequate and that we will need to increase our offer. It is expected
we may need to offer as much as $2,700 per acre-ft (or SI 6.2 million) to

EXHIBfT

acquire the water rights. We therefore request approval to expend up to
SI6,200,000 if it becomes necessary, for acquisition of 6,000 acre-ft of water.

JkJltL^^l
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This water is a>martetaale asset and can be sold if necessary. Acquisition of
water ensures that up to 1,000 MW of low-cost, water-cooled, generation
resources can be constructed in the Mona area. This water coald also be used
at all but one of the potential generation sites now being considered along the
Wasatch Front

Budget Status:

Not budgeted

Investment Request:

516,200,000

PVRR Benefit

S23^28,000 for Case 1 (See financial analysis discussion)
$17,288,000 for Case 2 (See financial analysis discussion)

Sponsors:

Barry Cunningham

Authors:

Rand Thurgood

HRO-PC 000598
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SUMMARY

Consistent with our recently filed IRPt PaciSCorp acquired Panda Energy's project position near the Company's
Mona substation. This site represents a viable opportunity to construct gas-fired generation facilities to meet a
portion of ERP defined CY 2005 and/or 2007 and 2008 resource requirements. In a study just completed, the Mona
area is shown to be one of the best locations in the Wasatch Front for new gas-fired generation to meet energy
needs in the Utah Bubble. Ultimately this location could support from 1,000 to 1,500 MW of generation. Based on
a study of resource alternatives, gas-fired combined-cycle combustion turbines (CCCT) are one of the lowest cost
alternatives to satisfy resource requirements.

CCCT plants can be designed to operate with either air or water-cooled condensers. Air cooled condensers require
substantially less water to operate, however they have higher first costs, are less efficient, and do not provide as
much power generation capability during periods of high temperatures, typically times when power needs are
greatest Our site-specific studies indicate that a water-cooled facility is the lowest cost generation resource. In
order to develop such a resource, we have been actively looking for water resources in the Mona area. Our specific
target is to purchase 6,000 acre-ft of water - enough water for 1,000 MW of CCCT generation.

Recently, Geneva Steel (now in bankruptcy) issued an RFP to acquire any or all of its assets; these include a
significant quantity of water rights. We met with Geneva to discuss what waterrightswere available. As a result
of this discussion, an offer, contingent upon PIC and PPW Board approval, was made to Geneva to purchase up to
6,000 acre-ft of 100% consumable industrial water. The offer was for $2,100 per acre-ft for a total of 512,600,000.
However, because Geneva recently sold 3,000 acre-ft for $2,700 per acre-ft, we expect that the preliminary offer
may not be adequate. We request approval to offer up to $2,700 per acre-foot, or $16,200,000, if necessary.
Geneva gave us to understand that our offer would be considered but also indicated that a counter offer may be
issued.

A credible offer for Geneva's assets must first be discussed with their three main creditors: (1) the U.S.
Government, (2) a private citizen Albert Freed, and (3) City Bank. Geneva indicated that if the creditors were in
i

HRO-PC 000599

favor of accepting the offer it wd^pthcn be forwarded to the bankruptcy judgu^jr consideration. Geneva requires
an approved offer for submittal to the bankruptcy judge. If the judge agrees with the offer he can then issue an
order to proceed with the sale.

Economic analysis indicates that the incremental PVRH benefit of acquiring water and installing a water-cooled
condenser instead on an air-cooled condenser for CCCT plant will run between $ 17,288,000 and $23,928,000
depending upon whether all the water is attributed to the first 500 MW facility constructed or not.

ASSET PURCHASE DESCRIPTION

Geneva owns two different kinds of water rights. The first are known as industrial water rights. Theserightsare
100% consumable. The second arc known as agricultural. Because of the historical nature of agricultural water
rights, they are 50% consumable and 50% depletive - or in other words only half of an agricultural waterrightmay
be consumed. In order to acquire 6,000 acre-ft of consumable water, 12,000 acre-ft of agricultural water would
have to be purchased. The current market for agricultural water in Utah County (where Geneva is located) is about
$1,800 per acre-ft. Therefore agricultural water equivalent to industrial water would run 53,600 per acre-ft. This
contrasts to our offer of $2,100 per acre-ft

The offer extended to Geneva is for industrial water that is 100% consumptive. Inasmuch as this water would be
derivedfromUtah Lake which drains to the north, it could also be used to the north as far as the Great Salt Lake.
Therefore the water has value all along the Wasatch Front and it could be used for generation at all but one of the
sites studied along the front It could also be sold for other purposes along the same corridor.

Geneva extracts this water through a series of wells, both deep and shallow. For purposes of a project in the Mona
area, it would be takenfromthe southern end of Utah Lake. This could be done through wells or direct pumping
from the lake depending upon what is most economic,

4
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BENEFITS OF WATER ACQ^ETION
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A CCCT plant can be either air or water-cooled. In die case of a generating facility located at the Mona site, a
water-cooled plant is a lower cost resource than an air-cooled plant (see the financial analysis section below).
However, acquiring sufficient water in a dry region like north central Utah is a critical issue. The Geneva sale
creates an excellent opportunity to purchase water. This is especially true considering the quantity of water that is to
be purchased - 6,000 acre-ft is a very large block of water, Geneva and Kennecott arc the only owners of large
quantities of industrial waterfromthe Utah Lake Drainage. Geneva's RPF has created significant interest in its
water and this in turn is establishing the market value for the water. This water is a very marketable asset ;ind could
be sold if necessary -potentially to successful bidders m ^hwcurrent KJP processor for general water consumption

Equally important is the proposed price for this water. While we have offered $2,100 per acre-ft, a counter offer for
up to $2,700 per acre-ft could be made. In cither case, such water prices are low. Even at $2,700 per acre-foot, this
is approximately 75% of the current market price for agricultural water on an equivalent basis. Given the current
demand for water in mis dry region, with an ever-increasing population, the price of water is expected to increase

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED

In addition to purchasing water from Jeneva, we have also investigated the possibility of acquiring water in the
Nephi water drainage near the Mona ReWvoir. The Mona Reservoir is located approximately two miles east of the
Mona Substation. All of the water in this drainage is agricultural and the total water capacity of the area is
relatively small. A 6,000 acre-ft block of water represents a significant part of the total water capacity of the
drainage. However of more importance is the current market price for water in this area; this water is agricultural
and it runs between $4,000 and $4,500 per acre-ft. Again omv50% of a given acre-ft may be consumed, so the
equivalent cost of this water is $8,000 to $9,000 per acre-foot. /4Wc do not consider waterfromthe Nephi drainage
to be an economically viable option when compared to thatfromthe Utah Lake area.
HRO-PC 000601
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Panda negotiated with Kennecott to purchase water in the original development work for the Mona site. Those
tot culminate
w e nave
discussions were held one to two years ago and did not
culminate m
in an
an agreement,
agreement We
have minatea
initiated aiscussions
discussions , A
Pi[,"
i I jjnlim t ii i t v ^ c ^ h f i u i cure. 4UjJarK.UU»j
vatcrbut these talks nave not come to a conclusion yet. If
with Kennecott to determine their interest in selling watcrjbut
Kennecott water could be acquired for a reasonable price, it would be less complicated than purchasing water from
.cnnecorj;
Geneva and would avoid dealing with a bankruptcy court Therefore, we will continue discussions with Kcnnecofl,

WSK ISSUES CONSIDERED

Three risk factors have been identified that merit consideration and discussion. They arc: (1) the ability to use the
water acquired at the southern end of Utah Lake, (2) the possibility that there will not be a PacifiCorp generation
project to use the water, and (3) marketability of the water in the event it is not used for generation purposes and
must be sold.

Ability to Use Water Acquired from the Southern End of Utah Lake

There are two issues associated with the risk of not being able to use the water takenfromthe southern end of Utah
Lake. The first issue is whether the point of water extraction can be transferred to the southern end of Utah Lake.
This issue will be addressed in the Acquisition Agreement (yet to be negotiated) wherein the acquisition will be
subject to State approval for taking the water at the southern end of Utah Lake - a practice consistent with Utah
water law. The second issue is the cost of transporting the water to the project site. The cost of moving water from
its point of extraction to the project site depends upon how and where the water is takenfromthe Utah Lake
drainage area. To address mis issue we engaged Hansen, Allen and Luce, a highly respected hydrological Utah
engineering firm with significant experience and knowledge with respect to the Utah Lake area. The results of their
work and that of a similar effort conducted by Panda (included as one of the studies we acquired) ensures us that
extraction from an appropriate location is possible and that it will be economic to transport the water to the selected
project site.

6
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PacifiCorp does not build a Ga^arAon Resource at Mona

CONFEDERAL
The second risk is that of not going forward with a PacifiCorp generation project along the Wasatch Front. If a
response to the RFP produced a new resource with lower evaluated costs than one developed by the Company, this
water could be sold to that entity to ensure that the project would be water-cooled and hence more economic. It is
very unlikely that any project will have water going in to the RFP process. The risk of PacifiCorp not using the
water is mitigated by the opportunity to sell the water to a winning RPF proposal or to others for whatever use.
Water in Utah is in very short supply and there will continue to be a market for this very necessary resource.

Marketability of the W.ter
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The third notarial risk is that the market price for the water may be lower than what we paid for it in the event no
generation aiset is developed. Because water in Utah is in limited supply and the population continues to increase,
the market price for water has historically increased with time. This critical commodity will only increase in value
with time^However, the real value of the asset to PacifiCorp lies in using the water to develop generation resources
at the lowest possible cost in response to the IRP requirements.

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

The financial benefit of the proposed water acquisition is based on the incremental cost differences between a
CCCT plant equipped with an air-cooled condenser and a CCCT equipped with a water-cooled condenser. Before
describing those differences and providing the results, a few comments concerning the amount of water
recommended for purchase are needed. Wc recommend the Company acquire 6,000 acre-ft of water. This is
sufficient water for two 500 MW CCCT plants. We recommend that water for 1000 MW of generation resource be
purchased now while the opportunity is available. The financial analysis presented below is for two cases. In Case
1 the cost of only half the water (3,000 acre-ft) is attributed to the first 500 MW plant. In Case 2 the cost of the
entire 6,000 acre-ft is included in the first 500 MW resource.

HRO-PC 000603
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Tabic 1 shows the capital expenaipres anticipated for both an air and watcr-ccwrcd plant The water cost is
assumed to be $2300 per acre-ft (our expectation of what the final price will be) and only addresses 3,000 acre-ft of
water being attributed to the first 500 MW plant

GUHFlaBiii^
Table 1. Capital Cost Comparison (FY 2004 doUars)
Wet Cooling

Capital Cost Components

Dry Cooling

$6,900,000

Water - 3,000 acre-ft

$15,400,000

Water pipeline (sized for 6,000 acre-ft)

$5,000,000

Water evaporation pond
Incremental cost for dry condenser above that for wet
system
Total Capital requirement

$30,000,000
$27,300,000

$30,000,000

Although the capital cost difference is relatively small, there are other major differences. A plant with an aircooled condenser is less efficient (has a higher heat rate) and produces less power than does an equivalent plant
equipped with a water-cooled condenser. In addition, an air-cooled plant also has higher maintenance costs than a
water-cooled plant

Table 2 presents the incremental PVRR benefit of wet vs. dry cooling for Case 1 wherein only half the water (3,000
acre-ft) is attributed to the first 500 MW project. The results indicate that wet cooling has a PVRR advantage of
$23,928,000 over dry cooling. The column showing cash flows without regulatory recovery represents the
economics of a non-regulated project The column with regulated recovery shows the economics of a regulated
project with a one-year regulatory lag. Therefore, the purchase of water enables construction of the lowest cost
alternative to ratepayers and is m the best interests of shareholders. Representative cash flows are given in
Appendix I. Appendix 1 also contains a sensitivity analysis around several different variables such as heat
rate/capacity, water pipeline construction costs, air-cooled condenser costs, market price, water costs, etc.

Table 2: Case 1 - Mona Wet versus Dry CCCT Cooling
(Only costs for 3,000 acre-ft of water included)

Project Economics (51000s)
Customer
Revenue
Requirement

Cash Flows
Without Regulatory
Recovery

Cash Flows
With Regulatory
Recovery
HRO-PC 000604
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PVRR
Project NPV
Project IRR
Discount Rate Used
Business Unit Cost of Capital
Payback Period (years)

($23,928)
$15,250
61.6%
7.5%
7.5%
1.7 Years

CONFIDENTIAL
Si ,265
46.0%
7.5%
7.5%
1.7 Years

Table 3 summarizes the incremental PVRR benefit of wet vs. dry cooling for Case 2 wherein the total cost for al!
6,000 acre-ft of water is incorporated as part of the first 500 MW resource. This appears to be a worst case
scenario, in which PacifiCorp purchased the amount of water required for a 100Q MW facility, but ended up only
building 500 MW plant, and was unable to sell off its unused waterrights.We believe this would be a lughly
unlikely scenario. Nevertheless, for this case the incremental PVRR benefit of wet vs. dry cooling is $ 17,288,000.
Sensitivity analysis and representative cash flows are also presented in Appendix i.

Table 3: Case 2 - Mona Wet versus Dry CCCT Cooling
(Only costs for 6,000 acre-ft of water included)
Project Economics ($1000s)
Customer
Revenue
Requirement
PVRR
Project NPV
Project IRR
Discount Rate Used
Business Unit Cost of Capital
Capital Productivity Ratio
Payback Period (years)

Cash Flows
Without Regulatory
Recovery

Cash Flows
With Regulatory
Recov<:ry

510,414
17.0%
7.5%
7.5%
3.43
6.4 Years

$311
8.2%
7.5%
7.5%
1.07
8.7 Years

($17,288)

The following economic analysis information is included in Appendix 1:
Case 1 - 3000 acre-ft of water
• Economic Results Summary
• Analysis Inputs Detail
• Sensitivity Analysis Graphs
• Scenario Analysis Graphs (utilizing the top 4 Sensitivity variables)
• Capital/(Deferred) Expenditure Authorization — for PacifiCorp Board and above
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Case 2 - 6000 acre-ft of water
• Economic Results Summary
• Analysis Inputs Detail
• Sensitivity Analysis Graphs
• Scenario Analysis Graphs (utilizing the top 4 Sensitivity variables)
• Capital/(Dcferred) Expenditure Authorization - for PacifiCorp Board and above

CONFIDENTIAL

Appendix 2 provides economic analysis information for water purchased at $2700 per acre-ft (the maximum price
for which authorization is being sought). It includes:
•

Economic Results Summary, assuming 3000 acre-ft

•

Analysis Inputs Detail, assuming 3000 acre-ft

•

Economic Results Summary, assuming 6000 acre-ft

•

Analysis Inputs Detail, assuming 6000 acre-ft

We conclude that the economics of acquiring 6,000 acre-ft of water now while it is available are very favorable and
that there is not significant risk in doing so.

RECOMMENDATION

We recommend approval be given to acquire 6,000 acre-ft of industrial water at a price not to exceed 52,700 per
acre-ft for a total expenditure of not more than $ 16,200,000. We also recommend pursuing two parallel courses of
action to acquire the water.

First, we recommend continuing our discussions with Geneva to determine their creditors' interest in our offer.
Second we recommend continued work with Kennecott for possible acquisition of water from them. We would
then purchase the water from either source depending upon the final negotiated terms and price for the water.
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Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LIP

J 700 Lmcoln Street Tel (303)86]- 7000
Suiie 4J 00
Faz (303)866-0200
Dejrver, CO 80203 HN 84-0415155

October 6,2003
Invoice No J 645397
Client No.: 47748
Matter No.: 00020
Jodv L WilHams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-359
S team Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

s
s
s
s

310.17

Net Outstanding Balance

s

0.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUX

$

310.17

Current Fees

Current Disbursements
Total Due This Invoice (No. 645397)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
S

340.00
-34.00
4.17

1234.13
-1234.13

We emcpwrmrt OWT dtetrg tc rrmki p m u o i p vi» wire usrnz t*« foflowmg itreft radio is:
Rerah Tc:
Accent Nc:
A£A

IUUOBC NO..

W d b F«T£» bmak. FLA*-,
1018034952
}8200007*

F1e«te iodadr Qtcnt N « « b c r and IITTIHC. "umber »t tfce wire comments
7 e rcwxi r u U-S- Postml Service pkm»i naB v«iir pfTmeR KB:
H*«mc lUtocns & Owen LLP
?.Q. *©x 1 6 U
Denver. CO 80201-161*

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE October 31. 2003

JSAiBSC
COtfFroEATUX/PR7VlL£GEI> ATTORNEY/CUErtT COMMUNICATION

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
October 6,20Q3
JS A Power Partners, LLC

Pase
invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

2
645397
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding; General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Description

Date

TKpr

09/10/03

JLW

Call with Dave Graeber regarding air credits.

0.50 5

125.00

09/17/03

EBR

Review emissions credit trading program regarding USA
interest in Geneva Steel.

1.00

215.00

1.50 S

340.00

Total Fees Through September 30, 2003:

-34.00

Courtesy DiscountTotal Fees Due:

Initials
JLW
EBR

Name
Jody L. Williams
E. Blaine Rawson

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Rate
Position
S 250.00
Partner
Parmer

S

306.00

0.50 S
1.00

125.00
215.00

1.50 S

340.00

Hours

215.00

Total Fees:

Value

Itemized Disbursements
Date
09-'10/03

Qty

Description

Amount

Long Distance Telephone: 21452081 / /, 42 Mins.? iranTime:!6:15

4.17

Total Disbursements:

4J*

*, i A i 2 o .

5W

Tab 2

Hoirnc Roberts & Owen LLP
October 6 ; 2003

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

3
645397
47748

Disbursement Summary
4.17

Long Distance Telephone
Total Disbursements:

S

4J7

Accounts Receivable Detail
Amount

Description

Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Bill

09/02/03

Cash Receipt

1,085.63
-1,085.63
I

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397:
622269

02/11/03

Bill

09/CZ'03

Cash Receipt

0.00
14830
-148.50

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269:

0.00

Total Outstanding Invoices;

G.OO

Trust Apphtd to Matter

$

0.00

Total Balance Due This Matter

S

310.17

J^k

rs/

a°ioD

Holme Roberts & O a 1 1 ?
October 6, 2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

J*age
invoice N c :
Cbent Ko.:

4
645397
4774-8

I S

no.i:

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 645397)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

1J234.13
-1,234.13

Net Outstanding Balance

S

0.00

TOTAL DUE

S

310.17

Plesse return this page with your payment

We encourage ppr clients to ncmir U.S. I>oilar payments via wire nixing the fonowjpg instructions:
Remit To:
Account Nc:
ABA Rooting Na«
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Wclh Farp» B*nk, NJL.
1010034*52
102000076
Number ID the wire comments

KRUSE, LANDA

& MAYCOCIC L J L C

50 WEST BROADWAY (300 SOUTH)
EIGHTH FLOOR. BANK ONE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH 6*101-2034

JOOYLWLUAMS
WWTER*S E-MAIL
r**mnaQnmw*.com

TELEPHONE (*01) 531-7090
TELECOPY: (801) 531-?091
{8Q1>35&-3»54

IAAUNG ADDRESS
Post OTTc« Boa 45561
SM Lxfco City, m m WUSOSfll

WRITER'S VOCE MAIL
EonnMonO*

Mav 7, 2001

CONFIDENTIAL

David Graeber
USA Power
3625 North Hall Street, Suite 620
Dallas, TX 75219
Re:

Potential Power Generation Sites in Central and Eastern Utah

Dear Dave:
I have spent the past week reviewing potential water right availability and water
sources and environmental limitations (especially the Endangered Species Act
limitations) associated with a preliminary analysis of 15 MW natural gas generating
stations to be located near Mona and Vernal, Utah- I also briefly reviewed Dave
Hansen's May 2 ^ memo on water rights within a 6 mile radius of each of the proposed
plant sites. The results of my initial examination follow.
Vernal Area Site
I assumed that the source of the water for the proposed plant at the Horseshoe
Bend of the Green River would be the river, and that the only storage anticipated would
be for a regulating or settling basin Even at the lowest flows recorded at the Jensen
Gauge, there is adequate water physically available for a continuous delivery of 15.5 cfe.
Dave Hansen's memo summarized the existing water right filings in the area
which may or may not be available for acquisition, probably depending on the price and
the desire of iocal owners to continue farming. I looked at water rights which could be
developed from other than acquisitions on Dave's charL
The Ute Indian Water Compact allocates water from Utah's allocation under the
Colorado River Compact to the Ute Indian Tribe, Congress has ratified the Ute Indian
Water Compact, but the Tribe has not yet approved it. Water may not be used until the
Compact is ratified, but an economic incentive would be a major boost to ratification.
The Governor of Utah is expected to write a letter to the newly elected Business
Committee of the Tribe within the next 6 weeks seeking finalization of the Compact.
Working with the State to acquire 11T500 acre feet of the Tribe's water for the project
would set the project in a favorable light for both the Tribe and the State of Utah. The
Tribe has other water rights, presently existing under State Law, which could be moved
to the project.
EXHlBfT
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KRUSE, LANDA <& MAYCOC*-, L J - C .
Devid Gracbcr
May 7.2001
Pa«t2

The State of Utah Board of Water Resources has existing water rights filings in
tributaries to the Green River, above the project site. The filings were made over 30
years ago to facilitate oil shale development in the project vicinity, and 25,000 acre feet
of the filings remain undeveloped and potentially available.
The Board of Water Resources allocated most of its Flaming Gorge water to
downstream users, but they are nearing the end of their time to pin the water to use.
These users could be approached to sell their allocations.
It is also quite possible that the State Engineer's office would entertain a fixed
time application for the water. The water right would expire at the end of the project life.
The reach of the Green River in which the project is proposed has been designated
critical habitat under the Endangered Species Act for the endangered Colorado
Pikeminnow and Razorback Sucker. Under the existing Recovery Program, the
Reasonable and Prudent Alternative for pumping water from the Green River is payment
of the one-time depletion charge. In FY 2001, the depletion charge is 514.75 per acre
foot, or $169,625.00.
The greater challenge under the Endangered Species Act would be avoiding
impingement and entrainment of the fishes. especiaUy in their larval and juvenile stages.
Raxorback larval drift occurs in May and June, and Pikeminnow larval drift occurs in
June and July. Tiny screens (1/2 inch) necessary to avoid impermissible take under rht
ESA are impossible to keep clean. Additionally, a center channel diversion would have
to be engineered.
Mona Site:
More water rights are fisted in the Utah Lake Drainage Basin near this proposed
site, but acquisition and use of them is institutionally much more difficult. This is
because deliveries from the two large federal projects serving municipal and industrial
water to the Wasatch Front depend on the elevation of Utah Lake. Any depletion ne^ar
Mona will be considered a depletion of Utah Lake.
There has been a very active water market in the Utah Lake Drainage Basin for
over 5 years. Competition for acquisition of existing water rights is strong, and the price
ranges between $1,600 to $2,000 per acre foot. Most existing water right sellers are
represented by water brokers, and when some water is "shaken loose." the market
instantly responds by increasing in price for 6 months. This; could make acquisition of
existing water rights an arduous proposition.
A large water conservancy district has some industrial water to sell on contract
but the price is very high at over $350 per acre foot per year. If a block of water could be
purchased even at $1,800 per acre foot, the net present value of a purchase is
significantly lower than a long term contract.
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David Gracber
May 7, 2001
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There is a possibility that a large block of water, with storage in Utah Lake, could
be acquired from an existing industrial user. Other possibilities for block purchases
would be existing irrigation companies diverting and using waier in Sak Lake valley;
however, negotiations with those companies would be complicated because to dale, the
companies I would target have not approved change applications.
For water source, I would suggest a combination of wells and surface storage, if it
can be acquired This would involve negotiations with the owners of the water in Mona
Reservoir and exchange and change applications.
The Recovery Plan for the endangered June Sucker in Utah Lake could force
some contributions on the project, although the actual source of the water would govern
this. There is some discussion of locating a refuge population of the fish in Mona
Reservoir, although if that is done, it would be an experimental population not subject to
"take" provisions of the Endangered Species Act.
Other endangered species which may come into play but are probably not
significant detriments to the projects are the Utah Floater (a snail), the spotted frog (for
which a Conservation Agreement has been signed), the Ute Ladies Tresses (an orchid), as
well as Peregrine Falcons and eagles.
I look forward to additional discussion of these two projects.
Very truly yours,
KRUSE, LANDA & MAYCOCK, LL.C.

Jody L. Williams
JLWibjw
cc:

Ted Banasiewicz
David Hansen
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I Jooy Williams - Ute Indian Water
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SSESco*™

Date:
Subject:

6/20/01 7:51PM
Ute Indian Water

Mh. ?°^*-*
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Hello Dave and Ted:
! met with the attorney representing the Ute Tribe regarding the possibility of acquiring some water for the
Horseshoe Bend project He was encouraging, and thought as did the State of Utah officials, that it could
be done in connection with ratification of the Ute Compact. The State officials are in favor becau:»e it
would provide an economic incentive to the Tribe (sale or lease of their water), and working with the State,
we have a much better chance for success than if we try to work it alone. The Tribe has plenty of water
which would be useful for your purposes, and although there would be protests to the application, they
would not be greater than protests to any other application that, would have to be filed.
The attorney has mentioned the passibittiy of a lease/sale to the Tribe's Business Committee only in
general terms. We need to get back to him with some sort of a schedule of when you would want the
water tied up, and where you are m the permitting of a project in the basin. He wants to have some level
of certainty before he takes any proposals to the Business Committee!. Do you have any guidance?
Also, on the Mona Project, the Panda Energy people did meet with the president of Kennecott Utah
Copper about acquiring some of the water I had targeted for your project. There is probably enough water
1or your project but \ wonder, as did Dave Hansen, whether there is enough air quaVity permitting avaiiabie
as well as gas for two projects. Please advise where you are on the Utah County Project I am not as
optomistic on that one as the Uinta Basin Project
Thanks. Jody
Jody L Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
50 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-359-0388
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or confidential information
intended only for the receipt by and use of the individual or entity to whom or which it is addressed. If you
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this message is strictly prohibited. If you )i3^e received this message in error, please immediately notify
us by telephone and delete this message from your computer. Thank you.

CC:

Hansen, David
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Utah's largest electricity generator. Cheek said Panda's gas-fueled plants
produce a fraction of the emissions of coal-fired facilities.
Sen. Howard Stephenson, R-Draper, said he intends to ask Gov. Mike Leavitt
to let lawmakers consider the tax break during a special session of the
Legislature in October. The plant, which would employ about 50 people, would
Eventually bolster the state's education budget, Stephenson said.
"We get millions of additional tax dollars without additional kids to educate,"
he said. "That's why this interests me so much/'
But with Utah facing a $59 million tax revenue shortfall in the fiscal year
fended June 30 and Leavitt asking state agencies to trim 4 percent from their
current budgets, legislators would be hard-pressed to give up more income.
"I don't know if financially the state is in a position to do that right now,"
iaid House Speaker Marty Stephens, R—Farr West.
The House Republican caucus, though, generally supports the concept of a
tax break, which he said would be an extension of the current manuifacturing tax
exemption.
GOP senators sounded a more wary note.
"We're going to give away $20 million and not get anything back?" wondered
Sen. Scott Jenkins, R-Plain City, during a Senate Republican caucus.
Stephenson said the state would make the money back in a couple of years
fcfter the plant is built
HRO-00844
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Sen. Bill Hick, n, R-St. George, urged cautior saying once the state opens
the door for one company, others would follow. Se,.. Bev Evans, R-Altamont,
said lawmakers would need much more information before they could make a
decision.
Utah energy officials know little about the Dallas company. "I know of the
project but I don't know anything about Panda," said Jeff Burks, director of the
state energy office.
Panda is a privately held corporation with plants proposed, under
construction or in operation in 11 states, China and Nepal, totaling 16,300
megawatts of capadty. It has a goal of expanding to 26,000 megawatts over the
next five years.
Because of the large amounts of capital required to build power plants,
Panda secures permits and completes other reconstruction site development on
some projects. It then brings in a larger partner to put up most of the equity for
construction costs in return for a bigger share of the profits, according to the
New York Times.
The 19-year-old company ran into trouble a few years ago building a
100-megawatt coal-fired plant in Luannan, China. Company officials say that
they completed the plant on time but that the Chinese have sought to pay just
one-third of the agreed-upon amount for electricity, the newspaper said.
Compounding the problem, Panda had mortgaged some of the profits from
its existing plants to secure financing for the Luannan project, according to the
newspaper.
Cheek said Panda will have to go into debt for 60 percent of the Mona
project.
Business development manager David Barlow estimated it would take 16
months to obtain a host of government permits to build and another 18 months
for actual construction, during which it would employ 1,000 workers.
Panda intends to buy natural gas from Questar and ship it to the site via a
pipeline the gas company is proposing to build in central Utah. Curt Burnett,
Questar vice president for public affairs, said the company has told Panda it has
the capacity to meet its needs but has not entered into contract talks.

E-mail: rombov&desnews. com

World & Nation + Utah + Sports + Business + OpiniorH- Olympics + Front Page
© 2001 Deseret News Publishing Company
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PHONE: IBCi; 566-5599 j
FAX .

Mr. David Graeber
USA Power
3625 North Hall Street - Suite 620
Dallas. Texas 75219

RE:

|8Ci; 566-5581

October 3, 2001

Planning Meeting held with Nephi City and Juab County Staff, and Summary Scope of Project
Needs.

Dear David:
I attended a meeting with Randy McKnight of Nephi City and and Glenn Greenhalgh of Juab
County on October 2nd wherein project needs and activities were brainstonned. The purpose of the meeting
was to identify those items that needed to be accomplished in an effort to aid in the planning process. The
list is not intended to be a comprehensive list of all hems that need to be completed, but instead intended as
a preliminary list to identify the major items that are seen now mat need attention. The purpose of this
letter is therefore to document those general activities that need to be conducted, and to provide a task guide
and suggested time line. The identified activities are outlined within the attached table in both textural and
graphical form. Priority items are identified both numerically and by color, red showing priority and/or
critical path items.
General issues which need to be considered while completing the tasks outlined within the table
include:
Educate potentially impacted parties quickly regarding the project before rumors get out of
control.
Acquire / prepare photographs and/or videos of operating power plants of the same relative
size and using the same fuel type. These materials will be invaluable while educating the
public on overall impact.
The addition of a Power Plant to the area may increase overall property values, but will likely
decrease the desirability of the areaforresidential use. It is believed that regardless of the
proposed project, the area will likely undergo a natural change to a light industrial area.
General direction and housekeeping issues which were identifiedforthis project include the
following:
Communicate as much as possible via e-mail. Although not very formal, it is an effective way
of communicating quickly. E-mail addresses are as follows:
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Mr. David Graeber
October3,2001
Pace 2 of 3
F David Graeber
Ted T. Banasiewicz
David Hansen
Jody Williams
Randy McKnight
Gknn Greenhalgh

USAPowejrLLC@aol.com
US APovverLLC@aoL com
HhanQfm0han<a?nallffnInrfi .com

jvvilliains@!kjbmiaw. com
mcknighnaiexL usu. edu
gienng@exi.usn.edn

Software preference is Microsoft Office / AutoCad 2000i / Acrobat
Preference is to "Geo Reference" all Site Drawings to UTMNAD 27
I would appreciate your response regarding the information axrcained herein and further direction.
According to the proposed outline and schedule there needs to be some quick decisions and actions taken
for several issues. Of particular importance are the acquisition of water rights, the preparation of the
annexation agreement and air quality permit, and the initiation of public involvement. Werecommendthat
coordination be inrolernented immediately related to the following efforts.
Effort

LeadBv

Acquisition of Water Rights
Identify and Purchase Water Rights
Evaluate and Define Development Plan
Prepare / Submit Documents to Change POD and Use
Conduct Exploratory Drilling
Prepare Annexation Agreement
Prepare / Submit Air Quality Permit
Identify City Needs / Requirements for Local Utility Impnrvement
Public Communication / Response

HAL & Jody Williams
HAL & Jody Williams
HAL
Jody Williams
HAL
USA Power (S**1^
Ted Gum
HAL
USA Power/HAL & Jody
W2Iiam>Assist

Identify Power Plant Wastewater Requirements
Identify Gas Line Transmission Requirements
Identify Route
Identify Power Transmission Corridor
Prepare Development Plans

USA Power
USA Power
USA Power
USA Power
USA Power

When the time comes, and if the opportunity is presented, we would very much like to be involved
in the design of the utilities associated with mis project.
Please call should you have any questions regarding the information contained within this letter
report, or if we can be of further assistance.

Mr. David Graeber
October 3, 2001
Pace 3 of 3
Sincerely;
HANSEN, ALLEN & LUCE, INC.
Bv;

David E. Hansen, PhD., PE.
Principal / Project Manager
cc:

Jody Wflliams - Knise, Knise, Landa & Maycock
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SCOPE OF WORK AND TIME PROJECTION
Month
Priority
1
1
1

2

415 6 j

1

•j2

A C Q U I R E W A T E R RIGHTS
—
—
Identify and Purchase Water Rights

1

2

1
1

Conduct Exploratory Drilling

j

Prepare Pi eduction Well Design / Bidding Documents

i

3

Obtain Division of Drinking Water Approval for Well Design

|

4
4

Design Water Delivery System

To be Completed following Water Right Approval

1

2

Modify and Finalize Annexation Agreement

[

1

PREPARE / S U B M I T AIR Q U A L I T Y P E R M I T

2

State Review and Approval o f Air Quality Permit

•WN

•
T
H
• H ^

• H^,
1

J

1

3

|

2

1

Contact Industrial Park

Contact Local Residences

[

1
1

Public Communication / Resonse

Contact Hospital

2
2

3

Identify Power Plant Wastewater Requirements
Coordinate / Design Wastewater System
1 Identify Gas Line Transmission Requirements
[

Identify Route
Identify and Obtain Permits

1

Identify Arqnirn Ripht nf W a y ' s

|,'U

rssr
ra
ffl
Iff
•

2

1

2

i //,

[ Identify City Needs / Requirements for Local Utility improvement*

1

1

3
2
• 323
•I 3

To be Completed following Water Right Approval

PREPARE A N N E X A T I O N A G R E E M E N T

1

15 16 17 IB

Conduct Production Well Drilling

1

(

12 I11114

•I

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1

Advertise & Complete Change Application Requirements

3

2

11

Evaluate and Define Development Plan

2

|

9 1 10

33

2

3

7 J8

.

I

Month
Priority

Activity

\
1 !

~
3

1

1
[
|

1

I

Acqvure Easements for Power Transmission Comdor

1
4

Prepare Development Plans

4
%

Prepaie Building Plans

S
S

1^
1
2

Identify Power Transmission Corridor

Get Approval Through Planning Commission - 90 day tevievv

~

2

3

•1
M M M M

4

S

6

1

8

9j 10 1it

12

amm
_

14 1 15
111

~u
«

1.''-

n

V

i

i

-

, r*

Get Appioval Through Building Department - 90 day review
Prepare and Submit Annexation Application - ± 4 month time
Consider Annexing Adjacent Properties

16 17 | IR[

vj

M M

i-UU-J

\w W?|tt

Assist City in Re-zoning Issues
Ulilily Improvements Include Such Items as Road Expansions, Basements, Water, Sewer, Gas, Flc
Public Perception / Education Regarding Air Quality, Plant Proximity, Noise, Visual Issues, Piopeity Values
Include Doth Pitvate as Well as Public Meetings

mMM|gfc kill
I his is Suggested to

j Jody Williams - Re: Don Jones

M

dhansen@hansenallenluce.comn <dhansen@hansenallenluce.com>
"Jody Williams" <jwilliams@kimlaw.com>
10/3/01 7:29AM
Re- Don Jones

From:
To:
Date:
Subject

C
Date sent
From:
To:
Subject

Tue, 02 Oct 2001 20:23:08 -0600
Jody Williams" <jwifliarra@kirnlaw.com>
<USAPowerLLC@aol.com>, <dhansen@hansenalleniua5.com>
Don Jones

^IDEm;
" ' ' '^1c

M

I think it would be worth the discussion. 1 had my meeting with
Randy and Glenn yesterday and they suggested that we try the
following individuals. I'm not exactly sure if the spellings are
correct
Jim McWilliams
Byron Scott

Don Jones (of course)
McPherson
Worthington
Ron and Maureen Harper
Jackson
1 will be preparing a summary of acton items based on the meeting
that 1 wiUfirstsend to Randy and Glenn to confirm, then on to USA
and of course you. The three main critical items that I see from the
meeting are:
1) Water Rights and Supply
2) Annexation Agreement
3) Public Perception and Acceptance
David
> Before I left for my horse trip, I was talking with Don Jones' attorney on some litigation matters and
mentioned in passing that I had a client who might be interested in purchasing some of his water. The
attorney said, "Maybe later," which is what I expected him to say. However, he called
while I was gone to ask how much my client might be willing to pay. What do you think?
> Jody L Williams
> Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
> 50 West Broadway, 8th Floor
> Salt Lake City, UT 84101
> Telephone 801 -531-7090
> Facsimile 801-359-0388

11
EXHIBIT
11
I §
JR
li
r " [y:
J
v L f l L J ^ ^ ^ J

>
> The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or confidential information
intended only for the receipt by and use of the individual or entity to whom or which a is addressed. If you
are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error,
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KRUSE, LANDA

Si MAYCOCK, LJLC

JCOV L '/ALLIAJJIS

ST WEST BRCASWtV -JCC SOiiTHt
= GnTH r LOOK BANK ONc TCWc?.
SA^T^AKESrrT V7AK *elC*..233«

ViRfTSIPS r-MAE.

UAIIJMG ADDRESS

TSLSPMONE rST.\ Sr-'tSC
-ST.. ^t-C3£s

Mav3.2002

Mr. Glen Greenhalgh. Direcior
Communiry Economic Development Agency
Juab Counry Center
160 No. Main Street
NephLUT 84648
Re:

Spring Canyon Energy LLC
Zone Change Application

Dear Mr. Greenhaigh:
Atxached with this letter please find two (2) copies of the Real Estaie Purchase
Contract for the property on which Spring Canyon Energy LLC proposes to construct the
natural gas-fired combined cycie power generation facility. USA Power Partners LLC is
the purchaser of the Spring Canyon site under the Real Estate Purchase Contract and
owns 100% of Spring Canyon Energy LLC. USA Power Partners LLC's address is the
same as that listed for Spring Canyon Energy LLC in the Zone Change Permii
Application.
Vcrv tmlv yours.
KRUSE. LANDA & MAYCOCK. LLC.

J68v L. Williams
JLW:bjw
Enclosures
cc: Spring Canyon Energy LLCUSA Power Partners LLC - w;anachments
L^-ndon Ricks - w/'o attachments
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REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT

*mts k B Irgohy bir^ng contrcct Uan la* rwjulr*t mm} «*tafc; Ifc3*i«e« te use skis foim. Suy«f mnd S»ici. how^vc; ircy »9T%»* «.o $ma or <te&*c ^
poyfcion:; DMO UGH * tlfVuni fefTp, j you a c s l t kipfli or ta* oovw, cer*al you/ eticmey 3" lax «NiKt

EARNEST MONEY RECEIPT
Buy* HSA Po'Jcr ? a r n u g a LLC
_ _
o-gr* to purchase the Property
described below tnd hereby delivers tt ihe Brokerage, a s Earnest Mcrey, :he amount erf 15 .flOO/ p f r J l P * ^ the form of
check
whfcft, upon Acceptor** af n » ofl<w by all parlies (artfefineoin SfecUon 23),
ihefl be deposited In accordance with stab law.
Racetved Dy: Joey L ViXXlnps
,
or? 12-19-01
(Date)
. ' „.
(Strain*fr-oo«cr<*w»«TicioTow»»cd?c:receol o^ E*t*«i *£*yj:
i-s9 Firm
Attorney
aEofcrage: rrn«;r r T.n?>rf:i & K.ixrr.»riPhone Number._ (BQljL^lrTflffi
OFFER TO PURCHASE
1. PROPERTY:
Pro-perly d e s c r i p t i o n sftovt* I n /.dden&ja "A"
Etec described as:
,
CJty of
. Couniy o* Juab
Sfetc tf Utah. Zp
fi^645
flna
"Property*).
l
1,1 Included Items. Unless-excluded herein, thte sa e includes tte toilcwiny rtcre if presort attachedtoirm Property,
plumbing, heating, air ccr.dftioning fixtures and equipment; cciEng fens; waier heatct: bufr:-!n epptences; Jtgh;fixturesand
ptfbe: bmnroom fixtures; cunains, draper^ and rods-; winds* and floor 5cr*«ffi;; storm door* and windows: winc'ow blinds;
awnings; instellcd television arrtonna; sateftlt dbhes and system; permanently affixed csfpets; aiAomaiic garage door
opener anc accc-rnptnyinfl transmitter (s); fencing; *nd trees end shrubs. The following itcn^t sh*H ai&c ha included In this
sals and oonvcynd i^nder aop&raie BUI of Sate vith warrontifca at io tiikt:
,
S/i.
1 5 Excluded Kama. ThetoRowinn.Hems arc excluded trorn ihds sate: ,

N/A

1 -S Water Rights, The following water rights are Included rn 1his safe:

SSJK

1A Survey. (Chock applicable boxes): A survey IX ] WILL [ ] V/ILL NOT be prepared byftfceortoedSUNoyor. The
Survey Work will be: [ ] Property corr-ar* staked I ] Boundary Survey J } Bcurisry & Improvements sun^ey f j Oihcr
(specify)
A^r^ ,
. RnsponslbiT^y for psyment: J. 1 Buyer J JSdter[ } BIT/BT and Selrer $ha/0 eq-i^y. Buyera
ODUoallon to purchase underlhis Ccnlracl ( ] IS IX J IS HOT xnditkr-ed upoA Buyers apprcvai o«ih« Survey Work. If yes,
the Wrma cf the atl»chcd Survey Add*ndt.rfri epp.*y.
2, PURCHASE Pf?tCE.The Purchase Prico icr-,hc Property is ^

Tvr a^drrd •ni«t>aaii^ TV^IJIT* f»7Ga.nDD 1 .

2.1 Mdhod of Payment The Purchase Price wfll be paid as fcfiowr.
5

7,500.00

$

^^ Earned Money Oepo*h- Under coda in conditiDnx described in Ink Ccrrtnsct, THIS
DEPOSIT MAY BECOME TOTALLY NON-HERINDA0LE.
(b) Ncvf Loan. Bi^er agrees \o bppiy 1c 6 r&w loan as p r ^ d i d in Soriicrx ZZ. Buytr wKJ tppiy
for ^n« or mar» cf lr» following toons: [ ) CONVENTIONAL [ 1 FWA I \ VA
f

J OTHER {spedftf

M an FHWA io»-: npplics, r-ef: arjsched FHA/VA Loan AdCanflurn.
11 the ioan te to inciude a/iy particular \QJTTS chor check be^ou- end give debits:
[

) SPECIFIC LOAH TERMS

$
f
$
$ - 4 ^ 5QQ.gp

(c) Loan Acsumptton ^&e aitacned AESumptior Addondum K app«cabte)
(d) Seller Rnancing (cae duched Sefler Fnencing Addendum fl applfcable)
(e) Other (apecify) .
(0 Balance of Purchae© Pric* In Cash atSetttornenl

S_200 ,000 .00

PURCHASE P«C£. Toiat of RHM (•) through (?)

Page 1 of 6 pages

Seller's JnfflaJs y^K^

Dalz/ji2s-'jfc-

Buyer'a Vitiate

7 7 ?

Date

jJj^E.
htOi^-\

HRO-00801

3fl33

81/^4/2882

BB:3B

978871B234

JAK-D4-2002 Fit] OB; 15 Pfl i

USA POWER

% LfiNM I HAYCOCK

PAGE

FAX SO. 8013

388

82

P. 03

2,2 Financing Condition, (check appftcabio box)
(a I I ] Buyer's obligation to purcnase the Property JS corufifoped upon Buyer qualifying for the applicable Jbenfc)
referenced in Section Z 1(b) or (cj (to? "Loan"). The cond&for* is referred lo as the "Financing Condition."
(p) [X] Buyer's obiigefiontopurchase mo Property is NOT conditioned upon Buy ef qualifying for a loan. Section2.3
does not appjy.
2JS Application for Loan.
(a) Buyer's dtttia*. No later than tha Application DeadGne referenced in Section 24(a), Buyer shall apply for the
Loan. 'l.oen Application* cecum ooty vrnen Buyer has: (i) complete s^ned, and delivered to thotender(In*
"Lander") the iniiiai loan aopitoauon and documentation required by tne Lender, and (5) peid ail loen sppScation fece
aef«quinxibv the Lander. Buye/tgreestodi^ntoworKtDoiitBJp.fheLDBn, Buyer ^prornpiry provide the Lender
wKh any addfeona! documentation as raquirec by the Lender.
fb) Procedure If Loan Application is- denied. IT Buyer recarves writer notice from the Lanoer that the Lander do*s
not *wn*v the Loan (a 'Loan Damef ), Buyer ahai., no later then ihra* calendar dayi tharaaffcr, provide a copy to
Sofor, Buyer or Setter may, within thraa calendar d*ys ster Seller's receipt cf auch notice, cane* this Contract by
providing Written noticetothe other party In the even*, of a cancelation ur.de' trie Section 2.3(b). (i) if the Loan Denial
was received by Buyer on or before tha _ _ day of
,
•
the lamest Money Deposit sttsr,
b« retimed lo Buyer CQtfthe Loan Denial *«s received by Buyer a i w that thtfe. Buyer egreesto*orfeil and Sfcfer
ogree* to accept £S Seller's exriusrve rtmedy, the Earnest Monev as liquidated damages. A failure to cancel as
provided in this Section 2.3(b) shall have no afleri en the Financing ClcndirJcn set forth in Section 7..2(e). Cancelation
pursuant lo the provisions of any other section of this Contract shalltoegoverned Dy such other provision*,
2.4 Appraisal of Prop«rty. Buyer's obftgationtopurchase Vm Property [ ] ISft! IS NOT conditioned upon the Property
. appraising tor not fe» than the Purchase Price. If the appraisal condition applies and th2 Prope.1v appraises for less then
the Purchase Price, B*jyor may cancel tfis Ccntraot by providing wrfoen noticetoSel'-er no tetar then three calendar deys
after Buyers receipt cf notice of the appraised value. In the flventof such cancetation, the Earnest Money Deposit shall
t% jefcaMtS to Buyaj, Afe&iratowjrati a i piwidetf m trite Setter, 2 A «haK &e teamed a raWw ot the apprsteai
condition by Buyer*
3. SETTLEMENT AND CLOSING. Settlement shall take place on the Settement Deadime referenced In Section 24(d), cr
on 3 dote upon whtgh Buyer end Seller a^rea b wrfcnfl. -Sett-amenf thsti occur only when all of the feNowirg hava b—n
comoieted: (a) Buyer eno Seller hove signed and delivered to each tj£*r or to the escro^/ctoSing office ai documents
required by This Contract, by the Lender, by written escrow Instructions or by appneabto "»v; $) any monies required to be paid
by Buyer mtw these documents (except fcr the proceeds of any new loan) have beer, dtfcvered by Biyer to Se*cr ortothe
csorow/ctcjsing ofTice In the form of coflected of cleared funds; and (c} any rort** required to be paid by Salter under these
documents have been delivered by Sdier to Buyt>r ortothe eacrcwfclosing ofBca in the form of collected or dearod funds.
Seaor and Buyer shall each pay one-haH (J4) of the foe d i a l e d 6/ the eficrow/dosinfl office tor its saryicaa in the
settlerneotfclostng procoes, T a » s znd assortments fortrw current year, rants, end interest on assumed ottlgetons ahafl be
prorated at Setilement as set forth In this Section. Tenant deposits (inducing,fculnot limited to, security deposits, clearing
dopoalts and prepaid mnta) shall be paid or credited by Sefie*toBuyer aiSetl'amert Prarafions set forth in :his Sodion shell
be made ec of the SettieroeotDeadinc 4g\t referenced in. 3ecton 24<d)t unless otherwise agreed to in writing by the parties.
Such writing COL'W Include the aattlement statement The transactor. vwtB be considered dosad when 9etUement has been
comoioted, and wr>en aH of thafattowino,hav« bwn completed, fl) the proceeds of any new loan have baan delivered by the
Lendertofcsttorortothe escrow/ebsing effice; and (S) tne tppUccble Ctosing oocumaaai have b«*n recorded b tha etneo
of the county recorder. The actions described in parts (J) and (ii) of the preceding sentence shall bo completed *RnJn tour
calendar days of Setdarnent
4*. POSSESSION. Seller snail delVer pftysica! possession to Buyer within- [ ]
jx] Other (spccJfy)

houw I ]

days after Cjoaing;

oa c l o a l n g

5. CONRRIISATTDN OF AGENCY DISCLOSURE. At tha signing cf tnis Contract
I

1 ScUcr'5 Inmate

Tlie listing Aooni,

I

] Buyw»» UntiaH

{ ) Sailer [ ] Buy« [ J both Buyer and Seller
ac a Lhnited Afyant;
The Setting Afccr<
__ l represents [ \ Seller [ 1 lit?*: { \ botti Buyer and Seflar
as t Limited Agent;
*n*c L^stJrvg firoHor, ..
. nipraserits [ ] Seller [ ] Buyer [) both Buyer and Seitar
as a limited Aoent;
Tbo SeliinG Broker, m
^
ropres^nts t ] Seller (J Buyor [ ] both Buyer end Seller
M a Umrtod Agent
Tna S e l l e r i a n o t represented by a Broker
. .
Page 2 of i pa^es
Setups r n l t i a t a ^ y y ^ D a t e y — Y - c ^ Buyer's Initials "7"?
Data t/i'/*•*:

^

f represems

HRO-00802

jd) wrttten 7*01306 of any darms ar.d/or ccndibona known te Salter rolab'.^g to environmental problems and buHding or
zoning code violations; and
(a) Other (aperiiy)
_
,
_

t BUYEfTS RIGHT TO CANCEL SA3ED OH EVALUATIONS AND INSPECTIONS. Buyer's obligation to purchase uwtot
'his Contract (chock applicable baxaa):
06 IS J J IS NOT conditioned Upon Buy^r'5 approval of th« content o* a.1 the Seller Disclosure* rBfc>.'«ric»d in Section 7;
J 1 IS M IS NOT conoirbncd upon Buyer* apprcvat of c pnysbal condition inspection of tha Prope-'ty;
£ j tt [ ] B NOT conaittoned upon Buyer* approval of thetoflowlngtests and evaluations of the Property: (loocfy)
flat Addaauuw "A" attached berato and aada A p§rt hereof
if any of theabove fear* ore ohcckfifl in the afflrmatNe, tn*n Sections S.1, a z 5.£ and 8,4 apply; othennsa, they do fiot apply."
The Hams chicfcri in the afjirrnebve above f n* cottadti^ly referred to aa the "Evaluations 4 Inspections." Unless otherwise
pnw\dcxi In this Contract, the Evducflons & inspector* shert be paidferby Bir/ar an:* anaflfr*conducted by hdrYid jals or
entitle* o{ Buyar'ictioica. $tter agrees to cooperate wfcn the Evaluations &'!nsoections and vita :h« walk-through iropecttcn
cndo/SacSon 11.
&.1 Evaluation* 4, Inspection* Deadline. No later than the Evaluations & Inapectiona Deadline referencad i-i Section
24<c) Euyer shaft (a) cornpdetc aQ EvaiusUons S tnspectic-Ts.; and (b) teurmine £ the Eveiuaticn* & Inspections ere
acxeptaBe to Buyer.
£*2 ffi^ht to Cancel or OWeet 3 8ity*f determines that the Eva*ua*jon6 & Inspection* are unaccaptabie, Buyer frey,
no later than the Evaluations * Inspection* Deadline, either: (a) canes! frh Contract by provkilnfl written n o t e to Setter,
whereupon the Earnest Money Deposfl shaS be released to 6'jyer; or (o) p^r/wie Seicr wnh written notice of enactions.
. «J Fa/iwra to Raapond. If by tht txpimton of ihe Evaijafione & ^nspecUons Oeadllna% Buyer cocs not {»} ainoel this
Contract as provided in Section 3.2; or (b) deflvar a written objection to Ef*ter reganHig tha Evaluations & inspection*, :ha
Evaluation* t Inspeeiioni shea be d«road approved by Buyer.
8 A Response by Setter, rf Buysr crevfaes written objections to Setter Beyer ana Sattot shaM have seven calendar days
after Setter's receipt of Buyer* objections (the "Response iNrncd") n which to asnia in ^lang upor. the manner c* resor/lny
9cjyer*a objectlcna. San^r mjy, bqtahaB not be raqulnad to, raadve Buyers cbjectona. tf Buyer and Seller have net tvr£td
jawrtttng upon the manner of reaotwig Buyer's objections, Buyer may sanca! this Contrast by providing wrtttar ncte* to seter
no later than three calendar days aftar eviration of the Respj^se Pt^ix:, wf^rcupor: rhe Earr^s* K^c»ney Oapoail ah»$ be
rcteoseti» Buyer. ttir^C^niradUm^car«Ba^t)y B4i>,erur«ermt5Sect,^5M^u'^
by Buyer, This waiver shtfj not affect those iter* warranted in Section 10.
$. ADDITIONAL TERMS. Thera M ARE I ] ARE NOT addenda to {hh Contmci containing addtfcnai term?. If tJicre are,
the term* of the fesiowtng ao^andaara incorporatad into thfe Contract try ifto reference: M Addandum No.
"A"
\ l fiurvey Addendum \ ] Belter nnaactng Addendum \ 3 fHArVA L&an ^ddenAim \ 3 Aa»urr\pUoi\ AiltLendum
] Lead-Based Paint Addendum jtn sotnelrar«acllons this addendum Isrtr^ulradby law)
^
! J Other (spedfyj
10, 3ELUR WARRANTIES & REPRESENTATION*
10.1 Condftton of Title. Seflar repraaantB that Salter has tec Rilefc3>£ PropaQ and wffl convey good and maryolaoie
IHJo to Bqyar «< Cbains by pcni.t! warranty deed, unlfiae tot safe ts befng rnade pLrstani to a red eatate contra^ which
proyidaa tor ttt« to pass ata later date. In that case, MUe wit be conveyed in accordance with the prevteions 0^ that contract
Buyer ogroea. howaver, to accept tft<e to the P^opBrtjf subject to f a rb-Wmg trmttani of record' easements, deed restrictions,
C C W s (meaning covanonts, condftens and restrictions), and hghts-of»«r3y; and «'Ubjectte the oootanU of th* Commitment
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Setters inrtiais 3?fS. jf

Date A ^ - ^ ^

Buyers !nittete

Tt

Date /
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for TWe Insurance as agmed ^D tay Bvi3 _ under Sedtion 8. Buyer a k c agrees to tei * Property subject to exi£DT»g \eaaea
effecting the Property and not expiring pnor to Cbehc>. Buyer agrees to oe respcns&e tor toces, assessment!, homeowner*
association dues, utilities, and other *sr/\c*$ provided to the P'openy afte. Closing. Except far any banfc) ipcciflcaJty
tasumed by Buyer under Section Z \[c)t Seller wil cauae to be paid off by Closing ari rncrtgege^ jrjst daeds. judgments,
mechanic's «era. lax liens and warrants. Seller will cause to be paid currBr-.t by Clowns tri! aseeexments and homeowners
asaodaiiori dues.
1d,2 Conditten of Property. Sefier warrants that the Property WRI be in the fof owing condHion ON THE DATE KELLER
DELIVERS PHYSICAL POSSESSION TO BUYER:
(a) the Prap«<1v ahall bofcroom-ctoar.and frs* of debris and persona/ beJcngtogs. Any Seller cr tenant rrtcvrn-felated
damage to the Property shaft be repaired at Setter** expense;
jb) tht heating, cooling, •tactrkaf, plumbing and sprinkler systems and f.xunas, and th« appliances and fireplaco* wS\
ba In woi king order and fit for their intended purpose*;
{c} the roof and foundation shall be free of leaKs Known to Seller;
(d) any privata wfifl or septic tank serving the Property anal! havt app'bable permits and aha II be in working order and
ft far UK Intended purpose; and
• (at) !he Property and taprovemsnts. indoding the iandeetipir.g. w»K be 'n the same general condrton as tney we'e on the
date tf Acceptonca.
11. WALK-THROUGH INSPECTION. Sartre Settlement B^yer may. 'Jcon ressonabto notice and at a naa«on»bte time,
conduct 8 "woIV-tfiroiJQh* inspection of the Property to determine only that the Property is a s represented,* meaning that the
terns referenced in Sections 1.1, B.A ar,o 10*2 ffr* -tens") are napectivcty present, repaired/changed as agreed, and in the
warranted condition. If the terns are not as represented, Seller wUI, prior to Settiemert replace, corroci or repair th* itama
or. wKh the eoneept of Buyar (end Lendertfapplicable), ••crow an amount • : Settlement to provide :or the acme. The" failure
to conduct e vrtiik'through Inaperiicn. or to claim that «n ifcam ia not as represented, ehel'i not c o n s o l e £ waiver oy Buyer a:
the right to receive, on tna data a* poeseeaton, tne items a s represented
12. CHANOCa DURING TRANSACTION. Salter agraa* that from the cat« of Acceotene* until the data of Casing, nont of
tf« aiowing shall occur wttt\out tna prterwhtten conaent of Bu^er. <e) no cv!finges "m any existing leases siwli be meda; (b}
no new l e i c s snail be entered into; (c) no aubatanfcai aitaraUor** or improvemerAts to the Property aftail be made o*
undenjaken; mn<i (d) no furtnar financial encunfcrances D the Property shaft be made.
13. AUTHORITY OF SK3N€R8. If BLryafCT S«ner iaecorpoxstion.partnei^ip.t^
entity, lha person executing this Contract on Hs b&wM warrHtts nls or her authority to dc ao and to tinri Buyer and SeB«r.
14. COMPLETE CONTRACT. This Contract together with te addenda, errt attacned e^h^fe, and Sailer Dl*cJeeurcs.
ocnctltutea the enttra Contract beiween the parties and eupersedea and replaces any ar.d all prbr r>a^ottetlona»
reprosentaiicna, warranties, unders^rndingj or cowact* between the paiSes. This Conrsctoannot be changed excepl ty
written agroement of the pentes.
15. DtSPOTE RESOLITTIQN. Tho parties agree Irvot any dwp^to. ansmg prior to or vfar Ctoafcg, related to Ihis Contract
\ SHALL pq I4AY [upon mut-or agreetf.ent of the parties) Ural be suomiSed to mediator!. ^ ^ e partes agnta to rtwdiettoa.
e dispute shall be submitted to mediation through a rnotftat'an provider mulLafiy agm*d upon by tr>a parties. Each party
BjfrcestoboarlUowncottsofrnedbtion. If maciatton fails tha other t ^ i d u r B * arcj r»rr»edi«s aysSatte ^
snaU appy> Nothing in tills Section 15 shall prohibit any party from seekinQ emergency tquitafcle reSaf pending mediator'.

L

1i, DEFAULT. If Buyer defauita, Salrer rna/ e'ed etther to retain the Eameat Money Deposit as Hcr/jidated damagoi, or to
return It and sue Buyer ID apectocafty enfocce thte Contract or pursue oirer 'emedles availabie ai law. If Selter defautfa. la
aooltion to rEtom of in* Earnest Money Depos^ Buyer ri^ay e»ect elt^r ;o acoept -rorn Se4t«r a mm cqu^l to the Earnest
Money Dapoerl as liquidated damagas, or may sua SefUw to ap#cnoi^y enfprcs thrs Contract or pursue other ramedraa
avaUabto at low. if Buyer oiects to acccci Hqumiatsd damages, Siftv «sre*3 to pay the liquidated aairagcs to Buyer upon
demand. J* is agraod that danial of a Loin AppScattofi made r»y the Btyer la not a daieu 4 ; and Js governed by Secbon 2.3(b).
17. A JTORNEY FEES AND COSTS. In tne event of litigetron or birring aroftratror. ^ er.torca 1Ha Contact, lh« prevailing
•prty shal be emitted to costs and reasonable attorney ftas. How/er 4 ar.orney fa«s shall not be awarded fc; parljcrpanon
In mexfefion under Section 15.
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18. NOTICES. Except BS provided in Section 23. all noicec reouired under this Contract must be: (e) In '//rffing; fr} syteti
bytoopert; giving ncfice; and [c) received by toe other party or fhe ctner party's aoeni noteder1hsn lha app-'icabb We
referenced n this Carriract
1S. ABROGATION. ExnaplforJheprovfcbn$of5ecfons10.1l 10.2,15 «nd 17 end express warranuas made >n this Contract,
ihs provisions of tills Contract shall not apply after CJoeins.
20. RISK OF LOSS. All risk of toss to tha Property, Indjdlrn physical damage or ciestredbn to the Property or b
improvements due to any cause except ordinary w&r and tear andTass anises by 5 talcing in. emtaeni domsln. shalf ba home
by Seller unti the transaction « closed.
21 Tl WE ft OF THE ESSENCE. Time fe of the essence regarding Ihedalos set forth if. this Contest. Ettersicris must be
ZQ'ttt to in wnitlnp by all partie*. Uniais otherwise explte^7 statsdtodfe Cr "uract (5) oefoironce under each Section of
thk Cc/iirad whfch references a data thai ibadtfeiy be required by £:90 PW Mountain Time en lhe deled detc; and fbjthe
tcjrn Mays" shall mean caJanto' dsys and shali b« cooited beginning or, tt.e dey foltowtng !he event whicn triggers t^e tininc
requlroroenL (La., Acceptance, rece-pi of the Salter Disclosures, ate;. Performance dates ar£ trr^a rsfer&ncsd ncroin *tafl
nrf be biivdkirj upon UUc companies, lenders, appraisers nnd others r^tpartsaetothis Contract, except as otherwise agr«ad
bin writing by cucti non-pany.
22. FAX TRANSVJSSION AND COUNTERPARTS. FawlmfJe (fax) Irfiwnbeon of a ugned copy of thb Contract, any
addends ond counteroffers, and'the r^tansnrvsston o* any stoned tex snail be tftc sane as drihrery of sr« original. This
Contract and any addenda and cotrntcroFera may oe executed m counterrK3.it.
23. ACCEPTANCE. "Ar^-yTPjQ cccurB wnc-n Seter or Buyer, raspcttSnp to an cSar or counteroffer offreother (a) s^m
the offer or counteroffer whs^e noted ID indicate acceptance, a-d (b) conr-ur-icati* te :h« «ir»er sarry cr ^> the othw party's
ayefii thai the offur or counteroffer has been signed as rsqtfrotf,
Zi. CONTRACT DEADLINES. Buyer and Seller «sr*£ tha: tha foLowhg deadest anal! *cp»y to tnis Controd
(e) Appftc«Oon Dead!inc

yux

_„(Da<o)

(I) £»|)«r Disclosure Dsadlino

JaTm*ry 2 5 , 2002

. (Date)

Sc*, K+Arr*^

(c) EvftlUfiJion^ & Inspection* D**dfin*
f^ Bwllitf^ii^etidlino

. . aftfL^dd*n^»

«U"

(DaU)

';A!!

.PaU)

25. OFrERAND TIME FOR ACCEPTAMCt Buyer offe^ to purchase the Propiwty on thaa&cv? Serins and eaidaoni. If
Sahsr doaanot accaptthiaeffcr by: _5^0fj [ ] AM f><3 PM MciiMan Tirnc on. Jan,- * 4 , 2C0^D£ts), th« offc srafi )*>ca;
arid th,o Broixrage Rhail return the Earnest Money Dsposil to Buyer.

Y^^

rs Sjcneiore)

(Offer Date)

(5uyeFF§5ratLr»)

"

(OtTefDate)

Tb« Ular of tht above Oflv t u t i %c?^l ^»re<«tr«o«c «*»ttw*©««• Rcf*r»no« D*te-

(B^ere' Names) (PLEASfi PRINT)

$ a s e 6 <rf 5 |»a<*

" ~<?te(jee Address)

ScUcr^ teltiate ^ K ^ / ^ Data /•**/-**•

Bu>crs \ n » a l s . . _ Z ] ^

(Pilm)

^ T *

DU\6/)4A^ ,
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Addcodern *A"
To Real EsUte ?urch*»c Contract

IProperty Description: KV I .'4 of the SE 1/4 of Section 23, T 1 IS, R 7 V, SLB&M,
coirmining 40 aorcs ntore or less, together with a 75 foot wide access road casement and
cuHcmcntOO for a natural gas pipeline, water line and ^vefl3 and ciccrxical transinissba line
through Scilcrs remaining property in the SE 1/4 of Section 23 to the specified 40 acre parcel
Exact icgal description of 40 acre parcel and easements to be determined by survey. A
rcmonnble time after Seller's acceptance of this offo. Buyer will locate said casements by
survey. If Seller sells his remaining property in the SE I ."4 of Section 23 re others thnn Buyer*
said sale Mi] be subject to Buyer's casements.
2.
It Is understood by Seller that iiuyer has to do a subsumtial amount of preliminary
investigation and study to determine whether the property is suitable for Buyer's proposed use,
f3uycr wit] love a period of one (1) year from date of Sellers acceptance to perform inch rtudics,
tests, feasibility, and analysis as Buyer, in its/bh sole discretion, may deem necessary to evaluate
the feasibility of utflbdn& 'this property for its/his proposed use* (the "Feasibility Period"), All
nuc-h studies and Investigations will be done ax Buyer's sole expense. Buyer's representatives
will have roascnablo access to the property te perform surveys, topographical studies,
environmental, soil, and percolation teals, and any other study "which Buyer m iuVhis sole
discretion may deem Tiecessary.
3.
Buyer a-.id its purchasers or assign* agree lo negotiate in good farth with Seller for access
easements across ihc purchased 40 acre pared in order for Seller to connect to electric, gas and
-water lines lo provide utility service to Seller's rcmaiaing I2C acres in Section 23. T IIS, & 1 W>
SIJ3&M; provided that said access easements do no: interfere with the construction, operation or
maintenance of Buyer's project. Buyer may determine, in its sole discretion, whether the access
casements intorfcrc with said construction, operation or maintenance; however, Buyer shall not
unreasonably deny said access casements. Any connection costs shall be it Seller's solo expense.
Seller shall be solely responsible to negotiate for the utility service to be provided by the access
easements with the electricity > natural gas and water suppliers,
4.
'I'hc Feasibility Period may be extended up to four (4) tiroes in increments cf nicely (90)
days ench at Buyer's sole discretion by written notice to Seller prior to the end of the then
existing Feasibility Period end payment of Five Thousand Dolls/* (55,000.00) of P-amcst Mopcy
(down payment) for each extension.
5.
All Jiarocst Money (down payment) paid to Seller by Buyer under this Contract and any
extension of the Feasibility Period shall be applied to the balance of the purchase price due at the
Closing.
6.
Buyer may terminate the Contract at any time during the Feasibility Period or any
extension thereof by giving Seller wriuen notice. In that event, the Sdler may retain all .Earnest
Money (down payment) previously paid, and upon such termination, this Contract will bo void,
nnd the pnrUcs will have no obligation to each other. If Buyer either fails to (a) pay additional
Earnest Monoy (down payment) or (b) approve (he coniirge^cics and continue with the purchase
of the property prior to the end of each additior>al Feasibility Period, then the Contract will
automatically terminate and all of the Earnest Money (doviti payment) will be rcUiued by Seller
as the complete and fullftrncf^atof liquidated damages, and the Contract will be void, and the
panics will have no further obligation to each othor.
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Addendum A

7.
Seller understands thai Buyer's proposed use "would likely require moderate industrial Dr
heavy industrial zoning- Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyer in applying for said xoning wilh
all coils co be Ql Buyer's expanse. Setter will cooperate >villl Buyer by ai&nicc any requisite
fornix or applications that may *oc necessary to process zoning or other permits that arc required
by Buyer.
5.

Buyer may assign this contract it any time prior to closing.

9.
Seller has not entered into any mineral leasts on the property, and will not do so duetto
the Term of lliis Contract Seller does not have nor will enter into any agricultural, grazing or
other icaso that een not be ca^coUsd cpon 30 days notice
} 0.

Then? Ofc no condemnation proceeding pending or contemplated against the properly.

1L
Clwdng or lhis Contract will be act for 10 days after Buyer submits written approval of nil
mntiurs and condiiirms precedent to closing of the purchase, including but not limited to securing
any permits thai may be required to operate the proposed improvements on ike property.
12.
The Title Cc*nrnitracot will be delivered to Seller within fiRcen (15) days from Contract
acceptance* if the Title Commiuncn; show any easement Seller will retain it surveyor
acceptable to Buyer to locate said casements on a scaled drawing of the property.
Sellers InfU:iLc; 2ZL*/*J(Z. Y~Y-"P-

Buyer's Initials: ~T*>

Dmc:

Dole:

_ _
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ACCEPTANCE/COUKTnEROFFERfflSiECTION
CHECK OWE:
[t^iCCEPTAMCE OP OFFER TO PURCHASE; Seller Accepts »fcfi foregoing offer on th* terms and conditions spcdfiso

above.

[ ] COUNTEROFFER: Setter present* for Buyer4* Acceptance tr» terms of Buyer's offer subject to ine exceptions or
rrodificatiorts at specified ;.n b e attached ADDENDUM NC.

(Self* 1 Nam**) (PLEASfi^RlNT)

(NoticeAddress)

I J REJECTION: S e t o Re^cia fte fbregofng offer.
(SBiETSigifBEsi)

[Dele) fnme)

{Sriter4* S>snatjre;

"

(Pete) Cfime)

DOCUMENT RECBPT
Slate tew require* Broker to furnish 3uyer ane* Seller wfth coptei ef this Contact Peering afl signatures. (RiMn appfeible
sector, below.)
A I acknowledge receipt of a fine! copy o* the foregoing Contract boarino all ifenaturec
(Buyec1* Signature)

(Softer4* Signature)

(Date)

"

(Buyer*! Signature)

"

"

~" " 7 £ * * ) ( S a i l e r ' s Sjnnotjre)

(Date)

(ZEE)

B. I personally caused efinalcopy oftoetoragofcxiContract Soaring 31 sigr^tunas to be j ] tatd [ J malfcsd [ ) hand
delivered on
(Date), postage prepeW, to ;n* [ 1 Setter j J Buy*r,
SentfDcJtvcrcd by (specify)

,

t

TWS K>BM APPROVED &Y THE vTAH REAL ESTXTC COMMSSCN AND THE OFFICE CF TH£ UTAH ATTORW^ GENERAL,
GFFCCTNI SeprtMBCnaO, ^ 5 S . IT ftfiPlACtS AND 3 U P 1 M E D S ALL PREVIOUSLY APPrSDVH) VERSIONS OF 7 H 5 FORM.

P s p & of S p*gee

Setter's Initial* )77?S sf

DaU / - ? -4*-

Buy^r1* initiate 7~M

Datft >/l/4"

HRO-0081Q

Third Judieial District

MAR 1 2 2G07
Peggy A. Tomsic (3879)
Kristopher S. Kaufman (10117)
TOMSIC & PECK LLC
136 East South Temple, Suite 800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801)532-1995

COUNTY

•y- •e?*

Deputy Clerk

Robert Surovell
J. Chapman Petersen
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy
4010 University Drive, Suite 200
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Telephone: (703) 251-5400
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC;
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC;
SPRING CANYON, LLC
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

AFFIDAVIT NO 2. OF PEGGY A.
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO
PACIFICORP'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(CLAIM FOR INTENTIONAL
INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS) AND
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
RE: CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION

USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING
CANYON ENERGY, LLC,

Plaintiff,

vs.
PACIFICORP, JODY L WILLIAMS and
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP.,

DEPOSITION EXHIBITS

Civil No. 050903412
Defendants.

Judge Tyrone E. Medley

a «b 2.
ZF\~^

c*

9 »«**- » •

KRUSE, LANDA

&

MAYCOCK,

LJLC.

SO WEST BROADWAY (300 SOUTH!
EIGHTH FLOOR. BANK ONE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH M101-2D34

JCOY L VMLLJAMS
STEVBWJ. VuYOVtCM

TELEPHONE. (801)531-7090
TELECOPY: (801)531-7091
{801)356-3854

MAILING ADDRESSPost Offea Boot 45561
S*« L**e City, Utah 84145-0561

WRfTEH'S E-MAIL
jwliarmQklmtew.can
•vt*yovtOi©i*ni»*.com

WRTTER-S VOICE MAIL
Extanuon 234
EximraKX\2*Q

February 7,2002

Theodore T. Banasiewicz
P O Box 774000-359
31 585 Runaway Place
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

Re:

Addendum "A"

Dear Ted:
Enclosed is the original fax from Michael Keyte for your files. If you have any
other questions or concerns, please feel free to contact us.

Very truly yours,
KRUSE, LANDA & MAYCOCK, L L C .
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Jody Williams
Steve Vuyovch
8/12/01 3:45PM
USA Power

CONFIDENT]."'

Please look up the law of annexation and impact fees for me and write a bnef memo, no more than 2
pages outlining what occurs. Our client has purchased ag land on the border of Nephi and we are
meeting with the City on Wednesday to ask it to annex us in and to provide us water and water water
treatment for our plant. Do we have to pay to extend the pipes to our property? Do we have to pay to
expand the ww treatment plant? What is the process for annexation? Is it advertised? who may protest?
etc. Cite statutes and I think there was a big impact fee case about 3 years ago that resulted in an
amenament of the statute. Then, ask Baroara to drop the memo off at my house on Tuesday so i can
read \t Wednesday before ( go to Nepru. Thanks.
Jody L. Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
50 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-359-0388
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or confidential information
intended only for the receipt by and use of the individual or entity to whom or whicn it is addressed. If you
are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copyirg of
this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, piease immediateiy notify
us by telephone and delete this message from your computer. Thank you.

CC:

Barbara Wallin

]•**
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ANTvEXATION LAW AND IMPACT FEES

I. Lavr of Annexation
Generally, when a municipality annexes an unincorporated area, the area
proposed for annexation must be contiguous to the municipality and ma}' not leave or
create an unincorporated island or peninsula/1' The annexation proofs is initiated with
the Sling of a petition signed by owners of the majority of private land in the area
proposed for annexation and equal in value to ai least 1.3 of the value of all private real
property -within the area proposed for annexation." Where practicable, boundaries of
areas proposed fot annexation shall be drawn along the boundaries of existing special
districts for sewer, water, and other services." .. /
If the petition is accepted by the mumctpaiiTy, the city recorder or town clerk has
30 days to determine whether it satisfies all the requirements of Utah Code Ann. § 10-2403(2), (3), and (4)/ If the petition satisfies all of the requirements of the staraie, the
petition will be certified and delivered to the municipal legislative body, the contact
sponsor, the county legislative body: and the chair of the planning commissi on of each
township in which any part of the area proposed for annexation is located If the
requirements of the statute are not satisfied, the petition will be rejected and notincanon
mailed to the same parties as if it was accepted." A petition rejected for this reason may
be modified to correct the deficiencies and renled .. ."6
Within 10 days of receiving the notice of certification, the municipal legislative
body will publish a nodce at least once a week for three consecutive w-eks in a

* Utah Code Ann. £ 10-2-402 (2001). A ponioD of zn island or pcmnsuiE may be annexed if die legislative
body of tbe iniinicipajiry detcrmmei by re-solurior. that "not annexing tbe entire unincorporated island or
penmsuk is ns tbe municipality's bes: interest/' Utah Code Ann. 6 ] 0-2-41S (1 ifo) (20011
" Utab Code Ann. § 10-2-402. Tne pennon is filed *TIE ibe cny recorder or IO^X clerk. id. £. 2'2)iz). Tnc
land to be annexed musr cover 100% of tbe area proposed for annexation if n "is v,iihiL ax agriculture
protectiorj are.E created under TrJe l~. Chapter 41. Agnciiknre Protection Area." Id. a: 2(b)fii)fB). A
licensed sun,ryoi musr prepare a pia: map ic accompany the pctidan. Id. a: 2(c). Omer requirements and
restrictions concerning tbe pennon are also set forth m Utah Codt Ann. § 1G-2-4G3 f2001j. A pennon is
no: required where:
( J », lithe arei tc be annexed consists of one or more islands "within o: peninsulas
contiguous to tbe murncipairry."* (21 *~rbe majority of each isiand or peninsula consists of
rrsidrntia: or comrarrci£- development t"3 * the area ""requires delivery of mumcioaj-npe
scnices.7" and «.'-) **ih? municipairry has pro'aded most or aL: of die mun:cipa)-7ype
services to die area fo: more ZDZZ one veai.' Utah Cede .Ann. e K-2—1S ;'20C •;.
' id a; 5.
ic. ZL i:r>)^L
:

id a< 3(£):*i).
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newspaper of general circulation within the area proposed for annexation; and the
unincorporated area within !4 mile of the area proposed for annexation.'
Protests must be filed within 60 days after certification by the county legislative
body, the board of a special disrrict whose boundaries include pan or all of the area
proposed for annexarioiL 2 municipal legislative bod)" whose boundaries are within 14
mile of the area proposed for annexation, or private property owners located in the
unincorporated area within 14 mile of the area proposed for annexation who own land in
the unincorporated are2 covering at least 25% of the private land area within Vi mile of
the proposed annexation, and whose land is equal in value to ai least 15% of all real
property located in the unincorporated area within 14 mile of the area proposed for
annexation.5 A township planning commission may also recommend to the legislative
body of the county that the county legislative body file a protest against the proposed
annexation of thai portion thai is located within the township.
If a protest is filed, 4tthe municipal legislative body may at its next regular
meeting after expiration of the deadline" deny the petition. The petition may not be
denied if it meets the requirements specified in footnote 4 of this memorandum. Notice
in writing shall be given within 5 days to the contact sponsor, the commission, and each
entity and person thai filed as protest if the petition is denied by the municipal legislative
body.10 If the municipal legislative body does not deny the annexation petition, no further
action may be takerj on the petition until after receipt of the boundary commission's
notice of decision regarding the protests.11 Tne boundary commission *inay not approve a
proposed annexation unless the results of the feasibility study . . . show that the average
annual amount"4-6 of 'the present and five-year projected revenue to the proposed
annexing municipality-- from the area proposed for annexation""" 4idoes not exceed the
average annual amount" M of 'The present and five-year projections of the cost of
governmental services in the area proposed for annexation**;" by *'more than 5%." ° After
Utah Code Ann. § 10-2-406(])(a',> (2003). Alternative methods of providicr Doner and ^*ha: mus: be
included in the nonce are aiso contained uitbin § 10-2-406.
Id. ai 1:V).
\ld. at l(b)(iKA).
Iv
Id. ai 3(a)fii).
id. ai 3(a}fi)iB). A boundary commission is created a: ary ume by a county ieg^iatn-e bod}" o: "vntaiis
30 days of the filing of a protest \mde: Sector KK^-407.* Uiab Code .Mm. § 10-2-409 T200V). Tee
boundary commission chooses and encaces a feasibility consukan: (imiess the land b undrv-ioDei and
covm less than z% of th: toia] hue mass of iU private reaj property ^irinn the mumcipaiiry} within- 45
days of the commission's receip: 01*2 protest or the commission's creation if me commission is created
after the 5hne of a proier„ The feasFoihry consuitan: musi complete a feasiDurry study "no hter than "5
days after the fcasfourry consuhan: is engaeed 10 conduct the study" and then presen: the results aT 2 pubii:
hearing. Utah. Cod? Ann £ K-2-4I? f200Vi. Tne T-ainrerneiiis or'thr fcasibihry stud}' are also mchided c
this secbon. Tne cos; Q: the feasiDiiiry study are shared by the proposed annerjng municipality and the
protestors. If the protestor!, art private land owners, the prrvaie landowners* share vil* oe paid by the
counry. id. at i'6>.
" Uais Code Anr.. ? i 0-2-4; 6:3'; :'2D0". I
::
ld-a;c K-:~i3f3)-afe;.
^ i c - c ( i 0-2-4; 5(31.
" Id. 1: k U-2—13{; ^aV'vii::.
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legislative body may (1) deny the petition unless it satisfies the requirements of 10-2408(2) (the same requirements as specified in foomote 4 of this memorandum) in which
case it cannot be denied or (2) approve the annexation, and grant the annexation pennon
bv ordinance, ii approval is consistent with the decision made bv the boundarv
• • n
comznssjonIf no protests are filed, notice must be given and a public hearing must be held
before the municipal legislative body may "'grant the petition and., by ordinance, annex
the area that is die subject of the annexation pennon."3*
The "determination of city boundaries is a legislative function" that courts are
reluctant to interfere" with.19 A municipal legislative body "is endowed with broad
discretion to make decisions and determine policies which it thinks will best fulfill its
responsibilities."20 A ciry may "'provide for added or expanded services by imposing
reasonable requirements as a condition to the annexation of new territory."'1 These
reasonable conditions have included water resources"" or 'The installation of water lines
and preparing portions of the property for paving/^

H. Law of Impact Fees
.An impact fee is denned as a payment of money imposed upon a development
activity as a condition of development approval." It is not a tax, a special assessment, a
building permit fee, a hookup fee: a fee for project improvements, or other reasonable
permit or application fee.2" Prior to June 19, 1995r Banbern-Development Corp. v. Sourh
Jordan26 governed the legality of impact fees." The legality of impact fees is now
governed by Utah Code Ann., ritie 11. chapter 36.:8 There is no case law on impact lets
that is subsequent to the new legislation on the subject.
Municipalities and others are required to comply with this chapter before
establishing or modifying any impact fee" .An}' other fees charged as a condition of
development approval musi be reasonable for the service provided. Before impact fees
can be charged, the municipality must prepare a capital facilities plan. The plan must
li

Id. 21 § 10-2-406(i; and (2).

Jd. a: § 10-:-407t::-jrbK'iii.
' Child v. Ciry of Spanish Fori:. 53S P.2d 1£4 rjtah 1975V
s
'Jd.

!!]d-

f id-

BradshcM- v. Beaver Cir.\ 49? ?.2c 61? fUsi 19~2).
Unfc Cod? Am. § 1 i-*?6-}C2r)»a; (200: j .
id ai 6
d?l ?*2dE99 (lhat :9E*.i.
rionu Builder: *_z< r. v. Or, o'~\' Losar: . 9E? ?.2c 56* rjrai ;?99:. Home Builder: v.*2i zovzmzc rv
Bar.be^. because 1: was bromrh". b October of '9^4. prior tc zat iffcctivi dai; of niit !".. ZOZQIZT 36.
": id.
" TJafc Cod? Aon. I * :-5c-2C';:;i j:a_' \20Ql 1.
"
^
~
*
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include demands placed upon existing facilities by new development and the p r o p o s e
means by which the locaj political subdivision will meet those demands. A separate plan
is not required if the general plan required by Sections 10-9-301 and 17-27-301 includes
these rwo elements.30 If a separate capital facilities plan is prepared, public nonce of the
plan is required ai least \A days before a public hearing is held and a copy of the plan
'"together with a summary designed to be understood by a lay person" must be made
available to the public,3' If the mumctpaliry had "a population of less than 5000 as of the
last federal census" a capita] facilities plan is not required, but impact fees must be
'based upon a reasonable p l a n / ° : Municipalities will "consider all revenue sources.,
including impact fees, to nnance the impacts on system improvements" when preparing
the plan/"
impact itts may only be imposed on development activities when the capital
facilities plan "establishes that impact fees are necessary to achieve an equitable
allocation to the costs home in the past and 10 be borne in the future, in comparison to the
benefits already received and ye: to be received/*"" A written analysis of each impact fee
will be prepared that: "identifies the impact on system improvements required by the
development activity," "demonstrates how those impacts are reasonably related to the
development acthdry;" "estimates the proportionate share of the costs of impacts on
system improvements that are reasonably related to the new development activity;"' and
"based upon those facton . . . identifies how the impact fee was calculated.'*'"5 Tne
written analysis shall include a summary "designed to be understood by a lay person."*6
The written analysis and summary shall be placed in each public iibrary within the
municipality, within 14 days of adopting the enactment."''
In determining whether the proportionate share of the costs are reasonably related
to the new development, "the costs of existing public facilities" will be analyzed as will
k
*the manner of financing existing public facilities." In addition wlhe relative extent to
which the newly developed properties and the other properties in the municipality have
already contributed1' and will contribute in the future 'to trie cost of existing public
facilities'* will be examined. Other factors that will be looked at include: ~4the extent to
which the newly developed properties are entitled to a credit because the muxncipaiiry is
requiring their developers . . . to provide common facilities, inside or outside the
proposed development' that were provided and financed by the municipality in other
parts of the municipality: ''extraordinary costs1' associated with the new development;
and 4 the time-price differential inherent in fair comparisons oi amounts paid at different
times/' 38

"_ id. a; § iioc»2GH2i;'2;. fbj: and \z).
id a: £ '. )-j(-2Q};2)[i'\.
z
;m}d.9i\ ;:-36-20i;::.'
" id. si § ;:-o6-20K?i.
v

;V^-*!
:ioc-201i4.
;:

id a; £ Ii-3t-201'5"j.

id a: t ll-3c-20"t»'6;.
* Id. z: - 1>-36-201:5;.
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Municipalities "wishing to impose impact fees shall pass an impact fee
enactment*' chat "may no: zxctzd the highest fee justified by the impact fee analysis."'9
Ihe impact fee calculation may include: '"the construction contract price;,: the "cost of
acquiring land, improvements, materials, fixtures;*1 costs associated with "planning
surveying, and engineering;" and "debt service charges.**4' The impaci fee enactment
must contain ''a provision establishing one or more service areas within which it shall
calculate and impose impaci fees for various land use categories;'"' and a schedule of
impact fczs, specifying the amount of impact fee to be imposed for each improvement or
the formula that will be used to calculate the impact fee. The enactment must also
contain z provision allowing the impact fee to be adjusted for ''unusual crrcumsiances in
specific cases" and to ensure the fairness of the impact fee.41
Municipalities may impose impact ftts for facility costs previously incurred 4lto
the extent that the new development will be served by the previously constructed
improvement.'' Municipalities may also allow "a credit against impact fees for any
dedication of land for, improvements to, or new construction o£ any system
improvements provided by the developer" provided the facilities are: "'identified in the
capita] facilities plan;" and required by the municipality as a "condition of approving the
development/"* Municipalities Kmay not impose an impact fee to cure existing
deficiencies in public facilities serving existing development/"" Municipalfties may
impose impact fees for environmental mitigation where the municipality "has formerly
agreed to fund a Habitat Conservation Plan to resolve conflicts -Kith the Endangered
Species Act . . . or other state or federal environmental law or regulation.'^ Impact fees
may also be imposed for school districts "if authorized by Section 53A-20-100.5"4"
Municipalities are required to "establish separate interest bearing ledger accounts
for each type of public facility for which an impact fee is collected'' and receipts must be
deposited in the relevant account. The municipality may retain the interest earned on the
account and ai year end. must prepare 2 report showing kVthe source and amount of all
monies collected, earned and rectivedrr as well as each expenditure made from the
account.4*
Impact fees may only be spent for ^system improvements for public facilities
identified in the capital facilities plan, and "system improvements for the specific public
facility type for which the fee was collected.'' Tne funds derived from the impact fees
must be spent for thai purpose '"within six years of then receipt'* unless an ''extraordinary
and compelling reason" and an "absolute date by which the fees uill be expended" is
identified in writine."'"
- ld.z'i U-3c-202i:-).
a- , •
id k ) i-?6-2G2f2:
^id i\k ii-36-2G2i'?!.
* Jd. a; S :ioe-2C2?'f:.
~ id it f ] ;-3t-2C2'.:"';.
"^ida-5 ::-3c-2C2{Fi.
*"' id ai t- ]:-36-301H;. '2\. '.:. 2nd »-L
id- a: c 1J -36-3G2;' j znc (21.
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Impact f^s plus any interest earned on them, must be refunded to the developer if
"the developer does not proceed with the development activity and has filed a written
request for a refund;" the ';fees have not been spent or encumbered;" and 4,no impac: has
resulted"48
"Any person or entity required to pay an impact fee who believes the fee does not
meet the requirements of law may file a written reques: for informal on" with the
municipaiin' and the municipaiin* %'shali provide the person or entity with the written
analysis required by Section 11-36-201.. the capital facilities plan, and with any other
relevant informaiioE relating to the impact fee'*" within two weeks of receipt of the
request."19 The procedures for challenging impact ices administratively, judicially, and
through arbitration are extensive, and are found in Utah Code Ann. §§ i 1-36-401 and ] ]••
36-401

i-3£-4C'lu)i2; asd fb).
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ANNEXATION AND DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT
FOR THE

ELECTRIC GENERATING PROJECT

THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into this

day of

2001, by and between Nephi City, a municipal corporation organized and existing under the laws
of the State of Utah (hereinafter the "City"), and USA Power Partners, LLC, a
limited liability company, doing business in Utah as [need to be authorized to do business in
Utah.]

RECITALS

WHEREAS, USA Power is desirous of developing a combined cycle natural gas
generating plant on approximately 30 acres of land adjacent to City's boundaries; and

WHEREAS, the purpose of this Agreement is to provide for the annexation into the City
of the development property which is situated outside the current City boundaries, and to define
the required amendments to the general plan, zoning designations, development standards, on
and off-site improvements, development guarantees, fees and charges, and other terms and
conditions pursuant to which the generating plant proposed by USA Power is to be developed
witiiin the City; and

WHEREAS, the City is willing to annex the property and authorize the development of
the generating plant proposed by USA Power subject to and in conformance with this Agreement
and applicable Utah Law;

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions set forth
herein, and other good and valuable consideration, the sufficiency of which is hereby
acknowledged, the parties agree as follows:
I

EXHIBIT
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1.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A.

Project Description:

The development proposed by USA Power is a

MW combined cycle natural gas generating plant, together with transmission
facilities, a natural gas pipeline, water wells, water treatment and delivery facilities, wastewater
[what else] (hereinafter the "Project3'). The

treatment facilities,
Project will be known as

. The permitted land uses are

depicted in the preliminary map for the Project which is attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and
incorporated by reference herein.

B. Area Description: The property upon which the Project shall be developed is
generally located on the northern boundary of the City between 1500 North and 1750 North and
west of 300 West including portions of the Northeast quarter of Section 32 and the Southeast
quarter of Section 29, as shown in Exhibit "B" attached hereto and incorporated by reference
herein.

2.

ANNEXATION
A. Annexation Petition and Policy Declaration: A petition for annexation of the

Project property was duly filed with the City. In response to the petition a specific pohcy
declaration entitled "Nephi City, Specific Policy Declaration Regarding USA Power Project"
(the "Policy Declaration"), dated

, has been prepared

After public hearing as required by law, the Policy Declaration was accepted by the City Council
pursuant to Resolution No.

. A copy of the Policy Declaration is attached hereto as

Exhibit "C" and incorporated by reference herein-

The property to be annexed is more

particularly described in the Policy Declaration.

B- Finding: The City Council has found and detaimined that the annexation of
the Project property as proposed in the Pohcy Declaration meets the standards for annexation and
otherwise satisfies the statutory requirements for the extension of corporate limits for
municipalities as set forth in Section 10-2-401 etseq., Utah Code Annotated (2001).
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G

Annexation;

Upon execution hereof, the City Council shall adopt an

ordinance annexing the property into the boundaries of the City and, in conformance with the
above-cited statute shall file with the Juab County Recorder a transparent, reproducible plat or
map of the annexed property. Upon annexation, the entirety of the Project property shall be an
integral part of the City and the inhabitants thereof shall enjoy the same privileges as all other
inhabitants of the City.

3-

GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT

A General Plan Amendment Required: The Code requires, and USA Power has
formally requested, an amendment to the General Plan of the City for the development of the
Project In response to the request a public hearing on the proposed general plan amendment has
been held and the City Council has received recommendations with respect thereto from the City
Planning Commission.

B. Amendment of the General Plan: The development of the Project is hereby
approved, and the General Plan shall be and is hereby amended, designating the Project in
conformance with the terms and provisions of the General Plan and this Agreement

4.

ZONING ORDINANCE AMENDMENT AND DESIGNATION

A. Zoning Designation Required: A zoning designation consistent with the use of
the Project property for an electric generation plant is required. Upon execution of this
Agreement and completion of the annexation as provided herein, the City shall designate the
zoning for the Project property as

.

B. Vesting of Zoning Rights: The rights of USA Power under a
zoning designation shall vest upon the execution hereof and the annexation of the property as
stated herein. Immediately following the annexation, the City stafif shall modify the Ofacial City
Zoning Map to reflect the

zoning designation for the Project property.
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5.

DEVELOPMENT FEES

A. Impact Fees: [Does City have a General Plan and an ordinance establishing
impact fees?] The parties acknowledge that the City is currently performing a City-wide impact
fee study, and thai the nature and extent of the impact fees, if any, to be assessed by the City for
the Project cannot yet be determined. Impact fees, if any, shall be imposed in conformance with
the following:
(1) Impact Fee Payments: Subject to the provisions of Subsection (2) of
this Section A, USA Power shall pay all legally imposed impact fees determined to be clue and
owning by the City in accordance with the duly established ordinance imposing such fees.
(2) Impact Fee Credits: With respect to the imposition of all impact fees,
the City agrees that it will credit the total amount of any impact fee determined by the City to be
due for a municipal system in the Project on a dollar for dollar basis, by an amount equal to the
value of all those improvements made by USA Power which serve to alleviate or ameliorate the
impact for which such fee might otherwise have been imposed, up to 100% of the fee imposed
for that system. Therefore, by way of example, in the event an impact fee is imposed in
connection with the water system of the City, and USA Power develops water system
improvements to serve the Project which alleviate all impacts to the water system of the City so
that in fact there is no impact on the water system of the City, then USA Power shall be g ven a
100% credit against the imposition of the impact fee applicable to the water system.

B. Other Development Fees: USA Power shall be required to pay all other
reasonable development fees imposed by the City in accordance with the ordinance of the City
imposing the same and §11-36-101 et seq., Utah Code Ann. (2001). By this Agreement, USA
Power does not waive its right to contest the reasonableness of such impact fee or other
development fees.
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PROJECT ON-SITE IMPROVEMENTS

A. On-site Improvements:
(1)

Infrastructure Improvements:

The street system, culinary water

system, sanitary sewer system and storm drainage and flood control systems to be developed by
USA Power on-site and the standards and guidelines for the development of these systems, are
set forth in and shall be governed by the Development Standards, (attached hereto as Exhibit
"C") and the terms and provisions of this Agreement

(2) Water Rights: Water rights sufficient to satisfy the culinary water
requirements of the Project will be transferred by USA Power to the City as a condition to
development approval

B. Timing: It is anticipated that the Project will be developed over a period of
years. The development approval granted hereby shall continue in force and effect
for the entire

year period

[Milestones? Postponement due to fell in power

prices?]

C Extensions: The

year development schedule is just an estimate. The

actual development schedule for the Project will be dictated by numerous intangibles beyond the
control of USA Power, including, without limitation, market demand, interest rates, etc. The
City agrees, therefore, that reasonable extensions to the development schedule shall be granted to
USA Power so long as USA Power is proceeding with the development of the Project in good
faith.

D.

Abandonment: In the event USA Power Mis to apply for preliminary plat

approvals^ inspections, building permits within the Project, or otherwise fails to take any other
action to move the Project forward, in any way, for a period of one (1) year from the date of
execution of this Agreement USA Power shall thereafter be precluded from proceeding with
further development without prior written authorization from the City, which authorization shall
not be unreasonably withheld.
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7.

PROJECT OFF-SITE IMPROVEMENTS

A.

Off-site Infrastructure Improvements and Timing:

Off-site access road

improvements, culinary water system improvements and wastewater system improvements to be
developed by USA Power in connection with the Project, and the standards and guidelines for
the development of these systems, are sci forth in and shall be governed by the Development
Standards and the terms and provisions of this Agreement
(1)

Access

(a)
Street extending

Roads:

The

Project

shall

be

accessed

via

Street: USA Power shall improve
from

Street to the Project in conformance with

City street standards with a paved street width of 36 feet of asphalt, which shall be developed
with a swale to collect storm water run off from the street The improvements to
Street shall be completed by USA Power prior to any operation of the Project The improvements
to

Street shall be bonded and completed by USA Power during Phase

of the

Project USA Power shall provide the City with adequate evidence that is has acquired the
necessary right-of-way from the

to the Project property.

(2) Culinary Water System: [How many connections?] Culinary water
system improvements necessary for the delivery of culinary water to the Project will be
constructed by USA Power in conformance with the following:
(a) USA Power shall construct a new culinary water storage
reservoir and related valves, equipment and facilities, with capacity sufficient to satisfy the
culinary and fire suppression requirements of the Project The reservoir shall be constructed at
an elevation on Project property [?] sufficient for the delivery of water out of the reservoir for
service to the entire Project, with the capability of providing at least

pounds per square inch

of water pressure.
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(b) [Are you going to get water delivery or drill wells?] The
existing 16-inch water well situated within the Project will, is possible, be improved by USA
Power in conformance with State drinking water regulations and standards so as to be suitable
for incorporation into the City's culinary water system for public drinking water. In the event
the existing well cannot be improved in a suitable manner, USA Power will drill a new culinary
water well in the place of the existing well adequate to satisfy the needs of the Project

(c) A 16-inch water service main and related valves, equipment
and facilities will be constructed by USA Power extending from the new reservoir to the
aforesaid well.

(d) A 16-inch water service main and related valves, equipment
and facilities will also be constructed by USA Power extending from the well along
Street to the point of connection with the City's existing water main line at

(e)

.

All off-site culinary water system improvements will be

constructed and installed by USA Power during development in conformance with all applicable
State public drinking water regulations and standards and applicable requirements of the Code
and other applicable regulations of the City.

(f) The City has found and determined and hereby agrees that the
off-site culinary water system improvements to be developed by USA Power as provided herein
alleviate all impacts to the City's culinary water system and as such, USA Power shall be given a
100% credit against the imposition of any impact fee applicable to the City's culinary water
system.

(3) Sanitary Sewer System:
(a) USA Power shall construct a

-inch sewer main line

extending from the Project to a point of connection with the City's existing
main line located

inch sewer

. All related manholes and other equipment

and appurtenant facilities necessary to provide sanitary sewer service to the Project will be
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constructed by USA Power. All off-site sanitary sewer system improvements will be constructed
and installed in conformance with all applicable State Department of Environmental Quality
regulations and standards and applicable requirements of the Code and other applicable City
regulations.

(b) The parties acknowledge that during the life of the Proj ect, the
capacity of the City's existing sewer main lines located downstream from the Project have
limited extra capacity for additional connections and that in order to accommodate any adiiitional
flows in excess of this limited extra capacity, whether the flows are generated by the Project or
some other unrelated development project in the City, a portion of the downstream sewesr main
lines and the outfall line to the City's sewer treatment facility may need to be replaced with
larger capacity lines. The City represents that there will be sufficient capacity in the City's
sewer treatment facility to accommodate all sewer flows from the Project at full development
The City agrees to make such improvements to the City's sewer main lines and sewer treatment
facility as shall be necessary to accommodate the sewer flows to be generated by the Project

(c) USA Power acknowledges that it shall be obligated 1o pay
reasonable sewer impact fees as a result of its development and impact on the existing s^initary
sewer facilities of the City.

(4) Storm Drainage System:
(a) USA Power shall design and construct a storm drainage system
in connection with the development of the Project that has the capacity to retain, on site, storm
drainage waters to the level of a 100 year storm.

(b) The City has found and determined and hereby that the storm
drainage system improvements to be developed by USA Power as provided herein alleviate all
impacts to the City's storm drainage system, and as such, USA Power shall be given a 100%
credit against the imposition of any impact fee applicable to the City's storm drainage system.
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B. Easements and Rights-of-Way: All perpetual easements and rights-of-way
that shall be necessary for the construction, ownership, operation, maintenance, repair and
replacement of the culinary water reservoir, culinary water and sewer main lines and related
equipment and facilities and for improvements

from

to the Project shall be

acquired by USA Power. The City shall cooperate with USA Power in the acquisition of said
easements, and agrees that in the event it becomes necessary, the City, at the request of USA
Power, will exercise it rights of eminent domain to secure the necessary easements. USA Power
agrees that it shall first make a good faith attempt to acquire all necessary easements and rightof-way by negotiation without resorting to eminent domain proceedings. In the event it becomes
necessary to acquire easements and rights-of-way under the City's powers of eminent domain all
reasonable cost and expenses incurred by the City in the course of all proceedings relating
thereto, including reasonable attorneys* fees and court costs shall be reimbursed by USA Power
as billed by the City.

C. Timing of Development: The off-site infrastructure improvements required to
be constructed by USA Power shall be bonded for and constructed during the development of the
Project and be completed as necessary in conformance with the City's applicable regulations and
standards.

D. Required Excess Capacity: The City may require USA Power to construct
off-site improvements with capacity in excess of that required for the Project In such event, the
City shall pay USA Power, on a pro-rata basis, for any such additional capacity.

E. Transfer of Off-site Improvements to the Citv. All off-site improvements,
easements and rights-of-way will be transferred to the City in conformance with the provisions
of Section 8.
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8.

TITLE TO IMPROVEMENTS, OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

A.

Transfer of Title to Improvements and Water Rights-

Title to the

improvements constructed by USA Power in connection with the development of the Project and
water rights shall be transferred as follows:

(1) To Be Conveyed to the City:
(a)

Upon completion of construction, and subject to final

inspection and approval by the City and further subject to the applicable construction guarantees
required by the Code, USA Power shall dedicate, transfer and convey to the City, all of its right,
title and interest in and to the following:
(i)

on-site street system, culinary water system and sanitary
sewer system improvements, and

(ii)

off-site access roads, culinary water system and sanitary
sewer system improvements.

(b) USA Power shall transfer and convey to the City all of its
right, title and interest in and to the culinary water rights that are required for the development of
the Project Title to such water rights shall be transferred at the time of final plat approval for the
Project.

B. Operation and Maintenance: The City shall own, operate, maintain, repair and
replace, in perpetuity, the improvements transferred to it hereunder.

9.

FINANCIAL ASSURANCE
The provisions of Chapter 21, Section 9 of the Code providing for an

improvement installation guarantee, default, maintenance guarantee, acceptance and release of
surety and the engineering review and inspection fee shall apply with respect to financial
assurances which are required to be given for each final plat and related off-site improvements in
connection with the development of the Project.
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10.

REPRESENTATIONS OF USA POWER
A. USA Power hereby represents that it has authority to proceed with the Project,

subject to the acquisition of fee simple title to the property, all State and Federal permits, and a
transmission agreement for the electricity to be produced at the Project acceptable to USA
Power.

B. USA Power hereby further represents that it shall commence construction of
the Project prior to

, with the right to extend the commencement date

upon a showing by USA Power of good faith in proceeding toward commencement of
construction.

11.

ASSIGNMENT
USA Power may assign its rights and delegate its duties and obligations under this

Agreement to any entity in which USA Power retains a substantial interest, otherwise, USA
Power shall not assign any right or interest hereunder without first receiving the City's written
consent, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld

12.

BINDING EFFECT
This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the parties

hereto and their respective successors and assigns.

13.

ATTORNEYS' FEES
In the event that this Agreement or any provision hereof shall be enforced by an

attorney retained by a party hereto, whether by suit or otherwise, the fees and costs of such
attorney shall be paid by the party who breaches or defaults hereunder, including fees and costs
incurred upon appeal or in bankruptcy court

14.

SEVERABILITY
If any term or provision of this Agreement shall, to any extent, be determined by a

court of competent jurisdiction to be void, voidable, or unenforceable, such void, voidable or
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unenforceable term or provision shall not affect the enforceability of any other term or provision
of this Agreement

15.

CAPTIONS
The section and paragraph headings contained in this Agreement are for the

purposes of reference only and shall not limit, expand or otherwise affect the construction of any
provisions hereof

16.

GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement and all matters relating hereto, shall be governed by, construed

and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of Utah.

17.

ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement constitutes the entire understanding and agreement by and smaong

the parties hereto, and supersedes all prior agreement, representations or understandings by and
among them, whether written or oral, pertaining to the subject matter hereof.

18.

CONSTRUCTION
As used herein, all words in any gender shall be deemed to include the masculine,

feminine, or neuter gender, all singular words shall include the plural, and all plural words shall
include the singular, as the context may require.

19.

INDUCEMENT
The making and execution of this Agreement has not been induced by any

representation, statement, warranty or agreement other than those herein expressed

20.

AUTHORIZATION OR EXECUTION
A. City: The execution of this Agreement by the city has been authorized by a

resolution duly adopted by the Mayor and City Council of Nephi City at a regularly scheduled
meeting of that body pursuant to notice, held on the

day of

,

,a
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true and correct copy of the resolution is attached hereto as Exhibit "E" and incorporated by
reference herein.
B. USA Power The execution of this Agreement by USA Power has been
authorized by a partnership resolution duly adopted by USA Power, dated the
,

day of

, a true and correct copy of the resolution is attached hereto

as Exhibit "F" and incorporated by reference herein.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and
yearfirstabove written.
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Spring Canyon Energy LLC
Ma:

POBox 774000-359 &
Steamboat Springs. CO 80477

w

US Postal Priority Mail

RECEIVED
Julv 22. 2003

^ L 2 3 2903
H.R.0.-S.LC.

Mr. Michael Keyte
PO Box 274
Mona. LT 84645

Re;

Extension to Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement

Dear Mr. Keyte:
Spring Canyon Energy. LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides written notice to you (the
Seller) to exiend rhe Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement (the Option] for an
additional six (6) month period as provided for in Section 3.2 of the Option .Agreement.
A deposit in the amount of Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty Eight and Eighty
Hundredths Dollars (S6.528.80) is being made to the escrow agent in accordance with
Section 2.2 of the Option .Agreement.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 970.871.6223

Sincerelv.

yjibfkc^cto^
Lois Banasiewicz
*o
Principal
Sprins Can von Eners\\ LLC

ccr

Jody Williams., Hot me Roberts & P*gr*I T P-

Phone; 9~r>-£7) -6223

-. Email: TBanasicwicz'a-iisapowc.Tianncrs.coni

Fax- 9:0^71-6234

<39W

Spring Canyon Energy LLC
July 22, 2003

ttQfc

RECEIVED
JUL 2 5 2003

Mr. R. Blake Garrett
North Airport Road
Nephi,UT S4648

Re:

PO Box 774000 - 359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

H.R0.-S.LC.

Extension to Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement

Dear Mr. Garrett:
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides written notice to you (the
Seller) to extend the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement (the Option) for an
additional six (6) month period as provided for in Secnon 3.2 of the Option Agreement
A deposit in the amount of Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sbcry Dollars ($15,360.00)
is being made to the escrow agent in accordance with Section 2.2 of the Option
Agreement.

Sincerely,

Lois Banasiewicz
Principal
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC

cc:

Warren H. Peterson / Waddingham & Peterson
Jody Williams / Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP

HRO-01238
Phone: 970-871-6223

Email: TBanasicwiczi^usapowcrpanncn.cam

5ax: 970-S71-6234

atVAo

Spring Canyon Energy LLC

PO Box ?-,4000 - 359
Sreamfaoar Sprmes. CO 80477

Atieusr 4. 2003

RECEIVED
Mr. Michae] Keyre
PO Box 274
Mona. UT S4645
Re:

H.R0.-S.LC.

Exiension to Real Estate Option and Purchase Contract

Dear Mr. Keyie:
USA Power Partners. LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides written notice to you (the Seller)
to extend the Real Estate Oprjon and Purchase Contract (the Contract) for an additions]
three (3) month period as provided fox in Section 4 of Addendum *A~ of the Contract
Agreement dated February 5. 2002. A deposit in the amount of Five Thousand Dollars
(S5.000.00) is enclosed as paymentforthis extension period.
Also enclosed is a deposit in the amount of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars
(S7.5OO.0O) as payment for the extension period described in Amendmenr - p to the Real
Estate Purchase and Option Agreemem dated May 6. 2003.
Michael we appreciate working with you and look forward to completing oar successful
endeavor in the near future.
If you have any questions, please feel free to call me at 970.S71.6223.

Sincerelv.

Lois Banasiewicz
Principal
Spring Canyon Energy. LLC

cc:

Jodv Wliams. Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

HRO-01015
Phone 97&-S71-6223

Email: 7"Banasic*ic7'£ usaoowcnjarmcrs.com

fax 9-^71-^23J

Spring Canyon Energy

?C Box~4000-35?
S^eamoaa: S o n n e CO £C^~~

August 4. 2O05

Mr. Rob Sherman
Firsi .American Title Insurance Agency. Inc.
90 Soum Main
r ilimore. UT £4631

Re:

Blake Garreu- Water Right Option and Purchase Agreerasin

Dear Mr. Sherman:
Spring Canyon Energy. LLC (the Buyer) hereby provides a deposit in the amount of
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixry Dollars ;'Sl5-36C:.QC'i in accordance vita Section
2.2 of the Option Agreement for the extension of the Waier Right Option and Purchase
Agreement.
If vou have anv cuestions. oiease fee: free to call me ai 9~C.8T1.6223.

Sincereh'.

'Lois Banzsiev^icz
Principal
"^
Spring Canyon Energy. LLC

cc:

Blake Garrett, The Seller
Joey Williams. Boinie Roberts £ Owen LLP
Warren Peterson. Waddineham L Peterson

HRO-C1237
Phonz: ^i-Z"', -oIlS

Smaf;: T3EiX2S3cwicz5-u3aDOu.-crDan2cri.30ir.

?rr

C

~C-£~N

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lincoln Street Tel (303)861-7000
Suite 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 £JN 84-0415155

August 16, 2002
Invoice No.: 605812
Client No.: 47748
Matter No.: 00020
Jody L. Williitms

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

CuirentFees
Courtesy Discount
Current Disbursements

$

11,910.00

S

-1,191.00

$

6 60

Total Due This Invoice (No. 605812)

10,725.60

Previous Balance

S

0.00

Payments and Credits Applied

$

0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

S

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

0.00

10,725.60

We enconrage »or dients to remit payments via wtre aatng the foltewing instrveticnc
Renat T«:
Wells Far^o Baak, N JL,
Account N«^
1010034952
A&A Routing N«10XO&O07&
Please indnde Client Number and Invoice Narabcr in tbe wire comments
To remit via U.S. Postal Service, please mail yaar payment to:
Hoime Roberts &. Owen LLP
P.O. Box 1*18
reaver, CO HJ2D1-J618

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE September 10,1002

USA194 2
CONFIDENT! AL/TRJVILEGED ATTORNrY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
Amounts mty mchide fees u»d disbursements of Bohnc Roberts Jk O^cn, i Muto-NanonaJ Partnership of Solicitor* rod Re^mercd Foretjn Lawyer*, with offices m
London Ertsbnd

Hobnc Roberts & Owen LLP
August 16,2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

2
605812
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Description

Date

Tkpr

07/09/02

JLW

Telephone calls with Ted on marketing book; telephone call
to Warren

0.50

07/11/02

JLW

Call with Warren Peterson on escrow agreement

0.25

62.50

07/11/02

SJV

Telephone calls and e-mails to Warren Peterson; telephone
call to Lois B

0.50

82.50

107/12/02

SJV

Telephone calls with Warren Peterson and Ted B

0.50

82.50

07/15/02

JLW

Review/revise option; conference with Warren

1.00

250.00

07/15/02

SJV

E-mail Warren Peterson; review option from Warren
Peterson; telephone calls to Lois and Ted B; draft
modifications to Option Agreement with Blake Garrett

4:50

742.50

07/16/02

SJV

E-mail to Wanen Peterson; telephone call to Ted B; modify
Option Agreement with Blake Garrett

5.50

907.50

07/17/02

JLW

Review option; conferences and e-mails with Warren
Peterson

1.00

250.00

07/17/02

SJV

Review e-mails from Warren Peterson; draft modifications
to Blake Garrett Option

4.25

701.25

07/18/02

JLW

Revise Option; conference with Warren Peterson

3.00

750.00

07/18/02

SJV

Draft Water Right Deed; draft Memo of Water Right Option;
make changes to Water Right Option and Purchase
Agreement; discuss modifications with JLW; draft schedule
of events and payments

8.00

1,320.00

07/19/02

SJV

Review and discuss Agreement, Memo, and Water Right
Deed with JLW; make changes to all 3 docs prior to e-mail;
telephone call with Lois B

5.00

825.00

5

125.00

USA1943
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
August 16, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

3
605812
47748

Hours

Value

Itemized Services
Description

Date

Tkpx

07/22/02

JLW

Review draft Option to Blake; telephone calls to Warren
Peterson; conference with Steve

LOO

250.00

07/22/02

SJV

Telephone call with Warren Peterson regarding Option
Agreement with Blake Garrett, revise Option Agreement

1.00

165.00

07/23/02

JLW

Conference with Ted & Lois & Warren on Blake Gairett
Option & Trust Account check; revise Option

2.50

625.00

07J23/02

SJV

Telephone calls with Warren Peterson & Ted B; revise
Option Agreement

2.50

412.50

07/24/02

JLW

Confs and e-mails on Blake Garrett Option

0.25

62.50

07/24/02

SJV

Telephone calls with Jody on Blake Garrett opt on ; e-mail to
warren Peterson

0.75

123.75

07/25/02

JLW

Review Warren's edits to Option; revise; e-mails

2.00

500.00

07/25/02

SJV

Telephone calls with Ted B, Warren P, Mike K and Jody,
review/revise Option Agreement, e-mails to Warren and
Ted

6.50

1,072.50

07/26/02

SJV

Telephone calls with Warren P and Ted B; review/revise
Option Agreement; e-mails to Warren and Ted B; telephone
calls and e-mails to Jody

7.00

1,155.00

07/29/02

SJV

Telephone calls and e-mails with Ted B; telephone calls with
Mike K, Warren P and State Engineer, conference with Jody
regarding change application

1.50

247.50

07/30/02

JLW

Calls to Warren and Ted regarding Blake and Michael

0.50

125.00

07/30/02

SJV

Conference with Jody on Mike K Option; telephone call to
Juab Title; drait letters to Juab Title and Mike K.; revise
Blake Gairett Option

3 00

495.00

07/31/02

SJV

Review signed Option Agreement from Blake; telephone call
with Warren & Ted B; review modification for Mike K;
review and revise letter to Mike K

3.50
US A1 9 4 4

577 50

3Z

Holme Roberts &. Owen LLP
August 16, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.
Client No.:

4
605812
47748

Hours

Value

66.00

$ 11,910.00

Itemized Services
Date

Description

Tkpr

Total Fees Through July 31,2002:
Courtesy Discount

-U91-00

Total Fees Due:

S 10,719.00

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Rank

Initials

Name

JLW
SJV

JodyL. Williams
Steven J. Vuyovich

Partner
Associate
Total Fees:

Rate

$ 250.00
165.00

Value

Hours
12.00 $
54.00

3,000.00
8,910.00

66.00

S 11,910.00

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Qty

Description

Amount

07/30/02

28

Photocopies

5.60

07/30/02

3

Photocopies

0 60

07/31/02

2

Photocopies

0.40
6.60

Total Disbursements:

USA1945

<P?76

U£>A rower

rarmers, JULA-

rage
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

j
605812
47748

Disbursement Summary
Photocopies
Total Disbursements:

S

6.60

%

6.60

Trust Applied to Matter

S

0.00

Total Balance Due This Matter

$ 10,725.60

USA1946

d-mb

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
August 16, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

6
605812
47748

Trust Activity
Date

Type

Description

Amount

07/23/02

OB

Opening Balance

$

16,528.80

07/30/02

CH

Check RE: Michael Ketye

$

-6,528.80

Trust Balance:

$ 10,000.00

USA1947

3\-\i

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
August 16, 2002
JSA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

7
605812
47748

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 605812)

$

10,725.60

TOTAL DUE

$

10,725.60

Please return this page with your

payment

We encourage oor clients to remit VS. Dollar payments via wire asing the following instructions:
Remit To:
Wefls Fargo Bank, NA.
Account No,:
1010Q34!>52
ABA Routing NOJ
102000076
Please include Client Number and Invoice Number in the wire comments

USA1948

2tt1

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lincoln Street Tel (303)861- 7000
Suite 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 £IN 84-0415155

September 19,2002
Invoice No.: 609222
Client No.: 47748
Matter No.: 00020
Jody L.. Williams

USA Power Partners, IXC
P 0. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

$

9,880.00

$

-988.00

Current Disbursements

$

110.61

Total Due This Invoice (No. 609222)

$

9,002.61

$

0.00

Courtesy Discount

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
S

10,725.60
-10,725.60

Net Outstanding Balance
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

9,002.61

Wt encourage oor cficaats t» rennt payments via wire wring the folVowfog igftructions:
Remh T«:
Wdfa Far^t Bank, NJL,
Account No-:
1010034*52
ABA Routing NoJ
] 02900076
Please include Client Number and Invoice Nnmber in the wire comments
T» renrit via U.S. Post*] Service, please mail yoor payment to:
Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
P.O. Box 161*
Denver, CO 80201-1628

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE October K 2002

USA1949
CONFIDENTIA17PRTVILEGED ATTORNXY/CLJENT COMMUNICATION
/
Amounts nay include ficts and disbuneraara of Holme Roberts &. Owen, * Muh*-Nanonal Partnership ofSobcuon and Registered Foreign Lawyer*, with officeijn
London, rngland

<3^D

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
September 19, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No
Client No.
Matter No

2
609222
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Date

Tkpr

08/01/02

SJV

Revisions to Memo and Agreement for Mike K; research
info, meeting with Jim Riley (State F.ngmeer); prepare
change applications; telephone call with Ted B

5 00

08/02/02

SJV

Revise letter, Option and Memo to Mike K, review change
applications

2 00

330.00

08/06/02

JLW

Review memo decision on Keyte ext of time, call with
Michael Keyte regarding option, ext of time

0.50

125 00

08/07/02

JLW

Letters to Title Co & Warren on Blake Options and Water
Rights Garrett and Keyte; conf with attorney for Keyte,
revise option

1.25

312.50

08/13/02

JLW

Call w/Michael Keyte; call to Ted B; call wAVarren
regarding change application filing

100

250 00

08/14/02

JLW

Conf w/Mi chael Keyte

0.50

125 00

08/14/02

SJV

Meet w/Michael Keyte

2 50

412.50

08/15/02

JLW

Letters to Juab Title Co and Ted B

0 50

125.00

08/15/02

SJV

Call from Warren Peterson on due dilignece for Blake
Garrett Water right;

0.50

Research water rights for due dilignece, calls to Warren
Peterson, fax proof maps showmgPOD & place of use

3 00

Call w/Michael Keyte on.^r_Quality permits owned by
Geneva Steel, discuss w/Blaine Rawson
"~~~""
*

0 50

08/16/02

08/19/02

08/21/02

SJV

SJV

JLW
x

Description

5

825 00

82.50

495 00

82.50

;
Draft marketing letter; review status of both water purchases A
8c change application^

?

150
USA195D

375 00

an\

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
September 19,2002
US A Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

3
609222
47748

Hours

Value

Itemized Services
Date

Tkpr

08/21/02

SJV

Review water rights & prepare change applies; status of
options, escrows & memos; plot PODs on maps for change
applies

1.50

247.50

OS/22/02

SJV

Review files and applications for conditional use permit;
review change applications on water; review water right
records; prepare application maps forhcange applications

5.50

90730

08/23/02

SJV

Complete change appiic maps for Keyte & Garrett chang
applic; draft letters to Keyte and Warren Peterson; calls
w/State Engineer

5.00

825.00

Draft marketing letter

2.00

500.00

#
R«4ew&e33seji4ax^^
one dilligence; review
deeds in chain of titlefor Keyte water right; calls w/Warren
Peterson, Keyte & Robert Sherman; ltr to Juab Title

4.00

660.00

08/25/02JLW
08/26/02 ,-SA*

Description

08/27/02

JLW

Meeting w^Ted and Lois

1.23

312.50

08/27/02

SJV

Calls w/Rob Sherman and Mary Lou Sperry; prepare escrow
instructions for Blake Garrett water rigjit; review and plot
deed descriptions for due diligence of Michael Keyte water
right

5.50

907.50

08/28/02

SJV

Due Kligence on Michael Keyte water right

3.00

495.00

08/29/02

SJV

Due Diligence on Keyte water right; plot deed desc; compare
deed desc with place of use; call w/State Engineer; revise
change application

7.00

1,155.00

08/30/02

SJV

Mtg w/Michael Keyte; due diligence

2.00

330.00

Total Fees Through August 31,2002:

55.50

$

9,880.00

Courtesy Discount:

-988.00

Total Fees Due:

8,892.00
USA1951

Q*\U

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
September 19,2002
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

4
609222
47748

Rate

Hours

Value

S 250.00

8.50

165.00

47.00

USA Power Partners, LLC

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Initials

Name

Rank

JLW

Jody L . Williams

Partner

SJV

Steven J.. Vuyovich

Associate
Total Fees:

55.50

$

2,125.00
7,755.00

S

9,880.00

Itemized Disbursements
Date
08/01/02

Description

Qty
2

08/07/02

Amount

Photocopy

S

0.40

Long Distance Telephone: 8012229700

326

08/07/02

18

Photocopy

3.60

08/07/02

6

Photocopy

1J20

08/07/02

45

Photocopy

9.00

08/08/02

15

Facsimile

15.00

Outside Courier VENDOR: Federal Express Corporation; INVOICES:
4-317-91861; DATE: 8/8/2002 - Courier, AccL 1011-2492-4
08-01; Ted Banasiewicz Steamboat Springs, Co

12.54

08/08/02

08/08/02

8

Photocopy

1.60

08/08/02

2

Photocopy

0.40

08/08/02

12

Photocopy

2.40

08/14/02

42

Photocopy

8.40

08/16/02

4

Photocopy

0.80

08/16/02

42

Photocopy

8.40

08/21/02

5

Photocopy

LOO

8/21/02

4

Photocopy

0.80

08/23/02

4

Photocopy

0 80

08/23/02

10

Photocopy

USA1352

^°°

&

&

08/27/02

Long Distance Telephone: 4357436213

0.51

08/27/02

Long Distance Telephone: 4356230387

021

08/27/02

Long Distance Telephone: 4356230387

021

08/30/02

150

Photocopy

30.00
Total Disbursements:

S

110.61

Disbursement Summary
Photocopy

S

Facsimile

75JZ0
15.00

Long Distance Telephone

7,87

Outside Courier

12.54
Total Disbursements:

$

110.61

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

Description

605812

08/16/02

Bill

09/03/02

Cash Receipt

Amount
10,725.60
-10,725 60
$

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 605812'
Total Outstanding Invoices:

US A195:

l

0 00
15-00

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
September 19,2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

$
$

6
609222
47748

0.00
9,002.61

USA1954

&m

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
September 19,2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No..

7
609222
47748

Trust Activity
Date
08/16/02

Description

Type
OB

Opening Balance
Trust Balance:

Amount
S 10,000.00
S 10,000.00

USA1955
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^mo

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen U P

J 700 Lincoln Street Id 303)861-7000
Suue 4100
Fez 305)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 Llh B4-04i5155

October 10, 2002
Invoice No 610786
Client No 47748
Matter No 00020
JodyL Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P O Box 774000-3 59
Steam Boat Sprrnes, CO 80477

Regarding: Genera] Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

$

10,927 50

S

-1,092 75

Current Disbursements

s

39 47

Total Due This Invoice (No 610786)

s

9,874 22 J

Net Outstanding Balance

S

9,002 61

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

S

18.876.83

Courtesy Discount

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Appbed

$
S

9,002 61
0 00

W P encourage »ur clients to remrt pavmewta n« wirt osing tht following mstmctions
Remit To
V* ells Faryo Bank, N.AAccount S o 1010034*52
ABA Rooting So
102OOOC76
Picas* indode Client Namber sod Invoice Number in the wire comment!
To remit vw L.S Postal Scrrict, pkase mail vour pavment to
Holme Roberts L Owen LLP
P O Box 1618
Denver, CO 80201-1*18

P1YMENT IN FULL DUE November 4 2002

C O N n D E N T U L f R r v i L E C E I ) ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
\movn\i. miv mcaoc res *na cuDurxcmtna a* noime Rooerc <L 0~m a Mul»-Kttxn» ?»nnershi|> c*" Sonciscr-3 and Jtcpswrca ro-eip» «J^^~c^l wiih office i
Lxirootu Enpand

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
October 10, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client Ko.:
Matter No.:

2
610786
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding: Geoeral Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Date

Tkpr

Description

09/03/02

SJV

FOe change applic on Michael Keyte water right, mt w/St
Engineer regarding due diligence of water right

2.50 5

412.50

09/04/02

SJV

Research water right files; mtg w/Marge Tempest re: due
diligence on Keyte

250

412.50

O9'09/02

JLW

Calls to UAMPS

050

125.00

09/09/02

SJV

Calls w/Petcrson, First American Title, &. Ted B. review
docs on Keyte water right; plot place of use; draft Memo

850

1.402.50

09/10/02

SJV

Calls W'Tirst American Title on Garrett water right; calls
w/Juah Title on Keyte water right; plot deed; meeting w7
USA Power

450

74250

09/11/02

JLW

Calls w/UAMPS & Ted

125

312.50

09/11/02

SJV

Calls w/Warren & First American Title; review / revise
Escrow; plot Garrett deed desc.

2.50

412.50

09/12/02

JLW

Meeting with UAMPS and USA

2.00

500 00

09/13/02

SJV

Review e-mail & deeds from First American: review water
nght 53-97

2.00

330 00

09/13/02

SJV

Compete due dilligence on Garrett water, review changes in
marketing letter

4.00

660.00

09/14/02

SJV

Review water nght 53-97 &. deeds on Garrett water, draft

4 00

660.00

09/15/02

JLW
1.00

250.00

09/15/02

SJV

memo for due dilligence
Finalize Marketing letter
Complete due dilligence on Garrett water: review changes in
marketing letter

(JSAf$§R

660.00

2ffl5

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
October 10.2002
CS A Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

3
610786
47748

Hours

Value

Itemized Services
Description

Date

Tkpr

09/16/02

SJV

Calls w/ Ted B., First America, Warren Peterson & the State
Engineer; due diligence on Keyte water right

2.50

412 JO

09/17/02

JLW

Revise marketing letter

0.25

62.50

09a7/02

SJV

Calls w/Warren Peterson & State Engineer, draft ltr to State
Engineer; complete due diligence on Keyte; file water right
on Garrett

3.50

577.50

09/19/02

SJV

Review /revise exhibits to Keyte & Garrett due diligence

4.50

742.50

memos; file Change Application on Garrett
09/23/02

JLW

Review / revise due diligence memos

L50

375.00

09/23/02

SJV7

2.00

330.00

09/24/02

5JV

Call w,Ted; research abandonment & foreirure issue;
research unity of title issue; revise due diligence memo
Revise Garrett due diligence memo: call w/Peterson & First
American; revise deeds to Keyte & Garrett water rights; Into First American

7.00

1,155.00

09/26/02

JLW

Callw/TedB

0.25

62.50

09/26/02

SJV

Complete revisions to Garrett due diligence memo; draft ltr
to Peterson & Kevte

2.00

330.00

62.75

S 10,927.50

Total Fees Through September 30, 2002:
Courtesy Discount:

-1,092.75

Total Fees Due:

5

9,834.75

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Initials

Name

Rank

JLW
SJY

JodyL. Williams

Partner
Associate

Steven J. Vuyovjcb

Rate

Total Fees;

S 250.00
165.00

Hours

Value

6 75 S 1 ..687.50
9.240.00
56.00
USA'959—
62.75

S 10..927.50

3?fl4

09/18/02

44

Photocopy

0.00

09,73/02

11

Photocopy

0.00

Other Expense: VENDOR: Holme Roberts and Owen LLP (Salt Lake);
INVOICED 8/26/02; DATE: 9/24/2002 - Petty Cash Rennbursement
for the month of August. SLC
871/02 Utah Geological Survey. Maps.

4.80

Photocopy

0.00

09/24/02

09/24/02

26

Total Disbursements:

S

USA1960

39.47

Holme Roberts & Owen Tip
October 10,2002
USA Power Partners. LLC

Pase
invoice No/
Client No.:

6
610786
4774S

Trust Activity
Bate
09/19/02

Type
OB

Description
Opening Balance
Trnst Balance:

.Amount
S 10,000.00
$ 10,000.00

USA1961

«2?tk

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
October 10, 2002
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

5
6107E6
4774S

Disbursement Summary
14.00

Recording Fee
Photocopy

0.00

Facsimile

0.00
20.67

Outside Courier

4.80

Other Expense
Total Disbursements:

$

39.47

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

609222

09/19/02

Description

Amount

Bill

9,002.61

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 609222 •

Total Outstanding Invoices:

$

9,002.61

5

9,002.61

Trust Applied to Matter

$

0.00

Total BaJance Due This Matter

5

18,876.83

USA1962

^n

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
October 10.2002
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

7
610786
47748

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 610786)

$

9,874.22

Net Outstanding Balance

S

9,002.61

TOTAL DUE

S

18,876.83

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
$

9,002.61
0.00

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit TJ.S. Dollar payments via wire using, the following instructions:
Remit To:
Wells Fargo Bank, N A .
Account No.:
1010034952
ABA Routing So.:
102000076
Please include Client Number and Invoice Number in the wire comments

USA13S3

aw

Tab 3

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lmcoln Street Tel [303)86)-7000
Suite 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver. CO 80203 EIN 84-0415155

November 6, 2002
Invoice Ho.: 613304
Client No. 47748
Matter No/ 00020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

CmrentFees

416.25

Current Disbursements

392.94

Total Due This Invoice (No. 613304)

WS.IPJ

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

18,576.83
-8,876.83

Net Outstanding Balance

S

10,000.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

10,809.19

Wt cna»ur»*t ear dienti \n naah pKvreeBtt vU wire asiitr tbe foltowiot tnttnpct^tir.
RetnK To:
W«fli Farpe B*«k, NJL,
Ac£»n i l N«~J 01 ©0X952
ABA Routing N«.
102DOOC7*
Please mciwdc Client Number *t»4 l*v»*cc Number HI I*K WTTT comments
To remit TTK LLS. f»£t*i Strritx, picas* mail yo«r payment te:
H»lme RAberts JL Owen ULT
P-O.B»xUlt
r^arrer.CO M2M-2CJI

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE December 1 2002

^,

,-

^^

:; 'V "- "^t/ if*-

ziSh-Ll
CONFIDENT! AL/^RrviLECED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
v «*ck«k fees *oO disburccrncMis «f Hoinn: Robcra L O r o i « Muln-Nauotul PxrcuxMnp ofSohctton ind Registered Ft»rci*T\ L»*r»cTX, wtli, offices «

HRO-01818

5C&D

Holme Roberts &. Owen LLP
November 6, 2002
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

2
613304
47748
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Date

Tkpr

Hours

10/01/02

JLW

Finalize due diligence on water rights

1.50

10/03/02

JLW

Conference w/Ted and Lois B

2.00

0.00

10/17/02

SJV

Call w/Mikc Keyte-regarding water right deed

0.25

41.25

Description

Total Ftcs Through October 31, 2002:

3.75

Value
$

S

375.00

416^5

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Initials

Name

Rale

Rank

Value

Hours

JLW

Jody L Williams

Partner

5 250.00

1.50

JLW

Jody L. Williams

Partner

0.00

2.00

0.00

SJV

Steven J. Vuyovich

Associate

165.00

0.25

41.25

Total Fees:

3.75

S

5

375.00

416.25

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Qty

Amount

Description

09/26/02

Outside Courier. VENDOR: Federal Express Corporation; INVOICED
4-412-58411; DATE: 9/26/2002 - Courier, AccL 1011-2492-4
09-18; Ted Banasiewicz Steamboat Springs, Co

6.58

09/26/02

Outside Courier VENDOR: Federal Express Corporation; INVOICE*:
4-412-58411, DATE: 9/26/2002 - Courier, Acct. 1011-2492-4
09-23; Ted Banasiewicz Steamboat Springs, Co

6.58

Photocopy

0.00

10/01/02

36

HRO-01819

5CO\

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
November 6, 2002
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

3
513304
47748
00020

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Description

Qty

Amount

3 0/03/02

Filing Fee: VENDOR: Hokne Roberts and Owen LLP (Salt Lake);
INVOICE#: 9/1/02; DATE: 10/3/2002 - Petty Cash Reimbursement
for the month of September. Salt Lake City
9/17/02 Division of Water Rights. File Application.

10/03/02

Filing Fee: VENDOR: Holme Roberts and Owen LLP (Salt Lake);
INVOICED 9/1/02; DATE: 10/3/2002 - Petty Cash Reimbursement
for fhe month of September. Salt Lake City
9/17/02 Division of Water Rights. File Application.

10/03/02

5

Photocopy

50.OQ

125.00

O.OO

10/04/02

Filing Fee: VENDOR: Holme Roberts and Owen LLP (Salt Lake);
INVOICES: 9/9/02; DAIE: 10/4/2002 - Petty Cash Reimbursement
for the month of August/September.
9/3/02 UDWR. Filing fee for Water Application.

10/04/02

Other Expense: VENDOR: HohneRoberts and Owen LLP (Salt Lake);
ItfV01CE#: 9/9/02; DATE: 10/4/2002 - Petty Cash Reimbursement
for the month of August/September.
8/26/02 Utah Geological Survey. Maps.

10/04/02

Other Meal Expense: VENDOR: Holme Roberts and Owen LLP (Salt
Lake);INV01CE#: 9/9/02; DATE: 10/4/2002 - Petty Cash
Reimbursement for the month of August/September.
8/27/02 Boston Deli. Lunch for meeting with clients.

125.00

9.59

30.05

10/08/02

4

Photocopy

0.00

10/08/02

4

Photocopy

0.00

10/23/02

Long Distance Telephone: dy L. Willi

2A; DATE: 10/23/20

4014,

Total Disbursements:

392.94

HRO-01B20

HX)D<

Holme PjDberts & Owen LLP
November 6,2002
Page
Invoice No.
Client No.
Matter No.

USA Power Partners, LLC

4
613304
47748
00020

Disbursement Summary
Q.OO

Photocopy
LoDg Distance Telephone

40.14

Outside Courier

13.16

Filing Fee

300.00

Other Meal Expense

.S0.05

9.59

Other Expense
Total Disbursements: S

391.94

Accounts Receivable Detail
Description

Invoice

Date

609222

09/19/02

BiD

10/2S/02

Cash Receipt

9,002.61
-8,876.83

Ouistanding Balance on Invoice 609222;
610786

3 0/10/02

Amount

S

9,87422

Bill

Ouistanding Balance on Invoice 610786:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

J 25.78

S 9,874.22
S 10.000.00
S

0.00

S 10,809.19

HRC-01821

*CCyS

Holme Roberts & Owen U p
November 6, 2002
Page
Invoice No
Client No,
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

5
615304
47748
00020

Trust Activity
Date

Type

10/10/02

OB

Description
Opening Balance
Trust Balance:

Amount
S 10,000.00
S 1Q,OOG.OO

HRO-01B22

3m

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
November 6, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

6
613304
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 613304)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

|$gS
$
S

18,876.83
-8,876.83

Net Outstanding Balance

S

10,000.00

TOTAL DUE

S

10,809.19

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit U.S Dollar pavrnentr via wire using the following instructions:
Remit To:
Account No.:
ABA Routing No.:
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Wells Far^o Bank, N.A.
101O03-4952
102OO0fl76
Number in the wire comments

HRO-01823

aobs

Jl
PAY

TO THE
OROER OP-

Hobnei
Attorney* at L-^.
WEMM brvodwk, Suttfyoo Sat Lake Qty, UTS4IU
Tnoi Account
DATE.

MM

'joO

S*>

Mi
m

-DOLLARS B s = L

QFIRST UTAH BANK

Holme Roberts fcOwenixr

UltMtMtlMfc.WlMClr.UHMltf

FOR mi 14-61 on, l-rw<~nsto.O
ruixairu Lsatvcut

From:

Stephanie Dnggan

Date:

November 26, 2002

Be:

Application of attached check

Attached please find a check in the amount of S11,000. Please apply as follows:
1?]ffifl rnvfardn iVP far rlirnf 171 I*\
_^^
jf(),Q00 applied to invoices 609222 and 610786 for client 47748-0002C
Please let me know if you have any questiona. Thank you!

Attorneys at Law

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lincoln Screes Tel (303)861- 7000
Sutie 4100
Fax (303)366-0200
Denver, CO 80203 EIN 8*-0415 ! 55

December 11, 2002
Invoice No 616785
Client No 47748
Matter No 00020
JodyL Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P 0 Box 774000-3 59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

s

Current Fees
Current Disbursements

0 00

. . .

Total Due This Invoice (No 616785) . .
Previous Balance
.
Payments Received from USA Power .
Trust Applied

000

$
S
$
$

ooo 1

10,809.19
-809.19
-10,000 00

Net Outstanding Balance

0 00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

0.00

WE encourage pur clients to remit pnvmentt via wire using the following instruction*
Remit To
^ d h Far*© Bank, N.A-,
Account N c .
1010034*52
ABA Routine Na..
1G2DOO07**
Please include Client Number and Invoice Number in tbe wire comments

EXHIBIT

To remit via L.S. Postal Service, please mail vour pavment t o .
Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
10 Box 1618
Denver, C O 8C201-1$18

r**rrM

PAYMENT rx FULL DUE January 5 2003

USA1964
C O N F I D E N T ! ^ ' P R I V I L E G E D ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
A.mounts nav include fees »no otuxirsemena o r Homv Roocrts i C>-en a Mtth>>«inwttl HnBcnmp or5ohciiD-wno Rtpsicrwl ^otfyi -iw^cn >«nui ofRci m
t-onocm Emrhuid

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
December 11, 2002
Page
Invoice NoClient No
Marter N o .

USA Power Partners, LLC

2
616785
47748
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

609222

09/19/02

Bill

11/27/02

Trust Cash Receipt

Amount

Description

9,002.61
-125.78

$

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 609222'
610786

9,874.22

10/10/02

Bill

11/77 '02

Trust Cash Receipt

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 610786
613304

11/06/02

Bill

12/03/02

Cash Receipt

0 00

-9 874 22

$

ooo
80919
-809 19
000

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 613304'
Total Outstanding Invoices:

QM

Trust Applied to Matter

0.00

Total Balance Due This Matter

0.00

USA1965

Holme Roberts & Oven LLP
December 11, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

3
616785
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 616785)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Appbed

0.00

S
$

10,809.19
-10,809.19

Net Outstanding Balance

S

0.00

TOTAL DUE

$

0.00

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage onr clients to remit VS. Dollar payments via wire using the following instructionsRemit To:
Wells Fargo Bank, N\A.
Account No.:
1010034952
ABA Routing No.:
102000076
Please include Qient Number and Invoice Number in the wire comments

USA1966

Attorneys at Law
1700 Lincoln Street Id (303)86)-7000
Surt* 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 EIN 84-0415155

Hotme Roberts & Owen UP

January 13, 2003
Invoice Mo.: 619397
Client No.: 47748
Matter No.: 00020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-339
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

CurrentFees

S

1,206.25

S

-120,62

Current Disbursements

S

0.00

Total Due This Invoice (No. 619397)

$

1,085.63

Net Outstanding Balance

S

0.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

$

1T085.63

Courtesy Discount

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

Wg-rmjMrrmgT •nr d i o m tc r a n t mrweats

S
$

0.00
0.00

via wire —iwp tW following jgatmcti—c

Remit T « :
W d k F n ^ » hmmk, N-A_
A t t w u t No.:
361M349S2
ABA RMttng N«_1C
fWauc indwoc CHrm N s a b e r aad immict Number ra the wire comments
T» rwrat • » U.S. ? w u l S e m c r , phauc mail y*nr payment l«:
Hotme b k m A Owen LLT
P,G Box U l l
Starrer, C O S0201-161S

PAYMENT IS FULL DUE February 7. 2003

H*0
USA1977

corcFiDC^TiAUiTtrvTLEGEi) ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
ATnmmn m»v meboe fee?, and flutwxnKBC of Hofanc Robcrxs A Owea.a Muto-Naooaai Partnership of Sofccaors «nd Rctmered Forotn L»«rvm, wtlfe office a

*£U

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
January 13, 2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

2
619397
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Description

Date

Tkpr

12/09/02

SJV

Phone callfromRob Sherman at First American Title; phone
call to Rob Sherman; phone call to Ted

050 S

12/12/02

JLW

Research Don Jones water rights; calls with Ted B

1.00

250.00

12/18/02

JLW

Calls and faxes on water approvals

3.00

750.00

12/18/02

SJV

Voicemail messagefromTed B; phone call with Jim Riley,
e-mail to Jim Riley, review from Jim Riley

0.75

123.75

Total Fees Through December 31, 2002:

5.25

$

Courtesy Discount:

Initials

Name

JLW

Jody L. Williams

SJV

Steven J. Vuyovich

Partner
Associate
Total Fees:

1,206.25
-120.62

Total Fees Due:

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Rank

82.50

$

Rate

Hours

S 250.00

4.00

165.00

125
525

1,085.63

Value
S

1,000.00
20625

S

1,20625

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Qty

Description

12/06/02

3

Photocopy

12/18/02

4

Facsimile

Amount
0.00

USA1978

(TOO

?>0l3

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
January 13,2003
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Mattcr No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

3
619397
47748
00020

Itemized Disbursements
Date
12/31/02

Amount

Description

Qty

0.00

Photocopy
Total Disbursements:

(LOO

Disbursement Summary
Photocopy

0.00

Facsimile

0.00

Total Disbursements: 5
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due Tkis Matter

0.00

$
$

USA1979

0.00
1,085.63

Attorneys at Law
J 700 Lincoln Street Tel (303)86)- 7000
Suite 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 £IN 84-0*15155

Holme Roberts & Chra UP

February l i , 2003
Invoice No.: 622269
Client No.: 4774$
Matter No.: 00020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

$

165.00

S

-16.50

S

0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

S

1,085.63

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

S

1,234.13

Courtesy Discount
Current Disbursements
Total Due This Invoice (No. 622269)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

J
S

1,085.63
0.00

"Wg enoncrage our cfiewtr fr remit payments via wire n m t the following ingtrueliwmc
Remit T«:
WeJb Fmrgv Bmmk, N J L .
Account No-'
1O100XJ52
ABA RnvtMg N«^
102WMMJ7*
Ptesse iadude Qten( Number and Invoice Number in tne wire eotnmcflC
To remit rii U.S. rental Service, please Butii yonr payment to:
Bntme Roberta & Owen LLP
f.O.BoxKH*
Denver, CO 80201 -1 638
.J

I ?
1 5
I |
\ j|

<") / , n
*zJ
}\J-j

^

EXHIBIT
^
1 2 \
|t. „ • / _

I'
?
D-J

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE March S. 1003 ^ ' ^ / ^ / ^ < -

"J>&2

-

...

CONFIDEJ^nAL-TRnTLECED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
Amounts tnsy nsciudc fees and ds&btncmcoc of Holme Roberts £. Owen. 1 Mulo-Natkma] Pannerxhip of Solictors and Re^mcred Forcrirn Lawyer*. *nih offices s
LonOoa. Englnnd

HRO-C1807

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
February 11, 2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

2
622269
47748
00020

Hours

Value

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Services
Dale

Tkpr

Description

01/06/03

SJV

Phone calls from Leanne at Warren Peterson's office; phone
call to Ted Banasiewicz regarding option payment

0.25 S

41.25

01/09/03

SJV

Call from Lois Banasiewicz; research files for recorded
Memorandum .of Option on Blake Garrett water right

0.25

41.25

01/24/03

SJV

Phone call with Kelly Home at Division of Water Rights;
phone call with Ted Banasiewicz regarding Memorandum
Decision for Michael Keyte water right

030

82.50

Total Fees Through January 31, 2003:

1.00

S

165.00

S

148.50

Courtesy Discount:
Total Fees Due:

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Initials

Name

Rank

SJV

Steven J. Vuyovich

Associate

Rate

Total Fees:

S 165.00

Hours

Value

1.00 S

165.00

1.00 S

165.00

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Qty

Description

Amount

01/07/03

Facsimile

0.00

01/24/03

Facsimile

0.00

HRO-01808

2Pr\

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
February 11,2003
Page
invoice No.:
Client No.:

USA Power Partners, IXC

3
622269
A11AI

Itemized Disbursements
Date
01/24/03

Description

Qty
9

Amount

Facsimile

0.00

Total Disbursements:

O.OO

Disbursement Summary
Facsimile

0.00

Total Disbursements: $

0.00

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Description

Amount

Bill

1,085.63

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

$

1,085.63

S

1,085.63

S

0.00

S

1,234.13

HRO-01809

?tiZ

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
February 11, 2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:

4
622269
47748

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 622269)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

1,085.63
O.OO

Net Outstanding Balance

S

1,085.63

TOTAL DUE

$

1,234.13

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit U.S. Dollar payments via wire using the following instructions:
Remit Tc:
Wells JFar^o Bank, HJL.
Account No.:
10KHB4S52
AEA Rooting No.:
102000076
PJease include GKent Nnmber and Invoice Number in the wire comments

HRO-01810

?Ck9

Attorneys at Lew
1700Lincoln Street Tel (303)861-7000
Suae 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 EIN 84-0415155

Holme Roberts & Owen UP

March 12, 2003
invoice No.: 625330
Client N o : 47748
Matter No.: 00020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

S

0.00

Current Disbursements

S

0.00

S

1,234 13

Total Due This Invoice (No. 625330)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
$

U34.13
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance
TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

1,234.13

We e n c o a n g t •mr clients t» remit paymeno vi» wtre csi«g tb« iolWwiag ipytfCt*o<tt:
Remit T»:
W d b Far^t* Bank, N ^
A e o w n t N«»1011Q34952
ABA Rmrtiat No_li20*0C7<
JMeasc ioci«dc Client Number zmd larmict Nambcr in tke »nre comments
T» remit via U S . Fostal Service, please mail your payment lo:
Bolme lUfcera & Owes L L ?
T.CL Box H i t
I>e«ver,CO M 2 0 1 - U 1 8

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE April 6, 2003

Mm.

CONFroENTlALyPRIVILEGED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
Amoonu nwvrockadcfees *nd dtsburseroaiB of Hakmt Rooms &. O^ta, i Mua>Nttx»tl Pirmgshtp of Solicnors rod Regmertd ?oieijn Lawyers, with offices »
Lowiaa. Eneknd

HRO-01804
I

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
March 12, 2003
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

2
625330
47748
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Description

1,085.63

BUI

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397:
622269

02/11/03

Amount

s

148.50

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Dne This Matter

1085.63

s

14&J0

s

1034.13

s
s

0.00
1034.13

HRO-01805

**£Q

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
March 12, 2003
Page
Invoice No..
Client No/
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

3
625330
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 625330)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
J

1,234.13
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

S

1,234.13

TOTAL DDE

S

1,234.13

Please return this page with your payment

Wt encourage our client? to remit VJS. DoHar payments via wire using tbe following instructions:
Remit To:
WeJk Fargo Bank, N JL
Account No.:
1010034952
ABA Routing Nou
102000076
Please iodude Client Number and invoice Number in the wire comments

HRO-01806

3rS&

Attorneys at Law

Hoime Roberts & Owen LLP

J700 Lincoln Street Tel (303)86) -7000
Suite 41 00
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 EIN 84-0415155

April 8, 2003
invoice No/ 627946
Cbent No.: 47748
Matter No.: 00Q20
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
P.O. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

s
s

o.oo

~ . S

1,234.13

Current ¥CCB

Current Disbursements

0.00

Total Due Tnis Invoice (No. 627945) . .
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
S

Net Outstanding Balance

1,234.13
0.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

L234.13

We encourage oar e&entx to remtt parroentr yi* wire a s m ; the folfowtng instructions;
Remit To.
Well* Far*© &»•*. N.A-,
Accmrnmt No,:
1010034?52
ABA Rovting N«_*
] 020000 75
T* I ease include Cbent Number and Invoice Number in tbe wire comments
To retmt n * US. Postal Serncc, pka*e mail your payment to.
Boime Roberts & Owe* LU*
P.O. Boxl61S
Dcrrer, CO OT201-161S

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE Msn 3. 2003

CONnDENTIAUTRTVILECED ATTORNEWCUENT COMMUNICATION
Amount; no> noude fees mo disoursemenc; orHoaoe fooberu &. Owea_ s Muh>-N*ooival rmoersna? or3oncuors anc kr^iaenx foreign L»
Lonacnx, EnyiMKi

HRC-018D1

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
April 8, 2003
Page
Invoice No
Client No
Matter No

USA Power Partners, LLC

2
627946
4774S
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Description
Bill

1 085 63

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397
622269

02/11/03

Amount

S

148 50

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

1 085 63

S

J 48 50

S

1.234.13

S

0.00

S

1,234.13

HRO-018G2

2CD4n

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
April 8, 2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

3
627946
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 627946)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied
Nst Outstanding Balance

S
S

1,234.13
0.00
-

TOTAL DUE

$

1,234.13

S

1,234.13

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit XJS. Dollar payments via wire using tbe following instructions:
Remit To:
Wells Fargo Bank. N X
Account No.:
1010GS4^52
ABA Routing No-:
102000076
Please include Client Number and Invoice Number in tbe wire comments

HRO-01803

3031

Attorneys at Law

Bbbne Roberts & Owen LLP

1700 Lincoln Street lei (305)86]-7000
Suae 4JO0
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 8C203 UN 84-0415155

May 7, 2003
Invoice No.: 630720
Client No.: 47748
Matter No/ 00020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners, LLC
PO. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Fees

S

0.00

Current Disbursements

S

0.00

Total Due This Invoice (No. 630720) . .

S

o.oo 1

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Appbed

.
.

S
S

134.13
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

s

1,234.13

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

s

1,234.13

We eoopursgr mmr dktm* to rewoft POTTOM

rNo~n e a s e i»d«dr O h o * N a a

B TU wmr wnrnz t»*foHowiprwst
nirfuHir
Wefla F a r | e A u k . N.A.,
101KX9S2

4 I**MCC N v n b c r N tt* w i n <=»ramenti

To renvt v u LL&. f m t a t Sennet, ptetse nail y m r pijmeiii tc:
H O ) « K Hotter* & Owen LLP
r.O- B«x l « ] f

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE Jane 1,2MB

USA1974
COtmDEXTlMJrKJYlLEGED
ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
IO
Ajwwtns TP»V widude fees wd dtsbumjueoc of Hotoe Roberts i.OwaL » Matb-NaPocal Paunujiauof Sohoojn-ood RrgnemU Ftarcan Lywrm. wrth ofitogm

,~^
*^
"*

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
May 7, 2003
Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

USA Power Partners, LLC

2
630720
47748
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Description

Qty

Amount
0.00

Facsimile

03/25/03

0.00

Total Disbursements:

Disbursement Summary
Facsimile

0.00
Total Disbursements:

$

0.00

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Dale

619397

01/13/03

Description
Bill

1,085.63

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 6J9397:
622269

02/11/03

Amount

$

Bill

1,085.63
148.50

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269:

5

14L5Q

S

1.Z34J3

rust Applied to Matter

S

0.00

otal Balance Due This Matter

s

1,234.13

Total Outstanding Invoices:

i

USA1975

?rftn

Hohne Rot>erts & Owen LLP
May 7, 2003
tJSA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

3
630720
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing His Invoice (No. 630720)

S

0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

S

134.13

TOTAL DUE

S

134.13

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits AppEed

S
$

1,234.13
0.00

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage oox cficnte to remit U&. Dollar payments via wire nsigg tfae following instruction^:
Remit To:
Wefls ¥*rge Bank, N JL
Account No-:
1010034952
ABA Rooting JSc:
102000076
Please iodide Client Number and invoice Namber in the wire comments

USA1975

3KSI

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

Attorneys at Law
1 70Q Lincoln Street Tel (303)867- 7000
State 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 £M 84-0415155

June I L 2003
Invoice No.: 634290
Client N o . ' 4 7 7 4 8
Matter No.: OOG20
Jody L. Williams

U S A Power Partners, LLC
?.0. Box 774000-3.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
$

S

0,00

s
s

0.00
G.OO^

L234.13
0.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

s

1,234.13

s

1,234.13

We encoura^coiir clients to retnrf p*vmo»ts via wire xpitaz Oat following mstnICttOOS.
llemtt To:
Wdk F«rpo Bank, N-A-,
Accoaat No.:
101OQ34W2
A3K Rovtiag No.:
102080076
P i c u e include Cheat Number tad inrotec Nambcr to tke wire comments
To remit VII VS. Poral Service, phase aui! rour p* vines t to:
Rotate tUbera A. Owen LLP
P.O. Bot 1611
l>eBver.CO W201-1618

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE Jafr 6. 20€3

CONFTOEKTUUTRnTLEGED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION

Amounts s»«v inelode f e e tod (Jtfburseroeno ofholmt Rotocru JL 0>»wi * Mutt»-N»ooa*i fk»TOcrsiap of Somnron uid RepnereiS romgn

HRO-01795

,{*

y&?i

Holme Robert; & Oven LLP
June 11,2003
USA Power Partners, LLC

Page
Invoice
No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

2
634290
47748
00020

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Description
Bill

1,085.63

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397:
622269

02/11/03

Amount

S 1,085.63

Bill

148.50

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

148.50
S

1,234.13

S
S

0.00
1,234.13

HRO-01796

t&*i

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
June 11, 2003
Page
Invoice

USA Power Partners, LLC

No.:
Client No,:
Matter No,:

3
634290
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 634290)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

\S
$
$

$M

1,234.13
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

5

1234.13

TOTAL DUE

S

1,234.13

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to remit U.S. Dollar payments vb wire nsing tfac following instructions:
Remit To:
Account No.:
ABA Routine No.:
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Weill Farzc Bank, N.A.
1010034952
102000076
Number in the wire comments

HRO-01797

SD?6

Attorneys at SJnv
1700 Lincoln Street Tel (303)861-7000
Suite 4100
Fax (303)866-0200
Denver, CO 80203 £0V &4-041515S

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

BBBsM

July 14, 2003
Invoice No.: 637480
Client No.: 4774-8
Matter No.: 0O020
Jody L. Williams

USA Power Partners. LLC
P.O. Box 774000-359
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Regarding: General Water Consultation
INVOICE SUMMARY

s
s
s

Current Fees
Current Disbursements
Total Due This Invoice (No. 637480)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

$
S

0.00
0.00
fl.-W;

1.234.13
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

s

1,234.13

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

s

1,234.13

We encocragt- eur clients to remit payments vi» wirc*«hg the following ntstnictioos:
Remit To:
WeUs Farpo Baak, K_A_
Accoust N«u:
1010034952
KKA Rovtaf No.:
IQ2800C7*
Please iacJadc Client N amber and la voice Nvanber ta the wire comments
To remit vU L.S. Pasta! Service, pkaue wx*B your payment to:
Rotate Roberts & Owes LLP

P.O.hoiUlt
D«arrer,CO KJ201-161S

PAYMENT IN FULL DUE August S. 2003

CO^^P^)ENTlAiyPRrVILEGED ATTORNEY/CLIENT COMMUNICATION
Amounts nwy u»clu<ie fees tad dufautxemtms of Haaae Robert! A: Owra. i Mui&-N«notuJ Ptrmerunji of Soiicnnrs nul Rjcyuaercd Foreign Liwym, wrtn ofTtcts in
Lowwc. Eoclaojj

HRO-01792

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
July 14,2003

2

Page
Invoice

USA Power Partners, LLC

No.:
Client No/.
Matter No.:

637480
47748
OOQ20

Regarding: General Water Consultation

Accounts Receivable Detail
Invoice

Date

619397

01/13/03

Description

1.085.63

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 619397:
622269

02/11/03

Amount

I

148.50

Bill

Outstanding Balance on Invoice 622269:
Total Outstanding Invoices:
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

1085.63

I

148.50

s

1,234.13

s
s

0.00
1234.13

HRO-01793

Holme Robert; & Owen LLP
101714,2003
Page
Invoice

USA Power Partners, LLC

No.:
Client No.:
Matter No.:

3
637480
47748
00020

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No. 637480)

I "$

D.00

Net Outstanding Balance

S

L234.13

TOTAL DUE

S

1,234.13

Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

S
$

1.234.13
0.00

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage oar clients to remit U.S. Dollar pavmene via Wirt using the following instructions:
Remit To:
Account No.:
ABA Rooting No-:
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Wells Farzo Bank, N.A.
101003495!!
102000076
Nnmber in the wire comments

HRO-01794
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CONFIDENTIAL
Holme Roberts & Owen LLP
EXHIBIT

1

MEMORANDUM
This memorandum is a confidential and privileged communication between Holme
Roberts and Owen, attorney for PacifiCorp, and the PacifiCorp employees to whom it
is addressed.
To:

Rand Thurgood; Merrill Brimhall; Claudia Conder

From:

Jody L. Williams

Date:

August 10,2003

Re:

Current Creek Plant Water Supply Options

I met with Bill Jasperson, President of the Goshen Irrigation Company, with Jim
Riley on Friday, August 8,2003 to discuss the potential for PacifiCorp to use a
portion of Goshen Irrigation Company's early priority water right at its Currcat Creek
plant and replace the water with Utah Lake water purchased from Marc Wangsgard
and Bill White. Following is a summary of our meeting and my present thoughts on a
water supply for the plant
Goshen Irrigation has a decreed service area of 2,340.87 acres, although Bill
Jasperson estimated that "ahout 1,500 acres" were being irrigated. Goshen Irrigation
Company owns thefirstrightto receive water from Lower Salt Creek or Current
Creek in the following flows.
19.30 cfs from April 1 to June 30
12.66 cfs from July 1 to September 30
10.92 cfr from October 1 to October 31
2.50 cfs from November 1 to November 30
It is interesting to note that the Finch Fann, recently purchased by the LDS Church,
has waterrightswith the same priority date as Goshen Irrigation Company. The
priority date of both owners' rights is listed as 1858.
Goshen Irrigation Company's water is diverted and stored for a short time in Goshen
Reservoir, which serves as a small regulating reservoir for delivery into the ditches to
the shareholders. Goshen Reservoir does not contain significant carryover storage.
Last Friday, although Bill Jasperson told us that irrigation would cease in Goshen
Irrigation Company's territory 4<in a week or so," when Jim Riley and I made a site
visit to the reservoir, it was bank full.
HRO-PC 000044
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

Bill Jasperson was quite knowledgeable about the natural gas power plants being
proposed near Mona. He knew about the small plant (proposed by USA Power)
which had purchased water from two irrigators in Juab Valley, and in its heyday,
Panda Energy had talked to him about a water supply from Goshen Irrigation
Company. He knows the value of his first priority water supply and is not enticed to
do a transaction that would simply keep Goshen Irrigation Company whole.
PacifiCorp will have to propose something of net benefit to the irrigation company to
get him to bite.
Since Goshen Irrigation Company gets its water delivered by gravity (free
conveyance and delivery except for dam and canal maintenance), Bill Jasperson is not
interested in owning or operating a well. If PacifiCorp made a well part of the offer
to Goshen Irrigation, it would have to amply endow an operation, maintenance and
replacement fund for Goshen Irrigation. Even that would only make Goshen
Irrigation even with the status quo, so something else would have to be added into the
mix. I
Two options are paying off Goshen Irrigation's 2 outstanding loans with the Board of
Water Resources and replacing the 1692 acre feet of return flow that the irrigation
company now has to flow to Utah Lake due to a change on Goshen Irrigation
Company shares into a well for Goshen Town.
Goshen Irrigation Company's loans are at 0.0% interest with balances of $39,025.52
and annual payments of $6,525.10 and $4,949.76 with annual payments of $2,600.00.
These loans are secured by a lien on Goshen Irrigation Company's waterrightsand
facilities. The larger loan will be paid in about 5 years and the smaller loan will be
paid in 2 years. Payment of the $41,625.52 could figure into the mix of an offer to
Goshen Irrigation Company.
The second option results from a change application the town-filed on shares to divert
169.2 acre feet from a new well. Although the water from the new well is of much
better quality than the spring water that the Goshen residents drink, the town does not
have the infrastructure to deliver the well water into the culinary system. Instead it is
used for irrigation of town property, such as the cemetery. As a condition of the
change, 169.2 acre feet of water from Goshen Reservoir must be released back into
Goshen Creek for delivery to Utah Lake as return flow. Utah Lake shares could
replace the return flow component and the 169.2 acre feet could be stored in GoshenReservoir by the company (under some plan yet to be devised).
Goshen Irrigation Company actually diverts about 5 acre feet per acre, according to
Bill Jasperson, which is 1 acre foot more than the duty of water for the Goshen valley.
However, he maintains that at least I acre foot of the water diverted is lost during
delivery through the canal to Goshen Reservoir, keeping the irrigation company's use
in line with its duty. If this is the case, then there would be no incentive to line
Goshen Irrigation Company's canal, according to Bill Jasperson. However, it is
150961
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possible that PacifiCorp could line the canal and use the saved water for its power
plant, replacing it to Utah Lake with the shares offered by Marc and Bill.
I do not know if these ideas could be cobbled together to make an attractive offer to
Goshen Irrigation Company or if PacifiCorp has the time or patience to attempt to
make such an offer.
If Marc and Bill could acquire some Goshen Irrigation Company shares and retire
land, I think that PacifiCorp could negotiate a change application with the company to
use the water for the power plant by some combination of the above incentives,. If
Bill and Marc replaced the existing 169.2 acre feet return flow component with Utah
Lake water as well as the remaining return flow component for the new change
application, they would have to acquire only 230.8 acre feet of Goshen Irrigation
Company water to make the change.
Three present ideas for water supply.
1.
Work with Goshen Irrigation Company using the options described above to
acquire a change application on Goshen Irrigation Company's water right
2.

Communicate to the LDS Church that PacifiCorp wants to contract with it for
a firm 800 acre feet supply for its plant. The Church could take the supply
from any or all of its sources (which would be identified in the contract and
would include the Finch Farm rights and shares as well as fee 1951
supplemental well water rights). Choosing which source to use and when
would be in the Church's sole discretion. The Church would agree to supply
the water (firmly supply the water) and work out all of the details. PacifiCorp
would have a contract for the 800 acre feet based on the Church's assurances
and the list of water rights in the contract

3.

Make one last run at Don Jones' water rights. Althouglithey are late priDrity
well water rights, like the Current Creek Irrigation Company's supplemental
well water rights, PacifiCorp would own and control them. If PacifiCorp
cannot gQt priority, it at least should get ownership. PacifiCorp could offer
Don Jones $5,000 per acre foot for 800 acre feet, cash, with the deal to be
signed within 2 weeks. Don is notorious for dragging out negotiations. This
would require him to be in or out of the transaction in a very short time frame
and might be attractive.

Friday afternoon both my brain and Jim Riley's brain were fatigued. I committed to
meet with him Monday morning to go over the details of the what could be offered to
Goshen Irrigation Company If anything develops there that looks promising, I will
contact you immediately.

150961
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Jody L Williams
From:

Marc Wangsgard [marcw@xmission.com]

Sent

Wednesday September 24, 2003 1.31 PM

To:

James E Riley

Subject Goshen
Jody, Marv Allen and I met with Goshen Irrigation board last night There was a barrage of questions covenng
many topics, including things unrelated to the imgation company or its shareholders In the end, Jody single
handedly got the board to commit to sign the change application by the end of this week. She has a talent
for getting unfamiliar folks to feel at ease Getting Goshen's signature would have not have been possible without
her there last night I want to again thank you for helping us think this through and helping Jasperson to
understand we are not sinister

HRO-PC 001404
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Jody L Williams
From:

Bill White [bwhcte@utahwater.com]

Sent

Friday, September 25, 2003 4:08 PM

To:

Jody L Williams

Cc:

Rand.Thurgood@pacif»corpxom

Subject: Land of Goshen
Dear Jody,
Last night when you called me al 5:30 and told me that Goshen was making the outrageous demand that Utah
Power give up its voting rights, I thought we were sunk. I should never have feared because, as usual, you turned
the situation around with amazing skill and diplomacy. I hope you don't mind that I cc'd Rand, but I wantsd
everyone to know how you saved the day. Marc and I have both enjoyed working with and learning from you.
Thanks again.
William N. White
265 East 100 South, Suite 300
Satt Lake City, Utah 84111

Teh 801 359-3563
Cell: 801 518-7422
Fax: 801 359-2320
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UTAH DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
STATE OF UTAH
-ooOooPACIFICORP, GOSHEN
IRRIGATION AND CANAL
COMPANY, W.W. RANCHES,
UTAH AND SALT LAKE CANAL
COMPANY, and THE STATE OF
UTAH BOARD OF WATER
RESOURCES,

REPORTER'S AUDIO
TRANSCRIPT
Application Nos.
53-1530 and 52-1532
HEARING
December 11, 2003

ORIGINAL

Applicants,
MONA CITY, MONA
RESERVOIR, ESSENTIAL
BOTANICAL GARDENS, PROVO
RIVER WATER USERS
ASSOCIATION, NORTH CANYON
IRRIGATION COMPANY,
BUREAU OF RECLAMATION,
ETC. ,
Protestants.

STATE ENGINEER:
Kurt Jones
-ooOoo-
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I N D E X

PRESENTATION

PAGE

INTRODUCTION BY STATE ENGINEER

4

APPLICANTS
Mr. Wangsgard

5

Mr. Thurgood

8

Mr. Wangsgard

22

Mr. Hansen

29

PROTESTING PARTIES
Mr. Peterson
Provo River Water Users

14

Mona Irrigation Company

78

Mr. Robinson

83

Mr. Adams for Mona City

127

Mr. Nelson for Essential Bot. Farms

135

Mr. Leonard for No. Canyon Irrig. Co.

137

Mr. Jones for Bureau of Reclamation

137

Mr. Nelson for Warms Springs Irrig. & Power 138
Other protesting parties

139

Mona City Final Statements

242

APPLICANT FINAL STATEMENTS
Mr. Wangsgard

143

Ms. Williams

147
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1

are done.

2

decision had been held up where a modelling -- pretty

3

sophisticated deal -- shows one foot of drawdown, where

4

you hold up the decision waiting for test pump data on a

5

test well.

6

application.

7|

And I've never seen a situation where a

And I am asking you not to do that on this

The data will be available.
available to everyone.

We will make it

Pacificorp's offered to monitor,

at its cost, the drawdown on adjoining wells and share
that information, but please don't hold up your
decision.

Thank you.
MS. WILLIAMS:
STATE ENGINEER:
MS. WILLIAMS:

Mr. Jones?
Yes?
Can I make a concluding

statement for PacifiCorp?
STATE ENGINEER:
MS. WILLIAMS:

Yes.
It is very short.

Building

this power plant is essential to the public welfare.
Make no mistake about that.

Mr. Thurgood

stated

unequivocally that if this plant isn't built, there will
be blackouts.

Will be blackouts.

That's unacceptable.

And it's unacceptable to everybody in this room who
relies on PacifiCorp to supply them power.

If you are

pumping your well with a PacifiCorp contract, you don't
want blackouts.

You don't want blackouts for homes, for

HRO-PC 002074
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businesses, for economic development and for security.
So I want to really stress that there is no other
option.

This plant has to be built.
And the plant can't be built without water.

It can ! t be operated without water.

PacifiCorp has

reduced the water demand for the plant from 6,000 acre
feet to 400 acre feet.

It's very responsible and it has

done so, knowing that it will actually generate less
power by doing that.

But it did that so that the

valleys could remain green, and that people could
continue their agricultural way of life.
So, in closing, I just want to reiterate
Mr. Thurgood's request to for a rapid decision.
PacifiCorp has already spent a hundred million dollars
on this plant.

That's almost a third of the cost and it

has done so at a tremendous risk, but it has done so to
provide electricity for the public welfare.

So, please

act rapidly, thank you.
MR. WANGSGARD:

Mr. Jones

UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:
question to Jody Williams.

—

I just want to ask a

Does any other powers

propose that any of it be taken out of state?
MS. WILLIAMS:

No.

The -- you can't

:

actually trace electrons any more than you can trace
tiny molecules of water.

But generally, power flows
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through the lines to the area of demand, and the area of
demand is the Wasatch Front.
STATE ENGINEER:
MR. SHEPHERD:

Mr. Shepherd?
It might be well that we need

the power and I will agree that we need the plant, but
the method that they come about to get the water is
their fault that they did this, not the people's fault.
So the delay is on them.

I don't think the state

engineer should be rushed to make a decision because
they opted to go downstream water and bring it upstream.
That's not your fault.
STATE ENGINEER:
MR. ADAMS:

Okay.

Mona City would also —

you

know, the statement was made once by PacifiCorp that by
water rights in the Juab Valley -(End of recording cut off.)
(Conclusion of hearing.)
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C E R T I F I C A T E
STATE OF UTAH)

COUNTY OF UTAH)
I, DEIRDRE RAND, a Certified Court Reporter,
Registered Professional Reporter, and Notary Public in
and for the State of Utah, residing in Utah County,
Utah, do hereby certify:
That the foregoing proceedings were transcribed from
the electronic recording made of these proceedings.
That this transcript is full, true, and correct and
contains all of the evidence, all of the objections of
counsel and rulings of the court and all matters to
which the same relate which were audible and
intelligible through said recording.
I further certify that I am not of kin or otherwise
associated with any of the parties to said cause of
action, and that I am not interested in the outcome
thereof.
That certain parties were not identified in the
record and therefore the name associated with the
statement may not be the correct name as to the speaker,
and that some names may have been spelled phonetically.
WITNESS MY HAND and official seal this 1st day of
March, 2005.

My Commission Expires:
U(

August 23, 200B

?IiSy

PUBLIC

Mf Convniucn Expiree

*S3P«2a.2noe
OBftOREHAND

4C7Wul eosoutft
OrenuUah a*Q5«
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Question from Division of Public Utilities:

CONFIDENTIAL

Has PacifiCorp been able to obtain the necessary air and water permits? If not, piease
explain the problems or reasons why, and explain the anticipated timeline for obtaining
these permits. Include comments on the strong opposition to the water permits being
voiced by groups opposed to the Current Crock project.
Question from Spring Canyon:
Please admit that PacifiCorp has no air or water permits for the Currant Creek
proposal, a statutory requisite for a certificate of convenience and necessity
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KRUSE, LAND A & MAYCOCK, L.L.C
SQ WEST BROADWAY (300 SOUTH)
EIGHTH FLOOR SANK ONE TOWER
SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84101-2034

TELEPHONE (BO1)S31-7090
TELECOPY fM1) 53-.-7091
(801J3S&-3S54

STEVEN J VUYOVICH
WRfTER"S E-MAIL
jwtluamsGikJmtaw com
svuyovichOwrruaw com

WAILING ADDRESS
Post Office Box 45561
Salt Late City LU*h &4145-0561

WRITER'S VOCE MAIL
Extension 234
Extension 240

February 5, 2002
Michael S Keyte
220 W. Center
Mona UT 84645

Re

New Addendum "A" to the ReaJ Estate Purchase Contract

Dear MichaelEnclosed is a new Addendum u A'\to the January 4, 2002, Real Estate Purchase Contract with
U.S A. Power Partners, L.L.C and a proposal by U.S A . Power for the purchase of your water nghts. As
you are aware, the 40 acre parcel of land in the NW XA of the SE V* of Section 23, Tl 1S, R 1W, SLBM that
is described in the January 4, 2002, Addendum UA" will not satisfy the applicable air quality standards.
However, the 40 acre parcel of land that you own in the NE 'A of the SE V* of the same section, township
and range will satisfy the air quality requirements. As a result, U.SA. Power would like to substitute the
NE V* for the NW V* that is the subject of the January 4 Addendum. You have informed us that your main
concern with this substitunon is access to your remaining property in Section 23
The substantive changes made to Addendum "A" are as follows:
!.
A paragraph was added at the beginning of the Addendum to explain what is
being replaced by the new Addendum "A."
2.
The property description included in Paragraph 1 was changed
from the NW »/«to the NE '/« of Secuon 23, T 1 IS, R 1W, SLBM.
3.
The language in Paragraph 3 was modified to allow you to negotiate with U.SA.
Power or its assigns for an easement foi a road as well as an easement to obtain
connecnons for electricity, gas, and water service.
Please review the changes made to Addendum "A" thus far, and the Proposal to Purchase
Water Rights I will discuss your access concerns with U S A Power tomorrow, and if necessary
we may be able to further modify Paragraph 3 to address those concerns. We would like to have
Addendum "A" signed no later than tomorrow so that the project can proceed on schedule.
Very truly yours,
KRUSE, LANDA & MAYCOCK, L.L.C.

Steven J Vuyovich
^'EXHfBfT
SYV bjw
Enclosures

SusetteM Snider, CRR
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Addendum "A"
To Real Estate Purchase Contract

1
Property Description NW 1/4 of the SE 1/4 of Section 23, T US, R 1W, SLB&M,
containing 40 acres more or less, together with a 75 foot wide access road easement and
easement(s) for a natural gas pipeline, water line and well, and electrical transmission line
through Seller's remaining propery m the SE 1/4 of Section 23 to the specified 40 acre parcel
Exact legal description of 40 acre parcel and easements to be determined by survey A
reasonable time after Sellers acceptance of this offer, Buyer will locate said easements by
survey If Seller sells his remaining property in the SE 1/4 of Section 23 to others than Buyer,
said sale shall be subject to Buyer's easements
2
It is understood by Seller that Buyer has to do a substantial amount of preliminary
investigation and study to determine whether the property is suitable for Buyer's proposed use
Buyer will have a period of one (1) year from date of Seller's acceptance to perform such studies,
tests, feasibility, and analysis as Buyer, in its/his sole discrenon may deem necessary to evaluate
the feasioihty of utilizing this property for its/his proposed uses (the "Feasibility Period") All
such studies and investigations will be done at Buyer's sole expense Buyer's representatives
will have reasonable access to the property to perform surveys, topographical studies,
environmental, soil, and percolation tests, and any other study which Buyer m its/his sole
discretion may deem necessary
3
Buyer and its purchasers or assigns agree to negotiate m good faith with Seller for access
easements across the purchased 40 acre parcel m order for Seller to connect to electric, gas and
water lmes to provide utility service to Seller's remaining 120 acres in Section 23, T 1 IS, R 1W,
SLB&M, provided that said access easements do not mterfere with the construction, operation or
maintenance of Buyer's project Buyer may determine, m its sole discretion, whether the access
easements interfere with said construction, operation or maintenance, however, Buyer shall not
unreasonably deny said access easements Any connection costs shall be at Seller's sole expense
Seller shall be solely responsible to negotiate for the utility service to be provided by the access
easements with the electricity, natural gas and water suppliers
4
The Feasibility Period may be extended up to four (4) times m increments of nrnely (90)
days each at Buyer s sole discretion by written notice to Seller prior to the end of the then
existing Feasibility Period and payment of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000 00) of Earnest Money
(down payment) for each extension
5
All Earnest Money (down payment) paid to Seller by Buyer under this Contract and any
extension of the Feasibility Period shall be applied to the balance of the purchase price due at the
Closing
6
Buyer may terminate the Contract at any time during the Feasibility Period or any
extension thereof by giving Seller written notice In that event, the Seller may retain all Earnest
Money (down payment) previously paid, and upon such termination, this Contract will be void,
and the parties will have no obligation to each other If Buyer either fails to (a) pay additional
Earnest Money (down payment) or (b; approve the contingencies and connnue with the purchase
of the prouerty pnor to the end of each additional Feasibility Period, then the Contract will
automaucally terminate and all of the Earnest Money (down payment) will De retained by Seller
as the complete and full amount of bquidated damages, and the Contract will be void, and the
parties will have no further obligation to each other
HRO-00754
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7.
Seller understands that Buyer's proposed use would likely require moderate industrial or
heavy industrial zoning. Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyer in applying for said zoning with
ail costs to be at Buyer's expense. Seller will cooperate with Buyer by signing any requisite
forms or applications that may be necessary to process zoning or other permits that are required
by Buyer.
8.

Buyer may assign this contract at any time prior to closing.

9.
Seller has not entered into any mineral leases on the property, and will not do so during
the term of this Contract Seller does not have nor will enter into any agricultural, grazing or
other lease that can not be cancelled upon 30 days notice.
10.

There are no condemnation proceedings pending or contemplated against the property.

11.
Closing of this Contract will be set for 10 days after Buyer submits written approval of all
matters and conditions precedent to closing of the purchase, including but not limited to securing
any permits that may be required to operate the proposed improvements on the property.
12.
The Title Commitment will be delivered to Seller within fifteen (15) days from Contract
acceptance. If the Title Commitment shows any easements, Seller will retain a surveyor
acceptable to Buyer to locate said easements on a scaled drawing of the property.

Sellers Initials:

Buyer's Initials:

Date:__

Date:
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Addendum U A"
To Real Estate Purchase Contract
This Addendum revokes and replaces Addendum "A1 of the Real Estate Purchase
Contract dated January 4, 2002 (the "Agreement") between USA Power Partners, L L C
0 Buyer") and Michael S Keyte ("Seller") With the exception of the terms set forth m this
Addendum, all other terms of the Agreement remam unchanged The following terms are hereby
incorporated as part of the Agreement
1
Property Description NE 1/4 of the SE 1/4 of Section 23, T 1 IS, R 1W, SLB&M,
containing 40 acres more or less, together with a 75 foot wide access road easement and
easement(s) for a natural gas pipeline, water line and well, and electrical transmission line
through Seller's remaining property in the SE 1/4 of Section 23 to the specified 40 acre parcel
Exact legal descnpnon of 40 acre parcel and easements to he determined by survey A
reasonable tune after Seller's acceptance of this offer, Buyer will locate said easements by
survey If Seller sells his remaining property m the SE 1/4 of Section 23 to others than Bu>er,
said sale shall be subject to Buyer's easements
2
It is understood by Seller that Buyer has to do a substantial amount of preliminary
investigation and study to determine whether the property is suitable for Buyer's proposed use
Buyer will have apenod of one (1) year from date of Seller's acceptance to perfonn such studies,
tests, feasibility, and analysis as Buyer, m its/his sole discretion, may deem necessary to evaluate
the feasibility of utilizing this property for its/his proposed uses (the "Feasibility Period") All
such studies and investigations will be done at Buyer's sole expense Buyer's representatives
will have reasonable access to the property to perform surveys, topographical studies,
environmental, soil, and percolation tests, and any other stud/ which Buyer m its/his sole
discretion may deem necessary
3
Buyer and its purchasers or assigns agree to negotiate in good faith with Seller for access
easements across the purchased 40 acre parcel to provide Seller with road access and in order for
Seller to connect to electric, gas and water lines to provide utility service to Seller's remaining
120 acres m Section 23, T 1 IS, R 1W, SLB&M, provided that said access easements do not
interfere with the construction, operation or maintenance of Buyer's project Buyer may
determine, m its sole discretion, whether the access easements interfere with said construction,
operation or maintenance, however, Buyer shall not unreasonably deny said access easements
Any construction or maintenance costs for access roads or any utility connection costs shall be at
Seller's sole expense Seller shall be solely responsible to negotiate for the utility service to be
provided by the access easements with the electricity, natural gas and water suppliers
4
The Feasibility Period may be extended up to four (4) tunes m increments of ninety (c>0)
days each at Buyer's sole discretion by written notice to Seller pnoi to the end of the then
existing Feasibility Period and payment of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000 00) of Earnest Moaey
(down payment) for each extension
5.
All Earnest Money (down payment) paid to Seller by Buyer under this Contract and any
extension of the Feasibility Period shall be applied to the balance ol the purchase pnce due at the
Closing
6

Buyer may terminate the Contract at any time during the Feasibility Period or any

Seller s Initials

Date

Buyer's Initials

Date
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extension thereof by giving Seller written notice. In that event, the Seller may retain all Earnest
Money (down payment) previously paid, and upon such termination, this Contract will be void,
and the parties will have no obligation to each other. If Buyer either fails to (a) pay additional
Earnest Money (down payment) or (b) approve the contingencies and continue with the purchase
of the property prior to the end of each additional Feasibility Period, then the Contract will
automatically terminate and all of the Earnest Money (down payment) will be retained by Seller
as the complete and full amount of liquidated damages, and the Contract will be void, and the
parties will have no further obligation to each other.
7.
Seller understands that Buyer's proposed use would likely require moderate industrial or
heavy industrial zoning. Seller agrees to cooperate with Buyer in applying for said zoning with
all costs to be at Buyer's expense. Seller will cooperate with Buyer by signing any requisite
forms or applications that may be necessary to process zoning or other permits that are required
by Buyer.
8.

Buyer may assign this contract at any time prior to closing.

9>
Seller has not entered into any mineral leases on the property, and will not do so during
the term of this Contract. Seller does not have nor will enter into any agricultural, grazing or
other lease that can not be cancelled upon 30 days notice.
10.

There are no condemnation proceedings pending or contemplated against the property.

11.
Closing of this Contract will be set for 10 days after Buyer submits written approval of all
matters and conditions precedent to closing of the purchase, including but not limited to securing
any permits that may be required to operate the proposed improvements on the property.
12.
The Title Commitment will be delivered to Seller within fifteen (15) days from Contract
acceptance. If the Title Commitment shows any easements, Seller will retain a surveyor
acceptable to Buyer to locate said easements on a scaled drawing of the property.
Executed on the dales set forth below.

SELLER

BUYER

Michael S. Keyte

U.S.A. Power Partners, L.L.C.
Theodore T. Banasiewicz, Managing Partner

Date:

Date:
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*^AB TITLE & ABSTRACT CL. J=AXY
240 .North Mam
P. O Box 2d6
ScpkL Vuxh 84648
(435) 623-Q3R7
Fax (435) 623-1000

Tu:

Holme Roberts &. Owen LLP

Attention:

Steven J Vuyovich

Facsimile:

(801) 521-9639

Date:

September i i , 2002

From:

Man,' Lou Sperry - Juab Title & Abstract

Total Pages Inducing This Information ?age. 13
If you need a rcsend of jay page(s), please caD (435) 623-03S*;.

We are sending you the title report on Michael Kcyte's property znd the other documents you requested.
Piezse lei us know wrier, you are ready for us to rlcse.
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forrr; -SC. 1343 (Utah', - 90
ALTA Piatn Language Commitment

COMMITMENT FOR TITLE INSURANCE
ISSUED BY
Order N'c. 2IPM

JUAB M E k ABSTRACT COMPANY
240 North Main • P.O. Box 246 - Nsphi, Utah S464S
(455) 623-03S7 • Fax (435) 623-1000

Hn)me Roberts & Owen LLP
111 East Broadway. Suite 1109
Salr U k e City, Utah S4111-5223
Re:

Michael S. Kxyic aiul Nila Keyie

Aiteciian: Steven J. Vuyovisa

We agree tc issue a policy to you accorriinc tcine Terms otthis Commitment When we snow the policy amount anc your
name as trie proposed insured in Schedule A, this Commitment becomes effective as of tne Gommitmem Date snown ir,
Scheouie A.
If me Requirements snown in mis Commitment have not been met within six months after the Commitment Date, our
obfioBilo-n under this Commitment will end. Also., our obligation under tnis Commitment will enc when the Policv is issued 2nd
then our ODiipatJon to you will be unoer the Policy.
Our oolicartion under tnis Commitmern Is limited by the following.:
The Provisions in Schedule A,
The Requirements m Schedule B-l.
The Exceptions in Schedule S-2
The Condtttons on the inside cover page.
Tne Commitment is not valid without SCHEDULE A and Sections 1 and 2 of SCHEDULE B.

First American Title Insurance Company

T i
:* E:*. ?4
| —
- '.• ar?
5r?T:VE:-;
?< /•' * j/

"" ^

ATTEST
ATTEST

y/
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S
BY
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SECRETARY
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SCHEDULE A

1.

CaimiitiTxzit Dare: September *, 2002 ai S:OC A . M .

Comrnic^ent No: 207cj

2.

Poiic> or Policies to be issued.

Amount

:a)

S

S

$

5

Owner's Poucy

Prmiurn

Proposed Insured:
Cb)

Low Policy
Proposed Insured:

fc;

3.

V

Tide Report

S200.00

Fee simple iniercst b zhe land ceserioed m :1ns Commitment is owned, Si ihc Comnuimem Daie bv

MICHAEL S. KEYTE and NILA KEYTE,
husband and \nfe,
as. jatiA \ n m u s *"J& tviil TJZSL of survivcr^ivtp

4.

The land referred ir> in Ibis commrrmesi is simaied in ihc Counry of Juab. Stale of Uiah, and is dt^cn'bei as
ToIirrwM
Parcel No XB-1693-1: Beginning 5 rods Wcsi and 31 rocs Nonfc of the Suishcasi comer of the Noril2>v=»i
quarter of Scdior. 30, Township 11 Stmih, "Range 1 East, 5alT Lake Meridian, thence We5: 75 rods, tbenc: Nunh
49 rods, mence East SO rods, thence Soucfc 80.3 feet, thence "Won 5 roos, thence South *4 rods 3 inucs rc the
piace of beginning.
p

arcel Nc XB-1693-2: Beginning 5 rods West of the center of Section 3C. Townr.'rup 1 : South, Ranje J Essi.
Salt L a r e Meridian, uicnce Souih. 44 rods, thence West 75 rods, thence N o n h 75 rods, --hence Eas: 75 rods,
ihcncii South 31 rods TO the place of beginning.
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Form Nio. .3<U-Bl ; - i9C;
ALTA. j*Ut: Laipwgt Cammimcn:

No. 2C7ci

SCHEDULE 3 - Section 1
Requirements

The ibJlowrrnj rcquirsmrnis mu^i be mzi:
u)

?ay -he agreed amounts fcr me interest in ±t land sad.*or ibe n;flrtga£r tc be insured.

;"b)

Pay as znz premiums, feus znc charges for tnc policy.

(-)

Document? sarisfacrory to us creming the inicres: in the lane and/'or the mongaxe to be insured cms: be sigaed,
delivered and rtxorded.

(d)

You must tell oi in writing «MT nan* of anyone not referred to in this Cominiimcrst who u'iil ge: an interest ic
the land or w'ao will mate 2. loan on the land. We nay rhcn makr additional rajuiremeiirs or rsfrpttons

(e)

Rcieascs(s) or Rficonveyaiice(s/ of hrrrj(s) none.

(f)

Other

(£)

^'ou must give us the following iaforrrmion:
1.

Any off record tesses. surveys, etc.

2.

Other

-o-c-(>-i>-

HRC-01045

Easements, claims o: easement or encumbrances v,'hich art not shown by die public records .
Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary Lo.es, shortage in area, encroachmenis or any ether facts which z correct
survey wuuid du»c]use» tuid which JL*C nut shown by Ihc public records.
Unpatented mining -kirns: reservations or exceptions in parens or in ac:s authorizing the issuance thereof: ware
rights, claims, or title 10 water.
Any lien, or right m a lien, for services, Izbor or material rheretntnrc or hereafter furnished, imposed by :aw arid
nor shown by the public recoros.
Taxes for die year 2002 now a lite not ye: due (Serial No. XB-1G93-1 and 53-1695-2). Taxes for uie year 2001
in the amount of S:S.02 paid :r. full.
Reservoir purposes and righis granted to Utah Lake Lailii, Water and Power Company. a corporation, and lo their
successors re interest, as shown and described ic Judpncm recorded an May 15, 1916, as Bney No. 21173, in
Book 84, Page 292. and "m other instrirrncnLX, ol' Lnc records of* Juab County. Utah (affects Parcel XB-I693-J)
The effect of the 1569 Farmland Assessment Act. wherein '.here is a five year roil-back, provision with regard 10
assessment and xaxation, vhicb becomes effective upon z change in the use of all or pan of eligible land, by
reason of mose certain Applications for Assessment and Taxation of Agricultural Land, recorded on Dcccriber
£, 1975. as Entry No. 139066, n> Book 2<U, ?2£c 411. of the records of Juab County, Uiah, and recorded on
December 23, 1992, as £ntry No. 19837*. m ROOJC 355. ?a°e 262, of tnc records of Juab County, Utah (afi'ects
Parcel XB-I633-2).
The effec: of the 1969 Farmland Assessment Act. wherein there is a rive year ml]-back provision with regard re
asst^rntmi and taxation, whicn become* effective upon a change in tne use of all or pan of eligible imd, by
reason of thai certain Application for Assessment and Taxarion of Agricultural Land, recorded on DeecmDe; 13.
LV76.. \u Book 252, ?ag= -15 anu 416. of the records of Juab Counc\, TJiat, and recorded on Angus; 23. 15^3,
in Book 35B, Page 558. of the records of Juab County, Leah (affects Parcel XS-1693-1).
-o-o-o-o-

(eonunued)

cllowirjg numbered exceptions

w:i] be etirnhisied m an ALT A Extended Coverage Puiicy.
Pagi: A
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i E \ T B v : J J A r ~ I ~ L E £ ABSTRACT COMPANY;

1 - ^ 2 £ - £ 2 3 - 4 CCD:

CgnifTuarimi of SCHEDLT-E B - Steam

SE=-1'-C2

2

4

2:33FM;

-AG

No. 20761

EJICTOQGHS

Nnie: The fEines ot Michael S. £rytc atid NiU Ksyii ruve besn cliecxrcj Icr juiigasEs and tbosc found c: recrvrtf af* rsitrtjiac
above.
Notr: The pciicy to b : issuec as 2 rciiil: uf mis Commitment contains an ^ r c h r u i a ; Clause so. forth in the* Conditions and
Snpuiauom <sec:iori. The following is :aduticd for mc mioriruitjcr, of the proposed insured:
AtVY MATTKP. IN DISPUTE BETVEENYOU AXD THE COMPANY MAY 5F. SURIF-fTTH AfcS-TRATlONAS AN
ALTERNATIVE TO COURT ACTION PURSUANT TO THE RULES OF TFfc A M K R J C A N ARBITRATION
ASSOCIATION OR OTHF.R RECOGNIZED ARBITRATOR. A COPY Of WHICH IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
FROM THE COMPANY, ANY DECISION REACHED BY ARBITRATION SHALL BE BINDING UPON BOTH YOU
AND TKF. COMPANY. THE ARBITRATION A ^ " A R D M A Y LS'CLUDE ATTORNEY'S KEE5 IF ALLOWED 3Y STATE
LAW AND MAY BE ENTERED AS A JUDGMENT 2S ANY COURT OF PROPER JL'KiSDJCTION.
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zleyte,

JXP-H-^O c f t"..« RPZ>« p l a c e f c r t h e star cf Cbe t o i l e r .

t r « ! c l " o r . n f descri'oad

c ' Icrnd rttu&tad i n Zxizb UffttTw. Utah, s a d deecxi'bad aa f e l l o w s ,
Comaenc"-T»f at thft Jiaxth-irast oorr>ex c f t h a Sonth—e&Bt 1 / 4
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of s a c t l o a 5C i s Tsriraahip

11 South a-nd cf r.&2i£* 1 e«at cf t h e a a l t latlce ~ « x i d i & n t t h e n c e r a n r . i n g a e e t
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ox 1*88 t c th« cent«T or th« Cr»ek» t h e n c e running s o u t h Tr«fl-«rl7 ds*na t h * c « n t e r of tna
erotic a dietajjea of 43 rode end 7 l i n k B ; thenc« ire a-: 47 rod* more or i a a a ;

thax>ca north

43 r o d i B^d 7 l i n t s t c t h e p l a o a of Do£i»rsi»(? sr-i c c m t a i j i i 2 g 12 a c r e s and 1 0 0 / 1 6 0 r o d a ,
xucra or l a s s .
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?n.it
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-;2:35P«:

=A3H

*•• suca ycrpoaea «J»7 r»?air».

rla*t a.taV. aot ocrr? *i th It t i e n « £ t to fence —e lande hevraia crsdeaned

-.5 Tolitisti fT* s UB« aor c*rr7 *ay t i t l e *« « ; -«.-»- riplrte ixere-crfrre oicoed b? ieiu>4»»t« sad
•il3f:.-) upon tha » a i i landi ©sr.latrn«d tc p l a i n t i f f * ***e.
?n*t the T8.i-=.« Of 8*11 l a m e ro csndeaned i« ££111.44 And *i« lanaMT"* *° --« e*Jaaest
Ir-nde ec'-cii^in^ to ae"feadK.irta from e l l sauieee, ;e t i e *u.t of ?3CO.30.
That -.ipor. o*rrae7it cf aati sao* ty 3 l e . i r . t i ~ to the defendtr.te at prorided br !*•"*. r.naU crier
?ui ;-.:aeacj»t »hall be erterad =ond,»nxi~g »*-li l«ad* tc pla.12.tlff" c *u.»*.
Ibat the pramiaea BC aa «icr«e*i4 eosd»ninrc to >le,ist1 ff"« - w< ( 4r* described tc f o i lo""*,. "to-Tit:
Conioanci^ et a ?ai3t 254.1 feet ao^tfc and 415.6 i e e t eest of -he sucrter aootlor aorr,*.r betxaca SactiDne 30 eni 3 1 . r s i m c t i t 11 »o\:th« 3a^£» 1 Sajat, Salt :*.le» 3eu>« end. ^ c n i l.cr., th«nce aor.-=t 1 iae, ** « i i . «•«*. S46.3 -eev.
f««t;

taeao* aoutii 4 dag;. 24 s i a , Wast 408.B

t"r.cnc» ft-a^tr. 1? leg. 40 cis.. e«.et 2T.5 f e e t ;

f.nn.DC teat;

»h«no* ir«e-t 160-0 -feet; thertae aortb

tKeoct eottt T3 d«£. £5 l i x . . vaot 34.C.C f » e t ;

-asst 2"?0,0 f*et;

taeaoe eou-h 8^ i o g . 46 Xlr.

tneao* aouth 5b leg. iO mln, neat L6C.0 t**<;

fwance w«gt; 2£C.O f e e t ;

tbenoe aauth 146.0 f e e t :

tbemra north "~2 &«g. 2C Cls. ee.et fcSC.O f aet; taelice ncrtu 56 dag.

SO i t a. eaat 26C.0 i a t t ;

thanoa north 3*7 oof. v£ "aia. •»** B7C.C faa-r:

Irr.. i." zilr.. «a»t "HO.O faat;

Iteuao acr"»i fZ

t^ai.oa aorth VI lag- QC aits.. aa.«t i£C,2 i a « t ;

".ixoaci ••.a't

•:li:.l Teet -.o tbt pia.ee 0' oayinr.ljap, oa;:tailing 9.56 avore*.
Beg-iTniLng e t tilt amL-tiweBt comer zZ the norsi-e^ri quA?T>e? of 3a«V^oc 30, t<nmaiip
11 S^utt, ^an^e 1 &a«t. S i l t I^ko iiaridiax, ani raxiir'- thaae* nortA 76 roda act 15 l i s t s ;
thftnea east 44 rods aai. 15 l l a k a ;

ticooa aottt 7£ rsda « i i 16 l u x i a ;

fhaooa »«et 50 rods

t c j<lac« or ©«ptacinp4 containing E2 a^:.«a. ££ rodf;
Baci-zalB* t>t the acrtt-*«*t BOX m : «X tha axrpt^»aevart quaxtcur ccf a e c t l a a 50, fmtaflhlT
11 &octJi. Sana^ 1 »ftjrt, w i t U o
tno center of Salt Cr*«ir;

kl«rl-d4.«c.;

tb.nce rtrmrl rt#; a*Kt 50 rod*. Kara or laaa. to -

thenoa* » o o t h - » « # t e r l j &o«n3 th* o»nt«r of ««ld. cr»ak a. dirtasa*

0 ' C rod* ojxd. 7 lipJta taamoa «cuit 4.7 rwLa.awjrt w l a a « to axL»rt«r aaratlcm. li&e;

thaiiae

north <-S rod*, 7 li-fiki, ta >laoe orT a^glnr.1 ng ami t»nt»i_nln«; IE t s r t i ajcal 100 roia, aiort
©T- l « » a , t s * oouraee n

tc the ae-at llnaa Dt tba promiaae and the -naxt pr^oediaf deacrtp-

Tian, balng irtended tc T^T. to the c»utar l i n e zi Ouxroat Creak and to fclloir the aeander\^Z 3 - aa.\d cr^alr.
s p i n a l rift 116 rode aal 2 llrJca n o r t i pf th« acuthaeat corner of the aocto-iraat ?nxrteT
!?*?• s#m:ion 50, tinmablp H 3oEth aax^r 1 Beat, Se.lt lai-e iLaridlax;
roir.. th«nff< porth 117 roda;

tbatisc eeLflt 5 rcda;

thano« reusing »a»t 5

tfceiice aoxtb 11? rod* 'S jla.ct cf ba^ift-

r.'.r.^. 5crt*-iz:liif 2 aoraa, l£5 roda.
Ttr-t 4.«:tnaanx« r»oer«r Xh«rr o o f U taa:»d at 4
voanoa. Qrsasircod, ^ d ^ t .
Dr-r«d a.t K«7»r.;. Utah, tbt a £?tb. , SLfty d

J»eh, 1916.

Til an, ?abruaz7. 2?th. , i>. 9. l ? l £ .
^'ziltad »xa.tat o; i.-»erict,
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I. P. J. former, COUT.TJ Clect tod e x - c f r i c i o C'.erfc af t i c D i a t r i c t Oo^er^ Lz a.nd far tiia
Cacrrty of. Juab, i t a i e of Dtai:, io hereby oartify tiiet the a\o^e ajii f3r«poinc i« a Ifcll.
true =.nd correct =.077 =f the oricliu.1 JU5C123T In the case cf tltaJi laJca i a c i , '«atar c 4
?»*cr :o=»w» . t oor^oratfes ^-». fra^«rl.a« A. ilejte and JtTw 3k>e l e j t e , aiB *1T». aa the
sa-iie appceye of rracri and zn f i l e 13 sy rff2.ee.
Is Htiw«a roomer

I ba/r. fcLnrtr^a^c «t". iay iuu>d and «.ffl5c*A S7 r f n a j . B > l

a«il.

Rx

ajy

3^-

^RrS

"•.= i kz$>-'.\z~ : : y . c ^ K , v :

-i35-B22-'D0:;

Sc=-'-.02

2<>4
fire •„:. J*apti

City, Otat, t h l i 28t^. . ±ty a* April, i - 3. IS-5.
», ;, Banner
county Cl*r* aad srr-offlsio ^Isrfc of 3iBtri5«
Cscrt -a ral !ar "i&o 2oucty.

j i s t r i c t Court 3«oi>

ZCTL*L i t t i e T«q"a««t cf ii. i . Tlti-aury, *\ay - 2 , 1-1C, t t 5 «-. x.

/
-c^nty *r*c order-

liler.tur*, a*!* th# twelfth dxy -f April i c the yo.tr or. czr Lcrd, ziinetoaE au^a*r»d
A .n thJtt<*««c 5*t*eex Jooepr, duller tac party of trie f i r e t p e r : . And I l i a 2ullfv*n
secori\&rV

Titneaoetn:

—• * v -

fb*t tut eali aarv sf *.-« f i r « t > i r t , for and i s o-csai^ra/t-oc cf

tt tt ss wan.
«UIL Vr
Dollars, to Hi* l x hand oala «>• tb« a t l i parry °- *h»>aeond part, tie
i f Ds^Snnarad
D=». 2nnarad D&l
r r n i p 1 . -rtffcrecf \ e hereby acknowledged, ana ramieed, releasee, and fcre^er/'frairolxi.aBd, and
Iheae -ora^ecc* ox>«s reaiaa, rtleaae ar.d feraser qiUtolaia, vjato tlvr'aa.id ptrty of tb«
N
\
s
i-;'-:na par- a\i to iaj^he-ra and aatipr.i, t i l that oertalr l o t ?!«<£« or parcel or" l a n i .
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ARTICLES OF ORGANIZATION
OF
SPRING C.ANTON ENERGY. LLC
The undersigned being natural persons eighteen (\$) years of age or more and desiring to form a
limited liability corapanx under me laws of the state of Utah, do hereby sign, verify and deliver to the
Division of Corporations and Commercial Code of the state of Utah these Articles of Organization for
the above-named company (hereinafter referred to as the "Company").

ARTICLE I
NAME
The name of the Company shall be: Spring Canyon Energy. LLC
ARTICLE H
PERIOD OF DURATION
Tne Company shall continue m existence until Decerjpber }i 2090. unless sooner dissolved
according to lav. or the operating agreement.
.ARTICLE m
PIUPOSES AND PONTES
Tne Company is organized for the following purpose or rjurposes
To engage m the acquisition and ownership of interests in real and personal proDerry. and .«
to
engage m any lawful act or activity for which a limited liability company may be organized under the
laws of the state of Utah and to exercise all powers permitted thereb}.
ARTICLE IT
LIMITATION ON POWERS .AND AUTHORITY OF MANAGER
Trie managcr(s) of the Company shall noi haA e the nghi or power 10 do any of the following
without tne consent of members of the Company molding in tne aggregate 6~% or mere of all of the
outstanding membership units entitled to vote
(a)
Do any ac: which would make n impossible to earn on me ordinary business of
the Company:
(b)

Make a substantia! change in the authorized business of the Compary

(c)

Confess a judgmen: against me Company:

(d)

Use the Company name credit or asset? for ome~ than Coiroary purposes,

fe)

Do any ac: m contravention of tne operating agreement of the Compary.
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(f)

*jnend the operating agreement:

(g)

Commingle the funds of the Compan} with the funds of an} other person cr

(h)

Submit an} dispute involving the Compan} to oindmg arbitration.

ennry:

(1)
Compan}*:

Execute o: deliver an} assignment for the benefit of the creditors cf the

(j)
liability.

Cause the Company io borrow any sums for which the Members have recourse

(k)
Transact an} business on behalf of the Company m an}' jurisdiction, unless the
Members would not as a result thereof, become managers and have an}* liabilit} greater than that
provided in the operating agreement.
(!)
Cause the Compan} io "borrow or incur an}' indebtedness, in the aggregate, IT.
excess of S10.OOO:
(m)

Obligate the Compan} to make a capital expenditure in excess of S5O.O00.

(nj
Cause the Compan} to merge with or into another cnury or to convert into
another Type of enury,
(o)
Dispose of substantial)} all of the assets or the goodwill of an} business of the
Compan}*: and
(p)
Adrni: a person or entity as a member of the compan} except as provided in the
oneratins agreement
ARTICLI V
TRANSACTIONS ^TTH MEMBERS AND MANAGERS
No contract or other transaction between the Cornnan} and an} firm or corporation sha i be
affected by the fact that a member or manager of the Corroany has an miercsi in. or is a director or
officer of. suck orher firm or corporanon Ar.y member or manager individual]} or with others, may be a
pam to. or may have an interest m. any transaction of the Compan} or an} transaction in which the
Compan} is a parr}' or has an interest. Each person who is now or ma} become a member or rnanag:: of
the Compan} is hereb} relieved from uabf.it} that he might athr-w ise ncur in the event sucn officer or
director contracts with the Compan}. individual!} or m beha.f of another corporation or ennt} in which
he ma} have an interest, provided that sucn member or manager acts in gooc faith
ARTICLE M
LIMITATION ON LLABILITV
A manager of the Compan} shall h ^ c no persona] liabiir} to tnc Compan} oT its member! for
monetary damages for breach of fiduciary oury except (:) for an} breacr. of a managers dur\ of lovala tc
Lie Compan}* or its members [v) for acts or omissions noT in good faiir. or which involve intentional
misconduct o** a knowing violation of ]z\\. or (ni) for ar.\ transaction f'om which a manager cenv-a an
improper persona! benefit
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ARTICLE MI
INDEMNIFICATION OF MANAGERS. MEMBERS, AND OTHERS
The Company shall indemnify each manager, employee, or agent of the Company and their
respective heirs, administrators, and executors against all liabilities 2nd expenses reasonably incurred m
connection with any action, suit, or proceeding to which he ma\ be made a pan\ by reason of his being
or having been a manager, employee, or agent of the Company, to the fall extent permitted by the laws of
the stale of Utah no«* cxisung or as such laws may hereafter be amended
The Company shall indemnify any person who was or is a parry or is threatened to be made 2
parry 10 an}' threatened, pending, or completed action or suit by or in the right of the Company to procure
2 judgment in its favor by reason of the fact that he is or was a manager, employee, or agent of the
Company, or is or was serving at the request of the Company as £ manager, director, employee, or agent
of another company, corporation, partnership, joint venture, trust, or other enterprise, against expenses,
including attorneys' hzs. judgments, fines, and amounts paid ID settlement, actually and reasonably
incurred by him in connection wiib the defense or senlement of the action, suit, or proceeding, if'nt acted
in good faith and in a manner he reasonably believed 10 be in or not opposed to the best interests of the
Company, except that no mdemniScahon shall be made in respect of any claim, issue, or mancr as to
which such a person shall have been adjudged to be liable to the Company, unless and only to the extent
that the court m which the action or suii was brought shall determine on application that, despite the
adjudication of liability but in view of all circumstances of the cast, the person is fairly and reasonably
entitled to indemnity for such expenses as the court deems proper.
ARTICLE \TH
AMENDMENTS
Tne Company reserves the right to amend, alter, change, or repeal all or any portion of the
provisions contained in its Articles of Organization from rime to time in accordance with the laws of the
srate of Utah, and all rishts conferred on members herein are granted subject to this reservation.
ARTICLE rX
.ADOPTION OR AMENDMENT OF OPERATING AGREEMENT
Tne initial operating agreement of the Company shall be adopted by its members. Tne power to
alter, amend, or repeal the operating agreement or adop: 2 new operating agreement shall be vested ir. the
members. The operating agreement m2y contain an}- provisions for the regulation and managemen; of
the affairs of the Company not inconsistent with the Utah Revised Limited Liability Company Act. as
now existing or as hercafteT amended, or these Articles of Organization.
.ARTICLE X
RESTRICTION ON TRANSFER OF OWNERSHIP
No member shal"! sell, assign, hypothecate, or dispose of his interest or any nan thereof ir the
Company without the written consent of the others except as may be se: forth b the operating agreerner.;.
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diligence and 2 new registered agent has not been appointed by the Company, the director of the Drasion
of Corporations and Commercial Code of the state of Utah shall be deemed appointed the agen: of the
Company for the purpose of service of process.
ARTICLE XII
DESIGNATED OFFICE
The address of the Company's designated office in the state of Utah is CT Corporation, 50 "IVesi
Broadway.. Suite 800: Sah Lake Ciiy. Utah S4101.
ARTICLE X m
I X m A L MANAGERS
The Company shall be managed by a manager or managers. The governing body of the Company
shall be knewn as the manager, and the number of managers of trie Company shall be fixed by the
operating agreement of the Company. Trie name and street address of the initial managers to serve as
provided in the operating agreemeni and until his or her successors arc elected and shall qualify arc as
follows:
Name

Address

F. David Gracbe:

10440 North Cenral Express way
Suite 1400
Dallas. TX 75231

Lois Banasiewicz

?. 0. Box 774000-359
31 5S5Ricaw2y Place
Steamboat Springs. CO 80477

The undersigned being the managers of the Company hereinbefore named, makes and files these
Articles of Organization, hereby declaring that the facts herein are true.
DATED this

day of February. 2002.

F. Da vie Graeber

Lois Banasie^icz
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CT Corporation hereby accepts appointment as registered agent for Spring Canyon Energy. LLC.
as named in the foregoing Articles of Organization.
CT CORPORATION

Bv:
Title:
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OPERATING AGREEMENT
OF
SPRING CANYON ENERGY. LLC
Tr.is Operating Agreemen: of SPRING CANTON ENERGY. LLC (mis " Azreemenr" l is mace
an-c entered into as of the
cay ci Feoruar 2002 b\ USA POWER. LLC a Uiar. hrmied ..aoiiin
coopanv ireferrec to nercm as nc nMemoers")
Recitals
A
On or aboui Fsoman i ,. 2002 AT.cies of Organization were filed wren me Division of
Co"pora: or.s sne Commercial Cooe of me Department of Commerce state oi Utah, to ~orm Soring
Car.}on Energ}. LLC ime "Compart}")
3.
USA Power. LLC. .-as contributed to me Compan} the assets descrfbec herein anc
desires to engage :n me business of me acquisition and ownership of interests m real and personal
propcrt}
C
me Compan\

The parties hereto desire :o orovide for the regulation and management of the affairs of

Agreement
NO^ THEREFORE, m consideration of me oremises and the muruai co\enants set forth herein
and for otner gooc and vaiuaoie consideration me recerpi ana sufficiency of whicn are ncreo}
acknowledged, the panics nereo} agree as follows*
Article I
Defined Terms
When dsed m mis Agreement me following terms snail ha^'e me meanings set forth below
1.
'A::" shall mear tnc Utah Revised Limited Liabihr Compan} A.CL as amended or
revisec from Lime to time
* " Affiliate" of a Person snaJ] mean a Person, direct!} or indirect:} througn one or more
:ntermeaia-:cs. controlling conrrollea b^ or unoer common control w:m the Person m question, "he
term ' control" as usea in me immediate,1} Preceding sentence, means «iui resDect to a Person mat :s z
corooration. me r.gm to exercise oirecth or indirect]} more man 50° o of me \otmg ngnts arcibutabk to
me snares of me controilec corooranon anc with resoect to a Person thai is not a comoration. me
possession directs or maircctlv. of the ooucr to direct or cause the direction of tnc management or
policies o: me controlled Person
.2
' Agreement" snah mean mis Agreement, as original*} executed and as amenceo fr^m
nme to time V\orcs sue? as "nerem ' "hereinafter " "hereof "hereto ' "nereo> " and "hereunder ' wrsen
csec v nn re:erence to tn.s Azreemen'. -e:er ic this A2~eement as 2 wnoie uniess me contemn otherwise

Memoers. loans :o me Corrmar.} anc net proceeds from Capital Transactions, but sxciuang casn funcs
ootamed rrom Terminating Caoital Transactions) after \u payment oi ail exncnses oi the Compan} as of
sues time, including ail costs expenses, or charges wiih rcsoec: to me ownersnm operation
oevcioDmsr.:. maintenance, anc imKeeo of ibz Company oroper*ry including, but noi limitec :o. tnc
management fee navaoie to me Manager as proudec nerem- zc \aloram laxes. dec: amortization
J inducing interest oaymer.tsi. acvert-smg expenses, proiessional tees, wages, ana utility costs, in,
provision for pcyment cf ii' octstancmg anc 'unpaid current obligations of me Compan} as of sucn time
and. u::> oro^sicn ior an acecuate working capital reserve as determined by mc Manager to oe
reasonably necessary for ODeranons of the ousir.ess of the Company
: .5

"Carrrai Account" shall nave me meaning set forth in Secnor 3 3< a)

1,5
"Camral Transaction" snaii mean a transaction i'i pursuant to whicn the Company
borrows funds, c: • pursuant TO wmch par. of me assets of me Comply ^° *ol£- condemned, exchanged,
abandonee or others ise disposed of. (m> pursuant to wmch insurance proceeds or other carnages are
recovered by me Comoan} in respect of a capuai asset of the Compan> ;anc. not ior sucn items as
business interruption or simi-ar items), or iivj mat. ir. accordance *ith generally accepted accounting
principles, is omerw ise consmerec canitai -n narure
-'
"Code" shall mean me Internal Revenue Code of 1986. as amendec ior any
corresponding provision or nro visions of succeeding law).
:.S
''Comnam" shall mean me limited habriirv company operated pursuant to the terms
hereof for the hmitec purposes and scope set form herein.
1.9

"Fiscal Year" of the Company shall mean me calendar year

i.10
"Interim Camtai Transaction" shall mean z transaction (other man 2 Terminating Capita!
Transaction./ if; pursuani to wnicn me Company oorrous funds, (u) pursuant to which nan of the assets
of the Compan} ars sole condernnec. exchanged, abandoned or otherwise aisposec 01. fin; pursuant to
wn.ch insurance proceeds or other damages are recovered oy me Company L~ respect of a capital asset OT
me Compan}' (and. not for such items as business lnterruDtion or similar items) or \w\ mat. ir.
accordance with generally aceemec accountingprmctpies. is omerwise considered capital m nature
- -•
"Manager" shall mean me Personfs) cesignated pursuant to Secnon f 2 to manage and
operate the business of me Coronary
i 12 "Members" shall mean USA Power. LLC Preferred to herein as me "mmai Member") anc
sucn other persons or entities mat are aammeG to the Company as additional or suDSiiruted Memoers.
Reference to a "Memoer" shall mean any one of me Memoers
i .-: "Ne: bcomt OT LOSS" OI tht Company for any Fs.=>c2i\ Y«s ior por.ion inert of) itatt
mean the excess or aerie ii as the case ma} be of (ijihe gross mcome 01 me Compan} aemed from
Operations cs caicujatec unoer federal mcome tax accounting principles ior such Fiscal x ear over [v.i all
"terns oi exner.se mcurrec and'or paic by me Company with respect »c Cberations dur.ng such ?isca.
Tear wnicn arc chowacie as ceoicnons mcer federal mcome tax accounting principles anc aenreciation
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cost recovery or other amortization deduction allowable to the Companv for federal income :a.\ purposes
in rzspzc: of any Company asse: for such Fiscal Year.
I-M
"N'e: Proceeds of a Terminating Capita] Transact! orf shall mean the proceeds received
by the Company m connection wim a Terminating Capital Transaction after payment of ah COSTS anc
expenses incurred by :he Company in connection wish such Terminating Cap::ai Transaction.
l.ii
"Ooerai^ni" > ^ ] ^ " ^ ^ revenue producing ac^vmes of the Company oiher than
act;niies relating ia interim Capital Transactions or Termmatrng Capital Transactions.
1.; 6
"Qvmershm Percentage" means wi'Jr, respect to each Member the product of ; a > i 00° i..
muiuphed by «b» a fractioa me numerator of which shall be the number of Units heidbv such Memotir
and me denominator of vvnich shaL be me total number of Urjts outstanding at mar rime.
].l~
"Person'1 shall mean any individual, parmership. limited habihry companv. ccrporanoL.
trust or other entity or association.
LIS
"Regular.ons" shall mean me reguianons promulgated by the United States Deoarrmen:
of the Treasury" pursuant to and m respect of provisions of me Code. All references herem to sections of
me Regulations shall include any corresponding provision or provisions of succeecir.2. similar, substitute
proposed or fmai Regulations.
1.19
"Terminating C30ital Transaction'' shall mean a sale, condemnation, exchanee or other
ciisposition. whether by foreclosure, abandonment, or otherwise, of ail or substantially all of the then
remaining asscrs of the Company w'nich is entered into m connection \xnth the dissolution, terminanor.
and binding up of the Company or that will result in the dissolution of trie Companv.
1.20
"Unix" shall mean an interest in the Company consisting of the nghts : covenants, and
responsibilities more panicuiariv se: forth hcrem.
Article II
General Provisions
-• ~*
Formation G: the Comuanv. The Initial Member prcviousiv formed the Comnar.^ as a
hmited liability company pursuant to the provisions of the Act. by tiling Articles of Grsamzanon with
•he Division of Corporations and Commerc-ia] Code of the Deparrmeiu of Commerce, stale of Uiah, and
Hereby adopts this Agreement to provide for the regulation and tnanagement of the affairs of the
Cornpany.
2.2
Name. The business oi me Company shall be conducted undeT the name "Spnns Canvor.
Energy. LLC" or such other name that the Managers may select.
2.2
Purposes and Scope. Subject to the provisions of this Agreement, the Compar.v :s
iormec to acquire and o^n interests in real and persona: property; and to eneage in anv iawfui ac: or
activity for *h>~h 2 jim;ird lizbihry tompzm may bt orgaiuzzd -jndz: >he te"Ts of the sEze of Utah 2nd ic
-"lernse al; powers permined thereby. This Agreement does nor and shall not be construed to create c
?&4rmersnip. ;omt venture, or other business relationship among the Members with respec: tc a.nv
A m i n e s whatsoever other than those specified ir. this Section 2.2.
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2-jTicjes of Organization The Members further agree and obligate memsehes to
execute aexnotfiecge. fie. record ana or ouoiish. as necessary, such amendments 10 me Aticies of
Orgai::iat.on as ma} oe requirec by me terms hereof or by iau anc sucn other certificates ana documents
as rn2y oe aDpropnaie :o cornph ^:m :ne requirements of £.\\ for me continuation, ^reservation, anc or
ooeranor. c'me Corr.nar> as c limited liability comoarj) An\ amenamen: to tne -uncies of Organization
shall reauirs the ^Ttrten consent of Memoirs hoicmg m tnc aggregate at least 6~°o of tne outstanding
Lruts sntmed :o vote.
2.5
Ftcnnous Name ConcurrenrK v.iih me execution oi mis \greement. me Compan> sna'f
maKe ar} fimgs or cisclosures required b> me lavv-s of me state of Ltah with respect to ::s use of a
frtmous name ifany
--6
Comers mo Tne merest of each Memoer in me Comoany shall oe oersona* oroDerr for
ill purposes \l\ properr. and interests :n oroper\ ~ea: or nersonal ownec D\ rhe Corrroar} shall oe
deemed ov.nec c> me ComDany as an entity anc no Memoer. iricmdualh. shall na* e an: ownersntp m
any prooert} or .merest in properr} ownec by tne Comi5an> exceot as a Member m me Corrman} Zzzr.
of the Memoers rrrevocabi} waives, aurmg me rem of rhe Comnar} anc aunng an} pcr.oc of its
liquidation following any dissolution. ar.> r.gni that such Member ma> cave to maintain an} action for
partition v.-:?. respect to an\ of me assets of tne Corrmar}
2~
\"o inc-.tciia! -.utnonp. Except as otner>vise specifically pro\ided m mis Agreement,
no Member, acting a.one. shal: ka^e an} autnonr} to act for or to undertake or assume ar.} obuganoiu
deer dun or responsibility on oehaif of. any ocner Memoer or me Company
2.i
Designated Off ce. Tne designaied off ce of me Compan> shall be ar CT Corooranon.
50 V\"est 5roadv>a>. Suite &QQ. San La*ce Cry. Utah S-1201 or a; such otner or adc.tiona; y>i2cz or piaces
as me Manager shall rcasonaD'.y aeicrmme
29
Term of me Comoar\ Tne term of the Company shah continue untf terminateo
pursuani to me provision.* of mis agreement or sucn other care as the Memoers snail setect m accordance
vitfc me pro-v-tsions of Section S I
2 *D Remsterec Agent Tne registered agent of the ComDany snail oe CT Corporation whose
office aGarsss is 50 Vv'est Broadway Suite E00 Salt Lake City Utah S4 lOl
2 •".
Registered Offce The registered office of me Company shall oe 50 V\ est Broadway.
Suite SCO Salt Laice City. Tar. S-101
Article DTI
Capital Contributions
2.
Luna' Capita) Conrrpunons lm:s In connect]on ^v.h the formation o: me Ccmoan>
me Inmai Member m± conmouiec to tne camta: of the Comoar^ m* rea. and oersonal oroDerrv aescnoec
or. Ixnioit - ' hereto na^mg the agreed JDO^ \alue jdennfird oelou. and nas Deen cremteo uich ths
nurnner of Units se- fortr ooDCsne sucn Memoer s name se: form oeiow
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•
Name
USA Power.. LLC
Totai

Capita?
Conrributior.
S
£

Units
Held
10.000
10.000

3.2
Additional Corrrfbutions. So Member shall be required ro make any additional Carnal
Contributions or purclnase aacttional Units beyond those set forth in Section 3.1. Any additional capital
contributions of a Member shall increase the Members Capita] Account anc result x an increase in me
number of Units heid by such Member as determined by the Manager.
3.3
Sale of Add:nor.a; Un:rs. The Company may seii additional Units from nm: to time to
provide the Company with funds necessary for :ne operation of its business. Tne Manager shall have sole
and complete discretion m determining the consideranon and terms with respect ;o any issuance of
additional Units. Prior TO the issuance of "Units to other Members or third parr.-- investors, the Corrpzn-y
shall give unite- notice to ail Members, spectrying the number of Units to be issued, the consideration to
be paid for such Units, and such other material terms and conditions as the Manager deems appropriate.
At such time and from time re time as all or any portion of such additional Units are offered for sale, the
Members shall have the right for a period of 20 days after such nonce to purchase such newly offered
Units, pro rata in proportion to the number of Units held by each, on the same terms and conditions as
contained :n the notice pro need by the Company. If any Member shall fail to e?tercise such right, the
other Members shall have the nghi for an additional period of 10 days following the termination cfihe
initial exercise period to purchase such offeree Units, pro rata m proportion to the respective number of
Units held by tze'r. Member exercising such nght. on the same terms and conditions. Any Units offered
pursuant hereto that are no: purchased by Members may be offered to third parties.
3.Admission of New Members. .Any person who acquires additional Units issued by the
Company pursuant to Section 3.3 hereto may be admitted to the Company as a Member upon delivery to
the Manager of an agreement, in form and substance satisfactory to the Manager, of such person (i) to be
bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement as it may have been amended and then in force, and
fii) to execute all documents or instruments that the Manager may reasonably require to be executed in
order ro effect tne admission of such person as a Member. The Manager is authorized and directed to do
all things it deems necessary-' or advisable in connecuon with any such future issuance. Tne Members
hereby consent to me admission as a Member of the Company any person acquiring such additional Units
and tc any and all amendments of this Agreement for the purpose of admitting such additional Members.
Each Member acknowledges and agrees that the issuance of any of such additional Units shall result m
the dilution of the interests in tne Company of the Members.
2.5

Capital Accounts.

[ai
A separate "Capita; Account1' (herein so called) shall be maintained for each
Member m accordance with the capital accounting ruies of section i.70^-i(b"u2X;.v) of the
Reguianons. Each Member shall have only one Capital Account, regardless of the number or
classes of Units m the Company owned by such Member and regardless of the time or manner in
which such Units were acquired by such Member. Pursuant to the basic rules of section
1 ."*0^-l{b>('2)(r.'j of the Regulations, the balance of each Members Capital Accoun: shall be:
itl
credited with: {\\ the amount of money contributed by such Member to
the Company and the far market value of any orooerry contributed by such Member to
the Company met of liabilities secured by such property that the Company assumes o:
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lakes subject to): (2) ex^ep: as provided helo*'. die amount of taxable income or gain
ailocateo 10 such Member and (3; such Member's pro rata share of any tax exempt
income or gain of the Company: and
fii >
debnec with: (\) the amoum of money excluding guaranteed payments*
and the agreed fair market vabe of any -propcrr/ distributed to such Member ine* o:
liabilities secured by such properry thai the Member assumes or takes subvert to;: I s
except as provided below. :he amount of taxable loss and deductions ;or ;tems thereof
allocated to such Member: and (3) such Member's pro rata share of any expenditures of
the Company described :n section "C5(aX2)(B') of the Code <or expenditures which art
so treated under section l.'OMb) of the Regulations;; and
(ii:)
shall be otherwise adjusted in accordance with the other capital account
maintenance rules of section l."04-lr"b)(2Xivi of die Regulations.
In addition, if nropcrry is distributed :n kmd by the Company, the Capuai Accounts of the
Members shall be adjusted to reflect ±c manner in which the unrealized income, gam. ioss and
deduction inherent m such properry (that has not already been reilecied in tne Members' Capital
Accounts) would be allocated to the Members if there were z taxable disposition of such properry
for its agreed fair market value on the date of distribution.
fo)
Notwithstanding the foregoing, if prooerty is contributed to the Company by i
Member, the Company shall thereafter compute gam. loss and depreciation m respect of-he
contributed properry separately for book and tax purposes as required by sections
i.704-i(b)(2)<:v). 1.7CXi-i(bX4)i"0 and 1.704-CD)(4'x*iii) of the Reguianons. Such items so
comoured for book purposes shall be allocated among the Members in the manner provided in
Article P*' below and shall be rzilecicd in the Members' Capital Accounts by appropriate
increases or decreases thereto as required by section ].'04-I(bX2>l'rv)(b) of the Regulations.
Such items so allocated for tax purposes shall not be reflected in the Members' Capital Accounts.
(c}
Notwithstanding the foregoing, it :s the intention of the Members that their
Capital Accounts in the Company be maintained strictly in accordance with the capita: 3ccoum
maintenance requirements of section I.~04-i(bj of the Regulauons. and that their Capital
Accounts be adjusted to the extent required by the provisions of such regulations or any
successor provisions thereto.
id)
A loan by a Member to the Company shall not be considered a contribution of
money to the capital of the Company, and the balance of such Member s Capital Account shall
not be increased by the amount so loaned, unless such \oan is determined by the Internal Revenue
Service in a final administrative proceeding to be a capital contribution by such Member. No
repayment of principal or interest on any such loan, or reimbursement made to a Member w nn
respect to advances or other payments made by such Member on behalf of the Company, or
payments of fees to a Member or its Affiliates which are made by the Company snail be
considered a return of capital or m any manner affect the balance of such Member's Capiiai
Ace auntie i
Except as otherwise provided herein, or by the Act. no Member bavin = a negative
balance in us Capuai Account shall have any obligation to the Company or any other Member to
restore its Capital Account to zero. A deficii Capital Account of a Member shall not oz deemed
to be a liability of such Member or an asset or property of the Company.
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-.6
Rerun of C aortal. Except tc the extent prodded x Article Tv" beiow. no Member inail
havz the right tc demand or receive :he rerum o: such Members capita] conmbutions 10 the Comnar.v.
3."
N"o Interest on Capital Contributions. Except as otherwise provided herein, no Member
snail receive ar.y interest or. such Member's capita] contribuuons to the Con-many or such Members
Capital Account, notwithstanding any disproportion therein as between tne Members.
Article FV
Allocations and Distributions
•4.1
Distributions or* Available Cash. The Manager, in its sole discretion, shall determine
vvnc±cr the Company should distribute its Available Cash: provided, /Vu^ever. dnat the Manager snail
use his best enons m ail events tc distribute up tc an amouni equai to a percentage of each Members
share of the Net Income and capital gain of the Company allocated to trie Members for sucr Fiscal Year.
Trie applicable percentage shall be determined by me Manager m its reasonable judgment based upon an
estimate of the highest marginal federal and apphcabie state income rax rates for cornorauors or
individuals, whichever is higher, applicable to ordinary income and capita: gam and the propomons of
such types of income earned by the Company during such Fiscal Year. Tne amount, if any. distributed
pursuant to the proceeding provisions of this Section 4.1 shall be reduced 'oy ail other disrnbutiorj; of
Available Cash made in such Fiscal Year pother than distributions made tc fund tax liabibnes pursuant to
this Secnon -.:). b the event thai the Manager decides thai pan or all of the Company's Available Cash
should be distributed re the Members, such Available Cash shzU be distributed to the Memben pre rata
in accordance with their respective Ownership Percentages.
4.2
Distribution of Proceeds From Terminating Capita! Transaction. The Net Proceeds of a
Termmaung Capital Transaction shall be distribute in accordance with Section S.3 hereof.
4.3
AJloeanons of Income and Loss. Subject tc the provisions of Section -A. the Company's
items of Net Income and Loss from Operauons for each Fiscal Year and gam and loss realized by the
Company m connection with each Interim Capita] Transaction and Terminating Capital Transaction, aner
g;ving effect to all Capital Account adjustments attributable to contributions and distributions of money
and property made during such Fiscal Year (but exemding income and loss, if any. that is required to be
separately determined and allocated to the Members for federal income tax purposes x the same manner
as presenbec under section 704(c) of the Code): shall be allocated to the Member pro rata in accordance
to their respective Ownership Percentages.
-4
Limitation; and Qualifications Regarding Allocations. Notwithstanding the provisions
of Secrior. A3. Nei income and Loss for each Fisca: Year and gam and Joss realized by tne Company i or
nems of income, gam. ioss. deduction., or credit, as the case may bei shall be allocated in accoroance with
the following provisions tc the errtent such provisions shall oe applicable.
(a:
If the allocation of Net LOSE IOI nems thereof; as orovided :n Secnon 4.3 hereof
vv-ouid cause or increase a deficit oaiance m a Member's Capital Account, mere shall be allocated
to such Member only ma: amount of net loss (or nems thereof) as will not cause or increase a
deficit oaiance IT. tne Members Capita! Account. T?.t ne: loss (or items thereof) that would,
aosen: the appneanon of the preceding sentence, otherwise be allocated to such Member shall oe
allocated \\) firs"., to otner Members having oosmvt balances in their Capital Accounts, m
proporjon tc sucn positive balances: and -.if: second, tc- all the Members m accordance with thmr
respective Ownership Percentages. For purposes hereof each Member s Capital Account shall
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be reduced for the items described m clauses {-). [5\ and (6) of Reguiaoon section I."0-] Co)(Z)(i:)id). If any ailocauor. or net loss {or items thereof) is made under this Section -Azi
any allocation of Net Income ana gam (including mcome and gam exempt from taxi of me
Company zilocared thereafter shaij first be allocated as necessary to offset in reverse order tne
allocation maoe pursuant to this Section 4.ufai.
Co)
If any Member unexpected!}' receives any adjustment. aDocatiom cr distribution
izscr.'oid m clauses I-J ; (5): and (6~i of Reguianon section ]."0^-lfD)(2.)ui)(dj: such McrnDer
snail be allocated, oerbre any other allocation is made pursuant to Section A2. items Q: income
and gam (including a pro rata por.icn of each item of income, including gross income, and gam
for such year) in an amount and manner sufficient to eliminate, as quickly as pessfoie. the deticit
oaiance. if any. m such Member's Capital Account (in excess of any limited dollar amount that
sucn Member is obligated or reared as obligated :o restore by contribudom witmr; the mc^r.ng
of Regulation secnon i.~C»4---o)('::HdX2)). This provision is intended to be a "qualified income
offset" withm the meaning of section l.TG^-i(bK2)(iiXc*) of me Regulations anc shouid be
interpreted and implemented as provided therein. Any allocation of income or gam pursuam to
±is secnon shall be taken into account in computing subsequent allocations of income and gain
oursuam to this Secnon 4.4 and Section 4.3 so mat the net amount of all such allocations to each
Memoer shaD. to the extent possible, be equal to the ne: amount of mcome and gam that wou-c
have been allocated to each Member pursuant to Secnon 4.3 if such unexpected adjustmentallocation, or disribunon nad not occurred.
4.5

Allocation of Income and Loss and Distributions m Respect of Units Transferred.

\a)
If any Units in the Company are transferred, or are increased or decreased by
reason of the admission of a new Member or otherwise, during any Fiscal Year of the Company.
zzch item of mcome. gam. loss, deduction, or credit of the Company for such Fiscal Year shall be
assigned pro rata to each day ir: the particular period of such Fiscal Year to which such item is
attributable (i.2., the day on or during which it is accrued or otherwise incurred; and the amount
of each such item so assigned to any such day snail be allocated to the Members based upon their
respecuve Units in the Company at the close of sucn day. For purposes of accounting
convenience and simplicity, the Company shall trea- a transfer of. or an increase or decrease ir.
Unns in the Company which occurs at any time during a semi-monthiy period (commencing w/th
the semi-monthly period including the date hereofj as h2\"ine been consummated on the first cay
of such semi-monthly period, regardless of when during such semi-monthly period such transfer,
increase, or aecrease actually occurs (i.e.. sales and dispositions made during the first 15 days of
any month will be deemed to have been made on the first da}- of the month and sales and
cisposmons thereafter will be deemed to mvt been made on the 16th day of the month).
fb;
Distributions of assets of the Company m respect of Units in the Company shall
be made oniy to the persons or entities who. according to the books and records of the Company,
are the noloers of records of Units in respect of whicn such distribunons are mace on the actual
date of distribution. Neither the Company nor the Manager shall incur an}- liability for making
oismbutions in accordance with the provisions of the preceding sentence, wnetner or not the
Cornoany or me Manager has knowledge or nouce of any ransfer or purported transfer of
ov.TiersniD of any Units ir. the Company.
\z)
Nonvrihstanding any provision above to the contrary, gain or ioss of the
Comoany reaiizec in connection with a sale or other disposition of any of the assets of me
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Company shall be allocated solely io rhe parses owning Units ir. the Compan} as of the aate such
saie or other disposition occurs
Article V
Management of the Company
5.1
Participation m Management. Except as otherwise provided herein, the Members snail
no: participate m me management or control of the Company s business nor snail n r transact r o bustness for the Compare, nor shall tne} have me power to act for or bmc the Company said powers
being \ested solely and exclusive:} m the Manager
5.2
Management Unless Lie articles of organization have dispensec *.\:ih OT :imitec me
authority of the Manager, ai. power of me Cotrrpany shaii be exercised o> or under the authority of. and
the business anc affairs oi tne Corrmary snail be managec under the direction of. the Manager. The
Manager shall have exclusive power anc control over the business of the Company: oni> the Manager
snail have the power to bmc the Company Members holding ir. the aggregate at least 3 ma;onrv 03" the
outstanding Units shall ceterrmne me number anc designate ihc identity of the Dersons who snai'i serve as
Manager of the Company The number of Managers shall initially be rwo (2) and the initial Manager: are
hereb} designated as F D a v e Graeber and Lois 3anasiewicz. The Manager shall act as sucn unni (ai
his resignation, withdrawal, incapacity, removal, or death, or i^bi me dissolution cf the Company.
whichever occurs first. Manager vacancies shall be tilled by the consent or vote of tnose Memoers
holding in the aggregate at leas: a majonry of the outstanding Units entitled to vote. li. following the
resignation, withdrawal, incapacity, removal or death of the sole remaining Manager, the Members fail to
appoint another Manager within 90 da\s cf the occurrence of such event, each Member shall be deemed
to oe a Manager.
5.3
Removal cf Manager Members holding m the aggregaie at least 6~°o of tne outstanding
Units shall have the right, wimout further obligation to the Manager other than for compensation
previously accrued, to remove the Manager for cause ("Cause"), but may DO: remove the Manager
without Cause. For purposes hereof. Cause shall be deemed to exist upon fa) 3 cetermmanor) by
Members holding at least 6~°-r of the outstanding Units that the Manager nas material]} breached tne
terms of the Articles of Organization, this Agreement or any other material agreement respecting me
Manager's duties as a Manager: (bi a de term-man on by Members holding at least 670/o of me outstanc.ing
Units that the Manager has been grossly negligent or has engagec in ma:enai willful or gross misconcuct
in the performance of his dunes; t'cj a determination by Members holding a: least 6~% of the outstanding
Units mat the Manager has breached the Manager's duty of loyalty" to the Company or its members: or (d)
2 finai non-appeaiaoie conviction of or z pies of guilty or nolo contendere by the Manager to a felony or
misdemeanor ir.,roivmg fraud, embezzlement, theft, or dishonesty or other enmmal conduct.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Manager shall not be removed for Cause without it) reasonable notice
to the Manager setting forth the reasons for the proposed removal for Cause: \\\\ an opportunity for the
Manager, togemcr with his counsel, to be heard before a meeting of the Members convened for the
purpose of voting on tne removal of the Manager: and uii) deliver) to the Manager of written notice of
removal setting forth the finding mai ;r. the good faith opinion of the Memoers Cause existec for removal
anc specifying the particulars mereof m detail
5A
Managers. Manner of Acnng. At an}' time more than one Manager is serving, the
1011 owmg provisions shall appiy As to matters in the ordinary course of business ana wnen z vote of
Managers is not otherwise required, any Manager rn2\ execute art}' document or take an> action without
a meeting or other consent of the Managers. t>ro\ided that sucn does nor contravene the trovtsions of mis
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Agreement and otherwise compiles with the izw. As :o matters not in the ordinary course of business or
when a vote of Managers if oihenvise required, me following shall apply:
ia)
A nsajorrry of the Managers shall constitute 2 quorum for me transacnon of
business at a meeting of the Managers unless :his Agreement or the articles 01 organization
require 2 greater number.
(bi
The ac: of me majority of me Managers present at a meermg 2: which 2 quorum
is present when ;ne vote is taken shaii be the ac: of the Managers unless this Agreement or me
articles of orgaruzanor. require a greater percentage.
(a
Unless the articles of organization provide otherwise, any or ail Managers mav
participate in a meeting by. or conduct me meeting rhrough the use of. any means of
communication by which ail Managers participating may simultaneously hear each other cum2
the meeting. A Manager participating m a meeting by thus means is deemed to be present m
person at the meenng.
(d)
A Manager who 15 present a: a meeting of the Managers when action is taken is
deemed to have assented to me acnon taken unless: ('.) he objects ar :ne beginning of the
meeting (or promptly upon his or her arrivall to ho icing it or transacting business at me meeting;
or (2) his dissent or abstention from the acnon taken is entered m me rrunutes of the meenng: or
(3) he delivers written nonce of his dissent or abstention to me presiding officer of the meeting
before its adjournment or to the Company immediately after adioummcni of the meeting. The
right of dissent or abstention is not available to a Manager 'A*hc votes in favor of the action raicen.
(e)
Uniess the amcles of organization provide otherwise, any acnon required or
pennined to be taker, by the Managers a: 2 meeting mzy be taken without a meeting, without
prior notice, and without a vote, if ail of :ht Managers sign a written consent describing the
action taken, and the consents are ffied with the records of the Company. Acnon taken by
consents is effective when the last Manager signs the consent, unless the consent specifies a
different effective date. A signed consent has the effect of a meeting vote and may be described
as such in any document.
ffj
The Managers shail determine ail matters based upon a majority consent,
without regard tc their respective Ownership Percentage, if any. If. at any time, the Managers are
deadlocked as to 2 marten the matter shall be determined by a vote of the Members holding in me
aggregate at least a majority of the outstanding Units enntiec tc vote.
5.5
Man22er: Specific Powers. Except as otherwise specifically provided m this Agreement.
all matters m connection with the day-to-day conduct of the Company's business and the use or
disposition of its assets shall be decided soieVy by the Manager, "w ithout hmmng the generality of tne
foregoing, the Manager shall have the power and authority on behalf of the Company ic:
\z)
acquire such tangible and intangible personal property as may be necessary or
desirable to carry on the business of the Company:
Co)
negotiate leases for and execute and deliver leases for office space for me
oneration of the Comoar;v:s business;

•0
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iC)
purcnase equipment, supplies, anc materials anc proauce anc marice: p;-ocucis
as. m ITS so it discrenon, n shall deem advisable:
I'd)
empioy. terminate the employment of. supervise, and compensate such persons.
firms, or corporarions as. ir. its soie discretion and judgment, n shall deem aevtsabie for me
proper operancn anc management of me business of rbc Company:
ie'i
invest Comnany funds in mtcresi-beanng accounts, commercial paper.
government securities, certificates of Deposit, or similar mvesrments:
(f)
execute promissory notes, deeds of rust, regulatory agreements, and al. other
documents, agreement or cerrificanor.s:
igi
sell Transfer. z:izhzn2e (whether or no: quahf>m.g as a tax-free exchange under
section i 03! of The Internal Revenue Code), assign, convey, "ease, furtner encumoer. hypothecate
or otherwise dispose of al: or any pan of the asses of the Company m me ordinary- course of me
business of :ne Company:
ih)
execute and file all repons and maintain ail records required by law or by mis
Agreemen:; and
(i)
coordinate the management and operation of :he Company and perform other
normal business functions and otherwise operate and manage :be business and a±:a:rs of me
Company m accordance with and as limited by this Agreement.
5.6
Delegation bv Manager. The Manager may not delegate (other mar. a Manager mar. is ar
ennry to an authorized representative) me Manager's authority and power re manage me o-jswas and
affairs of the Company unless '.?/ the deieganon is in V*TITEI£. (ii) me scope and duration of the autnonr.
delegated is $pzzzf)cd in rating, uii) the Manager retains the power to revoke the delegation at any time
for any or no reason. (;v) the delegation does not include any power of substrcunor without the unrter.
consen; of the Manager, and (vj me delegation does not cause the Manager to cease co be a Manage:.
5."
Limitation on Powers ana Authority of ?vlana°er. Notwithstanding me provisions of this
.Article V or any other provisions herein, the Manager shall not have the right or power :o do any of me
following without the consent of Members holding m the aggregate 6~% or more of all of the outstanding
Units entitJed to vote.
raj
Do any act which wouid make it impossible to carry on the ordinary business of
the Company:
(b)

Make a substantial change in the authorized business of me Company:

i.ej

Confess z judgment against the Company;

id)

Use me Company name, credit or assets for other man Company purposes:

\ti

Do any act in contravention of this Agreement:

if)

.Amend this Agreement;
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Commingle the funds of the Compare with the funds or any other person or

:hj

Submit an} disnuie xvomng the Comnany tc binding arbirntion;

! 11

Zxecjte or ceijver ar.} assignment for ihe Denefi; of Lie creditors of me

Company:
Cause the Company :o borrow an} sums for wmch me Members have recourse
haoihr/.
Transact an> business DH ocnai: of me Company in any junsoicnon. unless iie
ikj
Members would nci. as a result mere of. nee erne Managers anc have an} haoihr} greater than that
pro's-ce 2 x mis Agreement
il}
Cause me Compar.}' to oorrow or mcu: an} indebtedness, m me aggregate in
excess oi S; 0.000.
imi

Oohgaie :he Company tc make a canitai expenditure in excess of 550 000:

mj
Cause the Company to merge with or into anomer entity or :c comer: into
another r^-pc of entity:
i o;
D.spose of substannaily all of me assets or me goodwill of an} business oz me
Company, and
fp;

Aarmt i person or ennry as a Member, exes?: as provided her em.

5S
Standard of Conauc: The Manage: a: all rimes snail onerate and manage the ousvness
and affairs of me Corrrpan} m a reasonable and nniGen: manner
59

Compensator of Manager.

ia)
The Manager shall not receive comnensauor. m consideration of the oerformance
c: :he dunes and responsibilities of the Manager However, the Manager snail be reimbursed for
al! costs and exnenses mcurred on behaif of the Company Except as otherwise provided herein,
neither me Manager nor any other Member shaii be ensued to a fee for semces to the Comnany
in :3 capacity as a MemDcr
fb}
The Company shall be obligated and tne Manager is authorized. :c rja% mom
ComDar} assets all expenses relating to trie organization of tne Comnany Sucr expenses may ot
paid c:rec::y o\ the Comnany or pam 0} the Manager and men reimbursed D) me Campam
Without lirmtmg me generality o: the foregoing, such organizational expenses inc;uae legal,
accounting, consulting aunhcation anc pnnnng. telephone, telex, postage, air rreign:. rrave: and
entertammeni. and other expenses and fees ('including niinc feesj paic or incurrec in organizing
:he Company No nai of me amoun: so paic pursuant to mis secnon shall oe aeemed :o or c
management fee nay able tc the Manager
:c)
Tne Manager snail ae-.oie such time, effort and SKUT. to me affairs of tie
Company as the Manage: may aeem to oe reasonaoiy requires for me welfare anc success of mr
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Compan\. out snail not be obligated to devote al~ o:" its business nme to ;he affairs 01 the
Company
5.-0
Exccuron of Document The Manager is hereby authonzec tc execute on benaif o, ne
Con-roar.} ar> anc zV aocumems m connection with the Corrroan} s business including, bui not lrruted to
ceeds. aeecs of r:si. promissory notes, guarant.es. leases certificates. £:f,aa\its. assignments, secunrj
agreements anc contracts
5.::

Tax Marten Member.

tu
U£A Power. LLC :s r.ereny cesignated the "rax makers partner" is tr.a; term J
aefmeG :n secnor. 622:»a>0 of :he Code ireferrec to herein as tne "Tax Matters Memoer",
(bi
The Tax Maners Member shaii take no action ir. sues capacir v.-mout tne
authorization or consenT of the other Menoers. otnet man such action as the Tax Marcrs
Memoer ma> oe recurred to take oy i\v The Tax Maners MemDer shall use its oes: en art; ;o
conch -nth the responsibilities outlined x sections 6222 through 6222 of tne Code and :r. doing
so snail incur no liability to die otner Memocrs. Norwimsrandmg the Tax Matters Member s
obhganon to use its best efforts in me rulniiment of its responsibilities tne Tax Maners Merr.oeshai. not De requires to mcur an> expenses for tne preparation for or pursuance of adrnin-strar.ve
or judicial proceedings unless the Members agree on a metnoo for sharing sucn expenses
(cThe Tax Matters Member shai] not enter mto any extension of me penoc of
iirmtanons for rnaicrng assessments on oehaif of me other Members without first obtaining .ne
written consent of the omer Memocrs.
id J
No Member snail rue. pursuant to secnor. 622'" of tne Coce. a request for an
administrative adjustment of items for any Company taxaoie year witaout first notifying me otner
Memoer s 1: ine ouier Members agree wrth the requested adjustment, then the Tax Matters
Member shall f.ic the request for adimmsrrative adjustment on behalf of the Memoer If
unanimous consent is not obtained within tnirry 130) calendar days from such nonce, or within
the period required to umei\ file the request for aommistrauve adjustment, if shorter, any
Member including tne Tax Maners Member. m2y file a request tor acrairiistranvt adjustment on
its own behan.
fe;
Any Member intending to file a pennon under sections 6226. 6225. or other
section of the Coae wim respect to any item or otner matter mvo'vmg the Company shai" notify
me otner Members of sucn intention and the nature of me contemplated proceeding. In the case
wnere die Tax Maners Member is the Member intending to die sucn pennon on benai: of me
Company, sucn notice shad be given within a rcasonaDie period of time 10 aliovv the other
Memoers to participate in tne choosing of the forum in wrucn sucn petition *iil be filec L'tlie
Members GO not agree on me appropriate forum, then me appropriate forurr snap, be neciacc t-y
vote of a majority in interest of tne Members. Each Mernbe- shai] nave a vote in accorcance *\:T.
its aggregate percentage -ignt to mstributions of Avaiiaole Casr. tor tne year unoer audit If su;r.
2 majority cannot agree, tnen the lax Maners Memoer saal1. choose the forum If ary Memoir
intends io sees review of any court decision renderec as z "esur. of a oroceeamg mstitutec una-it
the preceding onnisions of this Secnor 5 1.»e t. men ->u:n Memoer snali notify me ocier
M erasers of sucn interaed acnon.
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»-"/
The 7 i x Matters Member snail nor bind an} Membe- to a sememem agrecmcrt
•^tnout ootammg me written concurrence of SUCH Memoer For purposes of this Section 5 « '
tre term "scrJemcr.t agreement" snaD induce a settlement agreement at either ar aarnmistra^ e
or juc:c:ai le^e: -^jr Memoer ^ n o enters into a serjemeni agreement vvitr ™SDZZ~ tc an'
oarmersmr items as aefined :n section 6251,aj'Z > 01 the Code snail notify the otner Members c:
sucn >enlemen* agreement ana its terms rv-tam ninety '90 caienaar days from me date 01 scmtmen:
\g\
The on>\isions of mis Seer or : ]} snail survn e the termination of the Corrmar;
or me termination of any Memoers interest :n me Comcary anc! snail remain omemg on rne
Memoers for 2 penoe of time necessary 10 rescve wit.- me Internal Re-.enue Service or me
i m t e d States Department 0: me Treasur^ any anc all martens regarding me Umtec States recera.
income taxation of me Comoany
5 12
O t h c Ta? Elect or.s Trtf Manage: may m his discretion, make or rejoice me eiecttcrs
-ciemec to in secr.on '5- 1 0: me Coae or ar> cor-esooncmg trovismrs of state tax :cv>"s £acr. of me
Memoers v^L joon recuest sutroly me information necessary to rroper.} grve effect to sac?, eiecron:.
The Manager snai revalue Comoary prooerrx to its fair marxet va.ue (taking into account seer on
""CiigJ of me Cocei on me -e^aiuanor. ciate m accorcance v*im section iTC—lfojOur. j?r of the
Regulations arc sna.' acius; me Ccnital Accounts 0: me Memoers as cescrvbec herein ^ n e r an> neu or
exisrrg Memoer c o m b i n e s none} or other oroDerry t otner man a Le minimis amount) to me Comsat:}
.r. exchange :or an interest m trie Company or v\nen me Conpan} distributes money or otner orone—\
'otner man a ae nvmmx amountJ to 2 *rmdra\vmg or contmLing Member J : exenange for axi or a ronton
0* sum Mernoer's interest m me Company
5 13
bcorsistenr Treatment of Item. If an> Member intends to file a nonce of mconsistent
treatment unoer ^ecnon 6ZZ2ro) of me Cooe -her sucr Memoer snail give reasormoie nonce mcer me
circumstances to me omer Memocrs of such mtent ana me manner in wrich the Members ntenaed
c-eatmeni of ar. item is 1 or ma> oe 1 inconsistent w ith me meatmen" of that item 0; the other Memoers
5 1Power OT -\r:orne\ Each Memoer who is not 2 Manager b> becoming 3 Memoer
nere'e* ir~evocaD \ consnrutes and aDpomts the Manager. witr ruL po^er of SUDST: croon, as nis cue and
.a^:« crtome^-in-fac: ^itn full power and authority m his name mace and steac anc rrom t.me to rrme
as reiated to tne Company
\t)
to rnaite anc execute saco eernhcates. instruments anc documents mememg the
Corrroary's amcjes of orgamzanon and tr.is -_g-ecment and amerGmcnts mereto. as mav DC
r
ecuirec r? the ,aws of an} state or aumorvzec or requirecb} the provisions of mis Agreement or
me articles GJ organization
it#
to maice such ce-mficaTes msrruments ano documents inducing amendments to
mis -greemem anc to me amcies of organizaror as may be reamrea for me Memoer .0 maice 0}
the lav>5 0: ar\ stare LO rerlect
OJ

2 cnange of adaress of saic Memoer or

».i

2 donam e transfer ot an .merest .n me Comnan} r o m one Membe" to

anomer
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icj
:o make and execute ail crrrficate: and other instruments necessary tc quakfv or
continue the Company as a limited haoihiy company wnereir: tnt Memoers ha\e umitec habnny
m tne states vvhere me Company may be doing business:
('c')
to make any changes in or amenaments TO tms Agreement but on;y :f 2nd vher.
Members sufficient to cause sues :nange or amencmen; :o occur have agrees :o sucn manges or
amendments by signing eitne: personally or by duly appointed agen;. an agreemem amending
this Agreement, ano
;e;
to make and execute any aocumen: of conveyance, including promissory notes
and deed, or deeds of rus: to secur: ceoL or easement con:ermng me assets 0: the Company,
w.-jen a conveyance, ^nether oun-gn: or as security :s pemnn.ee by tne Manager nereuncer
Tne po^er of attorney grantee herein snal] oc ceemed ro be counled with an interest and snail be
irrevocable and survive me neath or incompetency 0: the Memoers. In me even: 0: any conduct Derween
mis Agreement and any instruments men cy such anomey pursaant 10 the power of artomey granted m
mis section, mis Agreement snail control.
Article VI
Status of Members and Members' Responsibilities Among Themselves
6.1
limiiec Imbmn'. Excep: as otherwise nrov.ded herein 10 me contrary me Membra
shall not be bound oy. or nersonaiiy iiaoie for. the expenses, haoilmes. debts, or ODiiganom, of the
Company, except as pro\ ided m me Act
5.2
Cessation 0: Membershm. A Member ceases to be a Member of the Cornoany and the
Member, or me Memoers successor x interest attains the status of an assignee, with me ngnts describee
T
* Section " \ upon me occurrence 0: any of the following events.
{D

the death of the Memoer:

(b J

the incapacity of the Member:

«'c)

tne Member vojuntanly wvthcraws from the Company:

1di

the ass;p.ment of me Member's enure interest in tne Company.

ve \

me Member is ermeuen as a Memoe: pursuant to Section 6 3.

(f)

unless all omer Members consent in vvr.ang. the Member
(.)

makes a general assignment for the benefit of creditors,

?if»

files a voluntary petition in bankruptcy;

rm)

oecomes me suoject of an order for relief in bamruptcy trroceraings

f:*"i
files 2 netition or ansv. er seeding reorganization, dissolution, .lcuication
or similar r^nzf
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(v)
rues an answer or other pleading admitting or failing ro comes: * petition
f.ied m c proceeding described in the foregoing provisions of rhis Section 62-i):
(vi)
seeks, consents io. or acquiesces m the appointment of 2 trustee, receiver
or liquidator of the Memner or of all or any substantia] pan of the Member's properties:
\2)
the dissolution or equivalent of a Mcmoer thai is an entity, unless ali otner
Members consent ;n writing.
6.3

Exnuisior of a Member. A Member may be expelied:

\A)
by unanimous vote of the other Members if :t is unlawful 10 carry on the
Company's business with the Member or
(b)
on application by the Company or another Member, by judicial determination
mat the Member:
{i")
has engaged m wrongful conduct that adversely and materially affecxed
me Company's business:
tii)
has ^illniily or persistently committed a material breach of the Articles
of Organization or tins Agreement or of a duty owed 10 the Company 01 10 the ether
Members under the Act; or
(i:i)
has engaged ir. conduct relating to the Company's business that makes it
not reasonably practicable to carry on the business with the Member.
6.4
L:abi~::rv of Manager to the Other Members. Tit Manager, his representatives.
employees and agents, shall not be liable to the Company or to the other Members for losses sustained or
liabilities incurred as a result of any good faith error in judgment or mistake of law- or fact, or for any ac;
done or omitted 10 be done in good faith in conducting the Company business, unless such error, mistake,
act or omission was performed or ommed fraudulently, or consniuied willful misconduct or a breach of
tfus Agreement. This provision is not for the benefit of any third parry.
6.5
Company mdemr.trv to Manager. Tne Company sha.ll protect, defend, indemnify- and
hold harmless the Manager and each of his representatives, employees and agents, from and against any
loss, expense, damage or injury suffered or sustained by any of them by reason of any acts, omissions, or
alleged acts or omissions arising out of the activities of me Manager or any representative, employee or
agent of the Manager on behalf of the Company or in furtherance of the interests of die Company,
including, bu: noi limned to. any judgment, award, settlement, reasonable attorneys* fees and other costs
or expenses incurred m connection with the defense of any actual or threatened action, proceeding or
ciaim if the acts, omissions or alleged acts or omissions upon which-such actual or threatened action,
proceeding or claim is based were m good faith, for a purpose believed by the Manager, or any
representative, employee or agent of the Manager, to be in, or not opposed to. the best interest oi tne
Company, or were not performed or omitted fraudulently and did not constitute gross negligence, willful
misconduct 0: a breach oi this Agreement by such indemnified party. The Company shall further
mormmfy and hold harmless ths Manager for losses or liabilities due to the negligence, including gross
negligence, dishonesty, willful misconduct, or bad faith 01 any employee, broker, or other agent oi the
Company if such employee, broker, or agent was solicited, engaged, or retained and supervised by me
Manager with reasonable care. Tne Members each acknowledge mat the intention of the preceding

15
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any Member or any Members Arrhates in connection with the business of die Company as independent
contractors or as agents for others, and such Achates may receive from such others or the Cornpany
normal proves, compensation, commissions or other income hidden: to such dealings. T^t amount
payable by the Company :o any Member or any Aiuliaie of any Member shall not be greater than the
amount which the Company wouic have to pay under an arrns-iengrn conirac: uith a non-related entity.
6.T
Member; look So'ie:v to Company Assets. Ezch Member shall look soieiy ic me ;asse:s
of the Company for all distributions with respect to tne Company and return of its capita: conrrfouticns.
and no Member sm.ll have any recourse ic connccnon therewith against any Manager except as provided
m Seen on 5 - .
6.S
Dealings Outside the Company. It is specifically understood and agreed thai no Manager
or Member s'nzll be required 10 devote fui: ume ic Company business and any Manager or Member may.
at any time and from time to time, engage m and possess an interest in other business ventures of any and
every- type and desenpaon. independent]}' or with others, and ncfther the Company nor any Member shell
by virtue of this Agreement have any right, tide or interest in or to such independent venture of any
Manager or Member, even if such venture is m competition with or related to the business of the
Company.
6.9
Conficcnnairrv. No Member will directly or indirect:)', disclose to an}' person not
authorized by the Company to receive or use such information any of the Company's confidential or
proprietary data, information, or techniques, or give to any person no: authorized by the Company to
:ece:ve it an}' iniortnanon that is no: generally known, to anyone other 'bar. the Company, its Manager.
Members, errrpicyees and Affiliates, or thai is designated by the Company as "Lirmtec." "Private." or
"Confidential." or similarly designated or for which there is any reasonable basis to be oebeved is. or
which appears to be, treated by the Company as confidential
Article YTI
Transfers of Member Interests
".:
Assignment of Member'? Interest. Subject to the previsions of mis Article \ H a
Member may assign or transfer ma: Members in teres: in the Compan}' a< 2ny time, either voluntarily by
an instrument m writing or ^voluntarily by coun order or by operation of law . Upon the assignment or
transfer of a Member's interest in the Compan}-. ('i) the Compan}' shall not be required ic recognize any
sucn assignment or transfer until the Company has received written notice of the same: i'i: • nc i.ueb
assignment or transier o: an interest m the Company, whether voluntary or involuntary, shall of itself,
dissolve the Company: mi) the assignee or transferee of the Members interest m the Comnany shall not
tnereby become entitled to vote or otherwise participate in the management of the Company's business
and ariairs. or to require any tnformauon or accounts of Company transactions, o~ to msDect the
Company books and records, or to become a Member: iw) the assignee OT transferee shall onjy be
entitiec -o receive, in accordance with the contract or order of assignment or ransfer. the share of profits
and losses and distributions to which the assigning Member would otherwise be entitled under this

r
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TJ

Right of rirst Refusal.

[z)
If air.* Member ('a "Transferring Member"; desires to assign, transfer or
otherwise dispose of such Members inieresi in die Company for vaiue. he shall give wnttenonce ia "Transfer Notice") to the Company and the other Members scrtmg fonh (\) ihe number
of Units or other interest in the Company (the "Transferable InteresT") which the Transferring
Member desires to Transfer (ii) the idennry and adaress of the proposed purchaser or other
transferee ihzrtot (iii) thai the Transferring Member has received a bona fide offer therefor, if a
sale is contemplated: (iv) the ezsh and other consideration 'v.per unit and m the aggregate; to be
received by the Transferring Member :n connection with such disposition: ly) a true copy of the
offer or agreement. :f any. for such sale or other disposition and a certification by the
Transferring Member thai, to the best of his knowledge and belief the c-rTei or agreement is
genuine and in all respects what ;: purports ic be: ivfj an offer to sell to the Company and :he
other Members the Transferable Interest m accordance with this Section ".3: and (vii} such other
information as may be necessary or desirable m order to arford to the Company anc me otner
Members the benefits intended to be conferred by this Section T3. To the extent the terms o:
such saie or otner transfer provide for the recemt by the Transferring Member of consideration
other than cash or zzs'?. equivalents, the Transfer Notice shall also include a fair market appraisal
of such cottsi derail or. prepared by a qualified mdeoenaen'. appraiser
Co}
Tne Company shall have iO days from the date o: recc:?! by it of the Transfer
Notice to elect to purchase ail or any part of the Transferable interest. Tc the extern the
Company QQCS not elect to purchase all of such interest, tn- otner Members snail nave 20 dzys

'''
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independent appraisers shab1 mutually select z third independent appraiser to determine :he fair
market vaiue. and the vaiue selecred by such third independent appraiser snail be binding DH al:
of the parties hereio. Each such independent appraiser may use an}- customary method of
determining fair market value. Hach parry shall bear the cost of :ne independent appraiser
se-ected by that parry 2nd Lhe cost of the independent appraiser, if any. mutually selected by the
rwc independen: appraisers shal: be paid one-half by the Transferrins .Member and ont-half by
the Comsat:v or such other Members.
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{?)
If me Company anc tne otner Memoers dc not -jmc} elect 10 surmase ail of me
Transferable bteresi pursuant 10 mis Section T3. me Transferring Member, wlihic 30 Ga;^ after
the expiration of such 20-day penoG or i 0-day penoc. as apphcaoie. saa> transfer me
Transferable bteresr 10 the purchaser or other transferee named m :he Transfer Notice for mt
consi aeration- anc on :he omer terms se: fori ir. the Transfer Nonce anc not ocner*ise Upon
failure oi :he Transferring Member to effect such transfer pursuant to the terms and eoncmons
contained in the Transfer Notice v-'ithin sucn 30-Q2> penoc. the nghi to transfer such interest
shall lapse, anc ati} desireo. transfer thereafter snail be mace oni} upon compliance again ^*im
the notice and ejection procedures of tms Section " 3
\g)
Purchasing Memoers shall become substituted Members Kith respect to interests
purchased unoer this Section ~ 3 as soor. as Lie purcnase has been accomplished according to the
terms hereof An> otner purcnaser or transferee of i Transferring MemDer s interest s.ial noi be
er.utiec to become a supsnruie Memoer except as proMoec x Section ** 2.
'4

Other Encumbrances.

<a)
Pledge Nonce b the event that any Mcmoer ia "Pledging Member*1* desires
hereafter to encumber m any *ay all or any part of his Units, he shall t>e able to ao so oni> ;: he
gives rvTtrtcr. nonce -a "Pledge Nonce'") to tne oaer Members at ".east 30 days ur.or tc g-antmg
or otherwise creating such encumbrance and obtains tnc wnrtcr. consent of the other Memoers to
such encumbrance, '.vhich consent may be withncid for any reason. The Pledge Nor.ce shall se:
forth or otherwise mciuce ft' me number of Units or other interest in the Company (the ''Pledged
Secunues") vvhich the Ficdzr.s Member Qesires to encumber, »":i; a description of the proposed
encumbrance: cm) the identity and acdresi of the person to whom or for whose benefit sucn
encumbrance is to be granted or created itne "Pledgee"}: I'r-jme maeotecmess -the "Securec
IndeDteaness'M and the prmeipai terms thereof to be secured by sucn encumorance fwhici
securec indebtedness shall not be more than seventy-f.vt percent i~5°/oi of tne t3ir market value
of the Pledged Securities at the time of tne pledge)i and (,v> 2 true cop> of the definitive Plecgee
Unoertaking (hereafter defined) cuiy executed by the Pledgee.
To;
Pledgee Undertaking. The Pledgee Unaerrakmg fherem so called) shall evidence
me obligation of me Pledgee (or an} assignee or successor thereof;, before taking any action to
enforce anv ngnt which me Pledgee may have to foreclose such encumbrance agamsT the
Pledged Securities, to give written notice fa "Foreclosure Nonce") to the orher Members. Tne
Pledgee Undertaking snail further provide thai the other Members, pursuant to tms
Section *" ^"bl shall ha*-"e the right to purchase the Secured Indebtedness anc me encumbrance
againsi me Pledged Securities at a pnee eoual to the unpaid principal of anc all accruec interest
on and ail other amounts payabie to the Pledgee as a part of me Secured haebtedness. SJcr. ngni
to be exercisable at any time during a period of 30 oays after the Gate of receipt o: tne
Foreclosure Nonce, ir. tne manner ncrcaftcr specific.
ic*
Foreclosure Nonce. The Foreclosure Notice snail set form L; the icentir; anc
aduress of trie Pledging Member or other then current homer of me Pledgee Secunues* KU\ me
number of Units or other interest m tne Company then comonsmg the Pieagec Securities'
in) me amount ierms and status ci the Secured bdebtedness securec by tne en:uobrance anc
me terms of tne encumbrance itself, and ( v> me identity anc acdress of me Pledgee Ftrs" Lie
Company anc thereafter, to the extent the Company does not elect to ourcnase all of sucr
Pledged Securities, tne other Memoers. snail have 15 days from me caie o: recent o: me
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Foreclosure Nonce 10 elect to purchase his proportionate share 'in the absence of a jnarimous
consent among sucn Members, ID prouomor to meir rcsDccz:ve Cmmcrsnip Percentages; of me
Secured Indebtedness, sucn eiecnor 10 be maae by delivering tc me Pledgee written DO ice of
sucn election tntair. such I5-oa> period If some DUI nc: ail of :he other MemDers timely
exercise their election :c so rjurcnase meir respective prooomonate share of me Secured
baeotechess. o: if all cf me other Memoers so z\t=z\ to purcnase less mar. all oi tne Secured
boeotecness men after expiration of sucn _5-ca} oenod me Pledgee snail nrompti} give written
nonce (me "Second Foreclosure Nonce") :o eacn o; me omer Memocrs so exercising me.r
election mat certain of me Securec baeotedness remains available for purcnase by mem Each
of sucn ejecting other Members shall n2ve 10 cays from me nate of recemt b> him of me SsconeForeclosure Nonce to elect to purchase ms prooomonate snare • m me aosence of z iman mous
censeni among sucn exercising other Members. determined o> reference to me tor^l O^nersnm
Percentages heic by oniy the electing orner Members; of sucn remaining Securec Indebtedness,
such election ic be made b> his acuvcrr.? to me Pledgee w-itten nonce of sucn elccnon v.irnir
such 10-day period.
(

,d»
Closing If UDcn exmranon of sucr :5-day period (or if me Second Foreclosure
Nonce is required tc be given as aforesaid, upon exprranon of such 10-cay period'}, the omer
Memoers .have ume:y elected to purchase ail of me Stz^jizd bdeotecness. then each of me
electing other Members snail purcnase ma: part of me Secured Indebtedness whicn nv has
elected to purcnase. within five cays after expiration of such 15—da\ or 10-da\ pence as
aponcaoic. on a date and at 2 time designated b> me other Memoers in a wnncn nonce given to
me Pledgee and a: me pr.cz and on the other terms se: forth m <or aer.vea from) me Pledgee
Undcrtaicmg On such Gate and at such nmc. payment of such purchase prcz shall oe mane ;c me
Pledgee a: me oankmg house or other office of the Piecgee. against receipT of documents
evidencing and assigning to the purchasing other Members the Secured bdeotecness oemg
purchased ace all encumbrances securing me same, together mm certificates representing: me
Pledgee Sccur.nes tor corresponding parr mereof nroponionaj ro me Securec bdentedne:s so
•p'jizbzszdi bearing no restrictive legend and cuiy endorsed m cuanK or accompanied by cu:y
executec stock powers
«e)
Foreclosure If anc :o me extent mai me otner Memoers do not purcnase 2J] of
me Securec boeotedness pursuant to the precedmg provisions of mis Seen or " - me Pleogee
snail be entitiec thereafter to enforce any ngnt wnicn me Pjecgee ma> nave to foreclose me
encumbrance against me remaining Pledged Securities securing the remaning Secured
bdebtecness, except that the Piecgee snail give to eacn of the other Members wrrnen nonce of
any proposec saie of me remaining Pledged Securmes or any pan thereof at leas: i0 ca\s :n
advance, in order tc afford to each of sucn other Members me opportunity of blading or. or
making an offer to purchase sucn Piecgee Securities at ar> such proposec saie Any transfei o:
any or ail of the Pledged Securities unon foreclosure o> me Pieagee following conroiiance -?-itr.
me provisions of mis Seen on ~ - snail thereafter continue tc oe subject to me provisions o. this
Agreement and tne transferee snail assume ai! oohganons Hereunder
' i

Potior tc Pu-chase bteres- L'oor. Certain Events

»a)
If a Members interest is transferred uursuant to •':' an ad;udicaticr of tne
Memoer as a bankrupt fit) an entr> of an orner judgment or aecree b) an> :our of canoe .ent
junsdicnon appointing a trustee, receiver or liquidator cf the assets of tne Memoer. '::.1 an
assignment or attempted assignment by me Member for :n= nenefi: of erectors, T J me
institution or anemnted institution of voiuntary camcuntc} rro ceecmes o? me Memoer •*. ' trie
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divorce or seoaranon o; the Member rroro his or her spouse under whacn oy judicial dtcr^t me
Member is recuiree ;c rrar.sfe: all or pan of his interest x the Company to his or her snousc. or
(v;.> the aeatn of me Member. then, in an> such event tan "Opnon I vent"), the Contain anc to
me extent the Company ooes not eiec: to purchase all of such interest, the other Members shall
have me option, out not trie obligation, to purcnase frorr: such Member Tor from such Members
estate or icgai successor, sjl (the "Subject Member"" the Subject Memoers interest m me
Comnar.} trans i err c a.
foi
NOT later tnan nmerv -'90} days arte: the occurrence of an Conor* Event, the
Suoject Member ior me Supiect Memoers estate or successors)* shaij norrfy the Company of
such occurrence, wmch nonce shall se: form .•":• c description of the Ooucn event: (n.tne Units
(vtne "Conor. Units") ^mcr. the Compan> and me omer Members have the r.gnt to purcnase
nursuani to tms Secr.or. " f D> reason of sucn Option Event, (hi) the idenntx of the Suoject
Member: and fivi sucn otner information as ma> be necessary or aesirabie m order to 2i:orc to
the Company and me omer Members the neneftts mtenaed to be conferred by this Sec:.or- ".5.
Following tne recetp; of such nonce, tne Company shall eve like notice ro me omer Memoers o:
me occurrence of the Option Event and of their opnon to purchase me Subject Members interest
pursuant tc mis Agreement.
fci
Tne Conrpan> shall have 10 days from the date of receipt by it of the Option
Notice to eiec: to purchase ai! or any pan of the Opnon Units. To the extent me Company QOCS
noi eject to purchase ail of such interest, tne otner Memnen shall have 20 days from me date of
tne exmranon of the Company's opnon to elect to purcnase all or any pan of the Opnon Units to
vmch eacr. Member snail be en ride a :c nurchase (uc the absence of a unanimous consent among
sucn Memoers. m proportion to their respective Cnvriership Percentages1., sner. election to be
mace by delivering v.nrtcn nonce of such election to me Subject Member uimin SLC'H 20-day
period.
id)
If the Company and some, but not all of the other Members nine*} exercise meir
eiection to so purchase tneir respective shares of the Option Units not purchased b} the
Company or :f me other Memoers eiec: to purchase less man all of tne Oonon Umts not
purchased b> the Company men me Supiect Memoer after expiration of sucn 2C-u2y option
perioo tc the omer Memoers snail prompt!} give written notice u "Second Noticed to each of
the other Members so exercising men election that certain, of tne Opnon Units remains r.ailabie
iV purchase 0} mem. Eacr. of such exercising omer Members shall have 10 da}s from tne date
of recemi b} him of the Second Notice to elect tc nurcnase his proportionate share f-n the
ansence of a unanimous consent among such ex ere isms other Memoers determined b> reference
to the iota] O^mersrnr Percentages held b} oni> the electing omer Memoers \ of sucn remammg
Opnor Units, sucr. eiecnon tc be made by his delivering to tne Subject Memoer *>r.tien nonce of
such ejection witftm sach iO-ca} penoc
it)
If the Cornoany and or some or ail of the omer Members nave nme;y electee to
purchase all of the Ootion Units, men tne Cotrroan} and eacr. of the electing other Memoers snail
purchase mat nar. of me Opnor. Units wnich it has eiectec to purcnase *im.m 5 C2}! after
exmranor of sucr; 2C-da> or IG-da} period, as auphcaoie or. a date and at z nme designates c*}
me Compan} anc or e;ecung other Memoers m a vrttten nonce tc oe gi^en ar least two aays in
aa^ance to me Suoject Memoer oy tne Coraoan; ana or eiectmg otner Memoers. and at me
rrmema. piace of ousmess of me Command
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iz)
The ourchase pr.es fox rhe Onnon Units purchased by the Corrroar} or anGthcr
Member shsT. be :he fan marjcei value ("FMV"") of tne interest as or me aaie of the occurrence of
me ODD. on Event as aetermined herein. The Company snail pa} for anc ootair an inaco<rnaent
appraisal of all real estate and unlisted securrrjes (including ODtions ana warrants l. Listed
securtDes snail be vaiuec at rhe market once foidj for sucn secunncs Ail other assets snail oe
valueo ai men- oook value The FMY of me interest being ourchasec snail oe oasec or. the
reiatne percentage of ouricrshrc of the ComDany based on rhe rota! numoer of Units outstanamg
as of the valuation cateroultypiieab> rhe sum of u J me far marKet value of tne real esra.c anG
unlisieo secur.nes as deierriimeG by aporaisai plus (n) the rnartce: p-sce foidi :or am listen
securities plus in.) the oook value of all o:her assets. minus r.v, total Company liaomues at me
\alua:ior. daie.
i'g,}
?a>Tnent b> the Conroan-. or rue Mcmoers of "he ourcnase once for Option Units
snail oe maoe as follows
rt i
cjos:ng oate:

15°/o of "he purchase once shall be paid :n casn *vymin sir. month" of the

pj
deliver, of a orormsson note for the balance providing for interest At the
pnme rate as published m tne Wall S:reei journal m effect or the date of closing arc for
payments of prmcipai anc aecruec interest in four eauaJ annual installments oegirmrr.g
or. the first armivcrsar of me xiuai pa>~ment -vim LIS ngnt to prepa} principal vr-moui
penalty.
Pa>"ment of the purchase pnee shaii be made :o me personal or :ega* rcoresentaove of me Suojecr
Member, or to his or her trustee liquidator or receiver, or to his or her spouse or trie oersonai or
legal reorescntanve of his or her spouse as appropriate, sucn oayment to DC maoe at me offi:? of
the Comoany. in each instance against rcceiot of certificates or omer evidence of ownership
representmg me Option Units being purchased. OUJ> enaarsec m blame or accornDartieG o> amy
executed transfer aocumenrs acceptaole to the CorrtDany and the purchasing MemDers
fhj
If anc to the extent that the Corns an> and or me omer Members do no; purznzst
al* of me Option Units pursuant to me preceding proMsions of this Section " f ther me
remaining Opt.on Units snali DC transferrec to the person or persons to "".bom tne same wouic
hz\ e passec in the absence of the provisions of mis Agreement
"* 6
Permittee Transfers Nothing m this agreement shall :>e deemed to prombit or hmi me
sale, assignment cr transfer frorr a Memoer of ai] or any part of the Mcmoers interest m tne Comt)ar> to
another existing Memoer of the Comoan} or to a re\ocaoie trust of -vmch me Member is the grantor anc.
curmg his .ife. principal oeneficiary out onJ> if sucn trust viL be treatcG as 2 grantor trust of .»ucn
Member under section 6"1-6~*S of me Coae and the .merest m me Comoam so soid. assignee: or
transferrec continues to oe suoject ;c me pro\isior.s of mis Agreement in all respects No sucr sait.
assignment or transfer snail create a r.gh.L interest or po^'er m ar.% otne: Member or in the CornDar> or
an> omer oerson. :c purcnase or acquire sucn interest m me Compan> nor snail tne Member -anc aesres
io sei: assign or transfer all or an> part of mat Memoer s interest in me Cornparj} to anorne- Memoer o*
to sucr. a must be required to obtain me onor consent of me omer Memoers or tne Compan> or ic offer
sucn 'nterest to me omer Members or to tne Corrmnrv
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Article VTU
Dissolution and Termination
E.I
Events of Dissolution. The Company snail, without further action o: the Members, be
dissolved upon the fzsi io occur of the following:
i's)
The dissolution oi the Company by judicial decree or aimmistranve action
isuojec: to reinstatement as provided by the Ac:;:
ibj

Tne Company fails :o have a; leas: one Member;

(;j
T:i'z merger or consolidation of the Company with pother limited liability
company or other entity wnere me Company is not me surviving entity:
(c)

The sale of ail or substantially ail of the assets of the Company:

(e.)

December 31.2090: or

if)

The unanimous written consent to dissolve o: all Members.

Unless approved by Members holding, ir. the aggregate, a: least 6~°o oi the outstanding Urjis. no
Member shall have the right, and ail Members hereby agree not, to dissolve, terminate, partition, or
liquidate, or :c person a court for the dissolution. terminaDor. partition, OT liquidation of znc Company
except as provided ir. this Agreement.
8J
^'tndir.g UP and Liquidation. Upon ±c occurrence of an event of dissolution as
provided in Sec nor g.l. the Company snail be wound up and liquidated as rapidly as business
circumstances will permit by selling Company assets and distributing the proceeds from any such sale or
sales of the assets of the Company as follows and in the following order of priority:
U)
To pay or provide for payment of all amounts owing by the Company to
creditors other than Members:
(b)
To establish any reserves which the Manager may deem necessary for any
anticipated, contingent or unforeseen liabilities or obligations of the Company arising out of. or
:n connection with, the conduct of the Company business;
(c>

To pay aii amounts owing by the Company to any Member as a creditor.

(d)

To pay the expenses of winding up: and

i.e'j
Tc eac- Member, pro rata in accordance with the positive balances x their
Capital Accounts i'determined after giving effect to the allocation of ail gains and losses realized
in connection with any Terminating Capital Trar.sacnon occurring m connection with the
liquidanon of the Company). .Any remaining proceeds shall be distributed to the Members pre
rata ir accordance with their Ownership Percentages.
£.3
Authority to "Wind Ut?. Tnc winding up of the Company and liquidation o: its assets
shaii be conducted by the Manager or. if there is no Manager, as determined by the remaining Members.
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Article DC
Books of Account. Accounting. Reports, and Banking
9 1
Books of \ccount. The Cornoany books and records of account shall be maintained a:
me principal office oi me Comnany or ai such other location anc oy such person or persons as ira\ oe
aesignatec 3} me Manager The Company snali pa} the direct expense oi maintaining its books of
account.
92
Method o' Accounting. Tae Company oooks of account shall be maintainec and kep: on
a oasis of accounrmg ceierrnned D> trie Manager ano consistent!} apnued.
9.5
Fmancia; Statements. Upon receipt of a wrrrren request from an} Member, \nthm ninety
(901 cays arte: the close of each Fiscal Year of the CorrrDany. me Company snail provice to eacn Memoer
either unaudited or audited las aeiermmed oy the Manager m his rcasonaole discretion/ fimmciaj
statements which fair:} represent me financial condition of tne Company as of :ne eno of such Fiscal
Year Sucn financial statements shall indicate me share of each Member m me net income, net loss,
aenreciatior. and other reie^*ani fiscal items of the Company for such Fiscal Year Each Member snail ot
entitled to receive copies of all federal, state and local income tax returr-s and information returns, r a n } .
vvhicn ihe Company :s required io file. Additionally ^ quarterly to the extern both requestra b} an}
Member and regular^ prepared b> the Manager me Manager shall make available to any Memocr copies
of the Companys financial aocumentaticn wiik respect ic the prior auzrter. including, without limitation.
balance sneers and mcome statements.
9 -i
Bank Accounts. Tne funds of. and ai" monies actually received by the Company shail be
aeoosned m z separate bank account or accounts in a national or stare banking institution in :he name of
me Company. Tne Manager or agent of the Compan} shail be authorized to draw checks upon such
accoun: or accounts: provided hoarser ma: no funds shail be withdrawn from any sucn account or
accounis except for Company purposes.
9.5
Tax Rerums Tne Manager shad, for each Fiscal Ye2i. file or caused to be filed ai the
zxpzr^sz of the Company and on benalf of the Company, a partnersnip return within the time prescribed
by lav, fmciudmg extensions) for such filing anc shall deliver to each Member a cop> oi sucn Memoers
K.-1 reiatmg io such return Tne Manager shail also file or caused io be fiied at the zxpzz\sz of ne
Compan} and on behalf of me Compan} such state and or city mcome tax returns as may oz requirec oy
law.
9.6
Audit. Each Member shall have me nght at ail -easonabie times curing regular business
hours to audit, examine, and make copies of or extracts from tne pooki of accounts and otner recoras of
tne Comnany Such right may be exercised through any ageni or employee of such Memoer aesignated
b\ such Mcmoer Each Member shall pear ail expenses incurred m an} examination mace for sucn
MemDcrs account.
9 "" Meetings. Tnz Compan} shall hoid an annual meeting of the Members at a erne car: anc
p.ace as aecermmeo b> me Manager Specia. meetings cf the Members, for an} purpose or purposes
aesenbec in the meeting nonce, may be called o\ me Manager or 0} Memoer:, noiding m me aggregate at
least 2z\ of me outstanding UILIS An} business may be trarsactcc at an} meetmg of :he Memoers thai
is properh called. Notice a: z meeting of Members must be given to each Memoer at .east five nays onor
to tne meeting, shail give the caie. place anc time of the meetmg. and may be giver, orally, ir. writing or
b} eiecromc means Tne person calling the meetmg rn2} aesignate any place witmr: or withoui :ne state
cf Ltan as me p;ace for the meeting, if no place :s designated, tne place of me meeting SHEL OC me
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aesignaied office of the Company Only persons who are Memoers of record ar the time nonce of a
meeting -s giver, shall be entitled to nonce or io vote ar the meenng. except :hai a fiduciary, such as a
trustee, nersonal representative, or guardian, shall be cnntled to ac: in such capacity on behalf of a
Member of record if evidence of such status ;s presented to the Company and except mat a surviving
joint Tenant snail be ermtiec to receive notice and act where evidence of the other jom: tenant's deatn is
presented io ±e Comnan} A ouorura must be present in person or by pro;,'} at z meeting of members for
any ousiness to be transacted. A Quorum shall consist of members holding in the aggregate a: leas: 5!0b
of :hc outstanding Ur.ns enniiec. to vote. The members present a: any meeting ar when a quorum is
present may continue to transact business norA-rtnstanding rne withdrawal of members from tne meeting
m such numbers :ha: iess man a quorum remains A member m2y participate in and be considereo present
2: a meeting o> or the meeting may be conducted through die use of. any means of commumcanon by
wrjeh ail persons participating in the meeting may hear each other, or otherwise communicate with each
other curing the meeting. A proxy. 10 oe effective, must be in writing and signed by me Member and
rr.Lis: be filed with me secretary of tne meeting before or a: the time of the meeting and snail be vabc for
no more than '. 1 months after :t was signed unless otherwise providec m me proxy.
9.8 Action bv Members vi'ithoui a Meeting .Any action tha: may be taker, by me Members m2y
be taieen without an> meeting and without prior notice if one or more consents in wrinng. semng fanh
the action so taken, shall be signed oy tne Members holding m the aggregate outstanding Units at ieosi
equal to the minimum percentage mat would be necessary to authorize or take that action. If iess than ail
of the Members sign a consent, nonce of the approval by Members without a meeting, containing or
accompanied oy a description of the transacnon. action or event, shall be given at least 5 days before the
consummation 0: the transaction, action or even; authorized thereby to those entitled to vote who have
not consented in ^r.nng.
9.9 Records. The Company shall keep at its place of business the following records: (a; a
current '.is: in aipnabencal order of the full name and last know business, resioence or mailing adcress of
each Memoer and each Manager: Co) z cony of the stamped articles of orgamzanon and ail certificates of
amendment thereto, together with executed copies of any powers of attornev pursuant to which any
certificate of amendment has been executed: (c: 2 copy of the wnnng required of an organizer under
section -S-2c~0H2) of the Act: (d) copies of the Company's federal state, and locai income tax reruns
anc reports. h~ any. for the three most recent fiscal years: fe) copies of an> financial statements of the
Comnan} for me three most recent fiscal years. (f) a copy of this Agreement plus all amendments thereto:
U) c °? ] es of tne minutes, if any. of eacn meeting of Members and any written consents obtained from
Memoers: anc (h; unless otherwise sei forth in the articles of organization 0: this Agreement, a written
statement of (}) the amount of cash and a. aescrtpnon and statement of die agreed value of the otner
proper?/ or services contributed or agreed to oe contributed by eacn Member. {Z\ the times at which cr
events on tne happening of which, any additional contributions agreed to oe made by sach Member are to
be made. (3) :nc right of any Memoer to receive distributions. (4) any date or event upon tne hanpenir.g
of wnich a Member :s enntled to payment m reacmnnon of the Memoers mteresi in the Company, and
1:1 any date or event upon tne happening of which the ComDan> is to be disso/ved and its affairs wound
up These records shall be subject :c inspection and copvmg at rhe reasonable request, and at me
expense, of an} Member or former Member during regular business noun at the designated office of me
Company
Article X
Miscellaneous
-'" Notices Any notice, election, or o:he- eornmmicstior. p^oviaec for or requirec by :nis
Agreement shall oe m anting and oeemec :c nave been given wnen r.ane cenvered. sen: '?\ facsimile or
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telecony transmission or other electronic communication, or deposited in the United States mail wcn:f;ed
or registered rerum rcceiDt requested, postage prepaid, proper:} addressed to rne person to vnffT. such
nonce is tntenaed to be given ai the adoress sei forth on the signature pages nereto. or ai sucr. other
aaaress as may nave been merrtofore SDccifiec in wnnng to the Cornpan}
10 2 Binding Effect THIS Agreement shall be bincmg upon and inure to me benefit of the
Memoers 'jie'j successors anc assigns.
10 2 Duplicate Ongmals. For the convenience of Lie Members any number of counterparts
hereof ma> be executes anc eacn cf sues counterparts shall oe deemec to oe an or.ginai msirumen:. and
ail of v%*hicr.. :a*ter logetner. snail consntute one agreement
• 0 4 Construction. The title of articles and secnons herrm nave been inserted as a matter of
convenience for reference onh and shall noi control or affec; the meaning or construcnon of an> of the
terms or provisions herein
] 0.5
'C^ermng La^v This Agreement :s entered into and shall be governed by the laws of the
state of Utah. To me extent permitted by the Act and other anphcaole la^. the terms and provisions of
tms Agreemen: snail control in the event of any conilic: between, such ierms or provisions anc me Act.
10.6 Other mstruments. Tr,t parties hereto covenant and agree mai the> will execute such
assumec name cerniicates anc other and further mstruments and documents which are or ma> oecome
necessan or convenient to effectuate and carry our the purposes of the Company created b> this
Agreement.
10"
Legal Constrjcnon. In case any one or more of the provisions contained in this
Agreement shall for any reason be hek tc be invalid, .ilegai or unenforceable in an> respect, sucr
:nvalidity. iilegakr> or unenforceability shall not affec: an} other provision hereof, and this Agreement
shall be consmiec as :f me invalid, illegal or unenforceable orovtsion had never been contained nerein
Furthermore in lieu of such illegal invalid or unenforceable proMSion. there shall be automatical!)
adoec as pan of tnis Agreement a provision as similar m terms to such illegal, invalid or unenforceable
provision as may be possible and be legal, valid and enforceaoie.
:0.S
Gender and Number, ^"herever the contexi shall so require ai: words herein in any
gender snail be deemec TO incmoe the masculine, feminine or neuter gender, all singular worcs snail
include the plural and all piurai ^orcis shah mciude the smguiar
10 9 Reliance No person dealing with any ManageT shall be requireG to determine his
authorry to make an> comm:tment or anaertamng on behalf of the CorrrDany nor to derermine anv fact
or c.rcumstances bearing upon the existence of sucn authority. In addition, no purcnaser of an> asse: of
:ne Compan> rfom ihe Manager snail be required tc see to the apphcanon or aistnbunon of revenues or
proceeds paid or crecitec :n connecnon thcre^itn. unless such purcnaser shall have rece:vec nonce
affectmg same
10 .0 ZrttrerN and VIodifications This Agreement emoodies the ennre agreemeni berueen me
oarties hereto anc superseoes an> pnor unaerstandmgs or wntter or oral agreements between the parties
^ttn respec: to tne suoiec: matter of tnis Agreement. No term, condition or nrc vision of tms Agretmen;
shall be anersc amenaec or modified vvithou: tne onor written consent oi Members hoicmg in :he
aggregate at leas: 6~°o of me outstanding Units enntiec to vote. e\cem as prcviaed to ihe contrary ii mis
\zr cement
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IN" ^YTTNESS "^"HEREOF :h:s Ajr-ermcni nas been executes oy me Lmoersignec ci of me Gait
iLr3i2D0\e unrten.
The Company
SPRING CANNON ENERGY LLC
3v
F Dav;d Graeocr Manager
3v
Lois Banasieuncz. Manager
The Members
USA POWER. LLC

Bv
F David Graeber. Manager
Adoress

10440 Nonh Centra] E^CTCSSTV2>
Sure 1400
DaJlas TX"5232

Bx
Lois Banasiev. icz. Manager
•Vcorcss

P O Box ~~400C-i59
3 . 585 Runaway Place
Sieamboai Springs CO S04"
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State of Utah

DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES
DIVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
—cte ^JUS 22C
3

C Sex
" s*eorcn€

Ausust 20.2002

Mr. Michael S. Keyre
P O Box 274
Mona. LT 84645

Dear Sir.

Re: Change Application Number 55-1431 (a2175-)

The assignment document fiicd for the above-numbered change appiicauon has been reviewed.
I: appears that the intent is to take Mr Tyler P. Keyie's name off of the change application. The
under!} ing diligence claim is in your name alone. Apparent}} T}]er Keyte was an interested
parry on the change appiicauon only and has now ceased participation. Tyler Keyte's name will
ot renxned from tne record.
Yours truK.

^~*~~*yl^<t^<

Marge Tempest
Appropriations Section
cc:

Steven J vuyovicn
Koirne. Roberts & Owen
1M East Broadwa\ =1100
Salt Lake Cm LT 8-^111

\ c i c n r Oi ± c Stait of Lian warrants or guanmiecs uiit 10 ccnaic v. ait: -IET.IS ~ic Siate En2'ne;: >
Quiet s t ^ c - onr is ar ofiict o»" OUDUC rrcorc Tnt ^zisr nam inronr.anor, proMor- -JCTC r-fi-cti ina\
v-men ;»£S ?c-r, f.>ec uitn ihe Sate Essins:' 5 Ofnct n} 'jit ouonc If an ooinior c :i:ls zssurancz ^
zzy.rzz. in aiio-s^ or oint' ouaiifi»c Droftssiona siiou;c s* consuiiec

LM/
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Holme Roberts & Owen LIP

1

August 23, 2002

Waddingham & Peterson
Warren Peterson
362 West Mam
Delta I T 84624

Re:

Change Application

Dear W7arren:

Siexren J. Vint>L%icJi
(801; 323-326*
vuvcpts@hro.com
Attorney* al Law

Enclosed are the change application and the .heretofore and hereafter maps to
accompany the change application for Blake Garrett's water right. Please review
the change and maps and have 31ake sign the change and print and sign his name
on each of the change application maps and then return the change and maps to us
for filing.
Feel free to call if you have any questions regarding this matter.

HI Bast BroadwayState 1100
Salt Lake Citrr, Utah
8*111-5223

Very truly yours,

Tel (801)521-5800
Fax (801)521-9639
wwwJxrcjxm.
Salt Lake Gtr

Steven J. VuYOvich

Denver
Boulder
Colorado Spring:
London

Enclosure

Susette M. Snider, CRR
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APPLICATT N FOR PERMAA ]NT CHANGE
OF WATER
Kec by .

Fee Paid $ .

STATE OF UTAH
ronhe purpose of obtaining permission 10 make a permanent cnange of watcnn the State of Utah, application is hereby made to the State
EnCineer, o^ci

upon the following snowing oi facts, submitted in accordance with tne requirements of Section 73-3-3 Utah Code

Annotated 1953 a£ amended

CHANGE APPLICATION NUMBER:

^

& I ~*

r t T T T T i T + i + T t t * * T T t t t T * T I T t t t t T + *'»TTT»*T +

WATER RIGHT NUMBER:
t+T*t«ttT++t+******T*T«TttttTtttTTTTTtt1

T h i 5 rhATige Acs* . r a n en c r o c a s e s zc cnanoe rne POINT 5< ZT r r Y 3 i S I 3 N .

1.

NAME:
ADDRESS

R Blake Garrett
North Airport Road, Nephi, UT S4c4B

NAME •

Spring Cajryon Energy L. L. C.

ADDRESS* ? C

1P.TJRZ 0 " USE

Box 77^000 #355, Steamocat Springs, CO 8 0477

B.

PRIORITY OF CHANGE:

C.

EVIDENCED 3Y:
wa-sr Raght Number 53 -9"

*

FILING DATE:

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT WATER RIGHT:

*

3.

ind

OWNERSHIP INFORMATION.
A.

2.

PLACt 0 r V2Z.

-

_

«

_

SOURCE INFORMATION.
A.

QUANTITY OF WATER:

3 0 CIS

B.

SOURCE:

C.

POINT OF DIVERSION - - UNDERGROUND:
(1) N 1354 feet w
48 feet from S* corner, Section 31, T 12S, R IE. SL3M
WELL DIAMETER IS inches
WELL DEPTH
420 feet

Underground Water W e l l

COUNTY: Juar>

WATER USE INFORMATION.

The Kz.cer X.-en- - s t 3 r e s e n t . e e ov - h _ s r n a n g e a o p x ^ c a ^ o r . ^ s SU D P12M£Frn\l " c o i n - r Wai.tr

IRRIGATION

from Aor 1 to Oct 31.

IRRIGATING

Rigors

9£ 0000 acres

HRO-01316
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CHANGE APPLICATION NUT

INDUSTRIAL-

8.

?1*&CZ OF USE.

">..

•

for Water Rignt

from Jan 1 to Dec 31

-

continued*-*»»~

Pac«

other incidental uses it the Spring Car
Energy Project m c l . domestic etc

Changed as Follows:
'Which includes ail cr part of tne following legal subdivisions >

j NORTH-*EST*
NORTH- £AST*
SOUTH-WEST*
SOUTH-EAST V(
BASE TOWN RANU SEClNW NE SW SE
NW NE 5W SE
>TW NE S'W SE
NW NE SW SE
SL
iis iw 2 3 | j i i r * - j i » i i»-»! 1 I | h — 1
1y \ i I
5 . EX?I*ANATORy.
The only amount cf water that is proposed to be depleted is the water that nas
been cepleted by the historic uses.

10.

SIGNATURE OP APPLICANT (S ) .
The undersigned hereby acknowl edges that even though he/she/they may have been assist
in the preparation of the above-numbered - application, througn the courtesy of t
employees of the Division of V'ater Rights, all responsibility for the accuracy of t
information contained herein, at the time of filing, rests with the applicant(s).

Signature of Applicant(s)

mj%-u!/uj«)

&*.,

S i g n a t u r e of ApplicsLixts;

0
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Vn\

t#

!

1

!

SECTION

i

31

1

WfTLL--.

.^

©

SCALE

N {-354.07"
W48.44'
From S 1/4

sUA

I -1500

\

KEY MAP
T IZS. ft I E , SLB a- M

Dluchorgt

to 10

Piptllnt

EL. 0,0'

EL. 65.0'
Sloflc Wafer

EL. ( 0 0 . 0 '
Perforations from
JOO'to 4 2 0 '

This Map In Suppon of [AsATYue
of My Knowledge and B e l i e l ^ ; J

BL.teCQ
pt/vnp Baw/s

•: &
(Print NBmo)t_

Hi

(SigMtwp)W

- r ~

BY
W EJWGWJ&EftlNG
H Mi»W ST.
UT-SMl
6-4648

ikifl;

EL. 4 2 0 . 0 '

PROOF
WAT£R

OF APPROPRIATION
Or
FOR IRRIGATION PURPOSES

APPLICATION' NUMBER 2 6 7 8 0
153-57)
R SLAKE QAPRETT
HRC-01315
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REuQVED
SEP . 3 20Q2

WADDINGHAM & PETERSON

H.R.O.-S.LC.

A ?ROF=5520NAL CORPORATION'

ATTORNEYS AT LAW

362 WEST MAIN STREET
DELTA. UTAH 84624

7.HORPE WADDrNGHAM (Or COUNSEL.

•425> 864-2748

WARK=N H. PrnRSON

?AX (-35) 864-2740

RICHARD WADDfNCHAM
GRIG GREATHOl'SZ

September 13, 20C2

Steven Vuyovich
Holme, Roberts & Owen
H I East Broadway, Suite 1100
SaltLakeGrv,bT S4111
RE: Garrett/Spring Canyon Energy LLC
Dear Mr. Vuyovich:
Enclosed are the following:
1. Application for Permanent Change of Water with attached maps, all signed by R
Blake Garrert
2. Escrow Instructions signed by R Blake Garrett
Please proceed with filing of the change application. The Escrow Instructions should
be signed on behalf of your client, then forwarded to Rob Sherman at First American Title.
Thank you for your assistance.
Sincerely yours,
WADDINGHAM & PETERSON, P.C
i
i

if-

Leann Hepworth
Legal Assistant
1

Endtosures

EXHIBIT

A

jd\ltC

u

Susette M. Snidet, CRR

HRO-0128S
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**n

08/17/02

TUE 08. LA rjLi

WADDINGHAMfiePETERSON
Arrome^s 21 Law
362 ^esr Main
Deiia, UT £4624
Phone: (435) 86^-2748
Fax (435) SG4-274C

Fax
To: I Steve VujDvidi

Fax*:

801-521-9639

From: I Leann Hsp^orth, Legal Assistant

Date: September 17, 2002

Subject:

Pages:

NOTES;

Ganro Change Application/Maps

8, incbding cover sheer

Aicached is the change application and nuaps
signed by Blake Garrett. Lei rne know if you
need anything else. Leann

HRO-01279
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APPLICATION FOR PERMANENT CHANGE
OF WATER
*~«
Fee Paid S

STATE OF UTAH

*«,**

For xhft purpov: of o w n i n g permission to mare a permanent cnangs of water in the State of Utah, application is hereby m a o i CD thcSmtc
Srtginesf, based upon tht following sbowmg or fees, submrttsa tn accordance with the requirements of Section 73-3-3 Utah Code
Annotated 1953 as amenacd

CE2JWGB APFUIOwTION NUfcffiEB.:

V

If ~l V

KXTER EIGHT 1TDKBE2.:

TCJ-: OAiigt A p p l i c a t i o n proooeer to change the PClKTfSI OF DIVERSION. ?Z-*CE OF Q5E. *nd

1-

OWNERSHIP
A.

SOraRE OF USZ

T2rrOR2£fcXIQN,

KJOCE:
R. B l a k e G a r r e t t
APBRESS: N a r t n A i r p o r t R o a d ,
KAHK:

Sprang

Nephi,

TTT B4S4B

Canyon E n e r g y L . L . C

ADDRESS- P . O . B o x 7 7 4 0 0 0 # 3 5 9 ,
B.

PRIORITY OF CHANGE:

C.

EVIDENCED BT;

Stsamooat

Sprzjags,

CO 8 0 4 7 7
TZLZBG DXTE:

WEter Rignt Number 5 2-57

*
2,

3.

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT WLTER RIGET:

SOTJRCB INFORHA.TXON .
X.
QOkNTITY OP KILTER:

3 0 cfC

S.

SOURCE:

Underground

Water Well

COUNTY:

C.

POINT OF DIVERSION - - UNDERGROUND:
(1) N 1354 f e e t W
48 f e e t f r o m s * c o r n e r ,
YTZLZ, DIAMETER
16 u i c n e s

Section

Juan

3 1 , T 1 2 S , R I E , SZBH
WELL D E P T E .
42 0 f e e t

KATES. USE INPORMJ^TION.

Hue K<ier JLlgar. r c o r e a e n c w by r.hls cftano« a p p l i c a t i o n i s SUPPI-2MEKTA1. t c or her Hater R i g h t s

IRRIGATION

from Apr 1 to Oct 31.

IRRIGATING: 95

0 0 00 acres.

HRO-01280
Permanent

Change

X UX-

v/v • -».*

CHANGE APPLICATION NOM3ER;

INDUSTRIAL:

8.

PLACE OF USE.

for Warer Right:

from Jan 1 to Pec 31.

-

continued*-,r**,r

Page:

other incidental uses at the Spring Can
Energy Project unci, domestic etc.

Changed as Follows:
("Which includes all or part of the following legal subdivisions:)

JNORTE-WESTV
NORTE -ZASTV
SOUTH- WESTVC
SOUTH - EAST1/1
BASE TOWN RANG SSClNW NS SV SE
NW KE SW SE
KV NE 5? SE
KW K5 SW S£ j
SL IIS
IT? 23| | | 1 (—{
1 1 1 |***| j | 1 |»**1
| XI
1 }
9.

EXPLANATORY.
The only amount of wster that is proposed to be depleted is the watar that has
been depleted by the historic uses.

10.

SIGNATURE OF APPLICANT {S > .
The undersigned hereby acknowledges that even though he/she/they may have been assis*.
in the preparation of the above -numbered application. through th«> courtesy of 1
employees of the Division • of Water Rights, all responsibility for the accuracy of t
information contained herein, at "the time of filing, rests with the applicant fs) .

Signature oi

Applicants)

HRO-01281
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».&•

•P:R&3F OF
APPRVPR^ATIQ^^OF
WATER FOR . IRRIGATION PttgPCSES
APPLICATION
NUMSEP
25780
(53-S7)
R BLAKE G A S P f T T
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•feqqr ^ f ? l » ^ ^ ^D.
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mb

"(Printttmfl'ff. tl nf^
(Signstxre)

„ • /

I. Springs
<7'3CT==
—"

^-^ffil

i > •—£fdJrcM^
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LJLV~>

i

nr
\
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/
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y®\

SLATE JACK C

^ON QUADRANGLE

UTAH
7 5 MIKOTE SERIES (TOPOGRAPHIC)
1 B90 000 FEF" * casus*

J.^frr
^
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HRO-C1285

*XK>

CEANGE APPLICATION NQMRE^.

4.

PLACE OP USE.

f o r Wster

(Which, i n c l u d e s

ill

Right:

cr parr

of

tne

[NORTH-WEST*
NORTH-EAST*
BASE TOWN P.ANG SEC | NW NE SW S£
*™ XZ S* SS
SL 12S IE 31| Z[ I X) I — I
1 I I
SL 12S
1W

x\

5.

continued''

following

i e g i l

SOUTH-WEST*
NW NE SW S7.

s l l b d i v i s i o

Page:

^ : ,

SOUTE-EAS~*|
yw yg s w £ ^

x\***\

E23PLA1Q.T0RT.

See Temporary change Applicator: No. B5-53-7.

TEE POLLDSmTG CHANGES A S S PROPOSED:

SOURCE

INFORMATION.

A.

QUANTXTT OF WATKR:

3.0 cfs

s.

soimczi

C.

POINTS OP DIVERSION -- UNDERGROUND: Changed
(1) N 2000 feet 2 1300 feet from SW
comer,
WELL DIAMETER: 8 inches
COMMENT:
Keyte Well
(2) N 2S1S feet W 660 feet from SE
comer,
WELL D I A M E T E R : 15 inches
(3) N 26^15 feet W
25 feet from SE corner,
WELL D I A M E T H H : 16 inches
U ) N 1580 feet W
25 feet from SE c o m e r ,

Underground Wat ex Wells (4)

WELL D I A M E T E R :
(5) N 1345 feet W
WELL D I A M E T E R :
{£} N 1345 feet W
WELL D I A M E T E R :

16 inches
25 feet from S 2
corner.
16 inches
660 feet from SE
comer,
16 inches

(7) N 2615 feet W 1295 feet from SE
comer,
WELL D I A M E T E R : 16 inches
(8) N 1580 feet W 1 2 5 5 feet from S E
comer,
W E L L D I A M E T E R : 16 inches
(S) N 1345 feet W 1 2 9 5 feet frOTn S E
comer,
W E L L D I A M E T E R : 16 inches
D.
7.

COUNTY: Juab
as follows:
Section 30, T lis, R IE , SL3M
WELL DEPTH:
200 feet

Section 2 3 , T lis R 1W, SLBM
WELL DEPTH;
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH •
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTE:
100 tc 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH:
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T U S ,R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH;
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH;
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R iw,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH:
100 to 1,000 feet
Section 23, T lis, R 1W,
SLBM
WELL DEPTH:
100 to 1,000 feet

COMMON D E S C R I P T I O N : West c f Mans.

WATER USS INFORMATION,
POWER:

Changed z.s Follows:

from Jan 1 to Dec 31.

POWER P L A N T rvpg.. s t e a m Generation
POWER PLANT NAME: Spring Canyor, ?~H
RATED CAPACITY:
53 0 MW

HRO-01285

?M

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

September 17,2002

Jerry Olds, State Engineer
Utah Division of Water Rights
1594 West North Temple Suite 220
Salt Lake City UT 84114-6300

Re:

B

Change Application

Dear Mi. Olds:

Sirvtui J.

I'trrrmdi

Enclosed is the filing fee and a copy of a permanent change application to be filed
on Water Right No. 53-97. The original will follow via US Postal service. Please
date stamp and send back the date stamped copy for our files.

pintxQjjJuv.ccMu

Thank you.
AlbjrttFi's- at Lnw
29V Soulh Mtun Strccf
Sutlt 1800
Sail Lakr Oty. lituh

f-'tufS0I)521'<H>M
irui/Jtro.cmtt

Very truly yours,

' ^

Q

Steven I. Vuyovich

.v/// LaJcr OnDairer
BouUkr
Colontrin Sfjniizs
LiuttJor/
Sun Frwtnsa)

MBIT

]^_4^DV'4
Susette M Snider,-'

HRO-01278

STATEMENT

KRUSL, LXNTDA &. MAYCOCK, L.L.C.

Dt>cx not rtfjcci payments or entries aftr: t h t
billing dau or services rendered otner ihar. or. the
matter referred to herein, inicrcxr at l2tk.cmr^zaor
aroouniiovcr30cayspjtstauc.

I : p h ± Floor. Bank One To^cr
as: Office Bor «r5oi
.»ar. Lake City. Uiar. 54)45-0361
•.80!) 551-?090

FsdcnJ LD. No. E7-C5[75:3

Page: 1
06/30/02

USA Power P a r t n e r s , LLC
c/o Lois Banasiewicz
P 0 Box 774OO0-359_
Steamboat CO 804/7

ACCOUNT NO:

7051-OOM

STATEMENT NO:

15

General
06/03/02 DLW Tel.w/Dave Hansen; e-mail on w e l l

locations

06/05/02 3LW Conf.W/Ted B; e-mail t o C.Coll i s and D.Hansen
06/06/02 LLR Prepare escrow agreement
SDV T e l . W / G a r r e t t ; conf.w/LLR Dn escrow i n s t r u c t i o n s
06/07/02 LLR Review/Revise escrow agreement
3LW Tel.w/Reed Searle
SJV T e l . w / G a r r e t t ;

r e v i e w / r e v i s e o p t i o n ; conf.w/JLW

36/10/02 3LW Tel.w/Dave Hansen on s t a t u s r e : Blake G a r r e t t
sale
06/11/02 LLR Review/Revise o p t i o n agreement
06/12/02 LLR Review/Revise escrow agreement
JLW Conf.w/Ted B on a i r p e r m i t and t o Warren Peterson
on Blake w a t e r ; telephone c a l l on a i r c r e d i t s
SUV Review/Revise escrow agreement
06/13/02 LLR Conf.w/JLW; t e l . w / 3 o e Cannon and Russ Christensen
at Geneva and Ted B
06/14/02 LLR Conf.w/S3v;

r e v i e w / r e v i s e escrow agreement

S3v Cor.f.w/LLR on escrow agreement
06/17/02 Jiw Tel.w/Ted 5. state engineer and Warren on Blake's
water right; review new language for options
S3V Tel.w/?eterson; review suggested changes to
Garrett option; revise option and agreement
06/19/C2 3LW Revise option
~>6/20/G2 3LW Telephone calls on status w/Ted B; voice mail
w/warren
06/21/02 SDV Tel.w/Peterson and Ted 5 on Garrett water
JLW Conf.w/warren on Blake option; tel.w/Ted B

USA1931

Page: 2
06/30/02
ACCOUNT NO: 706L-0OM
STATEMENT NO:
IS

USA Power P a r t n e r s , LLC

Senera I
06/24/02

SJV T e l . W / W a r r e n
Pitt-Stuart

and T e d B; d r a f t

0 6 / 2 S / C 2 53W R e v i s e p u r c h a s e a g r e e m e n t
5;v

Revise purchase c o n t r a c t ;
P; e - m a i l w / w a r r e n

contract

for

Pitt

tel.w/Lois

0 6 / 2 6 / 0 2 JLW C o n f . w / T e d B, L o i s and Dave G;
S e a r l e ; t e l . w / M i c h a e l Ke>te
SJV T e l . w / T e d B and K e y t e ;
water
06/27/02

JLW c o n f e r e n c e s

on B l a k e

for

5 and w a r r e n

conf.w/Reed

conf.w/3LW

re:

Garrett

Garrett

; RENDERED
RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE
S225.0O
8.SO
13.40
225.00
140.00
15.75
60.00
2,00

TIMEKEEPER
Lyndon L. R i c k s
j o d y L. w i H i a m s
S t e v e n 3. V u y o v i c h
B a r b a r a 3. w a l l i n
06/30/02
06/30/02
06/30/02
06/30/02

7,207.50

TOTAL

SI,,867.SO
3,,015.00
2,,205.00
120.00

T e l e p h o n e Charges
C o u r i e r Charges
O v e r n i g h t E x p r e s s D elivery
livery
O u t s i d e Copy S e r v i c e

30.67
37.50
8.15
15.14

TOTAL EXPENSES

91.46

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

7,298.96

PREVIOUS BALANCE

5:8,663.96

PLEASE PAY T H I S AMOUNT

S15 ..952.92

Your T r u s t Account balance

05/11-02

is

OPENING BALANCE
Replace r e t a i n e r

53/71.20
6,528.80

CLOSING BALANCE

S10.000.00

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ELECTRONIC -UNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MA30R CREDIT CARD

USA19;
Payment i n f u l l

due on

receipt

Attorneys at La*'
J 700 Lincoln Street
Suue 4} 00
Denver, CO 80203

Holme Roberts & Owen up

Tel (3O3)86J-7O00
Feu 305)866-0200
SIN 84-0415155

My 5, 2002
USA Power Partners. LLC
P.O. Box 774000-2.59
Steam Boat Springs, CO 80477

Invoice
601502
Client No.'47748
Matter No.. 00010
E Blaine. Hawson

Regarding; Spring Canyon Energy Project
INVOICE SUMMARY

Current Ftzs

2,418.75

Current Disbursements

14.22

Total Due This Invoice (No 601502)
Previous Balance
Payments and Credits Applied

hSrirC;:2*,43257 j
$
S

0.00
0.00

Net Outstanding Balance

5

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE
W t CTCotrngc pur cheats to rcnu< p » v m « i t r m

0.00

2.432.97
wrrr m m ? tttc following tnrtre»eftonf

Remit T o ;
WcUs * * r j c Ba»W, N J L .
A c c » » t N„_:
101 O0X?52
K&A R o u o n - No.:
1C2O0O076
PkeiK include C h e n i N u m b c »»d I s v o i c t N u m b e r ta tbc wire camtncnts
To r c o u i n « MS. *ost*l Service, ]>Wa«e mail y o u r p«yme«t u»:
H o l m e R o b c r u A. O w u i L L f
f . O . Box 161*
Dcnrver, C O SQ201-161S

P A Y M E N T IN F U L L DUE juh- 30.2002

~ tnciuoi less ana

C O N H D E K T l A i y r R J ^ l L E G L D ATTORNEY / C U E N ~ C O M M U N I C A T I O *
r
oisourscmaiii o r no«m= Koocru A. C r - c • Kiul»i-K»non». J-*nncr»»r> c Soneiton and t'.cgwcrcc rorapr w>«*^crx wiu. officii a.

HRO-C17S4

NOJ

Hoime Roberts L Owtn LLP
July 5, 2002

Page
invoice

USA Pow-r Partners, LLC

No
Client No
Matter No

2
60150!
4774S
000)0

Regarding Spring Canvon Energy Project

Itemized Services
Date

Tknr

05/09/02

EBR

Telepnone coaicrence with USA Power Partners regarding
modeling issues, research regarding same

1 00

05/10/02

EBR

Researcn rcgaroing Utah law regarding Air Qualirv
regulations, draft memo regarding Spring Canyon Projects
modeling issues

1.25

281 25

05/14/02

EBR

Edit memo regarding "more stringent" bar of Utah Clean Air
Act. telephone conference witn Ted Guth and Ted
Benasiewizc regarding same

0 75

3 68 75

05/15/02

EBR

Telephone conference with Griffin and Guth regarding EPA
moael and applicability of model to Spring Canyon site,
review documents regarding same

0 50

112 50

05/16/02

EBR

Telephone conference with USA Power iep, telephone
conference with Griffin and Gutn regarding EPA model and
appiicaoiiity of model to Spring Canyon site, review
documents regarding same

0 75

168 75

0^/17/02

EBR

Telephone conference with Roger Griffin rcgaroing new
model

0 25

:>6.2D

05^21/02

EBR

Teletmone conference with Ted Guth and Ted Benasiewicz
regarding status of air permit, tdit memo regarding
modeling

0 50

112 50

0^/22/02

EBR

Telephone conference with Roger Gnffin and Ted Guth,
review information from Roger Gnffin, edit memo to
include same

2 75

618 ^5

05/23/02

E3R.

Teienhone conference with Roger Gnffin regarding edits to
memo anc oackgroimd, telephone conference Ted Gutn and
Ted Benasiewicz regarding status of air memo regarding
modeling

1 n5

3?i ^

06 19/02

EBR

""eleDnone conference WILD US^ DOWC partners regarding
Utah regulations offsets and Burcnases of onset!

\SLi

281 25

Description

Tota' i*ees Through June 30 2002

Hours

KPf

Value
S

S

225 00

2*18'

-IRG-017S5

Holme Roberts L Owen LLP
July 5, 2002
USA Power Partners, LLC

Initials
EBR

Name
E Blaine. Rawson

Timekeeper Rate Summary
Rank
Rate
S 225 00
Partner
Total Fees:

Page
Invoice

3
6015G2

NoClient No
Matter No.

47748

00010

Hours
10 75 S

Value
2418.75

10.75

2.41S.75

S

Itemized Disbursements
Date

Description

Qty

05/23/02

Amount
1.22

Long Distance Telephone: 9498570455

06/18/02

13

Facsimile

1100

06/18/02

2

Facsimile

2.00
14.22

Total Disbursements:

Disbursement Summary
Facsimile
Long Distance Telephone
Total Disbursements: S
Trust Applied to Matter
Total Balance Due This Matter

13.00
1.22
14.22
0.00
2.432.97

HRO-01786

1\<\b

noimc ROO-JTS <L Owen LLP
July 5, 2002
USA Power Partners LLC

Page
Invoice

4
601502
47748
00010

No
Client No
Matter No

Remittance Advice

Current Billing This Invoice (No 601502)

5 1 ^ ^ 2 43297 I

TOTAL DUE

2,432 97

Please return this page with your payment

We encourage our clients to renin tS

Doliar payments vi« "wire using the following instructions

Remit To
Account No
ABA Routing No
Please include Client Number and Invoice

Welis Far^o Bank, N.A.
1010031952
102000076
Number in the wire comments

HRD-017S7

?MU

Tab 5

lkj/i'J/iJbWJ

MJ: Jd

y/wb/ib^j4

f-Abfc

UbA ruWtK

01

S25 N.£ Muhttomdi
Pmlnnd. Oregon 37232
•'503) 8U-3000

# PACIFICORP

September 25, 2003
Mr. Ted Banasiewtcz
Spring Canyon Energy c/o USA Power LLC
P.O. Box 774000-359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
Re;

RFP 2003-A

I

EXHIBIT

i ^

Dear Ted:
This letter clarifies PacifiCorp's rights relating to its further evaluation and discussion of your
proposal submitted in response to PacifiCorp's Request for Proposals (RFP) 2003-A
(collectively with your proposal and all matters relating thereto, the a Project'*) and any
subsequent negotiations regarding the terms of any agreement or agreements entered into with
you or any other party in connection with the Project. PacifiCorp will agree to enter into further
discussions with you only upon your prior acknowledgement of these rights. "You*1 and similar
words refer to the addressee of this letter, and any Project development entity or other affihate of
the addressee in any way involved in the Project
PacifiCorp is committed to following a fair process in selecting the winning proposal. However,
PacifiCorp reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to terminate the consideration of the Project
and any discussions with you or any other parties (such as your lenders) relating to the Project at
any lime and for any reason without incurring any liability for costs or expenses incurred by you
in the course of, or as a result of, your participation in the bidding process or negotiations
respecting the Project, including but not limited to any costs or expenses related to or arising
from the preparation or submission of your proposal, your legal fees, transmission or
environmental studies or reviews, expenses of any third parry incurred at your behest, your
participation in discussions with PacifiCorp, the Project, or any development costs incurred by
you in connection with this process. The submission of your proposal and PacihCorp*s decision
to engage in further discussions with you does not constitute acceptance of the Project, and shall
not obligate PacifiCorp to accept or to proceed further with the Project. The acceptance of any
proposal and the commencement of the Project are contingent on a number of factors, including
but not limited to financial and creditworthiness considerations, strategic decisions, resource
planning, regulatory approvals, and the approval of PacifiCorp's board of directors and/or
shareholders. PacifiCorp makes no representation as to the likelihood of your proposal being
accepted or of the Project being commenced and. if PacifiCorp decides not to accept your
proposal or the Project, PacifiCorp shall be fully and forever released and discharged of ail

PACO10534

10/13/2303

03:30

9708716234

USA POWER

FAGE

September 25, 2003
Page 2

liability whatsoever, whether arising from your alleged reliance on PacifiCorp's acceptance of
the Project or any part thereof or whether based upon any other action or claim in tort, contract,
promissory estoppel, equity, negligence or intentional conductf and PaafiCorp shall not be liable
for any amounts, including but not limited to amounts for incidental, special, consequential or
punitive damages.
In addition, PacifiCorp reserves the right to engage in discussions with multiple parties
simultaneously with respect to RFP 2003-A or any other matter, and to accept or reject any type
of proposal of any party in its sole discretion. PacifiCorp also reserves the rights to reject all
proposals relating to RFP 2003-AT and to pursue any other course, including without limitation
the development of a cost-base self build alternative.
PacifiCorp shall have no obligations to vou with respect to the Project unless and until the
execution by ail applicable panics of a definitive agreement or agreements (the "Definitive
Agreements") in form and substance satisfactory to both parties and then only to the extent stated
therein. The execution of any Definitive Agreements would be subject, among other things, to
the satisfactory completion of due diligence by both parties as well as the satisfaction of
applicable financial, environmental and other regulatory requirements as determined by
PacifiCorp. If PacifiCorp selects the Project, then except as specifically set forth in the
Definitive Agreements, PacifiCorp shall have no obligations to you in the event that the Project
or any part thereof is discontinued, cancelled, stopped, embargoed, restrained, subject to labor
strike or lockout, destroyed, subject to terrorist attack or any other force beyond your control,
incapable of receiving required gas or electricity transmission or network service, or otherwise
rendered impossible to complete by the times set forth in the Definitive Agreements, whether
due to financial or creditworthiness considerations concerning you or any contemplated source of
Project-related funds, third-party delay or failure (with PacifiCorp's transmission function
constituting a third party for purposes hereof), regulatory restrictions, gas or transmission
infrastructure restrictions, environmental or community challenges, or any other reason, whether
your fault or not.
Whether or not the Project is commenced and Definitive Agreements executed, you shall pay
your own fees and expenses, including without limitation legal fees and expenses, incurred in
connection with the preparation, discussion and negotiation of the Project as well as the
preparation, negotiation, execution and delivery of the Definitive Agreements and any other
agreements or documents contemplated thereby.

PAC010535

10/13/2083

03 30

9708716234

USA POWER

PAbt

3d

September 25, 2003
Page 3

If the foregoing is acceptable, please indicate so by executing and dating both onginals of this
letter in the space indicated below, returning one ongmal to the undersigned within three days of
the date hereof and retaining the other ongmal for your files
Sincerely,
PacifiCorp
By

*/.////#

Name

Mark TaJIman

Title

Managing Director Trading & Ongiration

Date

September 251 2003

ACCEPTED AND AGREED
Spring Canyon Energy c/o USA Power LLC

Name

Lo l/S

Title

^ftAft-feU-

Date

q\3c\r3

fU^UCxll

PAC010536

LOIB BANABIEWICZ
Bill Date*
Mar 7 , 2 0 0 3
AocounlNo: 970 071-6223 3 1 ^

west.
Spirit ol Sirvice"

Page 1

Vl»li ua 24 hour* » d»y at www.qwatt.oem

o wear SERVICES

Total Amount Que

D U G Date for Now Charges

$233.03

The*a servfetta arm necessary for you to use your telephone
3
DISTANCE CHARGE
OPTIONAL SERVICES
These services are provided at your request and are not required as part
of your bash telephone service
1
2-LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14 84
INCLUDED
1
ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14 94
INCLUDEO
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT

March 28,2003

Summary
Previous Balance
Charges
Payment
Balance Forward

295 00
295 00S
5-00

Thank you tor your payment

New Charges
Qwest
For questions call 1-800-244-1111

138 23

AT&T
For questions call 1-800-222-0300
Total New Charges

94 80
$233.03

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

V ITEMIZED MONTHLY SERVICE
MONTHLY SERVICE - MAR 07 THRU APR 06

$233.03

f SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES
1 COLORADO UNIVERSAl SERVICE SURCHARGE CREDIT

39 95
29 95
00

2 49S

' TAXES, FEES fc SURCHARGES
Thefollowingcharges are billed at the request of local, state and Federal govamttmfllmnd/or
to iupport government programs For additional information visit our website Bt WWW.qwest com
Federal Access Charges are not under the Jurisdiction of the Colorado Public UMrVa* Commission
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
3 85
STATE TAX
3 68
COUNTY TAX
127
FEDERAL ACCESS CHARGE
20 00
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERVFUNO
153
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE
2 09
COLORA0O TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE FUNO
30
« U SURCHARGE
2 10
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE
129
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABIl ITY
COLORADO OFFSET • SERVICE
1 29S
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABIl ITY
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES

J1M.23

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
You are responsible for the payment of allchargaa on your bill
Failure lo pay these charges may result In collection action as
wall ac termination of the unpaid service Your best telephone
service will not be disconnected lor nonpayment ol charge* lor
l\) Qwest Unregulated Service* jor other Itemized services)
raenlffled by an * above, (2) services of other Owe*! companies,
or (3) services of other companies included In your bill
Qwest packages of features and tha amounts in the Summary
may include both basic and charges that are not basic

n.\\

* Qwest Unregulated Products & Service* are not under
the Jurrsdfctfon of your stale commission
A balance over $50 00 left unpaid 30 days after bill date is sub|ect
to a 1 0% late payment charge
II your problem with Qwest has not been resolved, please ask lo speak lo m
manager at 1-600*244 1111

New late payment fee for residential customers.
INFORMATION section of the bill for details.

See FOR YOUR

Qwest, Denver, CO 80244 0001
TWtfeila protected by on* 01 m«i of lha fdknwing U 8 Paterts.
D»t 3d5JM 310.591. 5 645 »42. and S 951,092

• Owest Unregulated Service* (additional details In For Your Information)

continued

back

LOIS BANASIEWK3Z
Account No
970 871 -6223 310R
For billing qu»«tlona or to phio* am ONtor, ©«H 1-600-2221

i« an ord.r, n i l 1.800-222-0300

wwwjrti.com

Page 3

Paga2
M & T On» Rata *

tVookonda Plan C a l l a

" M a l a ara for Info rami Ion* I purpoaaa o n l y .
( aumriary for aotual ohargaa.

Uln
0
1,110
14
1,124

Amount
5.95
.00
72.58
1.12
11.39
3.78

$94.80

you r
ir now
lUOUt

mr n»w

Amount
1.00

$5 95

•ftr

$.00

Plaaaa

rafar

( l i l t E l l o l b l o For Dlaoount
• D l r a o l D i a l ad C a l l a
C a l | a From 970-171-6223
Dona a t l e C a l l a
Data
Tlmt
P laoa And Numbar Cal lad
Typo R a t *
1. JAN 30 12 28P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o t Day
2. JAN 30 V 0 0 P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 Dl rc t Day
3. JAN 30
1 40P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o t Day
4. JAN 31 10 40A To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 01 ret Day
5. JAN 31 10 57A To FARMINGTON CT 860 676 1027 D I r c t Day
I . JAN 31 1 36P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o l Day
7. FEB 01 8 28A To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o t NWktf
I . FEB 03 8 22A To ff CHICAGO IL 630 251-3200 D I r c t Day
• . FEB 03 8 37A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D l r c l Day
1 ) . FEB 03 9 21A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D l r o l Day
1 1 . FEB 03 10 36A To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o l Day
11 FEB 03 12 29P To MONA
UT 435 623-0506 D l r c l Day
II
FEB 04 9 35A To DALLAS ,
TX 214 520 8177 D l r c l Day
11 FEB 04
1 08P To DALLAS
IX 214 520-8177 D I r c t Oay
11 FEB 04
1 36P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-6177 D I r c t Oay
11 FEB 04
1 52P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D I r c t Day
1'
FEB 04 2 64P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D l r c l Day
11 FEB 05 12 38P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D I r c t Day
11 FEB 05
1 06P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-5177 D I r c t Day
2't FEB 05
1 22P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r c l Day .
21 FEB 05 3 56P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-5177 D l r o l Day
2!! FEB 06 11 32A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 01 rot Day
2 1 FEB 06
1 15P To mSHINGFON DC 202 371-7505 D I r c t Day
2-i FEB 06 1 23P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-6177 D l r c l Day
21'. FEB 06
1 41P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371-7505 01 tot Oay
21.. FEB 06
1 47P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-6177 D l r o t Day
2'., FEB 07 2 50P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r o l Day
2 1 . FEB 07 3 32P To DALLAS
TX 214 b20-BU7
D l r c l Day
21 FEB 10 9 04A To DALLAS
TX 214 620 8177 D I r c t Day
3(
FEB 10 9 06A To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D l r c l Day
3 ' . FEB 10 9 17A To OK CTY
OK 405 947 5700 D l r c l Day
35. FEB 10 9 ISA To OKLA CITY OK 405 820 2074 D I f c l Day
3C . FEB 10 9 30A To FARUlNGTONCT 860 876 1027 D l r c l Day
3< FEB 10 9 36A To SALT LAKE Uf 801 220-4807 D l r o t Day
3 J . FEB 10 9 53A To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D I r c t Oay
3 ( . FEB 10 10 26A To OMAHA
NE 402 699-5472 O l r c t Day
3?. FEB 10 10 39A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D I r c t Day
3 1 . FEB 10 10 51A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D I r c t Day
38. FEB 10 12 08P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 O l r c t Day
40. FEB 10 2 55P To DALLAS
TX 214 620-8177 D I r c t Day
4 1 . FEB 11 12 37P To DALLAS
TX 214 620 6177 D l r c l Day
42. FEB 11 12 54P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-8177 D I r c t D.y
43. FEB 11 1 03P To DALLAS
IX 214 520-8177 D l r c l Day
44 FEB 11 1 16P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 D I r c t Day
45. FEB 11 6 31P To DALLAS
IX 214 341 4324 D I r c t Day
46 FEB 11 6 32P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 D h c t Day
47 FEB 11 6 33P To DALLAS
TX 214 520-6177 D l t c l Day
48 FEB 11 6 39P To DALLAS
TX 214 341-4324 D I r c t Day
46 FEB 11 7 16P To DALLAS
TX 214 341-4324 D l r c l Day
50 FEB 11 7 17P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675-4722 D I r c t Day
51 FEB 11 7 22P To OALLAS
TX 214 341-4324 D l r c l Day
52 FEB 11 7 37P To OALLAS
TX 214 34 1 4324 D l r c l Day
53 FEB 11 7 38P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675-4722 D I r c t Day
54 FEB 11 7 48P To DALLAS
TX 214 341 4324 D l r c l Day
55 FEB 11 6 33P To DALLAS
TX 214 341-4324 O l r c t Day

Mln
1
1
9
15
2
2
7
1
1
2
8
1
11
1
1
1
2
1
14
2
12
7
6
1
2
4
1
20
2
11
1
12
2
14
12
6
2
1
11
14
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Amount
.07
.07
.83
1.05
.14
.14
.35
07
.07
.14
.42
.07
.77
.p7
.07
.07
.14
.07
.*8
14
.84
.49
56
.07
14
.25
.07
1 40
14
.77
.07
84
.14
.95
64
42
14
07
.77
.95
.07
.07
.07
07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07
.07

"intlntiid

"5

IATOT

i »-*^-w

For b i l l i n g quaatlona or to ptaoo a n ordor, ©oil 1-800-222 0300

ii

vrwnMjtttxom

Account No
e70-i71-t22>3tBR
b i l l i n g <fj««tlono of to pkfco* o n otdor, ooM 1 800 222

For

[AT&T
www.atl.com

Page

Page 4
1

2
3
4
0
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
IB
19
20
21
22
2J
24
« 25
26
27
28
\ 29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63

Da la
Tlai
Plaoa And Nurabar Gal lad
Typa Rata
FEB 11 8 34P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 01 rot Day
FEB 12 7 28P To FARMINGTON CT 860 678 7662 DIrct Day
FEB 12 7 34P To FARMINGTON. CT 880 676 7662 01 ret Day
TV 5 ) i 5 o n » « T I r\ i
FEB 13
35A To DALLAS
"*V
r-to 13 11 22A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 DIrct Day
FEB 13 12 12P To DALLAS
TX 214 896 2361 01 ret Day
FEB 13 12 12P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 6177 DIrct Day
FEB 13 5 16P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 6177 DIrct Oay
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Oay
FEB 14 8 32A To OALLAS
GRANDPRARI
TX
675 4 722 DIrct Day
FEB 14 8 33A To
.
_
^ 2214
M 52QflJ77D(fc| Day
FEB 14 1 31P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 14 2 36P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 Otrcl Day
FEB 14 3 24P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 Dlrcl N/WK4
FEB 15 11 18A To OALLAS
NE 402 699 5472 Dlrcl Day
FEB 17 6 58A To OUAHA
FEB 17 9 48A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 967 1111 DIrct Day
53A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 17
FEB 17
54A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 01 rot Day
FEB 17 10 16A To DEERFIELD IL 647 405 6610 Olrot Day
FEB 17
18A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987 1111 DIrct Day
FEB 17 10 37A To FARMINGTON CT 660 676 71027 Dlrcl Day
FEB 17 10 39A To FARMINGTON PT 860 6*6 852 OS.ct D-y
FEB 17 10 39A To HARTFORD
CT 860 614 1318 Dlrcl Day
FEB 17 If 01A To FARMINGTON CT 860 676 7862 DIrct Day
FEB 17 11 14A To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987 1111 Dirct Day
FEB 17 12 18P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Olrct Day
TX 214 520 8177 01 ret Day
IIP To DALLAS
FEB 20
TX 214 520 8177 Olrct Day
11P To DALLAS
FEB 20
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 20 4 d4P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 20 5 31P To DALLAS
TX 713 857 9263 Olrct Day
FEB 20 5 34P To HOUSTON
NE 402 699 5472 01 rot Day
FEB 20 5 35P To OMAHA
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 21 9 28A To DALLAS
NE 402 899 5472 Dirct Day
FEB 21 9 31A To OMAHA
TX 214 520 8177 Olrct Day
FEB 21 10 08A To DALLAS
FEB 21 10 52A To FARMINGTON CT 860 676 1027 Olrct Day
FEB 21 10 54A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 6177 Olrct Oay
9 24A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Olrct Day
11 10A To FARMiNGTON CT 660 676 1027 DIrct Day
FEB 24 11 40A To PORTLAND
OR 503 813 5351 DIrct Day
FEB 24 11 48A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Dlrcl Day
FEB
" ~ 25
"" 9 08A To INDIANAPLS IN 317 278 7419 DIrct Day
FEB 25 9 25A To FARMINGTON CT 860 676 1027 DIrct Day
FEB 25 9 38A To NEEDHAM
MA 781 292 7001 Dlrcl Day
FEB 25 11 59A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Olrct Day
FEB 25 4 26P To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 DIrct Day
FEB 26 10 34A To OALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 01 ret Oay
FEB 26 10 34A To DALLAS
TX 214 341 4324 01 ret Oay
• — 26
-2 4 I P To OALlAS
FEB
TX 214 520 8177 01 ret Day
FEB 26 4 15P To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 Dlret Day
FEB 27 8 20A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 6177 DIrct Day
FEB 27 9 03A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 Olrct Day
11A To _.
DALLAS
FEB 27
TX 214 520 8177 Dlrcl Day
FEB 27 9 11A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Olrct Day
FEB 27 9 12A To SACRAMENTO CA 916 631 3200 Olrct Day
FEB 27 9 26A To SACRAMENTO CA 9 16 802 9381 01 re I Day
FEB 27 9 26A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 Dlrcl Day
FEB 27 10 21A To SACRAMENTO CA 916 802 9381 Dlrcl Day
FEB 27 10 40A To DALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Day
FEB 27 10 50A To FARMINGTON CT 660 676 1027 Dircl Day
FEB 27 11 27A To GRANDPRARI TX 214 675 4722 Olrct Oay
FEB 27 11 27A To OALLAS
TX 214 520 8177 DIrct Oay
FEB 27 4 06P To PORTLAND
OR 503 813 5735 DIrct Day

Mln
16
6

a

d*
4
1
2
1
1
1

a4
1
18
2
3
1
3
1
1
2
l
2
12
4
18
9
7
6
3
1

2
2
2

7
2

9
6
1
2
1
2
2
2
3
13
1
1
16
5
14
1
1
1
2
1
11
19
9
32
1
3
1

Amount
1 12
42
56
1 82
26
07
14
07
07
07
56
28
07
90
14
21
07
21
07
07
14
07
14
84
28
1 12
63
49
42
21
07
14
14
14
49
14
63
42
07
14
07
14
14
14
21
91
07
07
1 12
35
98
07
07
07
14
07
77
1 33
63
2 24
07
21
07

Data
Tina
Placa And Numbar Callad
Typa Rata
FEB 27 4 24P To SAN DIEGO CA 619 987 M i l Dlrcl Oay
Total Oofttatlo Calls
686 Mlnutaa

1

Total Cat la Fro. 970 671 6223

586 Mlr-jlaa

Calls From 970 671 6234
Domaatlo CaI I a
Data
Tlraa
PI aoa And Numbar Callad
2 FEB 04 2 49P To DALLAS
TX 214 696 2422
3 FEB 13 8 33A To DALLAS
TX 214 696 2422
4 FEB 13 8 38A To DALLAS
TX 214 696 2422
5 FEB 13 9 03A To DALLAS
TX 214 696 2422
6 FEB 21 11 32A To DALLAS
TX 214 696 2422
Total Donaitlo Calli
Total Calla From 970 B71 6234

8
9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
,0
,1
,2
,3
,4
,5
,6
,7
,8
.9
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
.7
8
9
'0
<1
'2
'3
M
'5
'6
n
<8
*9
{0
M

JAN 30 10 33A T Q P O R T L A N D

Typa Rata
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
16 Minutes

Typa

Rata

Q Q 503 449 3088 01 ret Day

JAN 31 10 50A To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 DIrct Day
JAN 3) 10 51A To PORTLAND
OH 503 943 1597 DIrct Day
JAN 31 2 04P To PORTLAND
OH 503 449 9088 Dlrcl Day
FEB 01 12 52P To S11 V£R SPG UP 3Q« 537 1017 Dlroi NrWnd
FEB 03 3 45P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9068 Dlrcl Day
FEB 03 3 46P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 Olrct Day
FEB 04 10 06A To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399 0460 Dlrcl Day
FEB 05 6 OOP To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399 0460 DIrct Day
FEB 06 3 43P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 DIrct Day
FEB 07 9 29A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 DIrct Day
FEB 09 3 15P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 09 3 17P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 Olrct N/Wkd
FEB 10 9 32A To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 Dlrcl Oay
FEB 10 2 41P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 Olrct Oay
FEB 10 6 03P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 O l f d Day
FEB 11 2 14P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 DIrct Day
FEB 11 7 35P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 DIrct Day
FEB 11 7 36P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 Olrct Day
FEB 12 7 26P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 DIrct Day
FEB 12 7 27P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 1017 Olrct Oay
FEB 13 4 5 IP To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 1017 Dlrcl Oay
FEB 13 5 40P To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 1017 Dlrcl Day
FEB 13 5 41P To WASHINGTON DC 202 371 7505 Olrct Day
FEB 15 11 14A To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 1017 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 16 12 17P To SNT ROSA B FL 850 267 2207 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 16 12 34P To SNT ROSA B FL 850 267 2207 Olrct N/Wkd
FEB 17 9 14A To SILVER SPG MD 301 537 1017 Dlrcl Day
FEB \7 12 I5P To SNT ROSA B FL 850 267 2207 Dl(cl Day
FEB 20 12 20P To OCEAN CITY NJ 609 399 0460 Dlrcl Day
FEB 20 5 08P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 DIrct Day
FEB 21 5 OOP To ELMER
NJ 856 358 2055 DIrct Day
FEB 21 7 23P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 DIrct Oay
FEB 22 6 04P To BETHESOA
UO 301 941 8127 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 23 3 14P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 23 3 50P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 23P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 24P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 25P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 40P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1597 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 40P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 Dlrcl N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 53P To ELMER
NJ 856 358 2055 Olrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 8 48P To PORTLAND
OR 503 449 9088 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 6 51P To PORTLAND
OR 503 943 1697 DIrct N/Wkd
FEB 23 9 02P fo SAN DIEGO CA 858 270 9368 Dlrcl N/Wkd

Anoun
0
40 5
40 5

Mln
5
3
3
5
2

16 Mlnutaa

Cal la From 970 671 9135
DomaatIc Calla
Data
Tlma
Plaoa And Numbar Callad
7

Mln
1

Amoun
3
2
2
3
1
1 2<
1 21

Mln

Amoun

1

0

1
3
1
3
1
21
1
41
15
5
1
14
6
1
1
36
1
11
1
1
1
1
4
1
5
2
6
2
\7
20
1
4
15
1
73
1
1
1
1
9
23
1
6
71

0
2
0
1
0
14
0
28
10'
3'
0'
71
4,
0,
Or
2 5,
0,
7<
0,
0,
0>
0,
21
0'
2'
1(
4,
14
1 IS
1 4C
07
21
7*
05K
3B
0£
05
05
05
45
1 15
05
40
3 35

Con t Inued

6

lAfeT

Account No
970-871 -6223 318R
por billing questions or lo plaoa an ordsr, call 1-800-222-0300

LOIS BANASIEWICZ
AccounlNo
970-871 6223 31 BR
For billing questions or to plaoa an ordar, emU 1 800 222 0300

lATCT

www.a1t.com

Page 7

Page 6
Oate
Tim*
Pises And Nunber
FIB 24 11 35A To PORTLAND
OR
FEB 24 11 37A To WASHINGTON DC
FEB 27 10 39A To WASHINGTON DC
FEB 27 10 56A To PORTLAND
OR
FEB 27 4 54P To PORTLANO
OR
T o u t Domestic Call*

1
2
3
A
5

Celled
503 449
202 371
202 371
503 449
503 449

9088
7505
7505
9088
9088

Type Rets
01 re I Dsy
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
Dlrcl Day
506 Minutes

Mln
1
31
17
11
11

Amount

por an explanation of this charge.
please call 1 600 532 2021 or visit
www consumer a tl com/connecI IvI Iyrharge
In stat* connection lag
For an explanation of Mils charge
please oaI I 1 800 333 5256 or visit
www oonsumer all com/lnstale connect lonfe«

07

2 17
1 19

77

77
30 80

Bill

Statement

30 80

Total Direct Dlalad Calls

1,110 Minutes

72 56

Total Calls Ellglbla For Discount

1,110 Minutes

72 58

Tots

72 58

Tsxel And Surcharges

AT&T Ona Rata •
Wsskand* Plan Bijevnery
8
Dl r o d Dialed Ca I la

AT&T Looal Toll Sarvloa Plan

Totsl

Totals ars for Informational purpoaaa only
to euwea ry for aotual ohargas
Calls Ellglbla For Dlaoount
• Olrsot Dlalad Calla
Calls Fro* 970-671-6223
Do«estlo Calla
Data
T I M
Plaoa And Numbar
CO
7 FEB 06
1 38P To GOLDEN
6 FEB 11 5 48P To ENGLEWOOO CO
0 FEB 11 6 33P To ENGLEWOOO CO
Total Oomaatlc Calls

PIIIK

rafar

Type Rata
Callad
303 568 3237 01 rot N/rrkd
303 817 0775 Dlrol N/WKd
303 817 0775 Dlrcl N/rVkd
6 Mlnutaa

Total Calla From 970-871-9135
Total Dlraot Dlalad 0a I I a

6 Mlnulee
14 Mlnutaa

Total Calls E\Ig lb la For Dlaoount
AT1T looal Toll Sarvloa Plan Summary
1I
01rsol Dlalad CalIs
Total Chargee for ATVT Looal Toll Sarvloa Plan

Mln
2
1
6

14 Mlnutaa

Amount
16
08
48
72
72

8 Ulnutst

Calla Fron 970-871*9135
DowaatIc Calla
Data
Tl*«
Plaoa And Numbsi Cfettt)*
Type Rata
10 FEB 09 3 36P To BRECKENRDQ CO 670 483 3646 01 ret Nfitfkd
Total Qowsstlo Calls
6 Ulnutaa

Mln
S

Amount
40
40
40
1 12
1 12
1 12
$1 12

ATaT Othsr Ohargas and Cradlta
DasorIptIon
Universal Connectivity

n

<\

Charga

Ajiount
6 64

$11 39

Amoun t
2 /I
71

Tskss And Surohsrgss

05
29

n^b'

Thtt oorllon
of your bill
It pro*»a%*t • • • 90f¥ Itm lo ATAT
connection
botmeen OwesI and AT&T.

Total Calls Fr©» 970-671 6223

12

AT&T Other Chsrgss snd Credit*

Dssor IptIon
Federal Tax © 3*
CO Tax Surcharge 0 62%
CO Universe! Service Chrg
Other Taxes

172 58

Total ATaT Ona Rata •
Wseaenda Plan
Charge* In lha Amount Column srs In forms I IonaI
See Summary for Actual Chargee

Fee

Fo i an explanation of this charge,
please calI 1 888 ATT BILL

506 Minutes

Total Call* Fro* 970 871 6135

Th«ro

$3 78

/< no

LOIS BANA8IEW1C2
Bill 0 « l «
A p r 7 , 2003
A o o o u n l N o 9 7 0 - 8 7 1 6 2 2 3 31 8 R

Qwest:

Spirit of Service*

Page 1

V U U ua 2 4 h o u r * a d a y At w w w q w e s t c o m

T o t a l A m o u n t Duo

u u c u a t e for New C h a r g e s

$277.38

April 26, 2003

Summary
Previous Balance

Charges
Payment
B a l a n c e Forward

Thank you for your payment

New Charges
Qwest
For questions call
AT&T
For questions call
Total New Charges

233.03
233.03S
$.00

13B67
1-800-244-1111
138.71
1-800-222-0300

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE

$277.38

$277.38

QWEST SERVICES
v ITFMI7Cr» uoWTHLY SERVICE
MONTHLY SERVICE • APR 07 T H R U MAY 08
BASIC SERVICES
These services a/a necessary for you to use your telephone
3
DISTANCE CHARGE
OPTIONAL SERVICES
These services are provided at your request and are not required as part
olyovr basic telephone Men/Ice
1
2 LINE CUSTOMCHOICE PACKAGE
TWO RESIDENCE LINES AT $14 84
INCLUDED
1
ADDITIONAL LINE CUSTOMCHOICE
ONE RESIDENCE LINE AT $14 64
INCLUDED
2 * SERVICE AND/OR EQUIPMENT
r SERVICE ADDITIONS AND CHANGES
1

39 96

39 95
00

i

COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE SURCHARGE CREOfT

2 49%

r TAXES, FEES *. SURCHARGES
7*e Mowing charges are billed ai the request olhcaJ, state and Federal government and/or
lo support government programs For additional Information visit our website at www qwestcom
Federal Access Charges sue not under the jurisdiction of the Coforado Public Utilities Commission
FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
3 85
STATE TAX
3 70
COUNTY TAX
1 27
FEDERAL A C C E S S CHARGE
20 00
FEDERAL UNIVERSAL SERV FUNO
1 94
COLORADO UNIVERSAL SERVICE CHARGE
2 09
COLORADO TELECOMMUNICATIONS RELAY SERVICE F U N D
30
011 SURCHARGE
2 10
FEDERAL CHARGE - SERVICE
1 29
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY
COLORADO OFFSET - SERVICE
1 29%
PROVIDER NUMBER PORTABILITY
TOTAL QWEST SERVICES

$ m 57

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
You are responsible for B>« payment ot all charges on your bill
FaOur* |o p a / these charge* m a / result In collection action as
well as termination ol ths unpaid service Your basks telephone
service will not be disconnected for non-payment ol charges for
M) Owe at Unregulated Services (or other Itemized services)
fdantffied by an • above, (2) service* ol other Qwest companies,
or (3) service* ot other companies Included In your bill
Qwest packages of features end the amounts n the Summary
may hclude both basic and charge* thai are not basic

U6^v-

*po^ - ) 1

* Qwest Unregulated Products & Services are not under
the Jurisdiction of your state commission
A balance over $50 00 left unpaid 30 days after bill dale re subject
lo a 1 0% lata payment charge

Thank you for choosing Qwest. On April 1, 2003 the Federal Universal
Service Fee(s) on your Qwest bill will change. The monthly fee is a
percentage of billed interstate service charges as set by the FCC. The rate
can change quarterly and is currently 9 1%.

Qwest, Denver, CO 80244-0001
This bd Is prottded by on* or motrn of the Mowing U 3 Patents
Des MS,29m, 3*0 S»», 5 * U , M 2 , and S 9St 052

If your problem with Qwest has not been resolved, please ask to speak lo •
manager a l l B00 244-1111

» I Jweil Unrtgulittd Stflriras {addWom! dtUiit h For Your Information)

M

I t-vuu-'i^-U'JUU
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F o r b i l l i n g q u ^ s t l o n m o r t o pfaaooftfl 0 r d * r , 9 * 1 1 1 - B 0 0
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2220300
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Page 3
AT&T

One R a t «

•

Yfaak.nda

Plan

Call*

T o t a l t are for Informational purpott
to a u a n a r y f o r a o t u a l c h a r g e * .

A T & T Summary

of cn»

§••

-

--

Deeorlptlon
AT&T Monthly Chergea
AT&T On* Rate Calling Gird
AT&T Saving* Offer OPO

Pag* c«
S
2
3

Plan

AT&T Saving* Of!»r DPQ

e

AT&T I t e m U e d Long Dlalenoe Call*
AT&T Other Charge* end Credit*
Tex** And Surcharg**

Total A11T Summary

ATVT

of Chara«»

-•

Mln

*i

0
6 14

•

23

*
s

20

p-or April

Amount
5.95
,00
42.60

1.60
S7.59
15.53
5.44

i13l.fi

M*»*eg*a

Thenk you for chooalng AT&T. Are you moving? Taking your
AT&T aervloe* along with you U
• • eaey ee 1.2 3. Get your
new phone number by oontactlng your new jocel company.
Advl*« them you want AT&T Long O U t a n c e Service In your new
home. Call 1 800 MOVE ATT. ext. 80595, to enjoy conllnuoue
benefit* of your AT&T calling plane and lefvlcri in your new
home.

AT&T Monthly
Monthly
•

Cherg«»

*ervlce

from MAR

30, 2003

lo APR

29, 2003

Optional Servloa*
Deeorlptlon
1.
AT&T On* Rat- (R) Celling Ceid Plan
MAR 30
thru APR 20
1.
AT&T One Rate •
Weekends Plan

Total

AT&T Monthly

AT&T One Rata
Total* ar*
to aummary

for
for

AT&T One Rate

Amount
1.00
4.95

Charge*

(R) Calling Card

IS il

Plan

Informational purpo»ea
actual ohargee.
(RJ Celling Card Plan

Total AT&T On* Rate

(H)

Calling

only

Plaaee

rof«r

Summary

Ctrd Plan

1.00

only.

C a l l * E l i g i b l e For Dlaoount
• Dlrist Dialed Call*
C a l I 1 From 8 7 0 - 8 7 1 - 6 2 2 3
Oomeatlo CaI Ie
Oite
Time
P l a o e A n d Number C a l l *d
Typ*
Rata
MUI 03
8 . 0 4 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 8 1 7 7 D l re j D a y
M i l l 0 3 1 2 : 5 8 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t D a y
3. MUt 03
2 . 1 0 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l l e t Day
4. MUI 03
3 : 5 6 P T o DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t D a y
5. MUI 03
5 : 0 3 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l i c t D a y
6. MUI 03
5 : 0 4 P To GRANDPRARI TX 2 1 4 6 7 5 - 4 7 2 2 0 1 r e t D a y
7 . M U I 04
8 . 1 5 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e 1 D a y
8 . UUI 04
8 . 3 1 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 8 1 7 7 D l r e t Day
9 . M U I 0 4 1 0 : 1 8 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r o t D a y
M U I 0 4 1 0 . 3 9 A To DALLAS
10,
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t D a y
1 1 . M U I 04 1 0 : 4 8 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t Day
12.
2 : 5 7 P To DALLAS
Midi 04
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t Day
13.
3 : 1 B P To DALLAS
Mill 04
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 6 1 7 7 D l r e t D a y
14.
MJJI 04
3 2 5 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l re | Day
16.
M/.H 04
4 : 1 0 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r c l D a y
16.
4 : 1 1 P To DALLAS
MMl 04
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r e t D a y
17.
4 : 1 3 P To DALLAS
M/Jl 04
I X 214 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 01 r o t Day
18.
MrJi 0 5 1 2 . 5 6 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l re 1 D a y
18.
1 ; 3 6 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r c l Day
M>J; 05
Dl r e t Day
20.
1
;
5
4
P
To
DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7
MiJ 05
D l r e t Day
2 1 . M>,F 05
2 : 0 0 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 6 1 7 7
Dl r c l Day
22.
05P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 6 1 7 7
Wf
05
D l r c l Day
23.
OOP
To
DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7
Utf
05
Dl r e t Day
24.
5 4P To SAN DIEGO
CA 6 1 9 9 8 7 - 1 1 1 1
Wf
05
Dl l c | Day
25.
3OP To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l r c l D a y
M/F 06
26.
46P
To
SAN
DIEGO
CA 6 1 9 9 8 7 - 1 1 1 1 D l r c l D a y
M/F 06
27.
48P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 6 1 7 7 D l r c l D a y
M/F 06
28.
21A To FARMINGTON CT 8 6 0 6 7 6 - 1027
M*F 10
Dl r c l Day
29.
CA 6 1 9 9 8 7 - 1 1 U 0 1 r c l D a y
M*P 10
' " 1 0 ; 0 8 A To SAN DIEGO
30.
10
11
:
17A To FARMINGTON CT 8 6 0 6 7 6 - 1 0 2 7 D l r c t Day
M*P
31.
Wfl
10 1 1 . 3 2 A To SALT LAKE
UT 8 0 1 2 2 0 - 4 8 0 7 0 1 r e t D a y
32.
U*R 10 11 52A To SAN 0 I E G 0
CA 8 1 9 9 8 7 - 1 1 1 1 D l r o t D a y
33.
M*R 10 1 2 . 1 7 P To SAN DIEGO
CA 6 1 9 9 8 7 - 1 1 1 1 0 1 r e t D a y
34.
W R 11
B S 4 A To NEEDHAM
MA 7 8 1 2 9 2 - 7 0 0 1 D l r e 1 D a y
35.
M»R 11 1 2 ; 2 8 P To SAN D I E G O
CA 8 1 9 9 6 7 - 1 1 1 1
35.
MAR 11 1 2 : 4 4 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 6 1 7 7 0 I re 1 Day
37.
MAR 1 1
1 ; 3 7 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1 0 4 0 D l r c t D a y
38.
MAR 11
2 0 9 P To DALLAS
7X 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1 0 4 0 D l r c i D a y
2 : 1 7 P To FARMINGTON CT 6 6 0 8 7 6 1 0 2 7 D l r e t D a y
3 9 . MAR 11
8 : 4 0 A To FARMING70N CT 8 6 0 6 7 6 - 1 0 2 7 0 1 r c i D a y
4 0 . MA* 12
8 : 4 3 A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1040 0 1 r c l D a y
41.
MA* 12
9 : 0 3 A To HARTFORD
CT 8 6 0 6 1 4 - 1 3 1 8 D l r c | D a y
42.
M A * 12
9
:
0
9
A
To
FARMINGTON
CT
8 6 0 878 1027 D l r c | Day
43.
MA* 12
9 : 1 1 A To HARTFORD
CT 8 6 0 6 1 4 - 1 3 1 8 D l r c t D a y
44.
MA* 12
9 50A To FARMINGTON CT 8 6 0
4 5 . M A * 12
8 7 6 - 1027 0 1 f c t D a y
48.
MA^ 12 1 0 : 3 1 A . T o DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1 0 4 0 D l r c l D a y
M A * 12 I 2 . 3 2 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1 0 4 0 D l r e t D a y
47.
MA* 13
48.
'"
9 . 1 9 A To FARMINGTON CT 8 6 0 6 7 8 - 1027 D l r c t D a y
49.
9 : 2 0 A To HARTFORD
CT 8 6 0 6 1 4 - 1 3 1 8 D l r c l D a y
MA* 13
1 : 3 5 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 1 0 4 0 D l re t D a y
5 0 , MA* 13
51.
MAt 13
1 ; 5 9 P To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 3 6 0 - 1 0 4 0 D l f c t D a y
M A t 14
52,
8 . 1 4 A To OMAHA
N€ 4 0 2 6 9 9 - 5 4 7 2 0 1 r c l D a y
53.
MA \ 14
8 : 3 0 A To SALT LAKE • LfT 8 0 1 2 2 0 - 4 8 0 7 D l r e t D a y
54.
M A I 24
8 :44A To DALLAS
TX 2 1 4 5 2 0 - 8 1 7 7 D l re I D a y
55,
M A I 24
9 :48A To HOUSTON
TX 713 8 3 0 - 8 8 1 5 D l r c l Day

Mln
'
8
9

noun t
.56
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* PACIFICORP
PACIFIC POWER UTAH POWER

January 31, 2003

I

EXHIBIT

J Sol

IV*

<i$

,

Mr. Brian Gross
Director, Project Development
Panda Nebo Power, L.P.
4100 Spring Valley, Suite 1001
Dallas, Texas 75244
Re Letter of Intent
Ladies and Gentlemen:
This letter of intent ("Letter of Intent"), effective when executed by Panda Nebo Power,
L.P. (referred to herein as "Panda") and PacifiCorp ("PacifiCorp", and together with Panda, the
"Parties'" and individually, as a "Party") will evidence the current mutual intent, as set forth in
Article I below, of Panda and PacifiCorp to negotiate on an exclusive basis and execute
definitive agreements for the acquisition by PacifiCorp or an affiliate of PacifiCorp of all of
Panda's right, title, and interest in and to the assets more fully described in Exhibit "B," attached
hereto and made a part hereof for all purposes (collectively, the "Assets1').
The matters set forth m Article 1 are not intended to and do not constitute a binding
agreement of the Parties with respect to the transaction contemplated by the Parties hereunder.
Any such binding agreement between the Parties will only arise upon the negotiation, execution
and delivery of mutually acceptable definitive agreements (the "Definitive Agreements") and the
satisfaction of all conditions set forth therein. The matters set forth in Article II do however
constitute binding agreements of the Parties.
Article I
The Definitive Agreements
1. The Definitive Agreements. During the Term (as defined belovv), the Parties will
negotiate in good faith in an attempt to agree upon the following Definitive Agreements, which
may be consolidated into one single agreement to the extent that is deemed feasible and
desirable:
(i) a Purchase and Sale of Assets Agreement (the "Purchase Agreement",), for
which the summary of indicative terms is set forth in Exhibit "A," attached hereto and
made a part hereof for all purposes, whereby Panda would assign to PacifiCorp, free and
clear of any liens, encumbrances, and undisclosed liabilities, all of its right, title, and
interest in and to the Assets.
(ii) such other agreements and/or documents as may be necessary to effectuate the
intent of the Parties hereto

PACOonnn.

2. Execution of Definitive Agreements. Neither Party is obligated by this Letter of
Intent to enter into, execute or deliver any Definitive Agreements with the other with respect to
the Assets or any other matter herein addressed.
Article II
Binding Agreements
1. Terra. The term of this Letter of Intent ("Term") shall begin on the effective date of
this Letter of Intent and expire, unless earlier terminated in accordance with the terms and
provisions hereof, as of 5:00 p.m. (Dallas, Texas time) on February 24, 2003, without any notice
being necessary at the end of the Term. Additionally, this Letter of Intent shall terminate as of
5:00 p.m. (Dallas, Texas time) on February 12, 2003, unless prior to such time PacifiCorp
notifies Panda in writing that it has received approval from the PacifiCorp Chief Executive
Committee and the PacifiCorp President/Chief Executive Officer for the consummation of the
transaction contemplated hereby and has paid the Exclusivity Fee as described and provided
hereinbelow. By mutual written agreement of the Parties, the Term may be extended further.
PacifiCorp reserves the right to terminate this Letter of Intent in whole or in part, and agrees to
promptly notify Panda of such termination in writing, if at any time prior to the expiration of the
Term, it does not appear to PacifiCorp, in its sole discretion, that the transfer of the Assets to
PacifiCorp, is viable. Notwithstanding the termination or expiration of this Letter of Intent,
Sections 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 of Article II of this Letter of Intent shall survive and
remain in effect.
2. Exclusivity. Until expiration or termination of the Term hereof, Panda shall not sell,
transfer, assign or convey any of the Assets to any party other than PacifiCorp or its affiliates.
3. Exclusivity Fee. In consideration of the foregoing exclusivity, PacifiCorp shall pay
unto Panda, in immediately available funds, upon notice that it has received the approval stated
in Section 1. above, on or before February 12, 2003, the non-refundable sum of Twenty-One
Thousand One Hundred Sixty-Eight and No/100 Dollars ($21,168.00) ("Exclusivity Fee"). In
the event PacifiCorp does not give the notice that it has received the approval stated in Section 1.
above, on or before February 12, 2003, then PacifiCorp shall have no obligation to pay the
aforementioned non-refundable sum and this Letter of Intent shall terminate, as provided in
Section 1. above. If paid, the Exclusivity Fee shall be used by Panda to extend the term of the
real estate option (which constitutes a portion of the Assets designated as Tract A) coming due
on February 28, 2003. In the event that this Letter of Intent terminates or expires prior to
February 28, 2003, Panda may make or not make such payment in its sole and absolute
discretion. The Exclusivity Fee paid by PacifiCorp to Panda pursuant to this Article II, Section
3. is non-refundable and shall not be returnable to PacifiCorp in the event that a transaction does
not occur, nor credited against any purchase price set forth in any Definitive Agreements under
any circumstance.
4. Due Diligence. Promptly following the execution of this letter by the Parties and the
receipt of the Exclusivity Fee, Panda will: (i) at reasonable times and locations, provide
PacifiCorp access to all information in Panda's possession or reasonably available 1o Panda
regarding the Assets as may be reasonably requested by PacifiCorp; (ii) identify to PacifiCorp,
Panda personnel capable of responding to questions with respect to such information; and (iii)
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make such Panda personnel available to PacifiCorp at reasonable times and locations; and (iv)
request such personnel to fully respond to PacifiCorp, providing PacifiCorp with all reasonably
requested information.
5. Obligations of the Parties. So long as the Term has not expired or been terminated,
the Parties shall negotiate in good faith the Definitive Agreements and the other transactions
contemplated by the Parties herein, and shall attempt to promptly conclude the Definitive
Agreements incorporating the terms and conditions referenced herein in Exhibit A. PacifiCorp
shall take the lead in preparing drafts of the Definitive Agreements, with negotiations to be held
at times and places reasonably convenient to Panda and PacifiCorp.
6. Coordination. Following execution of the Definitive Agreements, and consummation
of the other conditions contemplated hereby, it is contemplated that Panda shall shall have no
role as the developer, contractor, or owner/operator of the Assels
7. Confidentiality.
a- Press Releases: Unless otherwise mutually agreed, no Party shall make or
authorize any public release of information regarding this Letter of Intent, the
transfer of the Assets contemplated hereby or any other matters contemplated
hereby except as reasonably deemed appropriated or necessary by a Party,
after consultation with the other Party, to comply with applicable law or to
consummate the transactions contemplated hereby
b. Confidentiality Agreement: I he Parties will comply with the terms oi any
existing confidentiality agreement between them covering the subject matter
hereof, which agreement is incorporated herein and made a part hereof for all
purposes. The existence of this Letter of Intent and the terms and conditions
hereof shall be deemed to be "Confidential Information" under any such
agreement.
8. Payments; Expenses. All payments to be made hereunder shall be made in United
States Dollars in immediately available funds. Except as otherwise agreed in writing, Panda and
PacifiCorp (and their respective affiliates) shall each bear and pay all costs and expenses
(including, without limitation, all fees and expenses of consultants, legal advisors, brokers and
investment bankers) incurred by them in connection with the transactions contemplated by this
Letter of Intent regardless of whether or not Definitive Agreements are eventually executed or
the transactions contemplated hereby are subsequently consummated.
9. Approval.
Assets until (i) such
Agreements, and (ii)
Agreements shall have

No Party shall be bound by any Definitive Agreements relating to the
Party shall have executed and delivered to the other the Definitive
all conditions precedent to the effectiveness of any such Definitive
been satisfied.

10 Lntire Agreement The provisions of this Article II constitute the entire agreement
of the Parties relating the subject matter hereof and supersede all prior discussions, agreements
or understandings, whether oral or written, relating to such subject matter. No change,
amendment or modification of this Letter of Intent shall be valid or binding upon the Parties
3
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hereto unless such change, amendment or modification is in writing and duly executed by the
appropriately authorized representatives of both Parties hereto.
11. Relationship of the Parties. The Parties shall not be deemed in a relationship of
partners or joint venturers by virtue of this Letter of Intent, nor shall either Party be an agent,
representative, trustee or fiduciary of the other. Neither Party shall have any authority under this
Letter of Intent to bind the other to any agreement or obligation. This Letter of Intent shall be
binding upon the successors and assigns of the Parties and may not be assigned by either Party
without the prior express written consent of the other.
12. Limitation of Liability. Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, (a) neither
PacifiCorp nor Panda, nor their respective affiliates, directors, officers, shareholders, members,
partners, managers, advisors, or employees will be liable to each other or to any other Party for
any incidental, special, indirect or consequential damages whatsoever (including, without
limitation, lost profits or revenue) in connection with or with respect to this Letter of Intent and
(b) neither PacifiCorp nor Panda, nor their respective affiliates, directors, officers, shareholders,
members, partners, managers, advisors, or employees will be liable to each other or to any other
Party for damages for any failure to reach agreement regarding the terms and conditions of the
Definitive Agreements.
13. Choice of Law. This Letter of Intent shall be governed by and construed and
enforced in accordance with the laws of the State of New York (exclusive of any conflict of law
provisions which would apply the law of another jurisdiction).
14. Mutuality of Drafting. The Parties hereto do hereby stipulate and agree that each of
them fully participated in the negotiation and preparation of this Letter of Intent, and the Parties
further stipulate and agree that in the event of an ambiguity or other necessity for an
interpretation to be made of the content of this Letter of Intent, this Letter of Intent shall not be
construed in favor of or against a Party as a consequence of one Party having had a greater role
in the preparation of this Letter of Intent, but shall be construed eis if the language were mutually
drafted by both Parties with full assistance of counsel.
15. Binding Effect. This Letter of Intent shall be binding upon and shall inure to the
benefit of the Parties hereto, their successors and permitted assigns.
16. Waiver. The failure of either Party to insist upon or enforce, in any instance, strict
performance by the other Party of any provision or to exercise any right herein conferred shall
not be construed as a waiver or relinquishment to any extent of its right to assert or rely upon any
such provision or rights on any future occasion.
If the provisions of Article I correctly set forth our current non-binding understanding
and the provisions of Article II set forth our binding agreement, please execute both originals of
this Letter of Intent in the space provided below, retain one fully-executed original for your file,
and return one of the other originals to the undersigned. This Letter of Intent may be executed
and delivered via facsimile or otherwise, in one or more counterparts, each of which, when
executed and delivered, shall be an original, but all of which together shall constitute but one and
the same instrument.
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PACIFICORP

By:

'<"/^^KS',j^j^^--

Name: J. Rand Thurgood /
Title: Managing Director, Resource Development

ACCEPTED AND A GR EED TO1 this the i l ^ d a y of

> •:,••• v..*.,

2003.

PANDA NEBO POWER, L.P

By:
Name:
Narr

^y^'/y^-t^s^
::

-'. -- - .~ - V

^
-f-ri. *-.•' M vl:

Title:

PACOOOIH'

Exhibit A
SUMMARY OF INDICATIVE TERMS
PURCHASE AND SALE AGREEMENT
1 Parties

(i) Panda, as seller, and (ii) PacifiCorp, or a wholly owned affiliate of
PacifiCorp, as purchaser

Grant

Panda to convey all right, title, and interest in and to the Assets to
PacifiCorp, free and clear of all liens, encumbrances, claims, and
undisclosed liabilities, with representations and warranties by Panda as to
the absence of any knowledge of any such liens, encumbrances, claims,
and undisclosed liabilities with respect to or otherwise affecting the rights
to be conveyed.

Consideration

In connection with the Purchase Agreement and the other agreements to
be entered into, PacifiCorp would pay Panda an aggregate purchase price
of Nine Hundred Sixty-Four Thousand Eight Hundred Eighteen and
No/100 Dollars ($964,818.00).

Representations and The Purchase Agreement will contain customary and usual
representations and warranties by PacifiCorp and Panda. In particular,
Warranties;
however, Panda will provide representations and warranties only with
: Inderanities
respect to there being no liens, encumbrances, claims, or undisclosed
liabilities with respect to or otherwise affecting the Assets and no
representations and warranties shall be given with respect to the
accuracy, veracity, appropriateness, potential use, merchantability or
fitness of the Assets for any particular purpose. The Purchase Agreement
will also contain indemnification provisions whereby PacifiCorp would !
indemnify Panda in respect of the future use and ownership of the Assets. ;
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Exhibit B
Description of the Assets:
I'I.III

Lid 1'ur chase Options:

•

Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale of Real Property dated
March 1, 2001, executed by and between Linda A. Garfield and Rex and Lmda C.
Garfield, as Seller and PLC III, LLC, covering and pertaining to generally, the
E/2 of the SW/4 of Section 26-T11S-R1W and the NE/4 of the NW/4 and the
NW/4 of the NE/4 of Section 36-T11S-R1W, all in Faub County, Utah

•

Option Agreement and Contract for Purchase and Sale oi Real Property dated
Apnl 12, 2001, executed by and between The Bertha N. Winn Trust, as Seller and
PLC III, LLC, covering and pertaining to generally, the SW/4 of Section 25Tl 1S-R1W, Jaub County, Utah.

Reports and Studies:
• Environmental Site Evaluation and Planning Report
• Ground Water Study Feasibility Screening Study Report
• Meteorological and Air Quality Monitoring Quality Assurance Plan -approved by
UDEQ 6-1-01
• Approval letter from UDEQ regarding \uilil I 1st MT Sit PM I n Mnmtonnp
Equipment dated 10 11-01
• Dispersion Modeling Protocol- approved by UDEQ 2-12-02
• Air Quality PSD Monitoring Protocol- submitted to UDEQ June 20( 12
• 1 -year Audited Meteorological data from the plant site property
• Meteorological Tower and associated equipment
• Market Study from R.W. Beck
• Transmission Study from R.W. Beck
• PacifiCorp Interconnect Study Report

PacifiCorp
Meeting of the Board of Directors
September 22, 2003
Pursuant to notice duly given in accordance with Section 3.3 of the PacifiCorp Bylaws, a
meeting of the Board of Directors of PacifiCorp, an Oregon coqDoration ("PacifiCorp"), was held
on Monday, September 22, 2003, at 12:30 p.m. PDT, in the offices of PacifiCorp at 825 NE
Multnomah, Suite 20D, Portland, Oregon.
The following ten (10) directors were present in person:
Ian M. Russell
Judi A. Johansen
Barry G. Cunningham
William D. Landels
Andrew N. MacRitchie
Andrew P. Haller
Richard D. Peach
Michael J. Tittman
A. Richard Walje
Matthew R. Wright
Nolan E. Karras was unable to attend. This constituted a quorum for the Board's transaction of
business. Also present in person were: David Nish, James Stanley, Simon Lowth and Dominic
Fry from Scottish Power. In attendance from PacifiCorp were Don Furman, Dee Jense, Bob
Klein, Stan Watters, and Jeff Erb. Mr. Russell, Chairman of the Board, presided, and Jeff Erb,
Assistant Secretary, recorded the minutes of the meeting.
Minutes/Action Items
The Chairman called the meeting to order. The minutes of the PacifiCorp Board meeting held on
August 19, 2003 were considered, and Approved as presented. All three of the Action Items
were completed as reflected on the attached Schedule A.
Approvals, Resolutions

Sift
REDACTED

PacifiCorp
Board of Directors Meeting
September 22, 2003
Page 1 of 8
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Approval to Proceed with the Purchase of Equipment for,
and Construction of, the proposed 525 MW Currant Creek Project
WHEREAS, the Company published its Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) on
January 24, 2003, which outlined in detail the Company's intent and plan to
evaluate and secure additional generation resources in order to serve the growing
electricity load in Utah and surrounding regions, and issued its Request for
Proposal (RFP) 2003 A in accordance therewith on June 6, 2003;
WHEREAS, after thoroughly evaluating RFP responses, and in accordance with
established statutory, regulatory and IRP procedures, the 525 MW Currant Creek
Project was evaluated and found to be the most economical alternative to help
meet electric load requirements for the June 2005, and beyond, time period;
WHEREAS, based on the evaluations and considerations summarized above, the
Board believes it in the best interests of the company and its ratepayers to
approve, negotiate and commence construction of the 525 MW Currant Creek
Project, with an estimated construction cost of $343 million, and recommends
that ft proceed in two phases, the first to include two simple-cycle turbines
(280 MW nominal) to come on-line by June 2005 and the second to consist of a
conversion to a 2x1 combined cycle configuration to come on-line I)
March 2006,
WHEREAS, the Company has also evaluated, through a competitive selection
process, applicable providers of procurement and construction services for the
Currant Creek Project, received and analyzed responses from seven such
engineering firms, and finds Stone & Webster of Shaw Group, Inc., a major US
based engineering construction firm ("Shaw"), best suited to perform such
services,
WHEREAS, the Currant Creek Project will be a flexible resource m helping to
meet projected electric needs within the Company's East electrical control area.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED, that the construction oi the Currant Creek Project, as outlined above
and in the related papers, is hereby approved, and the Semor Vice President of
Generation is hereby authorized to negotiate, execute and deliver, m the
Company's name and on its behalf, the EPC Contract, together with any and all
other documents, agreements or instruments contemplated thereby or related
thereto, and to enter into any and all appropriate contractual arrangements

PacifiCorp
Board of Directors Meeting
September 22, 2003
Page 7 of 8
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necessary or desirable to initiate construction, purchase equipment and complete
all aspects of the 525 MW Currant Creek Project
General
RESOLVED, that each of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Offices,
and any Vice President of the Company is hereby authorized, in the Company's
name and on its behalf to negotiate, execute and deliver such other agreements
and documents, all upon terms and conditions approved by such officer, his or her
signature thereon constituting conclusive evidence of such approval, and to do
and perform all such further acts and things, as in the judgment of such officer or
officers may be desirable or appropriate in order to fully carry out the intent and
accomplish the purposes of the foregoing resolution; and further
Ratification
RESOLVED, that any acts of any officer or officers of the Company and of an}
person or persons designated and authorized to act by any officer of the Company
which acts would have been authorized by any of the foregoing resolutions excepi
that such acts were taken prior to the adoption of such resolutions, are hereby
severally ratified, confirmed, approved, and adopted as the acts of the Company.

PaafiCorp
Board of Directors Meeting
September 22,2003
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Board Meeting:

24 October 2003

Title:

Currant Creek Combined-Cycle Power Project [PB205/Q3]

Decisions Required:

Approval to proceed with the project to construct a 525 MW
gas-fired combustion turbine combined-cycle generation plant
located adjacent to the Mona Substation 75 miles south of Salt
Lake City, Utah. The total estimated cost of the Currant Creek
Power Project is $343HL

Executive Summary:

The attached paper, PB205/03, is to be submitted for approval by
the PacifiCorp Board at a meeting on 14 October 2003. In line
with authority delegated internally, the Board's endorsement of
this decision is sought

Key Issues for Discussion:

As noted in the attached paper, project need, schedule, financial
analysis and regulatory recovery.

Judi.

Author (if different):

B63/03

i

s

h iCJj.

Jfp

Rand Thurgood, Managing Director Resource Development
Ian Andrews, Lead Sr. Business Consultant
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Currant Creek Generation Project
Investment Committee Recommendation
The background to the project is described in the Board paper. The investment returns and risks
have been reviewed in a detailed manner over the past two months, including a review b y the
Group Energy Bisk Committee and the PacifiCorp Investment Committee.
The key risks reviewed include.
1. Demonstrated Need for Project: The Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) and the current
PacifiCorp Load Resource balance have both demonstrated the need for significant new
resources within PacifiCorp's Wasatch Front service territory. Through a competitive
process (a Request for Proposals - "RFP"), this project has been shown to be the most
competitive and feasible solution to a portion of this resource need. Economics of the project
show it to be superior to both market-based alternatives and also other available new-build
proposals.
2. Project Schedule Risk: The June 2005 on-line date for the plant is aggressive but wll be
met. This schedule necessitates prompt project commencement facilitated by ScottishPower
Board approval on October 24, 2003 and major equipment orders placed by November 1,
2003. Construction will begin promptly. Major project milestones will be monitored so that
in the event of schedule slip, hedging will be implemented to meet resource requirement for
June 2005 and beyond as necessary.
3. Construction Risks: Shaw Stone & Webster is the engineer/constructor of the project.
Shaw has significant worldwide expertise and experience with such projects. Shaw has a
good record of project cost and schedule management The contract with Shaw will fully
address project risks and their assignment to both PacifiCorp and Shaw PacifiCoq) has
assigned an experienced project manager to oversee an excellent and experienced Shaw
manager. The project uses standard, industry competitive design, generation turbines and
other materials.
4. Regulatory Risks: Regulatory risks include regulatory lag, normalization risk, explicit
disallowance risk, and state allocation risk. Lag will be mitigated by pursuit of future test
years with all states particularly Utah (the state that is likely to bear a large part of the costs
of this project). Disallowance risks will be addressed by virtue of the integrity of the IRP and
KFP processes in addition to securing a Certificate of Convenience and Necessity (required
in Utah). PacifiCorp has recently filed for more equitable cost allocation treatment as a -esult
of the Multi-State Process (MSP). State allocation risks have been studied and results
indicate that such risks are acceptable. Implementation of the long-term gas strategy and
prudent operation and maintenance of the plant will address normalization risk
5. Market Change Risks (electricity and gas): Stochastic analysis shows changes ia the
market prices of natural gas and electricity to have the greatest risk impact on the project.
Regulators have never disallowed plant fixed costs once the plant has been deemed pmdent
for rate recovery. Per normal regulatory process, future changes in fuel and operation and
maintenance costs are expected to be recoverable through ongoing regulatory processes.
Conclusion
The Investment Committee supports the Currant Creek Generation Project and recommends that
it be approved. It is consistent with PacifiCorp's strategic goals amd meets its obligation to serve
its customers

—
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KristopherS. Kaufman (10117)
TOMSIC & PECK LLC
136 East South Temple, Suite 800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801)532-1995
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LT LAKE COUNTY
Deputy Clerk

Robert Surovell
J. Chapman Petersen
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy
4010 University Drive, Suite 200
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Telephone: (703)251-5400
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC;
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC;
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CANYON ENERGY, LLC,
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AFFIDAVIT NO. 3 OF PEGGY A.
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO
PACIFICORP'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(CLAIM FOR INTENTIONAL
INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS) ANC
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
RE: CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION

)

BATES STAMPED DOCUMENTS

)
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Judge Tyrone E. Medley

MM (15090341?

STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows:
1.

I am the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the

Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action.
2.

Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a fax cover sheet dated

8/23/01 from Ted Banasiewicz to Jody Williams with attached cover page of Real
Estate Purchase Contract.
3.

Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of fax cover sheet dated

8/24/01 from Lois Banasiewicz to Jody Williams attaching legal descriptions.
4.

Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of a letter dated January

16, 2002 to USA Power from Jeffrey Appel Re: Your Proposal to Purchase Water
Rights Dated December 18, 2001.
5.

Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of a fax cover sheet dated

5/2/01 from David Hansen to David Graeber/Jody Williams attaching letter providing
preliminary identification of water rights.
6.

Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of an email from Delmas

Johnson to USA Power dated 5/15/01.
7.

Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of an email from David

Hansen to USA Power dated 6/15/01.
8.

Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an email from Jody

Williams to Ted Banasiewicz, David Graeber, and David Hansen dated 10/19/01.
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' ttact led as ExI libit 8 is a ti i ni 3 an id ::c -\ i ect :::op'\,( of a lettei dated 12 19/01

from Jody Williams to Michael Keyte.
Attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct< ::opy • : i a letter date* :l 1/3 1 02
from

, : f lansen and Jody Williams to David Graeber.
1

attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of an email from Dave

He illai id tc > ! e I Bat iiasiewii z dated 6,/ 12/02.
12

Attached as Exhibit I ' is a true and correct copy of ar i email between Jii i i

Riley iiiiil

13

Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of an email from Steve

Vuyovich to Vs /arren Peterson dated 6/25/02.
Il I

:!!i

ttached as Exhibit 13 is a true and correct copy of an email between

Warren Peterson and Jody Williams dated 7/5/02
::

ttacl led as Ext libit Il I- is a ti i le ai id cc i i ect copy of ai i ei i tail between

Warren Peterson and Jody Peterson dated 7/5/02,.,
16.

Attached as n

;

-

-

Williams to Ted Banasiewicz dated 7/23/02.
Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of at \ email from T ed
Bat u-i •<-., ::z tc • Steven i i ry o /id i date 1 1 2,5/02
A ttached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of an email from Warren
Petf- • « - t *

/:!! ttached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of a statement from
Kruse, Landa & Maycock to_USA Power Partners dated 7/31/02.
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20.

Attached as Exhibit 19 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Mary Lou

Sperry from Jody Williams dated 7/30/02.
21.

Attached as Exhibit 20 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Michael

Keyte from Steven Vuyovich dated 8/1/02.
22.

Attached as Exhibit 21 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Ted

Banasiewicz from Steven Vuyovich dated 8/1/02.
23.

Attached as Exhibit 22 is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum of

Water Right Option between Blake Garrett and Spring Canyon Energy dated 8/5/02.
24.

Attached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of a Water Right Option

and Purchase Agreement between Blake Garrett and Spring Canyon Energy dated
8/5/02.
25.

Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Rob

Sherman from Jody Williams dated 8/7/02.
26.

Attached as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Jody

Williams from Connie Noyes dated 8/16/02.
27.

Attached as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Michael

Keyte from Steven Vuyovich dated 8/23/02.
28.

Attached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of a letter to Mary Lou

Sperry from Steven Vuyovich dated 8/26/02.
29.

Attached as Exhibit 28 is a true and correct copy of a fax dated 9/3/02 to

Jody Williams from Connie Noyes attaching Schedules related to Blake Garrett
transaction.
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30

Attached as Exhibit 29 is a true and

*! it* "i '4/y/uj
31.
N

Attached as Exhibit 30 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Sle /nm

'uyi /ich to K
32.

"irnan ddled 3 "' I 13)2.

Attached as Exhibit 31 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Steven

Vi lyovich to Rob Sherman dated 9/24/02.
Attached as Exhibit 32 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Jody
Williams to Steve Skabelund dated 8/8/02.
iI

duel led db I -xhibit 33 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Jody

Williams to Michael Keyte dated 8/8/02.
\l]

AftartiPfl as f 'dibit 34 u, ,i liut j ,tinJ i miect copy uf a lettei lioni Jody

Williams to Warren Peterson dated 8/8/02..
Auached as Exhibit 35 is

>ins

dated «
.;acned as Exhibit 36 is a true and correct copy < *
dated

•

"''<!-!

-

*• s

•' -'

Attached as Exhibit 37 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Jody

Williams to David Grabber flitod q/IR/03.
39

Attached as Exhibit 38 is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum from

Jody Williams and Steven Vi lyovich to David Graeber dated 9/30/02.

u; t;a as Ext libit 39 is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum from
Jody Williams and Steven Vuyovsch to David Graeber dated 9/30/02.
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41.

Attached as Exhibit 40 is a true and correct copy of handwritten notes

dated 1/6/03.
42.

Attached as Exhibit 41 is a true and correct copy of a memorandum from

Richard Ross and Russell Christensen to Potential Buyers of Water Rights and
Emission Credits dated 1/22/03.
43.

Attached as Exhibit 42 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Lois

Banasiewicz to Blake Garrett dated 1/24/03.
44.

Attached as Exhibit 43 is a true and correct copy of handwritten notes

dated 4/28/03.
45.

Attached as Exhibit 44 is a true and correct copy of an email from Merrill

Brimhall to Claudia Conder and Jody Williams dated 3/21/03.
46.

Attached as Exhibit 45 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Rand

Thurgood to Robert Cowan dated 6/20/03.
47.

Attached as Exhibit 46 is a true and correct copy of an email from Jody

Williams to Rand Thurgood, Claudia Conder, and Merrill Brimhall dated 7/30/03.
48.

Attached as Exhibit 47 is a true and correct copy of a Memorandum from

Jody Williams to Rand Thurgood, Merrill Brimhall and Claudia Conder dated 7/30/03.
49.

Attached as Exhibit 48 is a true and correct copy of emails between Jody

Williams, Rand Thurgood, and Merrill Brimhall dated 9/3/03.
50.

Attached as Exhibit 49 is a true and correct copy of emails between Marc

W and Jody Williams dated 8/13/03.
51.

Attached as Exhibit 50 is a true and correct copy of a letter from Jody

Williams to WW Ranches dated 8/29/03.
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DATED:

March 12, TOO?

r
PegcJyAAJTomsic

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 1 th <l i, r I M m h

007.

Notary Public
Residing at

" ""Ntoteiy Public ~" 7
COLLEEN PETEBSON f
§0 South Main, & * • 1260
Salt UfcaCfeUtaJi 84144
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the / ^ d a y of March, 2007, a true and correct copy of
AFFIDAVIT NO. 3 OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (CLAIM FOR INTENTIONAL
INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS) AND
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE:
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION (BATES STAMPED DOCUMENTS) was mailed,
postage prepaid, to the following:
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq.
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG
50 West Broadway, #700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
P. Bruce Badger
Fabian & Clendenin
215 South State Street, 12th Floor
P O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
Michael G. Jenkins
Assistant General Counsel
PacifiCorp
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
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Date:

May 2,2001

To:

F. David Gracber / Jody Williams

F A C S I M I L E T R A N S M I S S I O N Firm/Agency:

USA Power / Kmse, Landa & Maycock

Fax Number

214-520-8176/359-0388

Front*

David E. Hansen

HA&L Project No.:

252.01.100

David and Jody:
Attached is a brief summary letter providing a preliminary identification of water rights which have been
located within a 6 mile radial distance of the two power plant sites. I wanted you to get this info prior to
our phone conference tomorrow.
David Hansen

HlenaiTH3:FAX05022001 (Revwd; M*y30, 1997)
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Mr. F. David Graeber
USA Power
3625 North Hall Street, Suite 620
Dallas, Texas 75219

May 2, 2001

RE: Preliminary Water Right Information.
Dear Mr. Graeber
In preparationforour phone conference tomorrow afternoon, we arc submitting this letter update report
which includes a a brief summary ofa preliminary waterrightssearch completed in the Vernal and Mona areas.
I am also sending a copy of the letter to Jody Williams for her use. The water right search made an initial
review of large waterrights(larger than 2 cfs) located within the adjacent Townships to the projected project
site. The information provided in the table below appears to be encouraging in that there arc some significant
rights within the immediate area. We can discus these and other issues during our conference call on Thursday.
Note in the table that NW, N£, SW and SE indicate a general direction from the projected project site.

Distance
(mi)

Location

:

Owner

!

Quantity
(cfs)

| Vernal - NW

None

None

None

J

( Vernal - NE

1

Private

2

j

Vernal - NE

1

Alameda Corp

5

|

1 Vernal-NE

1

Husky Oil

33

j

Vernal-NE

1.5

Private

2

1

j Vernal -NE

2.5

Private

2

1 Vernal-NE

3

Private

2.1

j Vernal - NE

4

Private

6

4

Private

7

j

j Vcmal-NE

4

Private

3.05

j

1 Vernal-NE

5.5

Private

5+

j Vernal-NE

5.5

Private

5

| Vernal-NE

i
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Mr, F. David Graeber
May 2, 2001
Page 2 of3
Quantity
(cfe)

Owner

Distance
(mi)
1

Location

6

j

Private

]

2

Vernal -NE

6.5

j

Const. Co.

j

2.3$

]

[ Vernal - SW

3

j

Private

3.5

!

Private

]

2
6

j
j

j Vernal-SW

4.5

!

Private

2

1

f Vernal - SW

5

Private

3

j

jVcrnal-SW

5.5

Ouray Park Irr Co. (Power)

100

j

j Vernal - SW

6.5

Ouray Park Irr Co. (Power)

100

1

J Vernal - SW

7

Private

4

j

| Vernal-SE

3.5

Private

6

|

Vernal -SE

5.5

Private

5

1

9

LDS Church

30,193

j

9.5

LDS Church

15

j

15

Private

l5

1 Vernal • N£

jVcrnal-SW

1 Mona - NW

|

\

!

j Mona - NW
Mona -NE
J Mona-NE

i

1

Mona -NE
Mona - NE
j Mona-NE
j Mona-NE

1
L_

1

Private

3

1
1

3

Private

9

j

3

Mona Irr Co.

6

]

3.205

I

ZS

35
'
4

(

1

I

Private
Mona Mining & Power Co

1

I Mona - NE

[

5

Mona Irr Co.

[

) Mona-NE

1

5

Private

|

Mona -NE

j

6

Current Creek Irr Co.

j Mona - N£

j

7

Utah Munic Power

7

Botanical Farms

j Mona-NE
j Mona-NE

j

_ |

7.5

1

Private

I
1
1
1

3

1

29.5625

j

3.S

|

274
70
14
2

1
1
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Mr, F David Graeber
May 2, 2001
Page 3 of 3
Distance
(mi)

Location

& 1

Owner

Quantity
(cfe)

Private

05

Pnvate

Mona - SE

1

Pnvate

75
4
12

1 Mona - SE

2

Pnvate

3

|

J Mona-SE

25

Pnvate

24

|

4

LDS Church

4

J

Pnvate

9

|

JMona-NE
1 Mona • SE

Mona-SE

'

1

45

J Mona - SE

05

|Mona-SW
(Mona-SW

1

1

15

1 Mona - S W

3

J Mona - S W

3

J
J
J

9

Mona - SE

1

2J

I

Pnvate

j

Private

3 15

Pnvate

4

As suspected, the majonty of private water nghts identified arc tied to land and arc used for i rrigation
The acquisition of these pnvate irrigation nghts would require a change in use as well as a quantity
modification based on use pattern and consumed quantities Of interest however were some nghts w inch have
been dedicated to Power production (which have been boldcd in the table) In the Uintah Basin these power
nghts are in the hands of the Ouray Park Irr Co (Power), and in the Mona area are held by Mona Minmg and
Power Company and by Utah Mumc Power Jody might have had some previous interaction with these
companies and might be able to shed some light on the rights We can discuss this during our confci*cncc call.
Sincerely,

HANSEN, ALLEN & LUCE, INC
By

David E Hansen, PhD., P £
Principal / Project Manager
cc* Jody Williams • Kruse, Landa & Maycock
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pbdylfVilliams"-" Brief Update

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"Deimas W. Johnson" <DJohnson@hansenallenluce.com>
<USAPowerLLC@aol.com>
5/15/01 8:51AM
Brief Update

Dear Mr. Graeber:
Jody and I wanted to give you a quick update on water here in the
arid west Here are some brief notes:
We have been pursuing the large water right near Vernal.
Apparently the Water Right holder has fired their attorney
and is regrouping. They indicated in a phone conversation
that they would not be able to meet this week and will
need some time before they can address the issue. They
did say that they would likely be in Salt Lake in a couple of
weeks and that we could meet with them then.
We met with the State Engineer for about an hour last
week. There are other options which may be available in
the Vernal area which also look favorable. The first option
however would provide the oldest water right and greatest
security. The State is favorable to power generation.
I have heard through the grape vine that there is at least
one other power entity looking for sites and water within
the State. We have heard of the Mona site by Panda
energy, as well as someone investigating two other Utah
sites. It is my understanding that neither of these two
other sites are the sites that you are investigating.
ApparentlyPanda is looking for a fast track solution with
18 months design and 18 months construction. We
understand that they are having difficulty obtaining water
from CUWCD and have investigated the possibility of
circulating cooling water through Mona Reservoir, which in
and of itself would create some very significant issues and
would likely be difficult to obtain.
Based on our conversation with you a couple of weeks ago, and
our conversations with the State Engineer, we feel that your best
potentials for success will be by following our current water right
leads. This we will continue to do.
We will continue to keep you informed as we get information.
David Hansen
P S. - My e-mail crashed for a moment and I am sending this via
another terminal. Please keep my e-mail address as
dhansen@hansenalleniuce.com Deimas W. Johnson, M.S., P E.
Civil and Environmental Engineer

Page 1

! Jody Williams -~Update~~

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

"David E. Hansen" <dhansen@hansanallenluce.com>
<USAPowerLLC@aol.com>
6/15/01 4:03PM
Update

Dear David and Ted:
We have tried to leave a couple of messages to set up a
conference call with you over the past couple of weeks but haven't
heard anything from you. Jody has been contacting (and been
contacted by) potential water suppliers. She has finally caught up
to (with some difficulty) one of the major contacts in the Vernal
area and is trying to get a meeting set up with him ASAP. There is
a possibility that we will be able to meet with them within the next
week or so. I will be out of the office the week of June 18th - 22nd,
but Jody will continue if the meeting can be set up next week.
She also has some additional information regarding advances by
other interests in the Mona area. Do you have any updates for us?
I believe we need to get a conference call scheduled for the week of
June 25th - 29th, although I will have to do that when I return since
my schedule is a M\e uncertain at this point in time.
David Hansen
David E. Hansen
Hansen, Allen & Luce, Inc.
801-566-5599-Voice

CC:

<jwiiliams@klmiaw.com>

1 Jody Williams^"Water

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

*
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Jody Williams
Banasiewicz, Theodore T.; Graeber, F. David; Hansen, David
10/19/01 5:47PM
Water
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You now have an opportunity to purchase another 210 af of water. The State Engineer's office notified me
that this water was for sale. Initially, I did not think this water was a worthwhile pursuit, since it consists of
shares in an irrigation company and is surface water. However, for several years, it has been diverted out
of a well under approved temporary change applications. The priority is 1878. Since the sellers would be
responsible for acquiring the irrigation company consent and getting the water right approved for
permanent change, there is little risk to USA Power. The irrigation company would have to agree to a
permanent change for industrial purposes, and the title to the water actually would stay in the name of the
irrigation company unless it allowed a segregation of its right. PacifiCorp acquired a sizable portion of its /
water supply for its large coal fired units in Emery County in irrigation companies, so we know that this
type of transaction is financiabJe and provides assurance (if under a permanent change).
The largest problem is that Don Jones is using the shares and annually files the temporary change
applications to use the water out of his wells. If you are interested in pursuing this water, you will need to
decide how to handle this.
I left Don Jones' attorney a voice message and an e-mail indicating that you would like to have a sit down
meeting to discuss the possibility of acqiring water rights from him. He was in depositions this week, but I
expect a call on Monday.
Jody
Jody L. Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
50 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-359-0388
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or confidential information
intended only for the receipt by and use of the individual or entity to whom or which it is addressed. If you
are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of
this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, please immediately notify
us by telephone and delete this message from your computer. Thank you.
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KRUSE, LAXDA & MAYCOCK.

LX.C.

5C WEST 3RCA0WAY <330 SOUTH}
EiGHTh F.CCR BANK ONE " O W E ?
SALT uAKE C.TY UTAH 54-0'-2324

J C C Y L WILLIAMS
S T E V E N J VUYCVICH

WRITER'S E-MAiL
j^iharrs©Kimiaw corr
svuyoviaiQklnmaw.cc.-n

MAiUNG ADDRESS
O
os; Office Box 4355'
Salt Lane dry. Ulan 34'45-0551

TELEPHONE. (201,521-7090
TELECOPY '8C1)53*,."'Q3(301)253-2554

WRITER'S VOICE MAIL
sxierAcn 22-4
Extension 240

December 19,2001
Michael S Keyte
220 West Center
Mona UT 84645
Re:

Real Estate Purchase Contract

Dear Michael:
Delivered with this letter please find USA Power LLC's offer to purchase 40 acres
of your property located west of Mona Reservoir in Juab County, Utah. USA Power is
offering you S5.000 per acre for the property under the terms and conditions set forth in
the enclosed ReaJ Estate Contract Please review the contract carefully and ger back to
me with your decision by this Friday at 5:00 p.m.
USA Power thanks you for the time you spent meeting with Dave Graeber and
Ted Banasiewicz last week and hopes to establish a continuing good working relationship
with you.

Very truly yours,
KRUSE, LAXDA & MAYCOCK, L L C

Jodv L. Williams

JLW:bjw
Enclosure

HRO-01959

USA Power, LLC is a Texas limited liability company organized to package energy
generation developments for investors and operators. To date, it has projects, listed below.
Name

Location

Status

USA Power is considering a project in the Utah Lake drainage basin which will require a
firm supply of 10,000 acre feet of water, useable year round. We have targeted Water Rights
Nos. , owned by Kennecott Utah Copper, as the most suitable water rights for our purposes.
We propose to acquire 10.000 acre feet from the water rights under a lease-option
arrangement

HRO-01960
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Mr Dave Graeber
USA Power
10440 North Central Expressway Suite 1400

January 31. 2002

Dallas, Texas 75231

RE Water Rights and Water Resources

Dear Mr Graeber
Jody Williams and I took the opportunity to meet last Fnda\ to discuss relevant water resource and
water nght project issues for the Nephi project Coordination was reeded to discuss the letter received
from Don Jones s attorney as well as possible strategies related to other local warer nght options We are
ven' concerned that acqmsmon of a reliable water supph not hold up financing and construction of a
project in Juab County As a result of our meeting, we came to the following general conclusions First
thar there are some basic decisions thai must be made related to obiaining of water nghts, and second
there are critical project paths thai need to be idennfied and monitored in order to meet project timeline
goals identified in meetings held with Nephi City These basic issues were highlighted following the
preparation of the preliminary project timeline shown on the following page
As you review the timeline, it is important to understand that 1) the timeline is based upon
reasonable but efficient completion of actmues, and 2) that the majonty of acmmes begin after an
acceptable water nght agreement has been reached Proj ect delays due to unforseen issues, coordination.
permits and approvals, etc have not been included For example we have assumed based on past
expenence. triat it may be feasible for the State to review and approve the water nght change apphcanon
wittun a 2 month time penod If not completed within this two month penod however the enure timeline
slips In reality. because of permitting and bidding issues, the nmelme shown in a best case scenario Other
specific assumptions winch affect timing of each phase are discussed below
Phase 1 - Permits and Agreements
It is important tofinalizea water nght agreements) and to inmate water nght transfers Our two
y ear time line begins with execunon of a water nght agreements] V> e have been working towards
obtaining water nghr agreements') and ha\e swung nil1 circle wnile dealing with Nephi locals B realise of

HRO-01942

Mr Dave Graeber
January 31 2002
Page 2 of 4
the recent response received from water nght holders, it is recommended that we inmate an area water
valuation study immediately An area water valuation study would provide a market anal} sis and the
parameters of value for water nghts in the Nephi-Mona area. An appraisal, such as required by Don
Jones' letter, is a specific valuanon of an individual water nght and is dependent on charactensncs not
common to all water nghts in the area Such charactensncs would include pnonty date, location,
production data, assurance of suppK, probability of local interference if used y ear-round, and other factors
.An appraisal was not only required by Don Jones in his draft agreement but we also believe that it may
become important to our negotiations with other Nephi locals if an agreement with Don Jones isn't
consummated. We are suggesting an area water valuanon study with an additional porn on which would
appraise Don Jones' waier nght

USA POWER
Projected Schedule - Mona Power Phnt

HRO-01S43

Mr. Dave Graeber
January- 31 : 2002
Page 3 of4
We originally went into the water nght search with the belief thai we needed a water source of
somewhere berween 1.600 and 1,800 acre-feet per year. The acquisition of that volume of water
appeared to require the purchase of water nghts from multiple individuals. We approached the local
residences with that in mind and tned to be up front with them about the need and offer. Their collusion,
the subsequent reduction in need, and a response from Don Jones have changed conditions significantly,
prompting a change in our recommended approach.
The cleanest purchase may still be through Don Jones since he has the total volume needed
However, Don clearly stated through his attorney that 1) he wants the greater of S3,000/ac-ft or upraised
value, meaning that an appraisal will be required 2) he isn't interested in an option, he wants an outnght
water purchase, 3) he wants to supply you water, and 4) he may be interested in a lease. Thefirstdecision
that needs to be made is whether you desire a purchase or a lease. None of the potential water sellers is
interested in an option. Ail have expressed a desire for a sale, some more strongly than others. If a
purchase is desired then the"non-option" stance, must be considered. We recommend thar you reject his
option to supply water and thar the power plant maintain full ownership and control over it's own facilities.
The only case where we would recommend facility ownership by another entity is when the warer is
supplied by a municipality or water district. A lease requires further discussion.
The fact that we now only need approximately 700 ac-ft of water puts us also back into a
bargaining position with local warer nght holders since we will not be purchasing all of the water rights
identified We may be able to break up their apparent collusion by suggesting that we will negotiate
purchase for the first acceptable 700 ac-ft offered for the appraised value.
Since all project water supply activities are contingent upon obtaining acceptable local water nghts.
we would recommend against beginning senous Phase 2 through Phase 6 acmihes until a water agreement
is firmly in hand In addition, the State requires proof of water nghts before well design and coninruction
can begin As a result a water right agreements) becomes a main critical path which must be completed
before Phase 2 efforts begin Similarly, approval of waier nghts is critical before serious design begins on
either the production wells or wellhouses. The bottom line is that delays in the acquisition of warer rights
will delay the entire project
Phase 2 - DWSP PER / Exploratory Drilling
With the project site at Nephi, it was believed and understood that the City could pro\ide enough
water to meet culinary demands. If the power plant is moved to the Mona Reservoir site however, a new
source of drinking water will be required thereby significantly increasing permit requirements, including
possible treatment Whenever a culinary-' supply is considered a Dnnking Water Source Protection
Prehrmnai} Evaluation Report must be completed submitted and approved by the State. The exploranon
program should await Stare approval before proceeding.

HRO-01944

Mr Dave Graeber
January 31,2002
Page 4 of 4
Phase 3 - Water Right Change Application
The water nght change application should be filed as soon as a water nght purchase agreement(s)
has been signed An aggressive submittal, re\iew and approval schedule is portrayed in the timeline and
is believed to be possible It is not uncommon however for significant delays to occur with water nghts,
which in turn will delay the enure projea since designs will not be approved b\ the Division of Drinking
Water without proof of water nght
Phase 4 - Production Weil Design / Construction
Although activmes for the production well design are shown to begin as early as approval of a water
nght agreement the t\pes of activmes that can be completed are limited If desired, a draft set of bidding
and construction documents can be prepared however, the\ can not be completed unnl following
aoTOptefcoa of ^xpiorsor^ dnlkvg and resting Iiv addmoii. the. pjoduc&Qfo ^ i dn!L\o£ caiv not begm, VIE&L
approval of the well design is recen ed from the Division of Drinking Water
Phase 5 - Wellhouse Design / Construction
Design activities can anticipate to some degree the needs of the overall project, however, the
majorm of system sizing and design can onl} b\ completed following testing of the production wiell
Phase 6 - Pipeline and Storage Facilities
Pipeline and storage faalraes can follow a timeline similar to wellhouse design, however,
construction times ma}- van depending upon system requirements and facilit} location
We hope that this letter pro\ides} ou with needed informanon and an understanding of some of the
water nght and source issues which must snll be resolved We want to be able to meet you deadlines for
this projea and hope thai the timelines pro\ided herein will serve zs a guide to your planning We suggest
that we plan a conference call following \ our review of this informanon to receive your input and direction
Sincere!},

David E Hansen, ?h D, ? E

Tod} L Villiams

cc Theodore T Banasiewicz

HRO-01945
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Mr Daxe Graeber
USA Power
10440 North Central ExpresswaySuite 1400
Dallas Texas 7523]

January 28. 2002

R£ W ater Riehts and Water Resources

Dear Mr Graeber
Jod\ Williams and I took the opportunity to meet last Fndax to discuss relevant water
resource and water nght project issues for the Nephi project Coordination was needed to discuss
the letter receded from Don Jones=s attorney as well as possible strategies related to other local
water nght options A.s a result of our meeting, we came to the following genera) conclusions First,
that there are some basic decisions that must be made related to obtaining of water rights and
second, there are critical project paths that need to be identified and monitored m order to meet
project timeline goals identified in meetings held with Nephi Cm These basic issues were
highlighted following the preparation of the prehmman project timeline shown on the following
page \ s >ou re\iew the nmelme it is important to understand that 1 ) the timeline is based upon
reasonable, but efficient completion of actixities and 2} that the majorm of activities begin after an
acceptable water nght agreement has been reached Project delaxs due to unforseen issues,
coordination, permits and approvals etc ha\e not been included For example, we ha\ e assumed,
based on past expenence that it max be feasible for the State to rex iexx and approxe the water right
change application within a 2 month time penod If not completed within this two month period
howexer the entire timeline slips In realm because of permitting and bidding issues, the timeline
shoxvn m a best case scenario Other specific assumptions x^hich affect timing of each phase are
discussed below
Phase 1 - Permits and Agreements
It is important to finalize a water right agreements > and to initiate water nght transfers We
haxe been wording towards obtaining xxater ngn: agreements} and haxe sxxung full circle while
dealing wnn Neohi locals Because of the recen: resuonse receixed from xxater right holders it is
recommended "hat we initiate a water ^grt aocraisal immediateix \n appraisal xxas not onh
reauirea DX Don sones in nis draft agreement bu^ we also behexe that IT max become important to
our neg?:;ano r 3 Witn other \epni iocais fan agreement v\-uh Don lo^^s isr=i consummated
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Mr. Dave Graeber
January 28, 2002
Page 3 of 4

We originally went into the water right search with the belief that we needed a water source
of somewhere between 1.600 and 1,800 acre-feet per year. The acquisition of that volume of water
appeared to require the purchase of water rights from multiple individuals. We approached the local
residences with that in mind and tried to be up front with them about the need and offer. Their
collusion, the subsequent reduction in need, and a response from Don Jones has changed conditions
significantly, prompting a change in our recommended approach.
The cleanest purchase may still be through Don Jones since he has the total volume needed.
However, Don clearly stated through his attorney that 1) he wants the greater of S3,000/ac-ft or
appraised value, meaning that an appraisal will be required, 2") he isn=t interested in an option, he
wants an outright water purchase, 3) he wants to supply you water, and 4) he may be interested in a
lease. The first decision that needs to be made is whether you desire a purchase or a lease. If a
purchase is desired, then theAnon-opnon-5 stance, must be considered. We recommend that you
reject his option to supply water and that the power plant maintain full ownership and control over
it=s own facilities. The only case where we would recommend facility ownership by another entity
is when the water is supplied by a municipality or water district. A lease requires further discussion.
The fact that we now only need approximately 700 ac-ft of water puts us also back into a
bargaining position with local water right holders since we will not be purchasing all of the water
rights identified. We may be able to break up their apparent collusion by suggesting that we will
negotiate purchase for the first acceptable 700 ac-ft offered for the appraised value.
Since all project water supply activities are contingent upon obtaining acceptable local water
rights, we would recommend against.beginning serious Phase 2 through Phase 6 activities until a
water agreement is firmly in hand. In addition, the State requires proof of water rights before well
design and construction can begin. As a result, a water right agreement(s) becomes a main critical
path which must be completed before Phase 2 efforts begin. Similarly, approval of water rights is
critical before serious design begins on either the production wells or wellhouses. The bottom line
is that delays in the acquisition of water rights will delay the entire project.
Phase 2 - DWSP PER / Exploratory Drilling
W'nh the project site at Nephi, it was believed and understood that the City could provide
enough water to meet culinary demands. Lf the power plant is moved to the Mona Reservoir site
however, a new source of drinking water will be required thereby significantly increasing permit
requirements, including possible treatment. Whenever a culinary supply is considered, a Drinking
Water Source Protection Preliminary Evaluation Report must be completed, submitted, and
approved by the State. The exploration program should await State approval before proceeding.
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Phase 3 - Water Right Change Application
The water right change application should be filed as soon as a water right purchase
agreement(s) has been signed. An aggressive submittal review and approval schedule LS portrayed
in the timeline and is believed to be possible. It is not uncommon however for significant delays to
occur with water rights, which in turn will delay the entire project since designs will not be approved
by the Division of Drinking Water without proof of water right
Phase 4 - Production Well Design / Construction
Although activities for the production well design are shown to begin as early as approval of
a water right agreement, the types of activities that can be completed are limited. If desired, a draft
set of bidding and construction documents can be prepared, however, they can not be completed
unril following completion of exploratory drilling and testing. In addition, the production well
drilling can not begin until approval of the well design is received from the Division of Drinking
Water.
Phase 5 - Wellhouse Design / Construction
Design activities can anticipate to some degree the needs of the overall project however, the
majority of system sizing and design can only by completed following testing of the production well.
Phase 6 - Pipeline and Storage Facilities
Pipeline and storage facilities can follow a timeline similar to wellhouse design, however,
construction times may vary depending upon system requirements and facility location.
We hope that this letter provides you with needed information and an understanding of some
of the water right and source issues which must still be resolved. We want to be able to meet you
deadlines for this project and hope that the timelines provided herein will serve as a guide to your
planning. W"e suggest that we plan a conference call following your review of this information to
receive your input and direction.
Sincerelv.

David E. Hansen, Ph.D.. P.E.
Principal - Project Manager
cc.

Jody Williams
Attornev Extraordinaire

Theodore T. Banasiewjcz
USA Power

HRC-0i994
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

~~—™~~ _ . „ ^ ^ _ ,

"Cathryn Collis" <ccollis@swca.com>
"Jody Williams (E-mail)" <jwilliams@klmiaw.com>
6/12/02 3:24PM
FW: Draft Letter Report for Spring Canyon Project

-Original MessageFrom: Dave Holland [mailto:dholland@swca.com]
Sent Monday, June 10, 2002 3:42 PM
To: Ted Banasiewicz (E-mail)
Cc: Cathryn Collis (E-mail)
Subject Draft Letter Report for Spring Canyon Project

Ted,
Attached is our draft letter report and the map I sent in the last email
message. Please review and hopefully we can discuss it later this week when
you're in town. I look forward to seeing you.
Sincerely,
David N. Holland
Program Director
SWCA, Inc. Environmental Consultants
230 South 500 East, Suite 380
Salt Lake City, Utah 84102-2015
(801) 322-4307 office
(801) 322-4308 fax
(801) 381-8767 cell
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS

Salt Lake City Office
230 South 500 East Suite 380
Salt Lake City Utah 84102 2015
Tel 801 322 4307 Fax 801 322 4308
www swca com

June 10 2002
Mr Ted Banasiewicz
Principal
USA Power
31 585 Runaway Place
Steamboat Springs CO 80477

Dear Mr Banasiewicz
SWCA Inc Environmental Consultants has prepared this letter report that outlines the
permit/approval requirements necessary to construct and operate the proposed Spring Canyon
Energy Project near Mona Utah The permit descriptions are divided by federal and state
jurisdictions and include the name of the permit or approval granting agency a narrative of the
process and issues and the likely time requirements
Federal
Permit/Approval

Right-of-Way Grant

Granting Agency

Bureau or Land Management (BLM) - Salt Lake Field Office

Process/Issues

The attached map illustrates the BLM-managed lands crossed by the
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project The applicant submits a Form 299 Right-of-way Application that
describes the proposed project. The BLM will require a Plan of
Development (POD) be submitted as part of the complete right-of-way
application. The POD outlines the purpose and need for the project and
procedures from construction through reclamation and operation.
The BLM is mandated by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
to analyze environmental impacts of the proposed action. SWCA
contacted Alice Stephenson, NEPA Coordinator for the BLM Salt Lake
Field Office, to determine the appropriate NEPA process for the project.
Based on this conversation, we determined an Environmental
Assessment (EA) would likely be required as part of the project impact
disclosure and permitting process. An EA is produced for uncomplicated,
non-controversial projects expected not to have significant environmental
impacts. In the majority of cases, an EA results in a Finding of No
Significant Impact (FONSI) and fulfills the federal agency's NEPA
requirements.
The EA analyzes existing conditions and potential environmental impacts
on 13 critical elements according to the BLM NEPA Guidelines. The 13
critical elements include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Air Quality
Areas of Critical Environmental Concern
Cultural Resources
Farm Lands
Floodplains
Environmental Justice
Invasive, Non-native Species
Native American Religious Concerns
Threatened, Endangered or Candidate Species
Hazardous or Solid Wastes
Water Quality
Wetlands/Riparian
Wild and Scenic Rivers
Wilderness

This EA process will satisfy many other federal regulations triggered by
the BLM right-of-way application. Cultural resources inventories and
analysis will be completed to satisfy the National Historic Preservation Act
including Native American consultations. The Utah State Historic
Preservation Office will be required to review and concur with the cultural
resources investigations and findings. Threatened and endangered
species surveys and consultations will be completed to satisfy the
Endangered Species Act. Wetland delineations will be completed to
satisfy portions of the Clean Water Act (see Joint Stream Alteration
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Permit).
The BLM could require a 30-day scoping period to solicit public input on
the project during the initial phase of the NEPA process. Additionally, the
BLM could require a 30-day comment period on the Draft EA. Based on
SWCA's understanding of Spring Canyon Energy's proposed project, we
believe a relatively simple EA process will satisfy the BLM's NEPA
obligations.
Time Requirement: To expedite the preparation of the EA, a third party environmental
consultant can be contracted by the applicant to prepare the EA on behalf
of the BLM. The timing of this process is highly dependent on the
coordination and cooperation between the applicant, third-party
consultant, and the BLM. Given the relatively minimal environmental
impacts associated with this project, it is SWCA's estimate that an EA
and decision record could be completed within 3 to 6 months.

State of Utah
Permit/Approval:

Right-of-Way Easement

Granting Agency:

School and Institutional Trust Lands Administration (SITLA)

Process/Issues:

The attached map illustrates a small portion of SITLA-managed lands
crossed by the project. The applicant submits an easement application to
SITLA and is required to complete cultural resource investigations and
threatened and endangered species investigations. The investigations
required for the BLM EA process will satisfy the SITLA requirements.

Time Requirement: SITLA estimates 90 days to process this application if the investigations
are complete.
Permit/Approval:

Joint Stream Alteration Permit

Granting Agency:

Utah Department of Natural Resources Division of Water Rights and the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

Process/Issues:

The State of Utah Division of Water Rights and the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers (COE) have a joint application procedure for permitting
impacts to Waters of the United States including jurisdictional wetlands.
A Waters of the U S. and jurisdiction wetland delineation is completed
according to the COE's requirements. The application is submitted to the
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Division of Water Rights and the Division routes the application to the
COE, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and other State agencies for
comment A follow-up inspection by the Division of Water Rights is
required upon completion of the construction and rehabilitation.
Time Requirement: If there are no permanent, aboveground impacts to wetlands, the
completed application can be processed within 30-45 days,
Permit/Approval:

Construction Storm Water Discharge Permit

Granting Agency:

Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Water Quality

Process/Issues:

In the State of Utah the EPA granted jurisdiction of the National Pollution
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) portion of the Clean Water Act to
the Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Water Quality
(DWQ). A permit is required for construction activities involving greater
than 5 acres of ground disturbance. The applicant is required to prepare
a Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), to have available on
site during construction activities. The applicant is required to submit a
Notice of Intent (NOI) to the DWQ describing the project. This permit
applies to construction activities, in this case, the pipeline, power line,
and plant site construction. The DWQ may visit the site at any time for a
site inspection and the applicant is required to perform and document
routine inspections. A Notice of Termination is required when the site
has been successfully rehabilitated.

Time Requirement: Authorization to discharge is effective immediately after the NOI is
received by the DWQ along with the appropriate permit fee.
Permit/Approval:

General Multi-Sector Industrial Storm Water Discharge Permit

Granting Agency:

Utah Department of Environmental Quality, Division of Water Quality

Process/Issues:

Similar to the construction storm water discharge permit, however, this
permit only applies to the plant site. The industrial storm water discharge
permit applies to the long-term operation and handling of storm water on
the plant site.

Time Requirement: Authorization to discharge is effective immediately after the NOI is
received by the DWQ along with the appropriate permit fee.
Permit/Approval:

Trench Dewatering/Hydrostatic Test Water Discharge Permit

Granting Agency:

Utah Department of Environmental Quality Division of Water Quality

HRO-00015
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Process/Issues:

This permit is required for discharging groundwater and/or hydrostatic
test water from construction activities to streams, creeks, canals, ditches,
storm drains, or wetlands. A Notice of Intent is prepared that describes
the nature of the activity and likely discharge points and rates. The
permit requires that water quality sampling is performed and that the
discharge meets appropriate water quality standards. The sampling data
must be reported to the Division of Water Quality on a monthly basis. A
Notice of Termination is required at the completion of the work.

Time Requirement: A permit is typically granted with 30 days of the Notice of Intent being
submitted.

If you have any questions regarding the information contained in this report, please feel free to
contact me at (801) 322-4307 ext 206.
Sincerely,

David N. Holland
Program Director

Attachment
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From: Jim Riley [JIMRILEY@utah.gov]
Sent: Monday, June 17, 2002 12:58 PM
To: Jody Williams
Subject: Re: Nephi Water
The only thing that I will do is look at the historic diversion and depletion
and place the same limits on the proposed diversion and depletion. If the
proposed use consumed 100%, there will be a reduction, otherwise, it will just
have the same old look see. Blake and Mike have both talked to me and it is
real hard to explain to both of those guys how this will work, especially not
knowing what how consumptive the proposed use will be. Not knowing I would more
than likely just place a limit on both diversion and depletion and tell you
client not to exceed either.
How can I help at this point? I am leaving about 1:30 and won't be in on
Tuesday. I will be back in on Wednesday. I'll try to call you before I leave
today.
Jim
>>> "Jody Williams" <jwilliams@klmlaw. com> 06/17/02 12:10PM >>>
Note from the PostMaster:
This message was forwarded from your previous address to your current address.
Your new internet address is JIMRILEY@utah.gov
Please make a note of it, and inform those that send you mail. Thank you. This
forwarding service is temporary and will stop in 7 8 days
•*•**•****•••*•**•***•******•••**

Blake Garrett won't sign the purchase option for USA power because he believes,
based on Warren Peterson's advice, that the State Engineer will cut his
diversion by half for the change application. I said that in your area, usually
diversion stays the same and depletion is quantified and may not be exceeded.
Since my clients are paying on diversion, this is important. It could cut Blake
Garrett's money by half. Michael Keyte said that when he talked to you you
indicated that most likely the acre foot diversion amount would stay the same.
We must treat them both the same (Michael and Blake). Is there any assurance
you could give to Blake so we could close this deal? My guys are going to go
try to find other water if he balks any longer. Thanks. Jody
Jody L. Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
50 West Broadway, 8uh Floor
Sale Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-531-7091
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or
confidential information intended only for the receipt by and use of the
individual or entiry to whom or which it is addressed. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and
delete this message from your computer.
Thank you.

HRO-02105

From: Steve Vuyovich [Steve@klmlaw.com]
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2 002 12:14 PM
To: Warren Peterson
Cc: Jody Williams
Subject: Blake Garrett Water
Warren:
USA Power Partners, L.L.C. has informed us that it cannot accept one percent of
the purchase price of Blake Garrett's water as a signing bonus which is not
applied against the total purchase price of the water. The original price of
the water was $3800.00 per acre-foot and Blake was willing to accept that price
at one time. The price to Blake was increased to $4000.00 per acre-foot out of
fairness and based solely on the price negotiated by Michael Keyte. To increase
the price again would make it necessary to increase Michael's price also to be
fair to him. U.S.A. Power Partners, L.L.C. is not willing to do that, but it is
willing to provide Blake with 60 or 90 days extra notice prior to exercising the
option to help facilitate Blake's tax free exchange.
Ted Banasiewicz has also informed us that he is going to try to contact Blake
directly and discuss the matter of the signing bonus with him as Ted is in the
Salt Lake City area. Please see if you can contact Blake and resolve the issue
one way or another. If Blake decides to accept the offer, we will appreciate
your help on modifying the option. If Blake rejects the offer, please let us
know so we can try to arrange an option for the purchase of water from another
party.
Steve
Steven J. Vuyovich
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
50 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-531-7091
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or
confidential information intended only for the recei.pt by and use of the
individual or entity to whom or which it is addressed. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and
delete this message from your computer.
Thank you.
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From: Warren Peterson [FrontierLaw@frontierlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2 002 6:38 PM
To: Jody Williams
Subject: RE: Blake Garrett
I discussed this with Blake and he read me the reservation language from the
deed he gave Nephi City. He reserved the water rights three times over. I will
get a copy of the recorded deed and forward it to you.
Thanks.
Warren H. Peterson
362 West Main
Delta, UT 84624-9205
435.864.2748
Fax: 435.864.2740
frontierlaw@frontierlaw.com
Original Message
From: Jody Williams [mailto:jwilliams@klmlaw.com]
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2002 6:05 PM
To: frontierlaw@frontierlaw.com
Subject: Blake Garrett
Warren: Did you verify from Blake that the condemnation of the property to
which the water USA is optioning specifically excluded the water? Could you fax
me the Judgment of Condemnation? Since I am opining on the water and Blake is
getting a "signing bonus" prior to the due diligence period, I at least need
this assurance. Thanks. Jody
Jody L. Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
5 0 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-531-7091
The information contained in this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or
confidential information intended only for the receipt by and use of the
individual or entity to whom or which it is addressed. If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. If you have
received this message in error, please immediately notify us by telephone and
delete this message from your
computer.
Thank you.
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From Warren Peterson [FrontierLaw@frontierlaw com]
Sent Friday, July 05, 2 002 6 40 PM
To Jody Williams
Subject RE Blake Garrett
This is a tall order, even from a very good friend
agreement this weekend and get it to you
Be well

I will work on a form of

Warren H Peterson
362 West Main
Delta, UT 84624-9205
435 864 2748
Fax
435 864 2740
frontierlawofrontierlaw com
Original Message
From Jody Williams [mailto ]williams@klmlaw com]
Sent Friday, July 05, 2 002 5 21 PM
To frontierlaw@frontierlaw com
Subject Blake Garrett
** High Priority **
Warren
Now that USA has agreed to Blake's terms, it is very important to get
the option signed as quickly as possible
Would yon please forward the form you
are comfortable with and we'll put in the details on Monday
Since I'll be out
most of the week, Monday is my best chance to get this done
Thanks
Jody
Jody L Williams
Kruse, Landa & Maycock, LLC
5 0 West Broadway, 8th Floor
Salt Lake City, UT 84101
Telephone 801-531-7090
Facsimile 801-531-7091
The information contained m this e-mail message is legally privileged and/or
confidential information intended only for the receipt by and use of the
individual or entity to whom or which it is addressed
If you are not the
intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination,
distribution, or copying of this message is strictly prohibited
If you have
received this message m error, please immediately notify us by telephone and
delete this message from your
computer
Thank you
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STEVEN VUYOVICH - Blake

From:
ToDate:
Subject:

caae

JODY WILLIAMS
Banasiewicz, Tneodore
7/23/C2 7 26PM
Blake

CONFIDENTIAL

Ted We just heard back from Warren on the Option He talked to Blake and they are on track to sign it
on Thursday morning (Tomorrow, Juiy 2^ is a big State honaay here and no one is around except us,
because we will be working on it) There will be some more cnanges Even though we used a lot of
Warren's language, since it came to him in an e-mail from us, he feels the need to edit He says we'll
have it tonight or tomorrow
THERE IS ONE MAJOR CHANGE YOU NEED TO THINK ABOUT The way we have drafted the action,
Blake does not get his signing Donus until after the change application is APPROVED Blake wants the
signing bonus when the change application is FILED and after all the other due diligence conditions are
satisfied
We think this is okay since it is standard practice in Utah, and also because if it was released when the
change was approved, it would move the release of the signing bonus out to when the first option payment
was to be paid Blake reasonably wants to get his signing bonus to help pay his attorney costs
We will look at the Option tomorrow and get it to you for your review of Warren's edits so tnat we can get it
signed on Thursaay The title company will be First American Title Insurance Company, 90 South Main,
Fillmore, Utah 8^631 Since the Option Agreement is so detailed, we can use their standard escrow
instructions and attach the Option Agreement to it when it is signed by both parties Then, you can fed ex
the check to First American Title
Steve can talk to you more about this tomorrow I will be in Reno but available by cell and e-mail Steve's
direct line here (since the office will be closed for Pioneer Day) is 801-363-326^ His cell is 801-573-2915
Jody

CC:

VUYOVICH, STEVEN
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EVEN VUYOVICH - Blake Garrett Ootion (Final).DOC

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Paae 1

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Banasiewicz, Theodore T.
7/25/02 8:28PM
Blake Garrett Option (Final).DOC

Ted:
Enclosed is the Option Agreement as Warren Peterson has revised it. The redline changes are ours
subsequent to his revision. Please review the document and call me in the morning with any questions,
concerns or suggested revisions. If you are okay with the modifications we will get it signed tomorrow.
Warren said he only wanted to proof read it for errors. I will send another e-mail tonight with Warren's
redline changes so that the major revisions will be easier for you to see.

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY

HRO-01332
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STEVEN VUY0V1CH - Slake Garrett Onnon

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

Paae 1

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Peterson, Warren
7/25/02 9:54AM
Blake Garrett Option

Warren:
I just received another call from Ted Banasiewicz wanting to know what the schedule is for getting the
Option Agreement signed by 3lake. Ted informed me thai he is okay with the release of the signing
bonus upon filing of the change application, but that he still wants to get this deal completed toGay and
that he wants to look at the new revisions to the agreement prior to its execution. Ted will Fed Ex the
money to the escrow account upon the signing of the Option. Give me a call or drop me an e-mail and let
me know what kind of a time farme we are looking at
Steve

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY

CONFIX
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"EVEN VUYOVICH - Blake

From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

race

JODY WILLIAMS
VUYOVICH, STEVEN
7/24/02 12:20PM
BiaKe

Steve: I wanted to add my two cents to your earlier message. Unfortunately, I think Warren is probably
having "mormon Day," too. We'll see. Because Harrah's was full except for not so great rooms last night,
they moved me to Embassy Suites across the sidewalk. I'm in room 409. Phone here is 530-544-5400. I
like it better than Harrah's. No jangling slot machines or gansh lights. Big nice suite and quiet. Right
now, I'm going across the street to listen to an ethics presentation and register. I'll be back this afternoon
later. If Warren sends something soon, call. Otherwise, I guess we'll wait for tomorrow. Don't stay too
Jong. It is a holiday! Jody
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^
From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

f^

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Peterson, Warren
7/24/02 10:11AM
Blake Garrett Option

Warren:
Just a brief note to let you know I am in the office when you get the revisions for the option agreement
done. Jody is in Lake Tahoe but will access your e-mail remotely. After we review the changes we will
e-mail a copy to our client for review and comment. Either Jody or I will then get back to you so that we
can close into escrow tomorrow morning.
Steve

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Peterson, Warren
7/26/02 10:43AM
Blake Garrett Option

Paoe

P f ) M D n r \ r
b U N i I LicN
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Warren:
The option is attached. Ted just called and the sections of the Agreement he wants us to conceniraie our
efforts on are Sections 2.2, 3.2, 7.7 and 8.2. Everything else has been revised and included in the
attached rediine Agreement. He prefers the language you included in Section 2.2 to the language of
Section 3.2. The first sentence of Section 3.2 has to be revised to correspond to Section 2.2. and Section
7.7 has to be revised to correspond to Section 8.2. Call me when you get it figured out. Ted said that if
these changes are made and acceptable he will be ready to execute the Agreeement when he gets back
at 3:00 P.M. and Blake can execute it at his covenience.
Steve

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY

HRQ-013SQ
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From:
To:
Date:
Subject:

^age 1

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Peterson, Warren
7/26/02 10*55AM
Option Agreement

Warren

Op, ,

Section 2 4 will also reauire revision.

W
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Steve

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY

HRO-01351
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=VEN VUYOVICH - Blake Garrett Final Option

From:
To*.
Date:
Subject:

Page 1

STEVEN VUYOVICH
Banas\ew\cz, Theodore T ; Petersoa, Warren
7/25/02 2:43PM
Blake Garrett Final Option

Warren and Ted:

OfjUrin

here is the final version of the Blake Garrett Option.

>—
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Steve

CC:

WILLIAMS, JODY

HRO-01352
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STEVEN VUYOYICH - RE: Option Agreement

From:

"Warren Peterson"

To:

'"STEVEN VUYOVICH,n <VUYOVTS@hro.com>

p
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Date:

7/26/2002 12:20 PM

Subject:

RE: Option Agreement

CC:

"'JOOY WILLIAMS'" <WILUAJO@hro.com>

n

u

r

, p,rk ITi h \

Steve,
Here is the same redline copy back to you with my changes. I
used the some copy so you could see the interaction of your changes and
mine. I agreed to ever/ change made, except deletion of the
reasonableness language in Sec. 5.
To resolve the problems in 2.2, 2.4, 7.7, and 8.2, it seemed to
me the best way was to simplify, so I did. To address Ted's concern
about exercise of the option being fully discretional, I took the
condition precedent language out of Sec. 7 and added to the language of
Sec. 10. Hope you like it. There were some other problems that I found
in Sees 11.6 and 13, which you can see from the edit markings.
If we can resolve the final version by 2:00 p.m., I have a
courier who can take the original to Blake for his signature.
Thanks.
Warren
Warren H. Peterson
362 West Main
Delta, UT 84624-9205
435.864.2748
Fax: 435.864.2740
frontieriaw@frontierlaw.com
Original Message
From: STEVEN VUYOV1CH [mailto:VUYOVIS@hro.com1
Sent: Friday, July 26, 2002 10:56 AM
To: frontierlaw@froniieriaw.com
Cc: JODY WILLIAMS
Subjeci: Option Agreement:
Warren:
Section 2.4 will also require revision.

Steve
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USA Power Partners, LLC
c/o Lois Banasiewicz
p 0 Box 774000-358
Steamboat CO 80477

ACCOUNT NO: 7061-OOM
STATEMENT NO:
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for marketing
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FOR CURRENT SERVICES RENDERED

RECAPITULATION
HOURS HOURLY RATE
1.70
$225.00

TIMEKEEPER

3oay L. Williams

07/31/02

382.50
TOTAL

S3 57:30

Telephone Charges

22.26

TOTAL EXPENSES

22.26
404.76

TOTAL CURRENT WORK

S15 962.92

PREVIOUS BALANCE
07/03/02
07/25/02

Cash Receipts Fee.s
Cash Receipts Fees

-S,663.96
-7,298.26
-15,962.22

TOTAL PAYMENTS
PLEASt PAY THIS AMOUNT

four irust Account balance is
516,528.80

OPENING BALANCE
07/23/02 Refund retainer
PAYEE: USA Power PcLfzners

-15,528.80
SO. 00

CLOSING BALANCE

PAYMENT MAY BE MADE BY ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER
WITH A MAJOR CREDIT CARD

Payment i n

full

due on

"scei;

1^05

USA POWER PARTNERS. LLC

OUU3
723,2002

Holme Robert &. Owen LLP
D \Q Soring Canvon Issues

Alpine Bank

: 432.9"

Invoice 601502. Client 47"4S

2.432.9'

USA1935

ylvti

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

Jui> 30 2002
Mary Lou Sperr>
Juab Title & Adstract Co, Inc
2-10 Nonh Mam Street
Nephi.LT 846-1$
Re

Michael Keyte Opaon

Dear Ms Speny

Jo<h~ L

UllUafTVi

tttorney^ at Law
Vil East Broadway
Suae 1100
Sail Lake Cur, Ltah
S41U-52Z3
TP< SOi

521-5600

fa- "sOl 521-9639
u.uu. nro com
>alt Lake Car,Deru?-

We spoke wnh >ou by teiepnone earlier today regarding sening up an escrow
account for the purchase of Michael Keue's w ater nght The purchaser w ill be
Spnng Canyon Energy LLC. whose address is P 0 Box """-000. =359
Steamboat Springs. CO 804""" As we sxated to you earlier. Spnng Canyon
Energy entered into a previous option, which will be supercedec by a Water
Right Option and Purchase Agreement to be aeh\ered to you. as escrow agent,
later this w eek.
The Option anc Purchase Agreement is sufficiently detailed to provide you with
instructions for tne transaction How ev e: we will neec to set up an escnr
account w ith you If you nav e standard escrow instructions please fax tnem to
us at the number abov e
We are enclosing a check in tne amount of S6.52S SO. which will represent the
initial option fee under tne Option and Purchase Agreement Please deoosu tms
ctieck immediately into Juab Title Company's Trust Account for the benefit o:
Mr Keue. pending receipt of me executed Option and Purchase Agreement and
escrow instructions

BoulaeColorado Springs
Lonaon

if VOL have questions, piease call me. Steve Yuyovich or Barbara Walim at tne
phone number listed abov e
Smcerelv.

Joav L Wilhams
enclosure
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

•

Auaust L2002

Michael S. Keyte
P.O. Box 274

,;

Mona. Utah 84645
Re:

Option and Purchase Agreement

Dear Michael:
Enclosed are two copies of the Option and Purchase Agreement we discussed over me
telephone (the "Agreement'"). The Agreement provides you with S6.52S.S0 more money
than you will receive under the option agreement you have already executed. The
Agreement also contains many other revisions, some of which provide clarification and
additional orotecuons for the seller.

Attorney's at Law
111 Ease Broadway
Suae 1100

Please review the Agreement and call us if you have any questions or concerns. The
terms of the agreement are non-negotiable. With the exception of the provisions
pertaining to you and your water right, the Agreement is exactly what Blake signed after
hours of revisions made by his attorney and us. If you wish to take advantage of this offer,
please sign both copies before a notary and take them to Juab Title and Abstract Company.
We will then have Spring Canyon Energy execute the Agreement and fax the signature
Dages ro the tide company since the Agreement may be executed in counterparts. The
56.528.80 has already been delivered to the Title Company.

Sai: Lake City. L'tah
5+111-5233
Tel '5011521-5S00
Fax (501) 521-9639
www. hro.com
Salt Lake Ctn*
Denver

Also enclosed \ i : h the Agreement is one copy of a Memorandum of Water Right Option
(the "Memorancum"). The Memorandum must be signed before a notary. Tn<^
Memorandum wij{ be recorded a: the Juab County Recorders office. The only purpose
of the Memorandum is to pro viae notice to others that you have entered into a Water Right
Option and Purchase Agreement with Spring Canyon Energy.
Please re ram the
Memorandum to us.

Boulder
Colorado Springs
London

We also checked with the Division of Water Rights on the Extension Request for your
water n<zrd and were informed that the extension has been recommended tor approval by
Jim Rilev. You should receive notification sometime m the near future.

enclosures
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WATER RIGHT OPTION AND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT

THIS WATER RIGHT OPTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
entered into as of the
day of
, 2002, by and between MICHAEL S.
KEYTE, whose mailing address is P.O. Box 274, Mona, UT 84645 ("Seller") and SPRING
CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C.. a Utah limited liability company whose mailing address is P.O.
Box 774000, #359T Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 ("Buyer"). The Seller and Buyer are referred
to collectively in this Agreement as the "Parries."

RECITALS
A. Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431. Application No. D6919 and approved Change
Application No. a21754 (the "Water Right") and desires to sell the Water Right to Buyer. Seller
represents that the Water Right has been quantified by the Utah State Engineer's Office ("State
Engineer") as yielding 163.22 acre feet annually.
B. Buyer desires to purchase the Water Right from Seller for industrial use ai a facility
(the "Facility") to be constructed according to the following terms and conditions. Seller desires
to sell the Water Right to Buyer under the same terms and conditions.
C. Buyer and Seller entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement on May
30, 2002 for the Water Right. The Parties desire that this Agreement replace and supersede the
May 30. 2002 Water Right Option and Agreement in its entirety.

AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and conditions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree as follows:
1. Option to Purchase. Seller hereby sells, gives and grants to Buyer, and its assigns," the
exclusive option to purchase (the "Option"), for the price hereinafter sei forth, all of Seller's
right, title, estate and interest in and 10 the Water Right. The Option becomes effective when this
Agreement has been signed by the Parties and the Initial Option Fee provided for in Section 2
has been deposited with the escrow agent designated in Section 4 below- (the "'Escrow Agent").
1.1. Purchase Price.
Dollars (S4,000.00) for each
for a total purchase price of
(S652?880.00) (the "Purchase

The price to be paid for the Water Right shall be Four Thousand
acre-foot presently approved for diversion under the Water Right,
Six Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand Eight Hundred Eight}'* Dollars
Price").
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2. Consideration for Option. As consideration for the Option, Buyer shall pay to Seller
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars (56,528.80) as the
initial option fee (the "Initial Option Fee"). If Buyer elects to extend the Option beyond the
initial 6-month period, Buyer shall make the additional Option payments for each extension as
further described herein.
2.1. The Buyer shall within 10 days from the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties
deposit the Initial Option Fee in escrow in an interest-bearing account to be held by the Escrow
Agent. The Initial Option Fee, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be released to
Seller and become non-refundable to Buyer upon Buyer's written notice to Seller and Escrow
Agent that all of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this Agreement
have been satisfied. The Initial Option Fee is in addition to, and shall not be credited against, the
Purchase Price.
2.2. Buyer may extend the Option for up to 36 months from the date the Parties sign this
Agreement by depositing an additional Option payment with the Escrow Agent in the amount of
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars (S6.528.80) (a
"Deposit") for each six (6) months that Buyer elects to extend the Option, and by giving notice as
set out in Section 3. The first such Deposit shall be made, if at all within six months from the
date Seller executes this Agreement. Each time Buyer elects to extend the Option period, as
further provided in Section 3, Buyer shall, within six (6) months of the previous Deposit, deliver
another Deposit to the Escrow Agent. Each Deposit shall be paid into the interest-bearing
escrow account established by the Escrow Agent and administered by it in conformance with the
terms and provisions of this Agreement. For example, if the Initial Option Fee was deposited
into Escrow on August 1. 2002 and Buyer thereafter gives written notice of an election to extend
this Option, Buyer must give the notice as provided in Section 3 and deliver a Deposit to the
Escrow Agent on or before the first business day after February 1, 2003. If the Option is again
extended, another Deposit must be delivered to the Escrow Agent on or before August 1. 2003.
2.3. If Buyer exercises its Option as hereinafter provided the principal amount of the
Deposits, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be credited to the Purchase Price.
3. Penod of Option and Extension. The initial period of duration of this Option is six (6)
months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement (the "Option Penod"). At any tune during
the Option Period. Buyer has the right to exercise its Option to purchase the Water Right or, at its
sole discretion, terminate the Option. The Option Penod may be extended in accordance with
the following:
3.1. A: the end of the initial Option Period, Buyer may elect to extend the Option for
additional six (6) month penods upon wntten notice to Seller and payment of a Deposit in the
same amount and frequency as descnbed in Section 2.2 hereof for each additional six-month
penod.

->
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3.2. If Buyer elects to extend the Option, it shall provide Seller with written notice of its
intention no later than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of the Option period together with
payment of the required Deposit to the Escrow Agent as set forth in Section 2.2. Buyer shall pay
. an additional Deposit for each six (6) month period that Buyer elects to extend the Option.
3.3. Buyer may extend the Option to a maximum of thirty-six (36) months. The Option
shall expire upon failure of Buyer to extend the Option strictly on the terms set out in this
Agreement, upon expiration of 36 months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement, or upon
exercise of the Option by Buyer, whichever occurs first.
4. Escrow Agent and Opening of Escrow. The parties hereby designate Juab Title and
Abstract Company of 240 North Main Street, P.O. Box 246, Nephi, Utah 8464S1 as the Escrow
Agent and closing agent for all purposes under this Agreement. Buyer shall, within 10 days from
the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties deposit the Initial Option Fee with the Escrow
Agent and deliver an executed copy of this Agreement to the Escrow Agent.
5. Alienation of Interests; Encumbrances; Leases. As further consideration for :he sum
paid for this Option, Seller shall not sell, convey, or otherwise encumber the Water Right, in anyway, during the Option Period and if applicable, any additional extension(s). Seller further
agrees that he v,ill not lease the Water Right or any pan thereof during either the Option Penod
or any extension of the Option Period without first securing the written approval of the Buyer.
5.1. Notice of Default; Trustee's Sale; Repossession; Foreclosure; Civil Litigation. In
the event of any notice of default, trustee's sale, repossession, foreclosure, civil litigation or other
action to enforce a lien or encumbrance against the Water Right, Buyer may take any reasonable
steps necessary to prevent or forestall such action if such action would impair Buyer's rights
under this Agreement. Such action by Buyer may include, but shall not be limited to, directing
that any portion of the Initial Option Fee or any Deposit(s) paid into escrow may be paid to any
lienholder or creditor initiating action against Seller or the Water Right. Any amounts paid by
Buyer on behalf of Seller under this Section may be offset against the Purchase Price, at Buyers
election.
6. Right of Entry. During the Option Period or any applicable extension. Seller shall
permit Buyer, its employees and agents, to enter upon the property of Seller to complete its due
diligence or to perform other work connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent
change application.
7. Conditions Precedent. Sections 7.1 through 7.6 shall be express conditions precedent
to the release of the Initial Option Fee, except that completion of Buyer's obligations under
Section 7.3 shall not be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.

Items should be sent to the attention of Mary Lou Sperry. Teieohone number: (432)623-0357. Email:
juabtitleta:nebonet-com
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7.1. The Initial Option Fee shall be placed into escrow with the Escrow Agent for up to a
sixty (60) day due diligence period during which Buyer will investigate and confirm the nature
of the Water Right (the "Due Diligence Period"). To assist Buyer in the Due Diligence Period,
Seller shall, within two weeks of the execution of this Agreement, deliver at his expense, a
preliminary title report, together with legible copies of all documents referred to therein,
including, but not limited to, the real property that is shown as the place of use of the Water
Right in the records of the State of Utah, Division of Water Rights. If, prior to the end of the
Due Diligence Period, Buyer objects to the nature, sufficiency, or title to the Wrater Right, Seller
shall have up ro sixty (60) days after written notice to cure said deficiency. During such cure
period, the Initial Option Fee shall continue to be held in escrow. If deficiencies are not cured by
the end of the cure period or such additional time as may be approved by Buyer, the Initial
Option Fee shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall terminate.
7.2. Seller shall file with the State Engineer a permanent change application as provided
for under Utah Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Right to be diverted
from Buyer's proposed underground water well(s) and used at Buyer's Facility to be constructed
in the NE1^ of the SEVi of Section 23, Township 11 South, Range 1 Wrest, SL3M or such other
location within the Utah Lake basin upstream of Mona Dam specified by Buyer (the "Change
Application"). In this regard, the Parties are obligated as follows:
(a) As soon as possible following the execution of this Agreement, but in no case later
than August 15, 2002, or such later date as may be approved by Buyer, Seller shall prepare and
file the Change Application with the State Engineer to facilitate Buyer's intended use of the
Water Right by Buyer. The Change Application shall show Buyer as the co-applicant and shall
be filed at the sole expense of Buyer. It is anticipated that the approved Change Application will
be conveyed by the same deed conveying the Water Right at closing.
(b) Seller shall throughout processing of the Change Application giv^ good faith
cooperation and assistance to Buyer regarding the Change Application. Such good faith
assistance and cooperation shall be a continuing obligation under this Agreement, but shall not
be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.3. Documents evidencing Seller's and Buyer's authority, including powers of attorney,
if needed, and such other eudence, as required, of Seller's and Buyer's authority to consummate
the transaction contemplated herein.
7.4. Delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent of a duly executed and acknowledged Water
Right Deed, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and
Change Application to Buyer and any and all other documentation reasonably required by
Buyer's counsel to consummate this transaction. Such delivers-" shall be a conditional delivery
conditioned upon Buyer's exercise of the Option and completion of closing as set out in this
Agreement.

4

7.5. Execution and delivery to die Escrow Agent by the Parties of a Memorandum of
Water Right Option in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit l?B,f and recordation of
said Memorandum in the office of the Juab Count}-' Recorder of Juab County, Utah.
7.6. Delivery to the Escrow Agent of any approvals of this Agreement required by the
holder of any hen or encumbrance against the Water Right.
7.7. If the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 have been
reasonably satisfied Buyer shall notify Seller and the Escrow Agent of such in writing and the
Initial Option Fee shall become non-refundable to Buyer at that time. The non-refundable Initial
Option Fee shall then be released to Seller.
8. Water Rights Approvals. Buyer's use of the Water Right requires that the State
Engineer approve the Change Application provided in Section 7.2. Buyer's use also requires that
ai least fifty percent (50%), or 81.61 acre feet of the 163.22 acre feet of water presently approved
for diversion annually under the Water Right, be approved as depletion under the approved
Change Application described in 7.2 hereof In that regard:
8.1. Seller shall diligently prosecute the Change Application to a final non-appealable
approval by either the State Engineer or by the courts on appeal of any decision of tine State
Engineer. If the State Engineer issues a decision that rejects the Change Application, or
approves the Change Application but limits depletion to less than S1.61 acre feet per year, the
Buyer may elect to either terminate this Option or to seek judicial re\iew of the State Engineer's
decision. Tne Buyer may also elect to terminate this Agreement if the State Engineer issues a
favorable decision (a decision approving the Change Application and designating at least 81.61
acre feet of depletion), but a third parr}" appeals the favorable decision and the appeal is not
resolved within 60 days. If a judicial review action is filed by a third party and 3uyer does not
terminate this Agreement, or if Buyer elects to seek judicial review of a decision from the State
Engineer, Buyer shall bear the expense of the judicial review action.
8.2. If the State Engineer approves less than 81.61 acre feet as depletion under said
approved Change Application, or if a third parry appeals a favorable decision of the State
Engineer, Buyer may unilaterally withdraw from this Agreement upon written notice and any
Deposits and all interest thereon placed in escrow pursuant to Section 2, (which by definition do
not include the Initial Option Fee), shall be immediately refunded to Buyer. Seller shall be
entitled to retain the Initial Option Fee if 3uyer withdraws under this Section 8.2.
5.3. If Buyer fails to exercise its Option hereunder, Seller may withdraw the Change
Application at an}" time after termination of the Option.
9. Exercise of Option. The Buyer and Seller each shall use their best efforts in
accomplishing the conditions precedent in Section 7 and the approval of the Change Application
as described in Section 8. If Buyer elects to exercise the Option, the Option shall be exercised by
Buyer giving written notice to Seller.
5
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10. Closing of Purchase. If Buyer exercises the Option, the closing of such purchase
("Closing") shall be completed in accordance with this Section. The Parties may also provide
additional written instructions if the instructions are consistent with this Agreement. The Parties
instruct and authorize the Escrow Agent to close the purchase transaction as directed in this
Section and any consistent written instructions provided by the Parties.
10.1. Closing Date. The transaction contemplated herein shall close ninety (90) days
from the date that Buyer exercises this Option as set forth in Section 9 above, at the EscrowAgent's office, or at such other time and place as may be mutually agreed upon by the Parties.
In no event, however, shall Buyer be obligated to close the transaction unless the conditions
precedent as set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 herein shall have first been satisfied, and the
Change Application approved as provided in Section 8, or if Buyer elects at its sole discretion,
for any reason whatsoever, to not exercise the Option and thereby decides to terminate the
Agreement. The Closing Date and Closing are terms used herein to mean the date the Purchase
Price is paid into escrow and xh^ Water Right Deed and other instruments of conveyance of the
Water Right, if necessary, are filed for recordation in the office of the Juab County Recorder,
Juab Count}; Utah.
10.2.
following:

Buyer's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing, Buyer shall deliver to Seller the

10.2.1. Payment of the balance of the Purchase Price in cash or by certified or cashiers
check payable to Seller or Seller's designee, plus Buyers share of the Closing costs.
10.2.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Buyer to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section "3.
10.2.3. .Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Seller's legal counsel to
consummate this transaction.
10.3.
following:

Seller's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing. Seller shall deliver to Buyer the

10.3.1. The duly executed and acknowledged Water Right Deed deposited with the
Escrow Agent prior to disbursement of the Initial Option Fee as provided for in Section 7 4
herein. Such execution and delivery prior to the disbursement of the Initial Option Fee shall be
deemed complete delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent, subject to the provisions of this
Section 10, for the purposes of Closing the sale of the Water Right and Change Application.
Such execution and delivery- shall be deemed irrevocable except upon termination of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof. Seller shall nevertheless, if requested by Buyer,
execute and deliver at the time of the Closing a good and sufficient Water Right Deed in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A." conveying title to the Water Right and approved Change
Application to Buyer showing any changes as necessary at the time of Closing.
6
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10 3 2 The documents evidencing the authority of Seller to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that w ere deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section "7.3
10 3 3 Am and all other documentation reasonably required by Buyer's and Seller's
counsel to consummate this transaction
10 4 Costs and Expenses
following costs and expenses

Seller and Buyer shall pay and be responsible for the

10 4 1 Seller's Costs Seller shall pay the costs incurred by him for legal, accounting
and other consultants' sen ices together with all other costs incurred by Seller in the satsfaction
of Seller's obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and
expenses incurred by the Pames m compleung the Closing
10 4 2 Buyer's Costs Buyer shall pay the costs incurred by it for legal, accounting and
other consultants' sen ices, togetner with all other costs incurred b\ it m the satisfaction of its
obligations under this Agreement plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and expenses
incurred by the Pames m comDletmg the Closing Buyer shall pay all recordanon fees for
recording tne Memorandum of Water Right Option prouded for in Section 7 5 and the Water
Right Deed upon Closing
10 5 Possession Seller shall cause such recom eyances of trust deed, mortgage releases,
cancellation of financing statements, and any other instruments 2s necessary to represent release
of any hens or encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application to be
remo\ed prior to Closing and Buyer shall be entitled to actual and exclusne right and
possession of me Water Right and approved Change Application, free of any person or other
entity ha\mg or claiming any possessory right, title or interest with respect thereto as of the
Closmg
10 6 Tne Escrow Agent shall record all documents necessary to release liens and
encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application, and record the Water
Rigta Deed from Seller to Buyer at tne time of Closmg
10 7 Tie Escrow Agent shall disperse the Purchase Price proceeds first to pay Seller's
share of Closmg costs, tax prorations and other such Closing Costs second to retire any liens or
encumbrances against tne Water Right and Change Application and tmrd, to Seller or 10 such
persons as Seller designates
11 Selie-'s Representations and Warranties Seller hereby makes the following
representations and v arranties (IT oemg understood and agreed by the Parties that ail references
nerem to representations and w arranties pertaining to the Vv ater Rignt itself and including the
Cnange Application shall oe applicable as of tne Closing Date) and agrees that sucn
representations and warranties shall survive the Closing
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11 1 Marketable Title Seller shall ha\ e, as of the date of Closing, good and marketable
title to the Water Right, subject to no hens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or ad\erse
easements or interests of an> land or narure whatsoe\ er
11.2. No Forfeiture or Abandonment The Water Right is in good standing in the State
Engineer's office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the Water Right as on
record in the State Engineer's office, the Water Rignt has been used beneficial!} within the last
five (5) years: and neither the Water Right nor an> part thereof is subject to forfeiture o:
abandonment for non use
11.3 Authority Seller and the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Seller have
the full nght, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
11 4 Defaults Seller is not in default m respect of any judgment, order, writ, injunction,
decision, law, ordinance or regulation of an\ court or governmental authont} or under an} lease
mortgage, or other agreement to which it, or the Water Right, Change Application, or an\
portion thereof, is or might be subject which mignt prohibit, delay, or interfere with the
consummauon of the transaction contemplated hereb\ or affect the nght, title, and interest or the
condition of the Water Right and Change Application and the execunon and deliver}' of this
Agreement Further, the performance by Seller of its obligations hereunder will not (IJ result m
the breach or termination of or n o late or constitute a default under any such lease mongage or
other agreement, or (u) result m the creation or imposition of an} hen, charge or encumbrance
upon the Water Right or Change Application or any portion thereof, or (mj nolate an> law,
regulation, judgment, or order of an} governmental entity
11 5 Documents All documents delnered to Buyer pursuant hereto are. to the best of
Seller's Knowledge, true, correct, and complete copies of the ongmal documents The Water
Right and Change Application will not at Closing be subject to an} unrecorded instruments
affecting the title to or the nght to the use of the Water Right for the Bu\er l s purposes as set forth
herein.
11 6 Maintenance Pending Closing From and after the date of execution hereof and
until Closing Seller shall maintain and manage the Water Right so as to do nothing which might
carnage tne value or condition of the Water Rignt and Change Application Seller shall orotect
tne Water Rignt from forfeiture or abandonment Seller will not knowmgl} engage m an>
conauct that will ad\erseh affect the livelihood of a fa\orable decision on the Change
Application If necessary to pre\ent forfeiture or abandonment of the Water Ricm:, at Bu^er 3
sole discretion Seller will upon 3u}er s request file an Application for Xonuse of Tv\ a:er on an ;
unused portion of the Water Right
11 "" Litigation and Claims Seller has not recei\ed an> nonce of or ts otherwise no*
aware of an} claims actions suits or other proceedings, whether oendmg -nreatened. o r :o tne
g
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best of his knowledge, contemplated by any governmental department or agency or any
corporation, partnership or other entity or person whatsoever, or to the best of his knov. ledge,
after due inquiry, any facts which could constitute the basis for any claim or litigation which
might prohibit delay or interfere with the consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby
or which, if adversely determined, might affect the right, title and interest which may be acquired
by the Buyer in and to the Water Right and Change Application, or the condition or the value of
the Water Right and Change Application.
11.8. Available Data. At all reasonable times hereafter, up to and including the Closing.
Seller and his accountants, engineers, and agents shall make available to Buyer, its counsel
and/or accountants or other consultants, for examination at reasonable times, all reports, studies
and all other relevant documents reasonably pertaining to the Water Right and Change
Application.
11.9. Water Right. The Water Right has been accurately and completely described in
this Agreement. All necessary approvals for use of the Water Right for Seller's present uses have
been obtained by or on behalf of Seller and are in full force and effect. The Water Right is titled
in Seller's name at the Utah Division of Water Rights.
12. Buyer's Representations and Warranties. In order to induce Seller to execute this
Agreement, and to enter in the transaction contemplated hereby, Buyer hereby represents and
warrants that:
12.1. Full Power and Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Utah and possesses the capability, power, and legal
authority to perform all acts and obligations required of it hereunder.
12.2. No Conflict. The execution, deliver}', and performance of this Agreement b\ the
Buyer and the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein will not (i) result in a
breach or acceleration of or constitute a default or event of termination under the provisions of
any agreement or instrument to which Buyer is a party or bound: or (ii) constitute or result m the
violation or breach by Buyer of any judgment, order, wnt, injunction, or decree issued against or
imposed upon Buyer or result in the violation of any applicable law. ordinance, rule or regulation
of an\ governmental authority.
13. Risk of Loss. Risk of loss to the Water Right shall be Seller's until Closing and
transfer of title as herein provided, except any loss or reduction, subject to the provisions of
Section 8.2 hereof, that occurs as a result of any decision on the Change Application.
14. 1031 Tax Free Exchange. Buyer agrees to allow Seller to convey the Water Right
and Change Application through a like kind exchange pursuant to Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code and agrees to reasonably cooperate with Seller in accomplishing such exchange,
so long as the exchange will not injure or prejudice the interests of Buyer in any way. Seller
shall be solely responsible for making the arrangements necessary for such an exchange. Buyer
9
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shall not be obligated to participate m an} transaction under this Section which imposes any cost
or any liability whatsoever on Buyer The Parties acknowledge that the arrangement of a like
kind exchange under this Section would be done solely for Seller's convenience and that any
such arrangement shall not constitute part of the consideration paid by Buyer for the Water Right
and Change Application or Option under this Agreement .Any exchange shall not delay the
Closing date witnout Buyer's prior written consent or increase the cost of Closing to Buyer
Buyer shall not be required to acquire m its own name or in the name of an agent such property
as may be acquired by Seller to effectuate such an exchange
15 Lease of Water Right and Change Application. The Parties acknowledge that the
ninety (90) da) penod between the exercise of the Option and the Closing Date is for the sole
purpose of facilitating Seller's like kind exchange described in Section 14 (the "Exchange
Penod") and that Buyer may need to divert and use the water made available under the Water
Right and Change Application dunng the Exchange Penod. If requested by Buyer, Seller shall
lease the water a\ ailable under the Water Right and Change Application to Buyer for One Dollar
(SI 00) dunng the Exchange Penod No interest on the Purchase Pnce of the Water Rignt and
Change Application shall be charged to Buyer dunng the Exchange Penod.

16 Remedies in the n\ ent of Default
16 1 Seller's Default In trie e\ent of Seller's default hereunder for any reason, Buyer
shall deliver wntten notice hereof to Seller If Seller does not cure such default wirhm ten (10)
days after receiving wntten notice thereof. Buyer shall be entitled to pursue all nghts or remedies
allow ed to it at law or m equity
16 2 Buyer s Default The Parties recognize that Seller will incur expense m connection
with the transaction contemplated b} mis Agreement and that it is extremely difficult and
impractical to ascertain the extent of the detriment to Seller caused by Buyer's breach of this
Agreement and the failure of tne consummation of the transaction contemplated nerein or the
amount of compensation Seller should recei\e as a result of Buyer's breach or default In the
e\ent of Buyer s default hereunder for any reason. Seller snali deliver wntten nonce thereof to
Buyer If Buyer does not cure wimin ten (10) days after receiung wntten nonce and the sale of
the Water Right and Change Application is not consummatec oecause of Buyer's default then
the retention of the sums m "he escrow account shall be Seller s sole and exclusive remedy and
not a Denary and shall be m Leu of ary other monetary or other relief
P Brokerage Seller snail pa^ and be solely responsiole for the payment of any and all
brokerage commissions cr other compensation cue to any person or entity on account of the
execution or nerformanee of this AgreemenT or tne consummation of the transactor
contemplated hereby, if any Sel'er nereoy indemnifies 3uyer from any and all liabilities
damages, losses and expenses ^z\c j.2..z:g. wjhou: limitation rsasonaoie attorney^ fees and
10
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disbursements) arising out of any and all claims made by any person or other entity with whom
Seller has dealt.
18. Indemnity.
18.1. By Seller. Seller shall indemnify, and hold Buyer, its officers, employees and
agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorneys fees), damage and
liability resulting from or otherwise arising out of (i) claims of whatever nature (including
without limitation claims for personal injur}', wrongful death or property damage) based on
causes of action arising prior to the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
sendee contracts, and utility' companies, if any, all with respect to matters that occurred prior to
the Closing Date, and (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Seller under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
18.2. By Buyer. Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller, his partners, officers, employees
and agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from (i) claims of whatever nature including without limitation clams for
personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) against Seller or the Water Right based on
causes of action arising after the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts and utility companies, if an}', ail with respect to matters that occurred after the
Closing Date, (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Buyer under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
19. Notices. -Any and all notices, demands, or other communications required or desired
to be given hereunder by Buyer and Seller shall be in writing and shall be validly given or made
to another Party if served either personally or if deposited m the United States mail, certified or
registered, or postage prepaid, return receipt requested.

To Seller:
Michael S. Keyie
P.O. Box 274
Mona.LT 84645
With a copy ('which
constitute notice) to

To Buyer:
Spnng Canyon Energy. L.L.C.
RO.Box774000 8 =359
Steamboat Springs. CO 304~~
ill not

With a cop}" (/uhich shall not
constitute notice) to:
JodyL. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway. Suite 1100
Salt Lake Cirv. LT 8-111-5233

11
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Either Party hereto may change its address for the purpose of receiving notices, demands and
other communications as herein provided by a written nonce given in the manner aforesaid to the
other parties.
20. Further Assurances. Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver any and all
additional papers, documents, and other assurances, and shall do any and all acts and things
reasonably necessary in connection with the performance of their obligations hereunder and to
carry' out the intent of the parties hereto.
21. Attorneys Fees. In the event any action or negotiation is instituted by a Part}' to
enforce any of the terms and provisions contained herein, each Party shall pay its own attorneys
fees, costs and expenses.
22. Modification or Amendments. No amendment, change or modification of this
Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto.
23. Integration. This Agreement and the attachments hereto constitutes the entire
understanding and agreement of the parties with respect to the purchase of the Water Right and
any and all prior agreements, understandings or representations are hereby terminated and
canceled in their entirety and are of no force and effect.
24. Waiver. The waiver by any Part}' to this Agreement of a breach of any provision of
this Agreement shall not be deemed a continuing waiver or waiver of any subsequent breach
whether of the same or another provision of this Agreement.
25. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah.
26. Survival. The covenants, warranties, representations and indemnities contained
herein shall survive the Closing.
27. Construction. All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number
and gender in which they are used, shall be deemed and construed to include any other number,
singular or plural; any gender, either masculine or feminine; and any corporation, partnership or
other business entity and any persons acting in a representative capacity, as the context or sense
of this Agreement or any section or clause herein may require.
28. Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in this
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way shall be construed as
denning or limiting the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement nor as affecting the
interpretation of the provisions hereof.
29. Condemnation. In the event that condemnation by a qualifying entity of al! or a
ponion of the Water Right and Change Application shaU be instituted or threatened pnor to
Closing, Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, and upon such termination
12
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Escrow Agent shall return all Deposits and interest thereon held in the escrow account and
neither Seller nor Buyer shall ha\ e any nghts or obligations hereunder In the alternative. Buyer,
at its sole discretion, shall have the nght to purchase the portion of the Water Pjght not subject to
condemnation, in which e\ent the Purchase Price shall be reduced in propomon to tnat part of
the Water Rignt acquired
30 Binding Effect This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Paraes hereto, and to their respectixe heirs personal representing es, administrators, e>ecutors.
successors and assigns
31 Assignment Buyer shall ha\e the nght to assign this Agreement and all of Buyer's
nght. title ana interest in this Agreement without restriction, but notice of an} such assignment
shall be given m writing to Seller
32 Counterpart Execution. This Agreement may be executed as one instrument signed
by both Parties or m separate counterparts hereof, each of which counterparts shall be considered
an original and all of which snail be deemed to be one instrument, and any signed counterpart
shall be deemed signed and deln ered by the Part} signing it if sent to an> other Party hereto b}
electronic facsimile transmission

33 May 30. 2002 Option Superseded That Water Right Option and Purchase
Agreement executed Dy Buyer and Seller for purchase of the Water Right dated Ma> 30 2002 is
hereb} superseded m totalit} b} this Agreement, and hereafter it snail be \oid and of no further
effect Upon satisfaction of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7 1 through n 6 of this
Agreement, the check m the amount of Six Thousand ?ne Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty
Hundredths Dollars (S6.52S 80) dated July 30 2002 and deposited to Juab Title and Abstract
shall be deemed to be the Initial Option Fee described in tins Agreement
EN" WITNESS WHEREOF the parties ha\ e executed this Agreement as of the da> and
year first written abo^ e
MICHAEL S KEYTE

STATE OF
COUNTY Or

)
ss
>
13
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On this
day of
2002? before me, the undersigned, a notarypublic in and for said state, personally appeared Michael S. Keyte, known to me to be the person
. whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
WITNESS mv hand and official seal.
Notarv Public

u
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3\l^

SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C.
Bv:

Its:

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
: ss.
)

dav of
2002, personally appeared before me
. who. bems bv n : duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
manager of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C.. a Utah limited liabilir/ Company and that the
above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in behalf of said
limited liability company.
On the

Notarv Public
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EXHIBIT "A"

After Recording Return to:
Jociy L. Williams
Holme Roberts &. Owen, LLP
III East Broadway.. Suite 1100
Sail Lake Cu>\ Utah 84111 -5233

WATER RIGHT DEED

MICHAEL S. KEYTE, an individual, with an address of P.O. Box 274, Mona, Utah
S4645, Grantor, hereby conveys and warrants against all persons claiming by, through or under
him, but not otherwise, to SPRING CANYON ENERGY L X . C , a~Utah limited liability
company with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477,
Grantee, for the sum of Ten and No TOO Dollars, the following described water right used and
diverted in Juab County, State of Utah:
Water Right No. 15-1431 for the irrigation of 40 acres and stock
watering of 115 cattle or equivalent; and approved Change
Application No. all754 for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stock
watering of 83 cartle or equivalent and the domestic use of 2
families; and Change Application No.
.

WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this

day of

. 2005.

Michael S. Keyte, Grantor

By:
Michael S. Keyte
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
)ss.
)

On this
day of
, 2002, personally appeared before me
Michael S. Keyte. the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he/she
executed the same.

Notary Public
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EXHIBIT

TT M

B

After Recording Return to:
Jody L Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen. LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Sail Lake City.. Utah 84111-5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
, 2002 is by and between MICHAEL S. KEYTE an individual with an
address of P.O. Box 274, Mona. Utah 84645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a
Utah limited liability company with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs,
Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431 and approved Change Application No.
a21754 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of Utah which is more panicularly described
as a water right with a maximum diversion of 163.22 acre-feet of water for the sole supply
irrigation of 40 acres and stock watering of 115 cattle or equivalent under the water right and
sole supply irrigation of 40 acres, stock watering of S3 cattle or equivalent, and domestic use of 2
families under the approved change application.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated
. 2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to which
Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Grant of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
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(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier oursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for a 6-month period (the "Option Penod")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last day of the Optior Penod.
The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Option
Period for addiuonal 6-month penods commencing on the termination date of the Option Penod
and ending at midnight on the last day of the extended penod. The closing date for the purchase
of the Water Right is ninety (90) days from the date that the Buyer exercises the Option. The
Option may be extended to a maximum of 36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is reqiired to
provide 3uyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller to wuch the
Water Right is appunenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transfemng,
convejing or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or secunty interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creatmg or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the nghis of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall mure to
the benefit of. the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parries Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS VvTiEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

Michael S. Keyte
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BUYER:
SPRING CANTON ENERGY, L.L.C.. a Utan limited
haoiliry conroanv
ByIts:

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
:ss
j

On the
day of
2002 before me personally appeared
Michael S Keyte, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument who duh acknowledged to me that he executed die same

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF
COUNTY OF
On the

)
: ss.
)
day of

. 2002, personal]} appeared before me
who being by me duh sv.om, did say that (s)he is me
managing member of SPRING CANTON ENERGY. L L C a Utah limited Lao Ji:} Company
anC that the above Y\"ater Right Option And Purchase Agreement uas signed by frnmjOier) m
behalf of said limited liability company

Notar\ Pub nc
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Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 ("Buyer"). The Seller and Buyer are referred
to coliectivelv in this Agreement as the "Parties."

RECITALS
A. Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431, Application No. D6919 and approved Change
Application No. a21754 (the "Water Right") and desires to sell the Water Right to Buyer. Seller
represents that the Water Right has been quantified by the Utah State Engineer's Office ("State
Engineer") as yielding 163.22 acre feet annually.
B. Buyer desires to purchase the WTater Right from Seller for industrial use at a facility
(the "Facility") to be constructed according to the following terms and conditions. Seller desires
to sell the Water Right to Buyer under the same terms and conditions.
C. Buyer and Seller entered into a water Right Option and Purchase Agreement on
Mav 30. 2002 for the Water Ripbt. The Parties desire that this Agreement replace and
supersede the May 30. 2002 Water Right Option and Agreement in its entirety.

AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and conditions of this Agreement, the
Parries agree as follows:
1. Option to Purchase. Seller hereby sells, gives and grants to Buyer, and its assigns, the
exclusive option to purchase (the "Option"), for the price hereinafter set forth, all of Seller's
right, title, esiate and interest in and to the Water Right. The Option becomes effective when this
Agreement has been signed by the Parties and me Initial Option Fee provided for in Section 2
has been deposited with the escrow agent designated in Section 4 below (the "Escrow Agent").
1.1. Purchase Price.
Dollars (S4rOOO.0O) for each
for a total purchase price of
(S652?S80.0G) (the "Purchase

The price to be paid for the Water Right shall be Four Thousand
acre-foot presently approved for diversion under the Water Right,
Six Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Dollars
Price").

2. Consideration for Option. As consideration for the Option. Buyer shall pay to Seller
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars (56.525.80) as the
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initial opdon fee (the "Initial Option Fee"). If Buyer elects to extend the Option beyond the
initial 6-month period, Buyer shall make the additional Opdon payments for each extension as
farther described herein.
2.1. The Buyer shall within 10 days from the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties
deposit the Initial Option Fee m escrow m an interest-bearing account to be held by the EscrowAgent. The Initial Option Fee, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be released to
Seller and become non-refundable to Buyer upon Buyer's written notice to Seller and Escrow
Agent that all of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this Agreement
have been satisfied. The Initial Option Fee is in addition to, and shall not be credited against, the
Purchase Price.
2.2. Buyer may extend the Option for up to 36 months from the date the Parries sign this
Agreement by depositing an additional Option payment with the Escrow Agent in the amount of
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars (S6.528.80) (a
"Deposit") for each six (6) months that Buyer elects to extend the Option, and by giving notice as
set out in Section 3. The first such Deposit shall be made, if at all within six months from the
date Seller executes this Agreement. Each time Buyer elects to extend the Option period, as
further provided in Section 3, Buyer shall within six (6) months of the previous Deposit, deliver
another Deposit to the Escrow Agent. Each Deposit shall be paid into the interest-bearing
escrow account established by the Escrow Agent and administered by it in conformance with the
terms and provisions of this Agreement. For example, if the Initial Option Fee was deposited
into Escrow on August 1. 2002 and Buyer thereafter gives written notice of an election to extend
this Option, Buyer must give the notice as provided in Section 3 and deliver a Deposit to the
Escrow Agent on or before the first business day after February* 1. 2003. If the Option is again
extended, another Deposit must be delivered to the Escrow Agent on or before August 1. 2003.
2.3. If Buyer exercises its Option as hereinafter provided the principal amount of the
Deposits, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be credited to the Purchase Price.
3. Penod of Option and Extension. The initial period of duration of this Option is six (6)
months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement (the "Option Penod"). At any time during
the Option P e n o i Buyer has the right to exercise its Option to purchase the Water Right or, at its
sole discretion, terminate the Option. The Option Period may be extended in accordance with
the following:
3.1. A: the end of the initial Option Period. Buyer may elect to extend the Option for
additional six ^6) month periods upon written notice to Seller and payment of a Deposit in the
same amount and frequency as descnbed in Section 2.2 hereof for each additional six-month
penod
2.2. If Buyer elects to extend the Option, it shall provide Seller with written notice of its
intention no later than ten (10) days poor to the expiration of the Oprion period together with
payment of the required Deposit to the Escrow Agent as set forth in Section 2.2. Buyer shall pay
an additional Depos:: for each six (6) month penod thai Buyer elects to extend the Option.
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3.3. Buyer may extend the Option to a maximum of thirty-six (36) months. The Option
shall expire upon failure of Buyer to extend the Option strictly on the terms set out in this
Agreement, upon expiration of 36 months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement or upon
exercise of the Option by Buyer, whichever occurs first.
4. Escrow Agent and Opening of Escrow. The parties hereby designate Juab Title and
Abstract Company of 240 North Main Street, P.O. Box 246, Nephi Utah S46481 as the Escrow
Agent and closing agent for all purposes under this Agreement, Buyer shall within 10 days from
the date this Agreement is signed by the Parries deposit the Initial Option Fee with the Escrow
Agent and deliver an executed copy of this Agreement to the Escrow Agent.
5. Alienation of Interests; Encumbrances; Leases. As further consideration for the sum
paid for this Option, Seller shall not sell convey, or otherwise encumber the Water Righ:, in anyway, during the Option Period and if applicable, any additional extension(s). Seller further
agrees that he will not lease the Water Right or any part thereof during either the Option Period
or any extension of the Option Period without first securing the written approval of the Buyer.
5.1. Notice of Default: Trustee's Sale; Repossession; Foreclosure; Civil Litigation. In
the event of any notice of default, trustee's saie, repossession, foreclosure, civil litigation or other
action to enforce a lien or encumbrance against the Water Right, Buyer may take any reasonable
steps necessary to prevent or forestall such action if such action would impair Buyer's rights
under this Agreement. Such action by Buyer may include, but shall not be limited to, directing
that any portion of the Initial Option Fee or any Deposit(s) paid into escrow may be paid to any
lienholder or creditor initiating action against Seller or the Water Right. Any amounts paid byBuyer on behalf of Seller under this Section may be offset against the Purchase Price, at Buyer's
election.
6. Right of Entry. During the Option Period or any applicable extension, Seller shall
permit Buyer, its employees and agents, to enter upon the property of Seller to complete its due
diligence or to perform other work connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent
change application.
7. Conditions Precedent. Sections 7.1 through 7.6 shall be express conditions precedent
to the release of the Initial Option Fee, except that completion of Buyer's obligations under
Section 7.3 shall not be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.1. The Initial Option Fee shall be placed into escrow with the Escrow Agent for up to a
sixty (60) day due diligence period during which Buyer will investigate and confirm the nature
of the Water Right (the "Due Diligence Period"). To assist Buyer in the Due Diligence Period,
Seller shall, within two weeks of the execution of this Agreement, deliver at his expense, a
preliminary title report, together with legible copies of all documents referred to therein,
including, but not limited to, the real property that is shown as the place of use of the Water
Right in the records of the State of Utah, Division of Water Rights. If. prior to the end of the
Items should be sent IO the aneniioii of Mar." Lou Sperry. i eieohone number: 1435)623-038". umau:
juabatle-Snebons z. com
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Due Diligence Period, Buyer objects to the nature, sufficiency, or title to the Water Right. Seller
shall have up to sixty (60) days after written notice to cure said deficiency. During such cure
period, the Initial Option Fee shall continue to be held in escrow. If deficiencies are not cured by
the end of the cure period or such additional time as may be approved by Buyer, the Initial
Option Fee shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall terminate.
7.2. Seller shall file with the State Engineer a permanent change application as pro\ided
for under Utah Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Right to be diverted
from Buyer's proposed underground water well(s) and used at Buyer's Facility to be constructed
in the NEl'i of the S E ^ of Section 23 : Township 11 South, Range 1 West, SLBM or such other
location within the Utah lake basin upstream of Mona Dam specified by Buyer (the "Change
Application"). In this regard the Parties are obligated as follows:
(a) .As soon as possible following the execution of this Agreement, but in no case later
than August 15. 2002, or such later date as may be approved by Buyer.. Seller shall prepare and
file the Change Application with the State Engineer to facilitate Buyer's intended use of the
Water Right by Buyer. Tne Change Application shall show Buyer as the co-applicant and shall
be filed at the sole expense of Buyer. It is anticipated that the approved Change Application will
be conveyed by the same deed conveying the Water Right at closing.
(b) Seller shall throughout processing of the Change Application give good faith
cooperation and assistance to Buyer regarding the Change Application. Such good faith
assistance and cooperation shall be a continuing obligation under this Agreement, but shall not
be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.3. Documents evidencing Seller's and Buyer's authority, including powers of attorney,
if needed, and such other evidence, as required, of Seller's and Buyer's authority to consummate
the transaction contemplated herein.
7.4. Delivery-by Seller to the Escrow Agent of a duly executed and acknowledged Water
Right Deed, in the form aaached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and
Change Application to Buyer and any and all other documentation reasonably required by
Buyers counsel to consummate this transaction. Such delivery7 shall be a conditional delivery
conditioned upon Buyer's exercise of the Option and completion of closing as set out in this
Agreement.
7.5. Execution and delivery to the Escrow Agent by the Parties of a Memorandum of
Water Right Option in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and recordation of
said Memorandum in the office of the Juab County Recorder of Juab County. Utah.
7.6. Delivery to the Escrow Agent of any approvals of this Agreement required by the
holder of any lien or encumbrance against the Water Right
~.1. If the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7 6 have been
reasonablv satisfied. Buver shall notify Seller and the Escrow A sent of such in wntms and the
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Initial Option Fee shall become non-refundable to Buyer at that time. The non-refundable Initial
Option Fee shall then be released to Seller.
8. Water Rights Approvals. Buyer's use of the Water Right requires that the State
. Engineer approve the Change Application provided in Section 7.2. Buyer's use also requires that
at least nfcy percent (50%), or SI.61 acre feet of the 163.22 acre feet of water presently approved
for diversion annually under the Water Right, be approved as depletion under the approved
Change Application described in 7.2 hereof. In that regard:
8.1. Seller shall diligently prosecute the Change Application to a final non-appealable
approval by either the State Engineer or by the courts on appeal of any decision of the State
Engineer. If the State Engineer issues a decision that rejects the Change Application, or
approves the Change Application but limits depletion to less than 81.61 acre feet per year, the
Buyer may elect to either terminate this Option or to seek judicial review of the State Engineer's
decision. The Buyer may also elect to terminate this Agreement if the State Engineer issues a
favorable decision (a decision approving the Change Application and designating at least 81.61
acre feet of depletion), but a third parry appeals the favorable decision and the appeal is not
resolved within 60 days. If a judicial review action is filed by a third parry and Buyer does not
terminate this Agreement, or if Buyer elects to seek judicial review of a decision from the State
Engineer. Buyer shall bear the expense of the judicial review action.
8.2. If the State Engineer approves less than 81.61 acre feet as depletion under said
approved Change Application, or if a third party appeals a favorable decision of the State
Engineer, Buyer may unilaterally withdraw from this Agreement upon written notice and any
Deposits and all interest thereon placed in escrow pursuant to Seciion 2, (which by definition do
not include the Initial Option Fee), shall be immediately refunded to Buyer. Seller shall be
entitled to retain the Initial Option Fee if Buyer withdraws under this Section 8.2.
8.3. If Buyer fails to exercise its Option hereunder. Seller may withdraw the Change
Application at any time after termination of the Option.
9. Exercise of Option. The Buyer and Seller each shall use their best efforts m
accomplishing the conditions precedent in Section 7 and the approval of the Change Application
as described in Section 8. If Buyer elects to exercise the Option, the Option shall be exercised by
Buyer giving written notice to Seller.
10. Closing of Purchase. If Buyer exercises the Option, the closmg of such purchase
("Closing") shall be completed in accordance with this Section. The Parties may also provide
additional written instructions if the instructions are consistent with this Agreement. The Parties
instruct and authorize the Escrow Agent to close the purchase transaction as directed in this
Section and any consistent written instructions provided by the- Parties.
10.1. Closing Date. The transaction contaminated herein shall close ninety (90) days
from the date that Buyer exercises this Option as set forth in Section 9 above, a: the Escrow
Agent's office, or at such other time and place as may be murually agreed upon by the Parties.
In no event, however, shall Buyer be obligated to close the transaction unless the conditions
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precedent as set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 herein shall have first been satisfied, and the
Change Application approved as provided in Section 8, or if Buyer elects at its sole discretion,
for any reason whatsoever, to not exercise the Option and thereby decides to terminate the
Agreement. The Closing Date and Closmg are terms used herein to mean the date the Purchase
. Price is paid into escrow and the Water Right Deed and other instruments of conveyance of the
Water Right, if necessary, are filed for recordation in the office of the Juab County Recorder,
Juab Count}7, Utah.
10.2.
following:

Buyer's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing, Buyer shall deliver to Seller the

10.2.1. Payment of the balance of the Purchase Price in cash or by certified or cashier's
check payable to Seller or Seller's designee, plus Buyer's share of the Closmg costs.
10.2.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Buyer to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.2.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Seller's legal counsel to
consummate this transaction.
10.3.
following:

Seller's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer the

10.3.1. The duly executed and acknowledged Water Right Deed deposited with the
Escrow Agent pnor to disbursement of the Initial Option Fee as provided for in Section 7 .4
herein. Such execution and delivery prior to the disbursement of the Initial Option Fee shall be
deemed complete delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent, subject to the provisions of this
Section 10, for the purposes of Closing the sale of the Water Right and Change Application.
Such execution and delivery shall be deemed irrevocable except upon termination of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof. Seller shall nevertheless, if requested by Buyer,
execute and deliver at the time of the Closing a good and sufficient Water Right Deed in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A." conveying title to the Water Right and approved Change
Application to Buyer showing any changes as necessary at the time of Closing.
10.3.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Seller to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.3.3. .Any and ail other documentation reasonably required by Buyers and Seller's
counsel to consummate this transaction.
10.4. Costs and Expenses.
following costs and expenses:

Seller and Buyer shall pay and be responsible for the

10.4.1. Seller's Costs. Seller shall pay the costs incurred by him for legal, accounting
and other consultants' services together with ail other cosis incurred by Seller in the satisfaction
6
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of Seller's obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and
expenses incurred by the Parries in completing the Closing.
10.4.2. Buyer's Costs. Buyer shall pay the costs incurred by it for legal accounting and
. other consultants' services, together with all other costs incurred by it in the satisfaction of its
obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and expenses
incurred by die Parties in completing the Closing. Buyer shall pay all recordation fees for
recording the Memorandum of Water Right Option provided for in Section 7.5 and the Water
Right Deed upon Closing.
10.5. Possession. Seller shall cause such reconveyances of trust deed, mortgage releases,
cancellation of financing statements, and any other instruments as necessary to represent release
of any hens or encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application to be
removed prior to Closing, and Buyer shall be entitled to actual and exclusive right and
possession of the Water Right and approved Change Application, free of any person or other
entity having or claiming any possessor}' right, title or interest with respect thereto, as. of the
Closing.
10.6. The Escrow Agent shall record all documents necessary to release liens and
encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application; and record the Water
Right Deed from Seller to Buyer at the time of Closing.
10.7. The Escrow Agent shall disperse the Purchase Price proceeds first to pay Seller's
share of Closing costs, tax prorations and other such Closing Costs; second to retire any liens or
encumbrances against the Water Right and Change Application; and third, to Seller or lo such
persons as Seller designates.
11. Seller's Representations and Warranties. Seller hereby makes the following
representations and warranties, (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that all references
herein to representations and warranties pertaining to the Water Right itself, and including the
Change Application shall be applicable as of the Closing Date) and agrees thai such
representations and warranties shall survive the Closing:
11.1. Marketable Title. Seiler shall have, as of the date of Closing, good and marketable
title to the Water Right, subject to no liens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or adverse
easements or interests of any kind or nature whatsoever.
11.2. No Forfeiture or Abandonment. The Water Right is in good standing m the State
Engineer's office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the Water Right as on
record in the State Engineers office; the Water Right has been used beneficially within the last
five (5) years; and neither the Water Right nor any pan thereof is subject to forfeiture or
abandonment for non use.
11.3. Authority. Seller and the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Seller have
the fail right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
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11.4. Defaults. Seller is not in default in respect of any judgment, order, writ, injunction,
decision, law, ordinance or regulation of any court or governmental authority or under any lease,
mortgage, or other agreement to which it, or the Water Right. Change Application, or any
• portion thereof, is or might be subject which might prohibit, delay, or interfere with the
consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby or affect the right, title, and mterest or the
condition of the Water Right and Change Application; and the execution and delivery' of this
Agreement. Further, the performance by Seller of its obligations hereunder will not (i) result in
the breach or termination of or violate or constitute a default under any such lease, mortgage, or
other agreement, or (ii) result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge, or encumbrance
upon the Water Right or Change Application or any portion thereof or (iii) violate any law,
regulation, judgment, or order of any governmental entity.
11.5. Documents. .Ail documents delivered to Buyer pursuant hereto are, to the best of
Seller's knowledge, true, correct, and complete copies of the original documents. The Water
Right and Change Application will not at Closing be subject to any unrecorded instruments
affecting the title to or the right to the use of the Wrater Right for the Buyer's purposes as set forth
herein.
11.6. Maintenance Pending Closing. From and after the date of execution hereof and
until Closing, Seller shall maintain and manage the Water Right so as to do nothing which might
damage the value or condition of the Water Right and Change Application. Seller shall protect
the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment. Seller will not knowingly engage in any
conduct that will adversely affect the likelihood of a favorable decision on the Change
Application. If necessary to prevent forfeiture or abandonment of the Water Right, at Buyer's
sole discretion, Seller will, upon Buyer's request, file an Application for Nonuse of Water on anyunused portion of the Water Right.
11.7. Litigation and Claims. Seller has not received any notice of or is otherwise not
aware of any claims, actions, suits or other proceedings, whether pending, threatened, or to the
best of his knowledge, contemplated by any governmental department or agency or any
corporation, partnership or other entity or person whatsoever, or to the best of his knowledge,
after due inquiry.'any facts which could constitute the basis for any claim or litigation which
might prohibit, delay or interfere with the consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby
or which, if adversely determined, might affect the right, title and interest which maybe acquired
by the Buyer in and to the Water Right and Change Application, or the condition or the value of
the Water Right and Change Application.
11.8. Available Data. At all reasonable times hereafter, UD to and including the Closing.
Seller and his accountants, engineers, and agents shall make available to Buyer, its counsel
and/or accountants or other consultants, for examination at reasonable times, all reports, studies
and ail other relevant documents reasonably pertaining to the Water Right and Change
Application.
11.9. Water Right. The Water Right has been accurately and complete]}" described in
this Agreement. All necessary approvals for use of the Water Right for Seller's present uses have
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been obtained by or on behaii of Seller and are in full force and effect. The Water Right is titled
in Seller's name at the Utah Division of Water Rights.
12. 3uyers Representations and Warranties. In order to induce Seller to execute this
• Agreement and to enter in the transaction contemplated hereby. Buyer hereby represents and
warrants that:
12.1. Full Power and Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Utah and possesses the capability; power, and legal
authority to perform all acts and obligations required of it hereunder.
12.2. No Conflict. The execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement by the
Buyer and the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein will not (i) result m a
breach or acceleration of or constitute a default or event of termination under the provisions of
any agreement or instrument to which Buyer is a party or bound; or (ii) constitute or result in the
violation or breach by Buyer of any judgment, order, writ, injunction, or decree issued against or
imposed upon Buyer or result in the violation of any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation
of any governmental authority.
13. Risk of Loss. Risk of loss to the Water Right shall be Seller's until Closing and
transfer of title as herein provided, except any loss or reduction, subject to the provisions of
Section 8.2 hereof that occurs as a result of any decision on the Change Application.
14. 1031 Tax Free Exchange. Buyer agrees to allow Seller to convey the Water Right
and Change Application through a like kind exchange pursuant to Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code and agrees to reasonably cooperate with Seller in accomplishing such exchange,
so long as the exchange will not injure or prejudice the interests of Buyer in any way. Seller
shall be solely responsible for making the arrangements necessary for such an exchange. Buyer
shall not be obligated to participate in any transaction under this Section which imposes any cost
or any liability whatsoever on Buyer. The Parties acknowledge that the arrangement of a like
kind exchange under this Section would be done solely for Seller's convenience and that any
such arrangement shall not constitute pan of the consideration paid by Buyer for the Water Right
and Change Application or Option under this Agreement. .Any exchange shall not delay the
Closing date without Buyers prior written consent or increase the cost of Closing to Buyer.
Buyer shall not be required to acquire in its own name or in the name of an agent such property
as may be acquired by Seller to effectuate such an exchange.
15. Lease of Water Right and Change Application. Trie Parties acknowledge that the
ninety (90) day period between the exercise of the Option and the Closing Date is for the sole
purpose of facilitating Sellers like kind exchange described in Section 14 (the "Exchange
Penod") and thai Buyer may need to divert and use the water made available under the Water
Pught and Change Application during the Exchange Period. If requested by Buyer. Seller shall
lease the water available under the Water Right and Change Application to Buyer for One Dollar
(Si.00} during the Exchange Penod. No interest en the Purchase Price of the Water Right and
Change Application shall be charged to Buyer during the Exchange Penod.
-I9-V3
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16. Remedies in the Event of Default
16.1. Seller's Default. In the event of Seller's default hereunder for any reason. Buyer
shall deliver wnrten notice hereof to Seller. If Seller does not cure such default within ten (10)
days after receiving written notice thereof Buyer shall be entitled to pursue all rights or remedies
allowed to it at law or in equiry.
16.2. Buyer's Default. The Parties recognize that Seller will incur expense in connection
with the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and that it is extremely difficult and
impractical to ascertain the extent of the detriment to Seller caused by Buyer's breach of this
Agreement and the failure of the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein or the
amount of compensation Seller should receive as a result of Buyer's breach or default. In the
event of Buyer's default hereunder for any reason, Seller shall deliver written notice thereof to
Buyer. If Buyer does not cure within ten (10) days after receiving written notice and the sale of
the Water Right and Change Application is not consummated because of Buyer's default, then
the retention of the sums in the escrow account shall be Seller's sole and exclusive remedy and
not a penalty, and shall be in lieu of any other monetary or other relief.
17. Brokerage. Seller shall pay and be solely responsible for the payment of any and all
brokerage commissions or other compensation due to any person or entity on account of the
execution or performance of this Agreement or the consummation of the transaction
contemplated hereby, if any. Seller hereby indemnifies Buyer from any and all liabilities,
damages, losses and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees and
disbursements) arising out of any and all claims made by any person or other entity with whom
Seller has dealt.
18. Indemnity.
18.1. By Seller. Seller shall indemnify', and hold Buyer, its officers, employees and
agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from or otherwise arising out of (i) claims of whatever nature (including
without limitation claims for personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) based on
causes of acnon arising prior to the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts., and utility companies, if any, all with respect to matters that occurred pnor to
the Closing Date, and (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Seller under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
15.2. 3}' 3uyer. 3uye: shall indemnify and hold Seller, his partners, officers, employees
and agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from (i) claims of whatever nature including without limitation claims for
personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) against Seller or the Water Right based on
causes of action arising after -the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
= ,!9-=-,:
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sen/ice contracts and utility companies, if any. all with respect to matters that occurred after the
Closing Date, (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Buyer under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
19. Notices. Any and all notices, demands, or other communications required cr desired
to be given hereunder by Buyer and Seller shall be in writing and shall be validly given or made
to another Party if served either personally or if deposited in the United States mail, cerafied or
registered, or postage prepaid, return receipt requested.

To Seller:
Michael S. Keyte
P.O. Box 274
Mona.LT 84645

To Buyer:
Spring Canyon Energy. L.L.C.
P. O. Box 774000, #359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

With a copy (which shall not With a copy (which shall not
constitute notice) to:
constitute notice) to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake Citv, UT 84111 -5233

Either Party hereto may change its address for the purpose of receiving notices, demands and
other communications as herein provided by a written notice given in the manner aforesaid to the
other parties.
20. Further Assurances. Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver any and all
additional papers, documents, and other assurances, and shall do any and all acts and things
reasonably necessary in connection with the performance of their obligations hereunder and to
cany-'out the intent of the parties hereto.
21. Attorney's Fees, in the event any action or negotiation is instituted by a Party to
enforce any of the terms and provisions contained herein, each Party shall pay its ovm attorney's
fees, costs and expenses.
22. Modification or .Amendments. No amendment, change or modification of this
Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto.
23. Integration. This Agreement and the attachments hereto constitutes the entire
understanding and agreement of the parties with respect to the purchase of the Water Right and
an}' and all prior agreements, understandings or representations are hereby terminated and
canceled in their entirety and are of no fore
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24. Waiver. The waiver by any Party to this Agreement of a breach of any provision of
this Agreement shall not be deemed a continuing waiver or waiver of any subsequent breach
whether of the same or another pro\ision of this Agreement.
25. Applicable Law. Tnis Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah.
26. Survival. The covenants, warranties, representations and indemnities contained
herein shall survive the Closing.
27. Construction. All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number
and gender in which they are used, shall be deemed and construed to include any other number,
singular or plural; any gender, either masculine or feminine; and any corporation, parmership or
other business entity and any persons acting in a representative capacity, as the context or sense
of this Agreement or any section or clause herein may require.
28. Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in this
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way shall be construed as
denning or limiting the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement nor as affecting the
interpretation of the provisions hereof.
29. Condemnation. In the event that condemnation by a qualifying entity of all or a
portion of the Water Right and Change Application shall be instimted or threatened prior to
Closing. Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement and upon such termination
Escrow Agent shall return all Deposits and interest thereon held in the escrow account and
neither Seller nor Buyer shall have any rights or obligations hereunder. In the alternative, Buyer,
at its sole discretion, shall have the right to purchase the portion of the Water Right not subject to
condemnation, in which event the Purchase Price shall be reduced in proportion to that part of
the Water Right acquired.
30. 3mding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Parties hereto, and to their respective heirs, personal representatives, administrators, executors,
successors and assigns.
31. Assignment. Buyer shall have the right to assign this Agreement and all of Buyer's
right, title and interest in this Agreement without restriction, but notice of any such assignment
shall be given in writing to Seller.
32. Counterpart Execution. This Agreement may be executed as one instrument signed
b) both Parties or in separate counterparts hereof, each of which counierpans shall be considered
an original and all of which shall be deemed to be one instrument, and any signed counterpart
shall be deemed signed and delivered b\ the Party signing it if sent to any other Part} hereto by
electronic facsimile transmission.

i ->
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33. Mav 30. 2002 Option Superseded, That Water Ri^ht Option and Purchase
Agreement executed bv Buver and Seller for purchase of the Water Right dated Vlav 30.
2002, is hereby superseded in totality bv this Agreement, and hereafter it shall |jg=v_QkLand
of no further effect. Upon satisfaction of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.7
through 7.6 of this Agreement the check in the amount of Six Thousand Five Hundred
Twenfv-Ei?bt and Eighty Hundredths Dollars fS6.528.801 dated Julv 30, 2002 and
deposited to Juab Title and Abstract shall be deemed to be the Initial Option Fee described
in this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parries have executed this Agreement as of the day and
year first written above.
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
:ss.
)

On this
day of
2002, before me, the undersigned, a notarypublic in and for said state, personally appeared Michaei S Keyte. known to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
WITNESS m> hand and official seal.
Notary Public
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SPRING CANYON ENERGY, LL.C.
Bv:

Its:

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
: ss.
)

On the

day of
, 2002, personally appeared before me
.
. vvho, being by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
manager of SPRING CANTON ENERGY, LL.C, a Utah limited liability Company and that the
above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in behalf of said
limited liability comp*™'

Notarv Public
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EXHIBIT "A

After Recording Return to:
Jod> L. Williams
Hoime Roberts &. Owen. LLP
111 East Broadway Suite 1100
Sal; Lake dry. Uiah S4:1; -5123

WATER RIGHT DEED

MICHAEL S. KEYTE. an indmduai, with an address of P.O. Box 274, Mona. Utah
84645, Grantor, hereby conveys and warrants against all persons claiming by, through or under
him, but not otherwise, to SPRING CANTON ENERGY, L.L.C. a Utah limited liability
company with an address of PO. Box 7^4000, =359. Steamboat Springs. Colorado 80477.
Grantee, for the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars, the following described water right used and
diverted in Juab County, State of Utah:
Water Fight No. 15-1431 for the irrigation of 40 acres and stock
watering of 115 cattle or equivalent; and approved Change
Application No. a21754 for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stock
watering of S3 cattle or equivalent and the domestic use of 2
families; and Change Application No
.

WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this

da\ of

_ . 2002.

Michael S. Kevte. Grantor

By:
Michael S. Keyte
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY" OF

)
)ss.
)

On this
day of
____« 2002. personally appeared before me
Michael S. Ke>ie. the signer of the within instrument, who duN acknowledged to me ma: he she
executed the same

Notary Public
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EXHIBIT MB
After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen. LLP
• 11 East Broadway. Suite \ 100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
, 2002 is by and between MICHAEL S. KEYTE an individual with an
address of P.O. Box 274, Mona, Utah S4645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a
Utah limited liability company with an address of P.O. Box "774000, ==359, Steamboat Springs,
Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
I

Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431 and approved Change Application No.
a21754 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of Utah which is more particularly described
as a water right with a maximum diversion of 163.22 acre-feet of water for the sole supply
irrigation of 40 acres and stock watering of 115 caule or equivalent under the water right and
sole supply irrigation of 40 acres, stock watering of S3 cattle or equivalent, and domestic use of 2
families under the approved change application.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated
. 2002 (the "Effective Date""), pursuant to which
Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buver's nshts under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged. Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Gran: of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereb\ grants to 3uyer. and Buyer has accepted and hereb;accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option"j to purchase the Water Pvight.

(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for a 6-month period (the "Option Period")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last day of the Option Period.
The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Option
Period for additional 6-month periods commencing on the termination date of the Option Period
and ending at midnight on the las: day of the extended period. The closing date for the purchase
of the Water Right is ninety (90) days from the date that the Buyer exercises the Option. The
Option may be extended to a maximum of 36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at amy time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or crearing or allowing to be created any Qxcspiion, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall .nure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Selier have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

Michael S. Kevte
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BUYER:
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited
liability company
I
l

By:
Its:

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
:ss
)

On the
day of
2002, before me personally appeared
Michael S. Keyte. known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
: ss.
)

On the

day of
. 2002, personally appeared before me
, who. being by me duly sworn, did say, that (sjhe is the
managing member of SPRING C.ANTON ENERGY'.. L.L.C a Utah limited liability Company
and thai the above Water Right Option .And Purchase Agreement v. as signed by fnim)(her) in
behalf of said limited liability company.

Notan Pub he

J>
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

August 1,2002
Theodore T. Banasiewicz
Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C.
31 585 Runway Place
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477
Re:

•

Blake Garrett Option

Dear Ted:
Enclosed you will find two Option and Purchase Agreements and a
Memorandum of Water Right Option. Please sing, notarize and send back.

Steven J.

Vuyovich

Very truly yours,

(SOI) 323-3264
«urouis@hrr). com
Attorneys

at Law

111 East

Broadway

C^'-^i^^

UuU/^

Steven J. Vuyovich

Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah
84111-5233
Tel (801) 521-5300
Fax

(801)521-9639

www.hro.com
Salt Lake City
Denver
Boulder
Colorado Springs
London
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MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

TIKS MEMORANDUM OF WATHR
(Vwu;.V ^
. 2002 is hy and between R,
IKUIIUSS "of Norlh Airpoil Road, Ncphi, Utah
U L , C , a Utah limited liability company vvitli an
Spring, Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")

RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
BLAKE GARRK1T an individual wills an
8464S and SPRUNG CANYON ENERGY,
address of P.O. Cox 774000, #359, Steamboat

Recitals
A.
Seller owns: Water Right No, 53-97 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of
Utah which is more particularly described as a perfected water right with a maximum diversion
of 384 aero-feel oTwalcr for thw* sole supply irrigation of 96 acres.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
{ihc: "Agreement"), dated J$ ,/\ u a ^ v j t
. 2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to which
Seller has j» anted an option lo Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
O.
Seller and Duycr are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which arc
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
!.

£l?ii n J-.nCPniJp.^

(a)
Subject 1o (he terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Ayreemeni, Seller has luanted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (ihc "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
lo l!\u Agreement. Ihc Option will bu exercisable for a 6-mouth period (the "Option Period")
winch begins on the Effective Date and zntls at midnight on the last day of the Option Period.
The Agreeineul permits Buyer, subject to the icons and conditions thereof to extend the Option
Period for additional 6-uionth periods commencing on the termination date of ihc Option Period
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and endinfi at midnight on the last day of the extended period. The closing dale lor ihe purdui.se
of the Wafer Riglu is one year from the dare that ihe Buyer exercises the Option, The Option
may be extended to a maximum oT36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access Jo Subject Property. Pursuant lo the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time nncl iron, lime u> time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller lo which the
Water Riglu is appurtenant in order lo complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
CoTiyeymiee Prohibitions, The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to ihe Agreement,
any righL, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or advene claim
aijoinst Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under ihe Agreement
4.
L^i^ljjrt.Inlcrcst This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
(lie benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns,
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
l|te parties under this Memorandum arc subject to all o^ die terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WirRRROF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum lo be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
R. BLAKE GARRETT

R. Blake Garrett
BUYER:
SPRING CANYON KiNERGY, LJLC. a Utah limited
liability company
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2002, before me peri.j:\.
Bir.ke Ckirri'U, known to mc 1c be the person that executed the within am! .oreuir.:\t> ius'.r.aacr.t,
who only acknowledged lo mc lhat he ox ecu led the same.
NOTARY PUBLIC
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On ihc _ , ^ , - . day of /Aj(J''U S '
2002, personally npj yean il before nic
( xl5r^Q0^\SL\.blVC^
» whotA})<*ir}g by mo duly sworn, did say, dial (s)hc is the
managing member of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L L . f \ a Uiali limilod liiibiiily Company
and that the above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (liiniXhcr) in
bdrutf ofsaid limited liability company,
|
sr\

N/uary~Public
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WATER RIGHT OPTION AND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT

THIS WATER RIGHT OPTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
entered into as o f the g ^ - day o f ( k A f r u ^ P
, 2 002, b y and b etween R. B LAKE.
GARRETT, whose mailing address is North Airport Road, Nephi, UT 84648 ('Seller") and
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company whose mailing address
is P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 ("Buyer"). The Seller and Buyer are
referred to collectively in this Agreement as the "Parties."

RECITALS
A. Seller owns Water Right No. 53-97, Certificate No. 11837 (the "Water Right") and
desires to sell the Water Right to Buyer. Seller represents that the Water Right has been
quantified by the Utah State Engineer's Office ("State Engineer") as yielding a sole supply for
the irrigation of 96 acres (384 acre feet annually).
B. Buyer desires to purchase the Water Right from Seller for industrial use at a facility
(the "Facility") to be constructed according to the following terms and conditions. Seller desires
to sell the Water Right to Buyer under the same terms and conditions.

AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and conditions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree as follows:
1. Option to Purchase. Seller hereby sells, gives and grants to Buyer, and its assigns, the
exclusive option to purchase (the "Option"), for the price hereinafter set forth, all of Seller's
right, title, estate and interest in and to the Water Right. The Option becomes effective when this
Agreement has been signed by the Parties and the Initial Option Fee provided for in Section 2
has been deposited with the escrow agent designated in Section 4 below (the "Escrow Agent").
1.1. Purchase Price. The price to be paid for the Water Right shall be Four Thousand
Dollars (54,000.00) for each acre-foot presently approved for diversion under the Water Right,
for a total purchase price of One Million Five Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand Dollars
(51,536,000.00) (the "Purchase Price7').
2. Consideration for Option. As consideration for the Option, Buyer shall say to Seller
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty Dollars (515,360.00) as the initial option fee (the "Initial
Option Fee"). If Buyer elects to extend the Option beyond the initial 6-month period, Buyer
shall make the additional Option payments for each extension as further described herein.
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2.1. The Buyer shall within 10 days from the date this Agreement is
ie Parti.es
deposit the Initial Option Fee in escrow in an interest-bearing account to be .. . ^ _e Escrow
Agent. The Initial Option Fee, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be released to
Seller and become non-refundable to Buyer upon Buyer's written notice to Seller and Escrow
Agent that all of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this Agreement
have been satisfied. The Initial Option Fee is in addition to, and shall not be credited against, the
Purchase Price.
2.2... Buyer may extend the Option for up to 36 months from the date 'the Parties sign this
Agreement by depositing an additional Option payment with the Escrow Agent in the amount of
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty Dollars ($15,360.00) (a "Deposit") for each six (6)
months that Buyer elects to extend the Option, and by giving notice as set out in Section 3. The
first such Deposit shall be made, if at all, within six months from the date Seller executes this
Agreement. Each time Buyer elects to extend the Option period, as further provided in Section
3, Buyer shall, within six (6) months of the previous Deposit, deliver another Deposit to the
Escrow Agent. Each Deposit shall be paid into the interest-bearing escrow account established
by the Escrow Agent and administered by it in conformance with the terms and provisions of this
Agreement. For example, if the Initial Option Fee was deposited into Escrow on August 1, 2002
and Buyer thereafter gives written notice of an election to extend this Option, Buyer must give
the notice as provided in Section 3 and deliver a Deposit to the Escrow Agent on or before the
first business day after February 1, 2003. If the Option is again extended, another Deposit must
be delivered to the Escrow Agent on or before August 1, 2003..
13. If Buyer exercises its Option as hereinafter provided, the principal amount of the
Deposits, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be credited to the Purchase Price.
3. Period of Option and Extension. "The initial period of duration of'tins Option is six (6)
months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement (the "Option Period"). At any time during
the Option Period, Buyer has the right to exercise its Option to purchase the Water Right or, at its
sole discretion, terminate the OnHnn The Option. Period may be extended in accordance with
the following:
^.i. -VL uic enu ui uie iiiiu.
>uyer nlay elect to extend the Option for
additional six (6) month periods up*
>
: Seller and payment of a Deposit in the
same amount and frequency as described in S ection 2 .2 hereof for each additional six-month
period.
3.2. If Buyer elects to extend the Option, it shall provide Seller with written notice of its
intention no later than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of the Option period together with
payment of the required Deposit to the Escrow Agent as set forth in Section 2.2. Buyer shall pay
an additional Deposit for each six (6) month period that Buyer elects to extend the Option.
3.3. Buyer may extend the Option to a maximum of thirty-six (36) months. The Option
shall expire upon failure of Buyer to extend the Option stnctly on the terms set out in this
Agreement, upon expiration of 36 months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement or \lpon
exercise of the Option by Buyer, whichever occurs first.
3119797 v3
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4. Escrow Agent and Opening of Escrow. The parties hereby designate First American
Title Insurance Agency, Inc. of 90 South Main, Fillmore, Utah 846311 as the Escrow Agent and
closing agent for all purposes under this Agreement. Buyer shall, within 10 days from the date
this Agreement is signed by the Parties deposit the Initial Option Fee with the Escrow Agent and
deliver an executed copy of this Agreement to the Escrow Agent.
5. Alienation of Interests; Encumbrances; Leases. As further consideration foF the sum
paid for this Option, Seller shall not sell, convey, or otherwise encumber the Water Right, in any
way, during the Option Period and if applicable, any additional extension(s). Seller further
agrees that he will not lease the Water Right or any part thereof during either the Option Period
or any extension of the Option Period without first securing the written approval of the Buyer.
5.1. Notice of Default; Trustee's Sale; Repossession; Foreclosure; Civil Litigation. In
the event of any notice of default, trustee's sale, repossession, foreclosure, civil litigation or other
action to enforce a lien or encumbrance against the Water Right, Buyer may take any reasonable
steps n ecessary t o p revent o r forestall s uch a ction i f s uch a ction w ould i mpair Buyer's rights
under this Agreement. Such action by Buyer may include, but shall not be limited to, directing
that any portion of the Initial Option Fee or any Deposit(s) paid into escrow may be paid to any
lienholder or creditor initiating action against Seller or the Water Right. Any amounts paid by
Buyer on behalf of Seller under this Section may be offset against the Purchase Price, at Buyer's
election.
6. Right of Entry. During the Option Period or any applicable extension, Seller shall
permit Buyer, its employees and agents, to enter upon the property of Seller to complete its due
diligence or to perform other work connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent
change application.
7. Conditions Precedent. Sections 7.1 through 7.6 shall be express conditions precedent
to the release of the Initial Option Fee, except that completion of Buyer's obligations under
Section 7.3 shall not be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.1. The Initial Option Fee shall be placed into escrow with the Escrow Agent for up to a
sixty (60) day due diligence period during which Buyer will investigate and confirm the nature
of the Water Right (the "Due Diligence Period"). To assist Buyer in the Due Diligence Period,
Seller shall, within two weeks of the execution of this Agreement, deliver at his expense, a
preliminary title report, together with legible copies of all documents referred to therein,
including, but not limited to, the deed of condemnation concerning the Water Right and the real
property that is shown as the place of use of the Water Right in the records of the State of Utah,
Division of Water Rights. If, prior to the end of the Due Diligence Period, Buyer objects to the
nature, sufficiency, or title to the Water Right, Seller shall have up to sixty (60) days after written
notice to cure said deficiency. During such cure period, the Initial Option Fee shall continue to

Items should be sent to the attention of Rob Sherman. Telephone number 435.743.6213 or 800.300.8344.
Deposit information: Wells Fargo Bank Account No. 061 0026825, ABA No. 121 000 248, e-mail rsherman@firstam.com.
#119797 v3
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be held in escrow. If deficiencies are not cured by the end of the cure period or such additional
time as may be approved by Buyer the Initial Option Fee shall be returned to Buyer and tins
Agreement shall terminate
> 2, Seller shall file with the State Engineer a permanent change application as provided
for under Utah Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Right to be diverted
from Buyer's proposed underground water well(s) and used at Buyer's Facility to be constructed
in the KElA of the SE1/. of Section 23, Township 11 South, Range 1 West SLBM or such other
location specified by Buyer (the "Change Application"). In this regard, the Parties are obligated
as follows.
{&) As soon as possible following the execution of this Agreement, but in no case later
than August 15, 2002, or such later date as may be approved by Buyer, Seller shall prepare and
file the Change Application with the State Engineer to facilitate Buyer's intended use of the
Water Right by Buyer. The Change Application shall show Buyer as the co-applicant and shall
be filed at the sole expense of Buyer. It is anticipated that the approved Change Application will
be conveyed by the same deed conveying the Water P ight at closing.
(b) 5elier shall throughout processing of the Change Application give good faith
cooperation and assistance to Buyer regarding the Change Application. Such good faith
assistance and cooperation shall be a continuing obligation under this Agreement, but shall not
be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7 3 Documents evidencing Seller's and Buyer's authority, ineIudin,T powers of attorney,
if needed, and such other evidence, as required, of Seller's and Buyer's autlioni , lo consummate
the transaction contemplated herein.
7.4. Delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent of a duly executed and acknowledged W ater
Right Deed, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and
Change Application to Buyer and any and all other documentation reasonably required by
Buyer's counsel to consummate this transaction. Such delivery shall be a conditional delivery
conditioned upon Buyer's exercise of the Option and completion of closing as set out in this
Agreement.
7.5. Execution and delivery to the Escrow Agent by the Parties u( a Memorandum ot
Water Right Option m substantially the form attached hereto as Exhabit "B" and recordation of
said Memorandum in the office of the Juab County Recorder of Juab County, Utah.
7 6 Delivery to the Escrow Agent of any approvals of this Agreement rajuirnj bw the
holder of any lien or encumbrance against the Water Right
7.7 If the conditions precedent set forth m Sections / I tliiougii < o have been
reasonably satisfied, Buyer shall notify Seller and the Escrow Agent of such in writing and the
Initial Option Fee shall become non-refundable to Buyer at that time The non-refundable Initial
Option Fee shall then be released to Seller
#119797 v3
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8. Water Rights Approvals. Buyer's use of the Water Right requires that the State
Engineer approve the Change Application provided in Section 7.2. Buyer's use also requires that
at least fifty percent (50%), or 192 acre feet of the 384 acre feet of water presently approved for
diversion annually under the Water Right, be approved as depletion under the approved Change
Application described in 7.2 hereof. In that regard:
8.1. Seller shall diligently prosecute the Change Application to a final non-appealable
approval by either the State Engineer or by the c ourts on appeal of any decision of the State
Engineer. If the State Engineer issues a decision that rejects the Change Application, or
approves t he C hange Application b ut 1 imits d epletion t o 1 ess t han 1 92 a ere feet p er year, t he
Buyer may elect to either terminate this Option or to seek judicial review of the State Engineer's
decision. The Buyer may also elect to terminate this Agreement if the State Engineer issues a
favorable decision (a decision approving the Change Application and designating at least 192
acre feet of depletion), but a third party appeals the favorable decision and the appeal is not
resolved within 60 days. If a judicial review action is filed by a third party and Buyer does not
terminate this Agreement, or if Buyer elects to seek judicial review of a decision from the State
Engineer, Buyer shall bear the expense of the judicial review action.
8.2. If the State Engineer approves less than 192 acre feet as depletion under said
approved Change Application, or if a third party appeals a favorable decision of the State
Engineer, Buyer may unilaterally withdraw from this Agreement upon written notice and any
Deposits and all interest thereon placed in escrow pursuant to Section 2, (which by definition do
not include the Initial Option Fee), shall be immediately refunded to Buyer. Seller shall be
entitled to retain the Initial Option Fee if Buyer withdraws under this Section 8.2.
8.3. If Buyer fails to exercise its Option hereunder, Seller may withdraw the Change
Application at any time after termination of the Option.
9. Exercise of Option. The Buyer and Seller each shall use their best efforts in
accompfishing the conditions precedent in Section 7 and the approval of the Change Application
as described in Section 8. If Buyer elects to exercise the Option, the Option shall be exercised by
Buyer giving written notice to Seller.
10. Closing of Purchase. If Buyer exercises the Option, the closing of such purchase
("Closing") shall be completed in accordance with this Section. The Parties may also provide
additional written instructions if the instructions are consistent with this Agreement. The Parties
instruct and authorize the Escrow Agent to close the purchase transaction as directed in this
Section and any consistent written instructions provided by the Parties.
({$£
lO.l. Closing Date. The transaction contemplated herein shall close-ono (••[) year from
the date that Buyer exercises this Option as set forth in Section 9 above, at the Escrow Agent's
office, or at such other time and place as may be mutually agreed upon by the Parties. In no
event, however, shall Buyer be obligated to close the transaction unless the conditions precedent
as set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 herein shall have first been satisfied, and the Change
Application approved as provided in Section 8, or if Buyer elects at its sole discretion, for any
reason whatsoever, to not exercise the Option and thereby decides to terminate the Agreement.
#H9797v3
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I I: .• :!! CI : si. ig E 1 : ; id Closing are terms used herein to mean the date the Purchase Price is paid
nit : • :::s :i :> v and the Water Right Deed and other instruments of conveyance of the Water Right,
if necessary, are filed for recordation in the office of the Juab County Recorder, Juab County,
Utah.
10.2.
following:

Buyer's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing Bi i/yer shall deliver to Seller the

1 U.J.I. Payment of the balance of'die Puicnabc m ^ m ca:
check payable to Seller or Seller's designee, plus Buyer's share of the ^i<
[U.-.J. t h e documents
contemplated herein that were d

.

:ashie;r"s

^u>.

.v of Buyer to consummate the transaction
*- -* iTent as provided for in Section 7 3.

10.2.3., .Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Seller's legal counsel to
c onsummate this transaction.
10.3
following:

Seller's Closing Deliveries.

At the Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer 'the

10.3.1. The duly executed and acknowledged Water Right Deed deposited with the
Escrow Agent prior to disbursement of the Initial Option Fee as provided for in Section 7.4
herein. Such execution and delivery prior to the disbursement of the Initial Option Fee shall be
deemed complete delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent, subject to the provisions of this
Section 10, for the purposes of Closing the sale of the Water Right and Change Application.
Such execution and delivery shall be deemed irrevocable except upon termination of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof. Seller shall nevertheless, if requested by Buyer,
execute and deliver at the time of the Closing a good and sufficient Water Right Deed in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and approved Change
Application to Buyer showing any changes as necessary at the time of Closing.
10.3.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Seller to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.3.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Buyer's and Seller's
counsel to consummate this transaction.
10.4. Costs and Expenses... Seller and, Bi lyei shall pa> i i i i be responsible for the
following costs and expenses:
10.4.1. Seller's Costs. Seller shall pay die costs incurred by him for legal, accounting
and other consultants' services together with all other costs incuued by Seller in the satisfaction
of Seller's obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and
expenses incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing.
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10.4.2. Buyer's Costs. Buyer shall pay the costs incurred by it for legal, accounting and
other consultants' services, together with all other costs incurred by it in the satisfaction of its
obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and expenses
incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing. Buyer shall pay all recordation fees for
recording the Memorandum of Water Right Option provided for in Section 7.5 and the Water
Right Deed upon Closing.
10.5. Possession. Seller shall cause such reconveyances of trust deed, mortgage releases,
cancellation of financing statements, and any other instruments as necessary to represent release
of any liens or encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application to be
removed prior to Closing, and Buyer shall be entitled to actual and exclusive right and
possession of the Water Right and approved Change Application, free of any person or other
entity having or claiming any possessory right, title or interest with respect thereto, as of the
Closing.
10.6. The Escrow Agent shall record all documents necessary to release Hens and
encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application; and record the Water
Right Deed from Seller to Buyer at the time of Closing.
10.7. The Escrow Agent shall disperse the Purchase Price proceeds first to pay Seller's
share of Closing costs, tax prorations and other such Closing Costs; second to retire any liens or
encumbrances against the Water Right and Change Application; and third, to Seller or to such
persons as Seller designates.
11. Seller's Representations and Warranties. Seller hereby makes the following
representations and warranties, (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that all references
herein to representations and warranties pertaining to the Water Right itself, and including the
Change Application shall be applicable as of the Closing Date) and agrees that such
representations and warranties shall survive the Closing:
11. Marketable Title. Seller shall have, as of the date of Closing, good and marketable
title to the Water Right, subject to no liens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or adverse
easements or interests of any kind or nature whatsoever.
11.2. No Forfeiture or Abandonment. The Water Right is in good standing in the State
Engineer's office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the Water Sight as on
record in the State Engineer's office; the Water Right has been used beneficially within the last
five (5) years; and neither the Water Right nor any part thereof is subject to forfeiture or
abandonment for non use.
11.3. Authority. Seller and the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Seller have
the full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
11.4. Defaults. Seller is not in default in respect of any judgment, order, writ, injunction,
decision, law, ordinance or regulation of any court or governmental authority or under any lease,
#119797 v3
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mortgage, 01 othei agreement to which it, or the Water Right, Change Application, or any
I ition thereof, is or might be subject which might prohibit, delay, or interfere with the
consummation ofthe transaction contemplated hereby or affect the right, title, and interest or the
condition of the Water Right and Change Application; and the execution and delivery of this
Agreement. Further, the performance by Seller of its obligations hereunder will not (i) result in
the breach or termination of or violate or constitute a default under any such lease, mortgage, or
other agreement, or (ii) result m the creation or imposition of any lien, charge, or encumbrance
upon the Water Right or Change Application or any portion thereof, or (ni) violate any law,
regulation, judgment, or order of any governmental entitv
11.5. Documents- All documents delivered to Buyer pursuant hereto are, to the best of
Seller's knowledge, true, correct, and complete copies ofthe original documents. T he Water
Right and Change Application will not at Closing be subject to any unrecorded instruments
affecting the title to or the right to the use ofthe Water Right for the Buyer's purposes as set forth
herein.
11.0. Maintenance Pending Closing From and aiter the date of execution hereol and
until Closing, Seller shall maintain and manage the Water Right so as to do nothing which might
damage the value or condition ofthe Water Right and Change Application. Seller shall protect
the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment. Seller will not knowingly engage in any
conduct that will adversely affect the likelihood of a favorable decision on the Change
Application. If necessary to prevent forfeiture or abandonment ofthe Water Right, at Buyer's
sole discretion, Seller will, upon Buyer's request, file an Application for Nonuse of Water on an\
unused portion ofthe Water Right.
11./ Litigation and Claims. Seller has not received any notice of or is otherwise not
aware of any claims, actions, suits or other proceedings, whether pending, threatened, or to the
best of his knowledge, contemplated by any governmental department or agency or any
corporation, partnership or other entity or person whatsoever, or to the best of his knowledge,
after due inquiry, any facts which could constitute the basis for any claim or litigation which
might prohibit, delay or interfere with the consummation ofthe transaction contemplated hereby
or which, if adversely determined, might affect the right, title and mterest which may be acquired
by the Buyer m and to the Water Right and Change Application, or the condition or the value of
the Water Right and Change Application.
11.8. Available Data. At all reasonable times hereafter, up to and mcluding the Closing,
Seller and his accountants, engineers, and agents shall make available to Buyer, its counsel
and/or accountants or other consultants, for examination at reasonable times, all reports, studies
and all other relevant documents reasonably pertaining to the Water Right and Change
Application.
11 9 Water Right. The Water Right has been accurately and completely described m
this Agreement. All necessary approvals for use ofthe Water Right for Seller's present uses have
been obtained by or on behalf of Seller and are in full force and effect. The Water Right is titled
in Seller's name at the Utah Division of Water Rights.
#119797 /3
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12. Buyer's Representations and Warranties. In order to induce Seller to execute this
Agreement, and to enter in the transaction contemplated hereby, B uyer hereby represents and
warrants that:
12.1. Full Power and Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Utah and possesses the capability, power, and legal
authority to perform all acts and obligations required of it hereunder.
12.2. No Conflict. The execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement by the
Buyer and the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein will not (i) result in a
breach or acceleration of or constitute a default or event of termination under the provisions of
any agreement or instrument to which Buyer is a party or bound; or (ii) constitute or result in the
violation or breach by Buyer of any judgment, order, writ, injunction, or decree issued against or
imposed upon Buyer or result in the violation of any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation
of any governmental authority.
13. Risk of Loss. Risk of loss to the Water Right shall be Seller's until Closing and
transfer of title as herein provided, except any loss or reduction, subject to the provisions of
Section 8.2 hereof, that occurs as a result of any decision on the Change AppHcation.
14. 1031 Tax Free Exchange. Buyer agrees to allow Seller to convey the Water Right
and Change AppHcation through a like kind exchange pursuant to Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code and agrees to reasonably cooperate with Seller in accomplishing such exchange,
so long as the exchange will not injure or prejudice the interests of Buyer in any way. Seller
shall be solely responsible for making the arrangements necessary for such an exchange. Buyer
shall not be obligated to participate in any transaction under this Section which imposes any cost
or any liability whatsoever on Buyer. The Parties acknowledge that the arrangement of a like
kind exchange under this Section would be done solely for Seller's c onvenience and that any
such arrangement shall not constitute part of the consideration paid by Buyer for the Water Right
and Change Application or Option under this Agreement. Any exchange shall not delay the
Closing date without Buyer's prior written consent or increase the cost of Closing to Buyer.
Buyer shall not be required to acquire in its own name or in the name of an agent such property
as may be acquired by Seller to effectuate such an exchange.
tfO cht^s 15- Lease of Water Right and Change Application. The Parties acknowledge that the
one year period between the exercise of the Option and the Closing Date is for the sole purpose
of facilitating Seller's like kind exchange described in Section 14 (the "Exchange Period") and
that Buyer may need to divert and use the water made available under the Water Right and
Change Application during the Exchange Period. If requested by Buyer, Seller shall lease the
water available under the Water Right and Change Application to Buyer for One Dollar (SI.00)
during the Exchange Period. No interest on the Purchase Price of the Water Right and Change
Application shall be charged to Buyer during the Exchange Period.

rfl 19797 v3
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P jmedies in the Hvent of Default.
I n I Seller's Default. In the event of Seller's default hereunder for any reason, Buyer
shall deliver written notice hereof to Seller. If Seller does not cure such default within ten (10)
days after receiving written notice thereof, Buver shall be entitled to pursue all rights or remedies
allowed to it at law or in equity
lo.i. Buyer s Detault. The Parties recognize that Seller will incur expense in connection
with the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and that it is extremely difficult and
impractical to ascertain the extent of the detriment to Seller caused by Buyer's breach of this
Agreement and the failure of the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein or the
amount of compensation Seller should receive as a result of Buyer's breach or default. In the
event of Buyer's default hereunder for any reason, Seller shall deliver wntten notice thereof to
Buyer. If Buyer does not cure within ten (10) days after receiving written notice and the sale of
the Water Right and Change Application is not consummated because of Buyer's default, then
the retention of the sums in the escrow account shall be Seller's sole and exclusive remedy and
not a penalty, and shall be in lieu of any other monetary or other relief.
i /. Brokerage. Seller shall pay and be solely responsible for the payment of any and all
brokerage commissions or other compensation due to any person or entity on account of the
execution or performance of this Agreement or the consummation of the transaction
contemplated hereby, if tiny. Seller hereby indemnifies Buyer from any and all liabilities,
damages, losses and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees and
disbursements) arising out of any and all claims made by anv person or other entitv with whom
Seller has dealt.
18. Indemnity.
18.1. By Seller. Seller shall indemnify, and hold Buyer, its officers, employees and
agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from or otherwise arising out of (i) claims of whatever nature (including
without limitation claims for personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) based on
causes of action arising prior to the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts, and utility companies, if any, all with respect to matters that occurred prior to
the Closing Date, and (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Seller under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing
18.2. By Buyer. Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller, his partners, officers, employees
and agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from (i) claims of whatever nature including without limitation claims for
personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) against Seller or the Water Right based on
causes of action arising after the Closing Date, (n) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts and utility companies, if any, all with respect to matters that occurred after the
Closing Date, (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
2119797 v3
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agreement made by Buyer under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
19. Notices. Any and all notices, demands, or other communications required or desired
to be given hereunder by Buyer and Seller shall be in writing and shall be validly given or made
to another Party if served either personally or if deposited in the United States mail, certified or
registered, or postage prepaid, return receipt requested.

To Seller:
R. Blake Garrett
North Airport Road
Nephi, UT 84648

To Buyer:
Spring Canyon Energy, LX.C.
P. O. Box 774000, #359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

With a copy (which shall not With a copy (which shall not
constitute notice) to:
constitute notice) to:
Warren H. Peterson
Jody L. Williams
Waddingham & Peterson
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
362 West Main
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Delta, UT 84624-9205
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-5233

Either Party hereto may change its address for the purpose of receiving notices, demands and
other communications as herein provided by a written notice given in the manner aforesaid to the
other parties.
20. Further Assurances. Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver any and all
additional papers, documents, and other assurances, and shall do any and all acts and things
reasonably necessary in connection with the performance of their obligations hereunder and to
carry out the intent of the parties hereto.
21. Attorney's Fees. In the event any action or negotiation is instituted by a Party to
enforce any of the terms and provisions contained herein, each Party shall pay its own attorney's
fees, costs and expenses.
22. Modification or Amendments. No amendment, change or modificaton of this
Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto.
23. Integration. This Agreement and the attachments hereto constitutes the entire
understanding and agreement of the parties with respect to the purchase of the Water Right and
any and all prior agreements, understandings or representations are hereby terminated and
canceled in their entirety and are of no force and effect
24. Waiver. The waiver by any Party to this Agreement of a breach of any provision of
this Agreement shall not be deemed a continuing w aiver or waiver of any subsequent breach
whether of the same or another provision of this Agreement.
2119797 -/3
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25. Applicable Law. 'This Agreement shall he* governed by the law: uj ihe Siadj u'l Utah.
26. Survival. The covenants, warranties, representations and indemnities contained
herein shall survive the Closing.
27. Construction. All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number
and gender in which they are used, shall be deemed and construed to include any other number,
singular or plural; any gender, either masculine or feminine; and any corporation, partnership or
other business entity and any persons acting in a representative capacity, as the context or sense
of this Agreement or any section or clause herein may require..
28. Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in this
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way shall be construed as
defining or limiting the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement nor as affecting the
interpretation of the provisions hereof
29. Condemnation. In the event that condemnation by a qualifying entity of all or a
portion of the Water Right and Change Application shall be instituted or threatened prior to
Closing, Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, and upon such termination
Escrow Agent shall return all Deposits and interest thereon held in the escrow account and
neither Seller nor Buyer shall have any rights or obligations hereunder. In the alternative, Buyer,
at its sole discretion, shall have the right to purchase the portion of the Water Right not subject to
condemnation, in which event the Purchase Price shall be reduced in proportion to that part of
the Water Right acquired.
30. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding .. - ^u inure to the benefit of the
Parties hereto, and to their respective heirs, personal representatives, administrators, executors
successors and assigns.
31. Assignment. Buyer shall have the right to assign this Agreement and all of Buyer s
right, title and interest in this Agreement without restriction, but notice of any such assignment
shall be given in writing to Seller.
32. Counterpart Execution. This Agreement may be executed as one instrument signed
by both Parties or in separate counterparts hereof, each of which counterparts shall be considered
an original and all of which shall be deemed to be one instrument, and any signed counterpart
shall be deemed signed and delivered by the Party signing it if sent to any other Party hereto by
electronic facsimile transmission
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IN WETNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and
year first written above.
R. BLAKE GARRETT

STATE OF isfojL

)

COUNTY OF ^pc^-h

)

On this ^/^HMayof
2002, before me, the undersigned, a notary
l/'CJT
public in and for said state, personally'appeared R. Blake Garrett, known to me to be the person
whose name is subscnbed to the within mstrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
&
Notary Public
NOTARY ? U 3 L « 0
LON R W . C K c L
3 MORTH MAIN
NEPHI, UT S464S
COMMISSION EXPIRES
NOV 10 T 2C03
STATE OF UTAH

13
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SPRING CANYON ENEPG'r I I C.

\-S

Its- Ptiylt^p^L
STATE OF , tlfaAJ-6

)
ss.

COUNTY OF W /
On tlie
^„
da>
.
—j of
_ /J
, t,MJfl
^ bit
-.
, J(J0*1, personally appealed beiore me
jLaij> DA A Af^^^cZ-^
7 who, bfgmg by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
manager of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah Umited Uability Company and that the
above Water Right Option And Purchase Agxeement was signed by (him)(her) in behalf of said
limited liability company.
f\

n\

cue

My Commission Expires:
March 9,2005
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EXHIBIT "A

After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233

WATER RIGHT DEED

R. BLAKE GARRETT, an individual, with an address of North Airport Road, Nephi,
Utah 84648, Grantor, hereby conveys and warrants against all persons claiming by, through or
under him, but not otherwise, to SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited liability
company, with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477,
Grantee, for the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars, the following described water right used and
diverted in Juab County, State of Utah:
384 acre-feet of Water Right No. 53-97, perfected for the iuigation of 96 acres
(sole supply) and Change Application No.
.

day of _

WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this

_, 2002.

R. Blake Garrett

By:
R. Blake Garrett
STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
)ss.
)

2002, personally appeared before me R.
_day of
On this
Blake Garrett, the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he/she
executed the same.

Notary Public

HRO-00117
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EXHIBIT MB'!
After Recording Return to.
Jod> L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 841 \l~5221

MEA

UM OF WATER RIG&T OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
, 2002 is by and between BLAKE R. GARRETT an individual with an
address of North Airport Road, Nephi, Utah 84645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY,
L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company with an address of RO. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat
Springs, Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
Recitals
A.
Seller owns A
I No. 53-97 (the "Water Right77) in Juab County, State of
Utah which is more particul \i\) iLuUibed as a perfected water right with a maximum diversion
of 384 acre-feet of water for the sole supply irrigation of 96 acres
TIN#
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated
, 2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to
which Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and suifktaic <, of A Inch are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1

\ jrant oi Option

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for an 18 month period (the "Option Period")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last dav of the Option Period.

HRO-00118

The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Option
Period for an additional 18 month period (the "Extended Option Period") commencing on the
termination date of the Option Period and ending at midnight on the last day of lie Extended
Option Period. The closing date for the purchase of the Water Right is one year from the date
that the Buyer exercises the Option.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon the property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform, other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
BLAKE R GARRETT

By:

BUYER:
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited
liability company
By:
Its
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STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
:ss
)

On the
day of
2002, before me personally appeared Blake
R. Garrett, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing instrument, who
duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

)
:ss
)

On the

day of
2002, before me personally appeared
, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that she executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

HRO-00120

After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Laice City, Utah 84111-5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER
&±d±sZ £
2002 is by and between R.
address of North Airport Road, Nephi, Utah
L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company with an
Springs, Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")

RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
BLAKE GARRETT an individual with an
84648 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY,
address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat

Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-97 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of
Utah which is more particularly described as a perfected water right with a maximum diversion
of 384 acre-feet of water for the sole supply irrigation of 96 acres.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated 5 /\UC*IAA\~"
2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to which
Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Grant of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to t he A greement, the Option w ill b e exercisable for a 6 -month p eriod (the "Option P eriod")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last day of the Option Period.
The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Option
Period for additional 6-month periods commencing on the termination date of the Option Period

"""""
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and ending at midnight on the last day of the extended period. The closing date for the purchase
of the Water Right is one year from the date that the Buyer exercises the Option. The Option
may be extended to a maximum of 36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any hen or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
R BLAKE GARRETT

$S$JL ffiv^~

R. Blake Garrett
BUYER:

SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited
liability company

B y / ^ / 6 (TM/XJHltaJ^
Its: Pu>iOMoJ , OXt^^U

.
,
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STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF &Jo

)
:ss
)

On the ^ A - d a y of XXZi&f
2002, before me personally appeared R.
Blake Garrett, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing instrument,
who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF

Cdl^d
: ss.

COUNTY OF
On the

5~

day of

NCTAttY P U S U C
LQN R. WICKEL
3 NORTH MAIH
NEPHI, UT 846*i3
COMMISSION EXPIRES
NOV. 1Q.2G03
STATE OF UTAH

r
2002, personally appeared before me
&
who^/t^ing by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the

managing member of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability Company
and that the above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in
behalf of said limited liability company.

MyComm/ss JO nE xpires .
M a
^ 9, 2005P QS'
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

August". 2002
Rob Sherman
First American Title Insurance Agency, Inc
90 South Maui
Fillmore. LT 84621
Re:

n

Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement

Dear Mr. Sherman:
Enclosed please find the following documents relating to the purchase of waterrightsin Juab County
by Spring Canyon Energy. LLC from Blake Garrett;

•
Jody L. Williams
wiilia/n (a hro.com

Attorneys at Law
111 East Broadway
Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah
smn-5233
Tel (501)521-5800
Fax (SOI)521-9639
www.hro.com
Salt Lake CityDenver

Copy of the Executed Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement with attached
unexecuted Exhibits A and B.
Original of the Executed Memorandum of Water Right Option.
Check in die amount of SI5.360.00 as the Initial Oprion Fee described in paragraph 2 of
the Water Right Option and. Purchase Agreement, and
Check in the amount of S 14.00 to record the executed Memorandum of Water Rights
Option.

Please deposit the S 15.360.00 check in your trust account and use the S 14.00 check to record the
Memorandum of Water Rights Option in the Office of the Juab County Recorder.
Please also forward a copy of your standard escrow instructions to me. as attorney for Spring Canyon
Energy, LLC and Warren Peterson, anomey for Blake Garrert. for review and execution. Given the
detailed nature of the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement, your standard escrow
instructions should be sufficient for the transacnon.
After your review of the documents, please call me or Warren Peterson if you have questions.
Thank you.
Very truly yours.

Boulder
Colorado Springs
London

Jtfdv L. Williams

cc: Warren Peterson, wenciosures
1 original of Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
1 copy of Memorandum of Option
1 copy of check
cc: Ted Banasiewicz
1 copy of Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
I copy of Memorandum of Option
I copy of check
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FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
90 North Main Street. Fillmore. Utah 84631
PHONE- (435) 743-6213 or RAX. (435) 743-6212
TOLL FREE 1-800-300-8344

RECEIVED
AUG 1 :• 20G2
H.R.0.-S.LC.

August 16, 2002
JODY L. WILLIAMS
Attorneys at Law
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233
Dear Jody L. Williams
Enclosed are the General Escrow Conditions relating to Spring Canyon Energy, LLC from Blake
Garrett. Please fill in the necessary spaces and return to us at the above address.
If you have any questions please feel to call us.
Sincerelv

Connie Noyes
Escrow Assistant

HRC-01323
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ES^OWINSTRUCT: NS
Order No.

Date: August 16, 2002

TO: First American Title Insurance Company
90 North Main
Fillmore, Utah 84631
These instructions submitted this date, to you as Escrow Agent, frr-the undersigned
Seller(s) and Buyer(s), of the following Water Right siruation in Juab County, State of
Utah, to-wii:

TOGETHER WITH all rights, privileges, easements, rights of way, improvements
and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anyway appertaining thereto.

of

SUBJECT TO covenants, conditions, restrictions, reservations, easements and rights
way of record.

WITNESSETH:
The undersigned parties hereby employ you as ESCROW AGENT to complete the
closing of this escrow (sale) in accordance with the following insimctions. The parties
agree to deliver to you all properly executed instruments, documents, and funds necessary
to comply with the terms hereof; and which you may use when you have satisfied tne
terms and provisions of this agreement, or are in position to do so, on or before the date
of the attached contract
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Escrow Insirucnons

POSSESSION DATt
PRORATE AND/OR ADJUST THE FOLLOWING AS OF
1
2
3
4
5

Taxes and special assessments
Fire and casualty insurance and FHX insurance, if applicable
Interest on all encumbrances
Rents, if any, per rent statement
Charge the Buyer and credit the Seller for funds held in impound
account, if any, pertaining to ary loans assumed by Buyer

WATER STOCK AND/OR WATER RIGHTS
General instructions and conditions set forth on the reverse side hereof
are hereby incorporated in and made a part of the following
instructions
At the close of ESCROW you are to deliver or mail all documents, checks,
etc by regular mail to the persons entitled thereto at the addresses
provided below
Failure to close this ESCROW within the penod of time hereinabove
provided shall not automatically terminate or cancel the same You may
continued to regard it as executory until cancelled by-noticefrom-any
of the parties hereto m wnting
The SELLER agrees to sell, and the BUYER agrees to buy the above
described property upon the terms and conditions herein contained

/SELLER

/BUYER

/SELLER

/BUYER

Address,

Address

Phone Number
Social Security Numoer

Phone Number
Social Secunry Number

ACCEPTED THIS

day of August, 2002
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
Bv
ROD Sherman

Gr~ ERAL CONDIT- NS
HANDLING OF FUNDS AND DOCUMENTS: Deposit all funds in connection with this
escrow in any of our escrow accounts in any federally insured depository selected by you
and disburse same by the issuance of checks from said account. Pay encumbrances in
accordance with this agreement, prorate all agreed items, and record such escrowed
instruments as are necessary or proper for commission, and disburse balance of escrowed
funds to the party or parties entitled thereto. If sale be based on contract of sale, deiver
such contract and all related instruments to designated escrow collection agent. Cause
fire insurance policies to show the interest of the respective parties after closing sale.
You are hereby relieved of any obligation to determine if fire insurance policy is in force
and its premium paid.
TAXES AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS: It is understood'that property taxes are
assessed and interest on special assessments is charged on a calendar year basis. You are
therefore instructed to make all prorations thereof on that basis. In prorating taxes, if the
amount of the current year's taxes be unknown, use pnor year's taxes as a basis. You are
hereby released from any and all liability which could arise by reason of any variance
between the amount payable in taxes on the year of closing and on the said prior year. If
parcel being sold be a portion of a larger tract and no separate tax assessment is available
therefor, no proration shall be required to be made in escrow the Buyer and Seller hereby
agreeing that they will adjust the proration of taxes between themselves. You are to make
no proration of unpaid principal of special assessments unless specifically instructed to
do so. You shall have no assessment as may be reported by the various municipal offices
involved.
PRORATIONS: Before prorating items relating to existing encumbrances and in
accounting for assumed obligations and impounded reserves, obtain from agent or
individual making collections thereon all needed information, including rate of interest,
payment terms and existing balances. You are instructed to use information in making
required prorations and effecting settlement between the parties and are hereby released
from any liability or responsibility should the information furnished to and used by you
prove to be incorrect.
CANCELLATION OR AMENDMENT: This escrow may not be cancelled or its terms
modified without consent of all the parties hereto. Should either party to this escrow elect
TO cancel the same, vou are instracted to notify forthwith the remaining parties by mailing

M I S C E L L A N E O U S P R O V I S I O N S : Parties hereto agree that FIRS~ " M ^ C A N TITLE
INSURANCE COMPAN ±. <es no responsibility or liability of unreco. .JC
or mechanic's liens,
person property taxes, mining locations, rights of panies in possession of the premises, surveys, location of
improvement or boundary lines, use of property in compliance with zoning ordinances or restrictions and
such other matters as are excepted under Schedule "B" of the standard form policy or title insurance. It is
further agreed that FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, makes no representation as to
the sufficiency or validity of the documents deposited herewith nor makes any representations as to the
value, quantity, or condition of the property described herein. In the event sale includes furniture or other
personal property, it is understood and agreed that FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY
has made no search of the records for chattel mortgages or conditional sales contracts and does not certify
as to titie thereto, and buyer accepts the bill of sale with understanding. Parties hereto further agree that
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY assumes no liability for and is expressly released
from any claim or claims whatsoever in connection with the receiving, retaining, and delivering of the
above papers, except to account for payments made thereon, from which it is authorized to deduct its
customary collection charges and expenses, together with any amount which may be required to pay -costs,
attorney fees and other legal expenses by reason of any litigation or controversy which may arise in
connection herewith.
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, as ESCROW AGENT and ESCROWEE, assumes
no responsibility for determining that the parties to this escrow have complied with the requirements of the
Truth in Lending, Consumer Credit Protection Act, (Public Law 90-321), Utah Consumer Credit Code, or
similar laws.

ADDITION TO GENERAL CONDITIONS
DISCLOSURE OF TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS: Internal Revenue
Code Section 6109(h) imposes requirements for furnishing, disclosing, and including
taxpayer identification numbers in tax returns on the panies to a residential real estate
transaction involving seller-provided financing. The parties understand that the disclosure
reporting requirements are exclusive obligations between the parties to this transaction
and that FIRST AMERICA TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not obligated to transit
the taxpayer identification numbers to the Internal Revenue Service or to the parties.
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not rendenng an opinion
concerning the effect of this law on this transaction, and the parties are not acting on any
statements made or omitted by the escrow or closing officer.
To facilitate compliance with this law, the parties to this escrow hereby authorize FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY to release any party's taxpayer
identification number to any requesting party who is a party to this transaction. The
requesting party shall deliver a written request to escrow. The panies hereto waive all
rights of confidentiality regarding their respective taxpayer identification numbers and
agree to hold FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY harmless against
any fees, costs, or judgments incurred and/or awarded in connection with the release of
taxpayer identification numbers.
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has used reasonable commercial
efforts to determine that the depository bank and other commercial vendors selected by
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY are capable of processing
transactions without errors due to date field related computer processing errors, including
without limitation "Year 2000" errors. However, First American Title Insurance
Company expressly disclaims any liability resulting from date field related computer
processing errors, including without limitation, t:Year 2000" errors, of third panies upon
whom First .American Title insurance Company depends in processing escrows and/or
titles and over which First American Title Insurance Company has no control

Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

August 23, 2002

Michael S. Keyte
P 0 Box 2~4
Mona LT S4645

Re:

Water Risht Option and Purchase Agreement

Dear Michael:

Steven J. Vixyouich
^SOl; 3'23-326-i
Linvrist&tirG corn
Attorneys at Law
111 East Broadway
Suae 1100
Salt Lake City, Ltah
SlUl'5233
Tel 'S0V521-5SOO

Enclosed is your original copy of the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement") and two maps which are to be filed with the change application
that has been prepared for your water right. You may keep the Agreement for /our
records, but please pant and sign your name where indicated on each page o f the
change application maps and return them to us There are three maps. The first map
shows the existing points of diversion and place of use under your approved change
application. The second map shows the location of >our existing well as a proposed
point of diversion under the change application we will be filing for you and Spring
Canyon Energv The third map shov.s the other proposed points of diversion and
the proposed place of use for the water on the 40 acre parcel of land in the NE1 4
of the SEl'-i of Section 23. Township 1 IS. R 1W. SLBM.
Please call if you have an> questions concerning the change application maps.

Fax (SOL 521-9639
www. hro.com
Sat Lake City

V'erv trulv vours.

Denver

//

Boulder
Colorado Borings
London

Steven J. Vuvovich
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I Hereby Sabmir lHs_MapJn_Surjporc.of
Application
As A Tbe
Representation of My Knowledge and E^jef._
(PriBt Name).
(Signature)
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I Hereby Submit This Map In Sapport of - •
Application
~" As A True
T<epresen£aGon at'Mylnowledge and Belief."
^ /
(Print Name).
(Signature)
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Holme RL .

&OwenLLP

August 26, 2002
Mary Lou Sperry
Juab Title and Abstract Company
240 North Main Street
P 0 Box 246
Nephi UT 84648

Re:

H

Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. and Michael S. Keyte Water Right Option
and Purchase Agreement

Dear Ms. Speiry:

Steven J.

Vuyovich

(801) 323-3264
imyovis@hro. com
Attorney* at Law
til East

Broadway

Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah

Enclosed please find a completely executed copy of the Water Right Option and
Purchase Agreement ("Agreement") between Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. and
Michael S. Keyte and the completely executed original of the Memonindum of
Water Right Option ("Memorandum"). The Agreement is to form the basis of the
escrow instructions for this transaction. The Memorandum is to be recorded at the
Juab County Recorders office pursuant to the tenns of the Agreement.
Please call if you have any questions or concerns

84111-5233
Tel

(801)521-5800

Fax

(801)521-9639

www.kro.com

Very truly yours,

SaltLakeCity
Denver
Boulder
Colorado Springs

\5W/lfr^
Steven J. Vuyovich

London

a.21353 vl
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WATER RIGHT OPTION AND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT

THIS WATER RIGHT OPTION ANT) PURCHASE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
entered into as of the /44\day of A ^ U & T
, 2002, by and between MICHAEL S.
KEYTE, whose mailing address is P.O. Box 274, Mona, UT 84645 ("Seller") and SPRING
CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company whose mailing address is P.O.
Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, CO 80477 ("Buyer"). The Seller and Buyer are referred
to collectively in this Agreement as the "Parties."

RECITALS
A. Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431, Application No. D6919 and approved Change
Application No. a21754 (the "Water Right") and desires to sell the Water Right to Buyer. Seller
represents that the Water Right has been quantified by the Utah State Engineer's Office ("State
Engineer") as yielding 163.22 acre feet annually.
B. Buyer desires to purchase the Water Right from Seller for industrial use at a facility
(the "Facility") to be constructed according to the following terms and conditions. Seller desires
to sell the Water Right to Buyer under the same terms and conditions.
C. Buyer and Seller entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement on May
30, 2002 for the Water Right. The Parties desire that this Agreement replace and supersede the
May 30, 2002 Water Right Option and Agreement in its entirety.

AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and conditions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree as follows:
1. Option to Purchase. Seller hereby sells, gives and grants to Buyer, and its assigns, the
exclusive option to purchase (the "Option"), for the price hereinafter set forth, all of Seller's
right, title, estate and interest in and to the Water Right. The Option becomes effective when this
Agreement has been signed by the Parties and the Initial Option Fee provided for in Section 2
has been deposited with the escrow agent designated in Section 4 below (the "Escrow Agent").
1.1. Purchase Price. The price to be paid for the Water Right shall be Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000.00) for each acre-foot presently approved for diversion under the Water Right,
for a total purchase price of Six Hundred Fifty-Two Thousand Eight Hundred Eighty Dollars
($652,880.00) (the "Purchase Price").
2. Consideration for Option. As consideration for the Option, Buyer shall pay to Seller
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars ($6,528.80) as the
#120325 vl
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initial option fee (the "Iniual Option Fee"). If Buyer elects to e,^nd the Option beyond the
initial 6-month period, Buyer shall make the additional Option payments for each extension as
further described herein.
2.1. The Buyer shall within 10 days from the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties
deposit the Initial Option Fee in escrow in an interest-bearing account to be held by the Escrow
Agent. The Initial Option Fee, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be released to
Seller and become non-refundable to Buyer upon Buyer's written notice to Seller and Escrow
Agent that all of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this Agreement
have been satisfied. The Initial Option Fee is in addition to, and shall not be credited against, the
Purchase Price.
2.2. Buyer may extend the Option for up to 36 months from the date the Parties sign this
Agreement by depositing an additional Option payment with the Escrow Agent in the amount of
Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty Hundredths Dollars ($6,528.80) (a
"Deposit") for each six (6) months that Buyer elects to extend the Option, and by giving notice as
set out in Section 3. The first such Deposit shall be made, if at all, within six months from the
date Seller executes this Agreement. Each time Buyer elects to extend the Option period, as
further provided in Section 3, Buyer shall, within six (6) months of the previous Deposit, deliver
another Deposit to the Escrow Agent. Each Deposit shall be paid into the interest-bearing
escrow account established by the Escrow Agent and administered by it in conformance with the
terms and provisions of this Agreement. For example, if the Initial Option Fee was deposited
into Escrow on August 1, 2002 and Buyer thereafter gives written notice of an election to extend
this Option, Buyer must give the notice as provided in Section 3 and deliver a Deposit to the
Escrow Agent on or before the first business day after February 1, 2003. If the Option is again
extended, another Deposit must be delivered to the Escrow Agent on or before August 1, 2003.
2.3. If Buyer exercises its Option as hereinafter provided, the principal amount of the
Deposits, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be credited to the Purchase Price.
3. Period of Option and Extension. The initial period of duration of this Option is six (6)
months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement (the "Option Period"). At any time during
the Option Period, Buyer has the right to exercise its Option to purchase the Water Rjght or, at its
sole discretion, terminate the Option. The Option Period may be extended in accordance with
the following:
3.1. At the end of the initial Option Period, Buyer may elect to extend the Option for
additional six (6) month periods upon written notice to Seller and payment of a Deposit in the
same amount and frequency as described in Section 2.2 hereof for each additional six-month
period.
3.2. If Buyer elects to extend the Option, it shall provide Seller with written notice of its
intention no later than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of the Option period together with
payment of the required Deposit to the Escrow Agent as set forth in Section 2.2. Buyer shall pay
an additional Deposit for each six (6) month period that Buyer elects to extend the Option.
#119797 v3
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3.3. Buyer may extend the Option to a maximum of thirty-MX (36) months. The Option
shall expire upon failure of Buyer to extend the Option strictly on the terms set out in this
Agreement, upon expiration of 36 months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement, or upon
exercise of the Option by Buyer, whichever occurs first.
4. Escrow Agent and Opening of Escrow. The parties hereby designate Juab Title and
Abstract Company of 240 North Main Street, P.O. Box 246, Nephi, Utah 84648! as the Escrow
Agent and closing agent for all purposes under this Agreement. Buyer shall, within 10 days from
the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties deposit the Initial Option Fee with the Escrow
Agent and deliver an executed copy of this Agreement to the Escrow Agent.
5. Alienation of Interests; Encumbrances; Leases. As further consideration for the sum
paid for this Option, Seller shall not sell, convey, or otherwise encumber the Water Right, in any
way, during the Option Period and if applicable, any additional extension(s). Seller further
agrees that he will not lease the Water Right or any part thereof during either the Option Period
or any extension of the Option Period without first securing the written approval of the Buyer.
5.1. Notice of Default; Trustee's Sale; Repossession; Foreclosure; Civil Litigation. In
the event of any notice of default, trustee's sale, repossession, foreclosure, civil litigation or other
action to enforce a lien or encumbrance against the Water Right, Buyer may take any reasonable
steps necessary to prevent or forestall such action if such action would impair Buyer's rights
under this Agreement. Such action by Buyer may include, but shall not be limited to, directing
that any portion of the Initial Option Fee or any Deposit(s) paid into escrow may be paid to any
lienholder or creditor initiating action against Seller or the Water Right. Any amounts paid by
Buyer on behalf of Seller under this Section may be offset against the Purchase Price, at Buyer's
election.
6. Right of Entry. During the Option Period or any applicable extension, Seller shall
permit Buyer, its employees and agents, to enter upon the property of Seller to complete its due
diligence or to perform other work connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent
change application.
7. Conditions Precedent. Sections 7.1 through 7.6 shall be express conditions precedent
to the release of the Initial Option Fee, except that completion of Buyer's obligations under
Section 7.3 shall not be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.1. The Initial Option Fee shall be placed into escrow with the Escrow Agent for up to a
sixty (60) day due diligence period during which Buyer will investigate and confirm the nature
of the Water Right (the "Due Diligence Period"). To assist Buyer in the Due Diligence Period,
Seller shall, within two weeks of the execution of this Agreement, deliver at his expense, a
preliminary title report, together with legible copies of all documents referred to therein,
including, but not limited to, the real property that is shown as the place of use of the Water
Right in the records of the State of Utah, Division of Water Rights. If, prior to the end of the
1

Items should be sent to the attention of Mary Lou Sperry. Telephone number: (435)623-0387. Email:
juabtitle@nebonet.com
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Due Diligence Period, Buyer objects to the nature, sufficiency, or \mc to the Waler Right, Seller
shall have up to sixty (60) days after written notice to cure said deficiency. During such cure
period, the Initial Option Fee shall continue to be held in escrow. If deficiencies are not cured by
the end of the cure period or such additional time as may be approved by Buyer, the Initial
Option Fee shall be returned to Buyer and this Agreement shall terminate.
7.2. Seller shall file with the State Engineer a permanent change application as provided
for under Utah Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Right to be diverted
from Buyer's proposed underground water well(s) and used at Buyer's Facility to be constructed
in the NE!/4 of the SElA of Section 23, Township 11 South, Range 1 West, SLBM or such other
location within the Utah Lake basin upstream of Mona Dam specified by Buyer (the "Change
Application"). In this regard, the Parties are obligated as follows:
(a) As soon as possible following the execution of this Agreement, but in no case later
than August 15, 2002, or such later date as may be approved by Buyer, Seller shall prepare and
file the Change Application with the State Engineer to facilitate Buyer's intended use of the
Water Right by Buyer. The Change Application shall show Buyer as the co-applicant and shall
be filed at the sole expense of Buyer. It is anticipated that the approved Change Application will
be conveyed by the same deed conveying the Water Right at closing.
(b) Seller shall throughout processing of the Change Application give good faith
cooperation and assistance to Buyer regarding the Change Application. Such good faith
assistance and cooperation shall be a continuing obligation under this Agreement, but shall not
be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.3. Documents evidencing Seller's and Buyer's authority, including powers of attorney,
if needed, and such other evidence, as required, of Seller's and Buyer's authority to consummate
the transaction contemplated herein.
7.4. Delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent of a duly executed and acknowledged Water
Right Deed, in the form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and
Change Application to Buyer and any and all other documentation reasonably required by
Buyer's counsel to consummate this transaction. Such delivery shall be a conditional delivery
conditioned upon Buyer's exercise of the Option and completion of closing as sst out in this
Agreement.
7.5. Execution and delivery to the Escrow Agent by the Parties of a Memorandum of
Water Right Option in substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and recordation of
said Memorandum in the office of the Juab County Recorder of Juab County, Utah.
7.6. Delivery to the Escrow Agent of any approvals of this Agreement required by the
holder of any lien or encumbrance against the Water Right.
7.7. If the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 have been
reasonably satisfied, Buyer shall notify Seller and the Escrow Agent of such in writing and the
m 19797 v3
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Initial Option Fee shall become non-refundable to Buyer at that tin^. The non-refundable Initial
Option Fee shall then be released to Seller.
8. Water Rights Approvals. Buyer's use of the Water Right requires that the State
Engineer approve the Change Application provided in Section 7.2. Buyer's use also requires that
at least fifty percent (50%), or 81.61 acre ktt of the 163.22 acre feet of water presently approved
for diversion annually under the Water Right, be approved as depletion under the approved
Change Application described in 7.2 hereof. In that regard:
8.1. Seller shall diligently prosecute the Change Application to a final non-appealable
approval by either the State Engineer or by the courts on appeal of any decision of the State
Engineer. If the State Engineer issues a decision that rejects the Change Application, or
approves the Change Application but limits depletion to less than 81.61 acre feet per year, the
Buyer may elect to either terminate this Option or to seek judicial review of the State Engineer's
decision. The Buyer may also elect to terminate this Agreement if the State Engineer issues a
favorable decision (a decision approving the Change Application and designating at least 81.61
acre feet of depletion), but a third party appeals the favorable decision and the appeal is not
resolved within 60 days. If a judicial review action is filed by a third party and Buyer does not
terminate this Agreement, or if Buyer elects to seek judicial review of a decision from the State
Engineer, Buyer shall bear the expense of the judicial review action.
8.2. If the State Engineer approves less than 81.61 acre feet as depletion under said
approved Change Application, or if a third party appeals a favorable decision of the State
Engineer, Buyer may unilaterally withdraw from this Agreement upon written notice and any
Deposits and all interest thereon placed in escrow pursuant to Section 2, (which by definition do
not include the Initial Option Fee), shall be immediately refunded to Buyer. Seller shall be
entitled to retain the Initial Option Fee if Buyer withdraws under this Section 8.2.
8.3. If Buyer fails to exercise its Option hereunder, Seller may withdraw the Change
Application at any time after termination of the Option.
9. Exercise of Option. The Buyer and Seller each shall use their best efforts in
accomplishing the conditions precedent in Section 7 and the approval of the Change Application
as described in Section 8. If Buyer elects to exercise the Option, the Option shall be exercised by
Buyer giving written notice to Seller.
10. Closing of Purchase. If Buyer exercises the Option, the closing of such purchase
("Closing") shall be completed in accordance with this Section. The Parties may also provide
additional written instructions if the instructions are consistent with this Agreement. The Parties
instruct and authorize the Escrow Agent to close the purchase transaction as directed in this
Section and any consistent written instructions provided by the Parties.
10.1. Closing Date. The transaction contemplated herein shall close ninety (90) days
from the date that Buyer exercises this Option as set forth in Section 9 above, at the Escrow
Agent's office, or at such other time and place as may be mutually agreed upon by the Parties.
In no event, however, shall Buyer be obligated to close the transaction unless the conditions
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precedent as set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 herein shall have first been satisfied, and the
Change Application approved as provided in Section 8, or if Buyer elects at its sole discretion,
fox sxvy x^sott whatsoever, to uot. exercise the Option and thereby decides to tera\h\ate the
Agreement. The Closing Date and Closing are terms used herein to mean the date the Purchase
Price is paid into escrow and the Water Right Deed and other instruments of conveyance of the
Water Right, if necessary, are filed for recordation in the office of the Juab County Recorder,
Juab County, Utah.
10.2. Buyer's Closing Deliveries. At the Closing, Buyer shall deliver to Seller the
following:
10.2.1. Payment of the balance of the Purchase Price in cash or by certified or cashier's
check payable to Seller or Seller's designee, plus Buyer's share of the Closing costs.
10.2.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Buyer to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.2.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Seller's legal counsel to
consummate this transaction.
10.3. Seller's Closing Deliveries. At the Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer the
following:
10.3.1. The duly executed and acknowledged Water Right Deed deposited with the
Escrow Agent prior to disbursement of the Initial Option Fee as provided for in Section 7.4
herein. Such execution and delivery prior to the disbursement of the Initial Option Fee shall be
deemed complete delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent, subject to the provisions of this
Section 10, for the purposes of Closing the sale of the Water Right and Change Application.
Such execution and delivery shall be deemed irrevocable except upon termination of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof. Seller shall nevertheless, if requested by Buyer,
execute and deliver at the time of the Closing a good and sufficient Water Right Deed in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and approved Change
Application to Buyer showing any changes as necessary at the time of Closing.
10.3.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Seller to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.3.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Buyer's and Seller's
counsel to consummate this transaction.
10.4. Costs and Expenses. Seller and Buyer shall pay and be responsible for the
following costs and expenses:
10.4.1. Seller's Costs. Seller shall pay the costs incurred by him for legal, accounting
and other consultants' services together with all other costs incurred by Seller in the satisfaction
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of Seller's obligations unuer this Agreement, plus one-half of Uie Escrow Agent's fees and
expenses incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing.
10.4.2. Buyer's Costs. Buyer shall pay the costs incurred by it for legal, accounting and
other consultants5 services, together with all other costs incurred by it in the satisfaction of its
obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and expenses
incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing. Buyer shall pay all recordation fees for
recording the Memorandum of Water Right Option provided for in Section 7.5 and the Water
Right Deed upon Closing.
10.5. Possession. Seller shall cause such reconveyances of trust deed, mortgage releases,
cancellation of financing statements, and any other instruments as necessary to represent release
of any liens or encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application to be
removed prior to Closing, and Buyer shall be entitled to actual and exclusive right and
possession of the Water Right and approved Change Application, free of any person or other
entity having or claiming any possessory right, title or interest with respect thereto, as of the
Closing.
10.6. The Escrow Agent shall record all documents necessary to release liens and
encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application; and record the Water
Right Deed from Seller to Buyer at the time of Closing.
10.7. The Escrow Agent shall disperse the Purchase Price proceeds first to pay Seller's
share of Closing costs, tax prorations and other such Closing Costs; second to retire any liens or
encumbrances against the Water Right and Change Application; and third, to Seller or to such
persons as Seller designates.
I
11. Seller's Representations and Warranties. Seller hereby makes the following
representations and warranties, (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that all references
herein to representations and warranties pertaining to the Water Right itself, and including the
Change Application shall be applicable as of the Closing Date) and agrees that such
representations and warranties shall survive the Closing:
11.1. Marketable Title. Seller shall have, as of the date of Closing, good and marketable
title to the Water Right, subject to no liens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or adverse
easements or interests of any kind or nature whatsoever.
11.2. No Forfeiture or Abandonment. The Water Right is in good standing in the State
Engineer's office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the Water Right as on
record in the State Engineer's office; the Water Right has been used beneficially within the last
five (5) years; and neither the Water Right nor any part thereof is subject to forfeiture or
abandonment for non use.
11.3. Authority. Seller and the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Seller have
the full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
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11.4. Defaults. Seller is not in default in respect of any judgment, order, writ, injunction,
decision, law, ordinance or regulation of any court or governmental authority or under any lease,
mortgage, or other agreement to which it, or the Water Right, Change Application, or any
portion thereof, is or might be subject which might prohibit, delay, or interfere with the
consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby or affect the right, title, and interest or the
condition of the Water Right and Change Application; and the execution and delivery of this
Agreement. Further, the performance by Seller of its obligations hereunder will not (i) result in
the breach or termination of or violate or constitute a default under any such lease, mortgage, or
other agreement, or (ii) result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge, or encumbrance
upon the Water Right or Change Application or any portion thereof, or (iii) violate any law,
regulation, judgment, or order of any governmental entity.
1L5. Documents. All documents delivered to Buyer pursuant hereto are, to the best of
Seller's knowledge, true, correct, and complete copies of the original documents. The Water
Right and Change Application will not at Closing be subject to any unrecorded instruments
affecting the title to or the right to the use of the Water Right for the Buyer's purposes as set forth
herein.
11.6. Maintenance Pending Closing. From and after the date of execution hereof and
until Closing, Seller shall maintain and manage the Water Right so as to do nothing which might
damage the value or condition of the Water Right and Change Application. Seller shall protect
the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment. Seller will not knowingly engage in any
conduct that will adversely affect the likelihood of a favorable decision on the Change
Application. If necessary to prevent forfeiture or abandonment of the Water Right, at Buyer's
sole discretion, Seller will, upon Buyer's request, file an Application for Nonuse of Water on any
unused portion of the Water Right.
11.7. Litigation and Claims. Seller has not received any notice of or is otherwise not
aware of any claims, actions, suits or other proceedings, whether pending, threatened, or to the
best of his knowledge, contemplated by any governmental department or agency or any
corporation, partnership or other entity or person whatsoever, or to the best of his knowledge,
after due inquiry, any facts which could constitute the basis for any claim or litigation which
might prohibit, delay or interfere with the consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby
or which, if adversely determined, might affect the.right, title and interest which may be acquired
by the Buyer in and to the Water Right and Change Application, or the condition or the value of
the Water Right and Change Application.

I
11.8. Available Data. At all reasonable times hereafter, up to and including the Closing,
Seller and his accountants, engineers, and agents shall make available to Buyer, its counsel
and/or accountants or other consultants, for examination at reasonable times, all reports, studies
and all other relevant documents reasonably pertaining to the Water Right and Change
Application.
11.9. Water Right. The Water Right has been accurately and completely described in
this Agreement. All necessary approvals for use of the Wrater Right for Seller's present uses have
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been obtained by or on benalf of Seller and are in full force and efiect. The Water Right is titled
in Seller's name at the Utah Division of Water Rights.
12. Buyer's Representations and Warranties. In order to induce Seller to execute this
Agreement, and to enter in the transaction contemplated hereby, Buyer hereby represents and
warrants that:
12.1. Full Power and Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Utah and possesses the capability, power, and legal
authority to perform all acts and obligations required of it hereunder.
12.2. No Conflict. The execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement by the
Buyer and the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein will not (i) result in a
breach or acceleration of or constitute a default or event of termination under the provisions of
any agreement or instrument to which Buyer is a party or bound; or (ii) constitute or result in the
violation or breach by Buyer of any judgment, order, writ, injunction, or decree issued against or
imposed upon Buyer or result in the violation of any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation
of any governmental authority.
13. Risk of Loss. Risk of loss to the Water Right shall be Seller's until Closing and
transfer of title as herein provided, except any loss or reduction, subject to the provisions of
Section 8.2 hereof, that occurs as a result of any decision on the Change Application.
14. 1031 Tax Free Exchange. Buyer agrees to allow Seller to convey the Water Right
and Change Application through a like kind exchange pursuant to Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code and agrees to reasonably cooperate with Seller in accomplishing such exchange,
so long as the exchange will not injure or prejudice the interests of Buyer in any way. Seller
shall be solely responsible for making the arrangements necessary for such an exchange. Buyer
shall not be obligated to participate in any transaction under this Section which imposes any cost
or any liability whatsoever on Buyer. The Parties acknowledge that the arrangement of a like
kind exchange under this Section would be done solely for Seller's convenience and that any
such arrangement shall not constitute part of the consideration paid by Buyer for the Water Right
and Change Application or Option under this Agreement. Any exchange shall not delay the
Closing date without Buyer's prior written consent or increase the cost of Closing to Buyer.
Buyer shall not be required to acquire in its own name or in the name of an agent such property
as may be acquired by Seller to effectuate such an exchange.
15. Lease of Water Right and Change Application. The Parties acknowledge that the
ninety (90) day period between the exercise of the Option and the Closing Date is for the sole
purpose of facilitating Seller's like kind exchange described in Section 14 (the "Exchange
Period") and that Buyer may need to divert and use the water made available under the Water
Right and Change Application during the Exchange Period. If requested by Buyer, Seller shall
lease the water available under the Water Right and Change Application to Buyer for One Dollar
(SI.00) during the Exchange Period. No interest on the Purchase Price of the Water Right and
Change Application shall be charged to Buyer during the Exchange Period.
Jtl 19797 v3
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16. Remedies in the Event of Default.
16.1. Seller's Default. In the event of Seller's default hereunder for any reason, Buyer
shall deliver written notice hereof to Seller. If Seller does not cure such default within ten (10)
days after receiving written notice thereof, Buyer shall be entitled to pursue all rights or remedies
allowed to it at law or in equity.
16.2. Buyer's Default. The Parties recognize that Seller will incur expense in connection
with the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and that it is extremely difficult and
impractical to ascertain the extent of the detriment to Seller caused by Buyer's breach of this
Agreement and the failure of the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein or the
amount of compensation Seller should receive as a result of Buyer's breach or default. In the
event of Buyer's default hereunder for any reason, Seller shall deliver written notice thereof to
Buyer. If Buyer does not cure within ten (10) days after receiving written notice and the sale of
the Water Right and Change Application is not consummated because of Buyer's default, then
the retention of the sums in the escrow account shall be Seller's sole and exclusive remedy and
not a penalty, and shall be in lieu of any other monetary or other relief.
17. Brokerage. Seller shall pay and be solely responsible for the payment of any and all
brokerage commissions or other compensation due to any person or entity on account of the
execution or performance of this Agreement or the consummation of the transaction
contemplated hereby, if any. Seller hereby indemnifies Buyer from any and all liabilities,
damages, losses and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees and
disbursements) arising out of any and all claims made by any person or other entity with whom
Seller has dealt.
18. Indemnity.
18.1. By Seller. Seller shall indemnify, and hold Buyer, its officers, employees and
agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from or otherwise arising out of (i) claims of whatever nature (including
without limitation claims for personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) based on
causes of action arising prior to the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts, and utility companies, if any, all with respect to matters that occurred prior to
the Closing Date, and (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Seller under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
18.2. By Buyer. Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller, his partners, officers, employees
and agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from (i) claims of whatever nature including without limitation claims for
personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) against Seller or the Water Right based on
causes of action arising after the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
#119797 v3
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service contracts and utility companies, if any, all with respect to letters that occurred after the
Closing Date, (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Buyer under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
19. Notices. Any and all notices, demands, or other communications required or desired
to be given hereunder by Buyer and Seller shall be in writing and shall be validly given or made
to another Party if served either personally or if deposited in the United States mail, certified or
registered, or postage prepaid, return receipt requested.

To Seller:
Michael S. Keyte
P.O. Box 274
Mona, UT 84645

To Buyer:
Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C.
P. O. Box 774000, #359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

With a copy (which shall not With a copy (which shall not
constitute notice) to:
constitute notice) to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-5233

Either Party hereto may change its address for the purpose of receiving notices, demands and
other communications as herein provided by a written notice given in the manner aforesaid to the
other parties.
20. Further Assurances. Each of the parties hereto shall execute and deliver any and all
additional papers, documents, and other assurances, and shall do any and all acts and things
reasonably necessary in connection with the performance of their obligations hereunder and to
carry out the intent of the parties hereto.
21. Attorney's Fees. In the event any action or negotiation is instituted by a Party to
enforce any of the terms and provisions contained herein, each Party shall pay its own attorney's
fees, costs and expenses.
22. Modification or Amendments. No amendment, change or modification of this
Agreement shall be valid unless in writing and signed by the parties hereto.
23. Integration. This Agreement and the attachments hereto constitutes, the entire
understanding and agreement of the parties with respect to the purchase of the Water Right and
any and all prior agreements, understandings or representations are hereby terminated and
canceled in their entirety and are of no force and effect
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24. Waiver. The waiver by any Party to this Agreement 0i a breach of any provision of
this Agreement shall not be deemed a continuing waiver or waiver of any subsequent breach
whether of the same or another provision of this Agreement.
25. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah.
26. Survival. The covenants, warranties, representations and indemnities contained
herein shall survive the Closing.
27. Construction. All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number
and gender in which they are used, shall be deemed and construed to include any other number,
singular or plural; any gender, either masculine or feminine; and any corporation, partnership or
other business entity and any persons acting in a representative capacity, as the context or sense
of this Agreement or any section or clause herein may require.
28. Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in this
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way shall be construed as
defining or limiting the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement nor as affecting the
interpretation of the provisions hereof.
29. Condemnation. In the event that condemnation by a qualifying entity of all or a
portion of the Water Right and Change Application shall be instituted or threatened prior to
Closing, Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, and upon such termination
Escrow Agent shall return all Deposits and interest thereon held in the escrow account and
neither Seller nor Buyer shall have any rights or obligations hereunder. In the alternative, Buyer,
at its sole discretion, shall have the right to purchase the portion of the Water Right not subject to
condemnation, in which event the Purchase Price shall be reduced in proportion to that part of
the Water Right acquired.
30. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Parties hereto, and to their respective heirs, personal representatives, administrators, executors,
successors and assigns.
31. Assignment. Buyer shall have the right to assign this Agreement and all of Buyer's
right, title and interest in this Agreement without restriction, but notice of any such assignment
shall be given in writing to Seller.
32. Counterpart Execution. This Agreement may be executed as one instrument signed
oy both Parties or in separate counterparts hereof, each of which counterparts shall be considered
in original and all of which shall be deemed to be one instrument, and any signed counterpart
shall be deemed signed and delivered by the Party signing it if sent to any other Party hereto by
electronic facsimile transmission.
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33. May 30, 20U2 Option Superseded. That Water i^ight Option and Purchase
Agreement executed by Buyer and Seller for purchase of the Water Right dated May 30, 2002, is
hereby superseded in totality by this Agreement, and hereafter it shall be void and of no further
effect. Upon satisfaction of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this
Agreement, the check in the amount of Six Thousand Five Hundred Twenty-Eight and Eighty
Hundredths Dollars (56,528.80) dated July 30, 2002 and deposited to Juab Title and Abstract
shall be deemed to be the Initial Option Fee described in this Agreement.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and
year first written above.
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

STATE OF

iokJ^

COUNTY OF

)
:ss.

^M(4^>

On this
_ 2002, before me, the undersigned, a notary
public in and for said state, personally appeared Michael S. Keyte, known to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
WITNESS my hand and official seal.
It

NotaryPubflc

I

TBU0IL ROUSE

•

111 East Brcad*ey. Softs tlOO
SaftLaha C8y, Utah 04111

I
,

IJ i

/

I

F-'

otary Public

March 20,2006

L-—^T—-
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SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C.

By '^LfL'.l'llWjjLud^

6

.

its: PdnLdi-PiiLj r<\ft^frW
STATE

\^

OY^f^-^^cr)
: ss.

COUNTY OF y f ^ ^

)

,

On the /5f&
day of /^/^yy^^
, 2002, personally appeared before me
,//'/^
-.yi4///4S){£fj/Z.Z.
, whofbeing by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
manager of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited liability Company and that the
above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in behalf of said
limited liability company.

//V"

v

\ A

Notary Public

V ^ --—-*'^w
, -. : .^rr,, sr , nn « , n r c : g»23f2G^
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EXHIBIT "A

After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & OwenT LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233

WATER RIGHT DEED

MICHAEL S. KEYTE, an individual, with an address of P.O. Box 274, Mona, Utah
84645, Grantor, hereby conveys and warrants against all persons claiming by, through or under
him, but not otheiwise, to SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited liability
company, with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477,
Grantee, for the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars, the following described water right used and
diverted in Juab County, State of Utah:
Water Right No. 15-1431 for the irrigation of 40 acres and stock
watering of 115 cattle or equivalent; and approved Change
Application No. a21754 for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stock
watering of 83 cattle or equivalent and the domestic use of 2
families; and Change Application No.
.

WITNESS the hand of said Grantor this

day of

, 2002.

Michael S. Keyte, Grantor

By:
Michael S. Keyte
STATE OF UTAH

)

COUNTY OF

)

On this
day of
, 2002, personally appeared before me
Michael S. Keyte, the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he/she
executed the same.

Notary Public
#120325 vl
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EXHIBIT "B"
After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
, 2002 is by and between MICHAEL S. KEYTE an individual with an
address of P.O. Box 274, Mona, Utah 84645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a
Utah limited liability company with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs,
Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431 and approved Change Application No.
a21754 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of Utah which is more particularly described
as a water right with a maximum diversion of 163.22 acre-feet of water for the sole supply
irrigation of 40 acres and stock watering of 115 cattle or equivalent under the water right and
sole supply irrigation of 40 acres, stock watering of 83 cattle or equivalent, and domestic use of 2
families under the approved change application.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated
, 2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to which
Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Grant of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.

#120325 vl
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(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for a 6-month period (the "Option Period")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last day of the Option Period.
The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Option
Period for additional 6-month periods commencing on the termination date of the Option Period
and ending at midnight on the last day of the extended period. The closing date for the purchase
of the Water Right is ninety (90) days from the date that the Buyer exercises the Option. The
Option may be extended to a maximum of 36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and condilions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written.
SELLER:
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

Michael S. Keyte

2
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BUYER:
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited
liability company
By:
Its:

STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss

COUNTY OF
2002, before me personally appeared
day of
On the
Michael S. Keyte, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF
COUNTY OF

: ss.

On the

day of
, 2002, personally appeared before me
, who, being by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
managing member of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability Company
and that the above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in
behalf of said limited liability compai

Notary Public

HRO-0QG99
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After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111 -5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
n
(luAtiCpf / y
, 2002 is by and between MICHAEL S. KEYTE an individual with an
addfess of P.O. Box 274, Mona, Utah 84645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a
Utah limited liability company with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs,
Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-1431 and approved Change Application No.
a21754 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of Utah which is more particularly described
as a water right with a maximum diversion of 163.22 acre-feet of water for the sole supply
irrigation of 40 acres and stock watering of 115 cattle or equivalent under the water right and
sole supply irrigation of 40 acres, stock watering of 83 cattle or equivalent, and domestic use of 2
families under the approved change application.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated///xjHkl/~ 14
2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to which
Seller has granted an option tcr Buyer to purchase all of the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Grant of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and conditions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for a 6-month period (the "Option Period")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends at midnight on the last day of the Option Period.

HRO-0Q100

The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions inereof, to extend the Option
Period fof additional 6-month periods commencing on the termination date of the Option Period
and ending at midnight on the last day of the extended period. The closing date for the purchase
of the W^ter Right is ninety (90) days from the date that the Buyer exercises the Option. The
Option m^y be extended to a maximum of 36 months from the Effective Date.
2.
Access to Subject Property. Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
during the Option Period and Extended Option to enter upon any property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application.
3.
Conveyance Prohibitions. The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or interest in the Water Right, or encumbering the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or security interest or otherwise securing any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the Water Right other than the rights of Buyer under the Agreement.
4.
Parties in Interest. This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall inure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns.
5.
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement. The rights and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement. To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum afld the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above written. ,
SELLER:
MICHAEL S. KEYTE

Michael S. Keyte

"""y^
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BUYER:
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited
liability company
By:
Its:

STATE OF UTAH

YuL&ifiAs-

ftl^tvuS

)

:ss
COUNTY OF 3 w ^
2002, before me personally appeared
On the 1^1
day of
Michael S. Keyte, known to me to te the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.
Nota/yPubiic
H
TRUOIL ROUSE ,
Sa*LakeCty.UM) 84111
MyCamiMonExpkM
M«n*20.2D06

S

,
|

^JAMJJ, Q JCJ 1<4JJ~NOTARY PUBLIC

Stete_crfUtah__ _ |

STATE H t ^ ^ ^ ^
COUNTY OF %&ZZZ

)
: ss.
)

On the <&&
day of /sfas2Z<&?~
, 2002, personally appeared before me
^O/S ./trfJUrfS/ft/JfCZ
, w h o p b e i n g b y m e duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
managing member of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability Company
and that the above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in
behalf of said limited liability company.

•ZZsrc^-

Notary Public

My commission expires 9/23/2Q04
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FIRST AMER FILLMORE

FAX NO

14357436212

FomiNo 13M-A(19S2)
Plain Language Commitment

SCHEDULE A
ORDER/RrrLRENCE NO 00U7327
FSCROVWCLOSING INQUIRIES should be airecLcd to your Escrow office:
(435) 743-6213 Locatea at 90 North Mam, Fillmore, bT 84631

Rob Shei man (152),

1

Effective Date, August 27, ;:0G2 at 7 00 a m.

2

Policy or Policies to be issued NONE

3

The estate or interest in the 1 md described o r referred to m this commitment and covered herein is
fee simple and title thereto ii at the effective dale hereof vested in
R. BLAKIC GARRETT AND SUSAN KAY F GARRETT,
Husband and wife, as joint Tenants,
As to PARCEL 1,
NEPHIC11T,
A Municipal Corporation Of The State Of Utah,
Ai to PARCEL 2,
ROSCOE R. GARRETT,
As to PARCEL 3,
NEPHICUY,
A Municipal Corporation,
As to PARCEL 4,

R. RLAKE GARRETT AND SUSAN KAY F. GARRETT,
Husband and -^ife, as joint tenants,
As to PARCEL 5

HRC-012S7
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SE*-CI3-02 TUE 07 30 AM

P[RST AMER FtLLMORE

FAX NO,

<3S7436212

Tarn'No 1344-A(1982)
\LTA Plum Langu^ae Commitment

OracrNo

U4

0014 7327

t h e land r e h i r e d to m this commitment is situated m the County of J u a b , State of UTAH, and is
described as follows
P A R C E L t > B c g t i m t i ^ nt ttoc^Northwest .corner of S e c t i o n a l ^ T c n r n s h t p
- t h e n c e W e s t SO

ro€^dk»cx*lfci3fe54

m&fm&f&

12 S o u t h s

<^k*^§e<4i«r &oin>£**£beg&mm*rQ3£-?

East
,LKSS T H R F p U X J W l ^ ^
^ ^ fe^ala»£
c
t
r
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ g S l l g P I J ^ ^ , ^ ^ ! ? ^ 5 ? ^ of_Sectio.B- 31^ Tawnslaft I^Sb^^^IJ^^g: 1
EasL Salt L a k ^ I ^ ^ L ^ ^ ^ ^ ibeacc J^ariOs?4S^91 East438J^fee±. dang, die
Sectmn f^^^E^fo^^acl&cif^ft
rairreaLigLgtfc^
Ejuaricr
of SechaiLSUjtto^^gfS.g^ttTZy*' ES3^4^feer^tottg.tKe^^F^c^Ske Northwest
feet
q^rtcr/~ a f j h c ^ ^
* thencs.
r
"North Q^lTa5ZJEast893^& &etfhmorc^rJfess> to the paint afhc^anlii^.-

E X C E P T I N G T H E R E F R O M all coal, oil, gas and all othot minerals
P A R C E L 2^ I ^ n i a ^ ^ r a j p o a i t North 8 9 ° ^ 5 9 ^ E a < ^ 8 ^ ^
f r o m t h e No>r t I r w e s T a ^
"
_TSaiS^
N c ^ t o t s t j » r B c c _of tht! Northwest q u a r t e r of the gforthvrcst craftrtcr o f Section 31 »thence Saafch (TOT29" East 894-99 feet along,liteJCast Ltac of the N o r t h ^ t ^ r q i a r L e r of '
jfhTNor^woyc^^
feet; thence N o r t h 0*17*35*
J ^ t ^ ^ ^ g ^ ^ r Z ^ S S T t ^ t h e . p ^ f a t o f begin a t a g . (XB-2D34-2)r
F X C L P I H N G I H E R E T ROM all coal, oil, en* and all of her minerals

- ,

jL JL

tele&iteA^

P A K C E L 3 JJoginuiJi" 54 rodb Soufh of the JJG or times f corner of the NorthweM quarter " ^ A S ^ A ^ »
o( Section 3 1 , Township 12 South, Range tJ^East, Salt L a k e Base a n d M e r i d i a n thence
£-AjX'<<*/">
RastTflTTacftrr thciuc Sou ii 54 rods; thence West 80 rods, thence Noi th 54 rods, nioi c o i *
^ t J
less, to the point of beginning (XB-2035-1)
LESS T H E F O L L O W I N G Beginning a1 a point South 0 ° 0 r i r ' East 891 feet ainu? the
Section hne and North 9i)°00 , 00 rf East 880 77 feet fiom the INoithwest corner i f Section^
31, Township 12 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Rase; znd Meridian^thenec^VorfTj
9G°00'00 M Fast 443 °2 feet to the East line nf the iNoitlwcbl quartei of the Northwest
q u a r t e r thence South (i°0V29M Last 907 68 ((^ct alont; said East line: thence South
9 0 o u 0 , 0 0 n West 448 95 ft cu (hence North 0°17 T 3S n East 907 69 feet, moic oi l"S<s, to the
point of beginning
LXC r P U N G T H E R L F R O L M all coal, oil, t^2s and all other nimeials
P ^ R C L l 4 Bcmnniu" ac a pome South 0°01 r l 1" Last 891 feet alone; the Section line and
North 90°00 , 00' < Fast X80 77 feet from The Northwest c o m e r of Section 3 1 , Township 12
SatrtivJK^Ln^c: 1 Ea*i,Salt Lake Base and Meridian, thence Norfli 90°00 f 00 ,f Fast 44^ 92
fcc f to ihc East Tioc of ihc ISorThwest q u a r t e r of fhc Nonhwe^t q u a r t e r , thenee Sou r ii

HRO-01298

S F - C 3 - Q 2 TUE 0 7 : 3 0 AM

FIRST AflER FILLMORE

FomNa. I34^-A(1982)
ALT A Plain Language Commjtjncnl

FAX HO.

<357436212

r, Gb

Order No, O0I47327

0 o 0] , 29" East 907.68 feet along said East line; thence South 90°00f00H West 443,95 feet;
Ihcuce North 0°17 f 35" Fast 907,69 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning (XB2035-2)
EXCEPTING THEREFROM all coal, oil, gas and all other minerals.
PARCEL 5z TheSoatli hxtlT.of theNorttottt quarter of Section 36, Township 12 South/
*"Rsrogc i WesCSalt I^akc Base and McndbuL'CX(>2SSl) /
EXCEPTING THEREFROM all coal, oil, gas and ail other minerals.
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SCHEDULE B - Section 1
Requirements

The following are the requirements to be complied with:
(A)

Pay the agreed amounts for the interest in the land and/or the morrgage or deed of trust to be
insured.

(3)

Pay us the premiums, fees and charges for the policy. In the event the transaction for which
this commitment is furnished cancels, die minimum cancellation fee will be 520(3.00.

(C)

Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or the mortgage or deed of
trust to be insured must be signed, delivered and recorded.

(D) You must tell us in writing the name of anyone not referred to in this commitment who will
get an interest in the land or who will make a loan on the land. We may then make additional
requirements or exceptions.
(F)

llclcase(s), rcconveyjnce(s), and/or other instruments), acceptable ro the company,
moulding puyment(s] of any amount(s) due, for the purpose of clearing encumbrances shown
in Schedule B-2, attached hereto, which are objectionable to the proposed insured.

(F)

Other: NONE.

HRO-01300
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SCHEDULE B - Section. 2
Exceptions
The policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions lo the following unless the same are disposed
of to the satisfaction of the Company,
1.

Taxes or assessments which are not shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authoi iW
that levnes taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records.

2

Any facts, rights, interests or claims which are not shown by the public records but which could be
ascertained by an inspection of said land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof.

3.

Easements, claims of easements or encumbrances which arc not shewn by the public records,

4.

Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments and any other facts
which a correct survey would disclose, and which are not shown by public records.

5.

Unpatented mining claims; lescrvations or exceptions in patents or in A.c1s authorizing the issuance
thereof, water rights, claims or title to water.

6.

Any lien, or right to a lien, ior services, labor or material theretofore or hereafter furnished, imposed
by law and not shown by the public records.

7.

Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the
public records or attaching -,-ubsequcm to the effective date hereof but prior to the date the proposed
insured acquires of record for value the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
commitment.
T H E F O l . ' .' JW'ING A F F E C T S PARCELS 1 AND 2:

8.

Genera! p
2034-2.

c-iy laxes for the year 2002 now a lien, not yet due. Tax ID NoX.B-2034-1 AND XB-

2|WJ] gen 0 : 1 '] property taxes were paid in the amount of $8,14 AND SO.
9.

The effect of the 1969 Farmland Assessment Ace, wherein there is a rive (5) year roll-back provision
with regard to assessment and taxation, by reason of thai certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Land.

10. Subject to Fasemonts and ritjht-of-ways of record or enforceable in law* and equity.
1 1, The right, privilege, and authority given to The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
to construct, operate, and maintain its lines of Telephone and Telegraph, including the necessary
pole, wires and fixtures upon, over and across the property herein, by instruments dated February 12,
1947 and recorded on March 25, 1947 in Book 132 at page 527 of the records of Juab Count]/, Utah,
12. A Conveyance of Easement granted xo NEPHL IRRIGATION COMPANY, far the placement,
construction, use, operation, repair, replacement, inspection, and maintenance of a water conveyance
and distribution system and appurtenant works, recorded AUGSUT 26, 1999 as tin try No. 217938 in
Book 405 at page 758 of Official Records.

i 1 I \ \-

" Kj

I KJ \J

I
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13. SUHJLCT to the County Road right of way.
THE F O L L O W I N G A F F E C T S PARCELS 3 AND 4;
14. Genera] properly taxes for the year 2002 now a lien, not yet due. Tax ID No.XB-2035-1 AND XB2035-2
2001 general property taxes were paid m the amount of $8.14 AND SO.
15. The effect of the i 969 Farmland Assessment Act, wherein there is a five (5) year roll-back provision
with regard to assessment and taxanon, by reason of that certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Land.
16. Subject to basements and ngiL-of-ways of record or enforceable in law and equity.
17. Right of ways, easements, roudways, power lines, ditches, canals, pipelines, encroachmenst and
conflicts in boundary line*, oi other lines or other items which could be dtermmed by anc inspection
and/or on accurate survey of property herein.
1 8, The right, pr iviego and authority given to The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company
lo construct, operate and maintain its lines of Telephone and Telegraph, including: the necessary pole,
wires and fixtures upon, ovci and across the property herein, by instruments dated February 27, 19-7,
and recorded on March 25, I 947, m Rook 132 at pzigc 537 of the records of Juab County. Utah
19 A right of way and casement, for utility use, as granted to NEPHI CITY, A MUNICIPAL
CORPORATION by Instrument recorded APRIL 7, 1987 as Entry No. 184302 m Book 325 at page
839 of Official Records.
20 A Right of way and eascmert conveyed unton NEPHI CITY, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION, for
utility use, and particularly for: A. Digging a trench or trenches across said right of way to lay,
maintain, operare, repair, remove and replace pipelines, valves, gates and gate boxes, for the
transforation of scv/age through and across property herein 10 feet on each side of the r ollowm
described eelner line: Beginning at a point which lies South 1754.22 feel and east 31.72 feet from the
Nrothwest corner of Section 31, Township 12 South. Range 1 East. Salt Lake Base and Meridian:
thence North 89° 16^6" East 1307.90 feet along the North 20 feet property herein. Recorded on
December 10, 1996 as Entry No, 208971, in Book 381 at page 103 of the records of Juab County,
Utah.
21. A Conveyance of Easement granted to NEPIJI IRRIGATION COMPANY, for the placement,
construction, use, operation repair, replacement, inspection, and maintenance of a water conveyance
and distribution system and appurtenant works, recorded AUGSUT 26, 1999 as Entry No. 217938 in
Book 405 at page 75S of Official Records.
22. SUBJECT to the County Road right of way.
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THE r ox i own t :;: AT P ECTS FA R CEI Si
23. Genera] property taxes for the year 2002 now a lien, not ye: due. Tax ID No.XC-2S81.
2001 genera! property taxes were paid in the amount of SI 68.73.
24. The effect of the 1969 Farmland Assessment Act, wherein there is a five (5) year roll-back provision
with regard to assessment and taxation, by reason of that certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation af Agricultural Land.
25. Subject to Easements and right-of-ways of record or enforceable in law and equity.
26. The right, priviegc and authority given to The Mountain Stales Telephone and Telegraph Company
lo construct, operate and maintain its lines of Telephone and Telegraph, including the necessary pole,
wires and fixtures upon, ove • and across the property herein, by instruments dated February 27, 1947,
and recorded on March 25, 1947, in Book 132 at page 537 of the records of Juab County, Utah.
27. A right oi way and easement for distribution, appurtenanc facilities and incidental purposes, as
granted tn UTAH WATER AND POWER BOARD by Instrument recorded MAY 22, 1954 as Entry
No. S698S in Book 158 at psgc 347 of Official Records,
28. A right of way and easement for digging a trench or trenches across said right of way, to lay,
maintain, operate, repari, remove, and replace pipe!ins, valves, gales and gate boxes far the
transportation of sewage through and across the hereinafter described property, as granted to NEPHI
CITY, A MUNICIPAL COP PQRATION by Instrument recorded APRIL 7, 1987 as Entry No,
1S4303 in Book 325 at page 841 of Official Records.
29. SUBJECT to the County Road right of way.

HRO-C13C3
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NOTE: The names of R. BLAKK GARRETT, SUSAN KAY F. GARRETT, AND ROSCOE R.
GARRETT, have been checked for Judgments and Tax Liens, etc, in the appropriate offices and if any
were found would appear as Exceptions to title under Schedule B, Section 2 herein.
Title inquiries should be directed to GARY DAY (435) 2S3-490G.
* **
NOTE: The policy (ies) to be issued as a result of this Commitment contain an Arbitration Clause set
forth in the Conditions/Conditions and Stipulations Section. Tne following is included for the
information of the proposed insured(s):
Any matter in dispute between you and the company may be subject to arbitration as an
alternative to court action pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration Association or other
recognized arbitrator, a copy of which is available on request from the company. Any decision
reached by arbitration shall be binding upon both you and the company. The arbitration award
may include attorney's fees if allowed by state law and may be entered as a judgment in any court
of proper jurisdiction.
*

*

*

Exceptions 1-7 will be omitted on lenders policy
* * *
In the event the transaction for which this commitment was ordered "cancels", please refer to
paragraph b uudcr Schedule B> Section 1 for required cancellation fee.
* * *

8/2002
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ESCROW/CLOSING INQUIRIES should be directed 10 your Escrow officer: Rob Sherman (152),
(435) 743-6213... Located at 90 North Main, Fillmore, I T 84631.
I

Effective Dare: August 27, 2002 ai 7:00 a.m.

2.

Policy or Policies lo be issued: NONE

3.

I he estate or interest in die land described or referred to in this commilraent and covered herein is
fee simple and title thereto is at the effective date hereof vested in:
• -MVRE I T AND SUSAN KAY F. GARRETT,

Husband and wife, as joint tenants,
As to PARCEL .1.,
NEFHIC1TY,
A Municipal Corporation Of The State Of Utah,
\.s to PARCEL 2,
ROSCOER. GARRETT,
As to PARCEL 3,
NEFHTCTTY..
A Municipal Corporation,.
As to PARCEL 4,
R. RLAKE GARRETT AND SUSAN KAY F, GAK RETT,
Husband and wife, as joint tenants,
As to PARCEL 5

6^
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The land referred to in this commitment is situated in the County of J u a b , State of UTAH, and is
described as follows:
P A R C E L 1: Beginning at rhc Northwest corner of Section 3 1 , Township 12 South,
Range 1 East, Salt Lake Bit.sc and Meridian; thence East 80 r o d s : thence South 54 rods;
thence West 80 rods; thence North 54 rods, m o r e or less, lo the point of beginning, (XR2034-1)
LESS T H E F O L L O W I N G ; Beginning at a point North 89°49'39" East 885.65 feet along
the Section line from the Northwest corner of Section 31. Township 12 South, Range 1
East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian; thence North 89°49'39" East 438.96 feet along the
Section line to the Northeast corner of the Northwest q u a r t e r of the Northwest q u a r t e r
of Section 3 1 ; thence South 0 ° 0 i ' 2 9 " East 894.99 feet along the East line of the Northwest
q u a r t e r of the Northwest quarter; thence South 90°00'00 M West 443.92 feet; thence
North 0°17'35 n East 893.65* feet, more or less, to the point of beginning,
E X C E P T I N G T H E R E F R O M all coal, oil, gas and all other minerals.
P A R C E L 2: Beginning at 3 point North S9°49'39" East 885.65 feet along the. Section line
from the Northwest corner of Section 3 1 . Township 12 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake
Base and Meridian; thence 'North 89 c 49'39 n East 438.96 feet along the Section line to the
Northeast corner of the N'orthwcst q u a r t e r of the Northwest q u a r t e r of Section 3 1 ;
(hence South 0°01 T 29" Ea>t 894.99 feet along the East line of the Northwest quarter of
the Northwest q u a r t e r ; rhv;nce South 90°00'00 ,f West 443.92 feet; (hence North 0°17 r 35"
East 893.68 feet, more or loss, to the point of beginning. (XB-2Q34-2)
E X C E P T I N G T H E R E F R O M all coal, oil, gas and all other minerals.
PARCEL 3 : Beginning 54 rods South of the Northwest corner of the Northwest q u a r t e r
of Section 31. Township 1 2 South, Range 12 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian: (hence
East 80 rods; thence Sooth 54 rods; thence West 80 rods; thence North 54 rods, more or
less, to the point of beginning, (XB-2035-1)
LESS T H E F O L L O W I N G : Beginning at a point South 0 ° 0 r i 1 , f East 891 feet along the
Section line and North 9G 5 00 , 00 H East 880.77 \'acx from the Northwest corner of Section
31, Township 12 South, Range 1 East. Salt L a k e Base and Meridian; thence North
90°0G , 00" East 443,92 fei t to the East line of the Northwest q u a r t e r of the Norxhwesr
q u a r t e r ; (hence South 0 ° 0 r 2 9 " East 907.68 feet along said East line; ihence South
90°00 , 00" West 448.95 feet: ihence North 0 c 17'3f " East 907.69 feet, more or less, to the
point of beginning.
EXCEP'l 1NG T H E R E F R O M all coaL oil gas and all other minerals.
PARC EI 4: Beginning at a poinr South 0 ° 0 r i 1" East 891 feet along rhc Section line and
North 9G°UO,00" East 880.77 feet from the Northwest corner of Section 3 L Township \1
South. Range i East. Salt Lake Base and Meridian; thence North 90 a 00'00' T East ^43.92
feet to the East line of the Northwest q u a r t e r of the Northwest q u a r t e r ; thence South
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0 o 01'29" Ea^t 907.68 feet along said East line; thence South 90°GO'00" West 448,95 feet:
thence North 0C17'35" Ea:>t 907,69 feet, more or less, to the point of beginning, (XB2035-2)
EXCEP'I LNGTTIERKFROM all coal, oil, gas and all other minerals.
PARCEL 5: The Soarh half of the Northeast quarter of Section 36, 'I owirsliip 12 South,
Range 1 West, Sail Lake Base and Meridian. (XC-2881)
EX<

"' i d a 11 c 0 a 1. 0 i I » «1 i:s a ,1 :i c! a 11 0111 c i 111 i 11 e t a Is.
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SCHEDULE B-Section 1
Requirements

The following are the requirement lo be complied with.
(A) Pay the agreed amounis for the mtcrcst in the land and/or the mortgage or deed a £ trust lo be
insured.
(B)

Pay us the premiums, fees and charges for the policy. la the event the transaction for which
this commitment is furnished cancels, the minimum cancellation fee will be 5200.00,

(C)

Documents satisfactory to us creating the interest in the land and/or tlie mortgage or dad of
trust to be insured mu >t be signed, delivered and recorded

(D) You must tell us m writing the name of anyone not referred to in this commitment who will
get an interest in the land or wno will make a loan on the land. We may then m&ccc additional
requirements or exceptions.
(H)

RclcascCs), reconveyaacc(s), and/or other mstmmcnt(s), acceptable to the company,
moulding payment(s) of any amount(s) due, for tlie purpose of clearing encumbrances shown
in Schedule B-2, attached hereto, which are objectionable to the proposed insured.

(F)

Other: NONE.

HRO-013C
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SCHEDULE B - Section 2
Exceptions
The policy or policies to be issued will contain exceptions Lo the following unless the same are disposed
of to the satisfaction of the Company,
1.

Taxes or assessments which «.re nor shown as existing liens by the records of any taxing authority
that levies taxes or assessments on real property or by the public records.

2.

Any facts, rights, interests or claims which arc not shown by the public records but which could be
ascertained by an inspection of said land or by making inquiry of persons in possession thereof.

3.

Easements, claims of easemcils or encumbrances which are not shown by the public records.

4.

Discrepancies, conflicts in boundary lines, shortage in area, encroachments and any other facts
which a correct survey would disclose, and which are not shown by public records,

5.

Unpatented mining claims; reservations or exceptions in patents or in Acl s authorizing the issuance
thereof, water rights, claims or title to water.

6.

Any Hen. or right to a lien, fcr services, labor or material theretofore or hereafter fliraishcd, imposed
by law and not shown by the public records.

7.

Defects, liens, encumbrances, adverse claims or other matters, if any, created, first appearing in the
public records or attaching subsequent to the effective date hereof but prior to the date the proposed
insured acquires of record fo" value the estate or interest or mortgage thereon covered by this
commitment.
THE F O L L O W I N G AFFECTS PARCELS 1 AND 2:

5.

General property taxes for the year 2002 now a lien, not yet due. Tax ID No.XB-2034-1 AND XB2034-2. "
200 I general property taxes were paid in the amount of S8.14 AND SO.

9.

The effect of the 1969 Farmland Assessment Act. wherein there is a five (5) year roll-back provision
with regard to assessment anc taxation, by reason of that certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Land.

10. Subject to Easements and right-of-ways of record or enforceable in law and equity.
i L The right, privilege, and authority given to The Mountain Slates Telephone and Telegraph Company
to construct, operate, and maintain its lines of Telephone and Telegraph, including the necessary
pole, wires and futures upon, over and across the property herein, by instruments dated February 12,
19-7 and recorded on March 25. 1947 in Rook 122 at page 527 of the records of Juab County7. Utah.
12. A Conveyance of Easement granted to NLTLIf IRRIGATION" COMPANY, for the placement
construction, use. operation, repair, replacement, inspection, and maintenance of a water conveyance
d.nd distribution system and appurtenant works, recorded AUGSUT 26, 1999 as Entry No. 217938 in
Book 405 ac page 758 of Official Records.
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13. SUBJECT to the County Road right of way.
THE FOLLOWING AFFECTS PARCELS 3 AND 4;
14. General property taxes for die year 2002 now a lien, not yet due. Tax ID No.XB-2035-1 AND XB2035-2
2001 general property taxes v>cro paid in the amount of $8.1- AND SO.
15. The effect of the 1969 Farmland Assessment Act, wherein there is a five (5) year roll-back provision
with regard to assessment and taxation, by reason of that certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Lane.
16. Subject to Easements and right-of-ways of record or enforceable in law and equity.
17. Right of ways, easements, roadways, power lines, ditches, canals, pipelines, encroachroenst and
conflicts in boundary lines or other lines or other items which could be dlennined by and inspection
and/or on accurate survey of property herein.
IS, The right, priviegc and authority given to The Mountain States Telephone and. Telegraph Company
to construct, operate and maintain its lines of Telephone and Telegraph, including the necessary pole,
wires and fixtures upon, over and across the property herein, by instruments dated February 27, 1947,
and recorded on March 25. H'47, in Book 132 at page 537 of the records of Juab County, Utah.
19. A right of way and easement, for utility use, as granted to NEPHT CITY, A ML'NICIPAi
CORPORATION by Instrument recorded APRIL 7, 1987 as Entry No. 1S4302 in Book 225 at page
839 of Official Records.
20. A Right of way and casement conveyed unton NEPI II CITY, A MLrNICTPAL CORPORATION, for
utility use, and particularly for: A. Digging a trench or trenches across said right of way, :o lay.
maintain, operate, repair, remove and replace pipelines, valves, gates and gate boxes, for the
iransporaiion of sewage through and across property herein 10 feet on each side of the followin
described cetner line: Beginning at a point which lies South 1754.22 feet and cast 31.72 feet from the
Nrothwest comer of Section 31, Township 12 South, Range 1 East, Salt Lake Base and Meridian;
thence North 89c16'46" East 307.90 feet along the North 20 feci property herein. Recorded on
December 10, 1996 as Entry No. 208971, in Book 381 at page 103 of the records of Juab County.
Utah.
21. A Conveyance of Easement granted to NEPHI IRRIGATION COMPANY, for the placement,
construction, use. operation, repair, replacement, inspection, and maintenance of a water conveyance
and distribution system and appurtenant works, recorded AUCiSLT 26, 1999 as Entry No. 217938 m
Book 405 at page 753 of Ofnoial Records.
22. SUBJECT to the County Road right of way.
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23, General property taxes for the year 2002 now a lien, not yet due. Tax ID No.XC-2881.
2001 general property taxes were paid in the amount of Si 68.73.
2- T. The effect of thz 1969 Farmland Assessment Act, wherein there is a five (5) year roil-back provision
with regard to assessment and taxation, by reason of chat certain Application for Assessment and
Taxation of Agricultural Land.
25. Subject to Easements unci right-of-ways of record or enforceable in law and equity.
26. The right, priviege and authority given to The Mountain States I ciephone and Telegraph Company
to construct, operate and maintain irs lines ofTclephone and Telegraph, including the necessary pole,
wires and fixtures upon, over md across the property herein, by instruments dated February 27. 1947,
and recorded on March 25, 1947, in Book 132 at page 537 of the records of Juab County, Utah,
27. A right of way and easement for distribution, appurtenant facilities and incidental purposes, as
granted to UTAH WATER ANT) POWHR BOARD by Instrument recorded MAY 22, 1954 as Entry
No. S698S in Book 158 ai page 347 of Official Records.
28. A right of way and easement for digging a trench or trenches across said right of way. to lay,
maintain, operate, rcpari, rcrmve, and replace pipclins, valves, gates and gate boxes for the
transportation of sewage through and across the hereinafter described property, as granted to NEPHI
CITY, A MUNICIPAL CORPORATION by Instrument recorded APRIL 7t 1987 as Entry No.
1S4303 in Book 325 at page £41 of Official Records.
29. SUBJECT to the County Road right of way.
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NOTE: The names of R. BLAKT. GARRETT, S L ' S A N KAY F, GARRETT, AND ROSCOE R.
GARRETT, have been checked [or Judgment? and Tax Liens, cic :n rhe appropriate offices and if any
were found would appear as Exceptions to title under Schedule R, Section 2 herein.
Title inquiries should be directed to GARY DAY (435) 283-4900.
* * *

NOTE: The policy (ICS) to be issued as a result of this Commitment contain an Arbitration Clause set
forth m the Conditions/Conditions and Stipulations Section. Tne following is included for the
information of the proposed insure d(s):
Any mailer in dispute between \ ou and the company may be subject to arbitration as an
alternative to court action pursuant to the rules of the American Arbitration Association or other
reco«ni7ed arbitrator, a copy of which is available on request from the company. Any decision
reached by arbitration *hall be binding upon both you and the company. The arbitration award
may include attorney's fees if allowed by state law and may be entered as a judgment in any court
of proper jurisdiction.
*

*•

Jk

Exceptions 1-7 will be omitted on lenders policy
* * *
In the event the transaction for which this commitment was ordered "cancels 7 ', please refer to
paragraph b under Schedule B, Section 1 for required cancellation fee.
* * *
is*
8/2002
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TOLL-FREE # 1-S00-3O0-834 i

"The Customer Is Our DestinyJ
FAX. TRANSMISSION
,'/;'/"a M S
FAX NUMBER:

FROM;
DATE;

9 6 57
COMPANY:

^SSSS^sJfS^S^S^^S^?*
OF PAGES INCLUDING COVER:

lO
P H O N E NUMBER:

SENDER'S R E F E R E N C E NUMBER:

RE:

YOUR REFERENCE NUMBER:

C UK G E NT

G ¥Q PK R E v r £>y

G P LEAS H COMM H N T

G P LEAS E R E P LY"

D ? LEASE R £ CYCLE-

PLEASE CALL ME AT THE ABOVE NUMBER IF THIS FAX DOES
NOT REACH YOU IN ITS ENTIRETY
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CONFIDENTIAL

HRO 00486
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Holme Roberts & Owen LL?

September 11, 2002
Rob Sherman
First American Title Insurance Co,
90 North Main Street
Fillmore UT 84631

Re:

Escrow Instructions

Dear Mr. Sherman.:
Enclosed are the signed escrow- instructions pertaining to the escrow between
Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. and R. Blake Garrett. The General Conditions
included in the escrow instructions have been modified to correspond to the
changes made by Blake's attorney, Warren Peterson.
Steven J.

Vuyovick

vuyvvis@hro, com

Attorneys

Please call if you have any questions or concerns regarding this matter.

at Law

299 South Mai/i Street
Suite 1800

Very truly yours,

Salt Lake Cit\\ Utah
$+111-2263
Tel (801)521 -5800
Fax (801)521 -9639

Steven J. Vuyovich

www.hro.com
Salt Lake CityDenver

enclosure

Boulder
Colorado Springs
London
San Francisco
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L^r^OW INSTRUCT. 3NS
Order No.

Date: August 16, 20Q2

TO: First American Title Insurance Company
90 North Main
Fillmore, Utah 84631
These instructions submitted this date, to you as Escrow Agent, by the undersigned
Seller(s) and Buyer(s), of the following Water Right situation in Juab County, State of
Utah, to-wit:
Water Right No. 53-97

TOGETHER WITH all rights, privileges, easements, rights of way, improvements
and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anyway appertaining thereto.

of

SUBJECT TO covenants, conditions, restrictions, reservations, easements and rights
way of record.

WITNESSETH:
The undersigned parties hereby employ you as ESCROW AGENT to complete the
closing of this escrow (sale) in accordance with the following instructions. The parties
agree to deliver to you all properly executed instruments, documents, and funds necessary
to comply with the terms hereof; and which you may use when you have satisfied the
terms and provisions of this agreement, or are in position to do so, on or before the date
of the attached contract
See Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement dated August 5, 2002 by and between
R. Blake Garrett and Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. for detailed escrow instructions.

HRO-01291
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LiUrow ! nsmictiorr

POSSESSION DATE:
PRORAI h AND/OR \DJUST THE FOLLOWING AS OF
1. Taxes and special assessments.
2 Fire and casualty insurance and FHA insurance, if anphcable
3 Interest on all encumbrances.
4 Rents, if any, per rent statement.
5 Charge the Buyer and credit the Seller for funds held m impound
account, if any, pertaining to any loans assumed by Buyer

WATER STOCK AND/OR WATER RIGHTS:
General instructions and conditions set forth on the reverse side hereof
are hereoy incorporated in and made a part of the following
instructions
At the close of ESCROW you are to deliver or mail all documents, checks,
etc by regular mail to the persons entitled thereto at the addresses
provided below
Failure to close this ESCROW within the penod of time hereinabove
provided shall not automatically terminate or cancel the same. You may
continued to regard it as executory until cancelled by notice from any
of the parties hereto m writing
The SELLER agrees to sell, and the BUYER agrees to buy the abo\e
described property upon the terms and conditions herein contained.

SELLF 1

"~ w "

'

^StfYER

SELLER

/BUYER

\ddress

Address

\

-., - o - n
m
}i :>3J Runway
Pl^ce
_ t Steamboat S p r i n g s , CO 8 0 4 / "
Phone Number ( 9 7 0 ) 8 7 1 - 6 2 2 3
SOCKII Secaro Nil
tfumber
5O69048.OL60
'

Phone Number
Social Secunrv Number

ACLEP1EDTHIS

I

day of August, 2002
FIRST AMERICAN nILE INSURANCE COMPANY
By
Rob Sherman

HRO-01292

GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR WATER RIGHTS O P T I O N ESCROW

The Parries to the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement deposited with First
American Title Company hereby agree and instruct First American Tide Company as
follows regarding the escrow established under the Water Right Option and Purchase
Agreement. The Parties may also give additional instructions that are consistent with these
instructions and the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement.
REQUIREMENTS OF WATER RIGHT OPTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT.
You are instructed to follow the procedures set out in the Water Right Opaon and Purchase
Agreement If there is any conflict between the terms of the Water Right Opaon and
Purchase Agreement and these instructions, the terms of the Water Right Option and
Purchase Agreement shall control, except that the limitations on the liability of Ficst
American Title set out in these Escrow Instructions shall control.
HANDLING OF FUNDS AND DOCUMENTS: Deposit all funds in connecuon with
this escrow in an escrow account or accounts in any federally insured depository selected by
you and disburse the same by issuance of checks from said account. Pay encumbrances in
accordance with this agreement, prorate all agreed items, and record such escrowed
instruments as are necessary or proper for commission, and distribute the balance of
escrowed funds to the party or pames enrided thereto. If sale the is based on a contract of
sale, deliver such contract and all related instruments to designated escrow collection agent.
Cause fire insurance policies to show the interest of the respective parries after closing sale.
You are hereby relieved of any obligation to determine if fire insurance policy is in force and
its premium paid.
TAXES AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS: It is understood that property taxes are assessed
and interest on speaal assessments is charged on a calendar year basis. Since the transaction
involves only water rights that are exempt from property taxes, no tax proraaons will be
required.
PRORATIONS: Before prorating items relating to existing encumbrances and in
accounting for assumed obligations and impounded reserves, obtain from eachagent or
individual making collecnons thereon all needed information, including rate of interest,
payment terms and existing balances. You are instructed to use information in making
required prorations and effecting setdement between the parries and are hereby released
from any liability or responsibility should the information furnished to and used by you
prove to be incorrect.
CANCELLATION OR AMENDMENT: This escrow may not be cancelled or its terms
modified without consent of all the pames hereto. Should either party to this esciow elect
to cancel the same, you are instructed to notify forthwith the remaining parties by mailing

HRO-01233

written noace of said election to them at their Last known address. In the event of
cancellation, ail documents are to be returned to the respective parties who shall have
deposited same with you. If cancellation occurs, funds held in escrow shall be distributed as
provided in the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement In the event you have
documents executed by both buyer and seller, you shall cancel same by marking with the
word c void/' retaining said documents in your files.
Failure to close this escrow within the period hereinabove provided shall not automatically
terminate or cancel same. You may continue to regard it as executory until notified to the
contrary m writing by any of the parn.es hereto. Should a dispute or controversy anse
between buyer and seller, you shall hold all monies and documents until such a time as
existing differences shall have been resolved through compromise or a final judicial
determination had of the nghts of the paraes. In the event you interplead expenses
incurred, including reasonable attorney's fees you will thereupon be relieved of further
liability or responsibility in connection with this escrow. The parties hereto agree to save
you harmless, in the event of any such disagreement between the parries, against all liability,
costs, damages, expense and attorneys's fees that may arise or which may be incurred or
sustained by you by reason hereof.
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS: The Parties hereto agree that FIRST AMERICAN
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY assumes no responsibility or liability of unrecorded tax
or mechanic's Hens, person property taxes, mining locaaons, rights of parnes in possession
of the premises, surveys, location of improvement or boundary lines, use of property in
compliance with zoning ordinances or restrictions and such other matters as are expected
under Schedule CCB" of the standard form policy or title insurance. It is Further agreed that
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, makes no representaaon as to the
sufficiency or validity of the documents deposited herewith nor makes any representauons
as to the value, quantity, or condition of the property described herein. In the event the sale
includes furniture or other personal property, it is understood and agreed that FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has made no search of the records for
chattel mortgages or conditional sales contracts and does not certify as to title thereto, and
buyer accepts the bill of sale with understanding. Parties hereto further agree that FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY assumes no liability for and is expressly
released from any claim or claims whatsoever m connection with the receiving, retaining,
and delivering of the above papers, except to account for payments made thereon, from
which it is authonzed to deduct its customary collection charges and expenses, together with
any amount which may be required to pay costs, attorney fees and other legal expenses byreason of any litigation or controversy which may anse in connection herewith.
FIP^T AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, as ESCROW AGENT and
ESCROWEE, assumes no responsibility for determining that the parries to this escrow have
complied with the requirements of the Truth in Lending, Consumer Credit Protection Act,
(Public Law 90-321), Utah Consumer Credit Code, or similar laws.

uipr

- * -

ADDITION T O GENERAL C O N D I T I O N S
DISCLOSURE OF TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS: Internal Revenue
Code Secuon 6109(h) imposes requirements for furnishing, disclosing, and including
taxpayer identification numbers in tax returns on the pames to a residential real estate
transaction involving seller-provided financing. The parries understand that the disclosure
reporting requirements are exclusive obligarions between the parries to this transaction and
that FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not obligated to transit the
taxpayer identification numbers to the Internal Revenue Service or to the pames. FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not rendering an opinion concerning
the effect of this law on this transaction, and the parties are not acting on any statements
made or omirted by the escrow or closing officerTo facilitate compliance with this law, the parties to this escrow hereby authorize FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY to release any party's taxpayer
identification number to any requesting party who is a parr/ to this transaction. The
requesting party shall deliver a wntten request to escrow. The parries hereto waive all rights
of confidentiality regarding their respecuve taxpayer identificauon numbers and agree to
hold FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY harmless against any fees,
costs, or judgments incurred and/or awarded in connection with the release of taxpayer
identification numbers.
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has used reasonable cocnmercial
efforts to determine that the depository bank and other commercial vendors selected by
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY are capable of processing
transactions without errors due to date field related computer processing errors.

HRO-012S5

Holme Roberts & Owen UP

September 24, 2002

Rob Sherman
First American Title Insurance Co.
90 North Main Street
Fillmore LIT 84631

Re

hscrow Instructions, Spring Canyon Energy L.L.C. R, Blake Garrett
Escrow

Dear' !\ Ir. Sherman:

Steven J.

Vuyovich

vwrovis@hro. com

Attorneys

at Law

Enclosed are escrow instructions signed by R. Blake Garrett On September 11,
2002, we mailed you substantively identical escrow instructions signed by Spring
Canyon Energy LJLC. and incorporating Warren Peterson's modifications to the
General Escrow Conditions, we are requesting that the rwo documents be treated
by First American Title Insurance Co. as counterpart executions of the same escrow
instructions.

299 South Main Street
State 1800
Salt Lake. City-, Utah

Very tmlv vours,
i

34111-2263

]

'

Tei (801)521-5300
Fax

(801)521-9639

wwvc.hro.com

Stev en J. Vuvovich

Salt Lake. City
Denver
Boulder

Enclosure

Colorado Springs
Lmdort

cc: Warren Peterson

San Francisco

HRO-01254
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ES.. -tOW INSTRUCT . 3NS
Order No. 14 7 3 2 7

Date: August 16, 2002

TO: First American Title Insurance Company
90 North Main
Fillmore, Utah 84631
These instructions submitted this date, to you as Escrow Agent, by the undersigned
Seller(s) and Buyer(s), of the following Water Right^kMation in Juab County, State of
situated
TT , ,
Utah, to-wit:
See "Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement" for
Water Right No. 53-97, of which a copy is attached.

TOGETHER WITH all rights, privileges, easements, rights of way, improvements
and appurtenances thereunto belonging or in anyway appertaining thereto.

of

SUBJECT TO covenants, conditions, restrictions, reservations, easements and rights
wav of record.

WITNESSETH:
The undersigned parties hereby employ you as ESCROW AGENT to complete the
closing of this escrow (sale) in accordance with the following instructions. The parties
agree to deliver to you all properly executed instruments, documents, and funds necessary
to comply with the terms hereof; and which you may use when you have satisfied lie
terms and provisions of this agreement, or are in position to do so, on or before the date
of the attached contract

HRO-01255
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Escrow Instructions

POSSESSION DADE

jee

%ater

Right

Option

and

P

JT

• greeinen t"

r3 -

PRORATE AND/OR ADJUST THE FOLLOWING AS OF
See

1
2
3
4
5

"foate1- Right Option and P u r c h a s e A g r e e m e n t "

Taxes and special assessments
Fire ana casualty insurance and FHA insurance, if applicable
Interest on all encumbrances
Rents, if any, per rent statement
Charge the Buyer and credit the Seller for funds held in unpoun 1
account if any, pertaining to any loans assumed bv Buyer

WATER STOCK AND/OR WATER RIGHTS

WRN 5 3-07

General mstrucnons and conditions set forth on the reverse side hereof
are hereby incorporated in and made a part of the following
instructions.
At the close of £gcRO% you are to delivei or mail all documents, checks,
etc by regular mail to the persons entitled thereto at the addresses
provided below
Failure to close this ESCROW within the period ot time heremabove
provided shall not automatically termmate or cancel the same You may
continued to regard it as executory until cancelled b\ notice from any
of the parties hereto m writing
The SELLER agrees to >ell and the BUYER agrees to bu> the above
described property upon the terms and conditions herem contained

j

.L,L

/SELLER i

BUYER

BLT

/SELLER

'BUYER

Address N o r t h A i r D o r t R o a d
N e p h i , UT
S-+o48
Phone Number ( 4 3 5 ) 0 2 3 - 1 4 7 2
Social Secunrv NumDer 5 2 9 - ~ o - ~ 7 0 1 0

Address

ACCEPTED THIS

Phone Number
Social Security Number

da> of August, 2002
FIRST AviLKJuAN V i^c INSlRANLh COMPANY
Bv
Rob Sherman

HRO-OI:SS
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GENERAL CONDITIONS FOR WATER RIG HTS O P T I O N ESCROW

The Parties to the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement deposited with First
American Title Company hereby agree and instruct First American Tide Company as
follows regarding the escrow established under the Water Right Opaon and Purchase
Agreement. The Parues may also give addinonal instructions that are consistent with these
instrucuons and the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement.
REQUIREMENTS OF WATER RIGHT OPTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT.
You are instructed 10 follow die procedures set out in the Water Right Opaon and Purchase
Agreement. If there is any conflict between the terms of die Water Right Opdon and
Purchase Agreement and these instructions, the terms of the Water Right Opuon and
Purchase Agreement shall control, except that the limitanons on the liability of First
American Tide set out in these Escrow Instructions shall control.
HANDLING OF FUNDS AND DOCUMENTS : Deposit all funds in connection with
this escrow in an escrowT account or accounts in any federally insured depository selected by
vou and disburse the same by issuance of checks from said account. Pay encumbrances in
accordance with this agreement, prorate all agreed items, and record such escrowed
instruments as are necessary or proper for commission, and distribute the balance of
escrowed funds to the party or parties ennded thereto. If sale the is based on a contract of
sale, deliver such contract and all related instruments to designated escrow collecuon agent.
Cause fire insurance policies to show the interest of the respecnve parries after closing sale.
You are hereby relieved of any obligation co determine if fire insurance policy is in force and
its premium paid.
TAXES AND SPECIAL ASSESSMENTS: It is understood that propert}- taxes are assessed
and interest on special assessments is charged on a calendar year basis. Since the transaction
involves only water rights that are exempt from property taxes, no tax prorations will be
required.
PRORATIONS: Before prorating items relating to existing encumbrances and in
accounting for assumed obligations and impounded reserves, obtain from each agent or
individual making collections thereon all needed information, including rate of interest,
payment terms and existing balances. You are instructed to use information in malting
required prorations and effecting settlement between the parties and are hereby released
from any liability or responsibility should the information furnished to and used by you
prove to be incorrect.
CANCELLATION OR AMENDMENT: This escrow mav not be cancelled or its terms
modified without consent of all the parties hereto. Should either parry to this escrow elect
to cancel the same, you are instructed to nonfy forthwith the remaining parties by mailing
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written nonce oz said election to them at their last known address. In the event of
cancellation, all documents are to be returned to die respective parries who shall have
deposited same with you. If cancellaaon occurs, funds held in escrow shall be distributed as
provided in die Water Right Opdon and Purchase Agreement. . In the event you have
documents executed by both buyer and seller, you shall cancel same by marking with the
word "void," retaining said documents in your files.
Failure to close this escrow within die penod hereinabove provided shall not automaucally
terminate or cancel same. You may continue to regard it as executory until notified to die
contrary in writing by any of die parues hereto. Should a dispute or controversy anse
between buyer and seller, you shall hold all monies and documents until such a ume as
existing differences shall have been resolved dirough compromise or a final judicial
determination had of the rights of die parries. In the event you interplead expenses
incurred, including reasonable attorney's fees and you will thereupon be relieved of further
liability or responsibility in connection with this escrow. The parties hereto agree to save
you harmless, in the event of any such disagreement between the parries, against all liability,
costs, damages, expense and attorneys's fees that may arise or which may be incurred or
sustained by you by reason hereof
MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS: The Parries hereto agree that FIRST AMERICAN
TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY assumes no responsibility or liability of unrecorded tax
or mechanic's liens, person property taxes, mining locations, rights of parries in possession
of the premises, surveys, locauon of improvement or boundary lines, use of properry in
compliance with zoning ordinances or restrictions and such other matters as are expected
under Schedule ecB" of the standard form policy or ude insurance. It is further agreed that
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, makes no representanon as to the
sufficiency or validity of die documents deposited herewith nor makes any representations
as to die value, quantity, or condition of die property described herein. In the event die sale
includes furniture or other personal property, it is understood and agreed that FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has made no search of the records for
chattel mortgages or conditional sales contracts and does not certify as to tide riiereto, and
buyer accepts the bill of sale with understanding. Parries hereto further agree that FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY assumes no liability for and is expressly
released from any claim or claims whatsoever in connection with die receiving, retaining,
and delivering of the above papers, except to account for payments made thereon, from
which it is authorized to deduct its customary collecuon charges and expenses, together with
any amount which may be required to pay costs, attorney fees and other legal expenses by
reason of any litigation or controversy which may arise in connection herewith.
FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY, as ESCROW AGENT and
ESCROWEE, assumes no responsibility for determining that the parries to this escrow have
complied with the requirements of the Truth in L ending, Consumer Credit Protection Act,
(Public Law 90-321), Utah Consumer Credit Code, or similar laws.

HRO-01253
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ADDITION TO GENERAL CONDITIONS
DISCLOSURE OF TAXPAYER IDENTIFICATION NUMBERS : Internal Revenue
Code Section 6109(h) imposes requirements for furnishing, disclosing, and including
taxpayer idennficanon numbers in tax returns on the pames to a residential real estate
transaction involving seller-provided financing. The parries understand that the disclosure
reporting requirements are exclusive obligations between the parries to this transaction and
that FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not obligated to transit the
taxpayer identification numbers to the Internal Revenue Service or to the parries. FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY is not rendering an opinion concerning
the effect of this law on this transaction, and the parties are not acting on any statements
made or omitted bv the escrow or closing;
officer.
"TD
To facilitate compliance with this law, the parties to this escrow hereby authorize FIRST
AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY to release any parry's taxpayer
identification number to any requesting parry who is a party to this transaction. The
requesting party shall deliver a written request to escrow. The parties hereto waive all rights
of confidentiality regarding their respective taxpayer identification numbers and agree to
hold FIRST AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY harmless against any fees,
costs, or judgments incurred and/or awarded in connection with the release of taxpayer
identification numbers.
FIRST .AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY has used reasonable commercial
efforts to determine that the depository bank and other commercial vendors selected by
FIRST .AMERICAN TITLE INSURANCE COMPANY are capable of processing
transactions without errors due to date field related computer processing errors.

HRO-01259
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WATER RIGHT OPTION AND
PURCHASE AGREEMENT

COPY

THIS WATER RIGHT OPTION AND PURCHASE AGREEMENT ("Agreement") is
entered into as of the g ^ - day o f &kfruSA~~
, 2 002, by andbetweenR. BLAKE.
GARRETT, whose mailing address is North Airport Road, Nephi, UT 84648 ("Seller") and
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company whose mailing address
is P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Spnngs, CO 80477 ("Buyer"). The Seller and Buyer are
referred to collectively in this Agreement as the "Parties."

RECITALS
A. Seller owns Water Right No. 53-97, Certificate No. 11837 (the "Water Right") and
desires to sell the Water Right to Buyer. Seller represents that the Water Right has been
quantified by the Utah State Engineer's Office ("State Engineer") as yielding a sole supply for
the irrigation of 96 acres (384 acre feet annually).
B. Buyer desires to purchase the Water Right from Seller for industrial use at a facility
(the "Facility") to be constructed according to the following terms and conditions. Seller desires
to sell the Water Right to Buyer under the same terms and conditions.

AGREEMENT TERMS
In consideration of the mutual promises, covenants, and conditions of this Agreement, the
Parties agree as follows:
1. Option to Purchase. Seller hereby sells, gives and grants to Buyer, and its assigns, the
exclusive option to purchase (the "Option"), for the pnce hereinafter set forth, all of Seller's
right, title, estate and interest in and to the W^ater Right. The Option becomes effective when this
Agreement has been signed by the Parties and the Initial Option Fee provided for in Section 2
has been deposited with the escrow agent designated in Section 4 below (the "Escrow Agent").
1.1. Purchase Price. The price to be paid for the Water Right shall be Four Thousand
Dollars ($4,000.00) for each acre-foot presently approved for diversion under the Water Right,
for a total purchase price of One Million Five Hundred Thirty-Six Thousand Dollars
($1,536,000.00) (the "Purchase Pnce").
2. Consideration for Option. As consideration for the Option, Buyer shall pay to Seller
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty Dollars ($15,360.00) as the initial option fee (the "Initial
Option Fee"). If Buyer elects to extend the Option beyond the initial 6-month period, Buyer
shall make the additional Option payments for each extension as further described herein.

^119797 v5
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2.1. The Buyer shall within 10 days from the date this Agreement is signed by the Parties
deposit the Imtial Option Fee in escrow in an interest-bearing account to be held by the Escrow
Agent. The Initial Option Fee, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be released to
Seller and become non-refundable to Buyer upon Buyer's written notice to Seller and Escrow
Agent that all of the conditions precedent set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 of this Agreement
have been satisfied. The Initial Option Fee is in addition to, and shall not be credited against, the
Purchase Price.
2.2. Buyer may extend the Option for up to 36 months from the date the Parties sign this
Agreement by depositing an additional Option payment with the Escrow Agent in the amount of
Fifteen Thousand Three Hundred Sixty Dollars ($15,360.00) (a "Deposit") for each six (6)
months that Buyer elects to extend the Option, and by giving notice as set out in Section 3. The
first such Deposit shall be made, if at all, within six months from the date Seller executes this
Agreement Each time Buyer elects to extend the Option period, as further provided in Section
3, Buyer shall, within six (6) months of the previous Deposit, deliver another Deposit to the
Escrow Agent Each Deposit shall be paid into the interest-bearing escrow account established
by the Escrow Agent and administered by it in conformance with the terms and provisions of this
Agreement. For example, if the Initial Option Fee was deposited into Escrow on August 1, 2002
and Buyer thereafter gives written notice of an election to extend this Option, Buyer must give
the notice as provided in Section 3 and deliver a Deposit to the Escrow Agent on or before the
first business day after February 1, 2003. If the Option is again extended, another Deposit must
be delivered to the Escrow Agent on or before August 1, 2003.
2.3. If Buyer exercises its Option as hereinafter provided, the principal amount of the
Deposits, together with all accrued interest thereon, shall be credited to the Purchase Price.
3. Period of Option and Extension. The initial period of duration of this Option is six (6)
months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement (the "Option Period"). At any time during
the Option Period, Buyer has the right to exercise its Option to purchase the Water Right or, at its
sole discretion, terminate the Option. The Option Period may be extended in accordance with
the following:
3.1. At the end of the initial Option Period, Buyer may elect to extend the Option for
additional six (6) month periods upon written notice to Seller and payment of a Deposit in the
same amount and frequency as described in Section 2.2 hereof for each additional six-month
period.
3.2. If Buyer elects to extend the Option, it shall provide Seller with written notice of its
intention no later than ten (10) days prior to the expiration of the Option period together with
payment of the required Deposit to the Escrow Agent as set forth in Section 2.2. Buyer shall pay
an additional Deposit for each six (6) month period that Buyer elects to extend the Option.
3.3. Buyer may extend the Option to a maximum of thirty-six (36) months. The Option
shall expire upon failure of Buyer to extend the Option strictly on the terms set out in this
Agreement, upon expiration of 36 months from the date the Parties sign this Agreement, or upon
exercise of the Option by Buyer, whichever occurs first
* l 19797 v3
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4. Escrow Agent and Opening of Escrow. The parties hereby designate First American
Title Insurance Agency, Inc. of 90 South Main, Fillmore, Utah 846311 as the Escrow Agent and
closing agent for all purposes under this Agreement Buyer shall, within 10 days from the date
this Agreement is signed by the Parties deposit the Initial Option Fee with the Escrow Agent and
deliver an executed copy of this Agreement to the Escrow Agent.
5. Alienation of Interests; Encumbrances; Leases. As further consideration for the sum
paid for this Option, Seller shall not sell, convey, or otherwise encumber the Water Right, in any
way, dunng the Option Period and if applicable, any additional extension(s). Seller further
agrees that he will not lease the Water Right or any pan thereof during either the Option Period
or any extension of the Option Period without first securing the written approval of the Buyer.
5.1. Notice of Default; Trustee's Sale; Repossession; Foreclosure; Civil Litigation. In
the event of any notice of default, trustee's sale, repossession, foreclosure, civil litigation or other
action to enforce a Hen or encumbrance against the Water Right, Buyer may take any reasonable
steps n ecessary t o p revent o r forestall s uch a ction i f s uch a ction w ould i mpair Buyer's r ights
under this Agreement. Such action by Buyer may include, but shall not be limited to, directing
that any portion of the Initial Option Fee or any Deposit(s) paid into escrow may be paid to any
lienholder or creditor initiating action against Seller or the Water Right. Any amounts paid by
Buyer on behalf of Seller under this Section may be offset against the Purchase Price, at Buyer's
election.
6. Right of Entry. During the Option Period or any applicable extension, Seller shall
permit Buyer, its employees and agents, to enter upon the property of Seller to complete its due
diligence or to perform other work connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent
change application.
7. Conditions Precedent. Sections 7.1 through 7.6 shall be express conditions precedent
to the release of the Initial Option Fee, except that completion of Buyer's obligations under
Section 7.3 shall not be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee.
7.1. The Initial Option Fee shall be placed into escrow with the Escrow Agent for up to a
sixty (60) day due diligence period during which Buyer will investigate and confirm the nature
of the Water Right (the "Due Diligence Period"). To assist Buyer in the Due Diligence Period,
Seller shall, within two weeks of the execution of this Agreement, deliver at his expense, a
preliminary title report, together with legible copies of all documents referred to therein,
including, but not limited to, the deed of condemnation concerning the Water Right and the real
property that is shown as the place of use of the Water Right in the records of the State of Utah,
Division of Water Rights. If, prior to the end of the Due Diligence Period, Buyer objects to the
nature, sufficiency, or title to the Water Right, Seller shall have up to sixty (60) days after written
notice to cure said deficiency. During such cure period, the Initial Option Fee shall continue to
1

Items should be sent to the attention of Rob Sherman. Telephone number: 435.7-3.6213 or 800.300.8344.
Deposit information: Wells Fargo Bank Account No. 061 0026825, ABA No. 121 000 248, e-mail rsherman@firstam.com
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be held m escrow If deficiencies are not cured by the end of the cure penod or sucn adaitional
time as may be approved by Buyer, the Initial Option Fee snail be returned to Buyer and this
Agreement shall terminate
7 2 Seller shall file with the State Engineer a permanent change application as provided
for under Utah Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Rignt to be diverted
from Buyer's proposed underground water well(s) and used at Buyer's Facility to be constructed
m the NEVi of the SEVi of Section 23, Township 11 South, Range 1 West, SLBM or such other
location specified by Buyer (the "Change Application") In this regard, the Parties aie obligated
as follows
(a) As soon as possible following the execution of this Agreement, but m no case later
than August 15, 2002, or such later date as may be approved by Buyer, Seller shall prepare and
file the Change Application with the State Engineer to facilitate Buyer's intended use of the
Water Right by Buyer. The Change Application shall show Buyer as the co-applicant and shall
be filed at the sole expense of Buyer It is anticipated that the approved Change Application will
be conveyed by the same deed conveying the Water Right at closing
(b) Seller shall throughout processing of the Change Application give good faith
cooperation and assistance to Buyer regarding the Change Application Such good faith
assistance and cooperation shall be a continuing obligation under this Agreement, but shall not
be a condition precedent to release of the Initial Option Fee
7 3 Documents evidencing Seller's and Buyer's authority, including powers of attorney,
if needed, and such other evidence, as required, of Seller's and Buyer's authority to consummate
the transaction contemplated herem
7 4 Delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent of a duly executed and acknowledged Water
Right Deed, m the form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Watet Right and
Change Application to Buyer and any and all other documentation reasonably required by
Buyer's counsel to consummate this transaction Such delivery shall be a conditional delivery
conditioned upon Buyer's exercise of the Option and completion of closing as set out m this
Agreement
7 5 Execution and delivery to the Escrow Agent by the Parties of a Memorandum of
Water Right Option m substantially the form attached hereto as Exhibit "B" and recordation of
said Memorandum in the office of the Juab County Recorder of Juab County, Utah
7 6 Delivery to the Escrow Agent of any approvals of this Agreement required by the
holder of any hen or encumbrance against the Water Right
7n
If the conditions precedent set forth m Sections 7 1 through 7 6 have been
reasonably satisfied, Buyer shall notify Seller and the Escrow Agent of sucn m wnting and the
Initial Option Fee shall become non-refundable to Buyer at that time The non-refancable Initial
Option Fee snail then be released to Seller
*119797 vi
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8. Water Rights Approvals. Buyer's use of the Water Right requires that the State
Engineer approve the Change Application provided in Section 7.2. Buyer's use also requires that
at least fifty percent (50%), or 192 acre feet of the 384 acre feet of water presenrly aoDroved for
diversion annually under the Water Right, be approved as depletion under the approved Change
Application described in 7.2 hereof. In that regard:
8.1. Seller shall diligently prosecute the Change Application to a final non-appealable
approval by either the State Engineer or by the courts on appeal of any decision of the State
Engineer. If the State Engineer issues a decision that rejects the Change Application, or
approves t he C hange Apphcation b ut 1 units d epletion t o 1 ess t han 1 92 a ere feet p er year, t he
Buyer may elect to either terminate this Option or to seek judicial review of the State Engineer's
decision. The Buyer may also elect to terminate this Agreement if the State Engineer issues a
favorable decision (a decision approving the Change Application and designating at least 192
acre feet of depletion), but a third party appeals the favorable decision and the appeal is not
resolved within 60 days. If a judicial review action is filed by a third party and Buyer does not
terminate this Agreement, or if Buyer elects to seek judicial review of a decision from the State
Engineer, Buyer shall bear the expense of the judicial review action.
8.2. If the State Engineer approves less than 192 acre feet as depletion under said
approved Change Application, or if a third parry appeals a favorable decision of the State
Engineer, Buyer may unilaterally withdraw from this Agreement upon written notice and any
Deposits and all interest thereon placed in escrow pursuant to Section 2, (which by definition do
not include the Initial Option Fee), shall be immediately refunded to Buyer. Seller shall be
entitled to retain the Initial Option Fee if Buyer withdraws under this Section 8.2.
8.3. If Buyer fails to exercise its Option hereunder, Seller may withdraw the Change
Apphcation at any time after termination of the Option.
9. Exercise of Option. The Buyer and Seller each shall use their best efforts in
accomplishing the conditions precedent in Section 7 and the approval of the Change Application
as described in Section 8. If Buyer elects to exercise the Option, the Option shall be exercised by
Buyer giving written notice to Seller.
10. Closing of Purchase. If Buyer exercises the Option, the closing of such purchase
("Closing") shall be completed in accordance with this Section. The Parties may also provide
additional written instructions if the instructions are consistent with this Agreement. The Parties
instruct and authorize the Escrow Agent to close the purchase transaction as directed in this
Section and any consistent written instructions provided by the Parties.
f(Q£
10.1. Closing Date. The transaction contemplated herein shall close-ono (I) year from
the date that Buyer exercises this Option as set forth in Section 9 above, at the Escrow Agent's
office, or at such other time and place as may be mutually agreed upon by the Parties. In no
event, however, shall Buyer be obligated to close the transaction unless the conditions precedent
as set forth in Sections 7.1 through 7.6 herein shall have first been satisfied, and the Change
Application approved as provided in Section 8, or if Buyer elects at its sole discretion, for any
reason whatsoever, to not exercise the Option and thereby decides to terminate the Agreement.
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The Closing Date and Closing are terms used herein to mean the date the Purchase Pnce is paid
into escrow and the Water Right Deed and other instruments of conveyance of the Water Right,
if necessary, are filed for recordation in the office of the Juab County Recorder, Juab County,
Utah.
10.2.
following:

Buyer's Closing Deliveries. At the Closing, Buyer shall deliver to Seller the

10.2.1. Payment of the balance of the Purchase Price in cash or by certified or cashier's
check payable to Seller or Seller's designee, plus Buyer's share of the Closing costs.
10.2.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Buyer to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.2.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably, required by Seller's legal counsel to
consummate this transaction.
10.3.
following:

Seller's Closing Deliveries. At the Closing, Seller shall deliver to Buyer the

10.3.1. The duly executed and acknowledged Water Right Deed deposited with the
Escrow Agent prior to disbursement of the Initial Option Fee as provided for in Section 7.4
herein. Such execution and delivery prior to the disbursement of the Initial Option Fee shall be
deemed complete delivery by Seller to the Escrow Agent, subject to the provisions of this
Section 10, for the purposes of Closing the sale of the Water Right and Change Amplication.
Such execution and delivery shall be deemed irrevocable except upon termination of this
Agreement in accordance with the terms hereof. Seller shall nevertheless, if requested by Buyer,
execute and deliver at the time of the Closing a good and sufficient Water Right Deed in the
form attached hereto as Exhibit "A," conveying title to the Water Right and approved Change
Application to Buyer showing any changes as necessary at the time of Closing.
10.3.2. The documents evidencing the authority of Seller to consummate the transaction
contemplated herein that were deposited with the Escrow Agent as provided for in Section 7.3.
10.3.3. Any and all other documentation reasonably required by Buyer's and Seller's
counsel to consummate this transaction.
10A Costs and Expenses.
following costs and expenses:

Seller and Buyer shall pay and be responsible for the

10.4.1. Seller's Costs. Seller shall pay the costs incurred by him for legal, accounting
and other consultants' services together with all other costs incurred by Seller in the satisfaction
of Seller's obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and
expenses incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing.
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10.4.2. Buyer!s Costs. Buyer shall pay the costs incurred by it for legal, accounting and
other consultants' services, together with all other costs incurred by it in the satisfaction of its
obligations under this Agreement, plus one-half of the Escrow Agent's fees and expenses
incurred by the Parties in completing the Closing. Buyer shall pay all recordation fees for
recording the Memorandum of Water Right Option provided for in Section 7.5 and the Water
Right Deed upon Closing.
10.5. Possession. Seller shall cause such reconveyances of trust deed, mortgage releases,
cancellation of financing statements, and any other instruments as necessary to represent release
of any liens or encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change AppUcation to be
removed prior to Closing, and Buyer shall be entitled to actual and exclusive right and
possession of the Water Right and approved Change AppUcation, free of any person or other
entity having or claiming any possessory right, title or interest with respect thereto, as of the
Closing.
10.6. The Escrow Agent shall record all documents necessary to release liens and
encumbrances against the Water Right and approved Change Application; and record the Water
Right Deed from Seller to Buyer at the time of Closing.
10.7. The Escrow Agent shall disperse the Purchase Price proceeds first to pay Seller's
share of Closing costs, tax prorations and other such Closing Costs; second to retire any liens or
encumbrances against the Water Right and Change Application; and third, to Seller or to such
persons as Seller designates.
11. Seller's Representations and Warranties. Seller hereby makes the following
representations and warranties, (it being understood and agreed by the Parties that all references
herein to representations and warranties pertaining to the Water Right itself, and including the
Change Application shall be applicable as of the Closing Date) and agrees that such
representations and warranties shall survive the Closing:
11. Marketable Title. Seller shall have, as of the date of Closing, good and marketable
title to the Water Right, subject to no Uens, taxes, encumbrances, restrictions or adverse
easements or interests of any kind or nature whatsoever.
11.2. No Forfeiture or Abandonment. The Water Right is in good standing in the State
Engineer's office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the Water Right as on
record in the State Engineer's office; the Water Right has been used beneficially within the last
five (5) years; and neither the Water Right nor any part thereof is subject to forfeiture or
abandonment for non use.
11.3. Authority. Seller and the person executing this Agreement on behalf of Seller have
the full right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement and to consummate the
transactions contemplated herein.
11.4. Defaults. Seller is not in default in respect of any judgment, order, writ, injunction,
decision, law, ordinance or regulation of any court or governmental authority or under any lease,
*l19797 v3
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mortgage, or other agreement to which it, or the Water Right, Change Application, or any
portion thereof, is or might be subject which might prohibit, delay, or interfere with the
consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby or affect the nght, title, and interest or the
condition of the Water Right and Change Application; and the execution and delivery of this
Agreement. Further, the performance by Seller of its obligations hereunder will not (i) result in
the breach or termination of or violate or constitute a default under any such lease, mortgage, or
other agreement, or (ii) result in the creation or imposition of any lien, charge, or encumbrance
upon the Water Right or Change Application or any portion thereof, or (iii) violate any law,
regulation, judgment, or order of any governmental entity.
11.5. Documents. All documents delivered to Buyer pursuant hereto are, to the best of
Seller's knowledge, true, correct, and complete copies of the original documents. T he Water
Right and Change Application will not at Closing be subject to any unrecorded instruments
affecting the title to or the right to the use of the Water Right for the Buyer's purposes as set forth
herein.
11.6. Maintenance Pending Closing. From and after the date of execution hereof and
until Closing, Seller shall maintain and manage the Water Right so as to do nothing which might
damage the value or condition of the Water Right and Change Application. Seller shall protect
the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment. Seller will not knowingly engage in any
conduct that will adversely affect the likelihood of a favorable decision on the Change
Application. If necessary to prevent forfeiture or abandonment of the Water Right, at Buyer's
sole discretion, Seller will, upon Buyer's request, file an Application for Nonuse of Wrater on any
unused portion of the Water Right.
11.7. Litigation and Claims. Seller has not received any notice of or is otherwise not
aware of any claims, actions, suits or other proceedings, whetfier pending, threatened, or to the
best of his knowledge, contemplated by any governmental department or agency or any
corporation, partnership or other entity or person whatsoever, or to the best of his knowledge,
after due inquiry, any facts which could constitute the basis for any claim or litigation which
might prohibit, delay or interfere with the consummation of the transaction contemplated hereby
or which, if adversely determined, might affect the right title and interest which may be acquired
by the Buyer in and to the Water Right and Change Application, or the condition or the value of
the Water Right and Change Application.
11.8. Available Data. At all reasonable times hereafter, up to and including the Closing,
Seller and his accountants, engineers, and agents shall make available to Buyer, its counsel
and/or accountants or other consultants, for examination at reasonable times, all reports, studies
and all other relevant documents reasonably pertaining to the Water Right and Change
Application.
11.9. Water Right. The Water Right has been accurately and completely described in
this Agreement. All necessary approvals for use of the Water Right for Seller's present uses have
been obtained by or on behalf of Seller and are in full force and effect. The Wrater Right is titled
in Seller's name at the Utah Division of Water Rights.
*!!979"\-3
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12. Buyer's Representarions and Warranties. In order to induce Seller to execute this
Agreement, and to enter in the transaction contemplated hereby, Buyer hereby represents and
warrants that:
12.i. Full Power and Authority. Buyer is a limited liability company organized and
existing under the laws of the State of Utah and possesses the capability, power, and lesal
authority to perform all acts and obligations required of it hereunder.
12.2. No Conflict. The execution, delivery, and performance of this Agreement by the
Buyer and the consummation of the transactions contemplated herein will not (i) result in a
breach or acceleration of or constitute a default or event of termination under the provisions of
any agreement or instrument to which Buyer is a party or bound; or (ii) constitute or result in the
violation or breach by Buyer of any judgment, order, writ, injunction, or decree issued against or
imposed upon Buyer or result in the violation of any applicable law, ordinance, rule or regulation
of any governmental authority.
13. Risk of Loss. Risk of loss to the Water Right shall be Seller's until Closing and
transfer of title as herein provided, except any loss or reduction, subject to the provisions of
Section 8.2 hereof, that occurs as a result of any decision on the Change AppUcation.
14. 1031 Tax Free Exchange. Buyer agrees to allow Seller to convey the Water Right
and Change Application through a like kind exchange pursuant to Section 1031 of the Internal
Revenue Code and agrees to reasonably cooperate with Seller in accomplishing such exchange,
so long as the exchange will not injure or prejudice the interests of Buyer in any way. Seller
shall be solely responsible for making the arrangements necessary for such an exchange. Buyer
shall not be obligated to participate in any transaction under this Section which imposes any cost
or any liability whatsoever on Buyer. The Parties acknowledge that the arrangement of a like
kind exchange under this Section would be done solely for Seller's c onvenience and that any
such arrangement shall not constitute part of the consideration paid by Buyer for the Water Right
and Change Application or Option under this Agreement. Any exchange shall not delay the
Closing date without Buyer's prior written consent or increase the cost of Closing to Buyer.
Buyer shall not be required to acquire in its own name or in the name of an agent such property
as may be acquired by Seller to effectuate such an exchange.
9 0 d^js 15. Lease of Water Right and Change Application. The Parties acknowledge that the
cne year period between the exercise of the Option and the Closing Date is for the sole purpose
of facilitating Seller's like kind exchange described in Section 14 (the "Exchange Period") and
that Buyer may need to divert and use the water made available under the Water Right and
Change Application during the Exchange Period. If requested by Buyer, Seller shall lease the
water available under the Water Right and Change Application to Buyer for One Dollar (SI.00)
during the Exchange Period. No interest on the Purchase Price of the Water Right and Change
Application shall be charged to Buyer during the Exchange Period.
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16. Remedies in the Event of Default.
16.1. Seller's Default. In the Qvenl of Seller's default hereunder for any reason, Buyer
shall deliver written notice hereof to Seller. If Seller does not cure such default within ten (10)
days afcer receiving written notice thereof, Buyer shall be entitled to pursue all rights or remedies
allowed to it at law or in equity.
16.2. Buyer's Default. The Parties recognize that Seller will incur expense in connection
with the transaction contemplated by this Agreement and that it is extremely difficult and
impractical to ascertain the extent of the detriment to Seller caused by Buyer's breach of this
Agreement and the failure of the consummation of the transaction contemplated herein or the
amount of compensation Seller should receive as a result of Buyer's breach or default. In the
event of Buyer's default hereunder for any reason, Seller shall deliver written notice thereof to
Buyer. If Buyer does not cure within ten (10) days after receiving written notice and the sale of
the Water Right and Change Application is not consummated because of Buyer's default, then
the retention of the sums in the escrow account shall be Seller's sole and exclusive remedy and
not a penalty, and shall be in lieu of any other monetary or other relief.
17. Brokerage. Seller shall pay and be solely responsible for the payment of any and all
brokerage commissions or other compensation due to any person or entity on account of the
execution or performance of this Agreement or the consummation of the transaction
contemplated hereby, if any. Seller hereby indemnifies Buyer from any and all liabilities,
damages, losses and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorney's fees and
disbursements) arising out of any and all claims made by any person or other entity with whom
Seller has dealt.
18. Indemnity.
18.1. By Seller. Seller shall indemnify, and hold Buyer, its officers, employees and
agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from or otherwise arising out of (i) claims of whatever nature (including
without limitation claims for personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) based on
causes of action arising prior to the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts, and utility companies, if any, all with respect'to matters that occurred pnor to
the Closing Date, and (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
agreement made by Seller under this Agreement. This indemnity agreement shall survive the
Closing.
18.2. By Buyer. Buyer shall indemnify and hold Seller, his partners, officers, employees
and agents harmless from all loss, expense (including reasonable attorney's fees), damage and
liability resulting from (i) claims of whatever nature including without limitation claims for
personal injury, wrongful death or property damage) against Seller or the Water Right based on
causes of action arising after the Closing Date, (ii) claims by consultants, contractors under
service contracts and utility companies, if any. ail with respect to matters that occurred after the
Closing Dare, (iii) the inaccuracy of any representation or the breach of any covenant or
#11979" v3
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agreement made by Buyer under this Agreement
Closing

This mdemnity agreement shall survive tne

19 Notices Any and all notices, demands, or other communications required or desired
to be given hereunder bv Buyer and Seller shall be in writing and shall be validly given or made
to another Party if served either personally or if deposited m the United States mail, certified or
registered, or postage prepaid, return receipt requested

To Seller
R Blake Garrett
North Airport Road
Nephi, UT 84648

To Buyer
Spring Canyon Energy, L L C
P 0 Box 774000, #359
Steamboat Springs, CO 80477

With a copy (wmch shall not With a copy (which shall not
constitute notice) to
constitute notice) to
W'arrenH Peterson
JodyL Williams
Waddmgham & Peterson
Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP
362 West Mam
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Delta, UT 84624-9205
Salt Lake City, UT 84111-5233

Either Party hereto may change its address for the purpose of receiving notices, demands and
other communications as herein provided by a written nonce given m the manner aforesaid to the
other panies
20 Further Assurances Each of the parties nereto shall execute and deliver any and all
additional papers, documents, and other assurances, and shall do any and all acts and things
reasonably necessary in connection with the performance of their obligations hereunder and to
cany out the intent of the parties hereto
21 Attorney's Fees In the event any action or negotiation is instituted by a Party to
enforce any of the terms and provisions contained herein, each Party shall pay its own attorney's
fees, costs and expenses
22 Modification or Amendments No amendment, change or modification of this
Agreement shall be valid unless m writing and signed oy the parties hereto
23 Integration This Agreement and the attachments hereto constitutes the entire
understanding and agreement of the panies with resuecr to the Durchase of the Water Right and
any and all pnor agreements, understandings or representations are hereby terminated and
canceled in their entirety and are of no force and effect
24- Waiver The waiver by any Pary to tins Agr e s m e n t 0 f a breach of any provision of
this Agreement snail not be deemed a continuing w aiver or waiver of any subsequent breach
whether of the same or another provision of Ins \gresment
11
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25. Applicable Law. This Agreement shall be governed by the laws of the State of Utah.
26. Survival. The covenants, warranties, representations and indemnities contained
herein shall survive the Closing,
27. Construction. All terms and words used in this Agreement, regardless of the number
and gender in which they are used, shall be deemed and construed to include any other number,
singular or plural; any gender, either masculine or feminine; and any corporation, paitnership or
other business entity and any persons acting in a representative capacity, as the context or sense
of this Agreement or any section or clause herein may require.
28. Captions and Section Numbers. The captions and section numbers appearing in this
Agreement are inserted only as a matter of convenience and in no way shall be construed as
defining or limiting the scope or intent of the provisions of this Agreement nor as affecting the
interpretation of the provisions hereof
29. Condemnation. In the event that condemnation by a qualifying entity of all or a
portion of the Water Right and Change Application shall be instituted or threatened prior to
Closing, Buyer shall have the right to terminate this Agreement, and upon such termination
Escrow Agent shall return all Deposits and interest thereon held in the escrow account and
neither Seller nor Buyer shall have any rights or obligations hereunder. In the alternative. Buyer,
at its sole discretion, shall have the right to purchase the portion of the Water Right no: subject to
condemnation, in which event the Purchase Price shall be reduced in proportion to that part of
the Water Right acquired.
30. Binding Effect. This Agreement shall be binding upon and inure to the benefit of the
Parties hereto, and to their respective heirs, personal representatives, administrators, executors,
successors and assigns.
31. Assignment. Buyer shall have the right to assign this Agreement and all of Buyer's
right, title and interest in this Agreement without restriction, but notice of any such assignment
shall be given in writing to Seller.
32. Counterpart Execution. This Agreement may be executed as one instrument signed
by both Parties or in separate counterparts hereof, each of which counterparts shall be considered
an original and all of which shall be deemed to be one instrument, and any signed counterpart
shall be deemed signed and delivered by the Party signing it if sent to any other Parry hereto by
electronic facsimile transmission.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties have executed this Agreement as of the day and
vear first written above.
R. BLAKE GARRETT
A

tW

?«

a /isJV

STATE OF

I

H^

COUNTY OF - ^ u - 4

t,

\zz.

On this 2£4v<lay of
4 ^
2002, before me, the undersigned, a notary
/
public in and for said state, personally appeared R. Blake Garrett, known to me to be the person
whose name is subscribed to the within insrroment, who duly acknowledged to me that he
executed the same.
WITNESS my hand and official seal
%

otary Public
NOTARY P U S L . C
LOM R. WJCKEL
3 NORTH MAIN
NEPHl, LIT 846^2
COMMISSION EXPIRES

NOV 10,2C03
STATE O - UTAH
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SPRJNG CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C.

Its:

Pu.dQ.ipa4,

STATE OF yJtffc'flJ-O
: ss.

fair )
the f
Q
day of

COUNTY OF

.LL i^
2002, personally appeared before me
ing by me duly sworn, did say, that (s)he is the
JLMJ>6A^AS\W\I<^- ,
, who
manager of SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C, a Utah limited liability Company and that the
above Water Right Option And Purchase Agreement was signed by (him)(her) in behalf of said
limited liability company.
On

NotaryPublic

My Commission Expires:
March 9, 2005

14
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EXHIBIT "A"

After Recording Return to:
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts &. Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite I \00
Salt LaKe City, Utan 8*111-5233

WATER RIGHT DEED

R. BLAKE GARRETT, an individual, with an address of North Airport Road, Nephi,
Utah 84648, Grantor, hereby conveys and warrants agamst all persons claiming by, through or
under him, but not otherwise, to SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited liability
company, with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat Springs, Colorado 80477,
Grantee, for the sum of Ten and No/100 Dollars, the following described water right used and
diverted in Juab County, State of Utah:
384 acre-feet of Water Right No. 53-97, perfected for the irrigation of 96 acres
(sole supply) and Change Application No.
.

WITNESS the band of said Grantor this

day of

, 2002.

R. Blake Garrett

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
)ss.
)

On this
day of
, 2002, personally appeared before me R.
Blake Garrett, the signer of the within instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that he/she
executed the same.

Notary Public

HRO-0127*

EXHIBIT "B"
After Recording Return to:
Joay L. Williams
Hoime Roberts &. Owen, LLP
111 East Broadway, Suite 1100
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111-5233

MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION

THIS MEMORANDUM OF WATER RIGHT OPTION ("Memorandum") dated
, 2002 is by and between BLAKE R. GARRETT an individual with an
address of North Airport Road, Nephi, Utah 84645 and SPRING CANYON ENERGY,
L.L.C., a Utah limited liability company with an address of P.O. Box 774000, #359, Steamboat
Springs, Colorado 80477 ("Buyer")
Recitals
A.
Seller owns Water Right No. 53-97 (the "Water Right") in Juab County, State of
Utah which is more particularly described as a perfected water right with a maximum diversion
of 384 acre-feet of water for the sole supply irrigation of 96 acres
TIN#
.
B.
Seller and Buyer have entered into a Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Agreement"), dated
, 2002 (the "Effective Date"), pursuant to
which Seller has granted an option to Buyer to purchase all of'the Water Right.
C.
Seller and Buyer are entering into this Memorandum to confirm and provide
record notice of Buyer's rights under the Agreement.

Memorandum
In exchange for good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are
hereby acknowledged, Seller and Buyer agree and acknowledge as follows:
1.

Grant of Option.

(a)
Subject to the terms and condiiions of this Memorandum and the
Agreement, Seller has granted and hereby grants to Buyer, and Buyer has accepted and hereby
accepts from Seller, an option (the "Option") to purchase the Water Right.
(b)
The Agreement provides that unless the Option terminates earlier pursuant
to the Agreement, the Option will be exercisable for an 18 month penod (the "Option Period")
which begins on the Effective Date and ends ai midnight on the last day of the Oprion Penod.
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The Agreement permits Buyer, subject to the terms and conditions thereof, to extend the Ontion
Penod for an additional 18 month penod (the "Extended Option Penod") commencing on the
termination date of the Option Penod and ending at midnigtit on the last day of the Extended
Option Penod The ciosmg date for the purchase of the Water Right is one year from the date
that the Buyer exercises the Option
2
Access to Subiect Property Pursuant to the Agreement, Seller is required to
provide Buyer and Buyer's contractors reasonable access at any time and from time to time
dunng the Option Penod and Extended Option to enter uoon the property of Seller to which the
Water Right is appurtenant in order to complete its due diligence or to perform other work
connected to the Water Right or the filing of a permanent change application
3
Conveyance Prohibitions The Agreement prohibits Seller from transferring,
conveying or assigning to any person or entity other than to Buyer pursuant to the Agreement,
any right, title or mterest in the Water Right, or encumbenng the Water Right by any mortgage,
deed of trust, or other instrument creating any lien or secunty interest or otherwise secunng any
debt or obligation, or creating or allowing to be created any exception, defect, or adverse claim
against Seller's title to the WTater Right other than the nghts of Buyer under the Agreement
4
Parties in Interest This Memorandum shall be binding upon, and shall mure to
the benefit of, the parties and their respective successors and assigns
5
Rights of Parties Subject to Terms of Agreement The nghts and obligations of
the parties under this Memorandum are subject to all of the terms and conditions of the
Agreement To the extent of any inconsistency between this Memorandum and the Agreement,
the Agreement shall govern
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Buyer and Seller have executed this Memorandum to be
effective as of the date first above wntten
SELLER:
BLAKE R GARRETT

By

.4

_

XJ
BUYER:
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, L.L.C., a Utah limited
liability company
By
Its

HRO-01275

STATE OF UTAH
COUNTY OF

)
:ss
)

On the
day of
2002, before me personally appeared Blake
R. Garrett, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing instrument, who
duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

STATE OF

)

COUNTY OF

)

On the

day of
2002, before me personally appeared
, known to me to be the person that executed the within and foregoing
instrument, who duly acknowledged to me that she executed the same.

NOTARY PUBLIC

HRO-01277 3 § C p ]

August 8. 2002
Steve Skabelund
1149 Wesi Center Street
Orem UT S405~

Re:

Michael Kevte

Dear Steve:
Enclosed please find a iener and the Change Application for Michael Keyre. If
you could read it over and send any comments or quesnons to me I would
appreciate it.
Jattr L inilituns

Verv uruh vours.

Jodv L. Williams

HRO-0107S
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Au2usi8 2002

Michael S Keyce
POBo\2"i'
Mona UT 8^6-^5

ADphcauon for Permanent Change of Water

Dear Michael

Jofly L
u'i'm/O'C./'^

Militants
otit

Enclosed please find a aran of tne Change Apphcation we need to fi.e for vour
water ngnt. Please look it over and get back to me or Steve with comments or
questions Vv e w orkect w ith Jim Riie> m putting tne Change Apphcanon together,
so it snoula be good
Thank vou

Verv rrah \ours.

Jocrv L Williams

HRO-01077
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August 8, 2002

Warren Peterson
Waddingham & Peterson
362 West Main
Delta UT 84624

Re:

Rlake Garrett

Dear W'arren:

jody I. Williams
u>iiiiq/o@hro com

Enclosed find a copy of a DRAFT Change Application for Blake's water right.
Please review it and send me your comments / revisions at your earliest
convenience. Spring Canyon Energy wants to finalize and file the Change
Application as quickly as possible.

Very truly yours,

Jody L. Williams

cc:

Ted Banasiewicz w/enclosures
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August 15 2002

Jady L. Williams
Mit'n ato^tfc. com

Tneodore T Banasiewicz
USA Power
POBoxT"4000-359
31 535 Runway Place
Steamboat Springs. CO 30-T7
Re

Michael S Kevte Blake Garrett

Dear Ted:
Enclosed please find both onginals of the Keyte Water Right Option and Purchase
Agreement and the Original Memorandum of Water Rights Option. Please execute
all three Return one original Opaon and Purchase Agreement to us and fed ex the
Memoranaum of Water Right Opaon to Juao Title and Abstract Co with a copy to
us. We have insrructed the title camp an > to record the Memorandum of Option
when it is received We v^iil send Michael a fully executed original of the Opaon
and Purchase Asreemem.

C o m m e n t [COMMENT!]: SHORT
letters: L-save m current location OR acd
" rerurns aaove dais icr ether frst line >
io snacmc berween HRO <L logo s same
I as thai between logo and lcucr)

I

\ddinon.it Info XfTop" "Privileged <L
> Continental' cr an\ oincr rxm aoove the
date should :>an on une vhcre aate
currcnUv aooears anc snould be m Bauer
Beam Bali irauc font.
Personalized lerterhead ma\ be created
oniv for atiornevs who have passed uxe i
[ bar m at ieasr one state and for senior- !
level man igere as designated bv the
I
Firm. Ail others scnaing out a letter
snousd use tne aero anornev nao-macacer
letter template and tncuoe their ade.
To delete ins non-onnnne comment.
re\eai \om cooes at iop of file and ae:e:e
'comment' code

Also enclosed please find your original of the Blake Garrett Option for your
permanent records
Thank vou.

Vervtruh \ours.

Jod\ L. Williams
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September 18, 2002

CONFIDENTIAL

Mr. David Graeber
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC
10440 North Central Expressway, Suite 1400
Dallas TX 75231

Re:

Spring Canyon Energy Project Water Rights

Dear Mr. Graeber:

Jody L.

Williams

wdliajo@hro corn

Attorneys

at Law

299 South Mam Street
Suite 1800
Salt Lake City, Utah
Ulll-2263
Tel

You have retained us to aid you in acquiring water rights for the Spring
Canyon Energy Project (the "Project"), located near the town of Mona in Juab
County, Utah. After investigation with your local water engineering firm, we
identified the following Utah water rights for acquisition by Spring Canyon Energy,
LLC (the "Company") for use in the Project:

(801)521-5800

Fax (801)521 -9639
www hro corn
Salt Lake City
Denver
Boulder
Colorado Springs
London
San Francisco

Water Right No. 53-1431, Application No. D6919 and approved
Change Application No. a21754, quantified by the Utah State
Engineer's Office ("State Engineer") as yielding 163.22 acre feet
annually, owned by Michael Keyte (the "Keyte Water Right"); and
Water Right No. No. 53-97, Certificate No. 11837 quantified by the
State Engineer as yielding 384.0 acre-feet annually, owned by Blake
Gaixett (the "Garrett Water Right"). (Collectively, the Keyte and
Garrett Water Rights are referred to as the "Water Rights.")
Together the Water Rights are approved for an annual yield of 547.22 acre
feet of water annually. An acre foot of water is that volume of water which would
cover one acre of land one foot deep. One acre foot of water contains 325,900
gallons of water, or 43,560 cubic feet of water.
The Company entered into the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement
(the "Options") for the Garrett Water Right on August 5, 2002 and for the Keyte
Water Right on August 14, 2002. The agreed-upon purchase price for the Water
Rights is $4,000.00 per acre foot of water. The Options are secured by payment of
Initial Option Fees of one percent of the total purchase price, which secure the
Company's right to purchase the Water Rights for six months. The Options are
renewable for up to thirty-six months in six month increments by the payment of
one percent of the total purchase price into an established escrow account for each
HRO-
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Page 2
six month increment. The Imtial Opton Fees may be withdrawn from the escrow
accounts by each seller upon completion of the following conditions precedent*
(a)
acceptance of the Water Right by the Company after
completion of due diligence in a sixty day due diligence period,
(b) filing of a permanent change application ("Change
Application") with the State Engineer as provided for under Utah
Code Annotated § 73-3-3 seeking authorization for the Water Right
to be diverted and used from the Project's proposed underground
water wells;
(c)
delivery of an executed Water Right deed mto the escrow
account estabhshed for the purchase of the Water Right,
(d)
delivery of an executed Memorandum of Water Right
Option mto the escrow account estabhshed for the purchase of the
Water Right and recordation of said Memorandum m the Office of
the Juab County Recorder;
(e)
delivery to the escrow agent of any required approval to the
transaction by a holder of any lien or encumbrance against the
Water Right.
The remaining Option payments will be held in the interest bearing escrow account
and applied against the purchase price for each Water Right at the closing
The Water Rights previously have been used for irrigation It is generally
accepted among Utah water regulators that irrigation consumes one-half of the
water that is diverted and apphed to the growing crops The other one-half of the
water diverted ultimately returns to the groundwater aquifer or to surface flows to
be used by other water rights owners. We have advised the Company that only the
portions of the Water Rights that historically have been consumed by crops may be
consumed by the Project Further, we have advised the Company that it is
necessary to acquire each Water Right in its entirety and consume only that volume
of water previously consumed m order to avoid unlawful mterference to other
water rights m the aquifer.
The Company and the Sellers must secure permission from the State
Engineer to make the following changes to the Water Rights so that they may be
used by the Project by receiving approval of the Change Applications

HRO-0G558
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(i)
change the use of the Water Rights from irrigation to
industrial and other incidental uses, including domestic;
(ii)
change the points of diversion from the existing Keyte and
Garrett wells to new wells to service the Project;
(iii)
change the place of use of the Water Rights from the Keyte
and Garrett agricultural fields to the Project site; and
(iv)
change the season of use from the irrigation season to year
round.
After filing, the Change Applications are advertised once a week for two
consecutive weeks in a local newspaper, after which those objecting have twenty
days in which to file a protest Following the protest period, the State Engineer will
either schedule a hearing, upon twenty days notice, or will issue a memorandum
decision approving or denying the Change Applications. The Change Application
applicants or protestants may file a request for reconsideration within twenty days
from the State Engineer's memorandum decision orfilean appeal with Utah District
Court within thirty days from the State Engineer's memorandum decision. Many
Change Applications are protested in Utah, but only a minute percentage of protests
result in appeals to the Utah District Court.
Both Keyte and Garrett signed the Change Applications we prepared for
their Water Rights. The Keyte Change Application, a27051, was filed on
September 3,2002. The Garrett Change Application, a27090, was filed September
17,2002. Prior to receipt of protests, applicants or their attorneys may consult with
or seek advice regarding Change Applications from the State Engineer. We have
met with the State Engineer regarding both Change Applications and incorporated
his suggestions into the documents. We requested the State Engineer to expedite
processing and approval of the Change Applications. The earliest the Company can
expect to receive the State Engineer's memorandum decision is four months from
the date of filing.
At this point, we believe that the State Engineer's approval of the Change
Applications is likely. The Water Rights are recognized as valid by the State
Engineer and our preliminary due diligence found nothing to indicate that the
Change Applications will not be approved. We do expect to receive protests to the
Change Applications from the United States Bureau ofReclamation and the Central
Utah Water Conservancy District. Both parties routinely protest all Change
Applications in the Project area. Their protests generally request that accurate
records of use be provided to the State Engineer and that consumption of water
I21167vi
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made available by the Water Rights does not increase over historical consumption.
By statute, any interested person may protest and it is possible that others may file
a protest to the Change Applications.
Although we have reviewed the files at the State Engineer's office and all
documents provided to us by the title companies acting as escrow agents for the
Options, and attempted to anticipate likely protestants and the substance of the
protests, it is not possible to predict with certainty all issues which may be raised.
If the Change Applications are protested, we intend to respond in writing to the
protests and meet with the protestants to attempt to resolve the protests without a
hearing. Based on our experience, our review to date of the Water Rights, and our
meetings with the State Engineer's office, we believe the Change Applications will
be promptly approved.
If you have further questions regarding the Water Rights, the Options, or the
approval process for use of the Water Rights by the Project, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Sincerely,

Jody L. Williams

JLW/bjw

HRO-00560
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MEMORAJVDUM

To:

Mr. David Graeber

From:

Jody L. Williams and Steven J. Voyovich

Date:

September 3 0 , 2 0 0 2

Re:

R. Blake Garrett Water Right

INTRODUCTION
The following Memorandum addresses the issues pertaining to the due diligence
undertaken for Water Right No. 53-97 (A26780) which is the subject of the Option and
Purchase Agreement executed between Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. and R. Blake
Garrett on August 5, 2002 (the "Water Right"). Based upon the records available in the
file for the Water Right at the Utah Division of Water Rights, and a preliminary title
report and conveyance documents supplied to us for Mr. Garrett by First American Title
Company of Fillmore, Utah, the Water Right is owned by R. Blake Garrett.
The Water Right is a perfected Application to Appropriate which is evidenced by
Certificate No. 11837 (the "Certificate"). The Certificate was issued in the name of R.
Blake Garrett and allows the diversion of 3 cfs of water with a priority date of March 25,
1955 from an underground water well located N 1354 feet and W 48 feet from the S1/4
corner of Section 31, T 12S, R IE, SLBM. The Water Right is used with 70 shares of
Nephi Irrigation Company water to irrigate 107 acres as follows: 17 acres in the NW1/4
of the NW 1/4 and 10 acres in the SW1/4 of the NW 1/4 ah in Section 31, T 12S, R IE,
SLBM; and 40 acres in the SE1/4 of the NE 1/4 and 40 acres in the SW1/4 of the NE1/4
all in Section 36, T 12S, R1W, SLBM (see the attached Exhibit "A"). The sole supply of
the Water Right is limited to the irrigation requirements of 96 acres which is quantified as
the maximum diversion of 384 acre feet of water annually. The water may be used for
irrigation from April 1 to October 31 of each year. The Water Right is discussed in more
detail below.
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DISCUSSION
The application was originally filed by Herbert H. Winn on March 25, 1955, for
the irrigation of 160 acres located in the NW1/4 of Section 25, T 12S, R 1W, SLBM from
April 1 to October 31 of each year and incidental stockwatering from January 1 to
December 31 of each year. A flow of 5 cfs of water was to be diverted from a 16 inch
underground water well to supply the beneficial uses set forth in the application. The
application was approved by the Utah State Engineer ("State Engineer") on May 13,1960
and proof of beneficial use was first due on October 31, 1961. A Staitement of Water
User's Claim for the General Determination of Rights in the Utah Lake and Jordan River
drainage was filed by Mr. Winn in the Third Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County
on November 19, 1971.
Seven Applications for Extension of Time in which to Submit Proof of Beneficial
Use ("Extension Requests") were filed by Mr. Winn between May 13,1960 and May 13,
1974. The State Engineer granted all seven Extension Requests. The last Extension
Request was granted to October 31, 1977.
A Segregation Application (Water Right No. 53-596 (A26780)) was filed in the
name of Fenton Broadhead on March 23, 1977 and 2 cfs of the 5 cfs of water approved
under the Water Right was segregated from the Water Right on June 22, 1977, leaving 3
cfs of water in the original Water Right.
The remaining 3 cfs of the Water Right was assigned to R. Blake Garrett on
October 17, 1977, who filed Change Application No. a8787 to change the point of
diversion and place of use of the water. An eighth Extension Request filed by Blake
Garrett was granted until October 31, 1979.
Blake Garrett filed a Statement of Water User's Claim in his name in the Third
Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County for the General Determination of Water
Rights in the Utah Lake and Jordan River drainage on October 15, 1979, replacing the
Water User's Claim filed by Mr. Winn.

The final corrected Proof of Beneficial Use for the permanent change application
filed by Blake Garrett was submitted to the Division of Water Rights on November 8,
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1982, and Certificate No. 11837 was issued on November 24,1982 for the supplemental
irrigation of 107 acres. The issuance of a certificate is the final step in completing an
appropriation of water under Utah law and is the evidence that a water right has been
perfected.
Under Utah law, an approved water right application may be conveyed by
assignment or by deed. A perfected water right application is conveyed by deed as real
property. Generally, an appurtenant water right is conveyed with the land unless the
water right is specifically reserved by the grantor in the deed.
Based upon a preliminary title report supplied by First American Title Company
of Fillmore, Utah which is attached to this Memorandum as Exhibit "B," five parcels of
land in Sections 31 and 36 of T 12S, R IE, SLBM are owned by the following
individuals and entities: R. Blake Garrett and Susan K. Garrett, husband and wife, as
joint tenants as to Parcel 1; Nephi City, a municipal corporation, as to Parcel 2; Roscoe
R. Garrett as to Parcel 3; Nephi City, a municipal corporation, as to Parcel 4; and R.
Blake Garrett and Susan KL Garrett, as joint tenants, as to Parcel 5. See the attached
Exhibit "C" for a visual representation of the five parcels.
Based upon the Certificate, the Water Right is used to irrigate 17.698 acres in
Parcel 3; 9.302 acres in Parcel 4; and 80 acres in Parcel 5. Based upon the deeds supplied
to us by First American Title Company of Fillmore, Utah, Roscoe R. Garrett and Aleen
L. Garrett received title to Parcels 3,4 and 5 by general warranty deed on September 22,
1965; R. Blake Garrett and Susan K. Garrett received title to Parcel 5 by general warranty
deed from Roscoe R. Garrett on April 7,1978; and Nephi City, a municipal corporation,
received title to Parcel 4 by general warranty deed on October 15, 2001. As set forth
above, R. Blake Garrett was assigned the Water Right application on October 17, 1977.
There were no reservations of water in the deed conveying Parcel 5 from Roscoe R.
Garrett to R. Blake Garrett and Susan K. Garrett; therefore, even if the Water Right was
appurtenant to Parcel 5 and Roscoe R. Garrett could prove he owned an interest in the
Water Right at the time of the conveyance, the interest to any water used to irrigate Parcel
5 would have been conveyed to R. Blake Garrett and Susan K. Garrett with the land in
that deed. Blake Garrett has never owned Parcels 3 and 4. These parcels were owned by
Roscoe R. Garrett at the time the proof was filed on the Water Right. Based upon the
documents we have reviewed, Roscoe R. Garrett has never owned an interest in any
portion of the Water Right; therefore, unity of title between the owners of the land and
the Water Right has never existed in connection with Parcels 3 and 4 and Roscoe R.
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Garrett could not legally pass title to any portion of the Water Right 1 Despite this fact,
Roscoe R. Garrett reserved any and all appurtenant water in the deed conveying Parcel 4
to Nephi City and therefore, Nephi City can have no possible claim of ownership to any
portion of the Water Right.
On February 24,1984, a deed of trust was executed by R. Blake Garrett and Susan
Kay F. Garrett in favor of the Federal Land Bank of Sacramento covering the right to use
2.4 cfs of water under Water Right for the irrigation of 80 acres in the South 1/2 of the
NEl/4 of Section 36, T 12S, R IE, SLBM (Parcel 5). On March 29, 1989, the Western
Farm Credit Bank (formerly the Federal Land Bank of Sacramento) released and
reconveyed to R. Blake Garrett and Susan Kay F. Garrett all of the interest formerly
acquired by the trust deed. On February 24, 1989, R. Blake Garrett and Susan Kay
Garrett aka Susan Kay F. Garrett executed a Trust Deed with Valley Bank and Trust
Company as trustee and beneficiary using the entire Water Right as collateral to secure a
loan in the amount of $179,012.91. The Water Right was assigned to Bank One, Utah
(formerly Valley Bank and Trust) and a security agreement was executed in the name of
Bank One, Utah on September 15, 1993.
Don Jones leased all of the water which may be diverted under the Water Right
during the 1985 and 1988 irrigation seasons. An Application for Temporary Change
("Temporary Change") was filed and approved on the Water Right for the 1985 irrigation
season. The Temporary Change allowed the water to be diverted from a different well to
irrigate land in Section 20, T 12S, R IE, SLBM. The Temporary Change expired on
October 30, 1985.
One remaining issue requiring consideration is whether the Water Right has been
lost to forfeiture or abandonment. Since all water in the State of Utah is "the property of
While a perfected water nght is appurtenant to its place of use and may be conveyed with the land it is appurtenant to
without specific recitation in die conveyance document, for a conveyance of a water right to occur by appurtenance tiiere is one
more condition diat must be satisfied. That condition is called "Unity of Tide." Unity of Tide means dxat die ride to die water
right and die ride to die land are held by die same owner(s).
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the public," a person holding title to a water right actually owns only the right to the use
of water which has been approved for use under the water right, and a failure to
continually put that water to beneficial use may result in a loss of a water right to
forfeiture or abandonment Forfeiture is die deprivation or destruction of the right to use
water as a result of a failure to put water that was available in priority under the water
right to beneficial use. Abandonment is the voluntary relinquishment of a right to use
water with the intention of not reclaiming it Generally, non-use of water under a water
right for any five-year period causes the water right to cease and the water to revert to the
public, unless an Application for Non-use of Water is filed with the Utah Division of
Water Rights and approved by the State Engineer. We have made no independent
investigation of the continuous use of the Water Right, although we know of no facts
which would lead us to believe the Water Right has been abandoned or forfeited.
As a protection against loss of the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment,
the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement executed by Spring Canyon Energy,
L.L.C. and Blake Garrett contains the following Representation and Warranty by the
Seller which is applicable as of the Closing date and which specifically survives the
closing date:
No Forfeiture or Abandonment The water right is in good standing in the
State Engineers Office; the use of the Water Right has been consistent with the
water right as on record in the State Engineer's Office; the water right has been
used beneficially within the last five (5) years; and neither the water right nor any
part, thereof is subject to forfeiture or abandonment for non use.
Based upon the foregoing, we believe the Water Right is m good standing in
the Office of the State Engineer and titled in the name of R. Blake Garrett.
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CONFIDENTIAL
MEMORANDUM

To:

Mr. David Graeber

From:

Jody L. Williams and Steven J. Vuyovich

Date:

September 30, 2002

Re:

Michael S. Keyte Water Right

INTRODUCTION
The following Memorandum addresses the issues pertaining to the due
diligence undertaken for Water Right No. 53-1431 (a21754) which is the subject of the
Option and Purchase Agreement executed between Spring Canyon Energy, L.L.C. and
Michael S. Keyte on August 14, 2002 (the "Water Right"). Based upon the records
available in the file for the Water Right at the Utah Division of Water Rights, and a
preliminary title report, conveyance documents, and a Utah District Court judgment
supplied to us by Juab Title and Abstract Company of Mona, Utah, the Water Right is
owned by Michael S. Keyte.
The Water Right is a diligence claim filed by Michael S. Keyte for the use of
surface water prior to 1903. The Water Right allows the sole supply annual diversion of
163.22 acre feot of water with a priority date of March 1879 from three underground
water wells located N 2300 feet and E 1300 feet; N 2000 feet and E 1300 feet; and N
2010 feet and E 1300 feet all from the SW corner of Section 30, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM.
The Water Right is used for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stockwatering of 83 head of
cattle or equivalent, and the domestic use of 2 families. The water may be used for
irrigation from April 1 to October 31 of each year. Stockwatering and domestic uses are
year round uses. The Water Right is discussed in more detail below.
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The Water Right is designated as Water Right No. 53-1431 in the records of the
Utah Division of Water Rights ("Division of Water Rights"). The underlying basis of the
Water Right is a diligence claim meaning that the water was put to beneficial use prior
to 1903 when Utah began requiring written applications for water right appropriations.
Documentation of prior 1903 use of the water is required to acquire a water right number
or to file an application to change the use of a water right That documentation was first
filed on September 29,1992.
The Water Right originally was a part of Water Right No. 53-1297 (Diligence
Claim No. D6213), filed in the name of Collective Water User Property Owners,
claiming a priority date of March, 1879 for use of water diverted from West Ponds and
springs in the Current Creek drainage. More specifically, the claim stated, "[t]he West
canal collects water from 6 or more unnamed springs and 2 named ponds" and M[i]n the
past, ponds were called West Pond Springs, Willow Creek Meadow Springs, East Fish
Spring, & Middle Pond & West Pond." The claim stated that "100% of water has been
used without interruption" and that "[ejarly users felt it was not necessary to file because
water was used on patented land granted by US Govt." The original claim was for 7 cfs
of water for the sole supply irrigation of 100 acres and stockwatering of 350 cattle or
equivalent.
Water Right No. 53-1297 (Diligence Claim No. D6213) was amended by a
subsequent filing on October 19, 1992. The corrected filing was for 7.9 cfs of water for
the irrigation of 122 acres and the stockwatering of 350 cattle or equivalent. The
corrected claim included 40 acres in Section 30, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM as a portion of the
place of use of the water: 10 acres in the NE of the SW; 20 acres in the NW of the SE;
and 10 acres in the SW of the NE. In addition to other listed claimants, the corrected
claim was signed by the Erma Keyte Trust and Marilyn Keyte. The claim had been
prepared for Michael Keyte's signature, but Michael's name was crossed out and Marilyn
signed the claim.
Claims to the relevant irrigated acreage were as follows: Erma Keyte (2 acres in
the NW of the NE); Marilyn Keyte (10 acres in the NE of the SW and 20 acres in the NW
of the SE); and Erma Keyte (10 acres in the SW of the NE). Marilyn Keyte then filed a
change application on June 19, 1996 for 30 acres and 35 head of stock that she claimed
under the corrected claim. The change application was designated as Water Right No.
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53-1385 (a20136). Attorney Steven Clyde protested Change Application No. a20136 for
Michael Keyte, claiming that Marilyn had "nothing that will show title to this land and
the water rights appurtenant to that land as vesting in her.... Marilyn Keyte has no right,
title or interest in this proportionate share of Diligence Claim D6213 (53-1297)." Mr.
Clyde stated that Michael Keyte had unequivocal title to the "land and the water right
appurtenant to it" and that Michael's ownership was "by clear and unbroken chain of
title."
A hearing on Change Application a20136 was held on July 29,1997 in Spanish
Fork, Utah. Marilyn Keyte had passed away and her heirs attended the hearing. The
Change Application was subsequently rejected by the State Engineer in a Memorandum
Decision dated October 21, 1997 on the grounds that the applicant did not own the
property that was historically irrigated and "could not aind did not establish a water right
on the property." A Request for Reconsideration was filed by Larry Ellertson. The
Request for Reconsideration was two days late and was denied because it was late and
because no title documents could be submitted to show a claim of ownership to the water
right. The 30 acres of irrigation and 35 head of stock under Change Application No.
a20136 were moved back to underlying Water Right No. 53-1297.
Michael S. Keyte and Tyler P. Keyte filed Change Application No. a21754
(Water Right No. 53-1409 (a portion of Water Right No. 53-1297)) on December 16,
1997 (the "Change Application"). Tyler P. Keyte's name has subsequently been removed
from the Change Application by assignment dated May 30, 2002. The Change
Application was filed on 163.22 acre feet of water for the irrigation of 40 acres and the
stockwatering of 115 head of cattle or equivalent. The Change Application proposed to
change the point of diversion, place and nature of use of the water. The point of
diversion was changed from the West Ponds and Springs in Section 6, T12S, R1E,
SLBM of the Current Creek drainage to three underground water wells in Section 30, T
US, R1E, SLBM. The place of use was changed to the S1/2 of the NW and the Nl/2 of
the SW of Section 30. The nature of use was changed to the irrigation of 40 acres, the
stockwatering of 83 cattle or equivalent, and the domestic purposes of 2 families.

On December 1,1998 Michael Keyte filed his own diligence claim for the use of
water prior to 1903. The diligence claim was designated as D71856 (Water Right No.
53-1431) and claimed a flow of .95 cfs for the irrigation of 45.06 acres and the
stockwatering of 150 cattle or equivalent.

-

J
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On March 5,1999, Change Apphcation No a21754 (Water Right No 53-1431)
was approved for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stockwatenng of 83 cattle or equivalent,
and the domestic purposes of 2 famihes The maximum allowable annual diversion
amount is 163 22 acre feet of water Water Right No 53-1409 was removed from the
records of the State Engineer and Water Right No 53-1297 was reduced by 40 acres of
irrigation and 100 head of livestock
The following inconsistencies axe evident when the above documents are
analyzed m detail
1
The place of use of the water under Water Right No 53-1297
(D62\3), Change Application No a217 54 (heretofore), and Water Right
No 52-1431 (D71856) are inconsistent See the attached Exhibits "A,"
"B," and "C " Exhibit "A" shows the place of use of Michael Keyte's
water under Water Right No 53-1297 (D6213), Exhibit "B" shows the
heretofore place of use of the Change Application, and Exhibit "C" shows
the place ofuseofWater Right No 53-1431 (D71856)
2
The amount of water reduced from Water Right No 53-1297 is
162 8 acre feet The amount of water approved under the Change
Application is 163 22 acre feet Finally, the amount of water claimed
under Water Right No 53-1431 (D71856) is 188 44 acre feet
3
The point of diversion of the Water Right does not perfectly
match the point of diversion set forth in Water Right No 53-1297 and the
pomt of diversion set forth m the heretofore of the change application
The Diligence Claim lists a point of diversion of S 350 feet and E 1760
feet from the NW corner of Section 6, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM Water Right
No 53-1297 and the heretofore of Change Application No a21754 show
a point of diversion of S 200 feet and E 1900 feet from NW corner of
Section 6, T US, R IE, SLBM
Diligence Claim No 71856 was examined closely by the Division of Water
Rights prior to the approval of the Change Apphcation It is not clear why these
discrepancies were not corrected or why Diligence Claim No 71856 contamed more
water than was included in the Change Apphcation Representatives of the Division of
-4HRO-01Q05
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Water Rights could not tell us. It could be that additional acreage was included in the
claim when the proof engineer mapped it, but the acreage was not recognized as
continuously irrigated since 1903. It is not likely to matter now because the controlling
document is the approved Change Application, which claims the lesser amount of water.
Although Diligence Claim No. D71856 was filed for more water than what was approved
in the Change Application, the change amended the diligence claim and was not appealed
by Michael Keyte. Consequently, the 163.22 acre feet of water and the beneficial uses
set forth in the Change Application are the annual diversion limitations of the Water
Right presently recognized by the State of Utah.
The approved place of use for the Water Right under the Change Application
includes the S W and the SE of the NW and the NW and the NE of the SW of Section 30,
T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM. Michael Keyte's deeded land is located in the SE of the NW and
the NE of the SW of Section 30 (see the attached Exhibit "DM where the land is shown
in a checkered pattern). Michael does not own any land in the SW of the NW or the NW
of the SW of Section 30, so it is not clear why this property was included as part of the
hereafter place of use of the water. We asked Michael about this and he did not know.
It is likely that an error was made in the preparation of the Change Application.
A preliminary title report and commitment for title insurance issued by j'uab Title
& Abstract Company on September 4, 2002 (attached to this Memorandum as Exhibit
"E") states that Michael S. Keyte and Nila Keyte own fee simple title to the land depicted
in Exhibit "D.M An examination of the deeds included with the diligence claim filing
reveals that Michael Keyte has a record chain of title to the property shown in Exhibit
"D" dating from March 11, 1935 where F.A. Keyte conveyed the property to Rachel
Keyte, his wife. Juab Title and Abstract Company stated in a letter dated January 15,
1997, that it was unable to locate a recorded deed from Ephraim Ellertson to F.A. Keyte.
Ephraim Ellertson was the recipient of the original United States patent incorporating the
property now owned by Michael Keyte. The original patent was recorded on June 19,
1907. Pursuant to the Utah Marketable Title Act, "an unbroken chain of title of record
to any interest in land for forty years or more" is sufficient to convey record title to the
land free of third party claims "existing prior to the effective date of the root of title."

Prior to the approval of the Change Application, only a small portion of the water
was used to irrigate Michael Keyte's deeded land. Historically, most of the water under
the Water Right has "been used to irrigate land that Michael does not and has never
owned. Michael Keyte related to us that the land had belonged to F.A. Keyte and was
-5HRO-01006
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condemned by Utah Lake Land, Water and Power Company, but the Water Right was not
Included in the condemnation take. We contacted Juab Title and Abstract Company and
were subsequently supplied with a preliminary title report, some deeds and a 1916
recorded court judgment m Utah Lake Land, Water and Power Company v Frederick A
Keyte (the "Judgment"). The deeds and the Judgment establish that Frederick A Keyte
had title to the land m 1916 when the Fifth Judicial District Court of Utah issued an
Order of Condemnation for four parcels of land in Sections 30 and 31 of T 1 IS, R IE,
SLBM for use as a reservoir (Now Mona Reservoir). Three of the condemned parcels
are part of the historic place of use of the Water Right (see attached Exhibit "F") The
condemned parcels were flooded regularly when water was impounded. The Judgment
stated that the condemnation "shall not carry with it the right to fence the lands herein
condemned" or "carry any title to any water rights heretofore owned by defendants and
used upon the said lands condemned." We instructed Juab Title and Abstract Company
to search for documents purporting to convey water without land No such documents
were located and supplied to us Michael Keyte informed us that the reason he filed his
change application to move the irrigation water covered by his water right to his deeded
land is because the flooding still occurs on a regular basis and he wanted to use all of his
water on his deeded land.
One remaining issue requiring consideration is whether the Water Right has been
lost to forfeiture or abandonment. Since all water in the State of Utah is "the property of
the public," a person holding title to a water right actually owns only the right to the use
of water which has been approved for use under the water right, and a failure to
continually put that water to beneficial use may result m a loss of a water right due to
forfeiture or abandonment. Forfeiture is the deprivation or destruction of the right to use
water as a result of a failure to put water that was available in priority under the water
right to beneficial use. Abandonment is the voluntary relinquishment of a right to use
water with the intention of not reclaiming it. Generally, non-use of water under a water
nght for anyfive-yearperiod causes the water right to cease and the water to revert to the
public, unless an Application for Non-use of Water is filed with the Utah Division of
Water Rights and approved by the State Engineer We have made no mdependent
investigation of the contmuous use of the Water Right, although we know of no facts
which would lead us to believe the Water Right has been abandoned or forfeited
As a protection agamst loss of the Water Right from forfeiture or abandonment,
the Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement executed by Spnng Canyon Energy,
L L C and Michael Keyte contams the following Representation and Warranty by the
Seller which is applicable as of the closing date and which specifically survives the
closing date*

-6HRO-01GG7
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No Forfeiture or Abandonment. The water right is in good standing in the
State Engineer's Office; the use of the Water Rjght has been consistent with the
water right as on record in the State Engineer's Office; the water right has been
used beneficially within the last five (5) years; and neither the water right nor any
part thereof is subject to forfeiture or abandonment for non use.
Based upon the foregoing, we believe the Water Right is in good standing in the
Office of the State Engineer and titled in the name of Michael S. Keyte.

-7HRO-01008
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Michael Keyte's water right is designated as Water Right No. 53-1431 (D6919) in the
records of the Utah Division of Water Rights ("Division of Water Rights"). The D6919 indicates
that the underlying basis of Michael Keyte's water right is a diligence claim (the "Diligence
Claim"). A dihgence claim for the use of water is a claim that the water was put to beneficial use
prior to the time Utah state law required applications for water right appropriations. Utah first
required the filing of Applications to Appropriate surface water in 1903.
Diligence claims must be "acceptably complete" and include the name and address of the
person making the claim, the quantity of water claimed, the source of supply, the priority date,
the point of diversion of the water, the place of use of the water, the nature of use of the water,
the time when the water was used each year, measurements of the amount of water diverted, and
a map showing the original diversion and conveyance works and place of use of the water. Other
maps, aerial photographs or supporting documents such as affidavits may be required by the
State Engineer. If the dihgence claim is acceptably complete, the State Engineer will accept it
for filing, assign the claim a water right number, and publish notice of the claim in accordance
with the same procedures set forth for new appropriations. The acceptance of a claim does not
act as "an adjudication of the claim by the state engineer or the validity of the claimed water
right," but the State Engineer is required to conduct a filed investigation of each claim and
prepare a report of the investigation. The report becomes a part of the file for the claim and may
later be admissible in any administrative or judicial proceeding as to the validity of the claim.
A person objecting to the validity of a claim on the basis of injury by the diversion and
use of the water may challenge the validity of the claim in the Utah district court. The action
may be brought against the original claimant or the claimant's successor in interest. The claimant
or successor in interest of the claimant has the burden of proving the validity of the claim by a
preponderance of the evidence. The person filing the court action must notify the State Engineer
of the court action and upon notice of the court action "the state engineer may take no action on
any change or exchange applications founded on the claim that is the subject of the pending
litigation, until the court adjudicates the matter."
Michael Keyte's Diligence Claim was originally a part of Water Right No. 53-1297
(Diligence Claim No. D6213) which was first filed on September 29, 1992. Water Right No. 531297 was filed in the name of Collective Water User Property Owners with a priority date of
March 1879 and claimed the use of water diverted from West Ponds and springs in the Current
Creek drainage. More specifically, the claim stated, "[t]he West canal collects water from 6 or
more unnamed springs and 2 named ponds" and M[i]n the past, ponds were called West Pond
Springs, Willow Creek Meadow Springs, East Fish Spring, & Middle Pond & West Pond."
Additionally the claim stated that "100% of water has been used without interruption" and that
"[e]arly users felt it was not necessary to file because water was used on patented land grant by
US Govt." The original claim was for 7 cfs of water fort the sole supply irrigation of 100 acres
and stockwatering of 350 cattle or equivalent.
The claim was amended by a subsequent filing on October 19, 1992. By statute,
Diligence Claims "maybe corrected by submitting to the state engineer a verified corrected claim
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designated as such and bearing the same number as the original claim." The corrected filing was
for 7.9 cfs of water for the irrigation of 122 acres and the stockwatering of 350 cattle cr
equivalent. The corrected claim listed 40 acres in Section 30, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM as follows as
the place of use of the water: 10 acres in the NE of the SW; 20 acres in the NW of the SE; and
10 acres in the SW of the NE. In addition to other listed claimants, the corrected claim was
signed by the Erma Keyte Trust and Marilyn Keyte. The claim had been prepared for Michael
Keyte's signature, but Michael's name was crossed out and Marilyn signed the claim.
Marilyn Keyte claimed ownership of the relevant irrigated acreage as follows: Erma
Keyte (2 acres in the NW of the NE); Marilyn Keyte (10 acres in the NE of the SW and 20 acres
in the NW of the SE); and Erma Keyte (10 acres in the SW of the NE). Marilyn Keyte then filed
a change application on June 19, 1996 for the 30 acres and 35 head of stock that she claimed
under the corrected claim. The change application was designated as Water Right No. 53-1385
(a201136). Attorney Steve Clyde protested Change Application No. 53-1385 for Michael Keyte,
claiming that Marilyn had "nothing that will show title to this land and the water rights
appurtenet to that land as vesting in her." In addition, Steve Clyde stated in his March 5, 1997
letter to Jim Riley at the Division of Water Rights that "Marilyn Keyet has no right, title or
interest in this proportionate share of Diligence Claim D6213 (53-1297)." Steve Clyde went on
to say that Michael Keyte had unequivocal title to the "land and the water right appurtenant to it"
and that Michael's ownership was "by clear and unbroken chain of title." A hearing was held on
July 29, 1997 in Spanish Fork, Utah. Marilyn Keyte had passed away and her heirs attended the
hearing. Marilyn Keyte's Change Application No. a20136 was subsequently rejected by the State
Engineer in a Memorandum Decision dated October 21, 1997 on the grounds that the applicant
did not own the property that was historically irrigated and "could not and did not establish a
water right on the property." A Request for Reconsideration was filed by Larry Ellertson. The
Request for Reconsideration was two days late and was denied because it was late and because
no title documents could be submitted to show a claim of ownership to the water right. The 30
acres of irrigation and 35 head of stock under Change Application No. a20136 were moved back
to the underlying Water Right No. 53-1297.
Michael S. Keyte and Tyler P. Keyte filed Change Application No. a21754 (Water
Right No. 53-1409(a portion of Water Right No. 53-1297)) on December 16, 1997. The change
was filed on 163.22 acre feet of water for the irrigation of 40 acres and the stockwatering of 115
head of cattle or equivalent. The change proposed to change the point of diversion, place and
nature of use of the water. The point of diversion would be changed from the West Ponds and
Springs in Section 6, T12S, RIE, SLBM of the Current creek drainage to three underground
water wells in Section 30, T 1 IS, RIE, SLBM. The place of use would be changed to the Sl/2 of
the NW and the Nl/2 of the SW of Section 30. The nature of use would be changed to the
irrigation of 40 acres, the stockwatering of 83 cattle or equivalent, and the domestic purposes of
2 families.
On December 1, 1998 Michael Keyte filed his own diligence claim for the use of water
prior to 1903. The diligence claim was designated as D71856 (Water Right No. 53-1431). The
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Diligence Claim claimed a flow of 95 cfs for the irrigation of 45 06 acres and the stockwatenng
of 150 cattle or equivalent
On March 5, 1999, Change Application No a21754 (Water Right No 53-1431) was
approved for the irrigation of 40 acres, the stockwatenng of 83 cattle or equivalent, and the
domestic purposes of 2 families The maximum allowable annual diversion amount is 163 22
acre feet of water Water Right No 53-1409 was removed from the records of the State Engmeer
and Water Right No 53-1297 was reduced by 40 acres of irrigation and 100 head of livestock
The following inconsistencies are evident when the above documents are analyzed m
detail
1
The place of use of the water under Water Right No 53-1297, Change
Apphcation No a21754 (heretofore), and Water Right No 52-1431 D71856 are
inconsistent See attached Exhibit "A" (place of use of Water Right No 53-1297),
Exhibit "B" (heretofore place of use of Change Application No a21754), and
Exhibit "C" (place of use of Water Right No 563-1431 D71856)
2
The amount of water reduced from Water Right No 53-1297 is 162 8 acre
feet The amount of water approved under Change Application No a21754 is is
163 22 acre feet Finally, the amount of water claimed under Water Right No 531431 D71856 is 188 44 acre feet
3
The point of diversion of the Diligence Claim does not match the point of
diversion set forth in Water Right No 53-1297 and m the heretofore of the change
application The Diligence Claim lists a pomt of diversion of South 350 feet and
East 1760 feet from the NW corner of Section 6, T 11 S, R IE, SLBM Water
Right No 53-1297 and the heretofore of Change Apphcation No a21754showa
point of diversion of South 200 feet and East 1900 feet from NW corner of
Section 6, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM
These inconsistencies are not likely to present serious problems for the water right
because the change application has been approved by the State Engineer and the underlying water
right was examined closely by representatives of the Division of Water Rights prior to the
approval of the change application It is not clear why the Diligence Claim contains more water
than what was included in the change The extra portion of water may have been ungated when
the proof engineer mapped the Diligence Claim, but may not have been continuously irrigated
since 1903 However, the controlling document is now the change apphcation Although Water
Right No 53-1431 (D71856) was Sled for more water than what was approved m the change, the
change amended the Diligence Claim filing The 163 22 acre feet amount approved m the
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change was not appealed by Michael and is the amount now recognized by the state of Utah as
amount of water that can be annually diverted under the water right.
The approved place of use for the water right is presently the SW and the SE of the NW
and the NW and the NE of the SW of Section 30, T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM. Michael has a chain of
title to the property dating from March 11, 1935 where F.A. Keyte conveyed the property to
Rachel Keyte. Based upon a letter from Juab Title and Abstract Company, dated January 15,
1997 the title company was unable to locate a recorded deed from Ephraim Ellertson to F.A.
Keyte. Ephraim Ellertson was the recipient of the original United States patent incorporating the
property now owned by Michael Keyte. The original patent was recorded on June 19, 1907.
Michael's deeded land is located in the SE of the NW and the NE of the SW of Section 30.
Michael does not own any land in the SW of the NW or the NW of the SW of Section 30 (see
attached Exhibit"D" where Michael's deeded land is shown in a checkered pattern) so it is not
clear why this property was included as part of the place of use of the water. It is likely that an
error was made in the preparation of the change application.
Prior to the approval of the change application, only a small portion of the water was used
on land privately owned by Michael Keyte. Historically, most of the water under the W ater
Right has been used to irrigate land that Michael does not and has never owned. Michael Keyte
told us that the land had belonged to F.A. Keyte and was condemned by Utah Lake Land, Water
and Power Company, but the Water Right was not part of the condemnation. We contacted Juab
Title and Abstract Company and were subsequently supplied with a preliminary title report, some
deeds and a 1916 recorded court judgment in Utah Lake Land, Water and Power Company v.
Frederick A. Keyte (the "Judgment"). The deeds and the Judgment establish that Frederick A.
Keyte had title to the land in 1916 when the Fifth Judicial District Court of Utah condemned four
parcels of land in Sections 30 and 31 of T 1 IS, R IE, SLBM for use as a reservoir. Three of the
condemned parcels are part of the historic place of use of the water right (see attached Exhibit
"E"). The condemned parcels were flooded regularly when water was impopunded in what is
now commonly known as Mona Reservoir. The judgment stated that the condemnation "shall
not carry with it the right to fence the lands herein condemned" or "carry any title to any water
rights heretofore owned by defendants and used upon the said lands condemned." We instructed
Juab Title and Abstract Company to search for documents purporting to convey water without
land. No such documents were supplied to us. Michael Keyte informed us that the reason he
filed his change application to move the irrigation water covered by his water right to his deeded
land is because the flooding still occurs on a regular basis.
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January 22, 2003

To:
From:
Subject:

Potential Buyers of Water Rights and Emission Credits
Richard Ross, Manager Contracts
Russell Christensen, Chief Engineer—Environmental
Proposed Sale of Water Rights and Emission Reduction Credits

Beginning in January 2002, Geneva Steel LLC ("Geneva") and certain of its affiliates and
subsidiaries filed voluntary petitions for reorganization under Chapter 11 of the United States
Bankruptcy Code. Since that time, Geneva has evaluated numerous available options for
maximizing the recoveries for its various stakeholders. One option being considered is the sale
of certain water rights ("WRs") and emission reduction credits ("ERCs") in a transaction
separate from the real estate or other assets.
This memorandum provides notice that Geneva is embarking on a process to solicit offers for its
WRs and ERCs, as detailed herein. An overview of requirements and procedures associated with
this process is embodied in Appendix 1 Emission Reduction Credits are listed in Appendix 2
and Water Rights are listed in Appendix 3. Offers to purchase may be made for individual
rights, groups of rights, or for the entire inventory of either or both of the WRs or ERCs
Geneva will consider conforming offers submitted prior to May 31, 2003. Prior to transaction
closing (the "Closing"), accepted offers must be approved by the Bankruptcy Court through a
motion to be filed by Geneva recommending the sale of a particular WR or a specific volume of
ERC. All motions seeking authorization to consummate a sale transaction will be presented to
the Court on twenty-five days notice, during which time all proposed sales will be subject to
higher and better offers.
Geneva and its advisors, in consultation with Geneva's secured creditors, will evaluate all offers
received to determine which offers are acceptable and the combination of offers that maximizes
the overall asset realization. Further, Geneva reserves the right not to sell any or all of its assets
if offers received are not deemed acceptable for any or no reason.
The liquidation process is open to all potential buyers regardless of their status as a direct end
user, broker, or ERC or WR trader. All inquiries should be addressed to the individuals not^d
below.
Geneva Water Rights Contact Information:
K. Richard Ross
Manager Contracts
(801)227-9405
rrossfSgeneva com

Water and ERC Offering dec
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Emission Reduction Credits Contact Information:
Russell Christensen
Chief Engineer-Environmental
(801)227-9275

rchristensen@geneva.com

Disclaimer
These materials are being delivered by Geneva in conjunction with a possible transaction involving
the potential disposition of certain assets. The materials do not necessarily contain all information
that may be material to a potential acquirer of the assets. It is expected that the recipient, if it
determines to proceed with a transaction, will conduct an independent due diligence investigation
of the assets. Neither Geneva, nor any of its affiliates, employees, shareholders, members or
representatives, including its advisors, make any representation or warranty, express or implied, as
to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein or any other information
(whether communicated in written or oral form) transmitted or made available to the prospective
purchaser.
Nothing contained in this document or in these materials constitutes an offer to sell or a solicitation
of an offer to buy any asset, business or securities. Except where otherwise indicated, these
materials speak as of their dates and are subject to change without further notice or update.
Geneva expressly reserves the right to reject any or all offers or terminate discussions with any or
all prospective purchasers at any time. Other terms regarding the related sale process will be
determined by Geneva at a later date and announced to participating offerors.

Water and ERC Offering dec
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Appendix 1
Overview of Requirements and P r o c e d u r e s for W R and E R C P u r c h a s e s

I.

General Requirements

Specific instructions for submitting offers will be communu ated with the draft Purchase and
Sale Agreement ("PSA") Contact K Richard Ross or Russell Cliristensen to request the PSA
and detailed offering instructions
Offers that do not comply with these standards will be considered non-conforming and may or
may not be considered during the offer evaluation process Bidders with non-conformmg offers
will be informed that their offer was considered non-conformmg
All offers will be subject to higher and better offers presented to the bankruptcy court once a
sales motion for particular ERCs or WRs is filed
Non-conformmg offers not considered during the offer evaluation process may be presented
directly to the bankruptcy court by the offeror

II.

Process

Geneva will market the offered ERCs and WRs to brokers, tiaders, and direct end users up to the
offer deadline All bidders receiving ERC or Water Rights marketing materials are asked to
letum an e-mail to Geneva acknowledging receipt of the materials and indicating their intent to
provide an offer(s) or not participate in the process
Conforming offers will have the following features
A cover letter defining the offer, signed by an officer of the bidding company
Offer price for a specifically defined quantity of ERCs and/or specific WRs
Any conditions of purchase ( l e the offer for certain WRs is contingent on
acceptance of the offer on the ERCs)
Acceptance of, or proposed changes to, the draft Purchase & Sale Agreement
("PSA") provided by Geneva
Once an acceptable offer is obtained, Geneva will prepare a Sales Motion for consideration by
the Court During the first 15 days of the 25-day Notice period, higher and better offers foi the
specific ERCs or WRs can be submitted to the Court for consideration subject to certain
requirements contained in the Sales Motion

III.

Timing
Offers will be accepted though May 3 1, 2003
3
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IV.

Brokers

Offers will be evaluated on a net cash to Geneva basis, after brokerage fees.
It is recommended that brokers execute exclusivity agreements with their clients to protect
broker exclusivity. Should Geneva directly contact an end user that wishes to offer directly to
Geneva rather than through a broker, Geneva will consider such direct offers provided they are
conforming. This will be the case even if a broker has already contacted the end user and is
working with the end user to develop an offer. Brokers participating in the process will
acknowledge that no specific client exclusivity exists unless the end user has signed an
agreement to purchase ERCs or WRs exclusively through the broker.
Offers provided by brokers must specify (a) the purchase price net of all fees and (b) any fees to
be paid by Geneva. Fees paid by the broker's client to the broker do not need to be disclosed to
Geneva.

V.

Conditions, Representations, Warranties

Geneva makes no representations or warranties regarding the acceptability of any of the offered
ERCs to any regulatory agency
Geneva makes no representations regarding the ERCs immunity from BACT or any other
regulatory adjustment or cancellation.
Geneva makes no representation or warranty regarding the validity, ownership, quantity, quality
or transferability of the WRs.
All ERCs and WRs will be sold where is as is.
Geneva reserves the right to reject any and all offers without public comment and retain
ownership of the ERC and WR assets.
Geneva reserves the right to remove any ERCs or WRs from the competitive offer process at
any time and proceed with a private sale subject to higher and better offers at the bankruptcy
court.

VI.

Offer Evaluation

Offers will be reviewed for conformity and value by Geneva. Once approved, Geneva will
prepare and submit a sales motion to the Court for a private sale of the assets. "No stalking horse
process will be employed.
Acceptable offers are subject to higher and better offers submitted to the Court during the first 15
days following Notice of the Sales Motion being presented to the Bankruptcy Court for approval.
Transactions will close after Court approval according to the timing set forth in the Purchase and
Sale Agreement.
4
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Appendix 2
Summary of Geneva Steel's Emission Reduction Credits (ERCs)

Amount Banked as per Utah State Implementation Plan, July 2002:

Pollutant

Tons

PM 10
SO 2
NOx
Totals

641 0
889 1
1,262 4
2,792 5

|
i

Amount Active Emissions (could be banked)1

Pollutant

Tons

PM 10
SO 2
NOx
Totals

1,1103
560 2
2 9718
4,642 3

Total Emissions:
!

Pollutant

Tons

PM 10
SO 2
NOx
Totals

1,751 3
1,449 3
4,234 2
7,434 8
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Term Summary Sheet for Possibie Purchase of Consumptive Water Rights

Buyer
PacifiCorp
201 South Main Street, Suite 2200
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Contact: K. Ian Andrews
801-220-4286
801-652-4648, Fax
Seller
Geneva Steel
P. O. Box 2500
Provo, UT 84603
Contact: Russell Christensen
801-227-9275
Terms
•

Seller will convey to Buyer, at the discretion of Buyer, either 3,500 acre-ft of
100% consumptive water now owned by Seller or 7,000 acre-ft of 100 %
consumptive water now owned by Seller.

•

If Buyer elects to purchase 3,500 acre-ft of water, the Buyer will pay Seller
$2,300 per acre-ft for a total amount of $8,050,000.00.

•

If Buyer elects to purchase TTOOU acre-ft of water, the Buyer will pay Seller
$2,100 per acre-ft for a total amount of $14,700,000.00

•

No other amounts will be paid by Buyer to Seller and each party shall be
responsible for any broker or other fees it may incur in connection with the
proposed purchase/sale.

•

Term: Seller will convey the water rights to Buyer by June 15, 2003.

•

Payment by Buyer to Seller will be made by electronic funds transfer upon
confirmation of the water transfer by (State engineer???)

•

Buyer and Seller will enter into a Purchase and Sale Agreement as a means
to transfer the water from Seller to Buyer.

•

This Term Summary Sheet is offered on the understanding that Seller and its
advisors will not make its terms available to the general public without the
express consent of Buyer except as may be otherwise agreed.
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THIS TERM SUMMARY SHEET IS AN EXPRESSION OF INTEREST B Y
PACIFICORP FOR THE POSSIBLE PURCHASE OF Water Rights FROM
GENEVA AND IS NOT AN OFFER TO BUY. IF THESE TERMS ARE
ACCEPTALBE TO GENEVA AND ARE APPROVED BY PACIFICORP
MANAGEMENT, THE PARTIES INTEND TO ENTER INTO A PURCHASE AND
SALE AGREEMENT THAT WILL GOVERN THE ACTUAL TRANSFER OF
THEWater Rights.
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Appendix 3
GENEVA STEEL LLC WATER RIGHTS
Water Rights Diverted and Used in Utah County
in Connection with Steelmaking Operations
Shallow Wells
Water Right No
"^35-3905?,''**
W*7«.«A

f3ooi_

Source
Well No 3
Well No. 3
Well No 3
Well No 3
Well No 4
Well No 4

55-39o£ Li*-7

Well No 5

« f
'"'
• 55-3904^ Z > *

Well No 6
Well No 6

55-391 l i - / 5 ^
K'.r?*

Well No 7
Well No 7

55-3893 : )lj
55-3907 -- VW?

Well No 8
Well No 8

55-389% l-"r
55-3898 <" - ? < / 7

Well No 10
Well No 10

53*1*52-'" L ^

Well No 13

g&m-L'\3
55=3J9,f;'' ,
55-3900^- 'V. ,t
S55-3901
'•' ^
^j^m-?^

Well No. 13
Well No 13
Well No 13
Well No 13
Well No 13

55-3899 ' ^
* 55-391% - $ ^

Well No 19
Well No 19

As assigned by the Utah Division of Water Rights
http //nrwrtl nr state ut us/wrmfo/query asp

For further information, see

Wat>r and cRC Offering doc
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Water Right No

Source
Well No 20
Well No 20

^5-3S92ff/*3/7

Well No 21
Well No 22
Well No 22

Intermediate Wells - f^l^/Tir^
Source

Water Right No
•55-22(»

.3o\

s •»

" ^ X / A J / ^ / ^ ^ c^KTvf^

Well No 9
Well No 14

55-21$

/'

7 / 3

Well No 15

H77Cr

Deep Wells
Source

Water Right No

Well No 1
ON

Well No 2
Well No 3
Well No 4
Well No 5
0*/igr Wells
Source

Water Right No
55-707

-

55-735., 55-725

>

5

; 7

?

^

Agricultural Weil
Rolling Mill Well

'
^

Pipe Mill Deep Well No 7

/* £ 5

/ /

Water and ERC Offering doc
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Water Right No

Source

55-3673

Pipe Mill
Pipe Mill
Pipe Mill
Pipe Mill
Pipe Mill

Shallow
Shallow
Shallow
Shallow
Shallow

Well
Well
Well
Well
Well

Springs, Drains and Canals
Source
Andreasen Drain
Andreasen Dram
Deep Plant Dram
Fillerup Drain
Fillerup Drain
Fugal
Fugal
Fugal
Fugal
Fugal

Springs
Springs
Springs
Springs
Springs

Highway Dram

^f-2W*

Lake Bottom Canal Wasteway
Larsen Drain
Larsen Drain
S hum way Dram
Shumway Drain
Stone Drain
Stone Dram
Taylor Dram
Taylor Drain
West Union Canal Wasteway
Provo River
>L

c<

"U

*<.

Water and ERC Offering doc
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Jody L Williams
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jody L. Williams
Wednesday, July 30, 2003 2:05 PM
Rand Thurgood (rand.thurgood@pacificorp.com); 'Conder, Claudia'; Brimhall, Merrill
(MerrilLbrimhall@pacificorp.com)
FW: Pacificorp - Current Creek

Importance:

High

Rand and Claudia: Findlay's suggestions completely change the negotiated transaction and should be unacceptable to
PacifiCorp for the following reasons:
1. Even if PacifiCorp agreed to Findlay's concepts in order to expedite the transaction, the certainty of success would be
diminished, the time needed to acquire the water for the plant would be increased, and at the end of the transaction,
PacifiCorp would not have a firm water supply. Negotiating Findlay's concepts likely will add 6 months, at a minimum, and
more likely a year, to the process. It has already been 6 weeks since the Letter of Intent, and the Church has not
designated any water right, (except for the wells water right, which is unacceptable) for PacifiCorp to evaluate.
2. PacifiCorp assumes the total risk of quantification of the shares of stock. In other words, it is not leasing a firm 800 af
supply, backed by the "full faith and credit" of the Church's water rights. Pagfignrp offorpd ^ prpminm for a firm supply, it
needs a firm supply to justify building and operating thg pigpt
~*~
"^

^

_

•

3. There is no determination of the number of shares of stock that the Church is offering to back up the change. The only
way I would ever recommend that PacifiCorp build a plant based on shares of stock is if the entire company's, or in this
case, the Church's 82%, stock is converted from irrigation to irrigation, industrial and domestic with year round use. That
would be necessary in any event for the Church to be able to use more of its stock to back up the firm 800 af. This will be
a battle with the irrigation company, even for the Church.
4. There is no description of the method the Church will use to back up the shares, assuming that it is willing to comply
with the terms of the Letter of Intent. (Findlay's e-mail position is inconsistent with the parties' agreement and with the
Letter of Intent.) Under the Letter of Intent, \i is the Church's responsibility to advise and satisfy PacifiCorp that it can do
what it takes to supply the firm 800 af. It is not PacifiCorp's responsibility to guess what the Church might be able to do to
satisfy the negotiated requirement, and then convince the Church that it should be done.
5. The introduction of an escalator clause for rent during the first 35 year term is inconsistent with the parties' negotiations.
The up front payment of the rent, coupled with the $175,000 for drilling a new well, is more than adequate compensation
on a npv basis. The parties agreed to an escalator on the renewal terms.
6. PacifiCorp should not be obligated to remove and give to the Church all of its equipment used to produce the water.
What would the Church do with a well connected to a pipeline to the power plant? What business is it of the Church to
inspect PacifiCorp's wed for the plant?
7. I cannot believe that PacifiCorp is willing to indemnify the Church for any loss or damage to wany person, animal, fish,
plant or geological or meteorological feature as a result of or in connection with" PacifiCorp's use of the water. This could
give rise to all sorts of claims related to the plant, not just the well or the water use.
8. Apparently Findlay does not know the location of the proposed wells. They are not on Church property.
9. Only the Church holds to the idea that the seller of water rights bears no responsibility for the change application. It is
standard water transaction practice for the seller to provide an approved change application in buyer's source as a
condition of the deal.
BOTTOM LINE: IF THE CHURCH AGREES TO FINDLAVS POSITION, PACIFICORP AND THE CHURCH DO NOT
HAVE A DEAL!
THIS LEASE WILL TAKE TOO LONG TO NEGOTIATE. ADD AT LEAST 6 MONTHS TO NEGOTIATE WITH THE
CHURCH. PACIFICORP'S PROJECT TIMELINE DOES NOT ALLOW FOR THIS CONTINGENCY, ESPECIALLY SINCE
UNDER FINDLAY'S PROPOSAL PACIFICORP MUST NEGOTIATE WITH GOSHEN IRRIGATION COMPANY AND
CURRENT CREEK IRRIGATION COMPANY, AS WELL AS THE CHURCH. ADD ANOTHER 6 MONTHS TO THE
PROCESS TO DO THAT, IF WE HURRY!

TJDA
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CONFIDENTIAL
Yesterday, I worked with the State Engineer's office on a first draft of a change application for the Church's water rights
came away with a better suggestion for water for the Plant, dealing with Goshen Imgation it is much more straight
forward than the first suggestion forwarded a few weeks ago Further, it is consistent with how PacifiCorp has acquired
water supplies for plants in the past - identify the earliest priority water rights in the water source, buy them, control them,
and use them
The suggestion for a water supply from Goshen Irrigation follows Buy Utah Lake water (probably from Bill White, who
follows standard water business practices and delivers an approved change application pnor to payment, unlike what the
Church is proposing) Drill Goshen Irrigation a well to use the Utah Lake water Acquire a deed from Goshen Irrigation of
a like amount of water from the first priority water right on Current Creek File a change on the water right There should
be no requirement to pump the non-consumptive portion of the water Live happily ever after
Seriously, I have negotiated agreements with the Church before Either it comes to the table and quickly signs an
agreement (an extremely small percentage of the time) or it makes life unbearable for the extra year that it takes to work
through an agreement
I recommend contacting the Church to see if Fmdlay is running the show and if the Church is willing to provide a firm water
supply If it will provide a firm supply, ask for a description of it how it intends to do it Decide whether the premium of
doing a deal with the Church is worth the extra time and effort it will surely entail If so, give the Church our agreement
(which is almost finished) and if it wants to negotiate, walk away from the deal
The Regional Engineer is willing to take me to meet with Goshen Irrigation and help broker the agreement quickly
Jody
JodyL Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen
299 South Main Street #1800
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone (801) 521-5800
Fax (801)521-9639

Original Message
From Bruce Fmdlay [mailto bfindlay@kmc!aw com]
Sent Wednesday, July 30, 2003 11 08 AM
To Jody L Williams
Cc WRedd@fmc-slc com
Subject PacifiCorp

When I looked at the Nevada Power Lease I found much of it inapplicable for various reasons I have annexed to this
email those provisions that I would like to see in your lease You are at liberty to take any action you deem appropriate
with them, of course
Also I have a comment with regard to paragraph 2 of Will Redd's draft which I will put before the contract excerpts
Please note that the leased property will be 800 acre feet of water from stock held by Lessor in Current Creek In* Co
(Note also that it is _Current_ Creek not Currant Creek for reasons lost in antiquity ) The conversion from stock to
groundwater will be up to PacifiCorp
Excerpts
Cost of Living escalator clause
The rent due hereunder shall be adjusted during the month of December, beginning in December
, for the
following year to allow for inflation or deflation This adjustment shall be made during the primary term and during any
xtended term of the lease The base rental R for this calculation shall be
or as adjusted The rental shall
be calculated for the lease year to be adjusted, A, using a comparison between the Consumer Price Index for All Urban
Consumers, All Items Unadjusted (CPI-U) for
, 2003 , IB, and for October of the year prior to the year to
be adjusted, IA Thus, A = R(IA/IB) or in other words the adjusted rental for the following lease year shall be the oroduct
of the Base Rental times the quotient of the CPI-U for the October prior to the year to be adjusted divided by the CPl U fcr
FTP C) D P r\r\

CONFIDENTIAL
October,
. IF the CPI-u is itself adjusted to a different index base y ^ . than the one on which the CPI-U is
currently based, then IA and IB shall be adjusted to the same index base year prior to making the above calculations.

Beneficial Use Clause. It is a condition hereof that Pacificorp shall make beneficial use of the Water Rights and keep the
Water Rights in effect.
CPB agrees that Pacificorp may apply, at its expense, for a change of place of use and manner of use to the State
Engineer. CPB shall have not duty in connection with the prosecution of Pacificorp's applications with the State Engineer
hereunder except to affirm that it has agreed to lease the Water Rights to Pacificorp. CPB may participate in any
proceeding regarding the water Rights, as it may choose in its discretion to do, to protect its interest in the Water rights,
whether to its reversion after the termination of this lease or its rights under this Agreement.
Pacificorp shall furnish CPB with copies of all papers it submits to the State Engineer or any other tribunal with respect to
the Water Rights at the same time it serves them upon parties to a proceeding or files them, whichever is earlier.
Pacificorp shall remove and give to CPB all of the existing water-producing equipment, including the motors, controls, and
switches, pumps, valves and pipes installed for the appropriation of the Water Rights. See Section 7, Fixtures.
Pacificorp, at no cost to CPB, shall install its own equipment to produce the total appropriation of the Water Rights.
CPB may inspect the facilities Pacificorp installs to produce the Water Rights upon reasonable notice.
Liability and Indemnity
Pacificorp hereby indemnifies CPB, its officers, employees, servants, agents, subsidiaries or affiliates and agrees to hold
them harmless against all claims, demands, damages, personal injury,, illness, death, property damage or loss incurred by
any person, animal, fish, plant or geological or meteorological feature as a result of or in connection with Pacificorp's use
of the Water Rights or Pacificorp's use of CPB's land in connection herewith or activities of Pacificorp hereunder or
disposal of water derived from the Water Rights.
Pacificorp shall comply with all laws and regulations, whether of federal, state or local jurisdictions, applicable to the
subject matter of this Agreement. Pacificorp shall have sole responsibility to dispose of water it produces hereunder.
Pacificorp shall not inject or permit to be injected any water or other substance or elements into any underground
formation through wells on CPB's; property or through wells which are connected hydrologically with the existing wells.

3
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MEMORANDUM

To:

Rand Thurgood; Merrill Brimhall; Claudia Conder

From:

Jody L. Williams

Date:

July 30, 2003

Re:

Current Creek Plant Water Rights

I received an e-mail from Bruce Fmdlay, attorney for Farmland Reserve and the other
Church of Jesus Chnst of Latter Day Saints ("Church") entities, regarding
information to incorporate into the lease agreement between the Church and
PacifiCorp A copy of the e-mail is attached The concepts expressed m the e-mail
are troubling in that they are inconsistent with the negotiations and the signed Letter
of Intent between the parties However, the e-mail was useful m focusing
PacifiCorp's attention on the following two issues (a) whether the Church is able to
finalize an agreement consistent with the pnor negotiations, and (b) if so, how the
Church will deliver a firm 800 acre feet of water to PacifiCorp
First and foremost, PacifiCorp needs to know from the Church whether it intends to
pursue the transaction outlined in the Letter of Intent or the concepts outlined m
Fmdlay's e-mail They are mutually exclusive Adhering to the basic premise of
Fmdlay7s e-mail, a position also advanced in our July 23, 2003 meeting, would result
m a non-firm water supply to PacifiCorp's Current Creek plant A firm 800 acre feet
water supply has always been the foundation of PacifiCorp's discussions with the
Church It is unlikely that PacifiCorp's proposal will succeed in the RFP process
without a firm water supply, and acquiring financing for the project without a firm
water supply is unlikely
If the Church is unwilling or legally unable to quickly finalize an agreement
consistent with the Letter of Intent for a firm water supply, PacifiCorp needs to
consider other water supply alternatives m order to stay on its timeline for the Current
Creek plant
The second issue that the e-mail brought to PacifiCorp's attention is the need for the
Church to detail how it can assure PacifiCorp that the 800 acre feet of water wiU be
firm every year If the only assurance is the yield of the shares, then, keeping with
past practices for other PacifiCorp plants water supplies, a significantly larger number
of shares than those that will yield the 800 acre feet m average years must be pledged
HROPC
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Holme Roberts & Owen LLP

to the project as back up for the change application. If the Church has other ideas to
make the water firm, PacifiCorp needs to evaluate them very quickly.
Below are some of the specific concerns I have with the subject matter of Findlay's email:
1. Even if PacifiCorp agreed to Findlay's concepts in order to expedite closing of the
transaction, the certainty of success would be diminished, the time needed to acquire
the water for the plant would be increased, and at the end of the transaction,
PacifiCorp would not have a firm water supply. Based on my experience, uegotiating
a new agreement pursuant to the e-mail principles would likely add 6 months to a
year to the approval process, if an agreement could be reached at all.
2. Under the Findlay proposal, PacifiCorp would assume the total risk of
quantification of the shares of stock. In other words, it would not be leasing a firm
800 acre feet supply, backed by the "full faith and credit" of the Church's water rights
PacifiCorp offered a premium for a firm supply. It needs a firm supply to justify
building and operating the plant.
3. There is no determination of the number of shares of stock that the Church is
offering to back up the change in the proposal. It is risky to base a firm waier supply
on shares of stock in any event. When stock in a mutual irrigation company is the
basis of supply, generally the entire company's, or in this case, the Church's 82%,
stock should be converted from irrigation to irrigation, industrial and domestic with
year round use. That would be necessary in any event for the Church to be able to use
more of its stock to back up the firm 800 acre feet. This will be a more difficult sell
to the irrigation company, even for the Church. Another alternative, pursued in other
PacifiCorp projects, is to acquire other sources of water to back up the shares of stock
during droughts.
4. If the Church does not intend to obligate its other shares in Current Creek to back
up the firm 800 acre feet, PacifiCorp needs to know what other alternatives the
Church is considering. PacifiCorp needs this information immediately in order to
evaluate the viability of the shares alternative.
5 The introduction of an escalator clause for rent during the first 35 year term is
inconsistent with the parties' negotiations. The up front payment of the rent, coupled
with the SI75,000 for drilling a new well, is more than adequate compensation on a
net present value basis. The parties agreed to an escalator on the renewal terms, not
for the initial term.
6. PacifiCorp should not be obligated to remove and give to the Church all of its
equipment used to develop and produce the well water. What would the Church do
with a well connected to a pipeline to the power plant? Does the Church really want
to inspect PacifiCorp's wells for the plant? If so, under what criteria?
150510
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7. Is PacifiCorp willing to indemnify the Church for any loss or damage to "any
person, animal, fish, plant or geological or meteorological feature as a result of or in
connection with" PacifiCorp's use of the water? This could give rise to all sorts of
claims related to the plant, not just the well or the water use. Certainly the indemnity
provisions need more thought.
8 Are the wells to be located on Church-owned property? Perhaps I am mistaken in
my understanding that PacifiCorp is purchasing property on which to locate its wells.
9. It is standard water transaction practice for the seller to provide an approved
change application in buyer's source as a condition of closing. I believe that was the
intent of the parties throughout their negotiations. Please correct me if I am mistaken.
I recommend contacting the Church to clarify these issues. Only at that time can
PacifiCorp fully evaluate the viability of continued negotiations.
A copy of the e-mail is attached.

*
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Jody L. Williams
From:

Thurgood, Rand [Rand Thurgood@pacificorp com]

Sent:

Wednesday, September 03, 2003 8 19 AM

To:

Jody L Williams

Cc:

Bnmhall, Merrill

Subject: RE Currant Creek Power Project
Jody,
Thanks for the update - that is why I wanted to talk to you As to the question of foreigners, while ScottishPower
is our parent company only of handful of Scotts are here in the U S and they are in key leadership positions,
almost entirely in Portland I believe there are only two Scotts here in Utah and we do not expect that to change
Employees at the plant would be from the U S It's just too expensive to have a Scott work in such a capacity As
to your strategy, I think it's fine Remember, we still have the card to play of paying off their debt We ought to
think about how to use it if necessary
Rand
Original Message
From: Jody L Williams [mailto:WILLIAJO@hro.com]
Sent: Tuesday, September 02, 2003 6:29 PM
To: rand.thurgood@paoficorp com; Mernll.bnmhall@paaficorp.com
Cc: Conder, Claudia
Subject: Currant Creek Power Project
Well, the plot thickens I just got off the phone with Marc Wangsgard, who was returning from Goshen
Goshen is having a board meeting Thursday night and Bill and Marc will be there As they were talking to
certain of the board members today, questions about PacifiCorp came up Marc and Bill said they did not
know PaciflCorp's business One thing that Goshen members reportedly said was that "\Ne don't want no
foreigners taking our jobs " The usual Marc and Bill said they had been dealing with the same people at
PacifiCorp for many years
Marc suggested to the board that he call me to come to the meeting on Thursday night Jasperson, the
board chairman who Jim Riley and I met with, said it was a good idea Not my idea of a party, but what
else is there to do on a Thursday night 9 (Don't answer this question, please ) I asked if i was time for you
to go meet with the board, but Marc thought no There will probably have fcTbe more than one meeting to
get where they want to be with the board, and if I go, there is not a lot I can tell them except what I have
said before
PacifiCorp or_someone elsewiil build a plant near Mona anri.wilLneed-water.
Bill and Marc Tirade one or"several proposals to PacifiCorp for water supply, and PacifiCorp contracted
with them for the water
PacifiCorp hopes to have its proposal accepted for the plant, but the final decision has not been made
Nonetheless, PacifiCorp is putting the package together, whether it builds the plant or someone else
does
This is in the best interest of the electricity users along the Wasatch Front, including them
If the question of "foreigners" comes up, I can say that based on my many years of experience working
with PacifiCorp's plants, the employees have been made up of mostly career power company locals
All of this is true Marc also thought, and I agree, that if you don't come to the first meeting, I can bring
back a proposal to you and then you can go meet with the boys There is safety in my not being able to
commit the company
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Let me know if this strategy is satisfactory. I have a water hearing tomorrow (Wednesday) morning but will
be back in the afternoon.
Thanks. Jody
Jody L. Williams
Holme Roberts & Owen
299 South Main Street #1800
Salt Lake City, UT 84111
Telephone (801) 521-5800
Fax (801)521-9639

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE - This e-mail transmission, and any documents, files or previous
e-mail messages attached to it may contain information that is confidential or legally privileged. If
you are not the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the intended
recipient, you are hereby notified that you must not read this transmission and that any disclosure,
copying, printing, distribution or use of any of the information contained in or attached to this
transmission is STRICTLY PROHIBITED. If you have received this transmission in error, please
immediately notify the sender by telephone or return e-mail and delete the original transmission
and its attachments without reading or saving in any manner. Thank you.
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F!U§ DISTRICT COURT
Third Judicial District

MAR 1 2 2007
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Peggy A. Tomsic (3879)
KristopherS. Kaufman (10117)
TOMSIC & PECKLLC
136 East South Temple, Suite 800
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111
Telephone: (801)532-1995

3epoty Clerk

Robert Surovell
J. Chapman Petersen
Surovell, Markle, Isaacs & Levy
4010 University Drive, Suite 200
Fairfax, Virginia 22030
Telephone: (703)251-5400
Attorneys for Plaintiff USA POWER, LLC;
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC;
SPRING CANYON, LLC
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

USA POWER, LLC, USA POWER
PARTNERS, LLC, and SPRING
CANYON ENERGY, LLC,

Plaintiff,
vs.

PACIFICORP, JODY L. WILLIAMS and
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP
Defendants.
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AFFIDAVIT NO. 4 OF PEGGY A.
TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO
PACIFICORP'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
(CLAIM FOR INTENTIONAL
INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS) AND
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTION FOR
PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT
RE: CONFIDENTIAL
INFORMATION

>

PLAINTIFFS' EXPERT REPORTS

)

Civil No. 050903412

)

Judge Tyrone E. Medley

awo^

STATE OF UTAH

)
:ss.

COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Peggy A. Tomsic, being first duly sworn, states as follows:
1.

lam the owner of Tomsic Law Firm and a member in good standing of the

Utah State Bar. I am one of the lawyers who represents the plaintiffs in this action.
2.

Attached as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of

Robert Malko which was marked as Deposition Ex. 419.
3.

Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of

Wayne Micheletti which was marked as Deposition Ex. 422.
4.

Attached as Exhibit 3 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of

John Koltick which was marked as Deposition Ex. 429.
5.

Attached as Exhibit 4 is a true and correct copy of the expert report of

John Morris which was marked as Deposition Ex. 431.
6.

Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of the rebuttal report of

Robert Malko.
7.

Attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of the Analysis of Expert

Witness Report of Steven Clyde prepared by John Morris.
8.

Attached as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of the Analysis of Expert

Witness Report of Thomas Morgan prepared by John Morris.
9.

Attached as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of the rebuttal report of

David Olive.
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DATED:

March 12, 2007.
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Peggy JL.TMnsic

SUBSCRIBED and sworn to before me this 12th day of March, 2007.

Notary
.Notary Public
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Notary PutSc """ "*
COLLEEN PETERSON |
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the /i^-day of March, 2007, a true and correct copy of
AFFIDAVIT NO. 4 OF PEGGY A. TOMSIC IN OPPOSITION TO PACIFICORP'S
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT (CLAIM FOR INTENTIONAL
INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS) AND
WILLIAMS/HRO'S MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY JUDGMENT RE:
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION (EXPERT REPORTS) was mailed, postage prepaid,
to the following:
Thomas R. Karrenberg, Esq.
ANDERSON & KARRENBERG
50 West Broadway, #700
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
P. Bruce Badger
Fabian & Clendenin
215 South State Street, 12th Floor
P.O. Box 510210
Salt Lake City, Utah 84151
Michael G. Jenkins
Assistant General Counsel
PacifiCorp
1407 West North Temple, Suite 310
Salt Lake City, Utah 84116
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

USA POWER, LLC,
USA POWER PARTNERS, LLC and
SPRING CANYON ENERGY, LLC.
Plaintiff;

vs.

PACIFICORP,
JODY L WILLIAMS and
HOLME, ROBERTS & OWEN, LLP
Defendants.

Expert Witness Report
J. Robert Malko, PhD, CRRA
November 30,2006 •
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JAN 2 200/ 2 30PM
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SUMMARY
I have been engaged by Tomsic & Peck to estimate the amount of

damages incurred by the plaintiffs in this case by reason of: (1) PacifiCorp's
violation of the Utah Uniform Trade Secrets Act, breach of the
Confidentiality Agreement between Plaintiffs

and PacifiCorp, and

intentional Interference with plaintiffs' existing contractual relationship with
the other named defendants; and (2) Jody L. Williams and Holme, Roberts
& Owen, LLP's (HRO) breaches of fiduciary duty and duty of
confidentiality, all as alleged in the Second Amended Complaint in USA
Power, LLC et aL V. PacifiCorp et a!} Civil No. 050903412, in the Third
Judicial District Court of Salt Lake County, State of Utah.1 I also have been
engaged to estimate the amount of the financial benefit that PacifiCorp
received as the result of its wrongdoing, and to calculate the total amount of
attorney fees that Williams and HRO received from plaintiffs and received
from PacifiCorp on the conflicting representation.
This report describes my work to date and summarizes the opinions
and basis for those opinions. The pleadings, documents and deposition
1

The legal claims alleged against all defendants are collectively
referred to as 'Svrongdoing".
1

?ii!o1>

testimony in this case and material outside this case that I have reviewed in
connection with this report are listed on Exhibit 1.
I have assumed, for purposes of estimating the amount of plaintiff'
damages, that plaintiffs would have received, in the absence of defendants*
wrongdoing, a reasonable profit for their development of the Spring Canyon
Project and for the Spring Canyon Developmental Assets. This assumption
is the type of assumption that is made for purposes of estimating the amount
of damages in commercial litigation such as this case. I have not been
requested and do not intend to express any opinion with regard to issues of
liability.
In my opinion* a reasonable estimate of the amount of USA Power
Partners and Spring Canyon Energy's damages resulting from PacifiCorp,
Williams and HRO's wrongdoing is an amount in the upper range between
S3 million and $147.2 million.
In my opinion, a reasonable estimate of the amount of USA Power
LLC's damages resulting from PacifiCorp,

Williams and HRO's

wrongdoing is an amount in the range between $2.3 million and $5 million.
In my opinion, the amount of the financial benefit (unjust enrichment)
that PacifiCorp received as the result of its wrongdoing that damaged
2
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plaintiffs is approximately $90 million. That benefit, in my professional
judgment, is also a reasonable measure of the total amount of plaintiffs'
damages in this case.
In my opinion, the amount of legal fees that Williams and HRO
received from plaintiffs

and from PacifiCorp on the conflicting

representation is $309,297.63. See Damage Summary by plaintiff/defendant
The methodological framework I used and my application of that
framework to the evidence to estimate plaintiffs' damages and PacifiCorp's
financial benefit are presented below in this report.
H.

MY QUALIFICATIONS
I am a Professor of Finance at Utah State University. I have over

thirty years of experience concerning finance and economic issues relating
to energy utilities, and I am a Certified Rate of Return Analyst (CRRA). I
have served as Chief Economist at the Public Service Commission of
Wisconsin, and I have served as a consultant to regulated energy businesses
and governmental agencies concerning various finance issues including cost
of capital, valuation, and corporate restructurings. I have appeared as an
expert witness before several state and federal governmental bodies, and I
have written/co-authored approximately 150 papers concerning financial and
3
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economic issues relating to energy utilities. A copy of my Curriculum Vitae
is presented in Exhibit 2 to this report
EL

CASE BACKGROUND
Plaintiffs arc USA Power, LLC, USA Power Partners, LLC, and

Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (collectively "USA Power")- USA Power, LLC
is the managing member of plaintiff USA Power Partners, LLC and, at all
relevant times, was in the business of developing power projects. USA
Power Partners, LLC owns all the assets of Spring Canyons Energy, LLC
and, at all relevant times, was in the business of developing power projects.
USA Power Partners developed a power project concept for the construction
of a power plant in Mona, Utah. It had the plaintiff Spring Canyon Energy,
LLC formed for the purpose of developing that power project concept
(Spring Canyon Project) and holding ownership of the assets acquired in that
development (Spring Canyon Developmental Assets).
Defendant PacifiCorp is an electric utility with a division now called
Rocky Mountain Power thai provides electricity to approximately 650,000
retail customers in Utah* Defendant Jody L. Williams is an attorney licensed
to practice in Utah, and she was a partner with the law firms of Kruse,
Landa, & Maycock, LLC and Holme Roberts & Owen, LLP (HRO) at all
4
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relevant times. Defendant HRO is a regional law firm with an office in Salt
Lake City, Utah where Williams is a partner.
USA Power alleges that PacifiCorp obtained confidential information
and trade secrets regarding the Spring Canyon Project from USA Power
pursuant to an obligation not to utilize or disclose such infonnation or trade
secrets without plaintiffs' authorization. Plaintiffs allege, however, that
PacifiCorp used their confidential information and trade secrets, without
plaintiffs* authorization, to develop a competing power project in Mona that
in all material respects is plaintiffs' Spring Canyon Project, and selected
PacifiCorp's competing power project over Plaintiffs' Spring Canyon
Project to supply power to PacifiCorp. In addition, plaintiffs assert that
PacifiCoip hired plaintiffs' lawyers to represent it on the competitive
project, intentionally interfering with plaintiffs' contractual relationship with
their lawyers. Plaintiffs allege this wrongful conduct caused them to suffer
injuiy and seek as relief from PacifiCorp the amount of damages they
incurred and the amount that PacifiCorp was unjustly enriched as the result
of its wrongdoing.
In addition, Plaintiffs claim that their lawyers Williams and HRO,
without plaintiffs' knowledge or informed consent, represented PacifiCorp
5
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with regard to its competing power project, a matter directly adverse to the
interests of USA Power and in breach of Williams and HRO's fiduciairy
duties to plaintiffs. Plaintiffs allege they were injured by this wrongdoing
and they seek as relief the amount of damages plaintiffs suffered as the result
of WillKams and HRO's wrongdoing and the amount that Williams and
HRO received as attorneys fees from plaintiffs and PacifiCorp on the
conflicting representation.
I have estimated plaintiffs' damages based on their claims in this case
using the methodological framework described in Section IV below and
applying that methodological framework using the evidence in this case in
Section V below. I have estimated the financial benefit PacifiCorp received
using the methodology described in Section VI below and applying that
methodology using the evidence in this case as described in that section. My
calculation of the total amount of legal fees Williams and HRO received
from plaintiffs and PacifiCorp is set forth in Section VII below.
IV.

DAMAGE METHODOLOGICAL FRAMEWORK
One of the most appropriate measures of the plaintiffs' damages in

this case is the profit that plaintiffs lost as the result of the defendants'
wrongdoing. I have estimated the plaintiffs' lost profits by using three
6
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methodologies typically used in the power industry to value assets. In my
opinion, those are the most reasonable methodologies to use in this case to
estimate the plaintiffs' lost profits. Those methodologies are commonly
referred to as: (1) the market indicator of value; (2) the cost indicator of
value; and (3) the income indicator of value.
The market indicator of value is based on the principle that the value
of an asset is the price that an interested buyer will pay and an interested
seller will accept for the sale of that specific asset or for the sale of
comparable assets. Profits are a component of the sale price set by a buyer
and seller.
The cost indicator of value is based on the principle of substitution.
That principle is that no prudent investor would pay more for an asset or
property than the cost to construct a substitute asset or property of equal
desirability without unreasonable delay. A cost indicator can be structured
using the following approaches: replacement cost new less depreciation,
reproduction cost less depreciation and historic cost less depreciation. Profits
are a component of costs.
The income indicator of value is based on the principle that value is
created by the expectation of future cash flows to be derived from an asset or
7
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property. The income indicator is typically determined by converting
expected future cash flows to a present value by discounting or capitalizing
expected future cash flows at an appropriate and reasonable discount rate.
Profits are a component of these forecasted cash flows.
In the next section of this report, the market, cost, and income
indicators of value are used to estimate the amount of plaintiffs' damages
based on the evidence in this case,
V.

APPLICATION OF DAMAGE METHODOLOGICAL
FRAMEWORK
I have applied the market, cost and income indicators of value to the

evidence in this case based on three different scenarios. The calculation
under each scenario produces a different total amount. In my opinion, an
amount within the high range of those three totals is a reasonable estimate of
the damages plaintiffs suffered as the result of all three defendants' wrongful
conduct
The three scenarios I used, based on the evidence in this case, are that
in the absence of defendants' wrongdoing: (1) PacifiCorp in March of 2003
purchased the Spring Canyon Developmental Assets from the plaintiffs USA
Power Partners and Spring Canyon Energy, and signed a Joint Development
8
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Agreement with the plaintiff USA Power LLC; (2) PaciiiCorp, in mid to late
2003, accepted and approved the Spring Canyon Project bid as the low cost
alternative to provide power to PacifiCorp pursuant to the 20G3-A RFP, the
plant was constructed, and USA Power Partners and USA Power LLC
received the amounts designated to be paid to them if the bid was selected
and the plant was constructed; and (3) PacifiCorp, in mid to late 2003,
accepted and approved the Spring Canyon Project bid as the low cost
alternative to provide power to PacifiCorp pursuant to the 2003-A RFP, the
plaintiffs USA Power Partners and Spring Canyon Energy sold their equity
interest in the Spring Canyon Project and Spring Canyon Developmental
Assets before the plant was constructed, and USA Power Partners and USA
Power LLC either sold their rights to or were paid the amounts designated to
be paid to them if the bid was selected and the plant was constructed
In my opinion, calculating plaintiffs' lost profits under each of these
scenarios is reasonable and results in a reasonable estimate of the amount of
each plaintiffs damages.
A summary of each plaintiffs lost profits under each of the three
scenarios is as follows:

9
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(1) PacjftCorp Purchased Spring Canyon Developmental Assets
USA Power Partners/Spring Canyon Energy:

$3 million

USA Power LLC:

$2.3 million
Total Amount;

$53 million

(2) PacifiCorp Accepted and Approved Bid and Payments Received
U£A Power Partners:

$ 19.7 million

IJSA Power LLC:

S 5.0 million
Total Amount:

$24 J million

(3) PacifiCorp Accepted and Approved Bid and Equity Interest Sold
USA Power Partners/Spring Canvon Energy:

$5 6.9 million

USA Power. LLC:

$5.0 million
Total Amount:

$61.9 million

The factual basis for fee damages estimate undeir each of ihe three
scenarios is described in the subsections A through C below.

10
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SCENARIO NUMBER 1
1.

USA Power Partners/Spring Canyon's Damage Estimates
Assuming PacifiCorp Purchased the Spring Canyon
Developmental Assets and Using a Market Indicator of
Value.

During the period September 2002 to March 2003, USA Power
Partners and PacifiCorp had discussions and negotiations concerning
PacifiCorp's purchase of the Spring Canyon Developmental Assets. The
proposed sale price for these developmental assets ranged from $2 million to
$10 million during this period.
Based on my review of various letters, memorandum, and depositions
regarding those discussions and negotiations, and based on my professional
judgment, it is my opinion that $3 million reasonably reflects the market
indicator of value between an interested seller and interested buyer for the
Spring Canyon Developmental Assets as of March 2003.1 have performed a
reasonableness check of the $3 million market value by reviewing the
amount PacifiCorp authorized Rand Thurgood to pay for those assets in
February 2003 and the amount that PacifiCorp spent to acquire the same
type of assets. See Exhibit 3 A.

11
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It is also my opinion that the Spring Canyon Developmental Assets
reflect the work efforts of entrepreneurial skills and risks. The sale price of
these development assets, consequently, reflects a profit or return to the
entrepreneur, USA Power Partners, LLC, and is a reasonable measure of
USA Power Partners' lost profits.
2,

USA Power LLC's Estimated Damages Assuming
PacifiCorp Executed the Joint Development Agreement
and Using a Income Indicator of Value.

During the period September 2002 to March 2003, USA Power, LLC
and PacifiCorp

had

discussions and negotiations

concerning the

implementation of a Joint Development Agreement (JDA). Under the terms
of the JDA, USA Power, LLC would provide entrepreneurial and consulting
services concerning the identification and development of additional
generating resource opportunities for PacifiCorp. USA Power, LLC would
earn a guaranteed annual fee of $500,000 for a minimum of 5 years plus
completion bonuses for these developmental services.
Based on a review of various letters, memorandums, and depositions
regarding the JDA, it is my opinion that $2,290,000 reflects a reasonable
income indicator of value as of March 2003 for the JDA and a reasonable
estimate of USA Power LLC's lost profits for the JDA.
12
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In calculating the amount of the income indicator, I used a discount
rate of 3% reflecting the relatively low risk associated with the contract and
an expected inflation risk premium, I was conservative in my estimation of
cash flows associated with the proposed JDA in estimating profits for USA
Power, LLC by not including any amount for completion bonuses.
Exhibits 3A presents the mathematical calculation for the income
indicator of value for the IDA,
B.

as of March 2003, for USA Power, LLC.

SCENARIO NUMBER 2
1,

USA Power Partners, Spring Canyon Energy and USA
Power LLC's Estimated Damages Based on Assumption
PacifiCoip Approved Bid And Spring Canyon Project
Built and Using The Cost and Income Value Indicators

In June 2003, PacifiCorp issued a Request for Proposals (RFP) to
supply power to PacifiCorp at the Mona, Utah substation to meet
PacifiCorp's projected power requirements for the Eastern Area of its
customer base starting in April 2005. The lock-down date for bids was My
22, 2003. Plaintiffs submitted four bids utilizing their Spring Canyon Project
and Project Development Assets, and PacifiCoip submitted a competing
Next Best Alternative (NBA or Currant Creek project). PacifiCorp's Board
accepted and approved the Currant Creek project in September 2003,
13
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rejected plaintiffs' bids as the second most cost effective behind its Currant
Creek project, and filed an application for a Certificate of Convenience and
Necessity (CCN) for the Currant Creek project with the Utah Public Service
Commission on November 3, 2003. The Commission issued the CCN in
May 2004, and in 2005 construction of the Currant Creek project was
completed.
In connection with each of their four bids, Plaintiffs prepared an
economic evaluation of each bid before submitting the bids. The economic
valuations included specified payments to USA Power Partners before and
after plant construction, and specified payments to USA Power LLC during
the 20 year term of the PacifiCoip power purchase agreement The capital
costs for the proposed Spring Canyon project included payments, before
construction began in 2003 or 2004, to USA Power Partners for
developmental fees and their actual costs. There also were payments to
USA Power Partners for cost under-runs after construction was completed in
2005. One of the "other expenses" to be paid was a management fee to
USA Power LLC for 20 years pursuant to a prior written agreement with
Quixx Resources, Inc. (Quixx) and United States Power Fund> L.P. (EIF),
two companies that had actively assisted in the preparation of the economic
14
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valuations for the four bids, and had indicated their serious interest in
providing equity capital andfinancingif PacifiCorp selected a bid based on
the Spring Canyon Project
The fourth bid that plaintiffs submitted, Bid No. 653, Section 5-D5 is
the comparable bid to PacifiCorp's Currant Creek project approved and
constructed by PacifiCorp and which is the subject of this case. In my
opinion, it is reasonable to assume that, absent defendants' wrongdoing,
PacifiCorp would have selected the fourth bid to provide power to
PacifiCorp under a 20 year power purchase agreement beginning in April
2005, and that the Spring Canyon project would have been built and started
operation by April 2005. I also have concluded that thefinancialvaluation
for that bid - Economic Valuation Option 5-D, is a reasonable and reliable
basisfiomwhich to compute a damage estimate under that scenario.
In my opinion, applying the applicable value indicators to that
scenario provides an alternative method to reasonably estimate plaintiffs'
damages.
I have tested the reasonableness of my assumption that PacifiCorp
would have selected the 5-D bid by reviewing the information reflecting
PacifiCorp's short list of bidders, the financial similarities between the two
15
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projects, and PacifiCorp's representations that the Spring Canyon Project
bids were the low cost alternative after Currant Creek. I have tested the
reasonableness of using the 5-D economic valuations by reviewing
PacifiCorp's financial information submitted with its NBA bid (Deposition
Exhibit 418), financial information relative to the Currant Creek plant
recently filed by PacifiCorp with the Utah Public Service Commission, and
other economic valuations prepared relative to the Spring Canyon Project
(Deposition Exhibits 119-120).
In estimating damages under this scenario, I applied the cost indicator
of value to the itemized capital costs and other costs in the 5-D economic
valuation. The developmental fees and costs that USA Power Partners was
to receive on commencement of construction total £13,640,000. In my
opinion, those fees and costs reflect the work efforts of entrepreneurial skills
and risks. The cost value of these development assets reflects a profit or
return to the entrepreneur, USA Power Partners, and are a reasonable
estimate of its lost profits.
Based on PacifiCorp's cost information, it is reasonable to conclude
there would have been approximately $12,100,000 in cost under-runs when
construction was completed, and USA Power Partners would have been
16
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entitled to receive 50% of the cost under-runs (i.e. contingencies"). That
$6,050,000 is for entrepreneurial skills and risks at tie completion of
construction, and is a reasonable lost profit estimate. See Exhibit 4A,
I have applied an income indicator of value to the management fee
USA Power would have received for 20 years (2005-2024), with a 3% CPU
yearly escalation, to estimate USA Power's damages for its lost profits from
the management fees. I used those numbers and escalation based on the
agreement with EIF and Quixx which specified that USA Power, LLC would
perform administrative activities of partnership management on a cost-plus
fee basis. The management fee agreed upon was $250,000 per year starting
in 2005 with a 3% inflation escalator each year thereafter through 2024. The
3% discount rate reflects the relatively low risk of the terms of the
Partnership Management Agreement and the expected inflation risk
premium. It is my opinion that, based on this information, $5 million
reasonably reflects an income indicator of value for the management fee as
of 2005 and reasonably estimates USA Power, LLC's lost profits for its
entrepreneurial skills. See Exhibit 4B>
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SCENARIO NUMBER 3
1.

USA POWER PARTNERS, SPRING CANYON
ENERGY AND USA POWER LLC'S ESTIMATED
DAMAGES BASED ON ASSUMPTION USA POWER
PARTNERS SOLD ITS 50% INTEREST IN SPRING
CANYON PROJECT AFTER SELECTION OF ITS BID
AND BEFORE COMMENCEMENT OF
CONSTRUCTION AND USING THE INCOME AND
COST VALUE INDICATORS

I have concluded that, for valuation of damages purposes, it is
reasonable to assume that USA Power Partners would have sold their 50%
equity ownership in the Spring Canyon Project for $37,172,000 to Quixx
and EIF or on the market in late 2003 or early 2004 after winning the bid for
the PacifiCorp RFP and before commencement of construction. My
conclusion is based on a review of the Participation Agreement and
associated Amendments among USA Power, LLC, EIF and Quixx and
forecasted economic valuations of the Spring Canyon Project with the power
purchase agreement with PacifiCorp in place.
This $37 million equity value estimate is supported by the income
indicators of value using forecasted economic valuation models and market
conditions at the time construction started.
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Under this scenario, I have assumed that USA Power Partners would
have sold equity early and foregone uncertainties with potentially higher
equity values in the future after the completion of construction of Spring
Canyon Energy and during the sale of power to PacifiCorp under the
purchased power contract
I also have assumed that USA Power Partners' right to a
development fee and reimbursement of its costs, and 50% of potential
construction cost under-runs would have stayed in effect after the sale of
equity by USA Power Partners in 2003, or would have been sold as a
condition of the sale of its equity. See Exhibit 5 A
I also have assumed that USA Power LLC's right to a management
fee would have stayed in place or would have been sold as a condition of the
sale of USA Power LLC's sale of its equity. See Exhibit 5B»
Vn. THE METHODOLOGY FOR DETERMINING AND THE
COMPUTATION OF THE ECONOMIC BENEFIT
PACIFICORP RECEIVED
I have estimated the dollar amount offinancialbenefit (unjust
enrichment) that PacifiCorp received as the result of its wrongdoing that
damaged the plaintiffs, by applying the income indicator of value to

19
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PacifiCorp's cost information and pro forma cash flows relative to its
Currant Creek project.
In thefinancialinformation that PacifiCorp submitted with its Currant
Creek bid in July 2003, PacifiCorp estimated the total accounting cost of the
Cuirant Creek project at $340 million, including approximately S267 million
of power generation facility costs and $7 million of interconnect costs, I
have reviewed the reasonableness of these numbers by investigating the
actual cost that PacifiCorp has recently requested be put into rate base.
Based on those amounts and using an income indicator of value
methodology, I have calculated the economic benefit to PacifiCorp as
follows:
The capital structure for financing that I used was 50% common
equity and 50% debt based on my knowledge of PacifiCorp and my
experience with the power industry in Utah.
The amount of capital investment I assumed was put in the rate base
was S320 million.
The number I used for the cost and return on equity was 10% based on
risk factors and approved regulatory returns on common equity.

20
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I used 35 years for fee life of the plant based on the standard in the
industry for this type of plant and PacifiCoip's own assumptions
Based on those numbers, the estimated net present value, as of 2005,

for the returns (profits) to PacifiCorp shareholders for the Currant Creek
project is more than S90 million. See Exhibit 6.
I did a reasonableness check of that net present value estimate by
comparing it to PacifiCorp's pro forma valuation of the Currant Creek plant
in the fall of 2003 in recommending that its Board select PacifiCorp's
Currant Creek project over the Spring Canyon project PacifiCorp's
valuation is a $72 million net present value of cost savings on after-tax cash
flow as compared to market alternatives.
It is my professional judgment that Scottish Power Holdings and
PacifiCorp concluded that it was economically more profitable for
PacifiCorp to build and rate base a power plant, Currant Creek, as opposed
to buying power from or own an independent power project, Spring Canyon,
because of regulatory concerns and policies and earning a lower risk profit
for shareholders. My opinion is based on my knowledge of the conditions in
the electric power market during 2003.

21
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Moreover, it may have been strategically desirable for Scottish Powex
Holding in its ultimately successful efforts to sell PacifiCoip to own and
operate more rate based assets such as the Currant Creek project
VII TB05 TOTAL AMOUNT OF LEGAL FEES WILLIAMS AND
HRO RECEIVED FROM PLAINTIFFS AND FROM
PACIFICORP
The total amount of legal fees paid by plaintiffs and by PacifiCorp to
Williams and HRO are as follows:
Legal Fees Paid by Plaintiffs
Williams (including HRO

fees>:

HE&

$91,016.88
$22,795.88

Legal Fees Paid by PacifiCorp
Willi^ns/HRO

$218,280.75
Total Amount; 5309,297.63

The exhibits in this case show that attorney Jody L. Williams, while
employed at Knise, Landa & Maycock, LLC, and HRO billed and USA
Power Partners paid $91,016,88 for legal services relating to the Spring
Canyon Project during the period April 2001 through October 2003.
Attorney Williams and HRO billed PacifiCoip and PacifiCorp paid
$218,280.75 for legal services relating to the Currant Creek Project, a
22
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competitor to the Spring Canyon Project, during the period April 2003
through July 2004. The total amount of those fees is $309,297.63.
VL

CONCLUSION
The methodologies that I used to estimate each plaintiffs damages are

reasonable and consistent with methodologies generally used to estimate lost
profit and value damages for plaintiffs. Moreover, the application of these
methodologies to each plaintiffs situation provides a reasonable estimate of
each plaintiffs damage based on the best available relevant data and
informationVD.

COMPENSATION

I am being paid my standard rate of $175

per hour for the work I perform as

an expert in this case.
This report is intended solely for use in this litigation and is not to be
used for any other purpose,
I will supplement, update or modify this report prior to or during trial,
if necessary.

J. Robert Malko, PhD., CRRA
Financial Consultant
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EXHIBITl
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1.

Second Amended Complaint

2.

HRO and Williams' Answer to Second Amended Complaint

3.

PacifiCorp's Answer to Second Amended Complaint

4.

Deposition of Terrell Spademan

5.

Deposition of Lois Banasiewicz, pgs. 134-44,244-82, 3 88-393

6.

Deposition of Ted Banasiewicz, Vol. 2

7.

Deposition of Rand Thurgood, pgs, 16-25

8.

Deposition Exhibits 1,5, 7-14,16-19, 31-60,69,76,86-87,89-98,
117-120,129-130,137-142,144-147,151-159,161,355,413-418

9.

Participation Agreement, by and among USA Power, LLC, United
States Power Fund, L.P. and Quixx Resources, Inc., August 28,2003

10.

Second Amendment to Participation Agreement, by and among USA
Power, LLC, United States Power Fund, L JP. and Quixx Resources,
Inc., May 2004

11.

Loan Agreement, by and among USA Power, LLC, United States
Power Fund, L.P. and Quixx Resources, Lie, August 28,2003

12.

Quixx Corporation, Economic Valuation Options 5-A, 5-B, 5-C, 5-D,
Spring Canyon Energy, LLC

13.

Documents relating to PacifiCorp placing plaintiffs on the short list of
bids which Pacificorp was considering in the RFP process
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J. ROBERT MALKO, PHD., CRRA

Department of Business Administration
College of Business
Utah State University
Logan, UT 84322-3510
Phone:(435)797-2363
Fax: (435)797-2634
245 North Alta Street
Salt Lake City, UT 84103
Phone: (801) 596-0732
Fax:(801)583-8132
Dr. MaBco has over 30 years of experience concerningfinance,economic,
and regulatory issues relating to energy utilities. Professor Malko has served
as a member offeefinancefaculty in the College of Business at Utah State
University for approximately 20 years. Dr. Malko has appeared as an expert
witness on energy utility finance and economic issues before several
regulatory commissions, Dr. Malko served as Chief Economist for the
Public Service Commission of Wisconsin for approximately 10 years.
EDUCATION
Doctor of Philosophy degree in economics from the Krannert Graduate
School of Management at Purdue University (Lafayette, Indiana), 1972.
Master of Science degree in economics from the Krannert Graduate School
of Management at Purdue University (Lafayette, Indiana), 1968.
Bachelor of Science degree, cum laude. in mathematics and economics
(majors) and political science (minor) from Loyola College (Baltimore,
Maryland), 1966.
Business finance courses at Graduate School of Business, University of
Wisconsin (Madison), 1982-1986.
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Visiting Scholar in industrial engineering and public utility economics,
Stanford University (Palo Alto, California), 1980.
Accounting courses at Illinois State University (Normal, Illinois), 1971-1973
and public utility courses at the University of Wisconsin (Madison), 19761977.
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY
Professor of Finance, College of Business, Utah State University (Logan,
Utah), January 1987 to present
Chief Economist, Public Service Commission of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wisconsin, January 1981 to December 1986; and June 1975 to November
1977.
Program Manager, The Electric Utility Rate Design Study at the Electric
Power Research Institute at Palo Alto, California;, December 1977 to
January 1981,
Financial and Economic Consultant, various clients, Spring 1976 to present
CREDENTIALS AND PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIPS
Certified Rate of Return Analyst (CRRA), 1992 to present
Society of Utility and Regulatory Financial Analyst, President, 1988-1990,
Vice President, 2004-2006, and 1986-1988, Board of Directors, 1990-1996,
2000-present
The National Regulatory Research Institute, housed at The Ohio State
University, Board of Directors, 1997-2003.
New Mexico State University, Public Utility Conference Advisory
Committee, 1981-1997.
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National Association of Regulatory Commissioners - Staff Subcommittee on
Economics and Finance (Chairman, 1976-77 and Vice Chairman, 1981-86)
American Economics Association; Transportation and Public Utility Group,
Vice-Chair, 1992, Chair, 1993, and Executive Committee, 1994-1996.
PUBLISHED PAPERS AND BOOKS (1995- PRESENT)
L

Academic and Policy Journals

Charles E. Peterson and J. Robert Malko, "Applying the CAPM: Issues and
Activities in Utah,'' appears in The NRRI Journal of Applied Regulation,
Volume 3, Fall 2005 issue,
Jeff Bodington and J. Robert Malko, 'Tower Plant Valuation: Overcoming
the New Risks," appears in Public Utilities Fortnightly. May 2003 issue.
J. Robert Malko, "Assessing Corporate Restructurings In The Electric Utility
Industry: A Framework," appears in NRRI Quarterly Bulletin, Vol 17, No,
4, Winter 1996-97 issue,
Joseph F, Brennan and J. Robert Malko, "Rate Unbundling: Are We There
Yet? A Reality Check," in Public Utilities Fortnightly. June 1996 issue,
II.

Books

Ahmad Faruqui and J, Robert Malko, editors, Customer Choice: Finding
Value In Retail Electricity Markets, published by Public Utilities Reports,
Inc., Vienna, Virginia, 1999.
Gregory B. Enholm and J. Robert Malko, editors^ Reinventing Electric
Utility Regulation, published by Public Utilities Reports, Inc., Vienna,
Virginia, 1995,
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Chapters in Books

J. Robert Malko, "Pricing of Electricity: An Overview," appears inErismg
In Competitive Electricity Markets, edited by Ahmad Faruqui and Kelly
Eakin, Kluwar Academic Publishers, 2000.
Ahmad Faruqui and J. Robert Malko, 'The Brave New World of Customer
Choice," appears in Customer Choice: Finding Value in Retail Electricity
Markets, edited by Ahmad Faruqui and J. Robert Malko, Public Utilities
Reports, 1999.
Ahmad Faruqui and J. Robert Malko, "What's in Our Future?," appears in
Customer Choice: Finding Value In Retail Electricity Markets, edited by
Ahmad Faruqui and J. Robert Malko, Public Utilities Report, 1999,
J. Robert Malko and Richard J. Williams, Traditional and New Regulatory
Tools," appears in i n v e n t i n g Electric Utility Regulation, edited by
Gregory B. Enholm and J. Robert Malko, Public Utilities Reports, Inc.,
1995.
Gregory B. Enholm and J, Robert Malko, "Assessing the Future of Electric
Utility Regulation," appears in Reinventing ElectricJJtility Regulation,
edited by Gregory B. Enholm and J. Robert Malko, Public Utilities Reports,
Inc., 1995.
Gregory B. Enhoba and J. Robert Malko, "Meshing New Regulation with
New Utilities," appean in ReinventinELElectric Utility Regulation, edited by
Gregory B. Enholm and J. Robert Malko, Public Utilities Reports, Inc.,
1995.
IK

Academic and Policy Conferences with Published Proceedings

J. Robert Malko and Philip & Swensen, "Assessing Corporate
Restructurings And The Electricity Markets: Some Issues And Framework,"
presented at 10th Annual Conference on Electricity Law and Regulation,
sponsored by ABA Section of Natural Resource, Energy and Environmental
30
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Law, Denver, Colorado, February 1997; this paper appears in ]
Proceedings,
PRIOR TESTIMONY EXPERIENCE f2Q03 - PRESENT)
(1)

PacifiCorp - 1997 Escaped Property Assessment, Appeal No, 021544, Utah State Tax Commission, 2003

(2)

Verizon Wireless - Property Valuation, Appeal No. 02-1010, Appeal
No. 02-1029, Utah State Tax Commission, 2004

(3)

Deseret Generation and Transmission (DG&T) Valuation -1998
Settlement Agreement Case, Utah State Tax Commission, 2005

(4)

Northern States Power Company and Xcel Energy Case, Docket No,
E002/G1-G5-1428, Minnesota Public Utilities Commission, 20G52006.

(5)

Public Service Electric and Gas Company and Exelon Corporation,
Proposed Merger Case, BPU Docket No. EM05020106, New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities, 2005-2006.
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SUMMARY OF DAMAGE ESTIMATES
BY PLAINTIFF AND DEFENDANT

PaciflCorp

HRO

WiWurni

USA Pcnver Partners/
Spring Canyon

S3 Million $146.9 Million

$3 Million- $57.1 Million

$3 Million - $57.2 Million

USA rower LLC

$ 2 3 Million $5 Million

$23 Million $5 Million

$ 2 3 Million$5 Million

j

1
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EXH0MT3A
SCENARIO 1.1

ESTIMATE'OF USA POWER PARTNERS' DAMAGE BASED ON THE SALE
OF SPRING CANYON DEVELOPMENTAL ASSETS AND USING A
MARKET INDICATOR OF VALUE

RANGE OF PROPOSED SALE PRICE:

$2 M TO $10 M

REASONABLE ESTIMATE OF SALE PRICE:

S3 M
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EXHIBIT 3B
SCENARIO 1.2

ESTIMATE OF USA POWER'S DAMAGE BASED ON SIGNING A JOINT
DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT WTTH PACIFICORP AND USING INCOME
INDICATOR OF VALUE
YEAR

CASHFLOWS

PRESENT VALUE
INTEREST
FACTOR
(3% Discount Rate)

$ NET PRESENT
VALUES

! 1 (March 2004)

$500,000

.971

$485,500

1

I 2 (March 2005)

5500,000

943

$471,500

|

[3 (March 2006)

$500,000

.915

$457,500

|

[ 4 (March 2007)

$500,000

.888

$444,000

]

[5 (March 2008)

$500,000

.863

$431,500

|

Total:

$230,000
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EXHIBIT 4A
SCENARIO 2.1

ESTIMATE OF USA POWER PARTNERS' DAMAGES BASED ON WINNING
RFP AND CONSTRUCTING SPRING CANYON POWER PLANT AND USING
COST INDICATOR OF VALUE
DEVELOPMENTAL COSTS:

$13,640,000

CONSTRUCTION COST UNDER RUNS
(CONTINGENCIES)

$ 6,050,000

$19,690,000

M. 2.2001 2.33PM
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EXHIBIT 4B
SCENARIO 2.2

ESTIMATE OF USA POWER'S DAMAGES BASED ON SIGNING A
PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT WITH EIF AND QULXX
AND USING INCOME INDICATOR OF VALUE
$250,000 PER YEAR FOR 20 YEARS EQUALS $5 MILLION
ASSUME: 3% ESCALATION EACH YEAR AND
3% DISCOUNT RATE
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EXHIBIT 5A
SCENARIO 3.1

ESTIMATE OF USA POWER PARTNERS' DAMAGES BASED ON WINNING
RFP AND SELLING EQUITY SHARE BEFORE CONSTRUCTION OF
SPRING CANYON AND USING COST AND INCOME INDICATORS OF
VALUE
EQUITY VALUE:

$37,172,000

DEVELOPMENTAL COSTS:

$13,640,000

CONSTRUCTION COST UNDER RUNS:
(CONTINGENCIES)

$ 6,050,000

$56.9 MILLION
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EXHIBIT 5B
SCENARIO 3.2
ESTIMATE OF USA POWER'S DAMAGES BASED ON SIGNING A
PARTNERSHIP MANAGEMENT AGREEMENT WITH EIF AND QULXX
AND USING INCOME INDICATOR OF VALUE
$250,000 PER YEAR FOR 20 YEARS EQUALS S5 MILLION
ASSUME: 3% ESCALATION EACH YEAR AND
3% DISCOUNT RATE

3flb

EXHIBIT 6
ESTIMATE OF ECONOMIC BENEFIT (UNJUST ENRICHMENT) RECEIVED BY PACIFICORP FROM
CURRENT CREEK AS A RESULT OF ITS WRONGDOING THAT DAMAGED THE PLAINTIFFS USING
THE INCOME INDICATOR OF VALUE
$M Equity
In Elate Base

Cost of
Equity Capital

$M Return
on Equity

Present Value
Interest Factor

160

.10

16

.909

14.5

2007

155

-10

15.5

.826

L2.8

J

2008

150

,10

15

.751

113

1

2009

145

.10

14.5

.683

9.9

!

2010

140

.10

14

.621

8.7

|

2011

135

.10

13.5

364

7.6

|

2012

130

.10

13

313

6.7

|

2013

125

JO

12.5

.467

5.8

|

2014

120

.10

12

.424

5.1

|

2015

115

.10

11.5

.386

4.4

|

2016

110

.10

11

350

3.9

2017

105

.10

10.5

.319

33

|

2018

100

.10

10

.290

2.9

]

2019

95

.10

9.5

.263

2.5

'

2020

90

.10

9

.239

2.2

2021

85

.10

8.5

.218

1.9

Year
J

|

[

— \f

2006

1

!

SU Net Present
Value
o
CO

J

<r~>

2:34PM
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT OF SALT LAKE COUNTY
STATE OF UTAH

USA POWER, LLC, et al.
v
PACIFICORP, INC., et al.

Expert Witness Report
Wayne C. Micheletti
November 30, 2006
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Introduction
I have been retained as an expert witness on behalf of the plaintiffs in the matter
of USA Power, LLC, et al. ("USA Power") v PacifiCarp, Inc. d/b/a Utah Power, et al.
fParifiCorp1'), Clvii Case Number 050903412, currently pending in the Third Judicial
District Court of Salt Lake County in the State of Utah (the litigation"). The assignment
was to determine if energy penalty calculations related to the cooling system analysis
and selection for the Spring Canyon Energy Project and considered as proprietary
information by USA Power were: a) of material benefit to PaciflCorp )n the cooling
system analysis and selection for the Currant Creek Power Plant, and b) of use to
PacrfiCorp in developing the Currant Creek Power Plant As background for my
evaluation, it was also necessary to describe the importance of power plant cooling
system energy penalties, particularly relative to dry cooling.
In my opinion, proprietary information provided by USA Power regarding cooling
system energy penalties for the Spring Canyon Energy project were: a) of material
benefit to PaciflCorp in the cooling system analysis and selection for the Currant Creek
Power Plant, and b) of use to PaciflCorp in developing the Currant Creek Power Plant.
The results of my work, which are the basis for my opinion, are presented in this report

Qualifications as an Expert on Power Plant Cooling Systems

I have worked in the area of industrial and commercial water and wastewater
management for twenty-eight years, first at a large, diversified engineering company
(1976-33), then at the Electric Power Research Institute or EPRI (1983-91), and most
recently as an independent consultant (1991 - 2006). I first began working on issues
related to power plant cooling systems in 1978 and for eight years managed much of
EPRl's research in that area. Since establishing an independent consulting practice in

1
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1991,1 have assisted many clients with power plant cooling system problems or
concerns. Recently, i have:
a) Coauthored a report on the "Comparison of Wet and Dry Cooling Systems for
Combined Cycle Power Plants' submitted by the Utility Water Act Group (UWAG) in
response to the USEPA rulemaking on Section 316(b) of the Clean Water Act for
Phase I - New Facilities (November 4, 2000);
b) Authored or coauthored the following papers: "Understanding Wet and Dry Cooling
Systems" at the 2001 International Water Conference; "Emerging Issues and Needs
for Power Plant Cooling Systems* at the 2002 DOE Workshop on Electric Utilities
and Water, "Estimating Energy Penalties for Wet and Dry Cooling Systems at New
Power Plants" at the 2003 USEPA Symposium on Coofing Water Intake
Technologies to Protect Aquatic Organisms; "Estimating Power Plant Cooling Tower
Retrofit Costs and impacts on Generation" at the 2003 EPRI Cooling Tower
Technology Conference; and "Atmospheric Emissions from Power Plant Cooling
Towers" at the 2005 Electric Utility Chemistry Workshop.
c} Been invited by the USEPA to contribute on the topic of dry cooling and/or
recirculating systems with low velocity at a Technical Experts Panel that met on May
23, 2001 in Alexandria, Virginia;
d) Provided testimony before the Arizona Power Plant and Transmission Line Siting
Committee regarding wet and dry cooling system options for a new combined cycle
power plant proposed by Allegheny Energy and Supply Company In La Paz County,
Arizona (November 13-14, 2001 and January 16, 2002); and
e) Provided testimony (as part of a panel) before the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation at an Administrative Hearing regarding wet and dry
coaling system retrofit options at a power plant located on the Hudson River that

2
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had applied for the renewal of a State Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(SPDES) permit (November 28-30, 2005 and December 16, 2005).
My nesume presenting my detailed experience and qualifications as an expert on the
subject of power plant cooling systems is included as Attachment #1 to this report

Cas« Documents Reviewed for This Report

A number of case documents were reviewed in preparation of this report,
Induding: a) the depositions of Kenneth Ian Andrews (February 15. 2006), Theodore
Banasiewicz (March 6-8, 2006), Raymond F. Racine (October 2, 2006), J, Rand
Thurgood (January 19-20, 2006 and September 28, 2006), and Robert Van
Engelenhovei (September 29,2006); b) materials provided by PadfiCorp (see
Attachment #2 for a complete listing by Bates number); c) ParifiCorp's answers to
plaintiffs first set of interrogatories (September 25, 2006); d) USA Power's offering
materials to PacifiCorp (generally referred to as Volumes i, 2 and 3); e) an Option
Agreement letter (with attachments) from Ted Banasiewicz to J. Rand Thurgood on
November 25,2002; and f) various work papers prepared by Raymond Racine.

Timeline of Relevant Dates

The following dates were relevant in the preparation of this report
Event

Date
March/April 2001
j

July 12 2001

l

August 2002

USA Power identifies Mona, UT as a potential development
target
Waldron Engineering provides USA Power with estimated
equipment cost differentials for air-coaled condenser and wet
cooling system options assuming a 2-on-1 combined-cycie
configuration
USA Power begins discussions with PadfiCorp about possible
purchase of Spring Canyon Energy Project assets

3
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\

I
J

I

September 11,
2002
October/November
2002
February 3, 2003

1 USA Power provides confidential information on Spnng
Canyon Energy Project (Volumes 1 and 2) to PacifiCorp
j USA Power and PacifiCorp discuss wet and dry cooling options j
| for Spring Canyon Energy Project
I PaofiCorp and Panda Energy sign letter of intent regarding
]
purchase of assets for site in Mona, UT
February 18, 2003 USA Power provides confidential information on Spring
Canyon Energy Project (Volume 3) to PacifiCorp
March 2003
• PacrfiCorp initiates search for water rights
• PacrfiCorp issues interconnection request to PacifiCorp
Transmission
1
• PacrfJCorp initiates discussions with Questar for a gas
pipeline
PacrfiCorp terminates negotiations with USA Power regarding
March 17 or 20,
the purchase of the Spring Canyon Energy Project assets
|
2003
Bidders conference for PacrfiCorp RFP to meet future power
March 21, 2003
needs (RFP issued on June 6)
j
PaofiCorp studies for NBA at Mona site indicate a waterApni 9, 2003
cooled CCCT faality is the iowest cost generation resource
PacrfiCorp signs letter agreement with Shaw/Stone & Webster
Apnl 30, 2003
to do conceptuai engineering for potential power plant options
at the Mona, UT site acquired from Panda Energy
(subsequently designated as the Next Best Alternative or NBA
for PaofiCorp RFP, and later to become the Currant Creek
Power Plant)
PacrfiCorp requests that Burns & McDonnell determine the
May 7, 2003
performance (net capacrty and net heat rate) for wet or dry
cooling of a CCCT facilrty (wrth and without duct finng) at the
Mona site
May 16, 2003 ( PacrfiCorp decides to use dry cooling instead of wet cooling for
NBA at Mona site
PacifiCorp RFP issued
June 6, 2003
Shaw/Stone & Webster prepares performance curves for
June 20, 2003
Currant Creek NBA
. Currant Creek NBA submitted to PaafiCorp C&T
July 22, 2003
. Bid response deadline for PacrfiCorp RFP
Shaw/Stone & Webster selected to do detailed engmeenng for
i
August 2003
Currant Creek Power Plant in Monaf UT
J

Power Plant Cooling Systems and Energy Penalties

Ail power plants that rely on steam turbine-generators to produce eiectnaty must
have some means for condensing the exhaust steam When the steam condenses, Ihe
rapid decrease in vapor-to-liquid specific volumes creates a vacuum at the turbine outlet
(monitored as turbine backpressure) that increases turbine-generator efficiency Eve\y
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steam turbine-generator can operate over a modest backpressure range. At the low
backpressure limit, the turbine will reach a "choke* point; at the high backpressure limit,
damage to the last stage blades may occur. Typically, the design point for optimum
operating efficiency is in the lower portion of backpressure range.
Because lower turbine backpressures are achieved when the steam condensate
temperatures are lower, it is essential that a cooling system be selected, designed and
operated to continuously and consistently remove the heat of condensation at those low
temperatures. And since every cooling system must ultimately reject this waste heat to
the environment, it must be able to operate over a broad range of environmental
conditions. For wet cooling systems, heat rejection to the environment occurs in two
ways: sensible heat transfer (in which the warmer water is cooled by direct contact wrth
the colder air) and evaporative heat transfer (in which the warmer water is cooled by
vaporization of some of the water into the surrounding colder air). In wet cooling towers,
evaporation is the dominant means of heat rejection so that the atmosphenc wet-bulb
temperature (i.e., relative humidity of the air) is the controlling factor. For direct dry
cooling systems (air-cooled condensers or ACCs), there Is no evaporatve heat transfer;
hence, sensible heat transfer is the only form of heat rejection so that the atmosphenc
dry-bulb temperature is the controlling factor
Higher atmosphenc wet-bulb and dry-bulb temperatures make heat rejection
more difficult for wet and dry cooling systems, respectively Daily and seasonal
vanations in dry-bulb temperatures are generally greater than corresponding wet-bulb
temperatures. As a result, dry cooling systems are more likely to encounter greater
difficulty than wet cooling systems in achieving the heat rejection necessary to maintain
the desired steam condensate temperature and steam turbine-generator performance.
In either case, the resulting decline in electncal generating output is referred to as an
energy penalty

5

For a combined cycle combustion turbine (CCCT) power plant, higher dry bulb
temperatures can also lower the performance of the combustion turbine-generators
The mass air flow to a combustion turbine decreases as the dry-bulb temperatures
increases because the inlet air density decreases

Consequently, when high

summertime temperatures are expected, a combined cycle power plant will usually be
equipped with inlet air coolers to maintain flow into the combustion turbine or dud
burners to supplement the input to the Heat Recovery Steam Generator (HRSG) as the
combustion turbine exhaust gas flow decreases. If duct burners are used, steam flow
through the steam turbine-generator is likely to increase meaning that the cooling
system must handle a greater heat rejection at a time when it may already be struggling
to avoid an energy penalty. When and how combustion turbine inlet air coolers and/or
duct burners are utilized is evaluated by completing a detailed system energy penalty
analysis.
The cooling system is an integral part of the steam-electnc power generation
process and can have a major Influence on the power plant performance through an
energy penalty Given the charactenstics of dry cooling, the magnitude of this energy
penalty is an important consideration in the selection and design of a cooling system for
a new power plant, especially for a CCCT power plant at a site with high summertime
temperatures

Evaluating New Power Plant Cooling Options

Although the actual slbng of a new power plant involves a complex assessment
of many interrelated factors, the United States Department of Energy has suggested that
the decision making process initially focuses on the availability of three resources fuel,
electrical transmission lines, and water

Power plants use water in many ways, but
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pnmarily for cooling of exhaust steam from steam turbine-generators. Since the majority
of electricity generated in the U.S, ts produced by steam-driven turbines and virtually all
steam-electric plants built prior to 1990 use wet cooling systems, water has historically
been a vital resource to the power industry.
However, the new CCCT power plants built over the past fifteen years use
steam-driven turbines to generate only a portion of the total electncity produced at the
site. The remainder of the electnc power is generated by combustion turbines which
have no exhaust steam that must be cooled. Therefore, new CCCT power plants
require considerably less water, so that dry cooling may be a more economical option in
situations where access to water resources is limited. But changing the overall water
requirements by introducing a "water-free" cooling system option for the steam turbinegenerator complicates the cooling system evaluation for a new power plant, particularly
since minor changes in the size of a dry cooling system can produce major changes in
the power plant economics based on capital, operating and energy penalty costs.
in fact for new plant construction in a deregulated (i.e.. competitive) power
market, meaningful energy penalty estimates are an essential element in economically
optimizing and companng possible cooling system design alternatives. For dry cooling
system options, this means an analysis that considers the potential impacts on steam
turbine-generator backpressure of changes in steam flow and temperature, atmospheric
dry-bulb temperature, and ACC size (as reflected by changes in the initial temperature or
ITD). This type of analysis is most commonly done by an engineer knowledgeable in
power plant design and construction, and expenenced in the use of customized
computer software to perform the necessary calculations. Without this type of sitespecific analysis, the economic viability normally presented in the pro forma of a
proposed plant project would be incomplete.
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PacifiCorp's Analysis of Cooling System Optiona and Energy Penalties
for the Currant Creek Power Ptant

Based on the case documents reviewed, I can conclude within a reasonable
certainty, based upon my academic and professional training, the following with regard
to PacifiCorp's analysis of cooling system options and energy penalties for the Currant
Creek Power Plant:
1. PadfiCorp acquired no relevant power plant cooling system data in the Mona, UT
site project assets purchased from Panda Energy in February 2003. However, in
the fall of 2002, USA Power had already provided PadfiCorp with confidential,
proprietary information that contained cooling system data for a potential power
plant project located in Mona, UT.
2. PadfiCorp lacked the internal engineering resources to thoroughly evaluate the sitespecific energy penalties associated with the wet and dry cooling system options
that might be considered for a new power plant in Mona, UT.
3. As of April 9, 2003, PacifiCorp's internal studies for the NBA at the Mona site
indicated a water-cooled CCCT facility was the lowest cost generation resource.
4. PadfiCorp did not undertake any further analysis of any cooling system energy
penalties for the NBA at the Mona site until at least May 7, 2003, when it requested
that Bums & McDonnell determine the performance (net capacity and net heat rate)
for wet or dry cooling of a CCCT facility (with and without duct firing).
On May 16, 2O03, PadfiCorp formally determined to use a dry cooling system for the
NBA conceptual design {and later the Currant Creek Power Plant) at Mona, UT.

3

Summary

Evaluating the costs of new CCCT power plants means evaluating the capital,
operating and energy penalty costs of different wet and dry cooling system options. In
September 2002, USA Power provided PaafiCorp with confidential, propnetary
information that included the estimated energy penalties far a new CCCT power plant
that would use dry cooling (the Spnng Canyon Energy Project in Mona, Utah) This
information is cnticaJ because it demonstrates trie economic viability of dry cooling at a
site known to have water resource limitations.
In February 2003, PacrfiCorp purchased the assets for a site located in Mona,
Utah from Panda Energy Inrtially, PaafiCorp considered a CCCT power plant using wet
cooling to be the lowest cost generation option for this site. However, on May 7, 2003,
PaafiCorp requested that Bums & McDonnell determine the energy penalties for a new
CCCT power plant with either wet or dry cooling systems at the Mona site. Later, on
May 16, PaafiCorp instructed Shaw/Stone & Webster to incorporate dry cooling rather
than wet cooling Into a CCCT project design that was finalized as the NBA by July 22,
2003, and would eventually become the Currant Creek Power Plant
Based on the confidential, propnetary information provided by USA Power in
September 2O02f PacrfiCorp was aware that a new CCCT power plant using dry cooling
was economically viable in Mona, Utah PaafiCorp did not attempt to confirm this
information by independently developing similar energy penalty estimates for dry cooling
options for the Mona site until May of 2003 Pnor to that time, PacrfiCorp could proceed
with other significant aspects of the NBA project development in order to meet the
schedule requirements of the PacrfiCorp RFP because it had benefited from the
knowledge that should wet cooling prove infeaslble for any reason, then dry cooling
remained an economically viable option for the Mona site Therefore, without
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confidential proprietary information provided by USA Power, PacifiCorp could not have
prudently focused solely upon and proceeded with the development of a CCCT power
project at the Mona, UT site.

Report Notes
This report is intended solely for use in this litigation and is not to be used for any
other purpose. I will supplement, update or modify this report prior to or during trial, if
necessary. I am being compensated for my work as an expert in this case. My hourly
rate is $150, with travel time billed at half that rate ($75/hour). Any addftiona
charges are reimbursed at cost.

0aw«f{£[£fc
WayraC. Micheletti
President, Wayne C. Micheletti, Inc.
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ATTACHMENT #1

WAYNE C. MICHELETTI
W a y n e C. Micheletti, Inc.
977 Seminole Trail # 3 0 0
Charlottesville, Virginia 22901-2824
Off: (434) 977-8330 / Fax: (434) 977-6117
E-Mail: W C M I n c @ a o l . c o m

BACKGROUND and EXPERIENCE
Wayne MichelettJ has provided technical services in the area of industrial water
management for more than twenty-five years. During that time, he has been a project
manager for a large, diversified engineering company; initiated and coordinated
research activities at a well known, nonprofit R&D institute; and most recently offered
independent consulting. In these positions, Mr. Micheletti has worked with a wide variety
of industries (including electric power, iron and steel, oil and petrochemical, plastics,
tobacco, and pulp and papermaking) throughout the United States and internationally.
However, as the second largest industrial user of water in the U.S., the electric power
industry and affiliated organizations (such as the Electric Power Research Institute, the
Edison Electric Institute and the Utility Water Act Group) have always been a major
client focus. In his career, Mr. Micheletti has assisted over 100 different electric utilities
in the U.S., Canada, Australia and South Africa. He has also worked with federal and
state governmental organizations, including EPA and DOE, on issues related to the use
of water and the discharge of wastewater by the power industry.
Wayne C. Micheletti, Inc.: July 1991 - Present
President This consulting firm provides technical services related to industrial water
and wastewater management on an independent basis or as part of a project team. The
goal is to provide the ciient with the most thorough analyses of issues and the best
solutions to problems in the most cost-effective and timeiy manner As a result, WCM
Inc. specializes in forming and managing "customized" project teams that may consist of
other consultants, A/E firms, technical service organizations, and water treatment
service companies which are chosen far their particular experience and unique expertise
relative to the client's needs.
In the electric power industry, where water Is such an important element in so many
different processes, Mr. Micheletti has been involved with projects that span a broad
spectrum of operations:
cooling, steam generation, fuel preparation (coal
washing/cleaning), solids handling (ash transport), environmental control (flue gas
treatment in coal-fired units and NOx control in gas-fired units), equipment cleaning and
general washdown. in fact, Mr. Micheletti's knowledge of and experience with water as
the primary working fluid in power generation extends from intake to discharge.
For example, over the past decade, Mr, Michelettrs project work has included:
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•

Technical review and analyses of proposed §316(a) and §316(b) cooling
water regulations for power plants (on behalf of EEI and UWAG).

•

Expert technical assistance on coding system retrofit options in support
of a §316(b) permit renewal for a Hudson River power plant.

•

Expert technical assistance and testimony regarding cooling system
options for a siting permit on a new combined cyde power plant
proposed in Arizona.

•

Assessment of vendor bids for cooling system chemical treatment and
recommendations for program implementation and performance
monitoring.

•

Evaluation of cooling tower wood deterioration causes and development
of cooling water treatment options aimed at improving and extending
wood lifetime.

•

Analyses of cooling system and power plant zero discharge alternatives.

•

Update, enhancement anaVor preliminary testing of various EPRI PC
software packages: WinSEQUlL for predicting scaling in cooling water
systems, COOLADO for reviewing cooling water chemical additives
usage, and ChemExpert for analyzing boiler cycle chemistry.

•

Preparation (as the technical lead) of the EPRI Reference Manual for OnLine Monitoring of Water Chemistry and Corrosion (2nd Edition, 1998),
and the EPRI Service Water System Corrosion and Deposition
Sourcebook (1993).

•

Development (as a team member) of EPRI guideline documents for
Closed Cooling Water Chemistry (1997 and 2003); Treatment of
Corrosion and Fouling in Fire Protection Systems (1998); Flow Meter
Instrumentation, Calibration and Uncertainty (1998); "and O&M of
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) Systems for NOx Control (2001).

•

Summary of U.S. water and wastewater environmental regulations for the
steam-electric power industry and possible implications for evolving
environmental limitations on power plants in Poland.

He has also provided support to the utility industry (through EPRI) on sampling and
analyses methods to identify and quantify toxics in power plant process and wastewater
streams (as related to the PISCES Model and Database), and on EPCRA TRI (Toxics
Release Inventory) reporting.
Electric Power Research Institute fEPRH: May 1983 to July 1991
Senior Project Manager. At the Institute, Mr. Micheletti guided all of EPRI's research on
water quality management in balance-of-plant systems (cooling, ash handling,
wastewater, and low volume waste) and for discharge compliance. He aiso supervised
certain research on cooling water intake technologies and associated environmental
impacts, and comanaged several projects on improving cooling tower performance. In
addition, Mr. Micheletti contributed to EPRI R&D in boiler cycle chemistry, integrated
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environmental control (the impacts af NO x , SOx and particulate control on plant water
and wastewater systems), and nuclear plant service water systems.
From 1984 to 1989, he was manager of ail R&D in the area of power plant cooling water
intake systems, in that period, EPRI published an Advanced Intake Technologies Study
and an Intake Research Facilities Manual, conducted laboratory and field testing to
assess the performance of behavioral barriers (primarily lights and noise) at influencing
fish movement, and completed development of the first comprehensive industry
database on power plant cooling water intake systems (the intake Structure Database).
Mr. Micheietti also organized and cochaired the 1987 Conference on Fish Protection at
Steam and Hydroelectric Power Plants,
In the area of cooling water chemistry, he directed field studies on the formation of
calcium carbonate, calcium sulfate (gypsum), and silica in condensers, the development
of microcomputer software for predicting scaling potential (SEQUIL), and the creation of
a cooling water additives database (COOLADD). In a related activity, Mr. Micheietti
managed the design, fabrication and field demonstration of a mobile test fadllty for
evaluating chemical biocides used to control microbiological fouling. He also served as
a member of EPRI's Service Water Working Group (cochair of the Water Treatment
Subgroup) and the Zebra Mussel Task Group.
His research on cooling tower performance focused on the development of a rigorous
numerical model of the combined heat and mass transfer phenomena in evaporative
cooling systems (VERA2D) and its comparison with similar modeling efforts in the U.S.
(FACTS) and France (TEFERI). This work was coordinated with full-scale, field
evaluations of cooling tower fill types conducted at a specially designed EPRI Cooling
Performance Test Facility in order to obtain critical verification data.
In addition, Mr. MichelettJ conceived and managed the development of the first
microcomputer code (WATERMAN) specifically designed to evaluate the complex
technical and economic aspects of different approaches for integrating water use/reuse
in power generating facilities. With this code, a user could create a site-specific water
balance and examine the water quality and cost impacts of changes in system operating
conditions, stream flows and/or new treatment processes, in associated R&D work, Mr.
Micheietti also directed the preparation of a plant water management instrumentation
handbook, the characterization of low volume waste streams and evaluation of waste
treatment options, and the field demonstration of emerging waterfwastewater treatment
technologies (such as seeded reverse osmosis).
As a result of his familiarity with fossil power plant design and operation and with the
Institute's R&D products, in 1989 ha was selected for a six-month onsite technology
transfer assignment at the corporate offices of a new EPRI-member utility. For several
years, Mr. Micheietti also represented EPRI as the Institute's designated liaison with the
Chemistry Committee of the Edison Electric Institute (EEI), the Low Volume Waste
Committee of the Utility Solid Waste Activities Group (USWAG), and the ASME
Research Committee on Water & Steam in Thermal Power Systems.
Radian Corporation: December 1976 to May 1983
Senior Engineer and Engineering Group Leader. Mr. Micheietti managed the Water
Processes Group in the corporate Engineering Division. As such, his responsibilities
included proposal preparation for major industrial and governmental clients, staff
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assignments within a matnx management organization, junior staff mentoring, overall
direction of key projects (Including field and laboratory studies, software development,
and technology assessments), and review of specific technical reports pnor to issue.
PROFESSIONAL AFFILIATIONS
•

Amencan Society of Mechanical Engineers Research Committee on
Power Plant and Environmental Chemistry (formerly the EEI Chemistry
Committee),

•

Amencan Society of Mechanical Engineers Research Committee on
Water and Steam in Thermal Power Systems.

•

National Association of Corrosion Engineers - Annual Conference
Program Committee Representative (1998 - 2004). Active member of
task groups and technology exchange groups for cooling systems
(bioade application/misapplication; MIC; corrosion and scale control;
monitoring and control; evaluation of cooling water products), boilers
(chemistry; water treatment practices; lay-up/start-up), building water
systems (potable, circulating and fire protection water), and nonchemicai
water treatment

•

EPRI liaison for the Cooling Technology Institute (CTI) Water Treatment
Committee.

•

American Institute of Chemical Engineers (member of Environmental
Division).

TECHNICAL PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS
Mr. Michelettr has authored or coauthored more than 30 technical papers related to
industnal water/wastewater management, and has chaired or cochaired many sessions
at major meetings such as the Amencan Power Conference, the international Water
Conference (IWC), and NACE Corrosion Conferences. He has frequently been invited
to technically review the work of others, having presented several "prepared
discussions - at the IWC. In 2003, he received the IWC Award of Ment in recognition of
his service and contributions to the annual conference
Mr. Micheletti has taught a number of courses on EPRI developed software, workshops
at UltraPure and WaterTech conferences, and educational seminars at the international
Joint Power Generation Conference and the CTI Annual Conference He has also been
a guest lecturer at courses presented by others In addition, he is an ongoing charter
member of the Editonal Advisory Board for Pumps and Systems magazine and has
reviewed books for Corrosion and Chemical Enqineennq Progress magazines.

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engmeenng, the University of Texas at Austin
Master of Science in Chemical Engineenng, the University of Texas at Austin
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ATTACHMENT #2
PacIflCorp Materials Reviewed in the Preparation of This Report
(By Bates Number)
PAC000106 - PAC000112
PAC007915 - PAC007926
PAC012048 - PAC012050
PAC012741 -PAC012780
PAC014019 - PAC014020
PAC015211 -PAC015212
PAC017849 - PAC017657
PAC018224 - PAC018238
PAC018570 - PACQ18582
PAC018622 - PAC018624
PAC018930 - PAC018938
PAC018939 - PAC018949
PAC018950 - PAC018956
PAC018957 - PAC018964
PAC018995 - PAC018998
PAC022572 - PAC022577
PAC022599
PAC022600 - PAC022607
PAC023743 - PAC023745
PAC023751 -PAC023753
PAC023760 - PAC023792
PAC023793 - PAC023813
PAC023867
PAC023889 - PAC023892
PAC024010 - PAC024024
PAC028247 - PAC028248
PAC029087 - PAC029089
PAC029316 - PAC029318
PAC029321 - PAC029330
PAC029332
PAC029335
PAC031440 - PAC031453
PAC031725 - PAC031789
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1.0

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Tomsic & Peck, LLC has retained me to provide an expert opinion relative to certain
issues in the matter of USA POWER, LLC, et al v. PacifiCorp, et al.

1.1

SUBJECTS ON WHICH I HAVE RENDERED EXPERT OPINIONS

The subjects on which I have been asked to render an opinion are:
The time and work involved in the development of a power project concept.
•

Whether a developer's work, information, analysis and conclusions involved in its
development of a power project concept is considered confidential in the power
industry.
The use of confidentiality agreements in the power industry.
Plaintiffs' development of the Spring Canyon Energy concept, and their efforts to
prevent the unauthorized use or disclosure of their work, information, analysis
and conclusions involved in that development.
The information Plaintiffs shared with PacifiCorp
development of the Spring Canyon Energy concept.

regarding

Plaintiffs'

Whether PacifiCorp could have developed its Currant Creek project in four
months without using the information Plaintiffs shared with PacifiCorp regarding
Plaintiffs' development of the Spring Canyon Energy concept.
A comparison of PacifiCorp's Currant Creek project with Plaintiffs' Spring Canyon
Energy concept.

USA Power v. PacifiCorp et al
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1.2

MY QUALIFICATIONS AND THE MATERIAL REVIEWED TO RENDER MY
EXPERT OPINIONS

I am a consulting engineer, forensic investigator and failure analyst who has the
education, training and experience to offer expert opinions relative to the subjects on
which I have been asked to render expert opinions. In rendering opinions on those
subjects, I have utilized my expertise in those areas and have reviewed the pleadings,
relevant deposition testimony and exhibits and documents produced in this case. My
qualifications to render my opinions are set forth in Appendix A. A list of the maierial in
this case that I reviewed is listed on Appendix B.

1.3

SUMMARY OF MY OPINIONS

In my opinion:
•

A developer's work, information, analysis and conclusions resulting from the
development of a power project concept ("Confidential Information") are
considered confidential in the power industry.

•

Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure Agreements are standard devices used in the
power industry to prevent the unauthorized use or disclosure of a developer's
Confidential Information.

•

The Plaintiffs took reasonable steps to prevent PacifiCorp from using or
disclosing, for PacifiCorp's own benefit, Plaintiffs' Confidential Information
resulting from Plaintiffs' development of the Spring Canyon Energy concept.
These steps include requiring the execution of a Confidentiality and NonDisclosure Agreement in addition to relying on the representations put forth in the
PacifiCorp RFP.

•

PacifiCorp could not have developed its Currant Creek project in four months
without using the Confidential Information Plaintiffs shared with PacifiCorp.

•

PacifiCorp's Currant Creek project is the same in all material aspects as
Plaintiffs' Spring Canyon Energy concept.

A summary of the basis for each opinion is set forth below.

USA Power v. PacifiCorp et al
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2.0

THE WORK, INFORMATION, ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
DEVELOPING A POWER PROJECT CONCEPT ARE
CONFIDENTIAL IN THE POWER INDUSTRY BECAUSE
INFORMATION WHICH GIVES THE DEVELOPER A "FIRST
ADVANTAGE OVER ITS COMPETITORS.

2.1

DEVELOPMENT OF A POWER PROJECT CONCEPT

INVOLVED IN
CONSIDERED
IT IS THAT
TO MARKET"

A power project concept (Power Project Concept) is generally understood in the power
industry to mean all the assets necessary to construct an economically viable power
project. The development of a Power Project Concept is a complex, costly and timeconsuming undertaking. In particular, a natural gas-fired Power Project Concept
generally requires anywhere from eighteen to twenty-four months to develop from site
selection to the point of initial construction. In the case of PacifiCorp's Currant Creek
Project, a document titled "Currant Creek Milestones" which is Exhibit 4 to the Thurgood
Deposition (Response to CCS Data Request 4.5 dated December 4, 2003), the process
from "Initiated contact with Panda Energy regarding their Mona site" to "Closed on
property options" took about 30 months (June 2001 to December 2003).
The role of a Power Project Concept developer includes managing the difficult tasks of
site analysis and acquisition, obtaining necessary permits and approvals, negotiating
Power Purchase Agreements, engineering and design activities, developing financial
proformas and obtaining financing.
Typically, a developer is constrained by
development funds and time (the window of opportunity). Accordingly, a successful
developer will expend resources in distinct phases as the particular project definition
advances. This process is called a "fatal flaw" approach. This type of incremental
approach allows the developer to expend resources in the most efficient manner, and to
stop funding the development as soon as a determination of technical or economic
infeasibility is made.
Some of the specific Power Project Concept development tasks include (but are not
limited to):
Prepare a Power Market Study
Analyze and determine plant configuration and capacity
MW capacity (base load / peaking)
Fuel options
Prime mover options
Cooling options
Evaluate technical/economic feasibility
Analyze "plant-to-load" transmission issues
Site selection

USA Power v. PacifiCorp et al
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Determination of project and future needs
Air permit requirements
Water supplies and permits
Wet vs dry cooling analysis (including performance penalties)
Waste water or "zero discharge" issues
Zoning or conditional use issues
Fuel supplies and transportation
Transmission nght-of-way
Environmental issues
Political / public relations issues
Develop "asset acquisition" plan to meet project requirements,
identification of assets, critical path constraints and contingency plans

including

Negotiate Purchase Options for selected site(s)
Negotiate Purchase Options for water rights (if applicable)
Prepare conceptual designs
Preliminary site layout/stack location
Heat balance
Water balance
Construction estimates
Interconnection studies
•
Environmental assessment
•
Labor availability (construction/operation)
Financial analysis (pro forma)
•
Wetlands assessment
•
Easements/nght of way investigation
Site access/suitability of roads
Assessment of geotechnical risk
Gauge initial political acceptance for the project in the area/community
proposed for the project
Develop public relations plan
Begin and conclude
Air permit process
Fuel transport analysis
Large generator interconnect agreement
Re-zoning/Conditional use process
Water permit process
Fuel supply negotiations
Power sales negotiations
EPC negotiations
•
Update financial analysis
Financing plan

USA Power v PaafiCorp et al
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Conduct public relations program with public officials
2.2

DEVELOPMENT OF POWER PROJECT CONCEPTS IS COMPETITIVE.

Development of Power Project Concepts has become very competitive, fueled by
deregulation of the power industry, this competitive situation existed during the 20012005 time period Because of the competitive nature of Power Project Concepts, "first
to market" is a crucial element as it relates to the successful development of a power
project in any specific geographical area
The "second to market" is always less
competitive, more expensive and more difficult to develop
In the case of Spring
Canyon, PacifiCorps decision to build its own 525 MW Currant Creek Project near
Mona essentially terminated the viability of the Spring Canyon Project because of many
factors, including transmission restrictions, market limitations and water use issues
(among others)

2.3

USE AND NECESSITY OF CONFIDENTIALITY AND NON-DISCLOSURE
AGREEMENTS IN THE POWER INDUSTRY RELATIVE TO DEVELOPMENT
OF POWER PROJECT CONCEPTS.

Developers of Power Project Concepts must guard their work, information, analysis and
conclusions involved in the development of the project because these truly constitute
the real and tangible assets (much like intellectual property) Such work, information,
analysis and conclusions are considered confidential and proprietary in the power
industry ("Confidential Information") because of the competitive edge it gives the
developer as the result of the developer's investment of its financial resources,
expertise and vision over a substantial penod of time
It is a standard practice in the power industry for a developer of a Power Project
Concept to require a competitor or potential competitor to sign a confidentiality
agreement before the developer provides its Confidential Information relative to the
development to such competitor
A competitor's access to such Confidential
Information, without restrictions on use and disclosure, would permit a competitor to
become the first to market, beating out the developer, by in essence stealing the
developer's assets and avoiding the time delay involved to complete a Power Project
Concept
The Power Project Concept in its entirety is typically treated as confidential and
proprietary and subject to such confidentiality agreements even though one or more
particular component may include public information Work and information relative to
selection of the site and technology and the economic viability of the project are
particularly sensitive
The work, information, analysis and conclusions involved in
development of the Power Project Concept need to be protected
Otherwise, a
competitor could simply take the developers end results and final conclusions (which
consumed extensive resources in both time and money) and treat certain components
as public information

USA Power v PacifiCorp et al
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3.0

PLAINTIFFS 1 SPRING CANYON ENERGY PROJECT CONCEPT TOOK
SUBSTANTIAL TIME AND AN ESTIMATED THREE MILLION DOLLARS TO
DEVELOP; AS A RESULT OF THE WORK, TIME AND MONEY SPENT,
PLAINTIFFS HAD A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OVER PACIFICORP IN
BEING FIRST IN THE MARKET IN MONA, UTAH TO SUPPLY POWER TO
THE MONA SUBSTATION.

The principals of Plaintiff USA Power LLC in mid 1998 began the initial work to locate
sites in the Rocky Mountain area for potential development of Power Project Concepts.
By March 2001, it had located financing for its development efforts, forming Plaintiff
USA Power Partners LLC, with the financing member Sooner Power Partners LLC. By
mid-2001, Plaintiffs had narrowed potential sites to two counties located in Utah One
important criteria for this selection was a reasonable proximity to the Mona Substation,
as the initial project development process had identified this interconnection point as
highly desirable for market access. By July 2001, Plaintiffs had selected a site near the
Mona Substation as the geographic location to continue and complete the development
of the Power Project Concept. Plaintiffs had a separate entity named Spring Canyon
Energy LLC created to hold the assets of that Power Project Concept in Mona. The
Power Project Concept became known as the Spring Canyon Energy Project Concept.
By September of 2002 when Plaintiffs began sharing their Spring Canyon Energy
Concept with PacifiCorp, Plaintiffs had already in the prior 14 months significantly
moved their development forward by completing a range of critical tasks, including (but
not limited to):
Selected Mona as the site
Retained and utilized the services of a Utah lawyer, a Utah water expert, an air
permit expert, and an engineer
Determined that there were available power markets
Performed a fatal flaw analysis of the transmission system
Determined the size of the plant
Determined the type of combustion turbines
Determined the type of fuel for the plant
Determined the source of the fuel
Determined the fuel transportation path
Determined that the plant would be dry cooled and calculated the effect on plant
capacity
Determined the water requirements for the plant and method of discharge (zero
discharge)
Located, negotiated and contracted for the right to purchase the water rights
necessary to operate the plant
Determined the process for a change application to have the water rights
transferred to Spring Canyon Energy LLC.
Located, negotiated and contracted for the right to purchase the real property in
close proximity to the Mona switching station on which to build the power plant

USA Power v. PacifiCorp et al
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Secured rezoning of the property on which the plant would be built (to permit
construction of a power plant)
Had preliminary engineering site plans, equipment general arrangement and
elevation drawings prepared
Applied for an air quality permit
Determined the flexibility of the plant to operate as a base-loaded, peaking and
various combinations of both or either
Determined the state and Federal permit/approval requirements for the plant
Contracted for PacifiCorp Transmission to perform an Interconnect Study and
System Impact Analysis
Entered into a "first in the queue" Interconnection Agreement with PacifiCorp
Transmission for the Mona Substation
Determined that the project was technically and economically viable

3.1

PLAINTIFFS REQUIRED PACIFICORP TO SIGN A CONFIDENTIALITY
AGREEMENT BEFORE DISCLOSING ANY MATERIAL RELATIVE TO THE
SPRING CANYON POWER PROJECT CONCEPT, AND THEN PROVIDED
PACIFICORP WITH CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION RELATIVE TO THE
CONCEPT.

In the late summer and early fall of 2002, PacifiCorp began discussions with Plaintiffs
relative to PacifiCorp's possible purchase of Plaintiffs' Spring Canyon Energy Concept
assets or a long term power purchase agreement between PacifiCorp and Plaintiffs to
provide power to the Mona Substation. Plaintiffs refused to provide any detailed
information or material to PacifiCorp relative to the Spring Canyon Energy Concept until
PacifiCorp signed a confidentiality agreement.

On September 11, 2002, PacifiCorp executed a "Confidentiality and Non-Disclosure
Agreement" with the Plaintiff USA Power Partners LLC. Section 3 of the Agreement
defines "Confidential Information" as:
"...all information that is identified as confidential or proprietary when
furnished to Receiving party or its Representatives by Disclosing Party
that concerns the Potential Transaction, Disclosing Party, its partners or
co-venturers, affiliates, or subsidiaries, and that is either confidential,
proprietary or otherwise not publicly available."
Once PacifiCorp signed the Confidentiality Agreement, Plaintiffs provided PacifiCorp
with Confidential Information orally and in writing. Plaintiffs had numerous meetings
with PacifiCorp relative to the Spring Canyon Energy Concept beginning in September
2002 and ending in February 2003 in which they shared in detail Confidential
Information regarding their Spring Canyon Energy Concept. Plaintiffs and PacifiCorp
had numerous telephone conversations between September 2002 and March 2003

USA Power v. PacifiCorp et al
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regarding the Spring Canyon Energy Concept. Plaintiffs provided PacifiCorp with
written Confidential Information at the meetings, in emails and in correspondence.
The information in the following documents that Plaintiffs shared with PacifiCorp is
typical of the type and extent of Confidential Information provided to and shared with
PacifiCorp; it is not, however, the only Confidential Information Plaintiffs provided to
PacifiCorp:
CONFIDENTIAL Preliminary Offering Memorandum dated August 2002
(Deposition Exhibit 10)
CONFIDENTIAL Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering
Memorandum - Volume 2 dated September 2002 (Deposition Exhibit 11)
CONFIDENTIAL Supplemental Due Diligence Information to Preliminary Offering
Memorandum - Volume 3 dated January 2003 (Deposition Exhibit 16)
Letter to Rand Thurgood, dated November 26, 2002, enclosing Ray Racine letter
dated October 29, 2002 (Deposition Exhibits 14, 15)
Letter to Staci Kusters, dated October 23, 2002, providing power purchase draft
term sheet for a 30 year power purchase contract (Deposition Exhibit 115)
The type of Confidential Information that Plaintiffs shared with PacifiCorp pursuant to
the Confidentiality Agreement, which was not publicly available, included (but was not
limited to):
•

Project Overview.
This overview describes the specific power generation
equipment configuration, including MW capacity, natural gas-fired gas turbines,
inlet air chiller cooling (for increased capacity @ high ambient temperatures),
auxiliary duct burners, two Heat Recovery Steam Generators (HRSG's), a "2 on
V steam turbine bottom cycle, and an air-cooled condenser for the steam cycle.
This overview also includes information on the proposed air emissions
technology and zero water discharge technology.
The concept of "phased construction" is presented, whereby the proposed facility
can have one gas turbine/steam turbine operating before the second gas turbine
is installed.
The site of the proposed Spring Canyon plant is identified, and the importance of
its proximity to the Mona Switching Station is discussed in detail. Also discussed
is the availability of a natural gas fuel supply.

•

WECC Power Markets Study and Strategic Power Market Assessment
This
study and analysis presents a detailed analysis of the available power markets to
be served by Spring Canyon through the Mona Switching Station. This Power
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Market Study establishes the economic viability of the Spring Canyon Energy
Concept The PacifiCorp draft Integrated Resource Plan (IRP) is discussed.
•

Project Performance Analysis. This section presents the comparative economics
between a "2 on 1" configuration (two gas turbines with one steam turbine) and
two "1 on 1" gas turbine/steam turbine trains.

•

Fatal Flaw Power Distribution Analysis. USA Power retained ABB Consulting to
do a fatal flaw analysis to determine the technical viability and potential
limitations associated with connecting the proposed 550 MW Spring Canyon
Energy Concept to the 345 kV Mona Substation. ABB issued a report in April
2002 titled "Fatal Flaw Analysis of USA Power's 550 MW Generating Plant at
Mona 345 KV Substation". This analysis defined the limiting factors for power
transmission flowing out of Mona to all five optional directions - North-West,
East, South, South-West and West.
The fatal flaw analysis was done using software developed by Siemens Power
Transmission & Distribution, inc. - Power Technology International (PTI). This
software, known as PSS "MUST [Power System Simulator for Managing and
Utilizing System Transmission] and PSS E [Power System Simulator for
Engineering] is widely accepted in the industry for design and planning of power
distribution systems.

•

Preliminary Conceptual Engineering Drawings. Waldron Engineering developed
a preliminary site plan, equipment general arrangement and elevation drawings
for the proposed Spring Canyon Energy Concept. These preliminary drawings
show the amount of land required for a 550 MW gas fired, air-cooled "2 on V
combined Cycle Power Plant

•

Report of Ted Guth, PhD. This report prepared by Ted Guth, Ph.D. on the status
of the Spring Canyon Air Quality Permit Application to the UDAQ as of July 1,
2002 asserts that". . . as the proposed plant will have lower emissions than any
plant currently operating in Utah, any opposition to the issuance of this permit will
be without merit The Utah Division of Air Quality has indicated that the applicant
has complied with all of its requirements and that no delays are envisioned with
regards to the issuance of this permit"'
The Guth report also describes the flexibility in Spring Canyon operating
scenanos with regard to the limitations of the Air Quality Permit (as analyzed by
Waldron Engineering). This flexibility permits operation of the Spring Canyon
plant as base-loaded plus peaking (with peak supplemental duct firing limited to
1388 hours/year), partial base-loaded (less annual hours of gas turbine operation
with more annual hours of peak supplemental duct firing) or some variation of
annual hours of gas turbine operation plus off-peak supplemental duct firing (i.e.;
less than the peak firing rate of 119 MW).
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•

Waldron Engineering's analysis of the water requirements for the Spring Canyon
Energy Concept.
Waldron Engineering prepared a detailed analysis of the
Spring Canyon Energy Concept water requirements which is dated July 1t 2002.
The proposed plant equipment included a wet cooling tower for inlet turbine air
cooling and a dry condenser for the steam turbine cycle.
The peak water
demand is calculated to be 80 GPM (gallons per minute) for boiler blowdown and
potable water when the inlet air chillers are not required, and 290 GPM when
these chillers are required (due to high ambient temperature).
No water is
required for the air-cooled steam condenser, this scheme sayes an estimated
peak demand of 2,050 GPM (see Waldron Engineering letter dated October 29,
2002) at a small penalty for reduced station power output on a hot day.
Regarding the total water rights required for the Spn'ng Canyon Energy Concept,
the Waldron analysis calculated a total annual requirement of 88 million gallons,
or approximately 270 acre-feet of water. In the Project Overview described
above, it is reported that negotiations for 551 acre-feet of water had been
completed as of August 2002. It is further noted that the transfer of these water
rights from an agricultural use to an industrial use would result in as much as a
44% reduction, reducing the available water to 308 acre-feet
This quantity is
14% above the 270 acre-feet requirement defined by Waldron Engineering (using
conservative assumptions for plant operating parameters).

•

Jody William's July 1, 2002 letter This letter ". . . describes in detail the process
for gaining state approvals to transfer the purchased water rights to the project
location".

•

Supplemental Permit Analysis. SWCA Environmental Consultants letter report
dated June 20, 2002 outlines the state and Federal permit/approval requirements
to be completed for the Spring Canyon Energy Concept. Their report did not
include the Air Quality permit, water rights or zoning issues. Generally, the
SWCA report did not identify any known or suspect problems with any of the
required permits/approvals.

•

Land Purchase Agreement. Acquisition documents for the Spring Canyon site
which is a 40 acre plot purchased from Michael Keyte.
These documents
indicate that Jody Williams, Esq. ofKruse, Landa & Maycock was the attorney for
this transaction.

•

Jody William's Water Rights Opinion. Water Rights Opinion, an opinion letter
from Jody Williams, Esq. of Holme Roberts & Owen LLP, details the acquisition
of water rights from Michael Keyte and Blake Garrett and the Change Application
process for transfer of the water rights.

•

Two Due Diligence Memoranda by Jody Williams and Steven Vuyovich dated
September 30, 2002. Due Diligence Memorandums authored by Jody Williams
and Steven Vuyovich of HRO, both dated September 30, 2002, present the due
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diligence efforts undertaken by HRO regarding the Keyte and Garrett water
rights, respectively.
Each of these documents is marked "Privileged and
Confidential Attorney Work-Product".

4.0

•

Water Rights Option and Purchase Agreements,
acquisition of the Keyte and Garrett water rights.

documents pertaining

to the

9

PacifiCom Interconnect Study and System Impact Analysis.
A letter from
PacifiCorp dated August 22, 2002 referencing a May 9, 2002 Interconnection
Study and includes a detailed equipment list and cost estimate for the design,
supply and installation of interconnection facilities to permit the 345 kV power
from the proposed Spring Canyon Energy Concept to be transmitted through the
Mona substation.

•

Natural Gas Procurement
A letter from Questar stating their interest in
supplying natural gas transportation for the Spring Canyon Energy Concept.
This letter also mentions the Questar Energy Trading Company (QET) as a
potential natural gas supplier.

•

Transaction and Proforma Assumptions.
A statement of all of the underlying
financial and performance assumptions Plaintiffs used to create the Economic
Proforma Projections developed for the Spnng Canyon Energy Concept and
provided to PacifiCorp.

•

Economic Proforma Projections. "Base Case" and "Expected Case" Economic
Proformas Plaintiffs prepared for the Sphng Canyon Energy Concept. This is
very detailed and sensitive information that reveals both the expected financial
performance (e.g.; Return on Investment) and the sensitivity of the overall
financial viability to certain assumptions.

•

Letter from Waldron Engineering to USA Power, dated October 29, 2002. In this
letter, Waldon Engineering specifically addressed the economic feasibility of
using dry cooling at Mona. Waldron addressed the "loss in efficiency" from dry
cooling, and stated that the loss of efficiency" would be less than 3% and the
additional capital cost would be approximately $20 million. These conclusions
were based on extensive testing that was site specific.

PACIFICORP COULD NOT HAVE PERFORMED THE WORK NECESSARY
TO DETERMINE THE ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL VIABILITY OF THE
CURRANT
CREEK
PROJECT
WITHOUT
USING
PLAINTIFFS 1
CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION. IT IS UNREASONABLE FOR PACIFICORP
TO CLAIM IT INDEPENDENTLY PERFORMED THE WORK WITHIN 4
MONTHS WHEN DEVELOPMENT OF A SIMILAR PROJECT TYPICALLY
REQUIRES (AT A MINIMUM) 18 TO 24 MONTHS.
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The Confidential Information Plaintiffs provided to PacifiCorp presented, analyzed and
supported a Power Project Concept that PacifiCorp had never considered, analyzed or
attempted to develop. As of that time, PacifiCorp's Resource Development Group had
never built a combined cycle plant, either as a base load or peaking plant, nor had this
group ever developed or constructed a dry-cooled plant. There is testimony indicating
that PacifiCorp was surprised that Plaintiffs had selected Mona as a site for
development of a Power Project Concept and had successfully done the work and
acquired the assets necessary for such a project.
While certain aspects of the information and material Plaintiffs provided to PacifiCorp
contained information Plaintiffs had made available publicly, such as the air permit
application, air permit and rezoning approval, that public information in and of itself did
not provide PacifiCorp with sufficient information to independently develop its own
Power Project Concept in Mona so as to be "first in the market" or to meet its own
projected power requirements for 2005. The public information was insufficient without
the Confidential Information demonstrating the technical and economic viability of the
project.
PacifiCorp's independent development of that information, without knowledge and
access to Plaintiffs' Confidential Information, could not have been completed in the
approximate 4 month period between when a) PacifiCorp decided not to purchase the
Spring Canyon Energy Project Concept from Plaintiffs and b) instead decided to issue
an RFP and submitted its own "self-build" bid response to its own RFP which it labeled
as a Next Best Alternative (NBA). The independent development of the information
required to demonstrate the technical and economic viability of PacifiCorp's NBA would
have been critical to secure third party financing for the project.

4.1

PACIFICORP COULD NOT HAVE TIMELY SUBMITTED ITS OWN BID (THE
CURRANT CREEK PROJECT) IN DIRECT COMPETITION AGAINST
PLAINTIFFS 1 BID (THE SPRING CANYON ENERGY PROJECT) WITHOUT
KNOWLEDGE AND USE OF PLAINTIFFS 1 CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION.

In February 2003, Rand Thurgood recommended to PacifiCorp that PacifiCorp
purchase the Spring Canyon Energy Concept from Plaintiffs because it was the only
available option that could be completed in a combined cycle by April 2005, the required
date for the additional power to serve the Eastern Control Area of PacifiCorp's cuslomer
base. Based on Thurgood's recommendation, PacifiCorp authorized Thurgood to pay
up to $3.5 million to purchase the Spring Canyon Energy Concept
This
recommendation was made and approved with the understanding that PacifiCorp would
also purchase the Panda project in Mona which consisted only of an option to purchase
land and meteorological data that could be used to obtain an air permit for construction
of a 525 megawatt combined cycle plant.
For its "own business reasons" PacifiCorp decided not to purchase Spring Canyon's
assets and instead decided to issue an RFP for bids to provide power to PacifiCorp at
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the Mona Substation. PacifiCorp informed Plaintiffs of that decision sometime between
March 17 and March 20, 2003.
PacifiCorp announced in a March 20, 2003 Pre-Bid Conference that it intended to
develop a Next Best Alternative (NBA) as a "virtual project" to be used to evaluate the
bids submitted in response to the RFP PacifiCorp was going to issue. There is
testimony that Mark Tallman of PacifiCorp stated at the March 20, 2003 pre-bid
conference that it was unlikely that any "virtual project" could win.
PacifiCorp issued a formal RFP on June 6, 2003 for power to be delivered to the Mona
Substation. However, as revealed in the "Currant Creek Power Project Weekly
Conference Notes" dated May 15, 2003, this "virtual project" required a PacifiCorp
Board of Directors decision on the use of an air cooled condenser versus a cooling
tower. Also, site survey and geotechnical investigations were to be started within one
week. All of the agenda items for this meeting, as well as the fact that this 'Virtual
project" had a name, indicate that PacifiCorp had every intention to develop their own
CCCT based power project in the Mona area.
In March 2003, having fully reviewed the materials regarding the Spring Canyon Energy
Project Concept and having purchased the Panda site, PacifiCorp took significant steps
in the development of the Currant Creek project. These steps were taken before
PacifiCorp had selected Shaw, Stone & Webster as its engineers or done any
preliminary engineering for its site in Mona. These steps included the following:
1. Issued interconnect request to PacifiCorp Transmission
2. Initiated discussions with Questar for a gas pipeline to Mona
3. Initiated search for water rights for the Mona site.
As of this date (March 2003), PacifiCorp had no existing policies, engineering
standards, or site specific or technical studies relative to the use of dry cooling at a
power plant located in Mona, Utah. PacifiCorp at that time had not performed the work
or analysis necessary to demonstrate the viability of its Currant Creek project as a dry
cooled project, despite committing millions of dollars to the development.
PacifiCorp did not retain Shaw, Stone & Webster until around April 24, 2003 to do the
preliminary engineering and prepare a cost analysis for the Currant Creek project.
PacifiCorp did not perform any analysis of the cost and technical feasibility of the use of
dry cooling until May of 2003. Shaw Stone & Webster submitted its cost estimates and
design for the plant on or about June 9, 2003.
PacifiCorp locked down its bid by July 22, 2003. The development work that PacifiCorp
claims to have performed or claims was performed by its retained experts Shaw Stone
& Webster in the 4 months before July 22, 2003 is development work that would
normally take between 18 and 24 months. It is work that could not have been directed
or completed within that four month period without knowledge and use of Plaintiffs'
Confidential Information.
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PacifiCorp determined that its Currant Creek project would be air cooled (and not water
cooled) before a comprehensive analysis was completed by PacifiCorp to determine the
technical and economic feasibility of air versus water cooling
At the time PacifiCorp s bid was locked down, PacifiCorp had not done all of the work or
acquired the assets necessary to estimate the cost and viability of the Currant Creek
project The essential tasks not performed by PacifiCorp include (but are not limited to)
the following
•

•
•
•

Submission and approval of an air permit from the Utah Air Quality
Division for the construction and operation of a natural gas-fired combined
cycle power plant
Identification, negotiation and agreement for PacifiCorp's purchase of
water rights required for the project
Submission of water change applications for transfer of the required water
rights to PacifiCorp
Agreement for PacifiCorp's Transmission Department to perform an
Interconnection Study and System Impact Analysis for connection of the
Currant Creek project to the Mona Substation and completion cf that
Study and Analysts, including determination of the cost to PacifiCorp of
being "second in the queue" in the Mona Substation behind the Spring
Canyon Energy Concept

As of July 22, 2003, PacifiCorp had not returned Volumes 2 and 3 containing Plaintiffs'
Confidential information, despite Plaintiffs' requests that PacifiCorp do so in March 2003
when PacifiCorp terminated its negotiations with Plaintiffs PacifiCorp did not 'eturn
Volume 2 until July 22, 2003, and has never returned Volume 3

50

THE SPRING CANYON ENERGY PROJECT WAS TECHNICALLY AND
ECONOMICALLY VIABLE AND WAS SUFFICIENTLY DEVELOPED TO MEET
THE APRIL 2005 DEADLINE SET IN THE 2003-A RFP

Plaintiffs, on July 17, 2003, submitted four bids in response to the 2003-A RFP based
on their Spring Canyon Energy Project Concept which PacifiCorp had decided not to
purchase in March 2003
Plaintiffs submitted the bids in reliance on PacifiCorp's
representation in the RFP and at the Pre-Bid meeting that all bids would be considered
and treated as confidential by PacifiCorp The bids updated the EPC cost information
The Spring Canyon Power Project Concept included the following assets at the time
Plaintiffs bids were submitted on July 17, 2003
•
•
•
•

Electrical Interconnection Agreement / "first in queue" position
Utah DAQ Air Permit
Option to purchase the water required for the plant
State Engineer approval of water change application
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•

Option to purchase the land on which to build the plant
Rezoning of the land to permit construction and operation of the power plant
Exempt Wholesale Generator status approval by FERC
PacifiCorp Transmission Interconnect Study and System Impact Analysis
High-Pressure natural gas fuel source from Questar
Transmission route for natural gas to fuel the plant
Conceptual design
Engineering study demonstrating technical and economic feasibility of an air
cooled plant
Economic proformas demonstrating financial viability of the project

There is testimony indicating Rand Thurgood recognized the competitive advantage that
Plaintiffs had in the RFP process when he informed them that PacifiCorp was going to
issue an RFP to provide the additional power it needed through the Mona Substation
Specifically, there is testimony that Mr Thurgood told Plaintiffs that the RFP "was theirs
to lose "

6.0

THE PACIFICORP CURRANT CREEK PROJECT IS THE SAME PROJECT AS
THE SPRING CANYON ENERGY CONCEPT IN ALL MATERIAL ASPECTS

The Currant Creek plant is located in the same proximity to the Mona Substation as the
site selected for the Spring Canyon Energy plant The actual plant is the same in ail
material aspects, including but not limited to
Dry cooling
Zero wastewater discharge
Natural gas source is Questar's Mainline 104
Same fuel transmission path
Same interconnection at Mona Substation
Same voltage for interconnect at 345 kV
Same capacity steam turbine generator
Gas combustion turbines are GE Class 7FA frame-type
'Two on one" combined cycle configuration
Each gas turbine's nominal rated capacity is 140 MW
Additional duct burner capacity is approximately the same - 119 MW vs 105 MW
Total plant capacity is approximately the same - 539 MW vs 525 MW
There is testimony that, during the hearings before the Utah Public Service Commission
on PacifiCorp s Application for a CCN on Currant Creek, Mr Thurgood, when
challenged on these similarities, replied to Plaintiffs "We learned a lot from you guys "
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7.0

RATE OF COMPENSATION FOR WORK PERFORMED AND RESERVED
CLOSURE

I am being compensated at the hourly rate of $135 00 plus incidental expenses (at
cost) This rate applies to all the work I perform as an expert witness in this case,
including my review and analysis of case documents, the formation of my opinions, the
preparation of this report, and giving testimony at a deposition and at trial.
This report and my opinions expressed in this report are based on the assignments I
have received and information I have reviewed to date I reserve the right to modify or
supplement this report and the opinions expressed in this report, as necessary, based
on new assignments or additional information
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J o h n M. Koltick, Jr., PE
P.O. Box 226
Bethel Park, PA 15102
(412)680-4135

Mr. Koltick has thirty-five years of experience in operations, design engineering,
consulting, construction management and facilities management. This experience
spans a wide range of industrial, institutional and utility projects. Specific power plant
projects include numerous waste-to-energy facilities (municipal solid waste, sludge
incineration, landfill gas, biomass and coal waste fuels) and natural gas and coal-fired
cogeneration projects in the range of 1 to 80 MWe, and various repowering and retrofit
projects at large coal-fired stations and nuclear plants. Extensive experience in
engineering management includes design, construction, startup/commissioning, safety
analyses and equipment life evaluations. Range of projects includes airports, power
plants, cogeneration plants, research facilities, manufacturing plants, warehouses,
chemical plants and the food and heavy industries.
He also has detailed experience in the
steam boilers (including direct-fired and
accumulators (wet and dry types). This
transfer, steam/water separation, ASME
controls/alarms/cutoffs, corrosion/failure
testing.

design, construction, startup and testing of
heat recovery steam generators) and steam
experience includes material selection, heat
code calculations, combustion controls, level
analysis, water treatment and performance

He is a Registered Professional Engineer in California,, Ohio and Pennsylvania, has
held unlimited Mechanical Contractor licenses in North Carolina and South Carolina and
was a member of the Combustion Institute. He was also a Certified Cogeneration
Professional.
Mr. Koltick holds a B.S. Mechanical Engineering, Carnegie-Mellon University, 1971, and
has completed graduate studies in Mechanical Engineering, University of TexasArlington, 1974-75 and graduate studies at Carnegie-Mellon University-GSIA, 1985.
He is a co-inventor of several U.S. and foreign patents issued and pending for the
design of low NOx burners and NOx removal systems for post-combustion and other
process applications, including the LTO/LoTOx technology which won the Kirkoatrick
Chemical Engineering award for 2001. He has authored or co-authored several papers
on combustion, failure analysis and emissions control.
The attached list gives a brief summary of power plant experience.
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John M. Koltick, Jr., P.E.

Specific Power Plant Experience
Mr Koltick has specific consulting and management experience in the areas of
power generation operations, design, construction, retrofit and performance testing
This experience includes
Design, installation and testing of low NOx burners on three roof-fired pulvenzed
coal boilers (Duquesne Light - Elrama Station)
Preparation of expert witness testimony for a scrubber system absorber vessel
fire at a coal-fired power plant (Ohio Edison - Bruce Mansfield)
Critical piping review of the submerged decontamination system for the damaged
reactor at Three Mile Island, PA
Chief Mechanical Engineer / Resident Engineer for the City of Los Angeles 400
ton-per-day fluidized bed sludge incineration & energy recovery facility (HERS)
Chief Mechanical Engineer / Design Project Manager for the Indiana University of
Pennsylvania 25 MW Cogeneration Plant (Indiana, PA)
Failure mode analysis for a hydrogen-cooled utility generator involved in
mechanical failure and resulting fire (Utah Power & Light)
Chief Mechanical Engineer for the 50 MW fluidized bed cogeneration plant at
Port of Stockton, CA
Investigation of a coal bunker fire and resulting explosion at a power plant (PSI Gibson)
FM/IRI/NFPA compliance review of natural gas train and injection system
controls for a coal-fired utility boiler low NOx "gas reburn" project (Duquesne
Light Co)
Startup & Performance Test manager for the County of Los Angeles landfill gas
power plant (Puente Hills, CA)
Chief Mechanical Engineer / Project Manager for new coal-fired power plant and
underground steam distribution system at St Vincent College (Latrobe, PA)
Investigation of a thermal oil fire at a cogeneration plant (Wartsila)
Natural gas repowering of coal-fired stoker boiler (West Virginia Univ )
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John M. Koltick, Jr., P.E.

Specific Power Plant Experience
(continued)

Cogeneration study of the seven largest industnes in Zimbabwe, Afncs (World
Bank)
Design of total energy plant for Greater Pittsburgh International Airport
(CNG/Peoples Gas)
Design and procurement of a three-acre hydroponic greenhouse for an arthracite
culm-fired fluidized bed cogeneration plant (Riley Stoker - Archbald, PA)
Project Manager for the 2K mile underground superheated steam distribution
system at West Virginia University (Morgantown Energy)
Design and stress analysis of new main steam plant header for coal-fired boiler
plant (Kent State University - Kent, OH)
Project manager / Engineer of Record for analysis, redesign and retrofit of high
energy piping (main steam, reheat and first stage extraction) for a gas-fired utility
power plant (Decker Creek - Austin, TX)
Retrofit of four stoker-fired boilers with gas cofinng burners at a central power
plant (Penn State University)
Project Manager of design team for Westinghouse AP600 next-generation
modular nuclear reactor plant
Evaluation of mothballed pulverized coal-fired power plant (condition
assessment) and preparation of cost estimates for relocation to Philippines (Salt
River Project - Phoenix, AZ)
Failure analysis of 500 MVA utility generator (Wyoming Public Service
Commission)
Project Engineer for a new 4 x 1200 HP steam boiler plant for an automotive
facility (General Motors Lordstown Assembly Plant)

In addition, Mr Koltick has done numerous feasibility studies for power plant retrofit and
replacement projects, air pollution abatement studies, insulation replacement,
component analysis, component replacement/procurement, analysis of contractual and
legal issues and performance improvement analyses
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Courtroom and Deposition Testimony
(4 year history)
John M. Koltick, Jr.

Polymer Dynamics v. Bayer Industries
Mar, 2002
Deposition Testimony
Butler County Joint Vocational School District
April 2002
Testimony at Mediation Hearings
Pacificorp General Rate Increase Request
Before the Wyoming Public Service Commission
January, 2003
Testimony at Hearing
American Permanent Ware v. Emerson Electric et al
November, 2003
Deposition Testimony
Fountain Foundry v. Ajax
December 2003
Deposition Testimony

Magnathermics

Chester Upland School District v. McQuay Chillers
July, 2004
Trial Testimony
Dominique Beatty v. Wilbur Curtis Co. et al
September 2004
Deposition Testimony
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USA POWER, LLC et al v. PacifiCorp et al
Case Documents Log

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Second Amended Complaint
Preliminary Offering Memo of Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (Vol 1)
Supplement to Preliminary Offering Memo of Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (Vol 2)
Supplement to Preliminary Offering Memo of Spring Canyon Energy, LLC (Vol 3)
October 29 th 2002 letter of Ray Racine, P E
Work Papers of Ray Racine, P E
NBA submitted by PacifiCorp on July 17, 2003
Answers to I n t e r r o g a t e s of PacifiCorp (September 25, 2006)
Deposition of Rand Thurgood (January 18-19, 2006)
Deposition of Ian Andrews (February 15, 2006
Deposition of Ted Banasiewicz (March 6-9, 2006)
Deposition of Lois Banasiewicz (August 1-2, 2006)
Deposition of Ray Racine (September 19, 2006)
Deposition of Terrell Spackman (September 29, 2006)
Deposition of Rand Thurgood (September 28, 2006)
Deposition of Robert Van Englehoven (September 29, 2006)
Additional Deposition Exhibits - if not referenced above
a
Exhibit 3
b
Exhibits 10-11
Exhibit 14, 15, 16
c
d
Exhibit 17-17A
e
Exhibit 115
f
Exhibit 301
Documents produced by PacifiCorp
a
PAC 012048-012050
b
PAC 012741-012780
PAC 31440-031453
c
d
PAC 015211-015212
e
PAC 017649-017657
PAC 018224-018238
f
PAC
018570-018582
g
PAC 018622-018624
h
i
PAC 022572 - 022577
PAC 022599
j
k
PAC 022600 - 022607
1
PAC 023743 - 023745
PAC 023751 - 023753
m
n
PAC 023760 - 023792
PAC 023793-023813
0
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p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

PAC 023867
PAC 02389 - 023892
PAC 024010-024024
PAC 028247 - 028248
PAC 029087- 029089
PAC 029316-029318
PAC 029321 - 029330
PAC 029332
PAC 029335
PAC 031440 - 031453
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EXPERT WITNESS REPORT
OF
JOHN KL MORRIS
USA Power, LLC, et al v. PacifiCorp, et al
Third Judicial District
Salt Lake County, State of Utah
Civil No. 050903412

Wl

I have been retained as an expert witness by the plaintiffs in this matter to give an
expert opinion relating to the fiduciary duties of defendants Jody Williams and Holme
Roberts & Owen
Qualifications
I am a Professor of Law, Vice President and General Counsel at the University of
Utah For the last fifteen years, as General Counsel, I have been responsible for the
retention and supervision of outside counsel retained to represent the University In that
capacity and as counsel for the University, I am frequently presented with fiduciary duty
issues In addition, I have taught, written and consulted on issues related to fiduciary
duties and law practice in general My expenence and qualifications are more fully >et
forth m the attached curriculum vitae

OrJber Cases
I have testified in two cases involving breach of fiduciary duty issues In
Kibatnck v Wiley, Rem & Fielding, I testified for former client plaintiffs in a dispute
with their Washington, D C counsel In Tolton v Bendtnger, Crockett, Peterson &
Casey, I testified for attorney defendants in a dispute with their putative client Both
cases were filed and tned m the Third District, Salt Lake County
Information Considered
In connection with the formation of my opinion m this matter, I have reviewed the
following materials
1

Second Amended Complaint, PacifiCorp's Answer to Second Amended
Complaint, Holme, Roberts & Owen and Jody Williams' Answer to
Second Amended Complaint

2

Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Admission to Jody L Williams,
Defendant Jody L Williams' Response to Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests
for Admission, Defendant Holme Roberts & Owen LLP's Response to
Plaintiffs' First Set of Requests for Admission

3

Transcript of Deposition of Jody L Williams Transcript of Deposition of
Steven Vuyovich, Transcript of Deposition of Blame Rawson, Partial
Transcript of Deposition of F David Graeber (152 53, 156 59, 190 91,
208-11,217 18,272-312), Partial Transcript of Deposition of Rand
Thurgood (I, 209-29, 261-65), Transcript of Deposition of Michael
Jenkins, Partial Transcript of Deposition of Theodore Banasiewicz (1, 5485, 138-43,151 52,157-74,213-15,308-11,353 68,407 11,487,57982, 590-92, 597 602, 856-57), Partial Transcript of Deposition of Lor
Banasiewicz (1, 1^0 160 77,180 97,202 04 226-30,384-85,235 37}

2

4

Deposition Exhibits 7 10,12 14, 16-20,22 105, 107-08, 110-13, 118, 216,
133A 154A

Factual Assumptions
In forming the opinions set forth in this report, I have relied upon the materials
listed above If I am furnished with or otherwise learn additional facts, I will supplement
this report as necessary On most issues addressed in this report, there is no material
factual dispute between the parties In the Consent section of the report, I have noted the
instance in which there is a relevant material factual dispute
Background
Plaintiffs claim that defendants Jody Williams and Holme Roberts & Owen
("HRO") breached their fiduciary duties of loyalty and confidentiality to plaintiffs
Williams and HRO represented plaintiffs in connection with plaintiffs' development of a
power plant project ("Spring Canyon") to be built near Mona, Utah Prior to termination
of their attorney client relationship with plaintiffs, Williams and HRO commenced
representation of PacifiCorp m connection with PacifiCorp's development of a power
plant project ("Currant Creek") near Mona, Utah During Jody Williams and HRO's
representation of PacifiCorp, the interests of PacifiCorp and plaintiffs were directly
adverse Plaintiffs also claim that Jody Williams and HRO, m their representation of
PacifiCorp, disclosed and used confidential information that Jody Williams and HRO
learned through their representation of plaintiffs
Opinions
Fiduciary Duties
Lawyers are fiduciaries Attorney-client relationships depend on trust and
confidence Attorney client relationships are not arms length Lawyers have fiduciary
duties of loyalty and confidentiality Fidelity to these duties is cntical to the maintenance
of client trust, public trust and the functioning of the adversary system
Attorney Client Relationship
Plaintiffs USA Power, LLC, USA Power Partners, LLC and Spring Canyon
Energy LLC were clients of defendants Jody Williams and HRO In the course of her
legal work for plaintiffs, Ms Williams made no distinctions among these entities or the
individual partners, David Graeber, Theodore Banasiewicz and Lois Banasiewicz Ms
Williams and HRO actually prepared the documents that created Spring Canyon Energy,
LLC Under these circumstances, all of tnese entities and the individuals speaking for
them reasonably believed that Ms Williams and HRO were their attorneys Technical
issues, sucn as standing are i^elevant to a determination that these entities were clients

3

of Ms Williams and HRO There was no change in the representation of these entities
when Ms Williams left her pnor firm and moved to HRO m July 2002
The attorney-client relationship between plaintiffs (except Spring Canyon) and
Ms Williams commenced in Apnl 2001 The attorney-client relationship with Spring
Canyon commenced when Spring Canyon was created with the assistance of Ms
Williams and HRO These attorney-client relationships did not terminate until November
2003 when plaintiffs learned that Ms Williams and HRO were representing PaciflCorp in
connection with the Currant Creek project
Simultaneous Representation
In March 2003, defendants Jody Williams and HRO commenced representation of
PaciflCorp in connection with the Currant Creek project That representation continued
through May 2004 when the Currant Creek project received its Certificate of
Convenience and Necessity from the Utah Public Service Commission.
As part of the duty of loyalty, attorneys are prohibited from simultaneously
representing different clients if the representation of either client is directly adverse to
another client or if the representation of either client is limited by the lawyer's obligations
to another chent This prohibition applies even if the subject matter of the
representations is unrelated
In this case, PaciflCorp and plaintiffs were directly adverse from at least August
2002 At that time, PaciflCorp and plaintiffs commenced negotiations with respect 1o a
possible purchase by PaciflCorp of Spring Canyon or a long term power purchase
agreement between plaintiffs and PaciflCorp When Ms Williams and HRO undertook
representation of PaciflCorp m March 2003, Ms Williams and HRO violated their duty
of loyalty to plaintiffs because plaintiffs were still their clients and plaintiffs were directly
adverse to PaciflCorp This situation and the attendant violation of a fiduciary duty
continued until November 2003 when the attorney-client relationship between plaintiffs
and Ms Williams and HRO terminated
Subsequent Representation
Lawyers owe fiduciary obligations to former as well as present clients The
loyalty obligation to former clients prohibits attorneys from representing another client if
the subject matter is the same or substantially related to the subject matter of the
representation of a former client and the interests of the former and present clients aie
adverse The confidentiality obligation prohibits use or disclosure of the former client's
confidential information The scope of the past representation is determined by the
agreement between the former chent and the attorney and by the scope of the work
actually performed While it is possible for clients and lawyers to agree to limit the >cope
of representation, such agreements are only valid if the client agrees after being fully
informed of the significance of the limitation
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In this case, plaintiffs retained Ms Williams to provide services in connection
with the development of a gas fired, dry cooled power plant near Mona, Utah The
original retainer agreement, which was never superseded or modified, did not limit Ms
Williams1 representation to water issues Rather, the retainer agreement described the
full range of legal services, including preparation of documents, negotiation, research and
business strategies The plaintiffs believed that Ms Williams' representation extended to
all issues related to the development of their power plant project, including business and
political strategy There was no change in the scope of this representation when Ms
Williams joined HRO in July 2002 Although Ms Williams has a more limited view of
the scope of the representation, the plaintiffs' view of the scope of the representation is
confirmed by the work that was actually done This work involved legal issues incident
to the development of a power plant, including real property issues, acquisition of water
rights, change applications and general strategic advice
In this case, PacifiCorp retained Ms Williams to provide services m connection
with the development of a gas fired, dry cooled power plant near Mona, Utah In her
representation of PacifiCorp, Ms Williams performed services for PacifiCorp very
similar to those she provided to plaintiffs There was no retainer agreement between
PacifiCorp and HRO, but the work actually done demonstrates the similarity of Ms
Williams and HRO's work for PacifiCorp and their work for plaintiffs Like their work
for plaintiffs, their work for PacifiCorp also involved legal issues incident to the
development of a power plant, including real property issues, acquisition of water rights,
change applications and general strategic advice
As noted above, from August 2002 forward, the interests of plaintiffs and
PacifiCorp were adverse Plaintiffs were negotiating with PacifiCorp for the sale of the
Spring Canyon project or the purchase of its power output Buyers and sellers m this
situation are directly adverse When Ms Williams and HRO undertook the
representation of PacifiCorp in March 2003, this adversity still existed Moreover, the
Currant Creek representation was substantially related to the earlier work done for
plaintiffs Both involved the development of gas fired, dry cooled power plant projects
near Mona, Utah, both involved acquisition of water rights for a Mona, Utah site, both
involved real property near Mona, Utah, and both involved strategic discussions From
the outset, these were competing projects In fact, Currant Creek was developed as an
alternative to the plaintiffs' project
In this case, both loyalty and confidentiality issues are present Ms Williams and
HRO switched sides, a violation of their loyalty obhgation In addition, representation of
PacifiCorp m this substantially related matter posed a nsk of the advertent or inadvertent
disclosure and use of plaintiffs' confidential information One rationale for the
prohibition of representation adverse to former clients is to protect the former clients'
confidential information and to eliminate the necessity of a fact by fact determination of
whether former clients' confidential information was used or disclosed in the later
representation

5

Consent
Under some circumstances, lawyers may represent clients despite conflicts of
interest with other present or former clients Representation under these circumstances
requires informed consent from the affected clients Informed consent requires a fill
disclosure of the conflicts of interest and a full explanation of the potential implications
of representation under the specific circumstances presented
In this case, Ms Williams and HRO claim that there was no conflict of interest,
and therefore it was unnecessary to seek the consent of plaintiffs to Ms Williams and
HRO s representation of PacifiCorp In any event, there is no evidence in the materials
that I have reviewed that the plaintiffs gave informed consent to Ms Williams and
HRO's representation of PacifiCorp There is a dispute about what exactly was said
dunng the initial meeting in Apnl 2001 between Ms Williams and plaintiffs Accepting
Ms Williams' version as true, that discussion does not constitute the disclosure and
explanation necessary for informed consent, especially to a future representation of
PacifiCorp in the substantially related Currant Creek matter There is no evidence m the
record that there was any subsequent discussion between Ms Williams and plaintiffs
concerning conflicts of interest
Confidentiality
Attorneys have a duty of confidentiality Without the consent of clients, attorneys
may not disclose or use information learned m the course of representing clients unless
the information is generally known This obligation is much broader than the attorneyclient pnvilege and extends to information learned from any source dunng the course of
the attorney-client relationship
In this case, plaintiffs claim that Ms Williams and HRO disclosed and used
information learned dunng their representation of plaintiffs m their representation of
PacifiCorp Whether such use or disclosure occurred is an issue for the tner of fact If it
occurred, it was a violation of Ms Williams and HRO's duty of confidentiality to
plaintiffs
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Compensation
I am being paid my standard hourly rate of $400 per hour for my work on this
matter.

Johk K. Morris

Dated

?»

John Kendall Morris
309 Park Building
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, Utah 84112
(801)585-7002

PRESENT POSITION
Professor of Law, Vice President and General Counsel, University of Utah. On
leave from the College of Law since 1990. Duties include management of the
University's legal affairs, including University Hospital and the University of Utah
Medical Group; supervision of legal staff; participation as member of President's
cabinet; liaison with legislature on legal issues; development of policy on various
matters.
Consultant. Expert witness and advisor on insurance, professional ethics and
complex litigation.

PREVIOUS PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT
Counsel to the President, University of Utah, 1991-92. Provided legal advice to
the President and acted as liaison between the University and the Office of the
Attorney General; developed and implemented a plan to create and obtain
legislative approval for creation of the Office of General Counsel.
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, University of Utah, 1990-91.
Principal responsibility for faculty personnel matters; acted on behalf of the Vice
President for Academic Affairs; developed and implemented policies on
academic matters.
Professor of Law, University of Utah, 1979-present. Courses included Advanced
Civil Procedure; Alternative Dispute Resolution; Civil Procedure; Evidence;
insurance; International Litigation; Interviewing, Counseling and Negotiation;
Legal Profession; Trial Advocacy.
Partner and Managing Partner, Morris & Polich, Los Angeles, 1972-79, General
civil litigation practice; principal responsibility for management of expansion from
four lawyer, single-office firm to sixty lawyer, multi-office firm.
Associate Professor, College of Law, University ol Utah, 1970-72.
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Law Clerk, Judge James R Browning, Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.
1969-70
Associate, Wilmer, Cutler & Pickering, Washington, D C f summer 1969
EDUCATION
University of California at Berkeley, School of Law (Boalt Hall), J D June 1969
Order of the Coif, Research Editor for the California Law Review, 1968-69,
Coordinator, Legal Education Colloquium, 1969, tutor for minority group
students, 1968-69, Panel Coordinator, Walter Perry Johnson Institute for the
Study of Law and Politics, 1968, member Faculty-Student Committee to Increase
Student Participation in Law School Decision-Making, 1967, John Woodman
Ayer Fellow in Law, 1966-67 Class Rank 3/249
University of California at Los Angeles, B A 1966 Political Science Honor
Fraternity, Dean's List
Claremont Men's College, 1961-63 Dean's List
Villanova Preparatory School Qiai, California, 1957-61

Valedictorian

ARTICLES
Nonparties and Preclusion by Judgment The Privity Rule Reconsidered, 56
Calif L Rev 1098-1133(1968)
Conflicts of Interest in Defending Under Liability Insurance Policies' A Proposed
Solution, 1981 Utah L Rev 457-493
Power and Responsibility Among Lawyers and Clients. 34 U C L A L Rev 781810(1987)

MONOGRAPHS
Ethical Issues in Negotiation and Mediation (N I D R 1986) (with Francis)
Professional Competency and Skills (1985)
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FELLOWSHIPS AND GRANTS
Un/versity Faculty Fellow Curriculum Development Award (1985).
National Institute for Dispute Resolution Grant (1985).

BAR MEMBERSHIP
Admitted in California 1972; Utah 1985.

PUBLIC SERVICE
Counsel, Parents for Open Education, 1987-88.
Member, Board of Directors, Community Drug Crisis Center, 1971-72.
Member, Emigration Canyon Community Council, 1992-98.
Member, Emigration Canyon Township Planning Commission, 1998-present.
Member, Board of Directors, San Juan Project, 1993-1995.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE
Member, Utah Legislative Task Force on Tort and Insurance Law, 1988-89.
Member, Utah Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Professional
Conduct, 1988-96.
Member, Program Development Committee for Utah Law and Justice Center,
1986-89.
Member, Policy and Programs Advisory Committee of the Law and Justice
Center, 1988-89.
Member, Judicial Council Alternative Dispute Resolution Task Force, 1986-89.
Member, Utah Insurance Consumer Action Committee, 1981-82.
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Consultant, Utah Insurance Law Revision Commission, 1982
Member, Utah Legal Services Board of Trustees, 1982-83
Member, Utah Supreme Court Advisory Committee on the Rules of Civil Procedure, 1982-88
Member, Utah State Bar, Ethics Advisory Opinion Committee, 1984-1990
Member, Utah State Bar, Alternative Dispute Resolution Committee, 1985-92
Member, Utah State Bar Committee on Post-Law School-Pre-Admission
Training, 1986
Consultant, Utah State Bar, Committee on the Model Rules of Professional
Conduct, 1984
Consultant, Utah State Bar, Committee on Lawyer Advertising, 1984.
Coordinator, Trial Advocacy Continuing Legal Education Program, 1984

UNIVERSITY SERVICE
Chairperson, Law School Dean Search Committee, 1989-90.
Advisor, Minority Law Caucus, 1988-90.
Chairperson, Academic Freedom and Tenure Committee, 1982-83, member,
1983-85
Member, University Retention, Promotion and Tenure Standards and Appeals
Committee, 1987-89
Member, Interim Dean's Advisory Committee, 1983-84
Member, Publication Council, 1980-81
Member, Student Faculty Relations Committee, 1971-72

PERSONAL DATA
Married (Margaret Wi'son Morns), two children, Amy 30, Matthew 28
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ANALYSIS OF EXPERT WITNESS REPORT
OF THOMAS MORGAN

Briefly stated, these are Professor Morgan's opinions along with my comments.
These comments address major points in the report but are not intended to be
comprehensive.
1. OPINION: In pages 4 - 7 of his report, Morgan recites what he characterizes
as the "largely uncontested facts."
COMMENT: I am not familiar with the recited facts concerning
Panda (6[c]), the details of the Preliminary Offering Memorandum
(6[gj), the state's refusal to permit PC to use the USA air permit (6[i]),
the public availability of water rights information (6[j]), and the
participation of other lawyers in PC/USA negotiations. (7[c]). Even if
these "facts" are true, they do not affect the opinions that I have
formed in this matter. Generally, Morgan's recitation carefull} omits
facts that are favorable to the plaintiffs. For example, in 6(d) he less
than fully describes the work JW did for USA. He also characterizes
JW^s work as "primarily on acquisition of water rights. He also says
that JW "completed" work on water rights in August 2002 but does
not mention the $11,000 billed during September 2002. (6[f]). He also
says that "USA Power has now conceded" that the PC water rights
would not affect USA's rights. (6[1]).
2.

OPINION: USA and P were not ''directly adverse" in their negotiations
over the sale of USA assets to PC.
COMMENT: This is incorrect. A seller and buyer is the classic
example of direct adversity. The real issue is whether JTW's
representation of PC was directly adverse to USA.

3.

OPINION: It is not clear that JW represented PC and USA at the same
time.
COMMENT: This statement is legally and factually incorrect. JW's
representation of USA continued until November 2003 because JW
failed to notify USA that the representation was terminated and
because USA continued to have a subjective and reasonable belief that
JW was representing them. The relationship ended in November
2003 because USA determined that JW was no longer representing it
Morgan states that JW's work was "largely completed" in September
2002, that their last billed work relating to water was in January
2003, and that the representation of "USA Power had ended well
before March 2003." This account omits the September 2003 work

related to the USA project. There is no "largely completed" standard
for termination of representation.
OPINION It would have been a prohibited conflict for JW to represent
both USA and PC in the buy/sell negotiations
COMMENT: I agree.
OPINION J W s representation consisted of acquisition of water rights
for USA and acquisition of water rights for PC This is not direct
adversity because "[simultaneous representation in unrelated matters of
clients whose interests are only economically adverse, such as
representation of competing economic enterprises in unrelated litigation.
does not ordinarily constitute a conflict of interest and thus may not
require consent of the respective clients " (emphasis added) For example,
without that limitation, no lawyer could represent Burger King and
McDonald's in acquiring real estate at the same time and no patent lawyer
could work at the same time on patents for two competing companies
COMMENT: This is factually inaccurate. JW represented USA in its
efforts to develop a power plant project in Mona, Utah. JW
represented PC in its efforts to develop a power plant in Mona, Utah.
Although JW's work for PC was narrower than her work for USA,
JWs work was a critical portion of the work necessary for PC to
build a power plant that supplanted USA's power plant project.
Morgan's constricted characterization of the representations is
inaccurate, certainly with respect to USA, but also illogical. JW may
have worked on only a portion of PC's power plant project but she
worked on that project. For example, if a lawyer files an amicus brief
on one issue in a case that does not mean that the representation is
limited to a brief. More importantly, the concept that lawyers can
simultaneously represent competitors on unrelated matters does not
apply here. Unlike the hypothetical situations posed by Morgan, these
representations were closely related. Lawyers cannot represent
competitors on patent applications that cover the same subject matter
or in which issuance of one patent would have an adverse affect on the
other. Morgan ignores both the water impairment potential and the
fact that only one of these competing projects could be constructed.
Morgan also ignores JW's work on the marketing materials and her
appearance adverse to USA on water issues and the CCN.
OPINION In Morgan's opinion, JW's representation of PC did not
violate the material limitation standard either That rule states that ''[JW]
shall not represent [PC] if the representation of [PC] may be materially
limited by [JW's] responsibilities to [USA] "

COMMENT: This is incorrect. As long as USA was a client of JW,
she had a responsibility to protect USA's interests and to zealously
represent USA. This means that she could not do anything on behalf
of PC that was harmful to USA. Virtually everything that JW did
during the March 3 to November 2003 period violated her duty to
protect and zealously represent USA.
OPINION: JW did not violate her confidentiality obligation.
COMMENT: This is a fact issue.
OPINION: JW's representation of PC was not on a matter substantially
related to the matter on which she represented USA and therefore she did
not violate the former client conflict rule.
COMMENT: Morgan states that the matters are not substantially
related, citing his earlier Burger King hypothetical. For the same
reasons that that hypothetical is unpersuasive in the concurrent
representation situation, it is unpersuasive here. These
representations were closely related, involving the same type of power
plant and nearly the same physical location. They were competing
projects only one of which could be built. Only a lawyer straining to
reach a particular result could conclude that these matters were not
substantially factually related. Morgan argues that the correct way to
determine whether matters are related is to ask whether confidential
information learned in the first representation may have been
disclosed or used in the second representation. Morgan then goes on
to argue that all of the information learned by JW in her
representation of USA became public and was therefore not
confidential. Whether the information known to JW from the USA
representation later became public is irrelevant to determining the
scope of a matter. There are two rationales for the rule which
precludes subsequent representation on a substantially factually
related matter. First, as Morgan notes, the rule is designed to protect
confidential information but it is designed to do this while avoiding a
fact by fact inquiry as to whether a particular piece of information
was actually used or disclosed. Thus, the relevant question is whether
it is possible that JW learned confidential information in the course of
the first representation that might be disclosed or used in the second
representation. Here that is clearly the case. Second, the rule is also
designed to require loyalty to a former client. This is usually
characterized as a prohibition on side-switching. That is exactly what
occurred here.
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Expert Wrtness Report of DawJ L Otive

QUALIFICATIONS
I have been retained by TOMSIC & PECK as an expert witness to address various items
contained in a report1 prepared by John J. Reed (MMr. Reed") on behalf of PacifiCorp, Jody L.
Williams, and Holme, Roberts & Owen, LLP. I have extensive experience in the energy sector
and until recently was with Quixx Corporation ("Quixx"), an unregulated subsidiary of Xcel
Energy, where I was director, project development and power marketing. My role at Quixx
involved identifying and pursuing independent power project equity and development
opportunities in multiple markets. The Spring Canyon project, my main focus from late-2002
until 2006, was a key development and investment opportunity for Quixx and Energy Investors
Funds ( t t ElF). )n addition to Quixx,) have worked for the following energy-related companies:
*

E prime

*

Utah Associated Municipal Power Systems

*

Deseret Generation and Transmission Cooperative

*

Provo City Power

*

Sierra Pacific Power Company

My experience includes commodity trading, power plant operations, plant dispatch, transmission
scheduling, and preparing detailed market analyses for various domestic and international
regions. My education includes undergraduate and graduate degrees in business from
University of Phoenix and I hold the Project Management Professional certification. My
compensation is $195 per hour for my work as an expert in this matter. I reserve the right to
augment or modify my testimony as I deem necessary.

1

Resd, John J., "Expert Report of John J. Reed on Behalf of PacifiCorp, Jody L. Williams, & Holme. Roberts &
Owen, LLP," January 31, 2007.

•dm
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SUMMARY
Spring Canyon and Currant Creek were "duplicate concepts,"2 as admitted by Rand
Thurgood in 2004. There was a documented demand for the Spring Canyon project in Utah at
the time USA Power was negotiating with PacifiCorp.
Navigant Consulting ("Navigant") prepared a detailed market assessment for USA
Power's Spring Canyon Energy project stressing the need for more Utah-based capacity and
the potential for capacity shortages in the near-term due to transmission import restrictions, lack
of power plant development activity, and forecasted demand growth.3 In the report, Navigant
referenced the 2001 Utah Energy Policy which stated "that Utah's current estimate of additional
electrical requirements over the next ten years should be between 1800 and 3100 MW. ThenGovernor Leavitt recognized that such a growing need necessitated new generation be built
within the state."4
During the same period, the market saw unprecedented numbers of plant divestitures;
especially merchant plants without long-term PPAs.

While merchant plant projects saw

extremely low valuations, other development projects such as Astoria, winner of the prestigious
2004 North American Single Asset Deal of the Year Award by Project Finance, secured power
purchase agreements which supported high project costs and resultant value multiples higher
than merchant plants. EIF, through its USPF fund, was extensively involved in funding latestage development costs related to the Astoria project and later, a larger permanent equity
investment in the Astoria construction financing.

Spring Canyon, like Astoria, was not a

merchant plant but was based on conservative and reliable revenue projections through
contractual based cash flows. Therefore, it is unreasonable to use an average price for a
portfolio of merchant assets, or a stand alone merchant facility, to assign a value to a project
such as Spring Canyon which was envisioned to make long-term sales to credit worthy buyers.
" Rebuttal Testimony of J. Rand Thurgood, p. 6, line 13, February 11, 2004.
3
Navigant Consulting, Inc., "Market Assessment for USA Power's Spring Canyon Energy Project," June, 2002
4
Ibid.
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Quixx and EJF were to provide equity for the Spring Canyon Energy project and obtain
construction financing for that project. Spring Canyon's capital structure and projected equity
return are within reasonable industry standards for similar projects. The Quixx/EIF development
team for the Spring Canyon project was well-qualified and active in development and
investment initiatives and stood ready to provide equity and obtain construction financing to
complete the Spring Canyon project.
MERCHANT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Power project development activities were definitely turbulent during 2001-2004.
However, Mr. Reed paints the picture with a very broad brush, applying his generalities to all
independent power producers. Basically, he asserts that if the biggest and the "best"
independent power producers such as "Reliant, Dynegy, NRG, Mirant, Panda, Duke, El Paso,
AES, and Calpine" (collectively as "Merchants") could not survive, how could a developer such
as USA Power expect to make it? This may be a good point in the abstract, but it ignores the
facts and circumstances that set the Spring Canyon project apart from Merchants.
The objectives Merchants were trying to achieve are different from the objectives of the
Spring Canyon project. Merchants prescribe to the "if you build it, they will come" business
model, a model not based on obtaining a guaranteed market for the additional power prior to
construction. The results of that risky approach are well-known. For example, according to a
2001 Duke press release concerning their merchant power project development activities, Duke
had "...8,000 megawatts in operation and ...5,400 megawatts under construction scheduled to
come on line by summer 2002."5 Duke later took pre-tax charges of approximately $1.3 billion
in the third quarter of 2005 as a result of its merchant activities.6 Another big merchant player
was the joint venture between Teco Power Services and Panda Energy International. Their joint

D
Duke Energy, "Duke Energy North America Breaks Ground on Natural Gas-Fired Merchant Facility in Las
Vegas," October 19,2001.
6
Duke Form 10-K. "2005 Annual Report."
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venture involved building, owning and operating two natural gas-fueled, combined-cycle
merchant power plants, each totaling more than 2,200 megawatts capacity, representing a $2.3
billion investment These projects were due on line by late summer 2002. 7 Panda later sold its
interest to TECO, and TECO ultimately transferred the projects to lenders in 2005.8 Calpine
was among the largest merchant power plant developer with visions of developing over 60,000
megawatts. The market turned; construction of 34 advanced-stage development projects was
placed on hold pending further review, reducing previously forecasted capital spending by as
much as $3 billion.9 December 20, 2005 saw Calpine and certain subsidiaries and affiliates
filing for voluntary reorganization under Chapter 11. 1 0

NON-MERCHANT DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY
Spring Canyon Project Partners
The development approach used by Merchants stands in sharp contrast to the approach
used by the development partners in the Spring Canyon project. The Spring Canyon project
could have been built as a merchant plant; indeed, Quixx (an unregulated subsidiary of Xcel
Energy, a $20 billion utility), EIF, and USA Power, LLC (collectively as "Partners") had the
capability to build a merchant plant. However, the Partners did not contemplate using a
merchant approach because of its very risky nature. Instead, Partners collectively prepared a
response to the PacifiCorp 2003-A RFP. The EIF and Quixx project profiles in Appendix A
reflect very conservative project development and investment companies, which essentially
means they did not invest in merchant plants.11

' LCG Consulting, "Teco Joins Panda in Two Huge Merchant Plants," November 15, 2000
TECO Report to Shareholders, 'TECO Energy 2005 Results & 2006 Outlook", January 31, 2006
9
Hart's Petroleum Finance Week, 'TURBINE ORDERS; EXPECTS MORE THAN S3 BILLION OF SAVINGS/'
March 18,2002.
10
Calpine Press Release Announcing Restructuring. December 20, 2005.
11
Quixx Corporation, "FY2003 Overview of Strategic Plan: Key Elements," 2002.
3
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In the Xcel Energy family merchant plant investment belonged to another unregulated
subsidiary - NRG Energy The Quixx 2003 Strategic Plan defined Quixx's conservative
marching orders
•

Increase Quixx Corporation's contribution to Xcel's consolidated net income through
growth in both equity investment and O&M service revenue,

•

Provide a stable contribution to Xcel's net income by focusing principally on contractual
based cash flows, avoiding energy market and fuel price risk, and

•

Achieve an acceptable risk adjusted return on equity investment of 14% 12

Not only were Quixx and EIF continuously reviewing potential project equity investments
together, but Quixx was a core investor and provided operations and maintenance services to
EIF projects
EIF is an established private equity fund manager in the energy/power sector th3t offers
institutional investors a proven track record of over 18 years, it has invested over $1 75 billion in
capital and currently manages six private equity funds

13

EIF was founded in 1987 and provides

investors with fixed-contracts cash flow under long-term power off-take contracts

Of particular

note is the Astoria project a $983 million 552 MW gas-fired power plant in Queens New York
selling power to Consolidated Edison Astoria was awarded the prestigious 2004 North
American Single Asset Deal of the Year Award by Project Finance a Euromoney Publication
Like the Astoria project, the Spring Canyon project was not contemplated as a merchant
facility14 and the Partners sought a long-term contractual off-take for power ( T P A ' )
Spring Canyon selected Utility Engineering ("LIE1) as the EPC contractor for the project
due to UEs extensive experience providing a variety of engineering services for companies
such as Calpme Tenaska Black Hills, El Paso, Williams, and several other customers

UEs

projects have included several large combined-cycle projects staged projects, fast-track simple12

Ibid
Energy Investors Funds <http Vwww eifgroup com/profile html>
14
Preliminary Offering Memorandum, Spring Canyon Energy, LLC, August 2002 pp 1-^
lJ
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Throughout the years UE has provided

engineering services for over 30,000 MW of natural gas-fired, coal, and renewable power
plants

Importance of Supply Agreement
Merchant projects were not in Quixx/EIFs plan since Quixx/EIF were seeking highquality assets which sold power under long-term supply agreements

in an article addressing

power plant valuations and project portfolio sales during 2003-2004, Shanthi Muthiah, vice
president of ICF Consulting's power practice, said "

almost all (except those with long-term

PPAs) have included a substantial discount to original investment costs M15 Ms Muthiah also
commented that 'Only plants with PPAs (with a regulated utility)

are likely near-term

constructions "^6
These PPA-backed projects created higher and more stable value through predictable
returns which were not driven by wholesale power prices

This was possible since the PPA

would typically include a capacity price, fixed O&M price and variable O&M prices
pass-through

Fuel was a

Quixx/EIFs plan for the Spring Canyon project was to build the lowest-cost, most

reliable and efficient facility made possible by a long-term agreement with PacifiCorp
Therefore wholesale power market price forecasts were not included m Quixx's Spring Canyon
project pro formae used to support the PacifiCorp 2003-A RFP bid
The need for a PPA was self-evident and extremely important to a project's success
Henwood Energy Services opined that buyers going forward likely would continue making
acquisition decisions based on the credit quality of the existing off-take contracts or on their
ability to sign contracts with credible counterparties

17

Bruno Mejan head of structured finance

at NordLB's New York branch reinforced this view in late 2002 "

the bank will give due

13

Vluthiah Shanthi Generation Asset Valuation Are We at the Nadir for Gas-fired Power Plants9"
November December 2004
•«Ibid
1
Public Ltihties Fortmghtlv Plants for Sale Pricing the New Wave,' February 2004

3TT1
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consideration to projects, aside from merchants, with a solid old-fashioned tolling contract or
PPA in place "18 Mr Mejan was not the only banker giving such advice regarding PPAs as
"many bankers, sitting on debt positions made shaky by merchant exposure, may call them
[PPAs] the only way n19
During the 2003-2004 time frame, the aforementioned Astoria project was being
developed by SCS Energy Astoria is a combined-cycle 552 MW gas-fired power plant in
Queens, New York, supplying power to New York City EIF, through one of its funds, extended
a development loan to SCS Energy to fund late-stage development The facility sells power to
Consolidated Edison, under the terms of a 10-year contract, with a five-year extension option
SCS Energy needed $983 million to build Astoria and construdion commenced April, 2004 20
The project achieved commercial operation May 1, 2006 and began delivering energy and
capacity to Consolidated Edison Additionally the tested capacity and heat rate were slightly
better than the performance guaranteed by the contractor21
ASSET VALUES AND MARKET PRICES
Discussion
In his report, Mr Reed specifically mentioned Duke assets which sold for abnormally low
prices per kilowatt In addition, he cites various well-known industry publications regarding the
turbulent markets and low asset sale prices, all of which sufficiently summarized the upheaval
that was prevalent He infers that those conditions invalidated the financeabiiity and value of
the Spring Canyon project However, a brief overview of the Duke Energy merchant asset sales
mentioned in Mr Reed's testimony, including their Southeast portfolio and 570 MW Luna
Energy Facility ("Luna") located near Demming, NM, is in order since Mr Reed missed a few
key points concerning value the sellers and buyers realized for these merchant facilities
18

Project Finance Magazine, "Up Tools," November, 2002
Project Finance Magazine, 'Happy Returns,' August 15 2003
20
Astoria Energy, 'Financing Completed for New Power Generation Plant in New York City," April 19, 2004
21
Business Wire, Titch Comments on Astoria Power Project Milestones," June 9 2006
19
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Duke Asset Valuation - Southeast Assets
Speaking of the upcoming sale of Duke Energy Southeast's 5,325 MW merchant
portfolio to MatlinPatterson, Duke Energy's CFO, David Hauser said "

this transaction is worth

nearly $1 billion to [Duke] Or in other words, we will realize about $190 per kilowatt for these
generation plants n22
The 5,325 MW Duke Energy Southeast merchant portfolio ("DES") MatlinPatterson
purchased was comprised of simple and combined-cycle facilities, 2,380 MW combined-cycle
and 2,945 simple-cycle

23

Proportionally, simple-cycle projects made up 55 3% of the DES

portfolio while combined-cycle projects represented 44 7%

Identifying the type of facility is

important since simple-cycle plants are characterized by lower capital costs and lower
efficiencies as compared to combined-cycle plants which are more efficient and typically more
capital-intensive

Therefore combined-cycle projects typically offer more tolling or commodity

sale opportunities, creating more revenue than simple-cycle projects

Despite the significant

impairment charge from asset sales, Duke viewed these asset sales as beneficial since "cash
proceeds from asset sales in 2004 will reach nearly $2 billion

exceeding [their] original target

of$1 5 billion" 24

Duke Asset Valuation - Luna Facility
The unfinished Luna combined-cycle project was sold to three buyers - Public Service
Company of New Mexico ("PNM"), Tucson Electric Power Company, and Phelps Dodge, each
purchasing 190 MW or 33 33% According to PNM, 'The purchase price
cash

was $40 million in

[and] the purchasers intend to invest about $110 million combined to complete

construction "25 Since the Luna project was only partially-built and the purchasers needed to
complete construction, the value (purchase price plus completion costs) the buyers realized was
2

Hauser David, Sale of DENA s Southeast Merchant Generation Plants," May 5 2004
^ Ibid
4
Ibid
5
PNM Resources Inc '"Unscheduled Material Events (8-K),' November 12, 2004
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$150 million ($263 per kilowatt), not $40 million ($70 per kilowatt).26 Although the purchasers
announced they would invest $110 million to finish constructing the Luna project, they ultimately
spent $100 million and saved $10 million (or 9.1%) in the process.27
The prices per kilowatt Duke realized, specifically $263 per kilowatt for the Luna
combined-cycle project and $190 per kilowatt average for a portfolio of merchant combinedcycle and simple-cycle projects, were used to extrapolate an inferred price per kilowatt for
simple-cycle projects. Figure 1 shows the price per kilowatt relationship for both combinedcycle and simple-cycle merchant assets.

Using $263 per kilowatt (y-axis) for the inferred combined-cycle portion for Duke's southeast
assets, the simple-cycle portion is $131 per kilowatt. The values eventually converge at the
weighted average price per kilowatt of $190, or the MatlinPatterson purchase price for both
simple- and combined-cycle facilities.
It is important to point out that drawing conclusions from a small sample is difficult and
may skew actual value since each project has its own commercial terms which can, and do,
differ substantially from one project to another. For example, in addition to the $263 per kilowatt

^ Ibid
r
PNM Resources Press Release, "PNNfs Luna Facility Goes Online," April 4, 2006
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Luna project previously mentioned Duke was also developing the Moapa project in southern
Nevada

This 1,150 MW natural gas-fired merchant facility consisted of two 525 MW plants

Nevada Power bought it for $182 million in 2004 when it was 50% complete and Nevada Power
estimated another $558 million was needed to complete the project 28 The sum of the purchase
and completion prices is $740 million, or about $616 per kilowatt

Spring Canyon's projected

per kilowatt cost was very close to $616

Conclusions - Asset Valuation
Using a few merchant projects as the basis for calculating value for a project such as
Spring Canyon is not an "apples to apples" comparison

In addition, one cannot simply use an

average price for one portfolio of merchant assets such as the assets Mr Reed uses or a stand
alone merchant facility, as these are not relevant projects to the valuation exercise for projects
such as Spring Canyon or Astoria, projects which were envisioned to meet market needs
through long-term sales to credit worthy buyers

Market Prices
The Partners were keenly aware of Western power prices and their recent history
fact, I had been tracking prices since 1996

In

However since the Spring Canyon project was not

a merchant plant, wholesale power prices were not used as part of the Spring Canyon 2003-A
RFP bid response

PROJECT LOCATION
Importance of Mona Substation
In my opinion, due to its close proximity to Mona a major substation inside PacifiCorp's
system proximity to sufficient natural gas, and its water plan the Spring Canyon location was
superior to all valid responses to the PacifiCorp 2003-A RFP The Utah market is transmission
8

LCG Consulting, 'Nevada Power Seeks 15 25 Percent Return on Moapa Project,7 August 6, 2004
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dependent and the need for m-area generation is high
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Navigant had a similar opinion when

they wrote
[T]here is a current and future demand for additional m-area generation resources for the
Utah Market Area Without the development of new generation projects in the Utah
Market Area, it will become even more dependent on imports This provides a strong
argument for the inclusion of the Spring Canyon Energy Project into the Utah Market
Area resource portfolio

29

Indeed, Navigant referenced the 2001 Utah Energy Policy which states "that Utah's cuirent
estimate of additional electrical requirements over the next ten years should be between 1800
and 3100 MW Governor Leavitt recognizes that such a growing need necessitates new
generation be built within the state "30
USA Power hired Navigant to give an independent, third-party view of the market and
provide a region wide analysis and state-level detail Their market assessment showed the
need for a project such as Spring Canyon in Utah The following italicized sentence, plus the
point made by Mr Reed in his report, complete the essence of the statement Navigant made in
their report
Unlike several of the other market areas in this study there has not been a large number
of proposed new generation projects in Utah 31 (Italics added)
In fact, other than the two new simple-cycie natural gas-fired units under construction by
PacifiCorp it is unlikely that more than one or two of the other projects
within the next several years

will come online

32

°9 Navigant Consulting, Inc Market Assessment for USA Power's Spring Canyon Energy Project," June, 2002
30
ib.d
3
;ib,d
32
Reed, John J , 'Export Report of John J Reed,' January 31, 2007, p 7
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Therefore, Navigant opined the Utah market had been somewhat overlooked by merchant
project developers, as a result, few projects were anticipated to come online within the next
several years

Transmission Issues
PacifiCorp advised all 2003-A RFP respondents that "all incremental delivery costs [i e
wheeling costs incurred to import power] will be considered in economic analysis

n33

In fact,

given that assessment by Navigant and the PacifiCorp statement regarding transmission costs
to import power, I am unsure of the relevance Mr Reed assumes by mentioning Panda, Duke,
Reliant, NRG, El Paso, and TECO projects since all, with the exception of Panda (which
became Currant Creek), were located far from PacifiCorp's system and had to deal with
significant transmission issues

However, I will address my concerns for each of these

remotely-located projects in turn
1) Duke Moapa - This 1,150 MW project is located in Nevada Power's system

Summer

transmission capacity rating along the associated transmission path, Harry Allen-Sigurd
(aka "Red Butte" and 'NUB"), was limited to 250 MW
2006

It was increased to 300 MW in

34

2) Duke Luna - Located in extreme southwestern New Mexico Transmission wheeling
costs to deliver power to PacifiCorp would have negatively impacted its economics
3) Reliant Arrow Canyon - This 700 MW project35 is located in Nevada Power's system
Summer transmission capacity rating along Red Butte was limited to 250 MW and later
increased to 300 MW in 2006

In addition, transmission wheeling costs to deliver power

to PacifiCorp would have negatively impacted its economics

Jl
j4
j3

PacifiCorp, 'PacifiCorp Pre-Bid Meeting,' March 21, 2003
Sierra Pacific Resources, 'Red Butted Revised Summer TTC Rating," June 22, 2006
Sierra Pacific Resources, 'Nevada Wind Forum Presentation,' July 26, 2006
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4) NRG - Mr Reed did not supply specific plant name/location If it was not located inside
PacifiCorp s Utah system, its economics would have been negatively impacted by
transmission wheeling costs to deliver power
5) Mirant Apex - This 550 MW project is located in Nevada Power's system 36 SuTimer
transmission capacity rating along Red Butte was limited to 250 MW and later increased
to 300 MW in 2006 In addition, transmission wheeling costs to deliver power to
PacifiCorp would have negatively impacted its economics
6) El Paso - Mr Reed did not supply specific plant name/location If it was not located
inside PacifiCorp's Utah system, its economics would have been negatively impacted by
transmission wheeling costs to deliver power to PacifiCorp
7) TECO Gila River - This 2,200 MW project is located in southern Arizona 37
Transmission wheeling costs to deliver power to PacifiCorp would have negatively
impacted its economics
SPRING CANYON PROJECT
Currant Creek and Spring Canyon
Mr Malko is not alone in the opinion that Current Creek and Spring Canyon were similar
Rand Thurgood, concerning Spring Canyon bid 653 and Currant Creek operation and
maintenance costs, said "the O&M costs for these projects should be similar since they are
virtual duplicate concepts " Correcting the errors PacifiCorp made during their evaluation of
Spring Canyon's bids and entering the corrected values in PacifiCorp's evaluation models, the
results were as follows

36
J

•

Spring Canyon bid 135 had a positive PVRR of $12 million,

•

Spring Canyon bid 653 had a positive PVRR of $32 million, and

•

negative $46 million PVRR for Currant Creek

Ibid
TECO Energy, 'TECO Ajinounces Decision to Exit Onion and Gila River Power Stations," February 5, 2004
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Based on the criteria PacrfiOorp used to evaluate the bids, the higher the PVRR, the better

Capital Structure
Quixx and EIF, equity participants for Spnng Canyon, were actively pursuing investment
opportunities in the independent power market during the time period in question

In fact, both

entities submitted numerous offers to purchase or develop assets with long-term PPAs Of note
is the Astoria financing package, which included EIF This package combined $283 million in
equity and $700 million in debt for a debt equity ratio of 71/29, a structure closer to Spring
Canyon's 78/22 than what Mr Reed professes was standard The Astoria example goes to
show that securing PPAs for the majority, if not the entire, output of a project was an important
part of getting a solid project financing package together, especially following the collapse of
Merchants
As director, project development and power marketing, I regularly participated in
debt/equity ratios discussions with Quixx personnel as bids were prepared to support various
proposals

After sufficient due diligence and financial modeling, senior management and

analysts typically presented the project pro forma to lenders for review and to understand what
the lender would require as to capital structure and other aspects of the pro forma analysis

In

fact, since all Quixx's projects included PPAs, the typical capital structure Quixx used was 7080% debt and 20-30% equity, depending on the project The exact structure was heavily
dependent on the credit quality of the entity purchasing commodities produced by the project.
In the 2003-A RFP case, PacifiCorp was the off-take party

Based on discussions with

lenders, Quixx was confident its capital structure (78% debt and 22% equity) was realistic and
achievable, assuming a 20-year PPA with PacifiCorp

Therefore, I agree with Mr Reed's

assessment regarding capital structures if applied to merchant facilities, but I do not agree with
his statement that a debt ratio of 78% was "untenable under the then-prevailing market
conditions" for projects such as Spring Canyon Addressing the issue of acceptable capital
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structure for PPA-backed projects, bankers saw sponsor equity in the range of 20-25%38 as the
standard, a range Spring Canyon was within at 22% equity The Partners agreed to this
structure, as well as short- and long-term fees to be paid to USA Power
Net Present Value
The discount used to calculate net present value ("NPV") is a critical factor in project
finance since the discount rate is a reflection of returns available from other investment options
Each company independently assesses risk and assigns a discount rate. All else being equal,
the lower the discount rate used, the higher the NPV
By definition, net present value of an accepted project is zero or positive, and the net
present value of a rejected project is negative The net present value can be calculated as
follows

39

NPV = PV - I
Where PV = present value
I = initial outlay
The Quixx pro formae show the Partners' equity investment as $74 344 million Fifty
percent of that equity is $37 172 million Equity NPV value is increased by using a lower
discount rate Quixx used a 14% return on equity for projects and expected an after-tax 14%
return on project cash flow for the duration of the 20-year PacifiCorp PPA While Quixx/EIF
used 14% as their hurdle, another equity participant could have a lower discount rate which
was not uncommon
Pre and Post RFP Efforts
USA Power devoted 10 months in 2003 negotiating with PacifiCorp for PacrfiCorp's
purchase of the Spring Canyon assets and its award of the 2003-A RFP to Spring Canyon It
' Project Finance Magazine, 4Up Tools," November, 2002
BARRON'S, 'Finance, Fourth Edition," Copyright, 2000 p b 5

j9
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spent the remainder of 2003 and until May 2004 attempting to persuade the Utah Public
Commission that USA Power's proposals presented the least cost alternative for the power to
be supplied pursuant to the 2003-A RFP

USA Power dedicated its resources during that time

to PacifiCorp because of PacifiCorp's repeated indications that a deal with PacifiCorp was
probable According to the evidence, Rand Thurgood, on behalf of PacifiCorp, offered to
purchase the Spring Canyon assets for $3 million, and then in mid-March changed his mind
When Mr Thurgood told USA Power that PacifiCorp was no longer interested in purchasing the
assets, he also told USA Power that the RFP to be issued in June 2003 to supply power from
the Mona substation was "USA Power's to lose " USA Power was the only potential bidder that
had all the essential assets for construction of a power plant in Mona and an interconnection
with the Mona substation
USA Power, as a responsible business, did not actively pursue any other opportunities in
the market for the Spring Canyon project during that year plus time

It did not do so to show its

good faith intention to consummate a deal with PacifiCorp, it did not do so because all its time
and economic resources were required to pursue the PacifiCorp opportunity
After PacifiCorp in November 2003 announced it had selected Currant Creek as the
winner in the 2003-A RFP, and the Public Service Commission awarded the CC&N to
PacifiCorp for Currant Creek in approximately April 2004, the window of opportunity for the
Spring Canyon project had essentially closed The Partners, however, began searching for
parties willing to sign long-term agreements

I led that effort on behalf of the Partners That

process lasted until 2006 and included
•

Attempting to develop Spring Canyon as a cogeneration project in order to secure a
long-term off-take agreement with PacifiCorp under the Stipulation,

•

Negotiating with potential thermal hosts, including the sponsor of an ethanol project,

•

Performing significant market research to support having an ethanol project as thermal
host,
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Performing market analysis to identify potential off-take parties such as trading
companies and utilities and developing a rapport with the same,

•

In-person meetings with several utilities and trading companies,

•

Preparing proposals for each engagement,

•

On-going discussions with lenders to keep our numbers current and lenders up-to-date
in case we moved forward

•

Traveling to various locations to present proposals, and

•

Follow up discussions which included exploring different generation
options/configurations to meet customer's requirements

CONCLUSION
The Spring Canyon development team was well-qualified and ready to deliver a
successful project to PacifiCorp by June 2005

Navigant confirmed Spring Canyon's market

potential in their report The Spring Canyon project was designed to meet the requirements of a
fast-growing, but overlooked market, with the added benefits of water conservation and superior
performance As compared to merchant plants, PPA-backed projects such as Spring Canyon
created higher and more stable value through predictable returns which were not driven by
wholesale power prices
duplicate concepts

Rand Thurgood said Currant Creek and Spring Canyon were virtual

That statement simply underlines the finding that Spring Canyon was a

viable and creditworthy power project concept that was prepared to timely fill a critical gap in the
Utah power market
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APPENDIX A - SPRING CANYON DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS
Quixx Corporation
The following is a summary of the unregulated power projects in which Quixx has been
involved
Blackhawk Station
230 MW 2x0 Cogeneration Facility
Siemens Westinghouse 501D5A combustion turbines
Commercial operations date June 1999
Fuel Natural gas and refinery gas
Steam sales Long-term contract with Phillips Petroleum
Power sales Long-term contract with Southwestern Public Service Company
Mustang Station
488 MW 2x1 Combined-cycle Facility
GE 7FA combustion turbines and ABB steam turbine
Commercial operations date April 2000
Fuel Natural gas
Power sales Long-term contract with Golden Spread Rural Electric Cooperative
WPP94
35 MW Wind Project
Kenetech 33 MVS axial wind turbines
112 wind turbines
Power sales Long-term contract with Lower Colorado River Authority
Linden Cogen
23 MW 3x3 Combmed-cycle/Cogeneration Facility
Solar Taurus 60 combustion turbines and Elliott steam turbines
Commercial operations date October 1999
Fuel Natural and fuel oil
Steam, power and compressed air sales Long-term contract with General Motors
Louisville DuPont
Steam Production Facility
B&W package boilers
Commercial operations date December 1994
Lease Agreement Long-term contract with E I DuPont de Nemours
EIF United States Power Fund, L P
The US Power Fund has committed approximately $250 million to 13 generation and
transmission assets
Astoria Energy
Astoria is a 500 MW gas-fired power plant under construction in Queens New York which will
supply critical power to New York City when it begins commercial operations in early 2006 The
United States Power Fund L P ( USPF') extended a development loan to SCS Energy to fund
late-stage development costs related to the Astoria project As a result USPF secured the

2>1tf
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opportunity to, and successfully made, a larger permanent equity investment in the Astoria
construction financing The plant, which will employ commercially proven technology will
furnish power to New York City's electric utility, Consolidated Edison, under the terms of a 10year contract Astoria won the prestigious 2004 North American Single Asset Deal of the Year
Award by Project Finance, a Euromoney Publication
Blackhawk Power Station
Blackhawk, a 227 MW gas-fired QF is located in Borger Texas, and sells power and steam
under long-term contracts to Southwestern Public Service Company and Phillips Petroleum,
respectively The project employs commercially proven technology
Black River Power
In operation since 1988, Black River Power is a 50 MW coal fluidized bed power plant located in
Watertown, New York The plant sells power to Select Energy, Inc under a power sales
contract and purchase agreement
Crockett Cogeneration
Crockett is a 240 MW gas-fired cogeneration facility located in Crockett, California, just east of
San Francisco In operation since 1996, the project is a qualifying facility that sells capacity and
energy to Pacific Gas and Electric Company and steam to C&HI Sugar Company, Inc p jrsuant
to long-term contracts Crockett's senior secured debt is rated investment-grade by b o t l
Moody's and Standard & Poor's The refinancing of Crockett was awarded the "2005 North
American Refinancing Deal of the Year" by Project Finance, a Euromoney publication
Glen Park Hydroelectric
The Glen Park Hydroelectric Project is a 32 MW run-of-the-nver facility on the Black River near
Watertown, NY, approximately 70 miles north of Syracuse, New York The Project is bcth a
Qualifying Facility (ttQF") and an Exempt Wholesale Generator fEWG"), and is one of the
largest independently owned hydroelectric facilities in New York State The project, whish
began operations in 1986, sells its power under contract to a large, investment grad-rated
energy company
Hamakua Energy Partners
Hamakua is 60 MW low-sulfur naphtha plant located in Honakaa on the big island of Hawaii
The plant has been in commercial operation since 2000 and sells power to the Hawaiian Electric
Light Company under a power sales contract and purchase agreement
Linden Generating Station
Linden is a 25 MW gas-fired cogeneration plant located in Linden New Jersey Linden sells
power, steam, water, and air to General Motors ("GM") under a long-terroontract
The GM
Linden plant makes light trucks for sale throughout the U S Linden uses commercially proven
technology and has been operational since 1999
Loring Cogeneration
Lonng is a 70 MW natural gas fired cogeneration facility under development at the former Lonng
Air Force Base in northern Maine by Lonng BioEnegy, LLC ("LBE') The United States Power
Fund, L P ("USPF") late-stage development funding to LBE, in the form of a development loan
will support completion of off-take arrangements for sale oi the electricity from the plant Steam
sales are planned to existing and new customers in the empowerment zone/enterprise park
where the plant will be located Natural gas sales to industrial customers will also supplement
project revenues In conjunction with this funding, EIF secured the opportunity to make a
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permanent equity investment in the project's construction financing
MASSPOWER
MASSPOWER is a 270 MW gas-fired, combined-cycle cogeneration facility located in
Springfield, MA The project sells power to three different utilities under the terms of four power
sales contracts, and sells up to 50,000 Jbs/hr of process steam to Solutia The project employs
commercially proven technology, and began commercial operations in July 1993
Mustang Station
Mustang, a 490 MW gas-fired Exempt Wholesale Generator is located in Denver City, Texas,
and sells power to Golden Spread Electric Cooperative (Golden Spread owns a 50% interest in
Mustang) under the terms of a long-term power purchase agreement Mustang, which employs
commercially proven technologies and provides stable cash flows, started commercial
operations in 1999
Neptune Regional Transmission System
Neptune RTS ("Neptune") is a 53-mile, 660 MW high voltage direct current ("HVDCn)
transmission system that when constructed will interconnect the Long Island Power Authority
("LIPA") with the PJM regional transmission organization ("PJM") in Sayreville, NJ At the
conclusion of a competitive process, Neptune was awarded a 20-year Firm Transmission
Capacity Purchase Agreement ("FTCPA") by LIPA to provide 660 MW of firm transmission
capacity The project is projected to begin commercial operations in the summer of 2007
Neptune won the prestigious North American Infrastructure Deal of the Year 2005 Award by
Project Finance, a Euromoney publication
Path 15 Upgrade
The Path 15 Upgrade is an 84-miie, 500-kilovolt transmission line and associated modifications
to existing substations that was constructed in central California and began operations in
December 2004 The line increased capacity to northern California from southern California by
1 500 MW - 5,400 MW, while also boosting southbound deliveries The project developer,
Trans-Elect, partnered with Pacific Gas & Electric, a California utility, and the Western Area
Power Administration, one of four federal power marketing administrations within the U S
Department of Energy, for the construction of the project Trans-Elect won the prestigious
Infrastructure Deal of the Year 2003 Award by Project Finance International
Sea Breeze Regional Transmission System ("SF RTS")
Sea Breeze was formed in the spring of 2004 to develop two 550 MW High Voltage Direct
Current (HVDC Light™) submarine transmission links spanning the Strait of Juan de Fuca
between Canada and the U S Juan de Fuca I ("JDF I" or the "Project") consists of a single 550
MW HVDC electric power transmission line with converter stations on both ends and high
voltage AC power to local substations to interface with the local power grid JDF I will connect
the city of Victoria on the southern tip of Vancouver Island British Columbia Canada to Port
Angeles Washington State, U S A , a distance of approximately 21 6 miles The United States
Power Fund, L P ("USPF") extended a development loan to Sea Breeze to fund late-stage
development costs related to the JDF I project As a result, EIF secured the opportunity to
make a permanent equity investment in the Project's construction financing
EIF United States Power Fund II, L P
Astoria Energy
Astoria is a 500 MW gas-fired power plant under construction in Queens New York which will
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supply critical power to New York City when it begins commercial operations in early 2006 The
plant which will employ commercially proven technology will furnish power to New York City's
electric utility, Consolidated Edison, under the terms of a 10-year contract
Bullard
Bullard is a development stage project which was awarded a 20-year PPA with PG&E as part of
the recently announced RFO for generation The United States Power Fund II, L P ow^s 100%
of the project and has engaged a third party to manage development. Upon completion, Bullard
will be a 200 MW simple-cycle, natural gas-fired generation station in Fresno, CA Construction
is scheduled to begin in the fall of 2007, with commercial operations expected in the summer of
2009 Bullard will utilize the latest technology on the market and addresses a strategic need for
peaking and shaping energy in both the San Francisco Bay and greater Fresno load centers.
Burney Forest Products
A Joint Venture ("BFP" or the "Project") The Project is a 30 MW wood-fueled biomass facility
near Burney, California that sells all of its electrical capacity and energy to Pacific Gas and
Electric Company ("PG&E") under a long-term Standard Offer No. 4 contract with firm capacity
payments for 24 MW, as-delivered capacity earned for MWs delivered above 24 MW up to
31 MW, and energy payments at SRAC until 2020
BFP's facilities consist of two wood-waste Riley Stoker boilers, one GE steam turbine generator
set, fuel handling and storage facilities, a zero-discharge water cycle, electrostatic precipitators,
a stack and substation facilities General Electric constructed the Project on a turnkey basis in
1988-89, with commercial operation commencing in 1990 The Project is situated on a 322-acre
site
Crockett Cogeneration
Crockett is a 240 MW gas-fired cogeneration facility located in Crockett, California, just east of
San Francisco In operation since 1996, the project is a qualifying facility that sells capacity and
energy to Pacific Gas and Electric Company and steam to C&H Sugar Company, Inc pursuant
to long-term contracts Crockett's senior secured debt is rated investment-grade by both
Moody's and Standard & Poor's The refinancing of Crockett was awarded the "2005 North
American Refinancing Deal of the Year" by Project Finance, a Euromoney publication
Ferndale Cogeneration
Ferndale is a dual fired (natural gas and No 2 fuel oil) 280 MW cogeneration project near
Ferndale, Washington (the "Project" or "Ferndale") The Project is a combined-cycle qualifying
facility located on an approximately 14-acre site wholly within the boundaries of the
approximately 850-acre site of the ConocoPhillips Refinery near Ferndale The Facility Site is
leased by the Partnership from the Refinery under a 49-year Lease Agreement with
ConocoPhillips
Glen Park Hydroelectric
The Glen Park Hydroelectric Project is a 32 MW run-of-the-nvei facility on the Black River near
Watertown, NY, approximately 70 miles north of Syracuse, New York The project is both a
Qualifying Facility ("QF") and an Exempt Wholesale Generator ("EWG"), and is one of the
largest independently owned hydroelectric facilities in New York State The project, which
began operations in 1986, sells its power under contract to a large, investment grad-rated
energy company
Mohave

3132
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Mojave is a 55 MW natural gas fired cogeneration facility located in Boron, CA The Plant
entered commercial operation on July 27, 1990 and is operated by Delta Power Services
Mojave sells electricity and capacity to Southern California Edison under a long term PPA
Mojave also sells steam to U S Borax, Inc pursuant to an energy services agreement that is
co-terminus with the PPA The United States Power Fund II, L P acquired the lessor interest in
Mojave in March of 2006
Neptune Regional Transmission System
Neptune RTS ("Neptune") is a 53-mile, 660 MW high voltage direct current ("HVDC")
transmission system that when constructed will interconnect the Long Island Power Authority
("LIPA") with the PJM regional transmission organization ("PJM") in Sayreville, NJ At the
conclusion of a competitive process, Neptune was awarded a 20-year Firm Transmission
Capacity Purchase Agreement ("FTCPA") by LIPA to provide 660 MW of firm transmission
capacity The project is projected to begin commercial operations in the summer of 2007
Neptune won the prestigious North American Infrastructure Deal of the Year 2005 Award by
Project Finance, a Euromoney publication.
Northbrook Energy
Northbrook Energy is a portfolio of 14 operating hydroelectric generating stations located
throughout the United States The plants, which are diversified by location, PPA counterparty,
and technology, total approximately 32 MW of capacity All of the Projects have PPAs with
load-serving entities that have long-tenors or statutorily mandated renewal provisions
Panoche
Panoche is a development stage project which was awarded a 20-year PPA with PG&E as part
of the recently announced RFO for generation. The United States Power Fund II, L P owns
100% of the Project and has engaged a third party to manage development Upon completion,
Panoche will be a 400 MW simple-cycle, natural gas-fired generation station in Fresno, CA
Construction is scheduled to begin in the fall of 2007 with commercial operations expected in
the summer of 2009 Panoche will utilize the latest technology on the market and addresses a
strategic need for peaking and shaping energy in both the San Francisco Bay and greater
Fresno load centers
Plum Point
Plum Point is a 665 MW (net) coal-fired electric generating facility at a site that is approximately
2 miles south of the City of Osceola in Mississippi County, Arkansas The Project has been
developed by LS Power and will be constructed by a joint venture consortium comprised of
Kiewit Construction Co., Black & Veatch (Overland Contracting, Inc ), and Zachry Construction
Corp Construction is scheduled to take 50 months to complete and will involve standard,
proven technology Permitting for the Project is complete and construction began in March
2006 with commercial operations commencing in 2010
Russell Biomass
Russell Biomass is a 50 MW biomass project in Western Massachusetts The project is to be
located at the site of a former paper mill and will provide a renewed industrial basis to the town
of Russell The development group, led by the former developer of the Stratton Biomass
Project, a Fund i investment, has progressed terms of a power purchase agreement with a
group of municipal and cooperative electric companies This customer base will provide a
creditworthy off-take and the opportunity to also sell rights to the RECs created by project
generation to the same customers Permitting of the project has been initiated and will be a
critical path item in developing the project Project closing is scheduled for third quarter 2007
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with commercial operation in third quarter 2009
Tierra Energy LLC
Tierra Energy based in Austin, Texas, is an aggregator of small natural gas fired generation
facilities and developer of wind projects Specifically, Tierra is pursuing wind projects in Texas,
Idaho, Wyoming and the Northeast The United States Power Fund II, L P acquired a majority
interest in the business in late 2005 Tierra controls development rights for two premtim wind
projects in Texas that it expects to bring on line in 2007 or 2008
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1

A

Certainly pub».j statements made by, well,

2 various parties. PacifiCorp. The commission.
3

Q.

And then in that same paragraph you refer

4 to regulatory concerns and policies. What regulatory
5 concerns and policies?
6

A.

The concerns that State of Utah regulators

7 had made regarding pulling generation out of rate
8 base.
9

Q.

So it is your opinion that by the year

10 2000-11

A.

Three. By year 2003.

12

Q.

2003. The Public Service Commission

13 looked disfavorably on anything other than rate based
14 power generation?
15

A.

For PacifiCorp.

16

Q.

Okay. And "earning a lower risk profit,"

17 what do you mean by that?
18

A.

The earnings or profit from a rate based

19 regulated generation asset have lower risk than a
20 non-rate based regulation generation asset.
21

Q.

They have a lower risk and a lower return;

22 is that a fair statement?
23

A.

Yes. Or at least a lower expected return.

24

Q.

And you have concluded that paragraph by

25 saying, "My opinion is based on my knowledge of

Malko, Robert
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1 conditions in the elect. .^ power market during 2003,"
2 and I think Mr Call asked you a little bit about
3 that, but what were those conditions?
4

A

Well, again, to summarize, problems with

5 deregulation of generation in California, the Enron
6 scandals, and a growing desire on the part of state
7 regulators, at least in the Rocky Mountain area, to
8 have more oversight and control through rate base
9 regulation The glamour of moving away from rate
10 base regulation of electric utilities had faded by
11 the year 2003
12

Q

If you have a power purchase agreement,

13 does that get put in the rate base, the cost of
14 performing?
15

A

No That's a flow through, generally In

16 other words, it's charged to the rate payers The
17 commission looks at the reasonableness and prudence
18 of the power purchase agreement
19

Q

Does the utility take any risk with

20 respect to getting repaid for its PPA agreements?
21

A

There's always a risk through a prudent

22 review
23

Q

But once it is in the rate base, it's

24 approved?
25

A

Once it's approved by the commission
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1 Partners, you would exHect to see that in her
2 invoices, wouldn't you?
3

A.

I would. But there were a lot of times

4 when she did not include those things in her bill.
5 For example, all the dinners that we spoke about at
6 the New Yorker and some of the lunches.
7

Q.

Those were not billed for, were they?

8

A.

I did not see those on our bill. And I

9 assume that since we were paying the tab she chose
10 not to bill for that - she chose not to include that
11 on her bill.
12

Q.

Okay. You understand that the plaintiffs

13 in this case claim that Jody Williams disclosed
14 confidential proprietary information belonging to
15 them to PacifiCorp?
16

A.

We do.

17

Q.

What evidence do you have that that

18 actually occurred?
19

A.

That evidence takes a number of forms.

20 One of those forms is the bills that she has
21 submitted to us, the bills that she has submitted to
22 PacifiCorp. They offer evidence that her work for
23 those two competing parties was identical.
24

The other evidence that I have is the fact

25 that she obtained water for PacifiCorp's competing

Banasiewicz, Ted Vol. 3
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1 project in the same loco.uon in a much less amount of
2 time than what she had taken for us.
3

Q.

Anything else?

4

A.

That's substantially accurate.

5

Q.

When you say the bills evidence the

6 disclosure of confidential information that belonged
7 to the plaintiffs to PacifiCorp, what is it about the
8 bills that evidence that?
9

A.

I think the bills in their entirety show

10 the body of knowledge that Ms. Williams had obtained
11 as a result of doing work for Spring Canyon Energy
12 and USA Power Partners and that same body of
13 experience was used to assist PacifiCorp in obtaining
14 water rights in the same location for the same
15 purpose as we had already done.
16

Q.

Anything else?

17

A.

That's my testimony at this time.

18

Q.

Okay. What specific piece of information

19 that you contend is confidential and proprietary to
20 the plaintiffs did she disclose to PacifiCorp?
21

A.

All of that.

22

Q.

No. I want to know what in particular you

23 contend she disclosed to PacifiCorp.
24

A.

My testimony is that the entire time that

25 she was working for us she developed a body of
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1 knowledge that was the. i made available to PacifiCorp
2 That is our property
3

Q

So there's no specific thing or piece of

4 information, it's the entire —
5

A

There are plenty of specific things, I

6 just can't tell you what each one of those items are
7 right now
8

Q

I want you to tell me what any of them are

9 right now

Give me one specific piece of information

10 that you contend is confidential and proprietary to
11 the plaintiffs that she disclosed to PacifiCorp
12

A

It is the fact that she assisted

13 PacifiCorp and the knowledge that she needed to do
14 that was obtained working for USA Power

It is a

15 transfer of information
16

Q

What piece of information do you contend

17 she transferred to PacifiCorp'?
18

A

I believe I've answered that

19

Q

I'm sorry, but I want you to tell me any

20 specific piece of information you contend she
21 disclosed to PacifiCorp
22
23
24 that

A

And again, I've answered that
MR PETERSEN
Yeah

I'm going to object to

I think objection, asked and answered

25 this morning
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1

Q

(BY MR C A U , Other than the general body

2 of knowledge and experience she gained in doing work
3 for Power Partners, is there anything else'?
4

A

That is plenty When you say "other

5 than," it seems to imply that's not very much, but
6 that is plenty
7

Q

Okay And when did she disclose that to

8 PacifiCorp'?
9

A

She disclosed that to PacifiCorp in

10 accepting an assignment from PacifiCorp and doing the
11 work for PacifiCorp
12

Q

Okay You don't have any personal

13 knowledge that Jody Williams ever disclosed any
14 confidential and proprietary information that you
15 contend belonged to the plaintiffs to PacifiCorp, do
16 you'?
17

A

I believe I've answered that question

18

Q

You never saw her disclose any allegedly

19 confidential information to PacifiCorp, did you'?
20

A

I was not part of any of those meetings

21 between her and our competitor, no
22

Q

And other than the bills that you've

23 identified, you have never seen any piece of paper in
24 which she discloses information you contend is
25 confidential to PacifiCorp'?
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1 Q.

Did they say anything else during that

2 meeting?
3 A.

Well, I'm sure they did because otherwise

4 it would have been about two minutes long. But that
5 was the general -- you know, those were the general
6 discussions. I mean, that was the general
7 information. They said they were interested in a
8 natural gas supply, transmission and water for the
9 plant.
10 Q.

Did they identify for you where they

11 wanted to develop this power plant in that meeting?
12 A.

In the Uinta Basin or near - north Juab

13 County by Nephi, Mona, that area, but that they were
14 open to other sites. It was a preliminary, we're
15 here to look around, see what we can do meeting.
16 Q.

Was there any discussion about the Mona

17 substation during that meeting?
18 A.

I don't recall specifically.

19 Q,

Was there any discussion in terms of

20 whether the power plant they were envisioning would
21 be a wet or air-cooled power plant?
22 A.

I don't recall except that it would use

23 water. So one or the other, it needed water.
24 Q.

What did you say during this meeting?

25 A.

I said that I was a water lawyer, that I

Williams, Jody Vol. 1
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1 acquired by my lawyer they were part of the
2 documents. There wasn't anything special about them,
3 but they were part of the documents that I looked at.
4 Q.

Any other categories of documents?

5 A.

Just the ones that - no. Just - no.

6 Q.

After the meeting that you have described

7 in Mr. Hansen's office, did you ever have any contact
8 with anyone from PacifiCorp prior to the initiation
9 of this litigation about whether there would be a
10 conflict if you represented USA Power?
11 A.

When Rand Thurgood called me he asked if I

12 had a conflict because of Power Partners. I said,
13 "My representation -- my work for them" - this is
14 what I said. "My work for them is complete, I got
15 their water rights for them." He at that time said
16 - asked me to look over the water rights from Geneva
17 and I said, "No, there's no conflict."
18 Q.

Was that in the March 2003 time frame?

19 A.

I believe so.

20 Q.

So just so that it's clear, between the

21 time you had the meeting in Mr. Hansen's office and
22 late April, early May of 2001 to approximately March
23 of 2003, you had no discussions with anyone from
24 PacifiCorp relative to whether you had a conflict of
25 interest in representing USA Power?

Williams, Jody Vol. 1
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1 Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC, Any other conversation

2 you had with them in which that issue was discussed
3 other than the one you've now testified to in Mr.
4 Hansen's office in 2001 and the one you've now
5 identified sometime in the fall of 2002?
6 A.

Not that I recall.

7 MS. TOMSIC: Let's take a break.
8 (Recess taken.)
9 MR. KARRENBERG: We need to put a
10 supplemental answer on to one of your previous
11 questions.
12 MS. TOMSIC: Are both of you going to do
13 it or is Ms. Williams going to do?
14 MR. KARRENBERG: I'm just telling you that
15 she needs to do it.
16 THE WITNESS: I received an e-mail from
17 Dave Graeber in the fall of 2004. I'm sorry, it
18 might have been 2003. I can't - let me think. It
19 would have been 2004, and in that Dave raised the
20 issue of potential conflict, asked why I had
21 represented PacifiCorp. So there was that
22 communication from Power Partners. I want to make
23 sure, because that was another communication, and I
24 wanted to make sure that my answer was correct.
25 Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Is there anything else

Williams, Jody Voi. 1
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1 you and HRO make a uecision that you were going to
2 join HRO?
3 A.

There were a couple of other informal

4 interview - I had other contacts with HRO. And it
5 was, you know, I don't know, a couple of months. I
6 don't actually recall.
7 Q.

Prior to the time you actually started

8 work at HRO, I think you said it was in July of 2002?
9 A.
10 Q.

Yes.
Did you have any discussions with anyone

11 at HRO with regard to PacifiCorp being a client of
12 yours?
13 A.

Yes.

14 Q.

With whom did you have those discussions?

15 A.

George Haley, Bob Stolebarger, Blaine

16 Rawson. And then in addition, my secretary provided
17 the list of clients.
18 Q.

Did you have more than one discussion with

19 any of these three individuals you've now identified
20 with regard to your representation of PacifiCorp
21 prior to the time you started working for HRO?
22 A.

Did I have how many?

23 Q.

Did you have more than one conversation

24 with any of them?
25 A.

I don't recall exactly.
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1 Q.

Would you tell m^ what was discussed

2 relative to your representation of PacifiCorp prior
3 to the time you became employed by HRO?
4 MR. BILLINGS: I'm going to object to the
5 extent it calls for disclosure of attorney-client
6 communication.
7 Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me make it easy. At

8 the time you had these conversations with Mr. Haley,
9 Mr. Stolebarger and Mr. Rawson, did you have any
10 understanding as to whether HRO was providing any
11 legal services for PacifiCorp?
12 A.

I don't recall.

13 Q.

In terms of the conversations you had with

14 any of the three of these individuals concerning your
15 representation of PacifiCorp, did you disclose any
16 confidential information to them with regard to your
17 representation before you began work at HRO?
18 A.

I'm confused. Let's do that again.

19 Q.

Let me ask you this.

20 MR. KARRENBERG: Maybe it would be helpful
21 if Peter, Jody and I have a conversation about this
22 to figure it out.
23 Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Well, let me ask you this

24 question. And I don't want the details, but what
25 were the subject matters that you discussed in your
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1 conversations about h ^cifiCorp?
2 A

Very generally, I represented to them that

3 I did water rights work for PacifiCorp
4 Q

Did you give them any indication of the

5 amount of revenue on a monthly basis that you had
6 historically earned on matters representing
7 PacifiCorp'?
8 A

You know, I need a break because I need to

9 understand if I answer that if that would violate my
10 attorney-client privilege
11 Q

I think I'm just asking you if you gave

12 them information I'm not asking for the
13 information
14 A

Generally, yes

15 Q

What did you tell them in that regard?

16 MR KARRENBERG Do you mind if she
17 consults with Peter first rather than give an
18 objection? And I don't know if it's necessary or
19 not
20 MS TOMSIC Not a problem And this is
21 all before you start work for HRO, okay?
22 THE WITNESS Okay
23 (Recess taken )
24 MS TOMSIC Have you guys reached a
25 meeting of the minds as to whether she can answer the
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1 Q.

And did Kruse La.,da return the $10,000

2 retainer they were holding?
3 A.

They transferred it to HRO's - you know,

4 I don't know if they sent it to Power Partners and
5 Power Partners then sent it to HRO or if it went
6 directly from KLM to HRO, but it did go.
7 Q.

Let me ask you something. You keep

8 referring to USA Power as Power Partners. Did you
9 ever refer to them using that designation during the
10 time you represented them?
11 A.

I don't recall. I almost always just said

12 "USA" or "Ted, Lois and Dave."
13 Q.

When you joined HRO, did you go through

14 any type of an intake procedure with regard to your
15 representation of USA Power?
16 A.

Yes. A s - - y e s , I did.

17 Q.

What did you do in that regard?

18 A

Under my supervision, my secretary worked

19 with the office manager to fill out the conflict
20 sheets and the client intake forms, the forms that
21 are necessary to transfer clients and open matters
22 for those clients.
23 (EXHIBIT-29 MARKED.)
24 Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me show you what has

25 been marked as Exhibit 29 and ask if you have seen
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1 about all the others, wuuld your testimony be any
2 different or do you want me to run through them?
3

A.

Let me take a quick look and verify.

4

Q.

All right. Fair enough.

5

A.

Yes. It looks like a statement that my

6 testimony is the same as the other testimony for —
7 my previous testimony for the other statements.
8

MS. TOMSIC: Thank you.

9

(Recess taken.)

10

(EXHIBIT-70 MARKED.)

11

Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let's go back on the

12 record. Let me show you what has been marked as
13 Exhibit 70 and ask you whether this is a letter that
14 you wrote to Dave Graeber on or about May 7, 2001?
15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Would you turn to the second page of this

17 document and would you look at the paragraph under
18 the heading Mona Site?
19

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

20

Q.

Go to the second paragraph under that

21 heading which begins, "There has been a very active
22 water market in the Utah Lake Drainage Basin for over
23 five years." What is the Utah Lake Drainage Basin?
24

A.

The physical area where surface and

25 groundwater drains toward Utah Lake and then
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1 ultimately flows north i. ito the Salt Lake Valley
2 through the Jordan River and into the Great Salt
3 Lake.
4

Q

5
6

Okay. Thank you.
(EXHIBIT-71 MARKED.)

Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me show you what has

7 been marked as Exhibit 71 to your deposition. And my
8 question is, is this an e-mail that you sent to USA
9 Power on or about June 20, 2001 ?
10

A.

I'm sorry, can you ask me a question?

11

Q.

Let me try it again. Is Exhibit 71 an

12 e-mail that you sent to USA Power on or about June
13 20,2001?
14

A.

Yes, it is.

15

Q.

If you'll go to the last paragraph before

16 the "Thanks, Jody."
17

A.

Yes.

18

Q.

There's a reference, it says, "Also, on

19 the Mona project, the Panda Energy people did meet
20 with the president of Kennecott Utah Copper about
21 acquiring some of the water I had targeted for your
22 project." Did you have any discussions with anyone
23 from USA Power with regard to that subject after you
24 sent this e-mail?
25

A.

The meeting with Kennecott?
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1

Q

Panda Energy s meeting with Kennecott,

3

A

Yes

4

Q

What were your discussions in that regard?

5

A

I suggested that Power Partners meet with

2 yes

6 Kennecott and evaluate whether the water would be
7 appropriate for their project
8

Q

Was anything further discussed in that

9 regard?
10

A

Yes

11

Q

What was discussed?

12

A

I set up a meeting with Power Partners and

13 Kennecott
14

Q

Did you have any discussions with USA

15 Power after the date of this e-mail with regard to
16 Panda Energy?
17

A

Yes

18

Q

When did you have your discussions in that

19 regard?
20

A

At the meeting with Kennecott

21

Q

What was discussed during that meeting

22 relative to Panda Energy?
23

A

Generally, Power Partners of the status of

24 Kennecott's potential sale of water to Panda and if
25 there would be sufficient water left for Kennecott to
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1 sell them or if Kennec^ct would sell all the water,
2 its water to them instead of Panda. It was a general
3 discussion along those lines.
4

Q.

What was Kennecott's response?

5

A.

Essentially, first money talks.

6

Q.

The way of the world.

7
8

(EXHIBIT-72 MARKED.)
Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me show you what has

9 been marked as Exhibit 72, and let me ask you whether
10 this is an e-mail that you sent to Dave Graeber at
11 USA Power on or about July 20, 2001?
12

A.

It's a fax, yes.

13

Q.

And did you fax Mr. Graeber the attached

14 Deseret News article with regard to Panda Energy?
15

A.

Yes.

16

Q.

Why did you do that?

17

A.

I thought he would be — I thought he

18 would be interested.
19

Q.

Is one of the reasons you thought he would

20 be interested because Panda Energy was a potential
21 competitor of USA Power relative to developing a
22 power plant down in Mona, Utah?
23

A.

I don't know if they were competitors.

24

Q.

Was your understanding at the time you

25 e-mailed this article to Mr. Graeber in July of 2001
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1 that Panda Energy wbo looking at developing a power
2 plant in the Mona, Utah, area?
3

A.

Yes.

4

Q.

Was it also your understanding at this

5 time that USA Power was also in the process of
6 developing a power plant in the Mona, Utah area?
7

A.

Yes. Mona was one of the sites they were

8 talking about at that time.
9
10

(EXHIBIT-73 MARKED.)
Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me show you what has

11 been marked as Exhibit 73 and ask you if these are
12 your handwritten notes?
13

A.

Yes.

14

Q.

What are these notes of?

15

A.

These are notes I took at a meeting

16 between Power Partners and Kennecott.
17

Q.

And did that meeting take place on July

18 10,2001?
19

A.

Yes.

20

Q.

If you look at the bottom of the first

21 page, four lines up from the bottom it says, "They
22 rely on USA Power to secure sites for plants, get
23 financing permits, then turn over to Cal Pine and
24 El Paso. Turn over to big guys." Do you see that?
25

A.

Yes
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1

Q

What was the discussion at that meeting

2 relative to that subject matter?
3

A

Dave Graeber was telling Kennecott about

4 their business plan, their business model, how they
5 did things
6

Q

And what did he say in that regard?

7

A

Generally, he was giving background On

8 Power Partners, how they did business, how they
9 differentiated themselves from owner/operators and
10 letting Kennecott know that they had relationships
11 with Cal Pine and El Paso
12

Q

Will you turn to the third page, which is

13 Bates 895?
14

A

Yes

15

Q

If you look at the second full paragraph

16 which starts "Panda is competitor", do you see that?
17

A

Yes

18

Q

Did someone during that meeting make that

19 statement?
20

A

Yes

21

Q

Who made that statement?

22

A

It was one of the principals of Power

23 Partners
24

Q

Would you look at page 5, which is Bates

25 897?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

Would you look about two-thirds of the way

3 down the page where it starts with "Still a net
4 purchaser of power, Utah Power"; do you see that?
5

A.

Yes.

6

Q.

What does that statement mean?

7

A.

Those were notes I took on Kennecott

8 explaining to Power Partners its position.
9

Q.

What do you mean, its position?

10

A.

Kennecott told Power Partners that they

11 generated some power for their own use, but that they
12 purchased some power from Utah Power.
13

Q.

Were there any other discussions with

14 regard to Utah Power or PacifiCorp at that meeting?
15 If it helps you, I don't see any other reference to
16 them in those notes.
17

A.

That helps me because I was checking. I

18 don't have a recollection of discussing PacifiCorp.
19
20

(EXHIBIT-74 MARKED.)
Q.

(BY MS. TOMSIC) Let me show you what has

21 been marked as Exhibit 74 and ask if you've seen this
22 document before?
23

A.

Yes.

24

Q.

Did you see it, it or a draft of it, prior

25 to the time it was sent to Mr. Graeber in or about
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1 and it was accurate at me time, a true and accurate
2 statement, general statement.

3

Q.

I'll change my question now about how I

4 ask the question. Was the work described in Exhibit
5 86 performed by lawyers at Holme, Roberts & Owen,
6 including yourself, for USA Power?
7

A.

Yes.

8

Q.

Did you review this before it went out?

9

A.

Yes.

10

Q.

And did USA Power pay this invoice?

11

A.

Yes.

12

Q.

I want to ask you about a couple of

13 entries on here. Would you look at the second page
14 of this exhibit, this Exhibit 86, your entry for time
15 on July 9th?
16

A.

Yes.

17

Q.

2002?

18

A.

Uh-huh (affirmative).

19

Q.

And at that time you were working at

20 Holme, Roberts & Owen; is that correct?
21

A.

Yes.

22

Q.

And it states, "Telephone calls with Ted

23 on marketing book." Do you see that?
24

A.

Yes.

25

Q.

What is the marketing book to which you're
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1 referring?
2

A.

Marketing book was Power Partners' term.

3 It was a - I understand it to be a package of
4 information that they were putting together about
5 their project to market it.
6

Q.

How are you using the word "market" in

7 that context?
8

A.

Well, these are abbreviated general

9 descriptions and "marketing book" was their term. I
10 just 11

Q.

Can I ask the question this way?

12

A.

Yeah.

13

Q.

Did you understand the term "marketing"

14 relative to this entry to mean an effort to sell
15 something with regard to the power plant developed by
16 USA Power in Mona, Utah?
17
18

A.

Yes.
MR. KARRENBERG: Since we've been going a

19 little more than an hour 20

MS. TOMSIC: Do you mind if I finish this?

21 If I finish this I can flip over to another section
22 and it's my last section.
23

MR. KARRENBERG: No. That's fine.

24

MS. TOMSIC: Can you hang in there for a

25 minute?
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1

THE WITNESS I'll hang

2

(EXHIBIT-87 MARKED )

3

Q

(BY MS TOMSIC) Showmg you what has been

4 marked as Exhibit 87, is this an invoice that was
5 sent by Holme, Roberts & Owen to USA Power for legal
6 services performed on their behalf during the month
7 of August 2002?
8

A

Yes

9

Q

And did you review it before it went out?

10

A

Yes

11

Q

And was the work that is described in this

12 document work that was actually performed on behalf
13 of USA Power?
14

A

Yes

15

Q

And did USA Power pay the amount invoiced

16 on Exhibit 87?
17

A

Yes

18

Q

If I could direct your attention to the

19 second page of the exhibit that ends, the last time
20 entry is 8 21 02 It's a time entry for you Do you
21 see that entry for you?
22

A

Yes

23

Q

And it says, "Draft marketing letter"

24 What was the letter you were drafting?
25

A

Again, this was a term, this was a Power
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1 Partners' term, and the letter I was drafting was a
2 letter that very generally stated, "These are the
3 water rights for the plant" It described the water
4 rights for the plant that we had been working on and
5 that we had prepared the options on It was
6 basically the - that was the work that we had done
7 for them It was a letter describing that
8

MR KARRENBERG Peg, this might be

9 helpful rather than confusing Can you just find out
10 who did the handwriting on here, whether it was Jody
11 or nop
12

MS TOMSIC Where is that, Tom'?

13

MR KARRENBERG On that one you had asked

14 about, there's an asterisk and there's also some
15 underlining
16

MS TOMSIC How about if I replace it?

17 I can tell you whose it is, it's mine I will
18 represent, for the record, any of the markings on
19 here that are not typewritten are mine
20

MR KARRENBERG That's fine, that's

21 enough
22

Q

(BY MS TOMSIC) Looking at the date

23 August 25 and 26th, is the reference to the marketing
24 letter on those dates the same marketing letter that
25 you've just described?
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1

A.

Yes.

2

Q.

And is the "SJV," Steven - tell me his

3 last name again?
4

A.

Vuyovich.

5

Q.

Thank you. What discussions did you have

6 with anyone from USA Power Partners relative to the
7 marketing material that USA Power was putting
8 together?
9

A.

They asked me to draft a letter describing

10 the water rights and for material they were putting
11 together on their project to state the status of the
12 water rights. It was a description of the status of
13 the water rights for the purpose that they designated
14 marketing letter.
15

Q.

Was it your understanding from your

16 conversations with USA Power that the marketing
17 material that they were describing to you was
18 material they were going to use to attempt to enter
19 into any type of a power purchase agreement?
20

A.

I don't know if it was a power purchase

21 agreement, perse.
22

Q.

When you say "per se," what do you mean?

23

A.

They wanted to - my understanding was

24 they wanted to market their project in some form.
25

Q.

Did you understand that that marketing
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1 could include a power purchase agreement?
2

A

I don't remember if the conversations that

3 we had were specific to a power purchase agreement or
4 them selling their plant or some portion of it I
5 knew that they wanted to sell - market their plant,
6 their project in some way
7

Q

Have you now testified as to the

8 conversation or conversations you had with USA Power
9 relative to this marketing material?
10

MR KARRENBERG I've got to object that

11 it's kind of an improper question I mean, ask your
12 question There may not be a question you've got out
13 there that she can answer
14

Q

(BY MS TOMSIC) No Let me ask you this

15 I asked you about your conversations with anyone from
16 USA Power relative to the marketing material that you
17 previously identified And my question was, is there
18 anything else that was discussed with anyone from USA
19 Power relative to that marketing material other than
20 what you've now testified to?
21

MR KARRENBERG That takes care of my

22 concern Thank you
23

THE WITNESS Some of the conversations

24 that we had related to the extent of the
25 representations that I was willing to make in a
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PacrfiCorp Water Issues
11/3/2003
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Dear Jody
In renewing the recant water rights actfvrtie6 going on in the Juab County area speqficaly regarding PaclfiCorp's
competing power plant which they announced yesterday, rt appeers that you may befaa conflicting position as
our attorney for ail of our vratar rights and purchases shea the value of thasBrightsmay be negatrvely Influenced
by PadfiCorp1* drilling in Juab County. Do you rapresent PacifiCcrp on these potentially damaging wells or do we
not have a call on your services from a prior engagement? We have had you engaged as our counselforsome
bme, having paid over 5100,000 in legal fees for your excellent services. We also received a bill from you
recenty which indicates that we are stoU your client N o * ws find that you are representing someone that dearly is
a competitor to our Interests and our water
We had every intenttoprotsst the water transfer because m$ nghts purchased wene so far from the proposed
actual well sites The discharge of water from PaafiCorp's wells could sanousty render cur wells as damaged
goods or causs deterioration from the expected flow rates trat you end Hanson convinced us v> ere vaW Now we
findthst our counsel and engineer are representing the other side m this pGtena&l controversy without any
disclosure to us whatsoever
1 Jhmk that this is a senoua matter and I am surpnsad and ertremery disappointed thetycu did not contact us
regarc&vgtt«spossible conttaA before a c c e p t such M \ ^gi^jerrcist WouWyou ptees* cattroetodiscuss. this.
matter and answBr my concerns?
1 look forward to visiting with you soon
Sincerely,
Dave Graeber
Managing Member
Spring Canyon Energy LLC
USA Power Partners LLC
10440 N Centra) Expressway #1400
Dallas 7 * 75231
deve51grab@aol com
214 520-8177 Fax 2H-696-2422
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INTRODUCTION
The Court should deny PacifiCorp's motion for partial summary judgment on
USA Power's claim for intentional interference with existing contractual relations The
record overwhelmingly demonstrates that PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with USA
Power's existing contractual relationship with Jody Williams ("Williams") and Holme,
Roberts & Owen LLP ("HRO"), and did so for an improper purpose or using improper
means, causing USA Power substantial economic damage PacifiCorp's argument that
there are no genuine issues of material fact with regard to that claim is contrary to the
applicable law and the record in this case
Before PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with the contract between USA Power
and Williams/HRO, PacifiCorp purported to be in serious negotiations with USA Power
to purchase its Spring Canyon power generation project in Mona, Utah At the same
time, however, PacifiCorp was secretly concocting a plan to issue an RFP for bids to
supply the same power The plan, which PacifiCorp carried out, was that PacifiCorp
would submit its own bid for a competing power generation project in the RFP process,
and award itself the bid to avoid regulatory scrutiny PacifiCorp's motivation to do so
included pressure from PacifiCorp's shareholder - Scottish Power - for better economic
performance, the Utah Public Service Commission's decision that regulated utilities
could only earn financial returns by building power plants in Utah and putting the capital
costs through the rate base, and the egos of PacifiCorp employees
In order to carry out its plan, PacifiCorp needed to develop a competing project
in four months, even though it knew the development of similar projects took between
eighteen to twenty-four months During USA Power's and PacifiCorp's negotiations,
in

USA Power had, subject to a confidentiality agreement, given its confidential
information regarding the Spring Canyon project to PacifiCorp PacifiCorp knew the
only way it could carry out its plan was to obtain and use that same confidential
information through some other source so that PacifiCorp could attempt to circumvent
the confidentiality agreement
PacifiCorp knew Williams/HRO were the key to achieving its goal PacifiCorp
knew that Williams/HRO were currently representing USA Power with regard to the
Spring Canyon project PacifiCorp also knew that Williams/HRO were the source of the
confidential information -confidential information Williams/HRO learned during their
legal representation of USA Power - necessary to achieve PacifiCorp's goal
Thus, PacifiCorp made the decision to intentionally interfere with the attorneyclient relationship, the contractual relationship, between USA Power and Williams/HRO
PacifiCorp, very simply, asked Williams/HRO to represent PacifiCorp in developing its
competing power generation project It made the decision to take the risk of having
Williams/HRO switch clients mid-stream, banking on USA Power not having the
resources or stamina to hold PacifiCorp responsible tor its unlawful conduct It made
that decision and carried it out believing Williams/HRO would not turn away a long-term,
profit generating client for a single project representation of an out-of-state client
PacifiCorp was right that Williams/HRO would take the more lucrative client PacifiCorp
Williams/HRO despite the legal and ethical prohibitions, agreed to represent and
represented PacifiCorp on its competing power plant In doing so, Williams/HRO
violated their fiduciary obligation of loyalty and duty of confidentiality to USA Power
IV

Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp enabled PacifiCorp to submit a bid for the
long-term power purchase agreement and take that agreement away from USA Power.
Knowing that its conduct was unlawful, however, PacifiCorp tried to cover its
tracks either through pretext or conversations created out of whole cloth. PacifiCorp
and Williams want this Court to believe that PacifiCorp had no intention to interfere with
USA Power's contractual relationship with Williams/HRO because, in a conversation
which lasted at most one minute, PacifiCorp asked Williams if she had a conflict, and
Williams, in the blink of an eye, said no.
Williams conducted no analysis, no research and no consultation with any other
lawyer before or after she answered. She never revisited the issue or discussed it with
PacifiCorp again. PacifiCorp's lawyer helped orchestrate and document PacifiCorp's
termination of an agreement in principal with USA Power to purchase the Spring
Canyon assets so PacifiCorp could pursue the competing power plant using USA
Power's lawyers and trade secrets. PacifiCorp, with USA Power's lawyers and trade
secrets in hand, set about developing a competing power plant to take away the
business opportunity for which USA Power was the shoe-in and which USA Power
would have captured in the absence of PacifiCorp's and Williams/HRO's unlawful
conduct.
In sum, based on this record and the applicable legal authorities, the question of
whether PacifiCorp should be held liable for intentional interference with USA Power
and Williams/HRO's existing contractual relationship is, at the very least, a factual
question that can only be decided by the jury after a trial on the merits. It cannot be
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decided as a matter of law by the Court. Accordingly, the Court should deny
PacifiCorp's motion for summary judgment
PACIFICORP'S PURPORTED STATEMENT OF "UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS"
PacifiCorp has cherry-picked from the record those portions it will argue to the
jury, excluding the entire remainder of the record which demonstrates PacifiCorp
intentionally interfered with the existing contractual relationship between USA Power
and Williams/HRO. PacifiCorp's purported "undisputed material facts," needless to say,
omit material facts, are materially misleading and ask the Court to make inferences that
are contrary to the record.
Pursuant to Rule 7 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, USA Power has set
forth verbatim each paragraph of PacifiCorp's purported "undisputed facts" which
plaintiffs dispute. Following each disputed paragraph, plaintiffs set forth the basis for
disputing the paragraph and the record demonstrating the facts are disputed,
precluding summary judgment.1
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 1:
1.

Jody Williams is a well respected Salt Lake City water lawyer. Upon

graduation from law school in 1978, she worked for the Hon. D. Frank Wilkins,
Associate Justice, Utah Supreme Court, and then clerked for the Hon. David Winder,

1

The record cited in this opposition is contained in five separate Affidavits of Peggy A Tomsic
filed with this opposition Affidavit No 1 contains the deposition testimony which is cited in this opposition
using the name of the deponent followed by the relevant page number Affidavit No 2 contains the
deposition exhibits which are cited in this opposition as "Ex " followed by the relevant exhibit number
Affidavit No 3 contains the documents not marked as deposition exhibits which are cited in this opposition
using Bates stamp numbers Affidavit No 4 contains the expert reports of plaintiffs' experts which are
cited using the experts' last name followed by the relevant page of their report Affidavit No 5 contains the
portions of the record cited that was inadvertently left out of Affidavit Nos 1-4
VI

Judge, U S District Court
USA RESPONSE: Dispute to the extent this implies that Williams would not or
did not breach her fiduciary obligation to USA Power See Response to paragraphs 5,
13, 16-17
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 2:
2

In the fall of 1981, Ms Williams went to work in the legal department of

Utah Power & Light Company, where she became the company's water lawyer She
worked in-house for Utah Power and its successor PacifiCorp for 11 years In 1992,
Ms Williams left PacifiCorp/Utah Power and went into private practice as "of counsel"
with a small firm - Anderson & Watkins She stayed with Anderson & Watkms for
about a year during which she continued to represent PacifiCorp devoting 60% of her
time to PacifiCorp's water matters
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that Williams already had acquired
knowledge and experience regarding water rights in Mona when USA Power retained
her
There is no evidence Williams had specific knowledge or experience with regard
to water rights in Juab County or Mona, Utah at the time USA Power hired her in April
2001 In fact, it took Williams well over a year to learn these ropes in Mona and to
negotiate and finalize an agreement for USA Power to acquire water rights to use in
Mona for the Spring Canyon project, USA paid Williams tens of thousands of dollars to
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learn and utilize this information that was specific to Mona. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 8993; see Exs. 139A-143A]
In addition, there is not a sufficient factual foundation to demonstrate the matters
on which Williams did or did not represent PacifiCorp while at that firm.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 3:
3.

Ms. Williams then moved her practice to Kruse Landa & Maycock, where

she worked from 1993 to July 2002. During that time she continued to spend between
40%-60% of her time representing PacifiCorp on water matters.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 2. In addition, there is
not a sufficient factual foundation to demonstrate the matters on which she did or did
not represent PacifiCorp during this time.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 4:
4.

In mid-July, 2002, Ms. Williams moved her private practice to the firm of

Holme Roberts & Owen in Salt Lake City. PacifiCorp was already an existing client of
Holme Roberts & Owen, and, as before, Ms. Williams continued to devote a significant
portion of her time to PacifiCorp's water matters.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 2. In addition, there is
not a sufficient factual foundation as to which HRO office represented PacifiCcrp and
on what matters; and on what matters and to what extent Jody Williams represented
PacifiCorp, other than on Currant Creek, once she joined HRO.

viii

PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 5:
5.

On May 7, 2001, while at Kruse Landa & Maycock and during the time

that she continued to represent PacifiCorp, Williams was engaged by USA Power, LLC
or USA Power Partners, LLC (collectively "USA Power"). The terms of her professional
engagement were set forth in an engagement letter, now marked as deposition exhibit
23.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading. In addition, there is not a sufficient factual foundation as to
what PacifiCorp matters Williams did or did not represent PacifiCorp on, other than
Currant Creek, while she was at KLM.
In April 2001, USA Power retained Williams to represent it with regard to USA
Power's development of an electric power generation site in Utah; it did not retain
Williams solely with regard to acquiring water rights. [Ex. 23; Morris Analysis at fl 5]2 At
the time USA Power retained Williams, USA Power had focused its efforts on two Utah
locations, Vernal and Nephi, both of which could interconnect with the electrical
substation in Mona, Utah. USA Power, with Williams' assistance, decided on Mona,
Utah as the site, which became the Spring Canyon energy project. [Ex. 70; Williams
Dep. at 44; Ted Dep. at 861-862] USA Power agreed that KLM also could represent
USA Power because that is where Williams worked. [Ted Dep. at 55, 59-60]

See Affidavit No 4 of Peggy A. Tomstc, Ex 8 (Analysis of Expert Report of Thomas Morgan
("Moms Analysis"))
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Williams agreed to represent USA Power3 as its lawyer with regard to every
aspect of USA Power's development of a power generation site in Utah. USA Power
reasonably believed Williams represented it with regard to all aspects of its
development of the Spring Canyon project, not just to acquire water rights. [Morris at p.
3-5; Morris Analysis at fflj 3, 5]
(a)

The terms of the retainer agreement drafted by Williams and signed both

by Williams and USA Power reflect that the scope of Williams' representation was with
regard to USA Power's development of the Spring Canyon project, not just water rights.
Paragraph 3 provided:
Our services may include reviewing documents and assembling relevant
facts; participating in telephone and office conferences; advising about
business strategies and transaction structures; negotiating and
preparing agreements and related documents; drafting
correspondence, communications, filings and pleadings; researching legal
issues and relevant facts; preparing for and participating in presentations,
hearings and conferences; and a variety of other matters. [Ex. 23
(emphasis added)]
The agreement imposed is no limitation on Williams' representation of USA Power.
Williams and USA Power believed and understood their professional relationship
was governed by the terms of the retainer agreement. [Morris at p. 3-5; Williams Dep.
at 97; Ted Dep. at 60; Morris Analysis at 1f 5] Not only did the agreement state as much
- "this is a legally binding contract" - but it also required that u[A]ny change in the terms
of our representation must be in writing and signed by both of us." [Ex. 23 at 00866]
The terms were never modified in writing or otherwise, and Williams never told USA

3

Wi!liams never differentiated between USA Power LLC and USA Power Partners LLC in
providing her legal services [Exs 22-23, Williams Dep at 97, 108, 126]
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Power that the terms of her representation were any different than those in the retainer
agreement [Williams Dep at 97, 101, 108, 134, Morris at p 5, Morris Analysis at fl 3]
(b) The client intake form Williams used for new clients at Kruse Landa stated
that the matter on which Williams would represent USA Power was a "power plant"
[Ex 22, see Exs 47-60]
(c)

Williams began representing USA Power in April 2001 and continued to

represent it with regard to the Spring Canyon project until November 2003 when USA
Power terminated the relationship [Exs 47-60, 69, 82-85, 86-87, 118, 144A, 145A,
146A, 147A, 246-52, Williams Dep at 238-39, 243, 266, Morns at pp 3-4, Morris
Analysis at fl 3]
(d)

During the more than 2 1/2 years Williams represented USA Power, she

became a member of USA Power's development team Williams learned and advised
USA Power with regard to "all of the issues associated with the project that were then
current and

how [USA Power] would move to the next step with the next issue "

[Ted Dep 73-75] As Ted Banasiewicz, one of the USA Power principals, testified
u

[W]e did not make a move in Utah without asking Ms Williams for her opinion " [jd

68, 407, see Williams Dep 169-70]
(e)

Williams' legal representation of USA Power, included, but was not limited

to
(1)

Creation of Spring Canyon Energy LLC and registration of that

company as a Utah LLC to hold the assets acquired for development of the
Spring Canyon project [Exs 57, 137A-138A, Vuyovich Dep 81-84, Morns at 3]
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(2)

Negotiation of an option for USA Power to purchase real property

in Mona, Utah, and drafting the agreement. [Exs. 56, 57, 76-78, 135A; Bates
Nos. HRO-00065-66; HRO-00067-69; HRO-00798-800; Morris at p. 5]
(3)

Researching and drafting an annexation agreement, and assisting

in obtaining a zoning variance to allow USA Power to build a power plant on the
optioned real property. [Exs. 48, 51-52, 54, 59, 79-81, 135A, Morris at p. 5]
(4)

Assisting in obtaining an air permit for the Spring Canyon project

and identifying air credits USA Power could purchase to increase the air permit
authorization from a 225 MW plant to a 525 MW plant. [Exs. 48, 60, 87, 144A;
Williams Dep. at 167-69; Rawson Dep. at 42-43]
(5)

Hiring Blaine Rawson at HRO to advise USA Power regarding air

modeling issues for the air permit application. [Exs. 60, 69, 87, 144A, 145A;
Rawson Dep. at 7-8, 42-43]
(6)

Obtaining the water rights required for the Spring Canyon project,

including identifying and contacting possible sellers, researching the ownership
and priority of the potential seller's water rights, advising USA Power in the
negotiations, drafting the Option and Purchase Contracts, and obtaining approval
of the change in ownership of the water rights and the water right's use from
surface water to ground water. [Exs. 47-52, 54, 58-60, 71, 86, 87, 90, 92, 136A,
139A, 140A, 141A, 142A, 143A, 144A; Bates Nos. HRO-00882-85; HRO-00869;
HRO-00861; HRO-00827; HRO-01959-60; HRO-01942-45; HRO-00791; HRO01991-95; HRO-00011-17; HRO-02105; HRO-02102; HRO-2103; HRO-2104;
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HRO-01332-35; HRO-01350-53; HRO-01336; USA 1934-35; HRO-01082-83;
HRO-01080; HRO-01331; HRO-01234-36; HRO^00103-123; HRO-01078-79;
HRO-01323-27; HRO-01066-69; HRO-00081-102; HRO-01297-1313; HRO00486; HRO-01290-95; HRO-01254-77; HRO-01076; HRO-01077; HRO-01329;
HRO-00491-92; HRO-00487-88; HRO-00557-60; HRO-02085-89; HRO-0100212; HRO-00485; HRO-PC000607-16; Morris at p. 5]
(7)

Assisting USA Power in contacting PacifiCorp's transmission

department for USA Power to obtain an interconnection study and
interconnection agreement for the Spring Canyon project to interconnect with the
Mona substation. [Ex. 53]
(8)

Keeping USA Power advised of Panda's - its competitor's -

actions in developing a power plant in Mona. [Exs. 71-73, 99; see Williams Dep.
at 57-59, 65]
(9)

Working with local government officials to pave the way for public

support in Mona for the Spring Canyon project. [Exs. 52, 55, 74-76; Williams
Dep. at 253-54, 257, 260]
(10)

Assisting USA Power in marketing the Spring Canyon project to

potential purchasers, including by setting-up and attending meetings with third
parties such as UAMPS, preparing documents to include in USA Power's
confidential due diligence books and discussing the confidential material in the
due diligence books. [Exs. 10-11, 86-88; Williams Dep. at 266-76]
(11)

Assisting USA Power in marketing the Spring Canyon project to

PacifiCorp, including by calling Rand Thurgood (the PacifiCorp person with
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whom USA Power had started to negotiate) to "say nice things" about USA
Power's principals, giving USA Power advice about a Confidentiality Agreement,
and encouraging USA Power to continue its negotiations with PacifiCorp [Ex
99, Williams Dep at 246-52, 275-76, 298-99, Ted Dep at 163-65, 168-69, 20002, 213-14, 596-99, 601-03, Lois Dep 161-66, 169-72, 180-95, 236-37, 384-85]
(12)

Attending strategy and planning meetings when Ted, Lois and/or

Dave were in Salt Lake [Williams Dep at 304-05, Ted Dep at 77, 152]
(f)

When Williams joined HRO in July 2002, moreover, Williams continued to

represent USA Power with regard to the Spring Canyon project, not just with regard to
the Garrett and Keyte water rights For example, after Williams and Vuyovich joined
HRO, they prepared and finalized a marketing letter for USA Power to use in marketing
the Spring Canyon project to potential purchasers, including PacifiCorp [Exs 86-87,
Williams Dep at 266-73, Vuyovich Dep at 97-103] They made inquiries regarding air
credits for USA Power to obtain for its air permit [Ex 87] They talked with Ted and
Lois over the status and progress of the project [Exs 86-87, 89-91] Williams set-up
and attended meetings with UAMPS and other potential purchasers of the Spring
Canyon assets [Exs 86-88, Williams Dep at 266-76] Williams met with Ted and Lois
regarding their negotiations with PacifiCorp and agreed to contact Rand Thurgood to
put in 'a good word" for them [Ex 99, Williams Dep at 246-52, 275-76, 298-99, Ted
Dep at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02, 213-14, 596-99, 601-03, Lois Dep at 161-66, 169-72,
180-95, 236-37, 384-85] USA Power cc'd Williams on USA Power's renewal of the
options to purchase land and water for the Spring Canyon project throughout 2003, and
Williams received those copies [Exs 81-85] Williams was USA Powers lawyer and
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as such, those option agreements required all notices to be sent to her. [Ex. 11 at p.
245, 267; Exs. 82-85], Rawson and Williams represented USA Power with regard to air
permit issues concerning the Spring Canyon project in September 2003. [Ex. 69;
Williams Dep. at 274; Rawson Dep. at 54-57]
(g)

USA Power paid Williams and her law firms (including HRO) almost

$100,000 for that legal representation. [Exs. 47-60, 69, 86-87, 89-93; Malko at p. 22]
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 6:
6.

In their first meeting with Ms. Williams, the principals of USA Power

explained that they were interested in acquiring water in various locations in Utah,
including the Uintah Basin and in Juab County, as part of USA Power's plan to
assemble a site for a combined cycle power plant.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 5.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 7:
7.

USA Power Partners, LLC, whose members are USA Power, LLC and

Sooner Power Partners, LLC, formed another limited liability company known as Spring
Canyon Energy, LLC, a Utah limited liability company. Ultimately, USA Power's
proposed power plant at Mona, Juab County, Utah, became known as the Spring
Canyon Project.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading.
USA Power, LLC is the successor company to Acme Project Development, Inc.
("APD"), a company started by one of the principals of USA Power LLC, Lois
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Banasiewicz ("Lois"), in approximately 1996, for the purpose of locating, acquiring and
developing electric power generation sites The two other principals of USA Power
LLC, Ted Banasiewicz ("Ted") and Dave Graeber ("Dave"), joined APD shortly after its
creation and assisted in researching potential sites to develop as electric power
generation sites When it became apparent that the West provided less expensive and
better opportunities, Lois, Ted and Dave created USA Power LLC to convey that the
company was a national, not an East Coast, company [Lois Dep at 20-36, 49-50]
Lois, Ted and Dave, early in their business, determined they needed a financing
partner to pay for their location, acquisition and development of electric power
generation sites In early 2001, Sooner agreed to finance these development efforts,
resulting in the formation of a new company, USA Power Partners LLC Under the
terms of their agreement, USA Power LLC was the managing member and developer,
and Sooner provided the financing (USA Power LLC and USA Power Partners LLC
are collectively referred to as "USA Power") [Ex 121, Lois Dep at 36-37, 46]
USA Power was interested in and pursued various business opportunities with
regard to the electric power generation sites it developed and considered developing
USA Power was interested in and pursued an outright sale of the Spring Canyon
development to power generation companies such as PacifiCorp USA Power also was
interested in and pursued long-term power purchase agreements for the Spnnq Canyon
development [Ted Depo at 57]
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 8:
8

In 2002, Ms Williams assisted plaintiffs in obtaining options to purchase

water in Juab County Utah from two individuals Michael Keyte and Blake Garrett
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Ms. Williams negotiated with Messrs. Keyte and Garrett on plaintiffs' behalf and drafted
a separate Water Right Option and Purchase Agreement for each optionee. Michael
Keyte's option agreement was dated August 14, 2002, and Blake Garrett's option
agreement was dated August 5, 2002.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that Williams/HRO's representation
was limited to water rights or terminated after this event. See Response to paragraph
5.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 9:
9.

The final step in the option process was filing Change Applications with

the Office of the Utah State Engineer to change the point of diversion of Keyte's and
Garrett's water rights. The Change Applications were approved in December 2002 and
January 2003. By the end of January 2003, plaintiffs' water rights options were secure.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that Williams/HRO's representation
was limited to water rights or terminated after this even. See Responses to paragraph
5.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 10:
10.

Rand Thurgood was PacifiCorp's Managing Director of Resource

Development. His job was to develop as many potential options for new thermal power
plants as possible.
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USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and, therefore,
is materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that his job responsibilities legally
excuse his unlawful conduct. See Response to paragraph 5, 13, 16-17.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 11:
11.

In August 2002, following the July 31, 2002 communication from Dave

Barlow that Panda would entertain selling its project position, Mr. Thurgood had his first
conversation with plaintiffs. The first meeting between PacifiCorp and plaintiffs
occurred on August 22, 2002, followed by a second meeting on September 11, 2003.
At the second meeting Mr. Thurgood signed a confidentiality agreement with USA
Power Partners, LLC, and was handed a three ring binder of information about
plaintiffs' plan for a proposed power plant in Juab County. Plaintiffs contend that Mr.
Thurgood was handed a second three ring binder during this same meeting that
contained information concerning the water rights options that plaintiffs had secured
from Keyte and Garrett. Mr. Thurgood says he was given the second binder later. For
purposes of this motion it makes no difference who is correct on this point.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds that it omits material facts and is
therefore materially misleading, and to the extent it implies that PacifiCorp had
performed any analysis or evaluation as to whether Mona, Utah would be a suitable site
at that time and to the extent it implies the Panda project position consisted of more
than an option to purchase land, a tower to gather met data to evaluate and use in an
air permit application and material related to met data. See Response to paragraphs
13, 17.
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PacifiCorp did not even begin discussions with Panda to acquire Panda's assets
until January 2003, well after PacifiCorp had received USA Power's confidential
material about the Spring Canyon project, engaged in numerous communications about
purchasing those assets or entering into a power purchase agreement with USA Power
and approved purchasing the Spring Canyon assets for up to $3 5 million [Exs 301302, 304, 355] The only assets PacifiCorp acquired from Panda was an option to
purchase land, a met tower and met data [Exs 301-02]
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 12:
12

At the September 11, 2002 meeting plaintiffs explained to Mr Thurgood

that plaintiffs already had the water rights that they needed for their proposed power
plant site at Mona In fact, among the documents in the second notebook given to Mr
Thurgood was a September 18, 2002 water letter from Ms Williams opining that
plaintiffs' water right change applications would be promptly approved
USA RESPONSE: Dispute See Response to paragraphs 5, 13, 16-17
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 13:
13

Having acquired the Panda project assets on February 20, 2003,

PacifiCorp was in need of water for the Panda Mona site to make it a viable option for a
possible generation resource (i e power plant) option According to Mr Thurgood, he
called 'our water attorney" Jody Williams on or about March 3, 2006, and inquired if she
was available to assist PacifiCorp in examining and perhaps acquiring water rights
owned by Geneva Steel that had been offered for sale in Geneva Steel's bankruptcy
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case Mr Thurgood had known Ms Williams almost since the time he started with Utah
Power & Light and he understood that Ms Williams was PacifiCorp's water lawyer
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading See Response to paragraphs 12-13, 17
On March 3, 2003, while Williams/HRO were representing USA Power and while
PacifiCorp was in serious negotiations with USA Power to purchase the Spring Canyon
assets, Williams/HRO agreed they would represent PacifiCorp to acquire water rights to
develop a competing power plant in Mona [See Exs 7-8, 12-14, 17-19, 31, 69, 115,
165, 253] Williams/HRO did not disclose their representation of PacifiCorp to USA
Power or seek USA Power's consent [Williams Dep at 233, Vuyovich Dep at 121]
PacifiCorp did not disclose to USA Power that it was developing a competing power
plant in Mona or that PacifiCorp was using USA Power's lawyers - Williams/HRO - to
acquire the water rights for that competing plant [Thurgood Dep at 264, 329-331, Ted
Dep at 213] USA Power did not know PacifiCorp was developing a competing power
plant in Mona - the Currant Creek plant USA Power did not know Williams/HRO was
acquiring water for PacifiCorp for the Currant Creek plant [Ex 117,Ted Dep at213]
Rand Thurgood - t h e PacifiCorp employee who was negotiating PacifiCorp's
purchase of the Spring Canyon assets from USA Power, and who was developing
PacifiCorp's Currant Creek project - knew (1) Williams/HRO represented USA Power
on the Spring Canyon project which had taken over 2 years and millions of dollars to
develop [Ex 11, Thurgood Dep at 217, 328-331, Ted Dep at 410-11], (2) PacifiCorp
did not intend to purchase the Spring Canyon assets from USA Power but instead
intended to issue an RFP, 2003-A, for bids to supply power to PacifiCorp from the
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Mona substation beginning in 2005, and to submit a competing bid against USA Power
for the long-term power purchase agreement with PacifiCorp [Thurgood at 209, 21415]; (3) USA Power was the only potential bidder that already had done the
development work and owned the assets necessary to construct a power plant in Mona
to supply power by 2005 [Exs. 265, 355 at pp. 3, 5]; (4) PacifiCorp had not performed
the development work or acquired the assets necessary to independently develop a
competing plant in time to meet the 2005 deadline for power production [Koltick at 1516]; (5) Water was an essential component for the Mona power plant Thurgood wanted
to develop [Thurgood Dep. at 227]; (6) Thurgood had never retained Williams/HRO to
obtain water for PacifiCorp on the development of any other power plant [Thurgood
Dep. at 225]; and (7) PacifiCorp had possession of USA Power's material, confidential
information regarding USA Power's development of the Spring Canyon project subject
to a confidentiality agreement prohibiting PacifiCorp's use or disclosure except to
perform due diligence with regard to purchasing the Spring Canyon project assets.
[Exs. 10, 11, 16] Williams possessed invaluable confidential information about
developing a power plant in Mona and obtaining water rights for the plant, significantly
reducing the time and expense required for PacifiCorp to develop a competing power
plant in Mona [Ex. 11; Lois Dep. at 226, 228-30; Ted Dep. at 410-11; Thurgood Dep. at
217-18; Williams Dep. at 148]. Development generally takes between 18 and 24
months. [Koltick at p. 14]
At that time, Thurgood also knew it was critical that PacifiCorp develop and
construct the Mona plant used to supply the power required by the RFP. Scottish
Power, the sole shareholder of PacifiCorp, was unhappy with PacifiCorp's financial
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return, and the Utah Public Service Commission had made it clear public utilities, such
as PacifiCorp, could only earn a return through rate-base and not as independent
power producers. [Malko at 21-22; Malko Dep. at 54-55] PacifiCorp building its own
plant in Mona, Utah based on its own development after winning an RFP would give a
significant return to Scottish Power, appease the Public Service Commission, and
enhance PacifiCorp's assets if Scottish Power decided to sell PacifiCorp. []dL; Ex. 386
at Bates No. 16554] Buying USA Power's project - Spring Canyon - would not meet
these same objectives. [Malko at pp. 21-22; Malko Dep. at 154-55]
When Thurgood asked Williams to represent PacifiCorp in acquiring water for its
competing power plant, Williams/HRO knew: (1) USA Power was negotiating with
PacifiCorp for PacifiCorp to purchase the Spring Canyon assets [Ex. 99; Williams Dep.
at 298-99; Ted Dep. at 163-65, 168-69, 200-02; Lois Dep. at 161-66, 169-72, 384-85];
(2) she had confidential information she had learned in representing USA Power that
would benefit PacifiCorp and be detrimental to USA Power [Morris at p. 5-6; Response
to paragraph 5]; and (3) PacifiCorp would be a long-term lucrative client of
Williams/HRO that may take all its legal work to another law firm if she did not agree to
represent PacifiCorp on this matter. [See Exs. 31-46; Williams Dep. at 110-114]
Thurgood and Williams/HRO knew Williams/HRO's representation of PacifiCorp
would create a conflict of interest, and simply engaged in a pretextual conversation - no
longer than a minute - in which they agreed there was no conflict. [Thurgood Dep. at
217-18; Williams Dep. at 85] PacifiCorp had never before asked her whether she had a
conflict representing PacifiCorp on a matter. [Williams Dep. at 212] Thurgood had
never retained Williams/HRO to acquire water for any power plant development, and
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had no other lawyer in mind or as a back-up if Williams/HRO had said "no " [Thurgood
Dep at 243-44]
Thurgood and Williams/HRO understood that PacifiCorp's development and
construction of a power plant in Mona sounded the death knell for the Spring Canyon
project [Ex 71, see Koltick at p 8, Olive at p 17] Thurgood and Williams never
discussed whether there was a conflict again [Thurgood Dep at 219, 264] Williams
never did research, sought advice or evaluated whether there was a conflict [Williams
Dep at 89, 153-55, 163-64]
Thurgood, on the other hand, advised PacifiCorp's in-house lawyer, Michael
Jenkins, of his conversation with Williams after Williams had begun work [Thurgood
Dep at 263] Jenkins asserted the attorney-client privilege in refusing to state the
grounds for his conclusion that there was no conflict [Jenkins Dep at 128-29]
At the time of the Jenkins/Thurgood discussion, Jenkins knew that PacifiCorp
was negotiating with USA Power to purchase the Spring Canyon project, Williams/HRO
represented USA Power, and Williams' legal services for PacifiCorp were for a power
plant that would eliminate the real opportunity for USA Power's Spring Canyon project
to be awarded a long-term power purchase contract [Jenkins Dep at 45, 81-82]
Jenkins gave Thurgood legal advice with regard to terminating the negotiations with
USA Power, and Thurgood cc'd Jenkins on the email to USA Power terminating the
negotiations when he had not cc'd Jenkins on any communications with USA Power
previously [Ex 19 Jenkins Dep at 92-93, Thurgood Dep at 435]
Neither Williams/HRO nor PacifiCorp disclosed to USA Power that Williams/HRO
was acquiring water to use at a competing power plant in Mona [Williams Dep at 232xxnt

33; Ted Dep. at 355-56]
Williams/HRO never reevaluated or considered whether their representation of
PacifiCorp on the Currant Creek project created a conflict of interest even after they
learned: (1) PacifiCorp had terminated negotiations with USA Power [Vuyovich Dep. at
40-41, 43, 91-92; Ted Dep. at 308-10]; (2) PacifiCorp had issued RFP 2003-A to supply
power to PacifiCorp from the Mona substation beginning in 2005 [Exs. 66, 68; Williams
Dep. at 194, 227, 232; Ted Dep. at 308-10]; (3) PacifiCorp had acquired the Panda site
in Mona [Williams Dep. at 195; X-66]; (4) both PacifiCorp and USA Power were
submitting competing bids [Vuyovich Dep. at 40-41, 43, 69; Ted Dep. at 308-10;
Thurgood Dep. at 211, 220]; (5) their acquisition of water rights for PacifiCorp was
essential for PacifiCorp's project to be awarded the RFP [Williams Dep. at 163-64, 214,
232-33, 287-89; Thurgood Dep. at 227]; and (6) the water Williams acquired for
PacifiCorp may adversely affect the water rights she acquired for USA Power. [X-104;
Thurgood Dep. at 237, 239-40] PacifiCorp knew these facts as well but continued to
use Williams/HRO's services to USA Power's detriment.
After PacifiCorp awarded itself the RFP, USA Power learned Williams was
representing PacifiCorp on its bid. [Ted Dep. at 357-62] USA Power immediately wrote
Williams objecting. [Ex. 118] Williams ignored USA Power's objection and never
responded. [Williams' Response to First Set of Request for Admissions at 87-88]
Instead, Williams, at PacifiCorp's request, represented PacifiCorp in the Public Service
Commission proceeding against USA Power. [Williams Dep. at 290-96, Exs. 41, 111113]
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PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 14:
14.

Mr. Thurgood had seen Ms. Williams' name in one of the two volumes

that plaintiffs had given him months earlier and the very first thing Mr. Thurgood asked
Ms. Williams was whether she had a conflict of interest if she were to assist PacifiCorp.
In the only conversation between Mr. Thurgood and Ms. Williams during which USA
Power or its Spring Canyon project was ever mentioned, Ms. Williams responded to Mr.
Thurgood's conflict in interest inquiry: "My representation - my work for them [USA
Power]" - this is what i said. "My work for them is complete, I got their water rights for
them. He [Rand Thurgood] at that time said - asked me to look over the water rights
from Geneva and I said, No, there's no conflict.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute. See Response to paragraph 13.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 15:
15.

From March to approximately August, 2003, Ms. Williams assisted

PacifiCorp in its water negotiations with several water rights holders in both Utah and
Juab counties. None of these negotiations resulted in a deal to acquire water.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and therefore
is materially misleading. See Response to paragraphs 5, 13, 16-17.
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 16:
16.

Ultimately, in the summer of 2003, PacifiCorp was approached by an

entity known as WW Ranches, LC ("WW Ranches"), which agreed to sell PacifiCorp
the water it was seeking In August 2003, PacifiCorp signed an agreement with WW
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Ranches to purchase shares in several irrigation companies which afforded PacifiCorp
the water it needed
USA RESPONSE: Dispute See Response to paragraphs 5, 13, 16-17
Williams had confidential information of USA Power's which she obtained during
the course of her representation of USA Power She obtained that information directly
from USA Power and she obtained it in the course of representing USA Power The
confidential information she learned was not publicly available, was not her general
acquired knowledge from past work, and took her over 2 1/2 years to learn USA
Power paid almost $100,000 for Williams to learn and effectively use that information
from USA Power [Exs 47-60, 69, 86, 89-98, 146A, 147A, 148A]
USA Power never consented to Williams using or disclosing for the benefit of
any third party the confidential information she learned from and in representing USA
Power and at USA Power's substantial expense [Ted Dep at 584, Morris p 6]
The confidential information Williams learned in her representation of USA
Power was information that squarely fit the services Wilhams/HRO was required to
provide and did provide PacifiCorp in acquiring water rights for the Currant Creek plant
The confidential information Williams learned benefitted PacifiCorp [Morris p 5] For
example, Williams acquired water rights for PacifiCorp in 20% of the time it took her to
acquire water rights for Utah Power [Ted Dep at 410], Williams/HRO may have
contacted one of the people from whom USA Power purchased water and contacted
people and companies Williams/HRO had contacted in their search for water lor USA
Power [Ex 17, 66, 73, 100, Bates No HRO-00861, Williams Dep at 193-95, 251], and
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PacifiCorp knew the price USA Power paid for its water rights, information that was not
public information. [Ted Dep. at 356-357; Lois Dep. at 195]
PACIFICORP PARAGRAPH 17:
17.

In September, 2003, and pursuant to a process approved by the Utah

Public Service Commission, PacifiCorp made a decision to build the Currant Creek
power plant on the 240 acres that Panda had originally optioned next to PacifiCorp's
switching station. The first phase of Currant Creek was constructed in 2004-2005 and
went commercial in June 2005. The second phase was constructed starting in the fall
of 2005 and went commercial in March 2006.
USA RESPONSE: Dispute on the grounds it omits material facts and, therefore,
is materially misleading. See Response to paragraphs 5, 13, 16.
PacifiCorp purports to have developed its Currant Creek project in approximately
four months. Yet, the time necessary to develop a power project ranges between 18
and 24 months prior to construction. [Koltick at p. 14-17] It took USA Power almost
two years to develop the Spring Canyon project and cost millions of dollars. [Koltick at
p. 9] PacifiCorp had not evaluated the technical or economic feasibility of building a
power plant in Mona, Utah at the time it discovered USA Power had substantially
completed development of the Spring Canyon project and acquired the essential assets
to build a power plant in Mona, Utah. [Koltick at p. 16; see also Ex. 355 at p. 3, 5]
PacifiCorp did no independent work to develop the Currant Creek project until March
2003, four months before it submitted its bid based on the Currant Creek plant. [Koltick
at p. 15-17] Just one month before PacifiCorp decided to develop a competing power
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plant to supply power by 2005, PacifiCorp - Rand Thurgood - had concluded Spring
Canyon was "the only viable project site that is capable of meeting a 2005 online date."
[Ex. 355 at pp. 3, 5; accord Ex. 265] The first thing Pacificorp did when it decided to
develop a competing plant and look for water rights for the project was contact
Williams. [Thurgood Dep. at 209-11, 215]
The Currant Creek plant is the Spring Canyon project. The Currant Creek plant
is located in the same proximity to the Mona Substation as the site selected for the
Spring Canyon energy plant. The plants themselves are the same in all material
aspects, including but not limited to: (1) Dry cooling; (2) Zero wastewater discharge; (3)
Natural gas source is Questar's Mainline 104; (4) Same fuel transmission path; (5)
Same interconnection at Mona Substation; (6) Same voltage for interconnect at 345 kV;
(7) Same capacity steam turbine generator; (8) Gas combustion turbines are GE Class
7FA frame-type; (9) "Two on one" combined cycle configuration; (10) Each gas turbine's
nominal rated capacity is 140 MW; (11) Additional duct burner capacity is approximately
the same; and (12) Total plant capacity is approximately the same. [Koltick at p. 5, 18;
accord Ted Depo. P. 369-78]. Williams, as USA Power's attorney, was privy to all of
this information about the Spring Canyon project. See Response to paragraph 5.
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ARGUMENT
I.

GENUINE ISSUES OF MATERIAL FACT EXIST AS TO WHETHER
PACIFICORP INTENTIONALLY INTERFERED WITH USA POWER'S
EXISTING CONTRACTUAL RELATIONSHIP WITH WILLIAMS/HRO FOR AN
IMPROPER PURPOSE OR BY IMPROPER MEANS.
The Court should deny PacifiCorp's motion for summary judgment on USA

Power's sixth count for intentional interference with existing contractual relations
because genuine issues of material fact exist as to whether PacifiCorp intentionally
interfered with USA Power's existing contractual relationship with Williams/HRO, and as
to whether that interference was for an improper purpose or by improper means
A defendant is subject to liability for intentional interference with present
contractual relations if (1) the defendant intentionally interfered with the plaintiff's
existing contractual relations, (2) for an improper purpose or by improper means, (3)
causing injury to the plaintiff Leigh Furniture & Carpet Co v Isom, 657 P 2d 293, 304
(Utah 1982)
PacifiCorp argues that it is entitled to summary judgment for two reasons It did
not intentionally interfere with the existing contractual relationship between USA Power
and Williams and its interference was not for any improper purpose or by improper
means Both arguments are wrong and contrary to the applicable law and record
before the Court
A,

Genuine Issues of Material Fact Exist as to Whether PacifiCorp
Intentionally Interfered with the Exisitng Contractual Relationship
between USA Power and Williams/HRO.

The record before the Court demonstrates that a reasonable jury could infer
PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with the contractual relationship between USA Power
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and Williams. Accordingly, the Court cannot decide this issue as a matter of law and
must submit them to the jury for decision after a trial on the merits.
To prove a prima facie case of interference with contractual relations, USA
Power must establish PacifiCorp's interference was intentional. Leigh Furniture, 657
P.2d at 304. PacifiCorp's interference was intentional if it acted with the desire to cause
the interference or if it knew the interference was substantially certain to occur as a
result of its action. Mumford v. ITT Commercial Fin. Corp., 858 P.2d 1041, 1044 (Utah
Ct. App. 1993); Restatement (Second) of Torts § 766B cmt. d (Westlaw through 2006).
The determination whether PacifiCorp acted intentionally when it interfered with
the contractual relationship between USA Power and Williams is a question of fact
reserved for the jury. See Wells Fargo Bank v. Ariz. Laborers, 38 P.3d 12, 32 (Ariz.
2002). Indeed, where, as here, "reasonable interferences can be drawn on both sides
as to whether defendants acted with the requisite intent to be held liable for intentional
interference with contract," a court "is not permitted to weigh these conflicting
inferences at the summary judgment stage." ANR W. Coal Dev. Co. v. Basin EElec.
Power Coop., No. CIV A1-92-105, 1998 WL 1780685, at *6 (D.N.D. Oct. 26 1998); see
also Pennington v. Allstate Ins. Co., 973 P.2d 932, 937 (Utah 1998) (holding intent in
insurance dispute was issue of fact).
In this case, substantial evidence exists from which the jury could reasonably
infer that PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with the existing contractual relationship
between USA Power and Williams or, at the very least, that PacifiCorp knew that such
interference was substantially certain to occur due to its actions. Prior to the time
PacifiCorp engaged Williams, Ted Banasiewicz told Rand Thurgood that Jody Williams
2

was USA Power's lawyer in the Spring Canyon project [Ted Dep at 410-11]
Moreover, USA Power also had provided PacifiCorp with numerous confidential
documents demonstrating that Williams was USA Power's attorney [Exs 10, 11] USA
Power provided PacifiCorp with copies of confidential letters Williams wrote on HRO
stationary to USA Power [|d ] The letters stated they were "Attorney Work-Product"
and implied that Williams' work for USA Power was not completed [id ] Indeed,
Thurgood acknowledged receiving such documents and understood Williams and HRO
represented USA Power [Thurgood Dep at 328-31] In fact, Mr Thurgood admits the
confidential information Williams prepared for USA Power was of interest to PacifiCorp
[Thurgood Dep at 330]
Not deterred by his knowledge of Williams' contractual and confidential
relationship with USA Power, the first thing Thurgood did to obtain water for
PacifiCorp's competing power plant was to contact USA Power's attorney - Williams
[Thurgood Dep at 209-10] Although he knew Williams represented USA Power,
Thurgood contacted Williams regarding the acquisition of water for a competing power
plant in Mona, Utah [\_d at 211, 220, Williams Dep at 148, 225, 228, Ex 11, Thurgood
Dep at 217, 328-31, Ted Dep at 410-11] Thurgood knew Williams had done the same
water-acquisition work for USA Power, PacifiCorp's competitor Thurgood further knew
that, relying on USA Power's confidential information, Williams could achieve the same
result for PacifiCorp while meeting otherwise impossible deadlines [Ex 11, Lois Dep
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at 226, Thurgood Dep at 217-18] And Thurgood knew he needed to consult with
PacifiCorp's legal counsel before PacifiCorp could hire Williams
Notwithstanding these material facts, PacifiCorp argues that no jury could
reasonably infer that PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with USA Power's existing
contractual relationship with Williams only on the basis of two isolated facts (1)
Wiliams allegedly stated to Thurgood that she had completed her work for USA Power
and that she had no conflict representing PacifiCorp in its search for water rights, and
(2) USA Power had previously stated to Thurgood that USA Power had acquired the
necessary water rights for its project PacifiCorp's argument fails for several reasons
First, PacifiCorp's argument focuses exclusively on its alleged belief that
Williams had completed her work for USA Power relative to obtaining USA Power's
water rights However, USA Power's claim is not merely about PacifiCorp interfering
with a contractual relationship regarding water rights Ralher, USA Power's claim is
much more broad USA Power claims PacifiCorp interfered with USA Powers
contractual relationship with Williams and HRO regarding the entire planned Spring
Canyon generation project in Mona, Utah [2d Am Cmpl at 113-14] Even if,
arguendo, PacifiCorp truly did not intend to interfere with the contractual relationship
between USA Power and Williams relative to water rights, that does not mean
PacifiCorp did not otherwise intend to interfere with that relationship relative to the rest
of the Spring Canyon project And PacifiCorp does not argue to the contrary Nor
could it
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Second, PacifiCorp's argument asks this Court to decide summary judgment
based only on two isolated alleged facts and without regard to all the material facts.
This is inappropriate under Utah law. See Badger v. Brooklyn Canal Co., 922 P.2d 745,
753 (Utah 1996) (remanding to trial court to reconsider motion for summary judgment
on non-waived issues in light of all pertinent evidence on the issue).
Third, based on all the material facts, a jury could reasonably infer that
Thurgood's alleged "conflict check" with Williams, and Williams' alleged response that
she had no conflict, were either pretextual4 or concocted in response to this lawsuit
[See Thurgood Dep. at 217-18; Williams Dep. at 85] For example, a jury could
reasonably infer that, based on Thurgood's demonstrated knowledge of USA Power's
ongoing contractual relationship with Williams [Ex. 11; Thurgood Dep. at 217; 328-31],
Thurgood knew that hiring Williams to work on the same subject matter would interfere
with that relationship. [Ted Dep. at 410-11] See Mumford, 858 P.2d at 1044
(interference with contract intentional if interfering party "knew the interference was
substantially certain to occur). A jury could also reasonably infer that Thurgood inquired
about the conflict simply to give the appearance that he was acting ethically. Both
inferences are supported by the fact that Thurgood sought legal advice from
PacifiCorp's in-house counsel about Williams' conflict of interest, Thurgood knew he
was asking Williams to represent PacifiCorp so PacifiCorp could outbid USA Power's
Spring Canyon project - the very project on which Williams represented USA Power to obtain a long-term power purchase agreement with PacifiCorp, and Thurgood knew

4
A "pretextual" statement is a "false or weak reason or motive advanced to hide the actual or
strong reason or motive " Black's Law Dictionary 967 (7th ed 2000)
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he could not develop PacifiCorp's competing power plant in time without Williams' work
and use of confidential information [Thurgood Dep at 263, Ex 71, Koltock at pp 8,
14, Olive at p 17]
Likewise, a jury could reasonably infer that, based on Williams ongoing
representation of USA Power, Williams craftily and narrowly phrased her answer to
emphasize her work on USA Power's water rights and de-emphasize the entire scope
of her work for USA Power Even Thurgood's testimony demonstrates he did not
necessarily believe Williams' assertion that she had no conflict Indeed, after Williams'
statement, Thurgood met with PacifiCorp's in-house counsel regarding the obvous
conflict
In short, PacifiCorp fails to show a lack of genuine issues of material fact that
would entitle it to judgment as a matter of law PacifiCorp completely ignores many
material facts that are clearly pertinent to ascertaining PacifiCorp's intent and
knowledge When all of the material facts are brought to light, it is reasonable for a
fact-finder to infer that Thurgood's and Williams' "conflict check" was either pretextual or
fabricated Consequently, it is likewise reasonable to infer that PacifiCorp engaged
Williams with the desire of interfering with USA Power's contractual relationship or that
PacifiCorp knew that such interference was substantially certain to occur if it hired
Williams As a result, PacifiCorp's intent is a question of fact for the jury to decide and
the Court should deny PacifiCorp's motion for summary judgment on this ground
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B.

A Genuine Issue of Material Fact Exists as to Whether PacifiCorp's
Interference Was for an Improper Purpose or by Improper Means.

PacifiCorp has wholly failed to demonstrate the lack of genuine issues of
material fact relative to PacifiCorp's improper means. Accordingly, the Court should
deny summary judgment on this issue.5
In addition to intent, USA Power must establish that PacifiCorp's interference
was for an improper purpose or by improper means. Leigh Furniture, 657 P.2d at 304.
Improper means are those that "are contrary to law, such as violations of statutes,
regulations, or recognized common-law rules. Such acts are illegal or tortious in
themselves and hence are clearly 'improper'" Mumford, 858 P 2d at 1044. In addition,
"[m]eans may . . . be improper or wrongful because they violate an established standard
of a trade or profession." Leigh Furniture, 657 P.2d at 308, accord Restatement
(Second) of Torts § 767 cmt. c.
Here, PacifiCorp interfered with USA Power's existing contractual relationship
with Williams by improper means when PacifiCorp knowingly hired Williams in violation
of Williams' ethical obligations to USA Power6 PacifiCorp also interfered with that
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PacifiCorp has also failed to establish a lack of genuine issues of material fact relative to
PacifiCorp's improper purpose The defendant intentionally interfered with a contract for an improper
purpose if the defendant's predominant purpose was to injure the plaintiff Leigh Furniture, 657 P 2d at
307 Here, USA Power developed a power plant in Utah under PacifiCorp's nose Furthermore USA
Power did so at a time when PacifiCorp was receiving pressure from its parent company and from the
state of Utah to develop power generating facilities in Utah [Malko at pp 21-22, Malko Dep at 154-55]
Accordingly, it is reasonable for a jury to infer that PacifiCorp was not acting out of an "over-riding
economic reason," [Defendant's Mem at 16], but out of spite PacifiCorp, and more specifically Rand
Thurgood, had failed to perform their job once again and the only way to save face was to ensure USA
Power's failure
6

lt is a violation of an attorney's ethical obligations to simultaneously represent one client in a
matter that will be directly adverse to another client, unless both clients give informed consent Utah R
Prof'l Conduct 1 7
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contractual relationship when it obtained through Williams USA Power's confidential
trade secrets, (1) in violation of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act,7 and (2) in violation of
the power industry's standard.8
PacifiCorp avoids addressing this issue simply by asserting "[t]here is no
averment in plaintiffs pleading that PacifiCorp acted by improper means." [Defendant's
Mem. at 16]. PacifiCorp's suggestion that it is entitled to summary judgment simply
because the complaint does not contain the phrase "improper means" is wrong.
"'[U]nder Utah's liberal notice pleading requirements . . . all that is required is that
the pleadings be sufficient to give fair notice of the nature and basis of the claim
asserted and a general indication of the type of litigation involved.'" Guardian Title Co.
v. Mitchell, 54 P.3d 130, 133 n.4 (Utah 2002) (quoting Fishbuaqh v. Utah Power &
Light, 969 P.2d 403, 406 (Utah 1998)). For example, in Guardian Title, the plaintiff
failed to specifically allege a cause of action for breach of the duty of good faith and fair
dealing, kL Nevertheless, the Utah Supreme Court held that the plaintiff had
adequately pled that claim because the plaintiff alleged the defendant "(1) 'expressly
and implicitly covenanted' that it would perform the . . [sjervices, (2) agreed to perform
those services 'honestly,' and (3) breached its agreement." jdL
In this case, PacifiCorp has had more than "fair notice of the nature and basis of
7

lt is a violation of the Uniform Trade Secrets Act to use another's trade secret without express
permission if the party knew or had reason to know that the secret was "derived from or through a person
who owed a duty to the person seeking relief to maintain its secrecy or limit its use." Utah Code Ann. §1324-2(2) (West 2004).
8

lt is contrary to the established standard in the power industry to obtain and use, without consent,
a developer's work, information, analysis and conclusions resulting from the development of a power
project concept. [See Koltick at p. 5] ("A developer's work, information, analysis and conclus ons
resulting from the development of a power project concept are considered confidential in the power
industry."].
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the claim asserted and a general indication of the type of litigation involved "9 See idL
In its complaint, USA Power alleged (1) a claim of intentional interference with existing
contractual relations, [2d Am Compl fl 113], (2) that this claim is based on
PacifiCorp's interference with the contractual relationship between Williams and USA
Power, []d_], and (3) facts that demonstrate PacifiCorp acted by improper means
More specifically, USA Power alleged that PacifiCorp interfered with USA
Power's existing contractual relationship with Williams through improper means when
PacifiCorp obtained through her USA Power's confidential trade secrets in violation of
both the Trade Secrets Act and the established trade standards
"[Williams] began representing PacifiCorp on matters directly adverse to
USA Power's interests, thereby facilitating the transfer and use of
confidential information
" [Id fl 1]
"Williams and HRO
had begun negotiating for water rights for the
Currant Creek project in the spring of 2003, while Williams was still
representing and billing USA power for advice on Spring Canyon
"business strategy " Prior to this time, PacifiCorp had both actual and
constructive knowledge that Williams was representing Spring Canyon
" [W.H62]
"Using proprietary information gained as the lawyer of USA Power,
Williams was able to quickly obtain Juab County water rights, land rights,
and zoning approvals on behalf of PacifiCorp, enabling them to launch a
competing project" []d_ ^ 63]
"If not for the intervention of Williams on its behalf, PacifiCorp could not
have completed the Currant Creek project within the time frame set by the
RFP " [}d_ 1| 64]
"USA Power did not raise the issues of the stolen trade secrets or
Williams' breach of fiduciary duty at the Utah Commission level

9

' Qd_

lt is telling that PacifiCorp has not even asserted that they were unaware of USA Power s
intentional interference with contract claim It is likewise telling that PacifiCorp has not alleged that they
were unable to conduct discovery on this claim or were prejudiced in any other way
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1170]
"Without misappropriating protected confidential information and trade
secrets that USA provided to PacifiCorp and Williams, PacifiCorp could
not have independently designed or 'reverse engineered' Spring Canyon
in the form of Currant Creek " [id. U 73]
"As a result of building this new plant with the benefit of the Spring
Canyon concept (and the unlawful assistance of the Spring Canyon
attorney), PacifiCorp has profited millions of dollars
" []d_ fl 78]
"PacifiCorp, with the active assistance of Williams and HRO,
misappropriated this confidential information without the express or
implied consent of USA Power" [ld_ If 86]
•

"HRO and Williams breached that duty including in the following manner
using confidential and/or proprietary information gained from USA
Power to its detriment by, among other things, negotiating agreements
with Juab County interests to permit the construction of Currant Creek"
[ifiLIf 102]
"HRO and Williams breached that duty including by disclosing to
PacifiCorp, or using or disclosing on behalf of PacifiCorp, confidential
proprietary information of USA Power, including the terms of water
agreements negotiated in Juab County on behalf of USA Power" []d_ fl
108]
"At all times relevant hereto, USA Power had an existing contractual
relationship with Williams and HRO PacifiCorp had knowledge of that
relationship By hiring Williams and HRO to represent its project
PacifiCorp intentionally interfered with that relationship
" [Id fl 113]
"USA Power suffered an injury and damages as a proximate cause of the
intentional interference with its contractual relations by PacifiCorp ' Qd_ fl
114]
"COUNT ONE - VIOLATION OF THE UNIFORM TRADE SECRETS ACT
(PacifiCorp)" []d_ at p 22]
"COUNT SIX - INTENTIONAL INTERFERENCE WITH EXISTING
CONTRACTUAL RELATIONS (PacifiCorp)' [\6_ at p 28]

As the record demonstrates, PacifiCorp had fair notice of the nature of the claim
for intentional interference, including the assertion that PacifiCorp interfered through
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improper means
Accordingly, summary judgment on this issue is inappropriate because
PacifiCorp presents no other argument and does not assert that no genuine issue of
material fact exists on this issue See Utah R Civ P 56, Waddoups v Amalgamated
Sugar Co , 54 P 3d 1054, 1063 (Utah 2002)
CONCLUSION
Based on the facts and legal authorities stated above, the Court should deny
PacifiCorp's motion for summary judgment on plaintiffs' claim against PacifiCorp for
intentional interference with existing contractual relations The record demonstrates
there are disputed issues of material fact with regard to that claim and the jury must
decide those issues after a trial on the merits
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